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Numerical Simulation of the Two-
Dimensional Viscous Compressible 
Flow in Blade Cascades Using a 
Solution-Adaptive Unstructured 
Mesh 
An explicit finite element procedure has been coupled with an automatic generation 
procedure for mesh-adaptive steady-state simulations of two-dimensional viscous 
compressible flows in cascades. Turbulence is modeled by a two-layer algebraic eddy 
viscosity model. Results show good behavior in comparison with measurements and 
results of a conventional H-mesh viscous flow solver. Computed loss approaches 
measured loss as the mesh is refined. Currently, the unstructured solver suffers in 
efficiency terms because the automatic mesh generator tends to produce inefficient 
equilateral triangles in the regions of shock waves, and boundary layers where 
stretched elements would be more appropriate. This means that, at least for the 
Navier-Stokes equations, the unstructured approach is not yet competitive with 
conventional structured techniques. Nevertheless, this will change once the key 
advantages of geometric flexibility and user-independent solutions force rapid de
velopment. 

Introduction 
Conventional viscous flow solvers are becoming a routine 

industrial design tool. These solvers are invariably based on 
conventional meshes (H-mesh, O-mesh, C-mesh, etc.) with a 
topologically rectangular structure and usually remain fixed 
throughout a simulation. Unfortunately, the production of a 
suitable mesh is not routine. Many, often conflicting issues 
need to be addressed: the leading edge must be carefully gridded 
to avoid excessive false entropy creation; highly skewed mesh 
must be avoided; some attempt must be made to give shocks 
adequate mesh support; and so on. 

By contrast, the solution-adaptive unstructured mesh de
scribed in this paper holds out the possibility of user-inde
pendent simulations. Provided the user can define the cascade 
geometry and boundary conditions, the evolution of the so
lution generates its own appropriate mesh. In the present work 
the mesh adaption is controlled by two criteria: The magnitude 
of the static pressure gradient determines the element size in 
the vicinity of shocks and stagnation points; the local entropy 
determines the element size in the boundary layer region and • 
in the wake. Pioneering work in this area has been presented 
(for Euler solvers) by Morgan and Peraire (1987), Lohner et 
al. (1987), and Holmes et al. (1988). 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8,1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters February 1, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-211. 

The solution procedure is based on the two-step explicit 
Taylor-Galerkin finite element method (Morgan and Peraire, 
1987), which has previously proven to be robust and accurate 
for high-speed compressible flows. Turbulence is modeled by 
a two-layer algebraic turbulence model (Baldwin and Lomax, 
1978) that does not compromise the advantages of the un
structured mesh. This type of turbulence model has the ad
vantage of being computationally inexpensive compared with 
other candidates such as one or two-equation models. Alge
braic models are widely used for turbomachinery simulations 
and produce good predictions of turbulent boundary layers; 
however, their performance in large separated regions is ques
tionable. 

The flow solver is coupled with an automatic mesh gener
ation procedure (Peraire et al., 1987) that generates a complete 
new mesh at each refinement. This is a robust way of imple
menting mesh-adaptive simulations, leaving the user well in 
control of the number of node points in the refined mesh and 
allowing the grid to be made coarser as well as more refined 
where the solution so indicates. The fact that virtually the same 
mesh has to be regenerated, in areas of small change, from 
one refinement to the next is not a large constraint since, even 
though these areas may be large, they usually contain only a 
minor portion of the mesh points. 

Results are presented both for compressor and turbine cas
cades and comparisons with experiments show improving 
agreement in loss as the mesh is refined. Comparisons are also 
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made with a conventional H-mesh viscous flow solver (Dawes, 
1985). 

Equations of Motion 
The governing equations for viscous compressible flows may 

be written in conservation form 

dFJ dU dF[_ 
dt dXj dXj 

(1) 

where 

U= F= 

pUi 

piijUj+pdij 

^Uj(pe+p). 

Fi~-
•' ,dT> 

(2) 

Herep.p, e, T, k, and <5,y denote density, pressure, total energy, 
temperature, thermal conductivity, and the Kronecker delta, 
respectively, and «,• is the component of the fluid velocity in 
the direction of xt. The viscous stress tensor ay, is given by 

/dt^ du\ 2duk 

^ U + ̂ J"3to^ (3) 

where p is the viscosity. The equation set is completed by the 
addition of the state equations 

p=(y-l)p {e~hu) (4a) 

(4b) 

Turbulence is accounted for by the inclusion of a two-layer 
algebraic mixing length eddy viscosity model (Baldwin and 
Lomax, 1978), in which n and k consists of a laminar part \>.L 

and kL(kL = ixL/rPr), and a turbulent part, fiT and kj(kT=iiT/ 
Pr r) . The model has two layers in which the turbulent viscosity 
is given by 

Mr= 
Y<Y< crossover 

Y > Y 
(5) 

where Y is the normal distance from the nearest wall and 
^crossoverls the smallest value of Y at which values from inner 
and outer formulas are equal. To aid the implementation of 
the model on the unstructured mesh, at the time of mesh 
generation, a table is created for each blade surface node of 
a sequence'of nodes nearly normal to the blade surface. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. For each node the normal distance to 
the blade surface is also computed. Note that as described in 
the later section on mesh generation a triangular structured 
O-mesh is deployed close to the blade with about ten nodes 
normal to the blade (i.e., covering about half the boundary 
layer). This node sequence is taken to be the "profile" over 
which the turbulence model is deployed. Although slightly 
approximate, the strictly "mathematical" error is far less than 
the uncertainty implicit in turbulence modeling itself. The eddy 
viscosity in the inner and outer regions is as follows. In the 
inner region 

-"Tinner = / A 2 l « l (&*) 

where IQI is the magnitude of the vorticity and 

\ = kxY[l~e~Y+/A+] y+ = VP*T„Y 

In the outer region 

Pouter = CaPFw AKEFKLEB 

(6b) 

(7) 

Fig. 1 Structured O-mesh around the blade with a thickness of 10 nodes 
and 18 elements. This mesh is deployed in order to generate stretched 
elements in the boundary layer. The solution procedure within the struc
tured mesh is equivalent to the procedure outside. 

where 

^WAKE = M I N ( F M A X F M A X , CWKYMAXuDlFF/FMAX) (8) 

The quantities FMAX and FMAX a r e determined from the func
tion 

-Y+/A+ , y | Q I { l - e - (9) F(Y) 

FMAX is t n e maximum value of F( Y) in a given profile and 
YMAX is the value of Y at which the maximum occurs. Thus 
the model length scale is determined from the vorticity distri
bution. The Klebanoff intermittency factor is given by 

1 + 5.5 (10) 

The value of «DIFF is the difference between maximum and 
minimum velocity in the given profile. The various constants 
are taken as 

A+ = 26 

QcLEB = 0.3 

CWK = 0.25 

CCL = 0.02688 

kx = 0.41 

P r r = 0.9 

No special treatment is made of any separated zones. Tran
sition location currently is specified as input data. The wake 
is effectively modeled by the outer formulation (7). 

Solution Strategy 
The time domain is divided into finite levels, here denoted 

by superscript A:. For the solution to proceed from time level 
k to time level k+ 1, the following two-step procedure is used: 

Step J 

Step II 

2 dXj 

A[/= -At-
dff 

dxi 
- + At~ 

dF?K 

(11a) 

(lib) 
dXj 

where At denotes the time step and AU= Uk+' - if. In steady-
state calculations the time step varies spatially, such that the 
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Courant number stability criterion is not exceeded locally 

( l u , l + c ) ^ - < l (12) 
Axt 

Above, I u, I, c, and Ax, are the magnitude of the fluid velocity, 
the wave speed, and the shortest element side. 

All quantities at the intermediate time level k + 1/2 are ap
proximated using piecewise constant basis functions, \pe, and 
all quantities at time levels k and k +1 are interpolated on 
linear basis functions, ip{. 

^ + I / 2 ^ t " V « (13a) 

if^lfjtPj (136) 

where e and j denote summations over elements and nodes, 
respectively. The weak formulation takes the form 

Step I 

At 
t ^ + 1 / 2 < ^ > = lfj<<Pj^E> " f rf^E) (14«) 

Step II 

3<Pi, kd<Pi, 
AUJWJ*,) = A t f T 1 / 2 < 0 - A « * r a 

dXj dx,-' 

t\Ff - At \Fjk+ mipfiids + At\Ff<p?it ,ds (146) 

where n, is the rth component of the unit normal vector directed 
outwards, and < > denotes the inner product: 

<a-6> = I la-6 dx dy (15) 

The line integrals in (14a) and (146) are defined counterclock
wise along external boundaries and clockwise along internal 
boundaries. In the first step the solution is formed directly at 
the element level, and hence vectorizes directly. The second 
step, however, involves assembling each element contribution 
to the nodal fluxes. This operation is somewhat more expensive 
and in the current version of the code has not been vectorized. 
To do this elements must be "colored" and sorted into sets 
to eliminate the data dependencies that prevent automatic vec-
torization. This will be accomplished in the next version of the 
code. The second step may be expressed schematically as 

[M]AU=R (16) 

where [M] is the consistent mass matrix and R is the assembled 
flux terms. For steady-state calculations [M] is approximated 
by the lumped mass matrix, [ML], which is easily inverted due 
to its diagonal structure. 

0 
[MJy = 

EM* i=J 
(17) 

By using the lumped mass matrix the method may be thought 
of as a Lax-Wendroff predictor-corrector method, which uses 
shape functions to approximate the primary variables and fluxes 
within an element. 

In order to ensure stable computations in problems involving 
strong shocks, an artificial viscosity has been applied (Morgan 
andPeraire, 1987). The solution computed from equation (156) 
is replaced by the smoothed nodal values, f j + 1 : 

L £ + l - { / + 1 = C„[MJ- ([M\-WL])p 

\{[M\-[ML])p\ 

where Cv is a constant. This is the unstructured mesh imple-

{[M]-[ML])Uk+l 

(18) 

mentation of, in finite difference terms, second difference 
smoothing with a second difference pressure sensing switch. 
This switch, \([M\-[ML])p/\ ([M]-[ML])p\ I, is of order 
(mesh spacing)2 in smooth regions of the flow but of order 1 
in the region of shocks. Hence in smooth flow, the term 
Uk+' - Uk+' is of order (mesh spacing)3 and does not alter the 
basic second-order accuracy of the scheme but near shock 
waves does facilitate shock capture. It should be noted that 
across boundary layers and wakes the combination of a pres
sure-driven switch and physically small transverse pressure gra
dients minimizes false viscosity error. The range of Cv is 
typically 1-2 in transonic flows and 0.1-0.2 in subsonic flows. 

The boundary conditions on the upstream and exit bound
aries are applied in a weak sense through the boundary integrals 
in equation (156). On the upstream boundary total pressure, 
total enthalpy and the velocity component tangential to the 
boundary are specified, and on the downstream boundary the 
static pressure is fixed. These conditions are applied in a non-
reflecting manner by making use of characteristic theory (Giles, 
1986). On the blade boundary the condition of no normal flux 
of mass and heat is weakly applied to the continuity and energy 
equations, whereas the momentum equation is discarded in 
favor of the strong boundary condition: pu = 0, pv = 0. 

Mesh Generation and Refinement Strategy 
The flow solver is coupled with an advancing front grid 

generation procedure (Peraire et al., 1987), which is capable 
of generating an unstructured mesh provided that the geometry 
and the distribution of local element size 8 are given. The 
boundaries of the domain are prescribed by a number of 
boundary segments, each defined by a set of boundary points, 
and the variation of & is specified at each node point of a given 
background mesh. The strategy of solution-adaptive refine
ment for steady-state problems is implemented by the following 
iterative procedure: 

1 generation of a uniform initial mesh (the production of 
a uniform mesh is trivial; only one background element 
is needed) 

2 computation of steady-state solution 
3 if desired accuracy is achieved, stop simulation 
4 refinement indicator is computed, at each note point, from 

the solution 
5 generation of new mesh by using the old mesh as a back

ground mesh; local element size is controlled by the in
dicator 

6 initial condition on new mesh is given by the interpolated 
solution from the old mesh 

7 go to (2) 

Currently, the indicator used for refinement is a scalar and 
hence not directional, although it is recognized that by using 
an indicator that senses element shape as well as element size, 
stretched elements could be generated. This would be an eco
nomical advantage, for example, in boundary layers, where 
the flow is approximately one dimensional. Here, this issue 
has been addressed by including a thin layer of structured mesh, 
consisting of highly stretched elements, in the region near the 
wall. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. For the present computations 
(Figs. 7-9, 11) ten nodes were deployed normal to the blade 
in this O-mesh. Nevertheless, the mesh generator still tends to 
produce far too many inefficient near-equilateral elements in 
shocks, boundary layers, and wakes where the flow is essen
tially one dimensional. It is hoped that further development 
can alleviate this inefficient use of computer memory, but is 
is not an easy task. 

We have found it convenient first to resolve the boundary 
layer and wake, which is done using the local entropy as the 
indicator for refinement 
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Fig. 2(a) Initial finite element mesh for a generic fan blade configu
ration; (b) Mach number contours of the steady-state solution on the 
initial mesh: Mh,in = 0.5660; Mmlx = 1.3215; interval = 0.04 

Fig. 3(a) Mesh after two refinements of boundary layer and wake; (b) 
Mach number contours of the steady-state solution on the mesh shown 
in Fig. 3(a): Mmin = 0.0; Mm8X = 1.3707; interval = 0.04 

Fig. 4(a) Mesh after an additional refinements of shocks and stagnation 
point; (b) Mach number contours of the steady-state solution on the 
mesh shown in Fig. 4(a): Mmi„ = 0.0; Mmax = 1.4628; interval = 0.04 

Smax, Smin, and Sj are the maximum, minimum, and nodal 
values of entropy, 5max and 5min are the maximum and minimum 
specified values of element size, and dj is the nodal indicator. 
Next we refine shocks and stagnation points by also taking 
into account the magnitude of the static pressure gradient 

dp 
dx. max dXj 

The condition (19) or (20) that produces the smallest value of 
element size is used locally. 

Figures 2-4 show a sequence of refinements for a generic 
fan blade and the steady-state solution on each respective mesh. 
Since the initial mesh is too coarse to resolve the boundary 
layer, the no-slip condition has in this case been replaced by 
the condition of no flux of mass and heat normal to the blade 
boundary. This sequence is intended purely to illustrate the 
concepts of solution adaptive refinement. As the refinement 
proceeds the blade surface needs increasing definition. This is 
provided by a sequence of splines to calculate new blade points, 
thus guaranteeing that blade surface curvature is always prop
erly represented. 

Basic Code Validation 
The complete validation of a code is extremely expensive 

and almost invariably carried out in-house (validation is the 
key investment in CFD). Here we present predictions for a 
Blasius boundary layer and a transonic aerofoil. Figure 5 com
pares the predicted laminar flow past a flat plate with zero 
pressure gradient with the exact Blasius result (Schlichting, 
1979). The agreement between the velocity profile (at mid-
chord) and skin friction development is perfectly acceptable. 
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Q . o c 

o 

Computed values 
Blasius solution 

x/chord 

Fig. 5(a) Skin friction coefficient versus chord position for the laminar 
flat plate case compared with the Blasius solution 

Fig. 5(b) Velocity profile at 50 percent of chord for the flat plate case 
compared with the Blasius solution 

The predictions used a mesh of 35 by 33 nodes, a Mach number 
of 0.2, a Reynolds number of 104, and the same value of Cv 

as for routine blade work. 
Figure 6(c) shows the mesh (consisting of 2300 nodes) used 

to predict the flow past a symmetric aerofoil at zero incidence. 
Only the upper part of the flow was modeled with appropriate 
symmetry conditions upstream and downstream of the aero
foil, The Mach number is 0.8 and the Reynolds number 
1.8 x 106, hence transition is assumed at the leading edge. The 
comparisons of both surface pressures and skin friction with 
experimental measurement (Baker and Squire, 1982) and the 
predictions of a conventional structured mesh solver (Dawes, 
1985) are, again, perfectly acceptable (Figs. 6b-d). 

Sample Application 

The capability of the described method is demonstrated by 
comparing results with measurements and a conventional vis
cous flow solver (Dawes, 1985), based on the traditional block 
implicit scheme by Beam and Warming (1977). Two sets of 
runs have been conducted for a high-speed turbine configu
ration, for which experimental values of loss and blade surface 
pressures are available (Kiocketal., 1985). The first simulation 
considers the turbulent case, whereas the second simulation is 
laminar. In both cases a Reynolds number of 6,7 x 10s, based 
on the true chord and the flow variables on the exit boundary, 
is used. Boundary conditions are applied corresponding to a 
flow angle of 37.9 deg on the upstream boundary and a Mach 
number of 0.985 on the exit boundary. 

The sequence of meshes used is illustrated in Fig. 7 (as in 
Fig. 1, a structured O-mesh is used near the blade with 10 
nodes normal to the blade). The conventional solver uses an 
entirely structured H-mesh consisting of 50 x 99 computational 
cells. 

Blade Surface Pressures and General Flow Field. One ob
jective of the simulations is to estimate the load on the blade 

Fig. 6(a) Mesh consisting of 2300 nodes used for computation of tran
sonic flow around an aerofoil at zero incidence 
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Fig. 6(d) Velocity profile at 55 percent of chord 

and the distribution of static pressure along the blade surface. 
In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) the surface pressures are plotted versus 
the blade surface coordinate for the turbulent case and laminar 
case, respectively. In the turbulent case (Fig. 8a) results of both 
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Fig. 7(a) Basic coarse mesh consisting of 686 nodes and 1196 elements; 
(b) mesh after one refinement of boundary layer and wake; 8305 nodes; 
15,866 elements; (c) mesh after two refinements of boundary layer and 
wake; 12,206 nodes; 26,625 elements; (d) mesh after an additional re
finement of areas with large static pressure gradients; 15,099 nodes; 
29,279 elements 

solvers compare well with measured values; the adaptive solver 
clearly provides better resolution in the shock and trailing edge 
regions. The results of the laminar simulations (Fig. 8b) do 
not differ much from the turbulent results (Fig. 8a), except 
for the region downstream of the shock on the suction side, 
indicating that the solution in this area is highly turbulent. The 
unstructured solver has a tendency to produce small wiggles 
in the blade surface pressures (see Fig. 8). This is not geometric 
in origin (as the refined blade surface is always spline fit) but 
rather is a failure of the numerical smoothing to damp small 
wiggles propagating from the high-gradient leading edge re
gion. This failure is partly due to using minimal smoothing 
(i.e., smoothing is too low) but also due to the presence of 
additional unstable modes on unstructured triangles that are 
poorly damped by our smoother. 

Figures 9(a-c) show contour plots of Mach number, static 
pressures, and entropy for the turbulent solution on the final 
mesh. These may be compared with the solution on the struc
tured mesh (Figs. Wa-d). The two solutions compare in gen
eral. But here also, we note discrepancies in the resolution of 
shocks and in the trailing edge region. The adaptive solver 
produces much better shock resolution than the conventional 
solver. In particular the reflection of the trailing edge shock 
on the suction surface is well predicted by the adaptive solver; 
the conventional solver has smeared it into the expansion. The 
shock-boundary layer interaction zone (Fig. 11) shows a well-
resolved separation zone (and also illustrates the extend of the 
resolution of the structured O-mesh local to the blade). The 
separation bubble itself appears larger than that present in the 
experiments (Kiock et al., 1985) so this has implications for 
the loss prediction. 

Loss Prediction. Another reason for simulating viscous 
compressible flows is to predict the loss in a cascade stage 
under certain flow conditions. The loss <o is defined as 

Poi ~ Pea 

P02-P2 
(21) 

wherep0 and/? are the total and static pressures, respectively; 
the overbar represents a pitchwise mass average; the subscript 
2 denotes the exit value and the subscript 1 is the value at the 
upstream boundary. In general, numerical schemes tend to 
overestimate the loss due to numerical viscosity inherent in the 
method, but are needed in order to stabilize the computations 
in the vicinity of shocks. Figures l(a-d) show the sequence of 
meshes used for the turbulent run and Table 1 shows the 
computed loss as a function of the number of mesh points. 
As the mesh is refined the experimental loss is approached, 
although not reached. 

It is clear that for a given number of mesh points, the con
ventional solver is more accurate, according to the losses in 
Table 1. This is almost entirely due to the present mesh gen
erator, which produces far too many equilateral triangles in 
regions like shocks, wakes, and boundary layers, which are 
really one dimensional and would be more efficiently resolved 
on stretched elements. Overcoming this inherent difficulty with 
the mesh generator is currently the major pacing item in the 
code development. This should not be seen as a major restric
tion for the future. As the mesh refinement increases, the 
predicted loss falls to a level somewhat above that measured. 
It is believed that this must be due, at least partly, to numerical 
smoothing (which should be rather more sophisticated). For 
the turbulent case the final unstructured and structured loss 
levels are effectively the same, which is encouraging as they 
use the same turbulence model and the same model constants. 

Conclusion 
A solution-adaptive viscous flow solver algorithm is de

scribed and applied to high-speed flows in cascades. We have 
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Fig. 8(b) Blade surface pressures for laminar simulation; values are 
scaled by the upstream stagnation pressure 

Fig. 9(a) Mach contours for turbulent case on final mesh: Max 
value = 1.28; contour interval = 0.025; (b) static pressure contours for 
turbulent case on final mesh: Max value = 0.80; Min value = 0.28; inter
val =0.05; (c) entropy contours for turbulent case on final mesh; the 
entropies are scaled by the upstream values; Max value = 1.38; Min 
value = 0.96; interval = 0.02 
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Table 1 Computed loss versus number of mesh points 

Fig. 10(a) Structured H-mesh for conventional flow solver: The mesh 
consists of 4950 node points; (b) Mach contours of steady turbulent 
solution on the structured mesh: The contour interval is 0.025; (c) static 
pressure contours of steady turbulent solution on the structured mesh: 
The contour interval is 0.05; (d) entropy contours of steady turbulent 
solution on the structured mesh: The contour interval is 0.02 

found three major advantages with this procedure compared 
with conventional structured mesh flow solvers: 

(i) The method provides greater generality since the unstruc
tured mesh puts no constraint on the type of geometry that 
may be encountered. It also allows for adaptive refinement 
along arbitrary curves or at arbitrary points in the domain. In 
this way numerical detail may be supplied where, and only 
where, needed. 

(ii) The simulations are to a large extent user independent 

method 
measurement 
conventional solver, laminar case 

4950 mesh points 
conventional solver, turbulent case 

4950 mesh points 
adaptive solver, laminar case 

- 8305 mesh points 
- 12099 mesh points 
- 14186 mesh points 

adaptive solver, turbulent case 
- 8305 mesh points 
- 12206 mesh points 
- 15099 mesh points 

loss co 
4.15 % 

5.12% 

7.60 % 

12.7 % 
9.12 % 
6.23 % 

12.8 % 
10.3 % 
7.48 % 

Fig. 11 Vectors of fluid velocity in the turbulent boundary layer sep
aration region, which is located at about 3/4 chord on the suction side 

since no knowledge of the solution is required in order to 
generate the mesh. The mesh is generated automatically from 
the solution according to given criteria. The only input from 
the user, except for the geometry and boundary conditions, is 
minimum and maximum allowed element size. 

(Hi) Any degree of accuracy is achievable without sacrificing 
good discretization practice. By decreasing the minimum al
lowed element size it is possible to achieve higher local accuracy 
without the risk of developing badly deformed or skewed ele
ments. 

Results show that the method presented has the ability to 
resolve local phenomena such as shock/boundary layer inter
action. 

However, the current code has several disadvantages com
pared to a conventional, well-developed structured code: 

(0 The mesh generator produces far too many inefficient 
equilateral triangles in steep gradient regions like shocks, when 
correctly aligned stretched elements would drastically reduce 
the number of nodes required for a given resolution. 

(ii) More sophisticated smoothing needs to be developed for 
the unstructured environment. 
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(///) Some implicitness must be introduced into the algorithm 
to relieve restrictive small time steps in the boundary layer. 

(iv) The current code is still a research code and so the cpu 
times do not yet compare favorably with a mature structured 
code. Nevertheless, the cost per point per time step is com
parable and further work on the mesh generator will reduce 
overall cpu times. 

All four issues are currently being addressed. 
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Throughflow Theory for 
Nonaxisymmetric Turbomachinery 
Flow: Part I—Formulation 
Throughflow theory has been limited in its applicability and in its accuracy by the 
fact that it has not historically been cast in a form that can account for the non-
axisymmetries that naturally arise in turbomachinery flow due to the presence of 
finite numbers of rotor andstator airfoils. The attempt to circumvent this limitation 
by the introduction of an aerodynamic blockage factor has been demonstrated in 
earlier work to produce fundamental inconsistencies in the calculation, which lead 
to significant errors in the regions of the flow where the nonaxisymmetries are severe. 
The formulation in Part I of the present work is a derivation of a system of through-
flow equations for nonaxisymmetric flow. A benchmark database is used in Part 
II to provide input to the calculation and to help identify the dominant terms. It is 
demonstrated that the dominant effect of nonaxisymmetry is contained in two terms 
that relate the total pressure of the averaged flow to the mass-averaged total pressure. 
It also is demonstrated that the present formulation produces a result that is more 
accurate than that obtained with the historical blockage-based formulation. 

Introduction 
Throughflow theory in turbomachinery design is a two-di

mensional, axisymmetric calculation describing the span wise 
variation of the flow at various stream wise locations, both 
within and between the rotor and stator airfoil rows, from the 
inlet of the compressor or turbine to its discharge. The cal
culation is at the heart of the design process since it determines 
the incident flow conditions of Mach number and flow angle 
and the downstream flow conditions of total pressure loss, exit 
flow angle, and axial velocity-density ratio (AVDR) that the 
rotor and stator airfoils must be designed to produce. 

Although highly sophisticated fully three-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes solution algorithms are beginning to appear, 
which have the potential to attack turbomachinery flows in 
full generality, the basis of most contemporary design systems 
is a sequence of two-dimensional calculations, most notably, 
the throughflow prediction and the airfoil potential flow pre
diction. Because of their speed and efficiency, these two-di
mensional calculations will continue to play an important role 
in the aerodynamic design of multistage compressors. For this 
reason, there is great incentive to improve the physical model 
on which throughflow theory is based. 

Throughflow theory, as it has historically been used, is based 
on an axisymmetric treatment of circumferentially averaged 
flow. It has long been recognized, however, that there are 
major nonaxisymmetries present in the flows exiting rotor and 
stator airfoil rows and that these nonaxisymmetries have a 
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34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8,1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters February 21, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-304. 

powerful impact on the flow. As an example, Fig. 1 illustrates 
the nature of the total pressure distributions downstream of 
the second-stage rotor and stator of a two-stage compressor 
operating at near-stall conditions. Strong nonaxisymmetries 
are present in the flow due to the rotor tip leakage, profile 
wake, and hub corner separation, and due to the stator profile 
wake and hub corner separation. 

The strong first-order effects of nonaxisymmetries such as 
these are normally modeled by introducing a "blockage fac
tor" into the throughflow analysis. This aerodynamic blockage 
factor is usually thought of in much the same way as the 
mechanical blockage caused by the tangential thickness of the 
airfoils. Blockage in the present context is what has been re
ferred to as "tangential" blockage and not "endwall" block
age (AGARD, 1981). Tangential blockage is intended to 
account for the department of the actual flow field from the 
axisymmetric treatment in the theory. 

Over the years, a number of investigators have looked at 
the effect of nonaxisymmetries on throughflow theory (Ruden, 
1944; Smith, 1966; Hirsch, 1975; Hirsch and Warzee, 1976, 
1979; Sehra and Kerrebrock, 1979; Hirsch and Dring, 1987). 
The major conclusion from this work is that nonaxisymmetries 
do have the potential to impact the flow, especially near the 
endwalls. 

In an effort to quantify the impact of nonaxisymmetries on 
a throughflow prediction, a number of detailed analytical/ 
experimental comparisons have been carried out making use 
of an extensive benchmark data set for a two-stage compressor 
and utilizing the throughflow calculation of Habashi (1980) 
and Habashi and Youngson (1983). These assessments were 
carried out with the compressor operating both at nominal 
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Fig. 1 Second-stage rotor and stator exit total pressure contours, ACPT 
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design point conditions (Dring and Joslyn, 1985,1986a, 1986b, 
1986c), and at near-stall conditions (Dring and Joslyn, 1986d, 
1987). These assessments have indicated that throughflow 
theory becomes inaccurate in regions where the aerodynamic 

blockage is high and that the accuracy of the prediction is very 
sensitive to the detailed spanwise distributions of blockage. 

The objective of the present work is to derive and assess an 
improved formulation of throughflow theory that accounts 
for the nonaxisymmetry of the flow. 

Derivation 
To a great extent, the present work is an extension of the 

throughflow formulation of Hirsch and Warzee (1979). It also 
is an extension of the discussion of the implications of the 
various circumferential averaging processes presented by Hirsch 
and Dring (1987). One final note of caution with respect to 
these previous works and the present work is that in this 
derivation the notation for the various averaging processes has 
been changed in an attempt to make the work more readable. 

The essential concept in applying throughflow theory to 
nonaxisymmetric flow is that the variables can be dealt with 
on some suitable circumferentially averaged basis. The nature 
of the most suitable averaging process depends on the partic
ular equation or variable being averaged. The equations that 
will be employed in this formulation include the continuity 
equation, the equation of state, and the radial projection of 
the momentum equation. In addition to these, the averaging 
process also must be applied to the variables normally con
sidered to be conserved along stream surfaces, i.e., absolute 
angular momentum, entropy, and rothalpy. As a result of all 
this, three different averages will be utilized. The need for each 
average will become apparent as the derivation develops. These 
three circumferential averages are as follows for any function 

M: 
Area Average 

fa= \. fde/ 
res 

eld 

Density A verage 

- fe 

= pf"/pa 

pfdd/ \e pde 

(i) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

In these definitions note that for incompressible flow or 
compressible flow at low Mach numbers the density and area 
averages are equal, or very nearly so. 

Mass A verage 

/ '"- ] pcjde/] pCxde 

= PCJa/pC/ = CJd/Cx 

b = 
C = 
f = 

Ft = 
Ff = 
H = 
h = 
I = 

N = 
P = 
R = 
r = 
s = 
T = 
t = 

W = 
x = 

mechanical blockage 
absolute flow speed 
any general function 
airfoil pressure force 
airfoil friction force 
total enthalpy 
static enthalpy 
rothalpy 
number of airfoils in a row 
static pressure 
gas constant 
radial coordinate 
entropy 
static temperature 
airfoil tangential thickness 
relative flow speed 
axial coordinate 

a = absolute yaw angle, equation 
(25) 

(3 = relative yaw angle, equation 
(26) 

8t = mean camber line lean angle 
<p = stream function 
p = density 
T = airfoil pitch 
6 = angular coordinate 

Subscripts 
abs = absolute 

5 = airfoil suction surface 
p = airfoil pressure surface 
r — radial component 

rel = relative 

rot = rotary total 
x = axial component 
0 = total 
6 = circumferential component 

Superscripts 
a = pitch wise area average, equa

tion (1) 
d = pitch wise density average, 

equation (2) 
m = pitchwise mass average, 

equation (3) 
= defined in equations (14) and 

(28a) 
' = fluctuation from the density 

average 
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Continuity Equation. It has been demonstrated by Hirsch 
and Warzee (1979) that the continuity equation can be inte
grated circumferentially to produce the following averaged 
form: 

jr(rbp'Cr")+ yx(rbp"Cx ' )=0 (4) 

In this expression b is the tangential blockage factor due to 
the airfoil tangential thickness 

b=\-{t/r) (5) 

Note that in the axial gaps between adjacent airfoil rows and 
in the ducts up and downstream of the compressor or turbine 
(where there are no airfoils), the mechanical blockage is unity. 
A stream function may be defined based on these area and 
density-averaged variables. 

C, 

rbpa \drj 

rbp" \dxj 

(6a) 

(6b) 

Equation of State. The equation of state also may be cir
cumferentially averaged as follows: 

Pa=:R(p~Ta)=p-aRTd (7) 

From the continuity equation and the equation of state it 
can be seen that each variable is emerging in its own preferred 
circumferentially averaged form, either a density average or 
an area average. 

Momentum Equation. It has been demonstrated by Hirsch 
and Warzee (1979) that the radial projection of the momentum 
equation can be integrated circumferentially to produce an 
equation similar to the following: 

(8a) 

(86) 

(8c) 

(8d) 

(8c) 

(8/) 

(8g) 

(8/0 

In this form, the terms (8f), (8g), and (8/0 are identical to 
Nlt N2, and N3 in the Hirsch and Warzee (1979) formulation. 
The primed velocity components Cx', We', and C / are the 
circumferential variations from the density-averaged compo
nents. These have been called "perturbation terms" but they 
are not necessarily small. 

The term describing the area-averaged radial pressure gra
dient may be treated in several ways. Hirsch and Warzee [1976, 
equation (66)] expanded it in terms of the radial component 
of the airfoil pressure force and the radial derivative of block
age as follows: 

d / i d<p\ a / I d<p\~ 

dr \rbpa dr) + dx \rbp" dx) 

1 W" 
p " dr 

d 
+ Jr 

1 I—2 2 2 \ 
-{Cd+We"+Cx

d-Q2r2j 

~%d a — H 
- r - (rCe

d) r dr 

-pf/r 

+fe 
•fc 

r 

1 \ d 
-)-{birw/wr><) 
1 \ d 
^)Yx(brVWr'W;d) 

We'We'
d) 

Jennions and Stow [1985, equations (71) and (72)] expanded 
the same term slightly differently, i.e., in terms of the radial 
derivative of the airfoil suction and pressure surface angular 
locations as follows: 

dP" 
dr 

d - N 
— (P")+ iPp -P«)-f 

dr + (Pa-Ps) 
d_6s 

dr 

(10) 

This latter form is more convenient to evaluate from measured 
data in terms of airfoil pressure distributions and airfoil ge
ometry. 

Returning to equation (8), it is necessary to eliminate the 
averaged radial static pressure gradient equation (8b) in favor 
of radial gradients of rothalpy (/) and entropy (s). These two 
variables offer the advantage that on some averaged basis they 
are conserved, or vary in a prescribed manner, along stream 
surfaces. The radial pressure gradient will be expanded with 
the Gibbs' equation 

dP = - ^ ( ^ ) + P ( T : ) (ID dr -©"® 
The circumferential average of this equation is as follows 

7d> dp_ 
dr 
:~KrS'M£) M 

Expanding these terms and introducing the fluctuation of each 
variable from its density average (as demonstrated by Hirsch 
and Warzee, 1979) results in the following expression when 
combined with equations (9) and (10) (Dring and Oates, 1988): 

a" 
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(13a) 

(136) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

(13*) 

(137) 

(13*) 

(13/!) 

(130 

(13/) 

Note that the two terms in equation (13c) can be combined to 
form a type of rothalpy 

I 2 2 2 
I=hd+ -(Cl+Wi+Cdi-ti2!2) (14) 

This expression for rothalpy, I, is the rothalpy of the density-
averaged flow. It is not the density-averaged rothalpy. It is 
not conserved along stream surfaces (Hirsch and Dring, 1987). 
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Conservation Conditions. At this stage in the analysis, the 
continuity equation (4), the equation of state (7), and the radial 
projection of the momentum equation (13) have all been de
rived in terms of circumferentially averaged variables and the 
fluctuations from these averages. These three equations, how
ever, are still not sufficient to describe the flow fully. Several 
conservation conditions must be incorporated into the system 
of equations. These conservation conditions account for the 
fact that three variables, the rothalpy, entropy, and absolute 
angular momentum, are conserved along stream surfaces. These 
conditions are one of the mechanisms [along with the elliptic 
or hyperbolic nature of equation (13)] whereby information is 
transmitted (convected) in the stream wise direction. Care must 
be taken, however, in the exact way in which these conditions 
are incorporated into the averaged system of equations. 

For a steady three-dimensional flow, if any quantify (f) is 
conserved along streamlines this can be expressed as follows: 

V-(pW/) = 0 

The convenience of this form lies in the fact that it can be 
circumferentially averaged in the same manner as Hirsch and 
Warzee (1979) did for the continuity equation. As demon
strated by Hirsch and Dring (1987) and by James (1987) this 
leads to the following averaged conservation equation: 

- (rbpCJ") + — (rbpCJ") •• 
dr dx 

• 0 (16) 

Rewriting this expression in terms of the mass average defined 
in equations (3a) and (3b) leads to the following: 

d_ 
(rUp-Ci %fm} + yx (rbp"Cd

xf
m)=0 (17) 

If it is assumed that Cr and Cx are proportional as they vary 
in the circumferential direction, then this equation simplifies 
into a very convenient form (Hirsch and Dring, 1987; James, 
1987). This assumption is equivalent to assuming that stream 
surfaces remain axisymmetric. Under this assumption, equa
tion (17) becomes the following: 

C
d^(f" 

dr ) + cd
x-w

m)=o (18) 

Thus the mass average of a quantity (which is conserved along 
streamlines in an inviscid three-dimensional flow) is conserved 
along stream surfaces based on the density-averaged velocity 
components if the stream surfaces of the three-dimensional 
flow remain axisymmetric, i.e., if Cx and Cr are proportional 
in their circumferential variation. 

This assumption of axisymmetric stream surfaces in the three-
dimensional (noncircumferentially averaged) flow is important 
in this development since it provides the necessary conservation 
conditions in a very convenient form, equation (18). This, 
however, is only an assumption and no doubt there are oc
casions where it is not an appropriate assumption. However, 
Adkins and Smith (1982) have provided an excellent and ex
haustive treatment of the physics of spanwise mixing by stream 
surface rotation due to deterministic secondary flows. The 
assumption has been made in the present analysis that the flow 
was inviscid, i.e., that the effects of diffusion were negligible. 
However, the analysis of Gallimore and Cumpsty (1986a,' 
1986b) provides an excellent model for the inclusion of this 
mechanism. In summary then, physical models are available 
that can account for the effects of diffusion and stream surface 
rotation. 

Applying the conservation condition in equation (18) for 
flows with axisymmetric stream surfaces to the conserved vari
ables required for equation (13), i.e., rothalpy, entropy, and 
absolute angular momentum, provides the following: 

/ ' " = const 
sm = const 
rCf = const 

I 
> along <p = const 

' 

(19) 
(20) 
(21) 

(15) ~ 

The fact should be kept in mind that within airfoil rows 
these parameters may not be constant due to the airfoil forces. 
The mass-averaged entropy will change in response to the pre
scribed airfoil total pressure loss distribution and the mass-
averaged absolute angular momentum will change in response 
to the prescribed airfoil turning distribution. 

It is the three conservation conditions that permit the cal
culation of the three radial gradient terms on the right-hand 
side of the momentum equation, i.e., equations (136), (13c) 
and (13c?). With the introduction of three additional correction 
terms the momentum equation can be written in terms of radial 
gradients of the mass-averaged quantities as follows: 
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A convenient relationship exists between equation (22k) and 
the first term in equation (22J), This relationship comes about 
because of the connection between the rothalpy and the relative 
and absolute enthalpies. This is demonstrated as follows: 

I=H, 
1 

rel" U2 = H.. abs" •UCB 

From this, the following relations may be derived: 

(I-Im)=(Hrel-H
m

rel) 

- (Habs — H™hs) - U(Cg- Cf) 

(23) 

(24«) 

(24/)) 

Thus the impact of nonaxisymmetry on the rothalpy (and on 
the relative total enthalpy) is related to its impact on the ab
solute total enthalpy and on the absolute swirl velocity. 

The final closure issue to be addressed is related to whether 
the static pressure should be density or area-averaged. If the 
static pressure is calculated by applying the isentropic relations 
to the total and static enthalpies of the density-averaged flow, 
equation (14), then a density-averaged static pressure would 
result. The averaged equation of state, however, gives rise to 
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an area-averaged static pressure, equation (7). It seems prob
able, however, that in the vast majority of applications the 
difference between these two averaged static pressures would 
be inconsequential in the axial regions between adjacent airfoil 
rows because of the relatively weak circumferential variations 
of static pressure in these regions (e.g., Dring and Joslyn, 
1986a, Fig. 1).There may, however, be significant effects within 
airfoil rows where the static pressure and density may vary 
strongly. 

Flow Angle Definitions. The input flow angles are neither 
area nor density nor mass average. In fact, averaged angles 
have no significance at all. The input angles must be based on 
the density-averaged velocity components since these angles 
are used to relate the swirl component of velocity to the axial 
component of velocity (which appear as density averages) 

astan-'CC^/C?) (25) 

jSs tar r ' fTF l f /C?) (26) 

Figure 2 contains spanwise distributions of absolute and 
relative flow angles as calculated by several averaging proce
dures. It is based on traverse data acquired downstream of the 
first-stage stator in a two-stage compressor (Dring and Joslyn, 
1987) operating at near-stall conditions. The open symbols 
represent area and mass-averaged angles. The relative and ab
solute flow angles based on the mass and area averages of the 
various velocity components are plotted as the solid symbols. 

One is led to question why the relative flow angle based on 
area-averaged velocity components is larger than the other 
relative flow angle profiles in the region from the hub out to 
30 percent span. This behavior is related to the differences that 
exist between the mass and area-averaged velocity components 
in this region due to the wide and deep stator wakes. For 
example, at the 10 percent span location, the area-averaged 
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axial velocity and absolute swirl velocity components are both 
approximately 85 percent of the mass-averaged values and 
hence the absolute flow angles based on these mass and area-
averaged velocity components are very close (« 29.3 deg). 
When the wheel speed is subtracted, however, the area and 
mass-averaged relative velocity components produce relative 
flow angles that are very different (— 60.6 deg and - 54.8 deg). 
Thus significantly different relative flow angles can result even 
when the absolute flow angles are nearly equal. 

While it is clear that flow angles based on density-averaged 
velocity components are the only correct input for a through-
flow analysis it is still not clear which of these angle definitions 
should be used in computing the pressure distributions on the 
airfoils (Smith and Jennions, 1988). The second-stage rotor 
was chosen as a basis on which to examine this question. Since 
the range of relative angles based on the various definitions 
was large (=6 deg) in the flow aft of the first stator near the 
hub (Fig. 2), and since the hub corner separation on the second 
rotor was small (relative to those on the stators), this airfoil 
provides a good basis on which to examine this flow angle 
question. 

The results in Fig. 3 include both the measured surface static 
pressure distribution and the computed potential flow distri
butions for two inlet flow angles at the 3.2 percent span location 
on the second-stage rotor. The two inlet flow angles used were 
the mass-averaged angle (55.4 deg) and the angle based on the 
area-averaged velocity components (61.8 deg), a difference of 
6.4 deg. The agreement between the measured data and the 
computed results is clearly superior for the angle based on 
averaged velocity components, especially on the pressure sur
face. The agreement on the suction surface also is better for 
this case but it is far from perfect due to the hub corner 
separation on this rotor. Similar results were demonstrated 
both at the 12.5 and 25 percent span locations where the dif
ferences between the two angle definitions were 5.3 and 2.4 
deg, respectively. 

The conclusion here is that not only are the flow angles 
based on averaged velocity components necessary for an ac
curate throughflow analysis, but they also give a more accurate 
result in the airfoil potential flow analysis. 

Incompressible Flow. For incompressible flow a somewhat 
simplified form of the momentum equation can be derived by 
combining equations (8) and (10), by noting that area and 
density averages are equivalent, and by utilizing rotary total 
pressure (Hawthorne, 1974) as the conserved quantity instead 
of rothalpy and entropy. The following form results for in
compressible flow: 
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In comparing the fully compressible form, equation (22), with 
the incompressible form, equation (27), it can be seen that the 
effects of rothalpy and entropy have been absorbed by the 
rotary total pressure. In addition, the fluctuation contribution 
in equation (22/) has been completely eliminated. 

Another feature of the incompressible form of the momen
tum equation (27) that is noteworthy is that the contribution 
of the fluctuation terms, equations (27e)-(27/), can be thought 
of as a single additive term. The contributions of the individual 
terms are of no consequence. Only the sum is important and 
nothing in the sum is calculated as part of the throughflow 
solution. The same cannot be said for the last term, equation 
(27/), since this term also involves the relative swirl velocity 
(Wf) which would be calculated as part of the solution. 

Finally, equations (22/0 and (21 h) can be written in a some
what simpler albeit approximate form if it is assumed that the 
airfoils are sufficiently thin such that the radial derivatives of 
the suction and pressure surface angular locations (8S and 6P) 
are both equal to the radial derivative of the airfoil mean 
camber line angular location (0,). In this case, equation (21h) 
can be written as follows 

where 

and 

Po,rot = P"+ Ipicl+W'e+C'r-tfl2) 

P "rot = constant along <p — constant 

2i:b (Hp Fs) dr 
(29) 

For flows through airfoil rows where only the airfoil surface 
pressures are known, equation (29) can be estimated far more 
accurately than equations (22h) or (21 h). 

Conclusions 
A formulation of a throughflow theory for nonaxisymmetric 

flow in turbomachinery has been derived. The formulation 
satisfies both the mass flow requirements through the use of 
density-averaged velocity components, as well as the ther
modynamic requirements through the use of mass-averaged 

conservation conditions. The theory does not require aero
dynamic blockage as input. Specific conclusions are as follows: 

1 Nonaxisymmetric effects should be modeled as the dif
ference between (a) the rothalpy, entropy, and angular mo
mentum of the density (or area)-averaged flow and (b) the 
mass-averaged rothalpy, entropy, and angular momentum. 

2 Modeling nonaxisymmetric effects with a multiplier on 
the continuity equation (blockage) is inconsistent. 

3 Total pressure losses must be mass averaged. 
4 Flow angles must be defined as the arc tangent of the 

density-averaged tangential velocity component divided by the 
density-averaged axial velocity component, equations (25) and 
(26), and not as averaged angles. 

5 Not only are the flow angles based on averaged velocity 
components necessary for an accurate throughflow analysis, 
but they also give a more accurate result in the airfoil potential 
flow analysis. 

6 The choice of the definition of the flow angles can sig
nificantly alter airfoil incidence. 
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D I S C U S S I O N 

C. Hirsch1 

The authors have done excellent work in attempting to clarify 
the question of which are the most appropriate, and/or con
sistent, set of averaged quantities to be used in throughflow 
and quasi-3D, axisymmetric formulations. 

This clarification would, however, be incomplete without 
stressing some aspects of the blockage approach and its relation 
to the choice between density (or area) and mass-averaged flow 
quantities. The main contribution that this discussion aims at 
expressing is that the throughflow equations can be written 
and treated in a totally consistent way, with either type of 
averaged variables. The difference between these two options 
lies in the definition of the quantities introduced in the axi
symmetric throughflow equations in order to express the con
tributions arising from the nonaxisymmetric flow components 
and the associated set of approximations. In the author's ap
proach, two quantities, DPR and DPA, are needed as empirical 
input along the spanwise direction at each station, while in the 
simplified tangential blockage approach a single quantity, 
namely, the tangential blockage distribution, is required. The 
latter corresponds to a different way of expressing the non
axisymmetric contributions and since it summarizes these ef
fects in a single quantity, instead of two, the validity conditions 
of this approach might be more severe. 

In order to specify this point more clearly, we summarize 
some essential aspects of the blockage formulation, as derived 
by Hirsch and Dring (1987), using the notations of the present 
paper. 

The blockage formulation results from the different ways 
the average of velocity products can be expressed as products 
of averaged velocities. For instance the following momentum 
flux, appearing in the radial component of the throughflow 
equations, can be written as: 

pcrc^='p',c^cd
x + pc;ci (1) 

where the second term in the right-hand side, expressed as an 
averaged product of nonaxisymmetric velocity components, 
measures the nonaxisymmetric contributions. An alternative 
way can be considered, introducing momentum averages, as 
follows: 

'Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Department of Fluid Mechanics, Pleinlan 2, 1050 
Brussels, Belgium. 

-pCrC~x=paCr
dCx^ 

(2) 
= Pacdc^ 

The differences between the momentum-averaged velocities 
cjr) and cr

(x) and the corresponding density averages contain 
the same information as the fluctuation term in the first equa
tion. The second form of the foregoing equation contains the 
mass-averaged radial velocity component and can be written 
as 

pc^ = p"cdc? (3) 

Hence, the ratio between the density and mass-averaged radial 
velocities is a measure of the fluctuation term of equation (1) 
and can be represented by the quantity 

„ P^fi~r Cr
m 

(4) 

P°Cd
xC

d
r 

With the general definition of the momentum flux ratios 

K - PW _ £ L ! ,« 
"" p'cfcf ~ cf () 

where /, j indicates any component r, d, x, one can rewrite the 
continuity equation, equation (4) of Part I, as follows in func
tion of mass-averaged quantities 

j r (pabr Krxc?) + £ (p"brK^c?) = 0 (6) 

This form of the continuity equation is completely rigorous 
and consistent. The assumption behind the tangential blockage 
formulation is that all the /^-coefficients are equal. 

The radial momentum equation can be written in a similar 
rigorous way as equation (3.13) of Hirsch and Dring (1987) 

%-{p'brcd
rcr

lr>)+ 4- (p"brcd
xcf)-pabcodceW 

dr ax 

= -br~ +pab(Ff, + Fb,) (7) 

and can be transformed to a formulation depending only on 
mass-averaged quantities if all the K,j coefficients are equal, 
equation (3.23) of Hirsch and Dring (1987). 

The authors' analysis and results might be art indication that 
this assumption is too severe. Some additional clarifications 
and Consistency checks in the authors' analysis might however 
be welcome, in-order to confirm this indication. 

(/') The stream function is defined on the basis.of the den
sity-averaged velocities, while the mass-averaged rothalpy re
quires the mass-averaged velocities to derive the static 
thermodynamic variables from their stagnation values. How 
has the relation between these velocity components been in
troduced in the authors' calculations? 

(») In the previously reported analysis based on the block
age formulation (Dring and Joslyn, 1986d, 1987), the tangen
tial blockage factor has to be introduced in the definition of 
the mass-averaged velocity components based on the stream 
function, as seen from equation (6) of this Discussion. Also 
the rothalpy / is not constant along a streamline. Have these 
effects been taken into account in the previous analysis? 

(Hi) What is the validity of the assumptions of potential 
flow in the highly three-dimensional, viscous dominated end-
wall regions and of the resulting derivation of the pwj Wg term 
based on potential flow computatiqns? 
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The authors' analysis and results might be art indication that 
this assumption is too severe. Some additional clarifications 
and Consistency checks in the authors' analysis might however 
be welcome, in-order to confirm this indication. 

(/') The stream function is defined on the basis.of the den
sity-averaged velocities, while the mass-averaged rothalpy re
quires the mass-averaged velocities to derive the static 
thermodynamic variables from their stagnation values. How 
has the relation between these velocity components been in
troduced in the authors' calculations? 

(») In the previously reported analysis based on the block
age formulation (Dring and Joslyn, 1986d, 1987), the tangen
tial blockage factor has to be introduced in the definition of 
the mass-averaged velocity components based on the stream 
function, as seen from equation (6) of this Discussion. Also 
the rothalpy / is not constant along a streamline. Have these 
effects been taken into account in the previous analysis? 

(Hi) What is the validity of the assumptions of potential 
flow in the highly three-dimensional, viscous dominated end-
wall regions and of the resulting derivation of the pwj Wg term 
based on potential flow computatiqns? 
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Authors' Closure 

We are indebted to Professor Hirsch for the time and effort 
that he spent in examining our work, particularly in light of 
his considerable background in this area. 

From Prof. Hirsch's equations (2), (3), (4a), and (5), one 
can arrive at equations (6) and (7). He is correct in pointing 
out that "if all the A"y- coefficients are equal" the equations 
are greatly simplified. However, the data presented by Hirsch 
and Dring (1987) in their Figs. 6(a-c) showed that while the 
Kjj terms that only involved the axial and tangential compo
nents of velocity were relatively uniform, the K^ terms in
volving the radial component of velocity varied very widely 
and erratically. This variation in the A"y- terms suggests, as Prof. 
Hirsch pointed out, that the assumption of equality "might 
be too severe." 

Some of Prof. Hirsch's more specific questions are addressed 
as follows: 

(i) The mass-averaged rothalpy is not related to the static 
variables through the mass-averaged velocities. The relation
ship between the stagnation and static variables is established 
through equations (14), (24), and (28a) in Part I of Dring and 
Oates (1990) and in equations (10), (11), (17) and (18) in Part 
II. The issue of how the static pressure is determined is dis
cussed in Part I following equation (24). The only mass-av
eraged velocity component in the analysis is in the absolute 
angular momentum (r • Q 7 m ) . which is conserved along stream 
surfaces (Part I, equation (21)). 

(//) Yes. Both of these effects are accounted for rigorously. 
(Hi) I agree with Prof. Hirsch that the validity of applying 

potential flow to estimate the WeW\ term in the highly three-
dimensional and viscous endwall flow within the airfoil rows 
is certainly threadbare. However, given the fact that the con
tribution of this term in the present assessment was very small 
(see Part I, Sensitivity Analysis, Case A: Neglecting Hc), this 
very simple approach was deemed to be sufficiently accurate. 
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Throughflow Theory for 
Nonaxisymmetric Turbomachinery 
Flow: Part II—Assessment 
Throughflow theory has been limited in its applicability and in its accuracy by the 
fact that it has not historically been cast in a form that can account for the nonax-
isymmetries that naturally arise in turbomachinery flow due to the presence of finite 
numbers of rotor and stator airfoils. The attempt to circumvent this limitation by 
the introduction of an aerodynamic blockage factor has been demonstrated in 
earlier work to produce fundamental inconsistencies in the calculation, which lead 
to significant errors in the regions of the flow where the nonaxisymmetries are 
severe. The formulation in Part I of the present work is a derivation of a system of 
throughflow equations for nonaxisymmetric flow. A benchmark database is used in 
Part II to provide input to the calculation and to help identify the dominant terms. It 
is demonstrated that the dominant effect of nonaxisymmetry is contained in two 
terms that relate the total pressure of the averaged flow to the mass-averaged total 
pressure. It also is demonstrated that the present formulation produces a result that 
is more accurate than that obtained with the historical blockage-based formulation. 

Background 

Nondimensionalization. The assessment of the 
throughflow formulation for nonaxisymmetric flow in tur
bomachinery formulated Part I of this paper will be based on 
an existing finite element throughflow analysis suitably 
modified to include the effects of nonaxisymmetry in the flow. 
The analysis that will be used is that of Habashi and Youngson 
(1983). The axisymmetric version of this code solves equations 
(22 a, b, c) in Part I of this paper. The remaining terms in 
equation (22) were added in the present analysis. 

The experimental data that will provide the input as well as 
the experimental data for the assessment of the computed 
results are the low-speed two-stage compressor data of Dring 
and Joslyn (1986d and 1987). These data were acquired with 
the compressor operating at near-stall conditions where the ef
fects of the nonaxisymmetries in the flow were most severe. In 
spite of the fact that the flow in this compressor was nearly in
compressible (M<0.2), the assessment of the analytical model 
will utilize the fully compressible form of the equations. This 
was done in an effort to minimize the number of approxima
tions and also in an effort to facilitate any future assessments 
with high-speed (compressible) data. However, in light of the 
nearly incompressible nature of the flow, the rothalpy-entropy 
correction term [Part I, equation (22/)] will be replaced with 
the rotary total pressure correction term, Part I, equation (27/) 
(divided by density). 

It is very convenient, both experimentally and analytically, 
to utilize dimensionless input to the calculation and also to 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME 
Headquarters February 21, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-305. 

carry out the analytical/experimental comparisons on a 
dimensionless basis. For this reason, the following reference 
quantities will be used as a basis for nondimensionalization: 

Rm - ( ^ t i p + ^ h u b ) / 2 

Qu„ 

nip 

um=m 
l 

•Pi u1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where p, is the inlet static density. Pressures will be expressed 
in terms of a pressure coefficient based on the absolute 
pressure at the inlet and on Qv 

C P = 

The various pieces of input data required by the new formula
tion will now be discussed. 

Total Pressure Loss. Total pressure loss was calculated by 
circumferentially averaging the full-span traverse data, e.g., 
Part I, Fig. 1. The spanwise distribution of total pressure loss 
across each airfoil row was determined by taking the dif
ference between the mass-averaged absolute (or relative) total 
pressures at the stator (or rotor) inlet and exit. This difference 
was taken at a fixed radius and it was used in the analysis in a 
consistent manner, i.e., as the difference at a fixed radius. 
Loss was not taken along streamlines since their location is not 
known a priori. As shown by Dring and Joslyn (1986d, 1987) 
and elsewhere, loss may appear to be locally negative (i.e., an 
apparent total pressure rise) due to radial transport of the flow 
in and between wakes. Loss at a fixed radius also may be 
negative due to radial displacement of stream surfaces. This 
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i.e., skin friction, stream surface rotation, diffusion, and so 
on. 

Exit Flow Angle. The spanwise distributions of airfoil exit 
flow angle were determined from the density-averaged velocity 
components according to equations (25) and (26) of Part I of 
this paper. The importance of using the correct flow angle 
definition can be seen from Fig. 2 of Part I where absolute and 
relative flow angles have been calculated from the data ac
quired in the absolute frame of reference at the first stator ex
it. Significantly different angles can be calculated depending 
on the definition chosen. 

As suggested by the results of Popovski and 
Lakshminarayana (1986), turning within each airfoil row was 
distributed linearly from the leading edge to the trailing edge. 

Airfoil Radial Frictional Forces. The radial component of 
the airfoil frictional forces, Ff n equation (22d), was neglected 
in this assessment. This is justified on the basis that the flow 
over the airfoils in the regions where the flow is attached, i.e., 
outside of the regions of corner separation, has only a very 
small radial component. 

Velocity Fluctuation Terms. The spanwise distributions of 
these three terms [Part I, equations (22e-g) were calculated 
from the velocity component data available at the traverse 
planes downstream of each airfoil row. The following three 
dimensionless parameters were calculated from the data: 

DRR^W/W/^/Ul, (5) 

DRX^(W/Wx'
d)/Ul (6) 

DTT = (Ws'We">)/U2
m (7) 

It should be noted that while DRR, DRX, and DTT could 
be calculated from the measured data at the traverse planes 

b 
C 

cl/B 

CP 

CPS 
CPTA 

CPTR 

D 

DHA 

DHR 

DPA 

DPR 

DRR 

DRX 

DTT 

DWT 

N o m e n c l a t u r e , 

= mechanical blockage 
= absolute flow speed 
= rotor tip clearance to 

chord ratio 
= pressure coefficient, equa

tion (4) 
= static pressure coefficient 
= absolute total pressure 

coefficient 
= relative total pressure 

coefficient 
= diffusion factor, equation 

(19) 
= absolute total enthalpy 

correction term 
= rothalpy correction term, 

equation (15) 
= absolute total pressure cor

rection term, equation (11) 
= rotary total pressure cor

rection term, equation (10) 
= fluctuation term, equation 

(5) 
= fluctuation term, equation 

(6) 
= fluctuation term, equation 

(7) 
= absolute swirl correction 

Fb 

Ff 
H 
h 

He 

I 

k 
L 
N 
P 

Qum 
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Rm 
s 
T 

um 
w 
X 
a 
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e 

9, 

term, equations (12) and 
(13) 

= airfoil pressure force 
= airfoil friction force 
= total enthalpy 
= static enthalpy 
= composite interaction 

term, equation (9) 
= rothalpy 
= blockage 
= scaling length, equation (8) 
= number of airfoils in a row 
= static pressure 
= dynamic pressure based on 

um = gas constant 
= radial coordinate 
= radius at midspan 
= entropy 
= static temperature 
= wheel speed at midspan 
= relative flow speed 
= axial coordinate 
= absolute yaw angle 
= relative yaw angle 
= angular coordinate 
= mean camber line lean 

angle 

P = 
a — 
T = 

<P = 
4> = 
Q = 

Subscripts 
abs = 

/ = 
P = 
r = 
s = 

rel = 
rot = 

x = 
0 = 
e = 

Superscript 
— a = 
-d = 

— m = 
= 

= 

density 
pitch/chord ratio 
airfoil pitch 
stream function 
flow coefficient = (Cx/Um) 
rotation rate 

absolute 
inlet 
airfoil pressure surface 
radial component 
airfoil suction surface 
relative 
rotary total 
axial component 
total 
circumferential component 

s 
pitchwise area average 
pitchwise density average 
pitchwise mass average 
defined in equations (4) 
and (28) of Part I 
fluctuation from the den
sity average 
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Fig. 1 Spanwise distributions of blockage 

can only occur, however, where there are radial gradients in 
total pressure. Although the loss was based on measurements 
at traverse planes some distance upstream of the airfoil 
leading edge and some distance downstream of the trailing 
edge, in the present calculation the loss was assumed to in
crease linearly from zero at the airfoil leading edge to the 
measured value at its trailing edge. 

Finally, recall that the assumption of axisymmetric stream 
surfaces was necessitated in the derivation of the conservation 
conditions. This assumption is equivalent to neglecting 
transport across stream surfaces by either deterministic sec
ondary flows or by random diffusion (James, 1987; Adkins 
and Smith, 1982; Gallimore and Cumpsty, 1986a, 1986b). 
However, the method by which the total pressure loss is being 
calculated from the measured data includes these effects. As 
just stated, both experimentally and analytically the loss is the 
net total pressure change due to all the mechanisms involved, 
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Fig. 2 Spanwise distributions of exit flow angle 

between adjacent airfoil rows, there was no intrarow data 
available for their estimation within the airfoil rows. For this 
reason, DRR and DRX were assumed to be zero within the air
foil rows. DTT, however, was estimated within the airfoil 
rows based on the airfoil potential flow analyses available 
from hub to tip. This was done in spite of the fact that the 
pressure distributions near the endwalls showed significant 
departures from potential flow due to corner separation and 
rotor tip leakage. 

The axial derivative in equation (22/) of Part I and the 
evaluation of the fluctuation terms at calculation planes up 
and downstream of the traverse planes were based on the 
assumption of an exponential decay of the three parameters. 
For example 

DRXCY) = DRX(X0)exp(- (X~Xa)/L) (8) 

In this expression, L is a scaling length that models the decay 
rate of the measured data and it was taken to be half of the air
foil chord. 

Airfoil Radial Pressure Forces. The radial component of 
the airfoil pressure force was treated in the form derived by 
Jennions and Stow (1985) as in equation (22/;) (Part I). 
Although the flow in the core flow region produced rotor and 
stator pressure distributions which were very close to potential 
flow (Dring and Joslyn, (1986d) the flow in the endwall 
regions had major deviations from potential flow (due to hub 
corner separation and rotor tip leakage). Thus, in the core 
flow region, a potential flowjjalculation could have been used 
to determine (Pp-P°) and (P* ~PS) in equation (22/0 (Part I). 
In the endwall regions, however, such a calculation would 
have been subject to grave doubt. Since the full-span pressure 

distributions were measured on both the rotor and the stator, 
an alternative approach was taken utilizing equation (29) of 
Part I. In this form (Pp—Ps) was available directly from the 
measured airfoil pressure distributions and the radial 
derivatives of the airfoil mean camber line angular location 
(0/) was determined from the airfoil geometry. 

Thermodynamic Fluctuation Term. The thermodynamic 
fluctuation term, Part 1, equation (220, involves the cir
cumferential variations of entropy, enthalpy and temperature. 
However, since the present comparison is based on a low-
speed experiment (M=0.2) with only very small density and 
temperature variations, and since this term does not appear in 
the incompressible form of the averaged momentum equation, 
Part I, equation (27), it was neglected. 

As was mentioned in Part I, the velocity fluctuation terms 
can be combined with the airfoil radial pressure force term to 
form a single additive term on the right-hand side of the 
momentum equation. This is possible because, aside from 
density, these terms contain no computed information. 
Hence, for the present nearly incompressible case, these four 
terms have been collected into a single dimensionless term as 
follows: 

/ / , = -
R„ 

Ul [(^)^(^-DRR'^) 

\broa brp" dx 
(brp"'DRX.U2

m) 

(DTT.U2
m) + 

N 

2irbp" 
(Cp(p)-CJs))Q„ 

den 
(9) 

Rothalpy/Entropy Average Term. This is the term, Part I, 
equation (22y), that reconciles the different natures of the 
averaged rothalpy and entropy that arise in the momentum 
and conservation equations. Since the database for the present 
assessment is for a virtually incompressible flow, this term will 
be evaluated based on rotary total pressure (Hawthorne, 1974) 
instead of rothalpy and entropy. This is the naturally occur
ring variable for incompressible flow, Part I, equations (21b) 
and (270- For this reason, the following dimensionless 
parameter was determined from the data at the traverse planes 
between adjacent airfoil rows for the rotating frame of 
reference: 

DPR^(P0itot-P»lIot)/QUm (10) 

for the absolute frame of reference one must use the following 
in place of equation (10): 

DPA - (P0 abs — PQ! abs)' Qu„ (11) 

Both DPR and DPA also were assumed to vary with axial 
distance up and downstream of the traverse planes in the same 
exponential manner as DRX in equation (8). Note that, as 
with Hc, equation (9), aside from the effects of density, these 
terms, equations (10) and (11), are also only additive terms on 
the right-hand side of the momentum equation. They play no 
active role in the iterative process, that is, aside from density 
they contain no computed information. 

Absolute Angular Momentum Average Term. This is the 
term, Part I, equation (22/:), that reconciles the naturally oc
curring density-averaged absolute swirl that arises in the 
momentum equation with the mass average that occurs in the 
conservation equation. The following dimensionless 
parameter was determined from the traverse data between ad
jacent airfoil rows: 
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Fig. 3 Spanwise distributions of the relative and absolute total 
pressure distortion terms at the first stator exit 

SPAN (%) 
Fig. 4 Spanwise distributions of the relative and absolute total 
pressure distortion terms and the relative total pressure loss at the 
second rotor exit. 

T>WY = {Wt-Wf>yUm (12) 

= (Ct-~Cf)/Um (13) 

Unlike the previous fluctuation terms, which were essentially 

(ApTAm /%m> 

( A P T A a / c W 

50 

SPAN (%) 
Fig. 5 Spanwise distributions of the relative and absolute total 
pressure distortion terms and the absolute total pressure loss at the 
second stator exit. 

only additive terms on the right-hand side of the momentum 
equation, this term does play an active role in the calculation. 
This is because of the presence of Wjj in equation (22k) (Part 
I), which is not known a priori and which is determined as part 
of the solution iteration. 

The final form of the averaged radial projection of the 
momentum equation being employed in this low Mach 
number assessment is as follows for the rotating frame of 
reference: 

* ( • 

1 d<p 

rbp" dr 
.)+2.(_LJf_)l (14fl) 
/ dx\brpa dx / J 

_ /dlm 

~\dr~ 

<brp 

)-nz)-?V¥) 
+ HC-

Um 

R, 

I d 
+ ^ — (DPR.Q„ ) 

p" dr 

Wd
e d 

r dr 
(r .DWT.t /m) 

(146) 

(14c) 

(14d) 

(14e) 

Some Additional Relationships. Since, as was previously 
stated, this assessment will be based on the compressible form 
of the equations and not on the incompressible form, some ac
commodation must be made to relate the relative and absolute 
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total pressure correction terms (DPR and DPA) to analogous 
correction terms for the total relative and absolute enthalpy 
(and rothalpy). This is required since, for the compressible 
flow calculation, the static and total enthalpies are related 
directly to velocities, (Part I, equation (14), and the static and 
total pressures are calculated from them. 

Defining DHR in a manner analogous to DPR 

DHR = ( / - / m ) / -^ - t /^ (15) 

it can be shown that (Dring and Oates, 1988) 

DPR = (pVp,)DHR (16) 

With this expression, even the small changes in density that oc
cur between the inlet static density and the density at some 
location within the compressor can to some extent be ac
counted for. The same expression also can be derived for the 
total enthalpy and pressure correction terms in the absolute 
frame of reference. The absolute and relative correction terms 
are related through equation (24) of Part I as follows: 

DHR = DHA-2(DWT)(/-AR,„) (17) 

DPR = DPA-2(DWT)(rAR,„)(pVp,) (18) 

In the present calculations DWT will be calculated from the 
measured distributions of DPR and DPA. 

Assessment 

Input Data. This formulation of throughflow theory will 
be assessed by utilizing a benchmark database acquired on a 
large-scale, low-speed, two-stage axial compressor.The 
database consists of full-span, stationary, and rotating frame 
traverse data acquired in planes downstream of the first-stage 
stator, and downstream of the second-stage rotor and stator. 
These will be referred to as planes 3, 4, and 5, respectively. 
This section will provide a summary of these input data for the 
case of the compressor operating at its near-stall flow coeffi
cient (<£ = 0.45) with a large second-stage rotor tip clearance 
(cl/B = 0.041). This case was chosen for the assessment since it 
had the highest degree of nonaxisymmetry in the flow and, 
hence, it would be a severe test case for the new formulation. 

In order to provide some perspective as to where the effects 
of nonaxisymmetry are most important, the aerodynamic 
blockage profiles are presented in Fig. 1. The definition of this 
expression for aerodynamic blockage is given by Dring (1984). 
These profiles were not used in the present assessment but they 
do show that the regions of most severe nonaxisymmetry in 
the flow (i.e., the regions of highest blockage) were at the hub, 
and especially in the regions aft of the stators (see Part I, Fig. 
1). The nature of the flow in this compressor has already been 
discussed extensively in the literature (Dring and Joslyn, 1983, 
1984, 1985, 1986b, 1986c, 1986d, 1987). 

The spanwise distributions of the flow angles measured at 
the traverse planes downstream of each airfoil row are shown 
in Fig. 2. They are based on the flow angle definition in equa
tions (25) and (26) of Part I. 

The spanwise profiles of DPR and DPA, equations (10) and 
(11), input to the calculation at the traverse planes, are shown 
in Figs. 3-5. In order to provide some indication of the 
magnitude of these terms, the spanwise distributions of the 
area and mass-averaged total pressure loss also are included 
on the plots for the traverse planes downstream of the second-
stage rotor and stator. Several things are evident in these 
results: (1) The area and mass-averaged total pressure losses 
are significantly different. Recall that only the mass-averaged 
loss is consistent with the formulation. (2) DPR and DPA are 
always negative. This is because, for these data, the mass-
averaged total pressure is always greater than the total 
pressure of the density-averaged flow, equations (10) and (11). 

The generality of this observation, however, remains to be 
demonstrated. (3) DPA is greater than DPR aft of stators and 
DPR is greater than DPA aft of rotors. (4) Finally, the 
magnitudes of DPR and DPA are comparable to the total 
pressure loss across each row. Recall that DWT was calculated 
from DPR and DPA according to equation (18) and that the 
decay of these terms up and downstream of the traverse planes 
was assumed to be exponential, according to equation (8). 

Parenthetically, it was demonstrated that the contribution 
o_f_ the_ static pressure distortion to DPR and DPA (i.e, 
(PJ — Pf )/Qu ) was generally much smaller than that of the 
dynamic pressure. This fact may be seen in the data presented 
by Hirsch and Dring (1987), in Figs. 3(o-c) of that work, 
where a similar observation was made. This suggests that DPR 
and DPA may be accurately determined from velocity 
measurements, such as laser or hot-film anemometry data, ac
quired between the airfoil rows of a compressor. This approx
imation would be even more accurate at less severe conditions 
farther from stall. 

The term that includes all of the interaction terms derived 
by Hirsch and Warzee (1979), Hc in equations (9) and (14c), 
was determined from potential flow calculations and from 
measured airfoil pressure distributions within the airfoil rows 
and from traverse data in the regions between adjacent airfoil 
rows. 

Comparison of Measured and Computed Results. The 
comparison of the measured and computed results is shown in 
Figs. 6-10. In varying degrees, the agreement obtained with 
the present formulation of the throughflow equations was bet
ter than that obtained with the blockage formulation. In some 
respects, the predictions were similar but in others there were 
significant local differences. 

The measured and predicted hub and tip static pressure 
distributions are shown in Fig. 6. The measured data are in
dicated by sets of three symbols representing the maximum, 
average, and minimum in the circumferential variation of 
static pressure. These circumferential variations are due to the 
pressure distributions of the rotor and stator airfoils. 

The agreement between the measured and the computed 
static pressure results is, in general quite good. It also is com
parable to the agreement that was obtained with the blockage 

STATIONS 
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X (inches) 
Fig. 6 Finite element grid and the hub and tip static pressure 
distributions 
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Fig. 7 Spanwise distributions of the total and static pressures at the 
first stator exit 

formulation (Dring and Joslyn, 1986d, 1987). The prediction 
is below the data at Plane 4 (aft of the second rotor) at the tip. 
This has been demonstrated to be due to the large rotor tip 
clearance in this test (cl/B = 0.041). The other area of disagree
ment is at Plane 6, far downstream of the second stator trail
ing edge. The slightly high predicted static pressure at the hub 
at Plane 6 may be a result of letting DPR and DPA decay too 
quickly. Recall that the decay length (L) used in the calcula
tions (equation 8), for locations upstream and downstream of 
the traverse planes was half of the airfoil chord. A longer 
decay length would have caused the hub static pressure at 
Plane 6 to be lower. In summary, an accurate prediction of the 
flow path static pressure has been achieved with the new for
mulation without the use of aerodynamic blockage. 

Since measured data were only available beginning at the 
first stator exit (Plane 3), the computed spanwise total 
pressure distribution at this location was matched to the data 
by adjusting the loss and deviation in the first-stage rotor and 
stator (Fig. 7). The excellent agreement between the measured 
and computed static pressure distribution, however, is a result 
of the throughflow model. Once the total pressure is set, the 
static pressure is determined by the stator exit flow angle (Fig. 
2) and by DPR and DPA (Fig. 3). The minimum, average, and 
maximum hub and tip static pressures also are shown in Fig. 7 
at 0 percent and 100 percent span. 

The spanwise distributions of the remainder of the com
puted results at the first stator exit (Plane 3) are shown in Fig. 
8. The relative flow angle, Fig. 8(a), is well predicted, even 
near the hub where the nonaxisymmetry was strong (Fig. 1). 
The agreement in this region is better than that obtained with 
the blockage formulation (Dring and Joslyn, 1987, Fig. 5). 
The angle errors for that case where two to three times as great 
as those in Fig. 8(a). The main reason for this improvement is 
due to the more consistent angle definitions in the present for
mulation, equations (25) and (26) of Part I. The axial velocity 
component is well predicted (Fig. Sb). Agreement at the hub 
and at the tip is slightly better than with the blockage formula
tion (Dring and Joslyn, 1987, Fig. 5). The relative total 
pressure also is predicted accurately (Fig. 8c). Agreement is 
comparable to that with the blockage formulation. 

The spanwise distributions of the computed results aft of 
the rotor (Plane 4) are shown in Fig. 9. Recall that the degree 
of nonaxisymmetry produced by the second-stage rotor is 

100 
SPAN (%) 

Fig. 8 Spanwise distributions of the relative flow angle, the axial com
ponent of velocity, and the absolute and relative total and static 
pressures at the first stator exit. 

significantly less than that produced by either of the stators. 
This can be seen by the magnitudes of the blockage (1 -K), 
and DPR and DPA (Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 5). It is not surprising 
then that the agreement between the prediction and the data at 
this plane is excellent and that the prediction is only slightly 
better than that of the blockage formulation (Dring and 
Joslyn, 1987, Fig. 7). Both predictions of the absolute flow 
angle close to the tip fall short of the data (Fig. 9a) due to the 
large rotor tip clearance and the strongly three-dimensional 
flow that it produces (Part I, Fig. 1). This also can be seen in 
Fig. 9(c) where the prediction closely follows the static 
pressure out to about 90 percent span. The large tip clearance 
causes a slightly increased gradient from there to the tip, 
which the prediction does not capture. This effect also was 
mentioned with regard to the computed tip static pressure at 
this plane in Fig. 6. 

The spanwise distributions of the computed results aft of 
the second stator (Plane 5) are shown in Fig. 10. Recall that 
the degree of nonaxisymmetry produced by the second stator 
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Fig. 9 Spanwise distributions of the relative flow angle, the axial com
ponent of velocity, and the absolute and relative total and static 
pressures at the second rotor exit. 
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Fig. 10 Spanwise distributions of the relative flow angle, the axial com
ponent of velocity, and the absolute and relative total and static 
pressures of the second stator exit. 

is far greater than that produced by any of the other airfoils. 
This can be seen by the magnitudes of the blockage (l-K), 
and DPR and DP A (Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 5). Note that the 
blockage near the hub at this plane approaches 40 percent. 
The data at this plane, therefore, represent the severest test of 
the prediction in this assessment. 

The agreement between the measured and computed relative 
flow angles out to 30 percent span is much better with the 
present formulation (Fig. 10a), than with the blockage for
mulation (Dring and Joslyn, 1987, Fig. 9) where local errors 
approached 6 deg. The main reason for this improvement is 
due to the more consistent angle definitions in the present for
mulation, equations (25) and (26) of Part I. As discussed 
earlier, and as shown in Fig. 2 of Part I, the magnitude of the 
relative flow angle depends strongly on how it is defined. The 
axial component of velocity, and the static, absolute, and 
relative total pressures are all in better agreement with the data 
with the present formulation than with the blockage formula

tion. This is especially true near the hub and tip where nonax-
isymmetry is the strongest. 

In summary, the present formulation gave an accurate 
prediction of nearly every feature of the flow at this challeng
ing near-stall flow condition. 

By way of global accuracy, at midspan both formulations 
were about 1 percent high in predicting the second-stage static 
pressure rise, 2 percent high in predicting the absolute total 
pressure rise, and 4 percent high in predicting the relative total 
pressure rise. It is difficult to say whether this discrepancy lies 
in the data or in the formulation. 

Airfoil loading parameters calculated in the throughflow 
analysis that are of particular interest to compressor designers 
include the dimensionless static pressure rise, AP/Q, and the 
diffusion factor, "D" (Johnsen and Bullock, 1956), defined 
as follows: 

D = (l-V2/Vl) + (AVT/2oVi) (19) 
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Fig. 11 Spanwise distributions of the diffusion factor for the second-
stage rotor and stator 
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The predicted static pressure rise parameter distributions 
for the rotor and the stator were similar for the two formula
tions. The diffusion factors, however, were very different 
(Fig. 11). This difference was greatest for the second stator, 
near the hub . This is a critical difference in diffusion factor 
since airfoil total pressure loss begins to increase dramatically 
as the diffusion factor rises beyond 0.6. The reason for the dif
ference in the diffusion factors for the two formulations is 
that in the blockage formulation the velocities (K, , V2, and 
AVT) are usually based on " b l o c k e d " velocity components 
(which are similar to mass averages). These may be converted 
to unblocked" velocity components (which are similar to area 
averages) by multiplying them by the local blockage factor 
(K), In the present formulat ion, the velocities are based on the 
density-averaged velocity components (which are close to area 
averages in this low-speed assessment). A n example of the im
pact of using these different velocities is as follows for the 10 
percent span location for the second-stage rotor and stator. 

Blockage Formulation: Rotor 2 

"D" factor with blocked velocities (*) 0.661 
"£>" factor with unblocked velocities 0.571 

Present Formulation: 

Stator 2 . 

0.591 
0.854 

"D" factor 
(change relative to *) 

0.720 
(+ 9 percent) 

0.930 
(+ 57 percent) 

If the blockages at a particular spanwise location at the inlet 

and at the exit of an airfoil row are equal then the effects of 
blockage will cancel in the calculation of "D". Hence, the 
blocked and unblocked "D" factors will be equal. However, 
if the blockages at the inlet and at the exit of an airfoil row are 
not equal, they will change the "D" factor. This is the case in 
the foregoing examples at 10 percent span (at Planes 3-5 , 
1 - £ = 0 . 8 2 1 , 0.928, and 0.617). 

The important aspect of this discussion is not which "D" 
factor distribution is correct but rather it is that widely dif
ferent "Z?" factors can be calculated depending on the 
assumptions used. It is important that the "D" factor used in 
any loss correlation be consistent with the one calculated in the 
throughflow analysis. 

Sensitivity Analysis. A series of calculations were carried 
out to determine the sensitivity of the computed results to 
various simplifying assumptions. This step was felt to be 
essential due to the very large amount of input data required 
by the present formulation. In its complete form, the input 
data require the specification of spanwise distributions of 
most of the terms on the right-hand side of equation (14). 

With this much input, the exact formulation could never be 
used as a practical design analysis. A major simplification 
would be achieved if some assumption would be made about 
the many terms collected into the single term Hc, equation (9), 
in equation (14). This and other at tempts to simplify the input 
are discussed next and they are judged in terms of the errors 
that they produce relative to the base case just discussed. 

Case A: Neglecting Hc. The most powerful simplifying 
assumption with regard to Hc is to neglect it completely, i .e. , 
by setting Hc=0, Both the local as well as the global effects of 
this assumption were seen to be extremely small. T h e changes 
to the static and to the relative and absolute total pressures at 
midspan were less than 0.1 percent of the stage pressure rise 
and less than 0.5 percent for the rest of the flow field. The 
changes in incidence were small fractions of a degree. These 
observations were consistent with the fact that the contribu
tion of Hc to the right-hand side of the throughflow equation 
was typically very small, i .e., about 2 percent. 

The insensitivity of the computed results to Hc indicates 
that the main influence of the nonaxisymmetry of the flow on 
the computed results is through D P R and D P A . After ne
glecting Hc, the input to a calculation would consist of only 
the total pressure loss, the exit flow angle, and D P R and D P A . 
The potential of further simplifying the input by specifying 
either D P R or D P A was explored as discussed next. 

Case B: Neglecting DPR or DPA. Since D P R was larger 
than D P A in the region aft of the ro tor (Fig. 4) and since D P A 
was larger than D P R in the regions aft of the stators (Figs. 3 
and 5) a calculation was carried out neglecting the smaller of 
the two correction terms at each calculation plane, i .e. , setting 
D P A = 0 in the region aft of the rotor and setting D R P = 0 in 
the regions aft of the stators. The objective here was to reduce 
the amount of input required by the present formulation to be 
equal to that required by the blockage formulation. The im
pact of this simplification was to produce errors in the stage 
static, and absolute and relative total pressure rises of from 4 
to 7 percent. In all cases, these errors were negative, i .e., 
reductions in pressure rise. The errors in incidence were 
typically ± 1 deg. These errors may seem unacceptable but it 
should be kept in mind that this is a very severe near-stall flow 
condition and that the errors at design flow conditions could 
be much smaller. 

Case C: Neglecting D P R and D P A . A calculation was 
carried out with D P R and D P A set to zero at all locations. The 
impact of this simplification was to produce errors in the stage 
static , and absolute and relative total pressure rises of from 5 
to 14 percent. In all cases, these errors were positive, i.e., in-
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creases in pressure rise. The errors in incidence were typically 
+ 3 deg to - 6 deg. 

Case D: Blockage Calculation With Consistent 
Angles. A final comparison was carried out based on the 
blockage formulation. However, instead of using mass-
averaged exit angles [as had been done previously, Dring and 
Joslyn, 1986d, 1987], the exit angles were based on the mass-
(and not area) averaged velocity components. The differences 
between these definitions are very small at the first stage stator 
exit and at the second-stage rotor exit. For the second-stage 
stator exit, however, the differences, are large near the hub (up 
to 4 deg). 

For this compressor, it made very little difference which 
angle definition was used. Where the agreement has been 
poor, as at the second stator exit near the hub, the blockage 
formulation gave similar poor agreement regardless of the dif
ferences in the input data. The previous assessment of the 
blockage formulation (Dring and Joslyn, 1986d, 1987) in
dicated that the error between the measured and the computed 
results in this region was typically 5 deg. The impact of using 
the more consistent angle definition was very small (= 1 per
cent in pressure rise and =0.3 deg in incidence). Using a more 
consistent angle definition in a basically inconsistent formula
tion doesn't appear to improve it significantly. 

Conclusions 

A formulation of a throughflow theory for nonaxisym-
metric flow in turbomachinery has been assessed (1) against a 
benchmark database for a low-speed two-stage compressor 
operating at near-stall conditions, and (2) against an approx
imate throughflow formulation based on aerodynamic 
blockage factors. The present formulation satisfies both the 
mass flow requirements through the use of density-averaged 
velocity components, as well as the thermodynamic re
quirements through the use of mass-averaged conservation 
conditions. While the theory does not require aerodynamic 
blockage as input, it does require the specification of at least 
two parameters describing the nonaxisymmetric nature of the 
flow (DPR and DPA). Specific conclusions are as follows: 

1 The present formulation produces a result that is 
significantly more accurate than that of the approximate 
blockage formulation. 

2 Modeling nonaxisymmetric effects with a multiplier on 
the continuity equation (blockage) is inconsistent and 
inaccurate. 

3 Nonaxisymmetric effects should be modeled as correc
tion terms for the quantities that are conserved on stream sur
faces (entropy, rothalpy, and angular momentum). These cor
rections could be based on detailed documentation of the flow 
field, as in the present assessment. Where such detail is not 
available, they could be inferred from the data that is available 
in the same manner as has historically been done for blockage. 

4 Flow angles must be defined as the arctangent of the 
density-averaged tangential velocity component divided by the 
density-averaged axial velocity component, equations (25) and 
(26) of Part I), and not as averaged angles. 

5 The choice of the definition of the flow angles can 
significantly alter airfoil incidence. 

6 Not only are the flow angles based on averaged velocity 
components necessary for an accurate throughflow analysis, 
but they also give a more accurate result in the airfoil potential 
flow analysis. 

7 Total pressure losses must be mass-averaged. There are 
significant differences between area and mass-averaged losses. 

8 The terms DPR and DPA, equations (10) and (11), are 
sufficient to describe the effects of the nonaxisymmetry in the 
flow accurately. 

9 Care must be taken when using the diffusion factor 

calculated in a throughflow analysis as a measure of airfoil 
loading. The value that is calculated depends strongly on the 
nature of the throughflow formulation (present versus 
blockage). Local differences approaching 60 percent were 
demonstrated. 

10 The magnitude of the diffusion factor calculated in the 
blockage formulation depends strongly on whether it is based 
on blocked or unblocked velocities. Local differences ap
proaching 45 percent were demonstrated. 
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Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

A Parametric Study of Radial 
Turbomachinery Blade Design in 
Three-Dimensional Subsonic Flow 
An aerodynamic design method is described and used to implement a parametric 
study of radial turbomachinery blade design in three-dimensional subsonic flow. 
Given the impeller hub and shroud, the number of blades and their stacking posi
tion, the design method gives the detailed blade shape, flow, and pressure fields that 
would produce a prescribed tangentially averaged swirl schedule. The results from 
that study show that decreasing the number of blades increases the blade wrap, and 
that the blade loading is strongly affected by the rate of change of mean swirl along 
the mean streamlines. The results also show that the blade shape and the pressure 
field are rather sensitive to the prescribed mean swirl schedule, which suggests that, 
by carefully tailoring the swirl schedule, one might be able to control the blade shape 
and the pressure field and hence secondary flow. 

1 Introduction 
There are two approaches to solving the flow in a tur-

bomachine. In the first one, known as the direct problem, the 
geometric configuration is specified and the flow and pressure 
fields are sought. The second approach, called the design (in
direct or inverse) problem, is based on specifying part of the 
geometry and part of the flow or pressure field, and the solu
tion provides the remaining part. 

There exist many methods for designing blades in the merid
ional plane (plane r-z, Fig. 1(a)) and in the blade-to-blade 
plane (Projection AA, Fig. 1(b)). There are also some quasi-
three-dimensional methods where two design methods (one in 
the meridional plane and one in the blade-to-blade plane) are 
combined (e.g., Jennions and Stow, 1985a; Kashiwabara, 
1973). A fully three-dimensional inverse design method for 
lightly loaded blades has been developed by Okurounmu and 
McCune (1974a); another three-dimensional design method 
for high solidity cascades has been reported by Zhao et al. 
(1985). 

A theory for turbomachinery blade design for large deflec
tion in three-dimensional flow is described by Hawthorne et 
al, (1983) and Tan et al. (1982, 1983). In that theory, it is 
possible to determine the blade shape that would produce a 
prescribed tangential averaged (or mean) swirl schedule. Dang 
(1985) extended that theory to rotational flows; he solved the 
flow in a rectilinear cascade and devised a method to control 
secondary flow. Using the same theory, Borges (1986) 
developed a computer code for designing a low-speed radial 
inflow turbine (RIT); his work showed that his newly designed 
impeller achieved an improved efficiency over a rather wide 
operating range. Ghaly (1986) further extended the theory to 
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the subsonic flow in a turbomachine of arbitrary hub and 
shroud profiles. In a recent progress report on the design 
method, Hawthorne and Tan (1987) presented the design of an 
axial compressor stage as well as that of a marine propeller 
with two counterrotating rotors. 

In this paper, we present a preliminary design study of the 
influence of the mean swirl distribution, the number of blades, 
and their stacking position upon the blade shape and the 
pressure distribution for a radial turbine. Two projections of a 
typical low-speed radial turbine impeller are given in Fig. 1. 
Note, however, that the present study was carried out for a 
hypothetical impeller in which the hub and shroud surfaces 
form two concentric circular arcs in the meridional projection. 
The flow is assumed to be steady and irrotational, the fluid in-
viscid and non-heat conducting. The blades are as
sumed to be infinitely thin and set at zero angle of attack. In 
the design approach to be described here, the hub and shroud 
profiles are specified, the number of blades, their stacking 
position, and the tangential averaged (or mean) swirl schedule 
is prescribed in the blade region, and the blade shape and flow 
field (other than the mean tangential velocity) are sought. In 
this paper, the mean swirl schedule is taken to be of the free 
vortex type. The blade shape is determined iteratively from the 
blade boundary condition, which requires that the flow should 
be tangent to the blades. 

2 Analytical Formulation 

2.1 Governing Equations. With the abovementioned 
assumptions and in the absence of shocks, the flow may be 
considered homentropic and homenergetic (the entropy and 
the rothalpy are constant everywhere in the flow field). Thus, 
the continuity equation, Crocco's equation, the energy equa
tions, and the equation of state may be written, respectively, 
as 
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a = 0 - f(r,z) 
= 0 or ) (27CB) at the blade 

+ pressure surface 

- suction surface 

Fig. 1 
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b. Projection AA a. Meridional Plane 

Schematic diagram of a typical low-speed RIT impeller 

v p W = o 
,Vxfi= vH?-TvSe = 0 

H*= H, — birVe= const 

P = pRT 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

and, for a homentropic flow of an ideal gas (thermally and 
calorically perfect), the isentropic relation holds so that 

\ PT ) V P1 / 

/ T \ V(7-D 

\ T* ) 
(5) 

where P, p, Tare the fluid pressure, density, and temperature, 
V is the velocity vector in the absolute frame of reference, W is 
the velocity vector relative to the impeller (W = V — wrzQ), ft is 
the vorticity vector, H* and H, are the rothalpy and total en
thalpy (H, =H+0.5V2), His the static enthalpy, y is the ratio 
of specific heats at constant pressure and at constant volume, 
coree is the impeller velocity, and (r, 9 , z) denotes the right-
handed cylindrical coordinate system. 

In the limit of an incompressible fluid flow (p = const), the 
density drops out from the continuity equation and the en
thalpy H is replaced by P/p. 

2.2 The Clebsch Approach. In the Clebsch formulation, 
the velocity is kinematically decomposed into a potential and a 
rotational part in the following form (Lamb, 1945): 

V=V</> + ffVT (6) 

where 4>{r, 9 , z), a(r, 9 , z), and r(r, 9 , z) are the Clebsch 
variables. In the present problem, they can be identified with 
the mean swirl schedule and a function of the blade shape so 
that the vorticity field ft may be written as (Ghaly, 1986; Tan 
et al., 1983) 

fi=VxV (la) 

= Vf fX V T 

= VrVe X Vct8p(a) 

(lb) 

(7c) 

where the blade surface a(r, 9 , z) can, without loss of 
generality, be written (e.g., in the blade region) as 

<x(r, 9 , z) = 9 -f(r, z) = ±J(2TC/B) (8) 

where j is an integer and B is the number of blades (see Fig. 
1(b)). The 8p(a) in equation (7c) is the periodic delta function 
(Lighthill, 1969) given as 

«„(«)= pijBa (9) 

where ; '=2v —1. An overbar defines a tangential average or 
mean, so that for any variable A(r, 9 , z) 

A(r,z) = 
1 

(2ir/B) 1 2i/B 
Q,z)dQ (10) 

With the assumptions prescribed here, the flow upstream 
and downstream of the blade row is irrotational so that all the 
vorticity will be contained in the blades; thus the vorticity as 
given in equation (7c) will represent the vorticity in the entire 
flow field and it will vanish outside the blade. 

As the flow is periodic in the circumferential direction, it is 
convenient to express the flow variables as a sum of a mean 
part (") and a periodic part (~). This sum corresponds to the 
mathematical representation of the flow variables by a Fourier 
series in which the mean part, e.g. ft, is the zeroth harmonic 
while the periodic part ft constitutes the nonzeroth harmonic. 
Integrating ft given by equation (7c), the velocity field may be 
written as (Ghaly, 1986; Tan, 1983) 

V=V(f> + rVeVa-S(a)VrVe (11) 

where the mean and periodic parts of the velocity field can be 
written as 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

B --

cP -

e = 
/ = 

H --
m -

P = 
(r, 9 , z) --

RIT = 
S(a) = 

Se = 
T = 

V, W = 

v = 

= number of blades 
= reduced static pressure 

coefficient, equation (29) 
= unit vector 
= blade shape 
= enthalpy 
= distance along streamlines 

of the mean flow 
= pressure 
= cylindrical coordinates 
= radial inflow turbine 
= sawtooth function, equa

tion (14) 
= entropy 
= temperature 
= absolute and relative 

velocity vectors 
= absolute periodic velocity 

vector 

a 

r 
7 

M«) 
p 

Pav 

* 

* 

1> 
ft 
CO 

blade surface, equation (8) 
blade circulation 
specific heat ratio 
periodic delta function, 
equation (9) 
density 
average density, equation 
(17) 
periodic scalar potential 
function harmonics, equa
tion (23) 
scalar potential function, 
equation (11) 
Stokes stream function, 
equation (19) 
vorticity vector 
impeller rotational speed 

Subscripts 
bl = 

LE = 

ref = 

Q,Z 
st 

TE 
t 

at the blade 
blade leading edge 
meridional plane, r-z 
plane, Fig. 1(a) 
mean line value at the 
blade LE 
the r, 9 , z component 
stacking position 
blade trailing edge 
total, stagnation 

Superscripts 
+ / - = blade pressure/suction 

surface, Fig. 1(b) 
* = rotary 

(") = tangential average, equa
tion (10) 

(") . = periodic part 
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V= V<£ + rK„Va (12a) 

\^V4>-S(a)VrVe (13a) 

in the blade region; and since in the upstream and downstream 
regions the flow field is irrotationa, it follows that 

V=V<£ (\2b) 

v=V<£ (136) 

In equation (13a), S(a) is the sawtooth function (Lighthill, 
1969) given as 

«(«)= E -nr 
i*0 

(14) 

The entire flow field, with the assumptions stated above, 
can now be computed in terms of the Clebsch variables 4>, <j>, 
and a {rVB being prescribed in the design problem). The gov
erning equations for the mean and periodic flow are derived in 
the next section. 

2.3 Flow Equations 
2.3.1 Mean Flow Equations. The contmuity equation 

may be rewritten as 

VW=-W.Vln(p /p ( *) (15) 

the pitch average of which gives 

V - V = V»W=--W.Vln(p/p,*) (16) 

The right-hand side is a nonlinear term that couples the 
periodic flow field with the mean as a result of 
compressibility. 

For computational reasons, the mean flow is formulated in 
terms of Stokes' stream function \p rather than the scalar 
potential 4> given in equation (12). In using \j/ to describe the 
mean flow, it is convenient to define a fictitious "average" 
density pav{r, z) (pav^p) that satisfies 

V-p„„V = 0 (17) 

Comparing equation (17) with equation (16) we obtain a 
governing equation for pm as 

V-VlnO^ /p^W-VlnGo /p? ) (18) 

which yields the "average" density pav (when solved with an 
appropriate initial condition). 

Equation (17) can now be satisfied by introducing the 
Stokes' stream function \p(r, z) 

PavVr= : — and pavVz=- (19) 
r dz "" z r dr 

The governing equation for 4> is obtained by equating the 
definition of (le from equation (17a) to that from equation 
(7c) using equation (19); this gives 

(L-N)^=-(Pav/pf)Cle (20) 

where 

N= 

and 

1 
r 

dr V r dr ' dz V r dz ' 

r din 3 din 3 

L dr ^"/Pl) dr + dz {PJP1) dz 

flo = 
drVe df drVe 3 / 

dr dz dz dr 
Equation (20) is elliptic when the flow is subsonic and hyper
bolic when the flow becomes supersonic. Note that the right-
hand side vanishes outside the blade region as the flow is ir-
rotational there. 

The boundary conditions for equation (20), when the flow is 
subsonic, are: 

9 along the inflow and outflow sections, d\p/dn = 0 
9 along the hub and the shroud, \j/ is constant (no flow 

normal to the wall). 

A useful flow model, the Bladed Actuator Duct (Tan et al., 
1983), is obtained when the number of blades B becomes in
finite, while rVe is kept fixed. In the Bladed Actuator Duct 
(B—oo), the periodic part of the flow vanishes, hence v = 0, 
P = Pav, and equation (18) is identically satisfied. In that limit, 
a blade shape can still be determined, as will be described in 
Sec. 2.4. 

2.3.2 Periodic Flow Equation. The continuity equation 
for the periodic part of the flow is obtained by sutracting the 
pitch-averaged continuity equation in equation (16) from the 
continuity equation in equation (15), yielding 

V . v = - W . V l n ( p / p ^ + W.Vln(p/p,*) (21) 

Substituting for v in terms of its Clebsch variables from equa
tion (13) we obtain 

V 2 0 = V - | S ( a ) V r K e ) - W . V l n ( p / p , * ) + W«Vln(p/p,*) (22) 

where V2 is the Laplacian. The first term on the right-hand 
side vanishes outside the blade region as the flow is assumed to 
be irrotational there, while the other two terms vanish in the 
incompressible flow limit. 

The boundary conditions for equation (22), when the flow is 
subsonic, are: 

• along the inflow and outflow sections, v( = V$) is assumed 
to be negligibly small so that d<j>/dn is approximately zero 
there; 

8 along the hub and shroud, there should be no flow normal 
to the wall so that d4>/dn vanishes there (Ghaly, 1986). 

Equation (22) can readily be solved for 4>(r, 9 , z) if the 
right-hand side is known. As mentioned in the above, because 
of inherent periodicity in the 9 direction, a Fourier series is 
used to represent the 9 dependence of any of the flow 
variables. Accordingly, </> may be approximated with a trun
cated Fourier series of the form 

j = N-\ 

4>(r,Q,z)= D Mr.zieU™ 
j=-N 

* 0 

(23) 

where /' = 2V — 1. Substituting for </> from equation (23) into 
equation (22) and by making use of the orthogonality property 
of the Fourier series, a set of equations for the Fourier coeffi
cients 4>j(r, z) is obtained; thus, the flow periodicity in the 9 
direction has been used to reduce a three-dimensional elliptic 
problem (equations (20), (22)) into a set of two-dimensional 
ones. The Finite Element Method is used to solve the equa
tions describing the mean and the periodic flows. 

2.4 Blade Boundary Condition. The remaining boundary 
condition is the blade boundary condition, which states that 
the velocity normal to the blade surfaces vanishes. Since V a is 
normal to the blade surfaces, the blade boundary condition on 
the pressure and suction sides of the blades may be written as 

W + . V a = 0 and W " ' V a = 0 (24) 

Adding and subtracting the above equations, we obtain 

W w . V a = 0 

AW»Va = 0 

(25a) 

(26) 

where the velocity at the blades is defined as 
Ww = 1/2(W+ + W~ ) and the velocity jump across the blades 
is given as AW = W + - W ~ . Equation (26) is identically 
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satisfied since AW is a measure of the bound vorticity, which 
lies in the blade surface. 

Equation (25a) may appropriately be integrated to obtain 
the blade shape/(r, z). It may also be written as 

dm 
- = V«V/= We/r+v„i'V<x (256) 

where m denotes distance along the streamlines of the mean 
meridional flow. When the number of blades 5—oo, the equa
tion reduces to 

JL 
dm 

= W9/r (25c) 

The integration of equation (25) requires the specification of 
an integration constant for / as 

fs,=Arst,zst) (25d) 

fsl must be given along a line going from hub to shroud (not 
coinciding with any of the streamlines). This specification is 
called the blade stacking position (Tan et al., 1983). 

2.5 The Kutta Condition. The Kutta condition ensures 
smooth flow at a sharp trailing edge. This translates to the fact 
that, in subsonic flow, the pressure must be continuous at the 
trailing edge. Accordingly, the swirl schedule should be such 
as to satisfy this condition. The homentropic assumption im
plies that all the thermodynamic properties will be continuous 
if either P or p or T is. Hence, by requiring that the enthalpy 
jump across the blade trailing edge vanishes, the temperature 
and hence pressure will all be continuous. 

As the rothalpy is uniform, it follows that 

H+ -H- =0.5(W- ) 2 -0 .5 (W + )2 

= - W „ r A W 

(27o) 

Using the definition of Ww , and substituting for AW in terms 
of the bound vorticity, and using the blade boundary condi
tion (equation (25a)) we obtain 

H+-H~= - ^ - W w • V r Ve (21b) 
D 

Fig. 3(a) Impeller blade original design 

Fig. 3(b) Impeller blade modified design 

so that the Kutta condition can be directly satisfied by setting 
the right-hand side of the above equation to zero, i.e., 

W w . V r K e = 0 (28) 

It is worthy to note that, as the incidence angle at the blade 
leading edge (LE) is assumed to be zero, the pressure there 
should be continuous in a way similar to that at the TE. 
Therefore, the condition of zero incidence at the blade LE im
plies that rVe should satisfy equation (28) at the LE as well. 

3 Results and Discussion 

In a radial impeller, the blade wrap should be as small as 
possible for ease of manufacture as well as for mechanical 
stress considerations; also, the pressure distribution on the 
hub, the shroud, and the blade surfaces will determine, in a 
viscous flow situation, the secondary flow motion and the ac
companying losses. 

In this section, we present preliminary results on the 
parametric influence of a few design variables (e.g., the mean 
swirl distribution, the number of blades, and their stacking 
position) on the blade shape and the pressure field. 

As mentioned earlier, the impeller hub and shroud profiles 
form concentric circular arcs. Such a geometric configuration 
is to be considered as hypothetical (as the ratio of cross-
sectional area at LE to that at TE is about 3); however, it still 
serves the purpose of examining the parametric influence of 
the few relevant design variables. 

The results on the parametric influence of the rVQ distribu
tion, the number of blades, and their stacking position are for 
situations where the flow is further assumed to be incom-
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pressible. The effect of compressibility will be examined 
separately. 

In the following analysis, the variables are normalized using 
the radius and radial velocity at the blade LE, and the rotary 
stagnation state (which is reached when the flow is decelerated 
insentropically to a stagnation state in the relative frame) is 
used as a reference state for the thermodynamic variables. The 
relative dynamic head O.SipW1)^ at the blade LE (based on a 
mean line calculation) is used to normalize the pressure, so 
that the reduced static pressure coefficient CP may be defined 

^ ) . 0 0 0.25 0.50 
7. CHORD 

0.75 

Fig. 7 Original (dashed lines) and modified V„ 

CP=-
P*-P: ref 

1.00 

(29) 
0.5(p^) ref 

The relevance of the reduced static pressure coefficient, as op
posed to the static pressure coefficient, stems from the fact 
that, in a viscous flow situation, the low-momentum fluid in 
the boundary layer near the walls will tend to move from high 
to low-pressure regions along the lines of maximum reduced 
pressure gradient. 

3.1 Effect of the Mean Swirl Schedule rVe(r, z). To il
lustrate how the swirl schedule may be tailored to control the 
pressure distribution along the blade surfaces and, at the same 
time, keep the blade wrap at an acceptable level, two designs 
of a RIT impeller having 15 blades, with the stacking position 
specified as/J ( = 0 along the midchord quasi-orthogonal line, 
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7. CHORD 
Fig. 8 Jump in pressure coefficient across the blades for the original 
(dashed lines) and modified designs 

but with a slightly different rVe distribution within the blade 
region, are presented. These rVe distributions are chosen in 
such a way that the overall change in rVe from the leading 
edge to the trailing edge is the same, i.e., both impellers ac
complish the same change in total pressure. 

In these designs, the swirl schedule takes the following 
form: 

rVQ(r,z) = cl(R)(a(R) sin 20 

+ 2 cos 2(3)e-°<^ + c2(R) (30) 
and 

drVe/ds = Ci(R)e-"Wt3 sin 2j3 
where c3(R) = cl(R)(a2(R) + 4)/R, s = R(3, and R and /3 are 
shown in Fig. 1(a). The exponent a(R) allows for changing the 
swirl schedule within the blade region and the constants q and 
c2 are calculated from the known values of rVe at the blade 
LE and TE. In the original design, a(R)=l throughout the 
blade region, while in the modified one a(R) assumes the new 
values 2.5 along the hub and 0.5 along the shroud, and a linear 
variation in between. The original and modified rVB are given 
in Fig. 2. 

Figure 3 shows the original and modified impeller blades. 
The modified blades are less wrapped than the original ones in 
the streamwise direction and are almost straight in the span-
wise direction. Equation (256) indicates that, when Vm is of 
order one (which is the case in a good design), the blade 
wrap/shape is primarily controlled by the mean swirl schedule 
rVe. Consequently, it was possible to reduce the blade wrap 
f(r, z) by reducing \We/r I (through our choice of rVe); the 
latter is shown in Fig. 4 for both original and modified 
designs. 

The pressure field on the blade suction and pressure sur-' 
faces is studied by examining the mean pressure field and the 
pressure jump across the blades.The variation in mean re
duced static pressure coefficient CP( = 1 - W1 in incompressi
ble flow) from the leading edge to the trailing edge for the 
original and the modified designs is shown in Fig. 5. These 
results may be interpreted in terms of the mean relative veloci
ty W2 as follows: Fig. 6 shows that the absolute value of the 
modified relative velocity is significantly reduced in the first 
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7. CHORD 
Fig. 9 Original (dashed lines) and modified Cp 

half chord, and Fig. 7 shows that the modified Vm (particular
ly along the hub) varies in a monotonic way compared to that 
of the original design. This change in Vm is due to a decrease 
in fle resulting from the decreased blade wrap; the latter is 
responsible for the change observed in the mean meridional 
velocity Vm along the hub as it induces a relatively smaller 
velocity there. The changes in the prescribed We and in V,„, 
which is a result of modifying rVe, are responsible for remov
ing the region of adverse pressure gradient along the hub 
surface. 

The numerical results show that the jump in pressure coeffi
cient ACP, given in Fig. 8, is primarily affected by the product 
of the gradient of the mean swirl schedule along the mean 
streamlines drVB/dm and Wbj\ this agrees with equation (21b) 
where H is replaced by P/p in incompressible flow. In the 
modified design, the point of maximum loading along the hub 
is shifted upstream so as to avoid a region of adverse pressure 
gradient present in the original design. The reduced static 
pressure coefficient on the blade suction surface is given in 
Fig. 9, which shows that the modified design has, to a large ex
tent, eliminated a region of adverse pressure gradient along 
the hub. 

We can thus conclude from this rather simple example that, 
by carefuly tailoring the rVe distribution, one can control the 
blade shape and the pressure distribution and hence the 
resulting secondary flow. 

3.2 Effect of the Number of Blades B. As B is decreased 
while keeping all other parameters fixed, it is expected that the 
load per blade would increase; this would lead to a subsequent 
increase in the blade wrap and in the pressure jump across the 
blades, which will be apparent from the following example. 

The presence of a blade may be represented by a bound 
vortex of strength T ( = 2irrVe/B). When rVe is fixed and B 
decreases, T will increase so that the velocity induced by that 
bound vortex would increase, thus resulting in a larger turning 
angle, as shown in Fig. 10; these results also show the 
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Fig. 10 Blade shape along midspan for different numbers of blades 

significance of the three-dimensional (blade-to-blade) effects 
on the blade shape. 

3.3 Effect of the Blade Stacking Position. The results in 
Fig. 11 show that a change in the blade stacking position, 
specified as fst = 0 along three different quasi-orthogonal 
lines, can result in a different blade shapef(r, z) (hence Vf), 
thus the velocity and pressure fields will change as well. (Note, 
however, that Qr and (lz remain the same as rV0 is the same.) 

The numerical study that has so far been carried out shows 
that the mean meridional velocity is sensitive to fs,. In the 
original design, when the stacking position, specified as/^., = 0, 
is moved from the blade TE to midchord to 42.5 percent chord 
(see Fig. 11 for the definition of stacking position) the mean 
meridional velocity along the hub, shown in Fig. 12, ap
proaches zero. This is due to the fact that, for this particular 
stacking, fie is such that the velocity induced by the bound 
vorticity is so strong that it annihilates the oncoming flow 
relative velocity at some point along the hub. This behavior 
has also been reported by Tan et al. (1983) for the design 
problem of an axial flow turbine. 

3.4 Effect of Compressibility. A rudimentary study on 
compressibility effects has been implemented. The results thus 
obtained concur with those of Hawthorne and Tan (1987) in 
that, for a given set of parameters, the wrap angle of the blade 
decreases with increasing Mach number. 
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4 Conclusion 

A design method for turbomachinery blading in three-
dimensional subsonic flow has been presented. It has been 
used to carry out a parametric study of the response of the 
blade shape, flow field, and pressure field to a few design 
variables. 

During the course of this study, it was found that the 
resulting blade shape and pressure field are rather sensitive to 
the changes in the prescribed mean swirl distribution. For a 

given change in mean swirl between the blades LE and TE, it 
was possible to decrease the blade wrap by reducing I WB/r I. 
The number of blades, when decreased, caused an increase in 
blade wrap. On the other hand, the blade loading was shown 
to be related to, and strongly affected by, the rate of change of 
mean swirl along streamlines of the mean flow. The results 
also indicate the significance of the blade stacking position. 

The present study appears to indicate that one might be able 
to tailor the mean swirl distribution to .control the blade shape 
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and the pressure distribution and hence the secondary flow 
motion. 
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A Three-Dimevrsional Inverse 
Method for Turbomachinery: 
Part I—Theory 
There are surprisingly few inverse methods described in the literature that are truly 
three dimensional. Here, one such method is presented. This technique uses as input 
a prescribed distribution of the mean swirl, i.e., radius times mean tangential velocity, 
given throughout the meridional section of the machine. In the present implemen
tation the flow is considered inviscid and incompressible and is assumed irrotational 
at the inlet to the blade row. In order to evaluate the velocity field inside the 
turbomachine, the blades {supposed infinitely thin) are replaced by sheets of vor-
ticity, whose strength is related to the specified mean swirl. Some advice on the 
choice of a suitable mean swirl distribution is given. In order to assess the usefulness 
of the present procedure, it was decided to apply it to the design of an impeller for 
a low-speed radial-inflow turbine. The results of the tests are described in the second 
part of this paper. 

1 Introduction 
In the field of turbomachinery there are two different ways 

of viewing the problem of fluid dynamic calculations. In the 
first instance, called the "direct" or "analysis" problem, we 
seek to determine the flow field produced by a certain blade 
shape. In the second way of treating the problem, called the 
"inverse" or "design" problem, the emphasis is different since, 
in this case, the effort is directed toward finding a suitable 
blade geometry that will achieve certain conditions for the flow 
field, given as input data. 

The restriction of the inverse problem to two-dimensional 
blade-to-blade cases has been tackled in many different ways. 
Examples of such methods are provided by Lewis (1982) who 
used surface vorticity for modeling the flow, Lighthill (1945) 
who based his method on a conformal transformation, and 
Garabedian and Korn (1976) who solved the equations in the 
hodograph plane and used a method of characteristics in finite 
difference form. Other instances are Schmidt (1980) who 
worked with a streamfunction ^ and a potential * as inde
pendent variables, while Sobieczky and Dulikravich (1982) 
adapted a potential analysis program to the design of transonic 
blades. Wang (1985) presented a solution based on the use of 
a streamfunction concept and the artificial compressibility 
technique. An inverse procedure based on a time-marching 
method is described by Meauze (1974). Novak and Haymann-
Haber (1983) used a fourth-order Taylor series expansion to 
solve the flow equations. It is possible to fill pages with other 
examples of two-dimensional blade-to-blade methods, such is 
the wealth of existing methods in the open literature. However, 
since our only intention is to give some brief examples, no 
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further references will be presented for the two-dimensional 
blade-to-blade case. 

The solution of the indirect problem was also tried in the 
hub-to-shroud plane and using a quasi-three-dimensional ap
proach although the examples are fewer. Wright and Novak 
(1960), Jansen and Kirschner (1974), and Weber and Mulloy 
(1982) present examples of two-dimensional hub-to-shroud 
methods. All of them are based on streamline curvature tech
niques, and also have in common the fact that they use as 
input data for the design procedure a specification of mean 
swirl rV6 (i.e., radius times mean tangential velocity) or quan
tities that are closely related to the mean swirl (case of Jansen 
and Kirschner, 1974, who impose the blade loading). There is 
also very little work done on quasi-three-dimensional inverse 
methods, and it is difficult to find an example that is char
acteristic of this approach. One of the best instances is the 
work described by Jennions and Stow (1984), although only 
the blade-to-blade component of the software package de
scribed in this paper can be considered as a truly inverse tech
nique. 

The next step in difficulty is given by truly three-dimensional 
inverse techniques. Here, the scarcity of published methods is 
even more marked than for hub-to-shroud and quasi-three-
dimensional solutions. 

One of the few existing approaches to this subject is provided 
by Tan et al. (1984), who developed a technique for the design 
of annular cascades of infinitely thin blades with constant hub 
and tip radius. The blades are modeled by surface vorticity 
and the input to the program consisted of a specification of 
mean swirl, rVe. Dang and McCune (1984a) extended this ap
proach to the case of rotational inlet flow through a linear 
cascade. In this case, there is vorticity moving with the fluid, 
in addition to the vorticity used to model the blades. 

Recently, a totally different method .was published by Zhao 
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et al. (1985), who used a Taylor series expansion in the cir
cumferential direction for the solution of the flow equations. 
In spite of being a completely fresh form of treating the prob
lem, this method also uses as input a sort of mean swirl (the 
value of rVe at the mean streamsurface). 

From this, necessarily brief, description of the work done 
it is clear that, only recently, the three-dimensional approach 
to the indirect problem started to receive some attention and 
is being tackled. It is in this domain that the work described 
in this paper will fit. 

Why is there so little work done on this field? Well, it is 
difficult to give a simple answer without being controversial, 
but nevertheless there is one point one should focus on when 
trying to answer. In fact, in addition to the normal problems 
associated with analysis procedures, in indirect techniques it 
is essential to specify the input data carefully in order to avoid 
ill-posed problems with no solution. For example, even in a 
simple two-dimensional situation, it is impossible to specify at 
the same time and independently the velocity on the whole 
contour of the blade and the far-upstream and far-downstream 
velocity. It is for this reason that it is necessary to impose 
certain constraints to the initial specifications, a fact well known 
by everybody working in this field (see, e.g., Lighthill, 1945; 
note that these constraints involve an integral and so it is 
difficult to know if they are satisfied a priori). 

The way out of this difficulty is to specify the input data in 
such a way that does not lead to ill-posed problems. This 
approach is the one taken in most of the two-dimensional 
indirect methods, for example, by specifying only the velocity 
on the suction surface of the blade together with a suitable 
thickness. Another input specification that does not require 
complicated constraints is a specification of mean swirl rVe 

and blade thickness (see Dang and McCune, 1984b, who im
plemented this sort of input in a two-dimensional situation). 
This last design specification may seem rather odd at first sight, 
but it is one of the specifications best suited to a truly three-
dimensional situation, since there are no complicated con
straints to be imposed and since the value of rVe plays an 
important physical role. In fact, this quantity gives the mean 
angular momentum per unit mass and so is related to the way 
the work is imparted to the fluid as it moves through the 
machine. As the mean angular momentum can only be changed 
by a tangential force, the way it varies along a streamline gives 
us an idea of the variation of the pressure loading across the 
blades. The importance of the mean swirl is so marked and 
the desirability of using it for three-dimensional inverse meth
ods so clear, that the most recent attempts at the solution of 
the three-dimensional problem (Tan et al., 1984; Dang and 
McCune, 1984a; Zhao et al., 1984) use as input a specification 

of mean swirl. This sort of specification was also adopted in 
the present work. 

The use of a mean swirl distribution, rVg, has other advan
tages, namely the simple kinematic relationship existing be
tween its value and the vorticity bound to the blades. This 
relationship plays a central part in the procedure described 
herein. In fact, the basic idea of this design method consists 
in replacing the action of the blades by sheets of vorticity (it 
is this vorticity that causes the jump in velocity when one goes 
from the suction surface to the pressure surface). The strength 
of this vorticity is related to the specified values of rVe through 
an expression also involving the blade coordinates. The knowl
edge of the vorticity present in the flow region permits us to 
calculate the corresponding velocity field, which is done, in 
our case, using the Clebsch formulation. Afterward, the blade 
shape is determined by requiring it to be aligned with the local 
velocity vector throughout its length. Since the vorticity also 
depends on the blade shape it is necessary to solve the problem 
iteratively. 

This idea is the same as the one described by Tan et al. 
(1984). However, the method described by Tan et al. (1984) 
was applied only to annular cascades of constant tip and hub 
radius and with a specification of mean swirl that was only a 
function of the axial distance. In the present study we consider 
the extension of this method to radial turbomachinery with an 
arbitrary meridional geometry (see Fig. 1) and a general rVe 

distribution, which can vary both with r and z. In order to be 
able to deal with these extensions, the numerical techniques 
used to solve the equations must be different from those used 
by Tan et al. (1984). 

As an example of a possible application, the design of a 
rotor of a radial-inflow turbine will be presented and discussed 
in detail in the last section of this paper. 

2 Description of Design Method 
The following method uses the usual right-handed cylindrical 

polar coordinate system defined by (/, 6, z), where r is the 
radius, 6 the angular coordinate, and z the axial distance. In 
addition, an auxiliary coordinate a will be introduced, defined 
by 

a = 0 - / ( / • , z) (1) 

where/ (r, z) is the angular coordinate of a point on the blade 
camber surface. Some manufacturers of radial-inflow turbines 
call / the wrap angle and that convention will be adopted here, 
for brevity's sake. The variable a can be interpreted as a sort 
of helical angular coordinate; for values of a given by a = 
2mir/B, m = . . . , - 1, 0, 1, 2, . . . the equation of the blade 
surface is obtained (the blade surfaces are coincident with the 

B = 

cP = 

/ = 

k, m = 
N = 
P = 
r = 

rV, = 
s = 

S = 

u = 
V = 
Ve = 

Vebl = 

number of blades 
pressure coefficient; see 
equation (19) 
angular coordinate of blade 
surface (wrap angle), rad 
integers 
number of harmonics used 
static pressure 
radius 
mean swirl 
coordinate along the stream
line 
saw-tooth function 
blade speed 
absolute velocity 
mean tangential velocity 
periodic tangential velocity 

W 
z 
a 

5, 
V 

e 
€ 

p 
$ 
* 
CO 

fi 

at the blade; see equation 
(17) 

= relative velocity 
= axial coordinate 
= auxiliary coordinate; see 

equation (1) 
= periodic delta function 
= coordinate in the trans

formed domain 
= angular coordinate 
= coordinate in the trans

formed domain 
= density 
= potential 
= streamfunction 
= rotational speed 
= vorticity 

Subscripts 
bl 
k 
r 

ref 
tip 

z 

referring to blade 
kth harmonic 
in the radial direction 
reference value 
tip of impeller 
in the axial direction 

8 = in the tangential direction 
o = mean value 

Superscripts 
c = cosine harmonic 
s = sine harmonic 

+ = upper surface of blade 
(facing positive 6) 

- = lower surface of blade 
(facing negative 6) 
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Fig. 1 Grid in physical plane 

blade camber surface because it is supposed that the blades 
have zero thickness). In the following, vectors will be denoted 
by bold characters and mean values will be indicated with an 
overbar. 

2.1 Calculation of the Velocity Field. Since in the present 
method the velocity will be calculated from the knowledge of 
the vorticity, the first piece of information to be discussed is 
the strength and location of all the vorticity existing in the 
flow field, which will be done immediately. It will be assumed 
that the flow is inviscid and irrotational at inlet to the tur-
bomachine. In addition, our attention will be focused only on 
designs that impose constant work along the span, because 
this presents some advantages, as will be discussed later on. 
For these conditions and according to Kelvin's theorem, the 
flow is everywhere irrotational. So, if there is any vorticity at 
all, it must be bound to the blade surfaces. This implies that 
the expression for the vorticity vector must have a dependence 
on the angular coordinate given by the periodic delta function, 
bp. Moreover, it is known that the vorticity field is solenoidal, 
or V »fi = 0, and therefore can be written as the cross product 
of two gradients of scalar functions. One of the factors in this 
product may be V a because the vorticity is lying on the blade 
surface and therefore is normal to Va . The other factor turns 
out to be VrVe as is shown in more detail by Tan et al. (1984) 
or Borges (1986). Therefore, the final expression for the vor
ticity vector is 

Sl=[VrV0X Va]5p(a) (2) 

where the Fourier expansion of the periodic delta function is 
given by 

5p(a)=l + ^2cos{kBa) (3) 

Now that all the vorticity existing in the flow field is known, 
the velocity induced by this vorticity can be evaluated. In order 
to do that the Clebsch formulation of the problem will be used. 
This basically consists in writing the velocity in such a form 
that it satisfies identically the vorticity expression (2). The 
adopted expression must depend on an unknown scalar func
tion $, which is then evaluated by satisfying the continuity 
equation. 

Executing the first step of the above idea, the velocity will 
be written as 

V= V*(/-, 6, z)+rVeVa-S(a)VrVe (4a) 

inside the blade region and as 

V = V * ( r , 0 , ? ) (46) 

outside it. The function S(a) is such that the curl of the above 
expression (4) must be equal to the vorticity as calculated from 
expression (2). So, taking the curl of (4) we obtain 

0 = [ V X V ] = [S'(a)+l]V/-K f lX V a (5) 

and the only way for equation (5) to be equal to equation (2) 
is to have „ , , > „ , > , 

S'(a)=6p(a)-1 (6) 
or, in other words, S(a) must be the periodic sawtooth function 
with zero mean value. Notice that what we have done so far 
is to determine the unknown function S(a) using one of the 
conditions that expression (4) must satisfy. For the calculation 
of the unknown scalar function *(r, 6, z) we are going to use 
the other condition left, i.e., the continuity equation. For in
compressible flow, the continuity equation takes the form 

V-V = 0 (7) 

Substituting the value (4) for the velocity V, we arrive at 

V 2 *= -rVeV
2a + [S' (u) + \}Vu>VrVe + S(u)V2rVe 

(8a) 
inside the blade passage and 

V 2 * = 0 (86) 

upstream and downstream of the blade row. 
In order to solve this equation in $, we are going to expand 

both <3> and the right-hand side of equation (8) in a Fourier 
series in the tangential direction. The corresponding harmonics 
must be equal, which gives us a second-order differential equa
tion for each of the harmonics of $. For example, for the 
mean value of 4>, $ 0 (r, z), it is necessary to solve 

a 2 * . , 
dr2 r dr dz2 

\d_ 

r dr 
+ Yz dz 

inside the blade passage, and outside it 

d2<f>0 

dr2 

I d * . 
r dr 

a 2 * , , 
dz' 

l = 0 

(9a) 

(9b) 

which is a Poisson equation. For the kth cosine harmonic, the 
equation to solve is 

dWk 1 d% 
dr2 + r dr + dz2 

k2B2 

r2 •*l 

2{n2sin(kBf) 

kB 
[V2rVe] + [VofVrVt,]2cos(kBf) (10a) 

inside the blade passage; 

d2*£ 1 dfy 
dr2 r dr dz2 

k^B2 

r2 *J = 0 (106) 

outside the bladed region. Similarly, for the kth sine harmonic 
it is required to solve 

a2*! 1 dty 
dr2 r dr 

= [V2rVe] 

dz2 

k2B2 

r2 * i 

2cos(kBf) 

kB 
+ [VofVrVe]2sin(kBf) (11a) 

inside the blade passage; 

d2^s
k 1 d&k 

dr1 r dr 

outside the blade passage. 

dz2 

k2B2 

r2 *1 = 0 (116) 
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Equations (10) and (11) are Helmholtz-type equations which, 
like equation (9), can be solved in the meridional section of 
the blade row provided use is made of the appropriate bound
ary conditions at the endwalls and far-upstream and far-down
stream boundaries. At the endwalls, the condition of no flow 
is used, and at the far-upstream and far-downstream boundary, 
uniform flow is imposed (see Borges, 1986). 

In order to calculate the pressure loading on the blades, it 
is necessary to estimate the jump in velocity across the blade 
(W+ - W"). Tan et al. (1984) and Borges (1986) show that this 
jump is given by 

W + - V T 
2 T (VrFflX V a ) x Va 

B V a ' V a 
(12) 

This expression is physically plausible as it gives a jump in 
velocity that lies on the blade (since it is normal to Va, a 
vector normal to the blade) and is also normal to the vorticity 

2TT 
vector, — (VrVe x Va), which is causing the jump. The pres-

B 
sure loading on the blades can be determined if we assume 
irrotational flow and use Bernoulli's equation. The final 
expression is (see Tan et al., 1984, and Borges, 1986): 

2TT 

B 
p\Vbl-VrVg (13) 

where p is the density of the fluid and p+ and p~ are, re
spectively, the static pressures on the upper and lower surfaces 
of the blade. 

As is well known, the Kutta-Joukowski condition states that 
at the trailing edge of a blade, p+ = p~. Using equation (13), 
this implies that 

Wbl.vrVe = 0 (14) 

or, in other words, the component of the gradient of rVg along 
the meridional projection of the blade streamline must be zero. 
This is logical, since downstream of a blade row the mean 
angular momentum per unit mass (rVe) cannot change because 
there are no tangential forces actuating there. The same can 
be said at the trailing edge since the Kutta-Joukowski condition 
imposes zero tangential pressure loading there, as well. 

In the method described here, this condition is satisfied by 
specifying an rVe distribution with zero gradient at the trailing 
edge, thus automatically satisfying condition (14). A similar 
condition is also imposed at the leading edge. This corresponds 
to designing a blade row that is exactly aligned with the local 
velocity vector at the leading edge (zero local incidence angle) 
so that the tangential loading there is zero. 

2.2 Calculation of Blade Camber. The blade shape is cal
culated using the condition that the blade must be aligned with 
the local velocity vector. This can be expressed as 

W w - V a = 0 (15) 

by noting again that V a is a vector normal to the blade camber 
surface. Expanding equation (15), we arrive at 

"zbl 
df 

dz 

df 
' dr 

Wt Obi 

r 
(16) 

where / is the wrap angle and the blade relative tangential 
velocity, WeM, is defined as equal to 

Webl=Ve + vgbl-wr (17) 

Here w is the rotational speed of the blade row and vm is the 
value of the periodic tangential velocity at the blade (difference 
between the tangential velocity at the blade and the mean 
tangential velocity Ve specified as input). 

The blade boundary condition (as equation (16) will be called 

from now on) is a first-order partial differential equation with 
characteristic lines coincident with the meridional projection 
of the blade streamlines. In order to integrate this differential 
equation, some initial data (values off) must be specified along 
a line roughly perpendicular to these characteristic lines and 
extending from hub to shroud. These initial data on /wi l l be 
called the stacking condition of the blade. In our method this 
stacking condition is implemented by giving as input the values 
of blade wrap angle/along a quasi-orthogonal, for example, 
at the leading edge. After the stacking condition is specified, 
we can integrate equation (16), since all the velocities that 
appear in it are known from the previous iteration by using 
the equations described in the last subsection. 

2.3 Numerical Procedure. The design method described 
here requires the solution of partial differential equations like 
(9), (10), (11), and (16) on the meridional section of the ma
chine. For a radial turbomachine, the meridional section has 
a complicated geometry with curved endwalls. For this reason, 
it was decided to do a transformation of coordinates from (/•, 
z) to a body-fitted curvilinear coordinate system (£, r\). A 
discussion of this technique and some examples of its practical 
application to the solution of partial differential equations can 
be found from Thompson et al. (1977). Ideally, this coordinate 
system should be easy to generate and require little compu
tational time. For this reason it was decided to use an algebraic 
transformation with the points equally distributed along quasi-
orthogonals, extending from hub to shroud (see Borges, 1986). 
Since the transformation is always the same for all the partial 
differential equations to be solved, it is only necessary to cal
culate it once, at the very beginning of the process. It is rec
ognized that the use of an algebraic transformation of 
coordinates may lead to a grid that is nonorthogonal in the 
physical plane (see Fig. 1), but this fact is taken into account 
when doing the transformation. 

The equations obtained from (9), (10), and (11) after the 
transformation (see appendix) are solved using finite difference 
techniques. Second-order accurate, central difference formulae 
and a nine-point numerical molecule are used throughout. In 
our program this was implemented in conjunction with a mul-
tigrid technique in order to accelerate the convergence rate of 
the solution. A good description of multigrid methods can be 
found in Brandt (1977), the relaxation subroutines used in our 
program being a slightly modified version of the ones presented 
there. 

The multigrid method discretizes the problem on several 
grids, which become increasingly coarser as one moves from 
one grid level to the next. The desired solution is the one 
obtained in the finer mesh, because the truncation errors are 
smaller at this level. The coarser meshes are used to accelerate 
the convergence of the solution by efficiently eliminating the 
low-frequency (long-wavelength) errors in the solution. As the 
solution on the coarser grids requires much less work than in 
the finest grid, the attenuation of low-frequency errors is done 
very cheaply. The highest frequency errors are also liquidated 
inexpensively because their wavelength is of the same order as 
the mesh size and therefore the information about changes 
only has to travel a few mesh nodes. 

The blade boundary condition (16) (see appendix for the 
form it takes in the transformed domain) will also be solved 
using finite-difference techniques. However, since it is a first-
order differential equation, it must be solved using a different 
numerical scheme that respects the direction of the character
istic lines. For this reason it was decided to solve the blade 
boundary condition using an Euler's modified method (see 
Roache, 1982). This is an implicit numerical scheme that has 
a truncation error of second order in A£ and Ai/ and is con
sistent and stable. In order to start this method the values of 
wrap angle/must be known along an initial quasi-orthogonal. 
This information is provided by the stacking condition. 
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The calculations must be done iteratively since the vorticity 
depends on the blade shape, which is not known at the start. 
So, after the input of the initial data and generation of the 
body-fitted curvilinear coordinate system, a first estimate for 
the blade shape/is obtained, assuming that the blade velocity 
is equal to the value one would have if the velocity profile was 
uniform along a quasi-orthogonal. Then, an iterative loop is 
entered, where the blade velocity is calculated (this step requires 
the solution of equations (9), (10) and (11)), followed by the 
calculation of the blade shape/(this step requires the solution 
of equation (16)). After convergence is achieved, the blade 
shape is output. For further information on the numerical 
procedure see Borges (1986). 

3 Results 
The inverse method just presented is fully three-dimensional. 

Therefore, the most appropriate way of really testing it is by 
using it to design a blade row with significant three-dimensional 
effects. For this reason, it was decided to apply this method 
to the design of a low-speed rotor (with 17 blades) of a radial-
inflow turbine. We considered a low-speed rotor because the 
developed indirect method only applies to incompressible flow, 
as yet. 

For the application of the procedure, a grid consisting of 
145 quasi-orthogonals and 49 quasi-streamlines was fitted to 
the meridional section of the radial-inflow turbine, the ge
ometry of this meridional section being treated as an input to 
the program. Every other line of the grid used is shown in Fig. 
1. The leading and trailing edges of the blade row are also 
indicated in the figure, in order to demonstrate that, in the 
solution to be described, a region upstream and downstream 
of the blade row was considered, there being 81 quasi-or
thogonals inside the blade region. In the Fourier expansion 
for the velocity, 15 harmonics were considered, each harmonic 
having one sine and one cosine component. 

The other fundamental input for the present inverse method 
is a mean-swirl distribution, specified throughout the entire 
meridional projection of the blade row. In the following we 
will explain, in detail, how this input was chosen, because this 
is one of the first instances of the use of such design specifi
cation. 

The necessary values of rVe along the leading and trailing 
edges are determined during the preliminary one-dimensional 
design stage through a consideration of the amount of energy 
per unit mass of fluid that is to be exchanged in the blade row 
as a whole. These values must be taken as constant along the 
leading and trailing edges, since this gives a blade that produces 
constant work along the span and this has the advantage of 
not introducing trailing vorticity into the exit flow. In the 
present example, the value of rVg was considered equal to rVe 
= 0.882<j)/fip at inlet, and at exit, a zero value of swirl was 
imposed. At the trailing edge the derivative of rVe along the 
quasi-streamlines was taken as equal to zero (drVe/dt, = 0) be
cause that was necessary in order to satisfy the Kutta-Jou-
kowski condition. At the leading edge a similar restraint was 
imposed on the derivative of rVe for the reasons discussed 
above. 

Now the problem of choosing an rVj distribution reduces 
to the fitting of a smooth variation of rVg between these initial 
and final values of rVg and its derivatives. There are mainly 
two types of arguments that must be considered during this 
task. One concerns the evolution of the loading throughout 
the machine, and the other is related to the amount of twist 
of the blades, which must be kept within reasonable limits for 
manufacturing and stress reasons. _ 

According to equation (13), the blade loading (difference in 
pressure between suction and pressure surfaces) is proportional 
to the product of the modulus cf the relative velocity and the 
value of the derivative of rV% along the meridional projection 
of the blade streamline, or 

where s is distance along the meridional projection of the blade 
streamline. This means that the pressure loading is essentially 
determined by the absolute value of IWwi and drVe/ds. The 
first term should vary smoothly from inlet to outlet in a ma
chine well designed. So, the variation in IWWI is not going to 
affect the overall evolution of the pressure loading signifi
cantly. Therefore, we can conclude that the pressure loading 
will roughly follow the value of the derivative of rV0 along the 
streamlines. In addition, in a well-designed machine, the di
rection of the streamlines should be approximately the same 
as the direction of the quasi-streamlines. This implies that in 
the above argument, it is reasonable to substitute the derivative 
of rVe along the streamlines by the value of the derivative 
along the quasi-streamline (drVg/d£), and say that the evolution 
of the pressure loading will follow roughly the shape of the 
derivative of r Vg along the quasi-streamlines. This fact provides 
us with some control over the pressure loading on the blade 
surfaces since the derivative of rVg along the quasi-streamlines 
can be evaluated from the input and, so, is known from the 
start. For example, if it is desired to design a blade with a big 
loading near the leading edge, then the derivatives of the rVe 
distribution along the quasi-streamlines should have large val
ues near the leading edge. 

Since the most heavily loaded streamsurface in the rotor of 
a radial-inflow turbine is the shroud, the behavior of the de
rivatives of rVe should be watched with special care there, 
specifying an rVe distribution with a smooth first derivative. 

In addition to providing some control over the pressure 
distribution on the blade surfaces, the specification of rVe also 
gives some control over the amount of blade twist. That is 
important, since for stress considerations and for ease of man
ufacture it is convenient to avoid a highly twisted blade; see, 
e.g., Jansen and Kirschner (1974). To see how this control 
comes about, let us take a fresh look at equation (16). This 
equation implies that the variation in wrap angle along a 
streamline is proportional to the integral of the blade tangential 
relative velocity divided by r and the meridional blade velocity, 
or (Ve + vnl—wr)/(rVmbl) (see equation (17)). We do not have 
any control over the periodic blade tangential velocity vm since 
it is a result of the calculations. However, it should be rec
ognized that this term is an order of magnitude smaller than 
the other two components on the right-hand side of (17), in 
regions where the flow is well guided. In fact, if the velocity 
profile in the tangential direction presented a linear variation 
between the suction and the pressure surfaces, the value of!%, 
would be zero and the blade tangential relative velocity would 
be coincident with the mean tangential relative velocity. Since 
for a radial-inflow turbine the flow can be considered as well 
guided for most of the flow path, it follows that the term veb/ 
can safely be neglected in this argument. Thus, it can be con
cluded that the variation in wrap angle along a streamline is 
approximately proportional to the integral of the mean tan
gential relative velocity. In other words, if it is desired to avoid 
large variations in wrap angle, it is necessary to keep the value 
of We as low as possible by imposing an rVe distribution ob
tained considering a value for Ve that follows closely the local 
value of the blade speed wr. The fact that in the above integral 
the radius r and the meridional blade velocity appear in the 
denominator, means that it is more important to keep the mean 
tangential relative velocity, We, small where the radius and the 
meridional blade velocity are small. So, from the point of view 
of highly twisted blades, the most critical streamsurface is the 
hub, not only because there the radius and meridional blade 
velocity take the lowest values, but also because the meridional 
flow path is usually much longer along the hub than anywhere 
else in the machine. For this reason it is advisable to specify 
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Fig. 2 Input mean swirl distribution at hub and shroud 
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Fig. 3 Mean tangential velocity and blade speed at hub 
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Fig. 4 Mean tangential velocity and blade speed at shroud 

at hub an rV$ distribution that gives a mean tangential absolute 
velocity, Vs, similar to the local value of wr. 

The final distribution of rV$ chosen for a particular design 
is in general a tradeoff between these two conflicting require
ments. As already mentioned, at the shroud, preference should 
be given to the pressure distribution on the blade surfaces, and 
at the hub, the principal objective should be to avoid a large 
variation of wrap angle. Usually this compromise results in a 
blade that is heavily loaded at the hub inlet, while at the shroud 
most of the load is concentrated near the trailing edge. 
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Fig. 6 Derivatives of the input mean swirl distribution 

The present application is no exception to this. In Fig. 2, 
the chosen rVe distribution on hub and shroud is plotted as a 
function of percent meridional distance (here and in the fol
lowing, flow properties will be nondimensionalized using the 
tip radius and tip blade speed, unless otherwise stated). Figure 
3 is a graph of the specified value of Ve at hub compared with 
the local blade speed cor. This figure shows that at the hub it 
was necessary to impose a value of Ve that followed closely 
the curve of ojr in order to avoid a highly twisted blade. The 
same does not apply to the shroud, as the next plot, Fig. 4, 
clearly demonstrates. The next figure, Fig. 5, shows contours 
of the rVg distribution used, and, as can be seen, the imposed 
variation is smooth everywhere. Finally in Fig. 6 the values of 
the derivatives of the swirl distribution in the direction of the 
quasi-streamlines are presented. Notice the smooth and mon
otonic variation of the derivative of rVg at shroud. At the hub, 
that variation is not monotonic and is less smooth because at 
the hub the rVe distribution was chosen with the main objective 
of keeping the variation of wrap angle as low as possible. 

The program developed was run using these input data, and 
the blade shape was obtained as output. Figure 7 is a plot of 
the contours of wrap angle/, on the meridional section of the 
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Fig. 8 Pressure distribution on hub and shroud 

turbine. From it, it is possible to conclude that the maximum 
variation of wrap angle is not excessive and is less than two 
blade pitches. Notice that the resulting blade shape has double 
curvature and so, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, 
for a designer to guess such a blade shape. Therefore it is 
unlikely that this design could ever be reached by an approach 
of the sort of "cut and try." This fact illustrates one of the 
advantages of the present indirect technique. 

The output of the program also includes the pressure dis
tribution on the blade surfaces, which is presented in the next 
plot, Fig. 8. The definition of the pressure coefficient used in 
this plot is 

CP = w 1 (19) 

where Wlef was taken as the relative velocity at the intersection 
of the leading edge with hub (for the present case WIe[ = 
0.278a>rtip). 

The pressure distribution, shown in Fig. 8, has a reasonable 
shape throughout, except at the shroud, where it presents a 
dip in the region near the trailing edge. This dip is caused by 

a change of radius of curvature of the shroud profile in the 
meridional plane (this point corresponds to the intersection of 
a circular arc and a straight line in the meridional section of 
the turbine). As this dip is connected with the meridional shape 
of the turbine, it would be difficult to specify an rVg distri
bution that would avoid it. Therefore, this pressure distribution 
and the associated mean swirl distribution were accepted. The 
next plot, Fig. 9, gives the contours of pressure coefficient, 
Cp, on the suction surface of the blade. As can be seen, the 
pressure is smooth on the main part of the blade, there being 
a rapid variation near the trailing edge that is due to the nec
essary rapid unloading existent there. 

It is illuminating to compare the plot of the pressure dis
tribution, Fig. 8, with Fig. 6, giving the derivatives of rVe. It 
is seen that the trends of both the blade loading (difference in 
pressure between suction and pressure surface) and the curves 
of the rVe derivatives are the same, which bears out the com
ments made previously. In fact, notice that the regions where 
the rVg derivatives are larger (in modulus) correspond to re
gions in the Cp plot with large values for the pressure loading 
(at the hub the pressure loading and the rVe derivative are 
larger near the leading edge, while at shroud the opposite 
happens). 

It should be stressed once more that it is not pretended that 
the present design has an ideal pressure distribution. In fact, 
the pressure distribution could be improved by a convenient 
alteration of the meridional section and the rVe distribution. 
This route was not pursued further since the meridional section 
of the turbine was fixed (it was intended to compare this design 
with an existing machine). Nevertheless, it is recognized that 
this particular point needs a lot more research work and that 
the definition of the best rVe distribution for a given meridional 
section is a desirable extension of the present work. 

Another desirable extension of the present work is the in
clusion of thickness in the present design program. Neverthe
less, it is possible to estimate some of the consequences of the 
introduction of thickness, namely the effects of blockage in
troduced into the flow field. This added blockage will increase 
the blade meridional velocity and consequently, the total ve
locity. This fact implies that the pressure coefficient will take 
higher values than those indicated in Figs. 8 and 9, the dif-
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ference being bigger where the relative blade blockage is higher, 
which occurs in the last half of the flowpath near the hub. 
Therefore, the change in the pressure coefficient at the shroud 
will be small, and at the hub, the biggest difference will be a 
reduction in the steepness of the adverse pressure gradient 
existing there (see Fig. 8). In what concerns the blade shape, 
the effect of blockage will be a reduction in the total amount 
of wrap angle variation. This is so because the blade meridional 
velocity will be increased, thus reducing the value of the integral 
that gives the variation of wrap angle (see the above discussion 
on the control over blade twist). This effect is more marked 
near the hub, which is the most critical streamsurface from 
the point of view of highly twisted blades. So, it can be con
cluded that the effect of blockage will ease the difficulties 
linked with the total amount of blade twist. 

4 Conclusions 

The present study was motivated by the need for a three-
dimensional inverse method. As shown, this is a virtually unex
plored field at the present, in spite of the fact that a three-
dimensional indirect method is an essential tool for the design 
of blade rows with significant three-dimensional effects such 
as rotors for radial turbomachinery. 

One such possible three-dimensional inverse method has been 
successfully developed and is described here. This inverse 
method was applied to the design of a radial-inflow turbine 
rotor with the intention of testing the program with a difficult 
test case and so assessing its usefulness. As far as the author 
is aware, this is one of the first examples of the design of a 
rotor for a radial-inflow turbine using a fully three-dimensional 
inverse method. 

The present indirect method uses as design specification an 
imposition of mean swirl (rVe) given throughout the meridional 
section of the turbomachine, and some advice on how to choose 
this specification was included here. It was shown that the 
pressure loading on the blades is directly connected to the 
derivatives of the imposed rVe. On the other hand, the integral 
of the difference between the specified value of Ve and the 
local blade speed (i.e., the mean relative tangential velocity) 
is closely linked with the amount of blade twist, a fact that 
provides us with some control over the variation of wrap angle. 
This advice was put into practice in the example described 
here. It was demonstrated that it is possible to obtain a final 
design with a reasonable pressure distribution on the blade 
surfaces while keeping the total amount of blade twist within 
acceptable limits. 

Based on the work done, we strongly advise the use of three-
dimensional inverse programs to assist in the design of tur-
bomachines with significant three-dimensional effects. 
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A P P E N D I X 

The generation of the numerical grid gives us a relation of 
the form 

(20) /• = /•(£, r,) 

where (r, z) are the coordinates in the physical domain and (£, 
rj) are the coordinates in the numerical plane. Then, in this 
numerical plane, equation (10) takes the form 

8*k-2/3*!„ + 7*;, + *f 
ZrPy - /yPx Jzn 

J r 

" / r 
JkB 

= - [ V 2 / % 
2sm(kBf) 

kB 
+ [Va'VrVe]2cos(kBf) (21) 

and equation (11) transforms into 

ZrPy - r,px _ Jz^ 
J r 

+ t>i 
r^Dx-z^Dy Jz^ 

J r 
JkB 

, - 2cos(kBf) 
• [ v V n ] •^J-L + [Va- vrVe]2sm{kBf) (22) 
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with the transformation parameters used in these equations 
defined as 

J = z$rn - zvrs 

5 = z\ + t\ 

0 =ZtZv + r(rv (23) 

7 =z\ + r\ 

Dx = Sz^-2l3z^ + yzni, 

Dy = drii-2firitl + yrvv 

and where a subscript denotes differentiation with respect to 
that variable. 

The mean flow can be solved using the potential or the 
streamfunction concept, both approaches being equivalent. 
Although in the main text the equation for the potential was 
presented (equation (9)), in the program preference was given 
to the equation using the streamfunction concept (see Borges, 
1986). So, in the transformed plane, the equation to be solved 
for the mean flow is 

The blade boundary condition (equation (16)), used to up
date the blade shape / , is transformed into 

[ ̂  + vibMi + Wn + vvb] / , = 7 
rVe Vgb, 
—5- H . 0) 
r r 

(25) 

with K{, K,, U{W,D,w,and vebi calculated with the help of the 
following formulae: 

Vt -

K = 

N 

r 

r 
N 

8Vt -2/3¥{„ + 7¥,„, + ¥ , 
J r 

+ % 
r^Dx-ZjDy Jz% 

J ~ ~7 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

N , _ N , R 

= L — ^os(kBf) + J^— *Jsin(*B/) (30) 

%»=XJ I5*?-/3*?] cos(*fl/) + £ [6*|-i3$s,] s i n ( W ) 
k=\ * = 1 

" , w = E [**S-0*?] cos(*fl/) + E [8**,-0*f] sin(fc£r/) 

few 

= -ry[/-f(rK,),-/ ,(rK,) t] 

(24) 
Note that in equations (28) and (29) we omitted the subscript 
k from $ for clarity's sake. 
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A Three-Dimensional Inverse 
Method for Turbomachinery: 
Part II—Experimental Verification 
The performance of an impeller of a low-speed radial-inflow turbine, designed using 
a three-dimensional inverse technique, was evaluated experimentally. This per
formance was compared with that achieved by a rotor typical of the present 
technology. Besides measuring overall quantities, in special efficiency, some 
traverses of flow velocity were carried out. The results of the tests showed that the 
new design had a peak total-to-static efficiency 1.4 points better than the conven
tional build. The traverses indicated that the level of swirl at exhaust of the new im
peller was only half as big as that for the conventional rotor, in spite of the fact that 
both impellers were designed to have zero swirl at outlet. It is also shown that the 
rotor loss for the new impeller is considerably lower than for the conventional 
wheel. This research points to the desirability of using a three-dimensional inverse 
method for the design of turbomachines with significant three-dimensional flows. 

1 Introduction 

In Part I (Borges, 1990), a three-dimensional inverse 
method was described that used as design specification a mean 
swirl (radius times mean tangential velocity, rVB) distribution 
given throughout the meridional section of the blade row. This 
method can be applied to turbomachines with an arbitrary 
meridional section and any amount of fluid deflection. The 
application of this indirect technique to the design of a rotor 
for a radial-inflow turbine was also discussed in that paper. 
This particular kind of turbomachine was chosen because it is 
a machine with significant three-dimensional flows, therefore 
providing a good test case of the developed program. 

The rotor designed using this inverse technique was built 
and tested. It is the objective of the present paper to describe 
the experimental results obtained. The experimental program 
consisted of the comparison of the overall performance of the 
new rotor, designed using the described inverse method, with 
that given by a rotor designed using methods typical of the 
present state of the art. By doing this comparison, a simple 
and accurate assessment of the usefulness of the developed in
verse method can be done. 

The tests were done using a large-scale, low-speed model of 
a radial-inflow turbine. This means that the velocities were 
kept at a low level, leading to incompressible flow, one of the 
conditions of applicability of the inverse method described. 
The large dimensions also had the additional bonus of permit
ting good accuracy for the measurements to be made. In addi: 

tion to the measurement of the overall performance, some 
detailed flow measurements were made with the intention of 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME 
Headquarters January 23, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-137. 

clarifying the differences observed in the overall performance 
of both rotors. 

2 Experimental Apparatus and Geometry of Rotors 

The layout of the test rig is presented in Fig. 1. Air is sucked 
through a bellmouth into the turbine directly from the at
mosphere. Then it moves radially through section A, where 
the volume flow passing through the turbine is evaluated by 
measuring the local static pressure relative to atmospheric. 
This is followed by the stator (formed by 31 blades with a 
chord of 64 mm) which deflect the air flow to a direction 
almost tangential (making a design angle of 74 deg with the 
radius). Some measurements of the velocity field were made at 
station B, in the interspace between rotor and stator. Follow
ing the stator comes the rotor, where the energy is extracted 
from the air flow. After the rotor, the air enters the outlet 
duct. The initial length (around 400 mm) of this exit duct has 
the shape of an annular duct, which was achieved by introduc
ing a center body fixed to the external duct by a series of 
struts. It was decided to put the center body into the exit duct 
to avoid a sudden expansion in the flow path. This abrupt ex
pansion would lead to a separation and a very complicated 
three-dimensional flow, which would be very difficult to 
measure and analyze accurately. Downstream of the rotor, 
provision was made for the measurement of the static pressure 
at the station marked C in Fig. 1. There were three pressure 
tappings equally spaced circumferentially on the center body 
and another three equally spaced pressure tappings on the ex
ternal duct. The three tappings on the center body were inter
connected and the same was done for the tappings on the outer 
diameter. The pressure indicated by these two groups of tap
pings was measured separately. The value of downstream 
static pressure used in the calculation of the overall per-
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formance was the average of the center body and outer 
diameter pressures. This was done because, as is well known, 
at exit from a radial-inflow turbine the static pressure is not 
uniform radially, even for peak efficiency conditions (see Kof-
skey and Wasserbauer, 1966; Kofskey and Nusbaum, 1972; 
and Sasaki et al., 1977). 

It was also possible to make a radial traverse for the 
measurement of velocity field and total pressure, using a 
three-hole probe, at this same station C. Following this station 
was a section of annular duct filled with a honeycomb, which 
had the function of extracting any swirl present at the outlet of 
the rotor. The end of the outlet duct was connected to a flexi
ble hose that led the air flow into a radial fan, which sucked 
the air through the turbine. 

The work done by the turbine was absorbed by a d-c electric 
motor-generator. The stator frame of this generator was 
cradle-mounted, allowing the measurement of the torque with 
the help of a torque arm (see Fig. 1). As the rotor of the tur
bine was mounted directly onto the shaft of the generator, the 
rotational speed was measured using an optical pickup placed 
on the center body, point F (Fig. 1). Care was taken in order to 
avoid leaks of air into the flow path. For example, the 
generator was enclosed in a cylindrical box sealed from the at
mosphere at the point furthest removed from the tur
bine—point E in Fig. 1. 

Since we are going to compare the performance of both im
pellers quantitatively, it is important to discuss the error in
volved in the measurements of the overall performance in 
order to make sure that any differences present are significant 
and not due to experimental errors. Borges (1986) presents an 
estimate for the errors involved in the different physical quan
tities and concludes that the maximum relative error in each 

individual measurement of efficiency is 2.5 percent (to this 
value corresponds a probable error of 1.3 percent). This level 
of relative errors is typical of what can be achieved when 
testing small power radial-inflow turbines, judging by other 
examples and estimates presented in the open literature (see, 
for example, Futral et al., 1969). As the expected differences 
between the rotors were small, it was important to make the 
influence of the experimental errors as small as possible and to 
quantify their effect accurately. So, in order to minimize the 
deleterious effects of these experimental errors, the curve of 
efficiency was calculated using a large number of points as will 
be shown later on. In this way, a clear idea of the scatter 
present in the data will be obtained. 

In what follows, we will also report the results of some 
traverses made with a three-hole probe used in the null-yaw 
mode and mounted in a manually driven traverse gear. This 
three-hole probe was calibrated against a standard pitot tube 
in a separate low-speed wind tunnel, for the same range of 
speeds likely to be found in the tests. Based on the results of 
the calibrations, it is estimated that the maximum error in the 
measurement of velocity is 1 percent and in the velocity direc
tion is 1.5 deg. For points near the endwalls (within a distance 
of about 2.2 mm) the errors involved in the measurements of 
velocity and flow angle may be bigger than those just men
tioned due to wall proximity effects (the experimental data 
were not corrected for this effect). The estimated error in the 
positioning of the probe is 0.5 mm in the radial direction. For 
further information on the test rig and the three hole probe see 
Borges (1986). 

The radial-inflow turbine tested in the above rig was de
signed so that it is typical of small gas turbine practice. The 
specific speed defined as 

D = 

f = 

K = 

p = 
Q = 
r = 

rV„ = 

tip diameter of rotor 
angular coordinate of blade 
surface (wrap angle), deg 
specific speed (nondimen-
sional; see equation (1)) 
pressure 
volume flow 
radius 
mean swirl 

Re = 
U = 
V = 
z = 
V = 
v = 

P = 
CO = 

Reynolds number 
blade speed 
absolute velocity 
axial coordinate 
efficiency 
kinematic viscosity 
density 
rotational speed 

Subscripts 
0 

tip 
1 

2 

3 

= stagnation value 
= tip of impeller 
= conditions at inlet to the 

stator 
= conditions at inlet to the 

rotor 
= conditions at exit from the 

rotor 
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iteratively an analysis program and is characterized by having
radial blades. The program used was a streamline curvature
through-flow program based on the method described by Van
co (1972). This analysis program was used to predict the flow
field for slightly different geometries (but maintaining always
the restriction of radial blades). The final geometry chosen
was the one that gave the best distribution for the velocities on
the blade surfaces and an exit swirl equal to zero. This
geometry is defined in Fig. 2(0) where the meridional
geometry is given (note that the meridional geometry was kept
the same for both rotors) and in Fig. 2(b) where the wrap
angle distribution used is plotted (since the conventional rotor
has radial blades, the wrap angle is only a function of the axial
distance, z. The function fez) is plotted in Fig. 2b).

The second impeller, which will be called the new rotor
from now on, was designed using the method described in Part
I of this paper (Borges, 1990), and its geometry is defined in
more detail there. Further information on the design of both
rotors can be found in Borges (1986).

A photograph of the two impellers side by side is presented
in Fig. 3, and it can be seen that they are quite different.
Therefore this work has the additional interest of presenting
experimental results for two very different rotors, designed us
ing two completely different philosophies.

As the tip gap could have a major effect on the rotor perfor
mance, it is convenient to indicate its value for the tests done.
The inlet tip clearance was equal to 0.56 mm (1.5 percent of
span) and the exit tip clearance was equal to 0.58 mm (0.75
percent of span). A more careful check, made only for the new
impeller, showed that the exit tip clearance varied in the cir
cumferential direction from a minimum value of 0.41 mm to a
maximum value of 0.64 mm (0.83 percent of span). These
measured values of tip clearance are so small that they will not
have significant effects on the efficiency, according to the con
clusions advanced in Futral and Holeski (1970).

Fig. 3 Rotors side by side
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Fig. 2(b) Wrap angle (f(z» distribution for conventional rotor (wrap
angle in deg and axial distance in mm)
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was chosen equal to 0.6, since it is for a specific speed around
this value that one can expect the best level for the static-to
total efficiency in radial-inflow turbines. The preliminary one
dimensional design of this turbine was based on the theory ad
vanced by Rohlik (1968), choosing for the tip diameter of the
rotors a value of 310 mm.

As already mentioned, two different impellers were tested in
this radial-inflow turbine rig. The first one, which will be
called the conventional rotor from now on, was designed using

N s = ------- (1)

3 Experimental Results

The first set of experimental results to be shown consists in
all the measured points for the total-to-static efficiency of
both rotors as a function of volume flow, presented in Fig. 4.
In this figure, the volume flow was made nondimensional by
dividing it by wD3 (D is the tip diameter of the impellers). For
nominal conditions, the Reynolds number, defined as
Re=(wD2/v), was equal to 2.1 X 106 .

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the conventional rotor shows
a mean peak value for the total-to-static efficiency of around
0.876 percent. This value compares quite favorably with what
can be achieved with the current technology. In fact, Rohlik
(1968) predicts a maximum value of the total-to-static efficien
cy of 0.87 percent for a specific speed around 0.6. Published
experimental results corroborflte this conclusion. For exam-
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Fig. 5(a) Absolute velocity profile downstream of rotor at station C; 
conventional impeller 

pie, Kofskey and Wasserbauer (1966) measured an absolute 
maximum total-to-static efficiency of 0.87 percent for a 
specific speed of 0.67 and Kofskey and Nusbaum (1972) 
reported a value of 0.880 percent for a specific speed of 0.59. 
More recently Ribaud and Mischel (1986) measured a max
imum value of 0.883 percent for the total-to-static efficiency 
of a radial-inflow turbine characterized by a specific speed 
equal to 0.58. All these results indicate that the efficiency 
levels obtained in our tests are typical of the present know-
how. Therefore, the conventional rotor provides a good 
standard against which to compare the performance of the 
new impeller. 

Doing this comparison, it is seen that the new rotor shows a 
mean peak value for the total-to-static efficiency of around 
0.890 percent, which is 1.4 percent better than the correspond
ing value for the conventional impeller. This difference be
tween the efficiency of the two rotors is significant since it is 
greater than the probable error (1.3 percent) in the measure
ment of efficiency. Reflecting this conclusion is the fact that 
all the measured points for the new rotor fall systematically 
above those obtained for the conventional rotor, near peak ef
ficiency conditions (Q/(wDi) — Q.QA6; see inset in figure). 
Notice that the efficiency near peak efficiency conditions was 
measured for a good number of points in order to be able to 
ascertain the scatter in the experimental points as accurately as 
possible. 

The comparison of the efficiency levels of both impellers 
also show that the gains were achieved over most of the tested 
range of volume flows, although for volume flows smaller 
than nominal conditions and in the range 0.055 <Q/ 
(u>Z)3)<0.08, the difference between both impellers is small. 
For very large volume flows (Q/(co£>3)>0.08) the gains in ef
ficiency increase again, reaching a value of 3.4 percent for the 
highest volume flows tested (Q/(uZ)3) = 0.14). 

Now that an improvement in the total-to-static efficiency 
has been demonstrated, the next question that arises is why it 
is so, and the reasons for these differences. A complete answer 
to this question would require detailed flow measurements 
made inside the rotors, measurements that were not carried 
out. Nevertheless, it is possible to shed some light on this ques
tion by analyzing the results of measurements obtained 
downstream of the rotors (at station C). This will be our aim 
in the following. 

The first set of results (Figs. 5a, b) to be presented give the 
measured absolute velocity downstream of the rotors. Figure 
5(a) shows the velocity profiles obtained with the conven
tional rotor for five different volume flows, their values being 

0.50 
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:> 0.25 

0.20 

0.15 

0.10 

0.05 
0.55 

r / r t i p 
Fig. 5(b) Absolute velocity profile downstream of rotor at station C; 
new impeller 

indicated in the figure (peak efficiency conditions corre
sponding to (QAco-D3) = 0.0479). Figure 5(b) presents the cor
responding results for the new rotor (peak efficiency condi
tions are obtained for a value of Q/(uD3) = 0.0466). In these 
plots, the radius was made nondimensional, dividing it by the 
tip radius of the impellers (rtip), and the velocity was non-
dimensionalized using the blade tip speed (t/tip = urtip). 

The results for both rotors show similar trends. In fact, the 
overall shape of the velocity profiles change a lot, becoming 
more nonuniform for larger volume flows. As the volume 
flow increases, the general level of the absolute velocity in
creases markedly near the hub, while remaining roughly the 
same near the shroud. Notice also that the velocity profiles for 
both impellers are not uniform in the spanwise direction even 
for peak efficiency conditions. Nevertheless, for peak efficien
cy conditions, the new impeller shows a more uniform profile 
than the conventional rotor. 

An.important variable in the inverse method described here 
is the mean swirl, rVe. So, it is interesting to evaluate its value 
from the results of the downstream traverses and to compare it 
for both rotors. That is done in the next two figures, Fig. 
6(a), giving the measured values of mean swirl for the con
ventional rotor, and Fig. 6 (ft) for the new impeller. A positive 
value of rVg corresponds to a component of Ve in the direc
tion of rotation of the impeller, the radius and velocity being 
made nondimensional in the same way as in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6(b) Swirl downstream of rotor at station C; new impeller 

Both set of results (Figs. 6a, b) show that, as the volume 
flow increases, the general level of rVg tends to decrease and 
that its profile becomes more peaky, with the peak occurring 
near the shroud. It can also be seen that there are significant 
portions of the exit flow with values of rVe quite different 
from zero for all volume flows tested (including peak efficien
cy conditions). It should be emphasized that the nonuniform 
variation of downstream mean swirl, rVg, is not peculiar to 
these particular tests but, rather, seems to be common to other 
published results. For example, Kofskey and Wasserbauer 
(1966) concluded that for all the radial-inflow turbines they 
tested, there was a nonuniform distribution of work in the 
span wise direction, with minimum work occurring at the 
shroud. This is exactly the same trend observed here. 

As is well known, the exit tangential component of the ab
solute velocity is very difficult to recover efficiently, using a 
downstream axial diffuser. So, the angular momentum' 
associated with this tangential component will be thrown away 
without taking advantage of the potential it has. Not only is 
this component lost, but it also has a very unpleasant implica
tion in case the rVe is not uniform along the span (as in the 
present case). In fact, assuming irrotational flow at inlet to the 
impeller, the nonuniformity of rVe will imply that there are 
trailing vortices being introduced at the trailing edges of the 
rotor blades. These vortices cause a nonuniform velocity pro

file, which has a larger kinetic energy than the minimum possi
ble and thus penalizes unnecessarily the total-to-static efficien
cy. In this connection and corroborating the above statement 
note that the absolute velocity profiles (Figs. 5a, b) show a 
pronounced dip located exactly in the same region where there 
is a rapid variation of rVg (see Figs. 6a, b). Note also that as 
the volume flow increases, both effects become more marked. 

From the foregoing, it is obvious that it is desirable to have 
a mean swirl at exit as small and as uniform as possible. In
deed, both rotors were designed for an exit mean swirl con
stant along the span and equal to zero. In this respect the new 
rotor performed much better than the conventional rotor as 
the comparison of the downstream mean swirl for peak effi
ciency conditions, presented in Fig. 7, clearly shows. In fact, 
the new impeller shows an rVe level that is approximately only 
half as big as the one observed for the conventional rotor. 
More significantly, the gradients of rVg are smaller for the 
new design. This smaller level of rVg and its gradient suggests 
that the flow through the turbine was more accurately 
predicted in the new design, thus implying that the application 
of this inverse program was a move in the right direction. 
Notice also that, as was to be expected fromthe above 
arguments, the reduced value of the gradients of rVe leads to a 
more uniform measured velocity profile (compare Figs. 5a, 
b). This more uniform exit flow not only reflects itself in a 
better total-to-static efficiency, but also means that all the 
downstream components will be more easily projected since 
they receive a cleaner flow. This is particularly true of the 
downstream diffuser that will perform so much the better the 
more uniform is the flow at exit of the rotor. 

Since the flow conditions were measured both upstream and 
downstream of the rotors, it is possible to calculate the varia
tion of local loss as a function of radius. This loss is defined 

local loss = 1 P[Ul Vw ~~ ^ 3 ^30 J streamline (2) 
[Pol- 'Poll streamline 

where the subscripts 2 and 3 refer to upstream and 
downstream conditions, respectively, and p0 is the total 
pressure. The subscript streamline means that both quantities 
inside the bracket lie along the same streamline. The 
streamlines were traced back from downstream to upstream 
by assuming that the volume flow that passed between them 
and the hub was the same. Upstream conditions were 
calculated by interpolating in the pitch average profiles of the 
measured variables (see Borges, 1986). 

The variation of local loss with radius for the conventional 
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rotor is given in Fig. 8(a) , and for the new rotor in Fig. 8(6) . 
In these two figures, only three different vlaues of volume 
flow are considered because it is only for these volume flows 
that traverses were made upstream of the rotors. The exact 
values of the volume flows considered are indicated in the 
figures. As can be seen in both figures, the local loss takes, on 
average, the smallest values for peak efficiency conditions as 
one would expect. 

All the curves for the conventional rotor show the same 
trend, with the loss increasing sharply near the shroud, and 
reaching there values much higher than at the hub. This large 
increase of the rotor loss toward the shroud indicates that 
something anomalous is happening near the shroud, possibly a 
flow separation. However, the experimental evidence gathered 
does not permit us to reach this conclusion with certainty. The 
general trend described above is also typical of other tests 
reported in the literature (see Kofskey and Wasserbauer, 1966, 
and Kofskey and Nusbaum, 1972). 

The local loss curves for the new rotor show trends similar 
to those already discussed above, the biggest difference lying 
in the lower level for the measured local loss. This can be seen 
more clearly in Fig. 9, which presents a direct comparison of 
the local loss for peak efficiency conditions. The curve for the 
new impeller is consistently below that for the conventional 
impeller all along the span and not in a concentrated region. It 
should also be noted that the loss for the new impeller is very 

small between the hub and midspan, almost reaching a zero 
value. 

Based on the results for the absolute velocity, mean swirl, 
and local loss, it can be said that the conventional rotor is 
typical of the present technology, not only in what concerns 
the measured efficiency level but also with respect to the 
detailed fluid behaviour inside the rotor. The new rotor 
presents better efficiency, a smaller mean swirl at exit, smaller 
local loss, and a slightly more uniform downstream velocity 
profile. Of course, it is recognized that the new impeller has 
some disadvantages, in that it is more expensive and difficult 
to manufacture than the conventional make. Nevertheless, it 
should find application in situations where efficiency is of 
paramount importance. 

At this point it should be stressed that the above improve
ment in efficiency and flow field was brought about not based 
on experimental information from the tests of the conven
tional rotor but rather based on theoretical considerations and 
the application of the inverse method. This is exactly the op
posite of what is usually done (see, e.g., Sasaki et al., 1977, 
where the improvements were obtained based on experimental 
information) and demonstrates the usefulness of the inverse 
program described in Part I. 

4 Summary and Conclusions 

Two markedly different impellers were tested and their per
formance compared in the present work. The first impeller 
tested, called the conventional impeller, was designed so that it 
would be characteristic of present-day technology. As such, 
this rotor has radial element blades and was designed using a 
throughflow analysis program iteratively. The intention 
behind the tests of the conventional rotor was to acquire a set 
of data typical of the performance of currently available 
radial-inflow turbines. As demonstrated above, this aim was 
fully achieved. Indeed, the efficiency level obtained with the 
conventional wheel compares favorably to that being obtained 
nowadays. The typical nonuniform value of work done along 
the span (or a nonuniform rVe at exit) and the deterioration of 
local efficiency toward the shroud were observed as well. 

The second impeller was designed using the described three-
dimensional inverse program and was tested in order to assess 
the usefulness of this design method. As the geometry of this 
impeller resulted from the calculations, the blade shape shows 
double curvature and is not radial. 

The tests showed that the new impeller had a peak total-to-
static efficiency 1.4 percent bigger than the conventional 
rotor. There was also an improvement in efficiency for off-
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design conditions, the difference reaching a value of 3.4 per
cent for the biggest nondimensional volume flow tested. It was 
also demonstrated that, for peak efficiency conditions, the 
new rotor had an outlet absolute velocity profile more 
uniform, an exit mean swirl (rVB) smaller and more uniform, 
and a consistently lower value of the local rotor loss than the 
conventional rotor. The more uniform values of rVe indicate 
that the use of the three-dimensional inverse program was a 
step in the right direction. 

Finally, a link between a more uniform rVe downstream 
value and a more uniform exit velocity profile was established. 
In fact, the smaller variations of the downstream rVg values 
measured for the new impeller are associated with exit velocity 
profiles more uniform in the spanwise direction than those 
observed with the conventional impeller. This fact, in turn, 
causes a reduction of the exit kinetic energy loss and conse
quently better total-to-static efficiencies. This argument points 
to the desirability of designing the rotors of radial-inflow tur
bines in such a way that they execute constant work along the 
span. In this respect, note also that for radial-inflow turbines 
with higher specific speeds than the present case, the possible 
gains from a more orderly exit flow are probably bigger than 
those proved in this study. The reason is that the exit kinetic 
energy loss accounts for a larger proportion of the total loss 
for radial-inflow turbines with higher specific speeds. 

Another factor that could lead to bigger improvements in 
efficiency than those demonstrated in this work is a more ap
propriate choice of the input rVe schedule. As mentioned by 
Borges (1990), the rVs distribution used in the present design 
is far from giving an ideal pressure distribution throughout the 
rotor. It is to be expected that an improvement in pressure 
distribution obtained by using a better rVe distribution would 
lead to an improvement in efficiency. This is a point on which 
more research should be done. 

This work clearly demonstrates the usefulness of using 
three-dimensional inverse methods in the design of radial-
inflow turbines. In fact, an improvement of 1.4 percent is not 
something to look down on. Furthermore, the author does not 

see any physical reason preventing the extrapolation of these 
results to radial and mixed-flow turbomachines, so that it is 
believed that this technique could be usefully applied to this 
sort of machine. 
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Analysis of Three-Dimensional 
Turbomachinery Flows on C-Type 
Grids Using an Implicit Euler 
Solver 
A three-dimensional Euler analysis for turbomachinery flows on a C-type grid is 
presented. The analysis is based on the Beam and Warming implicit algorithm for 
solution of the unsteady Euler equations and is derived from the ARC3D code 
developed by Pulliam at NASA Ames Research Center. Modifications made to 
convert this code from external flow applications to internal turbomachinery flows 
are given in detail. These changes include the addition of inflow, outflow, and 
periodic boundary point calculation procedures. Also presented are the C-grid con
struction procedures. Finally, results of code experimental verification studies for 
three-dimensional compressor cascade and rotor flows are presented. 

Introduction 
Over the past 15 years steady progress has been made in the 

development of fluid flow analyses for turbomachinery blade 
rows. The eventual goal of these analyses is a time accurate 
model of the three-dimensional flow through the blade rows. 
Solving the full Navier-Stokes equations over the entire flow-
field is the most complete model. Although Rai (1985, 1987) 
has obtained time accurate Navier-Stokes solutions for a single 
stage, and Adamczyk (1986) has developed an average pass 
multistage analysis that includes viscous effects, a complete 
model is still too complex and computationally too costly. This 
is especially true considering that a highly accurate analysis 
for any arbitrary compressor blade row does not yet exist. 

The three-dimensional analysis methods that have been the 
most highly developed and have provided the greatest ad
vancements in the turbomachinery field are the time-dependent 
Euler solvers based on a fully conservative form of the gov
erning equations. They provide a single approach for subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic flows, and they inherently provide 
natural shock capturing capability. In many cases, predicted 
results from Euler solvers are in good agreement with exper
imental data and provide accurate information on important 
flow features such as shock location and static pressure dis
tribution. Most importantly, an accurate and efficient Euler 
solver forms the basis for an efficient viscous solution pro
cedure. Denton (1974) was the first to develop an Euler solver 
for turbomachines, and he has since been followed by others, 
including Van Hove (1984), Shieh and Delaney (1987), and 
Subramanian and Bozzola (1986). In general, these solvers have 
been more widely used to predict turbine flows than compressor 
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flows and have been used routinely in the turbine design process 
throughout the aircraft gas turbine industry. 

The method of solution chosen for the compressor analysis 
presented here is based on the implicit approximate factori
zation algorithm of Beam and Warming (1976). There are many 
important aspects to consider when choosing a method to solve 
the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations. For finite difference 
schemes, the two classical approaches for time integration are 
explicit and implicit techniques. Both implicit and explicit 
methods are capable of computing time accurately, but for 
steady-state calculations, implicit methods have less stringent 
stability criteria, allowing larger time steps to be used to speed 
up convergence to the steady state. The CFL stability criteria 
for explicit methods are much more limiting for Navier-Stokes 
than for Euler equations because of the need to resolve the 
wall region when solving the Navier-Stokes equations on highly 
clustered grids. This limitation becomes less critical when the 
Euler equations are considered since Euler solvers do not re
quire high near-wall resolution. However, shock resolution is 
becoming increasingly important in advanced high Mach num
ber compressors, and small mesh spacings will be required in 
the region of shocks, making implicit techniques advantageous 
for Euler solutions. Recent work by Merriam (1987) also in
dicates that schemes that satisfy a discrete entropy inequality 
may need to be implicit to achieve second-order accuracy in 
space. 

The coordinate system is perhaps just as important as the 
flow solver. In recent years there has been considerable prog
ress in the development of body-conforming C- and O-type 
grids for turbomachinery flow calculations. These grids are 
capable of providing improved solution accuracy when com
pared with the H-type grids used by Denton and others. Much 
of the problem with H grids is due to the singular Jacobian 
at the leading edge branch point. Body-conforming grids may 
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make it easier to improve leading edge resolution without spe
cial procedures. In any event, increasing accuracy and mini
mizing error at the leading edge is very important because any 
errors incurred at the leading edge are convected downstream 
and adversely affect the solution accuracy over the entire airfoil 
surface. 

This paper describes an efficient three-dimensional com
pressor flow analysis method that incorporates an implicit 
approximate factorization scheme based on the Beam-Warm
ing algorithm along with body-conforming C-type grids. The 
method is based on the numerics in the ARC3D code developed 
by Pulliam (1984) at the NASA Ames Research Center. In
cluded in the paper are descriptions of the governing equations 
for a rotating Cartesian coordinate system, the grid generation 
scheme, and an outline of the method of solution. Numerical 
solution results for two three-dimensional compressor flows 
are presented and compared with experimental data to dem
onstrate the predictive capability of the analysis method. 

Governing Equations 
The differential equations used in this study are the Euler 

equations for a compressible fluid. If relative Cartesian velocity 
components are retained as dependent variables in a system 
attached to a rotating or stationary blade row, the three-di
mensional unsteady Euler equations can be expressed in strong 
conservation form as 

dQ dE dF dG 

dt dx dy dz 
(1) 

where 

Q = 

G = 

p 

pur 

PVr 

pwr 

_ / > £ ' _ 

. E = 

pwr 

p\VrUr 

pwrvr 

pw}+p 

_pw rH _ 

pur 

PU2
r+P 

purvr 

purwr 

purli 

, H = 

, F = 

pvr 

pvrur 

pv*+p 

Pvrwr 

_ pvrH 

0 

pQ2x-2pQvr 

pQ2y + 2pQur 

0 

0 

(2) 

H = E' + p/p (4) 

and ur = u - uc, vr = v - vc, wr = w are the relative velocity 
components; p is the density; p, the static pressure; u, v, and 
w, the absolute velocity components in the x, y, z directions, 
respectively; Q, the rotational speed of the blade row; uc and 
vc, the velocity components of the rotating blade row at a given 
x, y, z location; and £" , a rotational energy term. 

Equation (1) makes up a system of five equations for five 
dependent variables p, un vn wn and £" . To solve the system 
of equations •numerically on a body-conforming grid system, 
they are transformed to an arbitrary curvilinear coordinate 
system. If the transformation equations are written 

£ = f (*, y, z, t) 
r] = rtix, y, z, t) (5) 
r = ftx, y, z, t) 

and the chain rule is used for differentiation, with the inertial 
Cartesian velocity components kept as dependent variables, 
equation (1) can be rewritten as 

dQ dE dF dG 
_*£ + h — + 
dt a? dr, af 

H (6) 

where 
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( (7) 

£ ' = ^ r ^ + 2 l ^ + ^ + w? and where e is the total energy, and U, V, and W are the 
contravariant velocity components in the £, i), and f directions 
written without metric normalization and given by 

Nomenclature 

a = speed of sound 
al = reference speed of sound 

(inlet hub) 
Cp = specific heat at constant 

pressure 
Cx = blade section axial chord 

e = total internal energy 
h = enthalpy 

j , k, I, n = indices for £, TJ, f, and / 
coordinates, respectively 

/ = Jacobian of coordinate 
transformation 

M = Mach number 
p = pressure 

r, 6, z = cylindrical polar coordi
nates 

T0 = total temperature 
t = time 

U,V, W = contravariant velocity 
components in the J, r/, 
and f directions, respec
tively 

u, v, w = absolute velocity compo
nents in the x, y, z direc
tions, respectively 

uc = Qy = velocity component 
of rotating coordinate 
system in x direction 

vc = — Qx = velocity compo
nent of rotating coordi
nate system in y direction 

relative velocity compo
nents in the x, y, z direc
tions, respectively 
velocity components in 
the r, 6, z directions, 
equation (18) 
Cartesian coordinates 
ratio of specific heats 
forward and backward 
difference operators, re
spectively 

£> */> f = general curvilinear coordi
nates 
density 
reference density (inlet 
hub) 
rotational speed of rotor 

un v„ wr 

V„ Vg, Vz 

x,y, z 
y 

A, V 

P 
Pi 
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U = £X(U-UC) + £y(V-Vc) + %ZW 

V = VJM~UC) + riy(v-Vc) + -qzW (8) 
W= W*~"c) + ty(.V~Vc) + f,W 

The inverse Jacobian of the transformation, J~l, is defined 

x( xn xi 

J'1 = yiyvyt 

Z% Zv Zj-

and the metrics are given by the equations 

ix = J(yfy- yfa) yx = J(Ziyt-yszt) 
ky = Jiz-^x^—x^z^) 
iz = JOc^-y^) 
& = JiyiZv-z0>n) 
ty = 7 (^z ? -x ? z , ) 
fj = 7 ( ^ , - > - ^ ) 

(9) 

7Jy = Jix^-XfZi) 
Vz = Jiy^-x^) 
?( = — XT^X ~~ y^y ~ ZTZz 

Vl = -XrVx-yrVy ~ Zrfz 

f( = ~XTix~yr5y ~ ZTiz 

(10) 

The Cartesian velocity components u, v, and w are nondi-
mensionalized with respect to the speed of sound at the inlet 
of the hub section, a{\ density, p, is referenced to the hub inlet 
density, px\ and the energy and pressure to p^. Pressure is 
defined as 

p = ( 7 - l ) [e-0.5p(«2 + y2 + w2)] 

with 7 as the ratio of specific heats. 

(11) 

Coordinate System 
The coordinate system for the three-dimensional analysis is 

a C-type body-conforming system. This grid is particularly 
attractive because it affords high resolution of the leading edge 
region to capture bow shocks and minimize the errors that 
would be convected downstream. As shown in Fig. 1, this 
system is constructed by radially stacking two-dimensional, C-
type grids on surfaces of revolution. 

The grid generator is capable of modeling the complete ge
ometry of compressor blade rows including endwall contour 
and blade twist. The boundary of the physical passage domain 
is defined by the hub and shroud endwalls and the inlet and 
exit boundaries as shown in Fig. 2. The location and shape of 
the inlet and exit boundaries may be defined as planar surfaces, 
but are generally constructed to follow the curved contours of 
the leading and trailing edges of the blade, respectively. The 
distances between the blade leading edge and inlet boundary 
and the blade trailing edge and exit boundary are specified as 
percentages of the blade chord at a given radial location. The 
two-dimensional blade-to-blade surfaces intermediate to the 
hub and shroud are surfaces of revolution. C-type grids are 
constructed on these surfaces using elliptic techniques. In the 
grid generation process, a mean radius is calculated for each 
surface, and the surface is then projected onto a cylinder of 
that radius (see Fig. 2). A grid for each cylindrical section is 
then found by solving an elliptic system of partial differential 
equations (Thompson et al., 1985) to produce blade conform
ing two-dimensional grids. Controlling functions are intro
duced to enforce orthogonality. Grid point locations on the 
blade surface are determined by imposing orthogonality at the 
surface. All of these steps are performed in an interactive 
manner, so that the user is able to monitor the generation and 
alter the grid by varying parameters. 

Numerical Algorithm 

The algorithm used to solve the system of equations (6) is 
an implicit approximate factorization finite difference scheme. 
The scheme was developed by Beam and Warming (1976) and 
was used initially by Steger (1977) and subsequently by Pulliam 

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional grid constructed by 
stacking two-dimensional grids on surfaces of 
revolution 

Shroud 

S l i ce l i n e 
fo r 2-D 
g r i d sect ion 

Leading edge 

•Exit surface 

Mean radius 
of 2-D 
g r i d section 

T r a i l i n g edge 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram showing meridional view of the phys
ical grid domain 

and Steger (1980). Explicit and implicit artificial dissipation 
terms are added to attain nonlinear stability, and a spatially 
variable time step is used to accelerate convergence for steady-
state calculations. The diagonal form of the algorithm is used 
because it allows for the use of fourth-order implicit dissipation 
and produces a robust, rapidly converging scheme in most 
cases. 

By applying implicit time differencing, local time linear
izations, and approximate factorization as shown by Pulliam 
(1984), equation (6) can be written as 

(7+ h8iA"){I+ h8„Bn)(I+ h5^C")AQ" 

= -h[biE" + ^Fn + bfG"-H\ (12) 

where A = dE/dQ, B = dF/dQ, and C = dG/dQ are the flux 
Jacobians, each of which has real eigenvalues and a complete 
set of eigenvectors. The term h is the spatially variable time 

step, given as dt/{\. +\JJ). The development of the method 
of solution and the algorithm are given in detail in papers by 
Beam and Warming (1976), Steger (1977), Pulliam (1984), and 
Pulliam and Steger (1985). Equation (12) consists of an implicit 
(left) side and an explicit (right) side. The left side has three 
implicit operators, each of which is block tridiagonal. The 
spatial derivative terms are approximated with second-order 
central differences. The computational work can be decreased 
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by introducing a diagonalization of the blocks in the implicit 
operators as developed by Pulliam and Chaussee (1981). The 
eigensystem of the flux Jacobians A, B, and C is used in this 
development. Because the flux Jacobians have real eigenvalues 
and a complete set of eigenvectors, the matrices can be diag-
onalized (Warming et al., 1975; Turkel, 1973), i.e., 

A{ = T^AT(, A„ = T~xBTn, Af = 7 , ' C 7 } (13) 

where T%, Tv, and 7} are the matrices whose columns are the 
eigenvectors of A, B, and C. Replacing^!, B, and Cin equation 
(13) by their eigensystem decomposition yields 

[TJTJ- ' + A8t(7jAt77 l)][T,T;' + h^T.AJ-')] 

[7>rF ' + hd^T^Tf ')]AQ" (14) 

= explicit right-hand side of equation (12) = R" 

A modified version of equation (14) can be obtained by fac
toring the T(< T„, and 7} eigenvector matrices outside the 
spatial derivative terms <5j, 5,, 5f. The resulting equations are 

Ti[I+hbiKi]N[I+hbriK^PU+h5(Ki]T^M2' = R" (15) 

where N = Tj% and P = 27'7>. 
The explicit side of the diagonal algorithm is the set of steady-

state finite difference equations and is exactly the same as the 
original algorithm. In addition, computational experiments by 
Pulliam and Chaussee (1981) have shown that the convergence 
and stability limits of the diagonal algorithm are similar to 
those of the block tridiagonal algorithm. The diagonal algo
rithm reduces the block tridiagonal inversion to four 5 x 5 
matrix multiples and three scalar tridiagonal inversions, with 
an overall savings in computational work that can be as high 
as 40 percent (Pulliam, 1986a). 

Code Developments 
The turbomachinery flow code that has been developed is 

based on the external flow code ARC3D, which was written 
at the NASA Ames Research Center. The original ARC3D 
code is capable of calculating the flow about bodies with bi
lateral symmetry in an external environment. The steps used 
to adapt the code and algorithm to turbomachinery flow are 
outlined in this section. 

The first step in this adaptation was the reformulation of 
the Euler equations in a rotating Cartesian frame of reference. 
This involved the inclusion of terms to account for velocities 
and accelerations in the relative system. The second step was 
the transformation of the equations to generalized curvilinear 
coordinates. This yielded equation (6), which is very similar 
to the form of the equations shown by Pulliam and Steger 
(1980) or Pulliam (1986a) where the algorithm is given in more 
detail. The major difference is the presence of source terms to 
account for relative accelerations. At this point, it was possible 
to follow the development shown in detail by Pulliam (1984) 
and briefly in this paper to arrive at the diagonal form of the 
algorithm. 

The next step involved code modification to account for the 
relative terms. The form of the code that had been obtained 
did not account for these terms in a global sense. The changes 
to the original code were extensive and were implemented in 
a general manner. The code defines the velocity of the rotating 
coordinate system at each point and calculates the relative 
velocity and acceleration components when required. 

Although the changes in a Cartesian system formulation to> 
account for rotation are more extensive than those in a polar 
coordinate system formulation, the truncation error in a Carte
sian formulation is not a function of radius as it is with the 
polar coordinate formulation. This advantage may become 
more important as the accuracy required from the analysis 
increases. 

After the equations had been reformulated and the basic 
code has been modified, the far field external flow boundary 

point calculations from ARC3D were replaced by three-di
mensional calculations for the treatment of periodic, inlet, and 
exit boundaries. With the modifications to the boundary pro
cedures and those to account for the relative system of ref
erence, the code was qualified for axial turbomachinery flow 
computations. 

In addition to the major modifications for turbomachinery 
flow calculations, some algorithm modifications or upgrades 
were also implemented. First, the mixed second- and fourth-
order damping scheme of Jameson (1981) was extended from 
one to all three coordinate directions. This scheme is explained 
in the section on the nonlinear artificial dissipation model. 
Second, an alternate procedure for calculation of the metrics 
was added because central differencing for the calculation of 
three-dimensional metrics introduces errors resulting from 
nonzero metric invariants. This procedure, described by Pul
liam and Steger (1980), can be used to ensure that the metric 
invariants are exactly zero. Basically, this is a weighted av
eraging that computes the metrics in a finite volume manner. 
The alternative is to subtract out the local error term that arises 
when the strong conservation form of the equations is used as 
a source term on the explicit right-hand side. This is not the 
same as the approach of Pulliam and Steger for maintaining 
the free stream. However, it is the approach that contributed 
most toward improving the three-dimensional solutions. 

Boundary Conditions 
As with the ARC3D flow code, the dependent variables are 

updated explicitly, which means that there is a first-order error 
in time at the boundaries. Because the boundary procedures 
are a modular element of the code, they can be altered or 
replaced without interfering with the implicit algorithm. The 
far field boundary procedures in ARC3D were replaced with 
three-dimensional turbomachinery boundary procedures. For 
three-dimensional turbomachinery calculations, there are six 
boundaries. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a two-dimen
sional C-grid section. Three of the boundaries, the hub and 
tip section and the blade, are solid surfaces. The other three 
boundaries are the inlet, exit, and periodic boundaries. 

At the inlet, an extension of the two-dimensional procedure 
used by Chima (1985) that allows for the specification of total 
temperature, total pressure, and the radial and tangential ve
locity components is used. Nonuniform radial distributions of 
any of these properties can be specified. The procedure uses 
a characteristic boundary condition similar to that used by 
Jameson and Baker (1983) where the upstream-running Rie-
mann invariant R~, based on the total velocity q, is extrap
olated from the interior to the boundary, i.e., 

R~ = (<7-2c/(T- l)) e x t (16) 

where c = (yp/p)W2 is the speed of sound. Total temperature, 

C-C, 

Inlet 
plane 

"t = £ max 

-Periodic 

Physical plane 

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of a two-dimensional C-grid section 
showing inlet, exit, and periodic boundaries 
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T0, and isentropic relations are then used to determine qm, the 
total velocity 

qin= (y-l)R-+yj4(y+l)CpT0-2(.y-l)(R~)2 / ( 7 + l ) 

(17) 

The axial velocity component is found from trigonometric 
relations, and pressure and density are determined using is
entropic relations. 

At the exit boundary points, the static pressure is specified, 
and p, u, v, and w are extrapolated from the inner field. The 
pressure at the hub surface is set and the radial pressure dis
tribution is determined using a simplified version of the radial 
equilibrium equation 

(vl dvr dvr\ ,._ 
PK?-V't-V*t) (18) 

This equation is integrated at each time step following the 
extrapolation of the other flow variables. The calculated pres
sure distribution is then imposed as a boundary condition at 
the next time step. Initially when the relative difference between 
the back pressure and the inner field pressure is large, the 
nonreflective procedure of Rudy and Strikwerda (1980) is used 
because the specified pressure is imposed asymptotically, and 
the flow field is not immediately presented with a sharp dis
continuity. 

On the hub and shroud endwalls, and the blade surface, 
solid surface boundary procedures very similar to those out
lined by Pulliam and Steger (1980) or Chima (1985) are im
plemented. For example, on the blade surface, f = const, the 
flow tangency condition is enforced by setting the normal 
contravariant velocity component, W = 0, and extrapolating 
the other two contravariant components, [/and V. The Carte
sian velocity components are found using metric relations, i.e., 

u 
v 
WJ 

= J-
(Vytz ~ 
(Vxtz ~ 
(Vxty -

' Vzty) 
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- Vytx) 
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(19) 

Pressure is found using the normal momentum relation, 
which is a combination of the three transformed momentum 
equations given by 

) l/2 
= tixtx+Zyty+telPt 

+ (.yxtx+VyZy + Vztz)Pr, 

+ «x+t2y+t;t)P[ 

-P t f (k"{+ &*>* + £: W{) 

- pV({xiin+ &„+ £zwv) 

+ pQ£yii - pQ£xv 

(20) 

where n is the normal direction to the f = const solid surface. 
In this form, the boundary conditions are applicable to steady 

or unsteady motion. Surface densities are found using a bound
ary condition suggested by Chima (1985) and by Barton and 
Pulliam (1984). The entropy expressed as S = p/py is extrap
olated to the body and used to find the density. This condition 
is very stable and conserves total pressure or entropy better 
than a boundary condition in which rothalpy or total enthalpy 
is specified. 

Nonlinear Artificial Dissipation Model 
One of the important aspects of compressor aerodynamics 

is the ability to capture shocks and predict shock losses. 
MacCormack and Baldwin (1975) used a second-difference 
dissipation operator for the solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations for flow with shocks. More recent work by Jameson 
et al. (1981) and Pulliam (1986a, 1986b) shows that a mixed 
second- and fourth-order dissipation model with appropriate 
coefficients should give a central difference scheme good shock 
capturing capability. The model used in this analysis is the 
combined second- and fourth-order model first proposed by 
Jameson et al. (1981). The model expressed in simplified no
tation for the £ direction is written 

vfa+ljr+\ + ojjr'tef^Qi-tPw&Qj) 
with 

(2) 
A ^ m a x ^ , , T,, T ;+1), T, 

\pJ+i-2pj+Pj_l\ 

Pj+\ + 2Pj+Pj-\ 
(4) P)s max(Q,K4At-ej) 

It/I + aylzl + H + e* + \V\ + a\[rt 

+ I W\ + arVtf+tf + Jl 

+ n2
y+ni 

(21) 

which is the sum of the spectral radii of the flux Jacobians A, 
B, and C. For simplicity of presentation, only they subscripts, 
which correspond to the £ direction, have been presented. The 
suggested values for the constants are K2 = 1/4 and K4 = 1/ 
100. 

The first term is a second-order dissipation model with an 
extra pressure gradient coefficient to increase its value near 
shocks. The second term is a fourth-order model where the 
logic to compute ej4) switches it off when the second-order 
nonlinear coefficient is larger than the constant fourth-order 
coefficient. This occurs very near a shock. Near computational 
boundaries, the fourth-order dissipation term is modified to 
maintain a dissipative term. A derivation and analysis of var
ious boundary treatments for dissipation models is given by 
Pulliam (1986b). 

Results and Discussion 
Numerical solution results for a compressor cascade and an 

isolated rotor are presented and compared with experimental 
data. The solutions were started from uniform inlet hub con
ditions with the hub exit static pressure set at the desired steady-
state value. The final values of the damping coefficients for 
the rotor solution were K2 = 1/3 and K4 = 1/50, which were 
above the suggested (Pulliam, 1986a, 1986b) values of K2 = 
1/4 and K4 = 1/100. The solutions were assumed to be con
verged when the root-mean-square average of the right-hand 
side residual had been reduced more than three orders of mag
nitude; however, this is more a rule of thumb than an absolute 
criterion. 

Controlled Diffusion Airfoil. The accuracy of the three-
dimensional code was tested during its development by com
parison of solutions with experimental data. The initial veri
fication was carried out using data for a rectilinear cascade of 
supercritical airfoils. The cascade data were used to validate 
the turbomachinery boundary point calculations. 
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The rectilinear cascade, shown in Fig. 4, was tested by Ste
phens and Hobbs (1979) over a range of inlet Mach numbers 
and incidence angles. Sample experimental midspan airfoil 
Mach number distributions are presented in Fig. 5. Two-di
mensional and three-dimensional flow predictions were made 
for the design operating condition with inlet Mach number Mx 

= 0.735 and incidence / = 0 deg. The three-dimensional anal
ysis accounted for the endwall boundary layer blockage by 
linearly contracting the endwalls by the axial velocity density 
ratio (AVDR) of 1.17, whereas the two-dimensional analysis, 

Fig. 4 Three-dimensional coordinate system for a rectilinear 
supercritical airfoil cascade 

e Experimental data (AVDR - 1.17) 
3-D numerical solut ion (AVDR - 1.17) 
2-D numerical solut ion (AVDR - 1.0) 

a, 0.6 -' 

</i 0.4 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Fraction of axial chord—X/Cx 

determined using the same numerical scheme, did not account 
for blockage. As shown in Fig. 5, the three-dimensional pre
dictions more closely match the experimental data. The oscil
lations in the solution near X/Cx = 1 . 0 result from the use 
of a C-type grid that approximates the trailing edge geometry 
as a wedge. 

NASA Fan Rotor 67. The capability of the code to predict 
flows in rotating blade rows was established and the solution 
accuracy verified by comparing predicted results with exper
imental data for NASA fan Rotor 67, shown in Fig. 6. This 
rotor provided a rigorous test for the grid generator and the 
flow solver. The highly loaded rotor was tested at the NASA-
Lewis Research Center and reported by Pierzga and Wood 
(1985). The rotor has 22 low aspect ratio (1.56) blades rotating 
at 16,042 rpm with a relative tip Mach number of 1.38 at the 
design speed of 1407.2 ft/sec and flow rate of 73.3 lb/sec. As 
Fig. 6 reveals, this rotor has a large amount of twist from hub 
to tip, which produces a highly three-dimensional flow field. 
The C-type grid contains 121 normals, 21 contours, and 17 
sections hub to tip. The solutions converged three orders of 

Fig. 5 Airfoil surface Mach number distribution for the midspan 
section of a supercritical airfoil cascade (M, = 0.735; i = 0 deg; 
P2/P, = 1.15) 

Fig. 6 Hidden line plot of the three-dimensional grid 
for NASA Rotor 67 showing the blade passage and the 
high amount of blade twist 
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Fig. 7 Predicted and experimental Mach number distributions for NASA Rotor 67 at the peak efficiency 
operating condition 
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magnitude in approximately 500 iterations and required 10 min 
of CPU time on a CRAY X-MP vector computer. 

The analysis was used to simulate the flow at the peak ef
ficiency and near-stall operating points. 

Figure 7 shows predicted surface relative Mach number and 
experimental near-surface relative Mach number distributions 
for the peak efficiency operating point. The comparisons are 
made at 30, 70, and 90 percent span, measured from the hub. 
The predicted static pressure contours at the same spanwise 
locations are presented in Fig. 8. Although the agreement is 
better at 90 and 70 percent span, overall agreement is good. 
The solution was obtained'by adjusting the hub exit static 
pressure to obtain the best overall agreement. At peak effi
ciency, this was 1.4 percent higher than the reported hub exit 
static pressure. Figure 8 clearly shows the shock structure within 
the blade row at the near-tip sections. 

Results for the near-stall operating point are presented in 
Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 compares the predicted surface and 
experimental near surface relative Mach number distributions 
at 30, 70, and 90 percent span. Figure 10 shows the predicted 
static pressure contours at 30, 70, and 90 percent span. Starting 
with the peak efficiency solution, the exit static pressure was 
raised until the best overall comparison was obtained for the 
near stall operating point. In this case, the hub exit static 
pressure was 2 percent higher than the reported hub exit static 
pressure. Overall agreement is fairly good. The discrepancies 

between the predicted results and data on the pressure surface 
near the leading edge may be due to inadequate mesh density 
in that high gradient region. The static pressure contour plots 
at 70 and 90 percent span show that at the near-stall operating 
point, the passage normal shock has been driven upstream and 
has combined with the leading edge bow shock. 

Summary 
An efficient three-dimensional turbomachinery flow analysis 

method has been "presented. The method, based on the implicit 
approximate factorization finite difference scheme of Beam 
and Warming, combines Pulliam's diagonal form of the al
gorithm for solution of the three-dimensional time-dependent 
Euler equations with body conforming C-type grids. Explicit 
and implicit artificial dissipation terms were added to attain 
nonlinear stability. The grids were constructed by stacking two-
dimensional C-type grids on surfaces of revolution. Numerical 
solution results for two three-dimensional compressor flows 
have been presented. The solution for a cascade of supercritical 
airfoils and for NASA fan Rotor 67 are compared with ex
perimental data to demonstrate the accuracy of the analysis 
method. 
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Simulation of Three-Dimensional 
Viscous Flow Within a Multistage 

urbine 
This work outlines a procedure for simulating the flow field within multistage 
turbomachinery, which includes the effects of unsteadiness, compressibility, and 
viscosity. The associated modeling equations are the average passage equation sys
tem, which governs the time-averaged flow field within a typical passage of a blade 
row embedded within a multistage configuration. The results from a simulation of 
a low aspect ratio stage and one-half turbine will be presented and compared with 
experimental measurements. It will be shown that the secondary flow field generated 
by the rotor causes the aerodynamic performance of the downstream vane to be 
significantly different from that of an isolated blade row. 

Introduction 
A goal of computational fluid dynamics for turbomachinery 

is the prediction of performance parameters and the flow pro
cesses that set their values. Achieving this goal for multistage 
devices is made difficult by the wide range of length and time 
scales in the associated flow fields. Currently the procedure 
used in design and off-design analysis is based on a quasi-
three-dimensional flow model whose origins can be traced back 
to the late forties and early fifties (e.g., Wu, 1952; Smith, 
1966). This model requires calculations to be executed on two 
orthogonal surfaces within a blade row passage of a multistage 
configuration. One of these surfaces is an axisymmetric surface 
of revolution whose intersection with a blade row defines a 
cascade. The flow field relative to this cascade is assumed to 
be steady in time. In practice, a finite number of such surfaces 
are chosen to define a series of cascade flows from hub to 
shroud. The other surface represents a meridional throughflow 
surface. The flow associated with this surface is an axisym
metric representation of the flow field within the machine. 
This flow field is also assumed to be steady. The flow fields 
on both surfaces are coupled and are solved iteratively. The 
effects of unsteadiness, turbulence, and endwall secondary 
flows are introduced through empirical correlations. 

Although proven to be very useful, this flow model has its 
limitations. Among these is off-design performance analysis, 
and the ability to analyze unconventional machinery where 
extrapolation of the underlying empirical database is required. 
Other problems arise whenever there are large local variations 
in the radial velocity component within a blade passage. Such 
variations can be brought about by in-passage shock waves, 
separated boundary layers, and endwall secondary flows. It is 
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generally agreed upon that a way of overcoming these short
comings is the development of a true three-dimensional flow 
model. 

Two three-dimensional flow models have been proposed for 
the simulation and analysis of multiple blade row flows. The 
first (Denton, 1979; Adamczyk, 1984; Ni, 1987), referred to 
as the average passage flow modeled by Adamczyk (1986), 
simulates the time-averaged flow field within a typical passage 
of the blade row. The second simulates the unsteady deter
ministic flow field within the machine. Although a number of 
unsteady simulations of single-stage turbine configurations and 
counterrotating propellers have been reported (Rai, 1987; 
Whitfield et al., 1987), executing an unsteady simulation of a 
multistage configuration of practical interest is far beyond the 
capabilities of today's advanced supercomputers. Further
more, it is by no means obvious that performance prediction 
requires such a high degree of flow resolution. However, be
cause unsteady simulations of an idealized configuration may 
prove to be a useful means of investigating the closure issue 
associated with time-averaged flow models, this activity should 
be pursued. In this work it will be shown that the simulation 
of the time-averaged flow field within multistage machinery 
is within the capabilities of today's advanced computers and 
that the average passage flow model gives more insight into 
the flow phenomena that control the performance of multistage 
machinery than today's quasi-three-dimensional flow models. 

The objective of this paper is to outline a procedure for 
simulating the time-averaged flow field within a typical passage 
of a blade row within a multistage machine. This model in
cludes the effects of viscosity and compressibility, and the 
influence of neighboring blade rows. The mathematical for
mulation upon which this model is based has been outlined by 
Adamczyk (1984). The algorithm used to solve the inviscid 
form of the governing equations is reported by Celestina (1986), 
and Adamczyk et al. (1986). The current work outlines a nu-
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merical solution procedure for the viscous form of these equa
tions and an acceleration technique to enhance convergence. 
In addition, a comparison will be made between experimental 
data recorded during tests of a one and one-half stage, large-
scale, low-speed, axial flow research turbine and simulation 
prediction. The underlying steady flow physics that appears 
to control the performance of the second vane of this machine 
will also be discussed. 

Governing Equation 
A complete derivation of the three-dimensional average-

passage equation system is presented by Adamczyk (1984). 
These equations were derived by filtering the Navier-Stokes 
equation in both space and time to remove all information 
except that associated with the time-averaged flow field within 
a typical passage of a blade row of a multistage configuration. 
With respect to this blade row, the integral form of these 
equations can be written 

] j (Kq)cN + L(kq) = ] \S dv + J \k dv + Lv(hq) 

(1) 
The vector q contains the variables density, axial and radial 
momenta, angular momenta, and total internal energy. X is 
the neighboring blade row blockage factor and ranges between 
zero and unity, unity being the value associated with zero blade 
thickness. This parameter explicitly introduces the effect of 
the neighboring blade row blade thickness. The operator L(\q) 
balances the mass, axial and radial momenta, angular mo
mentum, and energy through a control volume. J \k oV is a 
source term due to the cylindrical coordinate system and 
| XStfV contains the body forces, energy sources, momenta, 
and energy temporal and spatial mixing correlations associated 
with the neighboring blade rows. A procedure for estimating 
S has been outlined by Adamczyk et al. (1986) and is extended 
here to include the effects of viscosity. The operator Lu(\q) 
contains the viscous and heat transfer terms. The vector q and 
the operators L and L„ are defined as 

(2) q = [p, pvz, pvn rpvg, pe0y 

= j ^ [XF dAz + XG dAr + \H dAg] 

and 

where 

L„ = I [XF„ dAz + \GV dAr + \HV dAe] 

F = [pvz, pv\ + P, pvzvn rpvzve, pHvz]
T 

G = [pvn pv2vn pv) + P, rpvrve, pHvr]
T 

H = [vne, pvevz, pvevn ript/g + P), pHvg]
T 

Fr = [0, rrn rzn Tze, qz]
T 

Gr = [0, rzn rrn rrf, qr]
T 

Hv = [0, T0j, Tin Toe, Qel 

TZZ = 2p-^ + X.V • V 

— (f) + (t) 

r„ = 2^ (j±) + X„V . V 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

1 dvr dve v0 

\r dz Br r 

2 „ ( I ^ + f ) + , , v . v 

Qz = "zTa + VrTzr + U6Tze k 

Qr = VzTrz + VrTrr + VgTre + k 

dT 

dz 

dT 

dr 

, 1 dT 
Qo = VzTgz + VgTer + VeTee + k ~ — 

r oo 

0, o, ^ ^ - rm, 0, o" 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

In the above equations p represents the density, V the absolute 
velocity vector, p the pressure, and T the temperature. The 
differential dv is the volume of the control volume and dAz, 
dAr, dA9 are the differential areas of its sides. From the equa
tion of state, the total internal energy is related to pressure 
through the equation 

p(y 

P l , i 

— ^ + - l v l 

and the total enthalpy, H, is related to p and e0 by 

H = en + 

(21) 

(22) 

Sutherland's law is used to determine the molecular viscosity 
coefficient, and Stokes' hypothesis gives X„ = - 2 / 3 (xt. Tur
bulence is accounted for by adding a turbulent viscosity JX, to 
the molecular viscosity /x/ 

/* = /*/ + Mr (23) 
In a similar manner, the molecular thermal conductivity k is 
replaced by 

k= Cn • £ (24) 

where Cp is the specific heat at constant.pressure and Pr\/ + 
Pr\,i& the laminar and turbulent Prandtl number, respectively. 
The two-layer algebraic model of Baldwin and Lomax (1978) 
is used to model fnt. 

All lengths in the above equations are nondimensionalized 
by a reference length normally taken as the largest blade row 
diameter. The velocity components are nondimensionalized by 
a reference speed of sound, arls!/y where y is the ratio of specific 
heats. Pressure and density are nondimensionalized by their 
respective reference values. 

For rotating flows, the absolute (fixed) reference frame is 
transformed to the relative (rotating) frame by the transfor
mation 

^ABSOLUTE = ^RELATIVE + ®t (25) 

where Q is the rotational wheel speed. Introducing equation 
(24) into equation (1) transforms L and Lv to 

j ^ (\F dAz + \G0dAr + \(H rQq)dAe 

and 

•- - 1 (XF„ dAz + \G„dAr + \(H„ - Klq)dA9 

(26) 

(27) 

Discretization of the inviscid portion of equation (1) including 
estimates of the surface area and volume is presented by Ce-
lestina et al. (1986). The viscous and heat transfer portion of 
equation (1) is discretized by evaluating the shear stress and 
the heat flux at the center of each .face. The shear stresses and 
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heat flux are estimated using central differences of the velocity 
and the temperature field. 

Artificial Dissipation 
To suppress odd-even point decoupling of the solution to 

the discretized equations, dissipative terms are added to the 
equations. The operator Lv is replaced in the discretized form 
of equation (1) with D(kq) 

D(\q) = DM + LJM) (28) 

where DM is the added artificial dissipation operator needed 
to prevent decoupling of the solution within inviscid regions 
of the flow. The operator D; is patterned after the model 
developed by Jameson et al. (1981) and is composed of three 
spatial operators 

DM = (Dz + Dr + De)q (29) 

which can be evaluated separately. The dissipation in, for 
example, the axial direction (and similarly for the others) is 
expressed as follows: 

Dz = di+i/ijtk — dj_\/2j,k (30) 

where 

di+inj,k = t[+U2jk{Lzqi+wlJ<k) 

~ £ ' 1 / 2 , M ( A ? ( A A + 1 / 2 , M ) ) (31) 

efl\nj,k = Kf>ft+l/2j,*mm("'j,A; "i+U.k' °-5) 

(32) 

e (41 ,,-,-u = m a X 
/ + 1 / 2 j , k 

A2) 
i+ l/2,j,k 

(33) 

and K(\ KW are constants set at 1/8 and 1/512, respectively. 
The symbols A and A2 denote the first and second difference 
operators, while /3 is the maximum eigenvalue of the Jacobian 
matrix formed from F. The coefficient v^tk is defined as 

Pj+\,j,k — ^Pj.j.k + P i-
"i.J.k 

-Uj.k 

Pf+ Uj.k + IP, i,j,k + P, i~lj,k 
(34) 

and is used primarily to prevent oscillations near stagnation 
points and shocks. 

Vasta and Wedan (1988) scaled the Jameson artificial dis
sipation operator by a function of the local Mach number to 
reduce its effect within viscous regions of the flow^ The present 
work uses the local meridional Mach number M normalized 
by a reference upstream meridional Mach number M to ac
complish this task. To prevent this function from increasing 
the level of dissipation in the inviscid flow regions, the max
imum value of this function is taken as unity. To reduce the 
level of artificial viscosity resulting from highly stretched mesh 
cells, we also adopted what is referred to by Vasta and Wedan 
as individual eigenvalue scaling of the artificial dissipation 
operator. 

Solution Procedure 

The discretized forms of the equations associated with the 
averaged passage flow model are solved using a dimensional 
sequencing algorithm. The motivation for the present algo
rithm came from observing the evolution of the error history 
associated with the algorithm reported in Celestina (1986). For 
many cases the magnitude of the error associated with the 
axisymmetric component of a variable was a significant frac
tion of the magnitude of the error associated with the variable 

itself. It thus seems reasonable to expect that a solution al
gorithm that explicitly reduced the error of the axisymmetric 
component of the flow field would enhance the convergence 
of the three-dimensional field. With the body forces assumed 
known (i.e., S assumed known), the present algorithm iterates 
between the three-dimensional flow equations and the corre
sponding throughflow equations to enhance the rate of con
vergence to the three-dimensional time asymptotic flow 
problem. The construction of this algorithm is as follows. First, 
the throughflow equations compatible with equation (1) are 
derived by summing equation (1), as modified according to 
the discussion in the preceding sections, over the tangential 
index k. This is accomplished by premultiplying equation (1) 
by the operator 

, k 

£ (35) 

where iTis the number of control volumes spanning the pitch. 
The result may be written as 

— \qdv+ L(q) - D(q) = ] x k tfv + £ JS c?V 

+ £]X/ccfo - J X O v + L(£q) - L(q) (36) 

- D(£q) + £D(q) 

where <iv, X, q are defined as 

£X G?V = X dv 

£\dv = \q dv 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

while the operators £, L, and D are 

£ q 
\q dv 

- 1 Xtfv 

I ( ^ ) = £L{q) 

D(q) = £D{q) 

(40) 

(41) 
(42) 

The terms that appear on the right-hand side of equation (36) 
are treated as forcing functions and are estimated using the 
most recent value of the three-dimensional flow variables. Note 
that the expressions that appear within brackets vanish by 
construction in regions of the flow where q = q, and upon 
convergence of equation (36) (i.e., d/dt \q dv = 0), £ q = 
q. The time asymptotic solution of equation (36) is thus iden
tical to the axisymmetric average of the time asymptotic so
lution to equation (1). The steady-state solution of equation 
(1) can thus be obtained by cycling between a time-advancing 
algorithm for equation (1) and a similar algorithm for equation 
(36). 

The discretized form of equation (1) is advanced in time 
using the four-stage Runge-Kutta algorithm of Jameson et al. 
(1981). Local time stepping (i.e., constant C.F.L. number) and 
residual averaging are employed to enhance convergence. Upon 
completion of a fixed number of temporal relaxation cycles, 
the three-dimensional flow variables are used to evaluate the 
right-hand side of equation (36). This equation is then ad
vanced in time using the same integration procedure as that 
for the three-dimensional system. After a fixed number of time 
steps, the value of q is updated according to the equation 

q = q + (q - £q) (43) 

where the q's within the brackets are those that were used to 
evaluate the right-hand side of equation (36). 

The three-dimensional residual error based on the updated 
value of q (i.e., equation (43)) is generally found to be largest 
within the blade passage region. Prior to initiating the next 
three-dimensional iteration cycle, the residual is reduced by 
performing a fixed number of three-dimensional iteration cycles 
(between five and ten iterations) over a local three-dimensional 
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flow region, which extends a modest distance upstream and 
downstream of the blade passage leading and trailing edges. 
The inlet and exit boundaries of this reduced flow domain are 
located in a region where the sum of the bracketed terms in 
equation (36) is small. The inlet and exit boundary conditions 
associated with the reduced flow domain are derived using the 
updated variables obtained from equation (43). Within this 
region of flow the values of q obtained from relaxing the 
reduced flow domain equations replace those obtained from 
equation (43). 

The outlined solution procedure is a multigrid algorithm of 
the form introduced by Brandt (1982). It was specially con
structed to reduce the axisymmetric component of the error 
vector, which at the start of the solution procedure is often 
large. It also recognizes the spatial relaxation of the three-
dimensional flow field to an axisymmetric field away from the 
blade row of interest. This recognition reduces the computa
tional work required to obtain a solution relative to a more 
traditional multigrid strategy. 

The solution procedure outlined above has been imple
mented in both a V and W cycle framework. In the V cycle 
strategy, one proceeds directly from the three-dimensional sol
ver to the throughflow solver to the reduced flow solver before 
going back to the three-dimensional solver. In the W cycle, 
one proceeds from the three-dimensional solver to the through-
flow solver to the reduced flow solver and then cycles between 
the throughflow solver and the reduced flow solver before 
going back to the three-dimensional flow solver. The simu
lation to be reported was executed using the V cycle strategy. 
Experience with the W cycle is limited and needs further de
velopment. However, a preliminary analysis showed the W 
cycle strategy to require less computational work than the V 
cycle to converge to a fixed tolerance level. 

When the three-dimensional flow field converges to a pre
determined level, the body forces and energy sources required 
as input to simulations of the remaining blade rows can be 
estimated using the procedure outlined in Jameson et al. (1981). 
The cycling of information between the simulated blade rows 
of the multiblade row machine is carried out until the tangential 
averages of the simulated blade row flow fields agree with each 
other to a predetermined tolerance. 

Boundary Conditions 
All solid surfaces are modeled as rigid, nonslip, and im

permeable. The surfaces are also assumed to be adiabatic. 
These conditions imply that the velocity relative to a solid 
surface is zero and that the temperature gradient normal to 
the surface is also zero. The pressure at a solid surface is 
obtained from the normal momentum equation evaluated at 
the surface. At the inlet, either the mass flow or the total 
pressure is specified along with the total temperatures and the 
radial and tangential velocity components. The one-dimen
sional Reinmann invariant C~ is extrapolated from the interior 
to the boundary; with the specified flow variables, it defines 
the incoming pressure, axial velocity component, and tem
perature. The shear stresses and heat flux at the inlet are also 
set to zero. At the exit radial equilibrium, with the pressure 
specified at the hub, is used to establish the radial pressure 
distribution. The flow quantities p, pvz, pvn pve are extrapo
lated from the interior. 

Grid Generation 
As discussed by Celestina et al. (1986), the averaged passage 

equation system requires that a mesh be specified for each 
blade row of a multistage machine. In addition, the meshes 
must have a common meridional mesh in order to eliminate 
the need for interpolating the body forces and correlations 
from grid to grid. To capture shear layers and stagnation points 

properly a fine mesh spacing is required in a direction normal 
to solid surfaces and in the blade leading and trailing edge 
regions. A mesh generator capable of generating these features 
is discussed in detail by Mulac (1986). 

Results and Discussion 
The simulation executed used the Low-Speed Rotating Rig 

at United Technologies Research Center. The Low-Speed Ro
tating Rig (LSRR) is a stage-and-a-half turbine consisting of 
an inlet guide vane, a rotor, and a stator. The inlet guide vane 
contains 22 blades and the rotor and stator both contain 28 
blades. The flow coefficient 4> is 0.78 and the spacing between 
blades, Bx\s 0.5. The LSRR grid contains 228 axial, 25 radial, 
and 41 circumferential points. Each blade row contains 40 
axial points distributed along the chord with 26 axial points 
between each blade row, the inlet and exit. 

The results to be presented required 11 h of Cray 2 C.P.U. 
time. They represent but a small fraction of the information 
obtained from the simulation. They are intended to illustrate 
the degree to which one can quantitatively predict performance 
parameters of interest to designers, and to reveal qualitative 
information identifying flow phenomena that may have an 
impact on performance. These results also reflect the current 
state of model development. The first series of results shows 
the predicted pressure distribution on the surface of each blade 
row of the turbine as a function of axial chord length and 
percent of span height. The span locations measured from the 
hub are 1.3, 12.5, 50, 87.5, and 98.7 percent, respectively. The 
experimental measurements taken at these locations are also 
shown. Experimental data were also available for 25 and 75 
percent of span but were not utilized since they provided little 
additional information relative to the current discussion. The 
results for the first vane are shown in Fig. 1. The predicted 
loading level is seen to be in good agreement with the meas
urements of Dring (1988). The predicted pressure surface pres
sure distribution is in excellent agreement with the experimental 
results. For the suction surface, the agreement between meas
urement and simulation is good for the region forward of the 
minimum pressure peak. Aft of the peak, the agreement be
tween experiment and simulation deteriorates. This deterio
ration is believed to be related to viscous effects (i.e., turbulence 
and transition modeling) whose modeling could be improved. 
Some exploratory calculations suggest that the boundary layer 
aft of the suction surface minimum pressure is growing too 
rapidly and, as a result of the radial pressure gradient, is being 
transported toward the hub to an extent greater than that 
suggested by a flow visualization studies. Improvements in the 
agreement between simulation and experiment have been ob
tained by incorporating a simple transition model in which the 
flow remains laminar forward of the minimum pressure peak 
and Baldwin Lomax turbulence model as implemented by 

Z5 . 5 0 . 75 l .OO 

Fig. 1 First blade pressure distributions 
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Fig. 2 Rotor pressure distributions 
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Fig. 4 Rotor relative total pressure coefficient versus span 

Fig. 3 Second blade pressure distributions 
Fig. 5 Rotor relative exit flow angle versus span 

Dawes (1986). The current simulation assumes the flow to be 
fully turbulent from the leading edge of each blade. Work on 
this problem is continuing. The next figure shows the predicted 
and measured pressure distribution for the rotor. The predicted 
loading levels appear to be in good agreement with measure
ments, with the exception of the hub and tip region. The present 
simulation does not include a clearance region, which should 
account for some of the discrepancy in the tip region. The 
pressure distribution along the pressure surface is once more 
in excellent agreement with the measurements. At the midspan 
and at 25 and 75 percent (not shown) of span the predicted 
pressure distribution along the suction surface is in good agree
ment with the data. At 1.3 percent and 12.5 percent of span, 
the suction surface pressure coefficient is lower than that meas
ured. As a result the loading is lower over the forward portion 
of the rotor than what has been measured. Although the cause 
of this discrepancy is unknown at the present time, one could 
speculate that it may be due to an overestimate of the mag
nitude and extent of the low-momentum fluid exiting the first 
vane. 

The pressure distribution for the last vane is shown in Fig. 
3. Once again the loading level is well predicted with the ex
ception of the location at 1.3 percent of span. The underpre-
dicted suction surface pressure coefficient at 1.3 and 12.5 
percent of span suggests that the flow incidence to these sec
tions is underestimated. There also appears to be a shift of the 
predicted pressure distribution relative to the measured dis

tribution. This shift is believed to be caused by an overestimate 
of the loss generated by the first two blade rows. With the 
exception of this discrepancy, the pressure distribution on the 
pressure surface is in good agreement with measurements. Sim
ilarly, the predicted suction surface distribution at midspan 
agrees well with the experimental distribution. The next figure 
shows the predicted relative total pressure coefficient forward 
and aft of the rotor as a function of span. The measured 
distribution reported by Sharma et al. (1988) is also shown. 
The magnitude of the predicted coefficient for the inlet flow 
is higher than measured; however, the shape of the curve is 
consistent with the data. The magnitude of the predicted exit 
flow coefficient is also higher than measured. The influence 
of the secondary vortices generated within the rotor passage 
on the exit flow coefficient is more evident in the experimental 
data than in the simulation result. The data of Sharma et al. 
(1988) suggest that the secondary vortices exit the rotor at 
approximately 30 and 70 percent of span. The local minimums 
in the measured exit flow distribution at 25 and 85 percent of 
span are a consequence of the velocity field induced by these 
vortices. The location of the tip vortex as suggested by the 
experimental data is significantly inboard of the location 90 
percent span suggested by the simulation. The difference is 
believed to be due to the tip leakage flow, which was not 
accounted for. It appears that this flow drives the tip secondary 
vortex inward toward the hub. 
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Fig. 7 Second stator flow angle distribution

Fig. 8 Second blade pressure surface limiting streamline pattern

Summary and Conclusion
Given the early state of the average passage model devel

opment, the results presented in this report are very encour
aging. The amount of empirical information used in the stage
and one-half turbine simulation. is considerably less than that

inboard of that predicted. This entering shear flow causes the
second vane to behave aerodynamically differently than it
would in isolation.

The results shown in Fig. 7 indicate that the simulation
predictions are in reasonable agreement with data. The sim
ulation captures the underturning of the flow near the endwalls,
and in the midspan region, the tendency for the flow to over
turn. This behavior is partly due to the time-averaged shear
flow produced by the rotor secondary vortices.

The last figure shows the limiting streamline pattern asso
ciated with the time-averaged flow adjacent to the second vane
pressure surface. Also shown is the corresponding flow visu
alization result of Langston (1988). These results are presented
to show that the time-averaged effect of the unsteady vorticity
field entering a blade row has a major influence on the flow
field within the blade row. Near midspan, the incoming shear
flow causes a contraction of the streamlines, suggesting the
existence of a line of flow separation. Near both endwalls, the
time-averaged vorticity field entering the second vane interacts
with the secondary vortices generated within the vane to gen
erate two lines of flow attachment. This flow pattern is far
more complicated than that for an isolated blade row and the
ability of the present model to capture its structure is very
encouraging. Finally, in closing it is suggested that the en
hanced heat transfer observed at midspan ofthe suction surface
reported by Sharma et al. (1988) is caused by the secondary
vortices generated within the rotor.
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The simulation results place the hub secondary flow vortex
at 25 percent of span at the exit of the rotor, which is in good
agreement with measurements. This vortex, however, appears
to be more diffuse than measured, which may account for the
lack of a local minimum in the exit flow relative total pressure
coefficient at 25 percent of span.

The deviation from the design intent of the rotor relative
exit flow angle is shown in Fig. 5. This angle is plotted as a
function of span, with the solid curve representing the simu
lation and the open symbols the measured data from Sharma
et al. (1988). The agreement between the two is reasonable,
with the exception of the tip region, where the result of ne
glecting the tip leakage flow is quite evident. The noticeable
overturning of the flow near the endwalls and the subsequent
underturning in the region of midspan caused by the secondary
vortices is clearly seen in both the data and the prediction.
The flow physics that leads to this result appears to be well
captured.

Recently the authors became aware of data acquired under
A.F.O.S.R. sponsorship by United Technologies Research
Center that show the agreement between simulation and meas
urement to be better than that indicated by Figs. 4 and 5. An
evaluation of the present results in light of these data will have
to await its publication.

The next two figures are for the second vane. The first, Fig.
6, shows the predicted total pressure coefficient forward and
aft of the second vane as a function of span. Also shown are
the data from Sharma et al. (1988).

The predicted total pressure coefficients are lower than
measured, which, as previously noted, is the result of over
estimating the loss produced by the first two blade rows. The
difference between these two curves is a measure of the loss
across the blade row. It too appears to be overestimated. With
the exception of the flow region strongly influenced by the tip
leakage flow from the rotor, the indicated trends agree with
the experiment. Judging by the shape of the incoming total
pressure field (either from the data or the prediction), it does
not appear that the secondary vortices generated by the rotor
would have a significant effect on the performance of the
second vane. The next figure, which shows the flow angle
entering and leaving the second vane relative to the design'
intent, leads to a far different conclusion. The large variation
in the inlet flow angle between 10 and 40 percent of span seen
in both the experimental data and prediction clearly is caused
by the rotor hub secondary vortex. The time-averaged signa.t~re

of this vortical structure is a region of shear whose vortIcIty
vector is nearly aligned with the incoming time-averaged ve
locity field. The tip secondary vortex appears to generate a
similar structure; however, the measurements suggest it occurs
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required to achieve comparable results using today's quasi-
three-dimensional flow models. The average passage flow 
model also appears to be able to capture the physical features 
of the secondary flow field generated within a multistage tur
bine configuration. It appears that an accurate model of the 
time-averaged vorticity field produced by the unsteady sec
ondary vorticity exiting a blade row is required to establish 
the performance of the downstream blade row. The outlined 
closure procedure, unlike some others that have been sug
gested, insures that the unsteady vorticity field exiting a blade 
row is consistent with exiting time-averaged vorticity field. 
Hence, no spurious vorticity is produced as a result of coupling 
one blade row to another. 

The simulation of the stage and one-half turbine has shown 
the complex nature of the endwall flow in a low-aspect-ratio 
turbine. In the rotor, the secondary vortices generated within 
the endwalls affect the flow at midspan. They cause the endwall 
fluid to be deposited on the suction surface. This transport of 
low-momentum fluid leads to significant spanwise mixing 
across the axisymmetric stream surface. It is doubtful that an 
endwall boundary layer model could be used to predict this 
phenomenon. 

There are numerous research activities that need to be pur
sued to further the development of the average passage flow 
model. Other configurations need to be simulated, including 
multistage compressors and high-speed machinery. Grid gen
erators need to be developed that are compatible with the 
average passage model that can cluster grid points in regions 
of high flow gradients that occur near and away from solid 
surfaces. Algorithm improvements need to be made to speed 
convergence. The sensitivity of design parameters to turbulence 
modeling for the average passage model must be established. 
Finally, experimental and analytical work in support of closure 
modeling must be pursued to establish the models for gener
alized Reynolds stresses and the associated energy correlations. 
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Multi-Airfoil'Navier-Stokes 
Simulations of Turbine Rotor-
Stator Interaction 
An accurate numerical analysis of the flows associated with rotor-stator configu
rations in turbomachinery can be extremely helpful in optimizing the performance 
of turbomachinery. In this study the unsteady, thin-layer, Navier-Stokes equations 
in two spatial dimensions are solved on a system of patched and overlaid grids for 
an axial-turbine rotor-stator configuration. The governing equations are solved using 
a finite-difference, upwind algorithm that is set in an iterative, implicit framework. 
Results are presented in the form of pressure contours, time-averaged pressures, 
unsteady pressures, amplitudes, and phase. The numerical results are compared with 
experimental data and the agreement is found to be good. The results are also 
compared with those of an earlier study, which used only one rotor and one stator 
airfoil. The current study uses multiple rotor and stator airfoils and a pitch ratio 
that is much closer to the experimental ratio. Consequently, the results of this study 
are found to be closer to the experimental data. 

Introduction 
Flows within turbomachinery are generally unsteady in na

ture and are therefore difficult to compute. The unsteadiness 
is caused by (a) the interaction of the rotor airfoils with the 
wakes and passage vortices generated by upstream airfoils, (b) 
the relative motion of the rotors with respect to the stators 
(potential effect), and (c) the shedding of vortices by the airfoils 
because of blunt trailing edges. Computation of such flows is 
further complicated by the relative motion between the rotor 
and stator airfoils and the periodic transition of the flow from 
laminar to turbulent. Nevertheless, a clear understanding of 
the unsteady processes within turbomachinery is essential to 
improving current design procedures. 

Several calculations of cascade flow already exist in the 
literature. These studies include two- and three-dimensional 
calculations using both the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. 
While analyses of flows through isolated rows can be used to 
study many of the fluid-dynamic phenomena in turboma
chinery, such analyses do not yield any information regarding 
the unsteadiness arising out of the interaction of moving and 
stationary rows of airfoils. These interaction effects become 
increasingly important as the distance between successive rows 
is decreased. The experimental results of Dring et al. (1982) 
show that the temporal pressure fluctuation near the leading 
edge of the rotor airfoil can be as much as 72 percent of the 
exit dynamic pressure when the axial gap is reduced to 15 
percent of the chord length (for the operating conditions and 
geometry chosen). Thus, the need is obvious for treating the 
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rotor and stator airfoils as a system in cases where interaction 
effects are predominant. 

Rai (1987a) presents two-dimensional rotor-stator interac
tion results for an axial turbine. The airfoil geometry and flow 
conditions used are the same as those in the experiments of 
Dring et al. (1982). The unsteady, thin-layer, Navier-Stokes 
equations are solved in a time-accurate manner to obtain the 
unsteady flow field associated with this configuration. The 
governing equations are solved on a system of patched and 
overlaid grids with information transfer from grid to grid tak
ing place at the zonal boundaries. The numerically obtained 
results are compared with the experimental results of Dring et 
al. (1982). A good comparison between theory and experiment 
is obtained in the case of time-averaged pressures on the rotor 
and stator airfoils. Pressure amplitudes (corresponding to the 
pressure variation in time) were found to compare reasonably 
well with experiment, thereby indicating the validity of the 
computed unsteady component of the flow. 

In Rai (1987b) the approximation of two-dimensionality is 
removed and fully three-dimensional airfoil geometries are 
used. In addition, the hub, outer casing, and rotor tip clearance 
are all included in the calculation. As in Rai (1987a), a system 
of patched and overlaid grids is used to discretize the rather 
complex geometry of the three-dimensional configuration. An 
implicit, upwind third-order-accurate method is used in all the 
patches (the calculation of Rai, 1987a, used a hybrid upwind/ 
central difference scheme near the surface boundaries). The 
equations solved are the unsteady, thin-layer, Navier-Stokes 
equations in three dimensions. As in Rai (1987a), time-aver
aged airfoil surface pressures were found to compare well with 
experiment, but numerically obtained pressure amplitudes were 
only reasonably close to experimental data. 
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One approximation that was made by Rai (1987a, 1987b) 
was a rescaling of the rotor geometry. The experimental turbine 
of Dring et al. (1982) has 22 airfoils in the stator row and 28 
airfoils in the rotor row. Therefore an accurate calculation 
would require a minimum of 25 airfoils (11 in the stator row 
and 14 in the rotor row). In order to avoid the computational 
expense involved in simulating the flow associated with 25 
airfoils, the rotor airfoil was enlarged by a factor of 28/22, 
keeping the pitch-to-chord ratio the same. It was then assumed 
that there were 22 airfoils in the rotor row. This assumption 
makes it possible to perform a calculation with only one rotor 
and one stator, thus reducing computation time by more than 
an order of magnitude. Whereas this approximation has little 
or no effect on time-averaged pressure distributions, it does 
affect the temporal variations of the flow variables. Far-field 
acoustics are significantly altered when the configuration is 
changed to have an equal number of rotor and stator airfoils. 

This study presents results obtained using a new computer 
program that can simulate flow in a stage with an unequal 
number of rotor and stator airfoils. The calculations are per
formed with the unsteady, thin-layer, Navier-Stokes equations 
in two dimensions. The region of interest is discretized with 
th: help of multiple patched and overlaid grids as in Rai (1987a, 
1987b). Results in the form of time-averaged pressures, as well 
as pressure amplitudes and phase for the rotor and stator 
airfoils, are presented for both the one-rotor/one-stator and 
the multirotor/multistator (three stator and four rotor airfoils) 
cases. The time-averaged pressures are almost identical for the 
two cases. However, a significant improvement is obtained in 
pressure amplitude and phase for the multirotor/multistator 
case. This improvement is to be expected because the ratio of 
rotors to stators in the multi-airfoil calculation (4/3) is much 
closer to the experimental value (28/22). The degree of rotor 
rescaling required to keep the blockage effects the same is much 
smaller. 

The following sections describe the grids used in the cal
culation, the integration method, the various boundary con
ditions, and the results obtained. 

Grid System for the Rotor-Stator Configuration 

A combination of patched and overlaid grids is used to 
discretize the regions surrounding the rotor-stator configu
ration. The region can be discretized using only patched grids. 
However, the number of zones required to solve the problem 
accurately would be twice as many as that required when both 
patched and overlaid grids are used in conjunction. Overlaid 
grid calculations are difficult to make conservative at the 
overlay boundaries. Since the current calculation is entirely 
subsonic and free of flow discontinuities (the maximum Mach 
number in the system is less than 0.35), physically meaningful 
solutions can be obtained even with the use of the noncon-
servative form of the equations. Therefore nonconservative 
overlap boundary conditions can be expected to yield accurate 
solutions. 

The airfoil geometry used in the current study is the same 
as that used in the experimental investigation of Dring et al. 
(1982). The geometry consists of 22 stator airfoils and 28 rotor 
airfoils. An accurate simulation of this configuration would 
require at least 11 stator airfoils and 14 rotor airfoils, thus 
making the computation extremely expensive. Therefore the 
rescaling strategy of Rai (1987a) was used to reduce the number 
of airfoils. In the one-rotor/one-stator case this was done by 
enlarging the rotor by the factor 28/22 and then assuming that 
there were only 22 rotor airfoils. The pitch-to-chord ratio of 
the rotor was not changed during the enlargement process. 
Similarly, in the four-rotor/three-stator case it was assumed 
that there were 21 stators and 28 rotors and the stator was 
enlarged by the factor 22/21. Figure 1 shows the rotqr-stator 
geometry of Dring et al. (1982) at midspan. 

STATOR 

INLET FLOW 
DIRECTION 

Fig. 1 

DIRECTION OF MOTION 
FOR ROTOR 

Rotor-stator geometry of Dring et al. (1982) 

ZONE 1 

Fig. 2 

ZONE 2 

"O" type grids for zones 1 and 2 

The multizone grid used to discretize the region consists of 
four zones. Figure 2 shows the first two zones. The first zone 
contains the stator and is discretized with an " O " grid. The 
second zone contains the rotor and is also discretized with an 
" O " grid. The grids in these two zones were generated using 
an elliptic grid generator of the type developed by Steger and 
Sorenson (1979). Although the actual grids used for the cal
culation are very dense near the airfoil surfaces (to resolve the 
viscous effects), for the purpose of clarity Fig. 2 shows grids 
in which the points are equispaced in the direction normal to 
the airfoil surfaces. 

Figure 3 shows zones 3 and 4. The grids for zones 3 and 4 
were generated using an algebraic grid generator. Zone 3 con
tains the inner stator zone and zone 4 contains the inner rotor 
zone. In fact the inner boundary of zone 3 corresponds to the 
outer boundary of zone 1 and similarly the inner boundary of 
zone 4 corresponds to the outer boundary of zone 2. This 
positioning of the inner and outer stator zones (and the inner 
and outer rotor zones) facilitates information transfer between 
these zones. The outer zones abut each other along the patch 
boundary ABCD and slip past each other as the rotor airfoil 
moves downward. It is advantageous to use a patch boundary 
(as opposed to an area of overlay) where one system of grids 
moves relative to another system of grids because both time 
accuracy and conservation can be more easily controlled in 
patched-grid calculations. 
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Fig. 3 Algebraically generated grids for zones 3 and 4 

ZONE 3 

Fig. 4 Composite grid containing zones 1-4 

Note in Fig. 3 that zones 3 and 4 do not align with each 
other. The segment AB of zone 4 does not seem to align with 
any part of the patch boundary of zone 3 and similarly the 
segment CD of zone 3 does not seem to align with any part 
of the patch boundary of zone 4. However, the periodicity 
boundary condition can be used to solve this problem, the 
result being that the segment AB is matched with the segment 
CD. Figure 4 shows all the zones and the corresponding grids 
used in the calculation. Figure 5 shows a similar system of 
grids for the four-rotor/three-stator calculation. 

Numerical Methodology 
The unsteady, thin-layer, Navier-Stokes equations in two 

spatial dimensions are solved using an upwind finite-difference 
algorithm.This algorithm is third-order accurate in space and 
second-order accurate in time. It is set in an iterative, factored, 
implicit framework wherein several iterations are performed 
at each time step so that the fully implicit finite-difference 
equations are solved. In this scheme, factorization and lin
earization errors can be driven to zero at each step. Details 
regarding the method can be found from Rai (1987b). 

The use of multiple grids in simulating the flow over the 
rotor-stator configuration shown in Fig. 4 results in several 
computational boundaries. The boundary condition used at 
each of these boundaries is briefly outlined below. 

The inner boundaries of the two " O " grids correspond to 
the airfoil surfaces and, hence, the "no-slip" condition and 
adiabatic wall conditions (or wall temperature) are imposed at 
these boundaries. It should be noted that in the case of the 
rotor airfoil no-slip does not imply zero absolute velocity at 
the surface of the airfoil, but rather zero relative velocity. In 

Fig. 5 Composite grid for the four-rotor/three-stator case 

addition to the no-slip condition, the derivative of pressure in 
the direction normal to the wall surface is set to zero. 

The left boundary of zone 3 is a subsonic inlet boundary. 
Three quantities need to be specified at this boundary. The 
three chosen for this study are the Riemann invariants 

* 3 = £ 

and the inlet flow angle, which in this case is equivalent to 

"inlet = ° (2) 

In the above equations the quantities u and v are the velocities 
in the x and y directions, respectively, p is the pressure, p is 
the density, and c the local speed of sound. The fourth quantity 
(which is necessary to update the points on this boundary) is 
also a Riemann invariant 

R2 = u- —, (3) 
7 - 1 

and is extrapolated from the interior of zone 3. 
The calculation assumes that there are an infinite number 

of rotor and stator airfoils in the positive and negative y di
rections in Fig. 4. Hence, a simple periodicity boundary con
dition is imposed on the upper and lower boundaries of zones 
3 and 4. The implicit implementation of this boundary con
dition is straightforward and will not be discussed here. In the 
four-rotor/three-stator case periodicity is imposed over a dis
tance in the y direction corresponding to three stator airfoils 
(or four rotor airfoils). The lower boundary (outer stator zone) 
of the first stator is assumed to have the same dependent 
variable values as the upper boundary (outer stator zone) of 
the third stator. A similar procedure is adopted for the rotor 
row. 
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The right boundary of zone 4 is a subsonic exit boundary. 
A simple implicit extrapolation procedure is used at this bound
ary. The implicit extrapolation is followed by a postupdate 
correction wherein the exit static pressure is specified. This 
type of boundary condition reflects the pressure waves that 
reach the exit boundary back into the system. The effect of 
this reflective property of the exit boundary is discussed later. 

A second exit boundary condition used in this study is a 
partially nonreflective procedure developed by Erdos et al. 
(1977). This exit boundary condition is obtained from a quasi-
one-dimensional analysis and amounts to specifying the Rie-
mann invariant 

at the exit boundary. This boundary condition is nonreflective 
for waves or components of waves that are perpendicular to 
the exit boundary (pressure variations in the x direction only) 
and is reflective for waves that are parallel to the exit boundary 
(pressure variations in the x direction only) and is reflective 
for waves that are parallel to the exit boundary (pressure var
iations in they direction only). A shortcoming of this approach 
is that the specification of the Reimann invariant R2 does not 
result in a good control over the mass flow rate through the 
turbine. The correct pressure drop across the turbine has to 
be obtained through an iterative process in which R2 is varied 
until the right average exit static pressure is obtained. It may 
be possible to obtain a completely nonreflective boundary con
dition by using a hybrid approach wherein the variation of R2 

along the grid line imax - 1 is transferred to the grid line 
imax. 

The present calculation uses both patched grids (grids that 
come together along common lines) and overlaid grids (grids 
that have a common area of overlap). The region of overlay 
is not clear from Fig. 4. Although information from zone 3 
is transferred to zone 1 at the patch boundary (clearly seen in 
Fig. 4), the information from zone 1 is transferred to zone 3 
at grid points of zone 3 that lie in zone 1. This is possible 
because the zone 3 grid exists under the zone 1 grid, though 
this overlap is not shown in Fig. 4 for the purpose of clarity. 
The boundary conditions used to transfer information from 
grid to grid are discussed by Rai (1987b) and, in the interest 
of brevity, are not included here. 

Results 
In this section the results obtained for the rotor-stator con

figuration shown in Fig. 1 are presented. These results were 
obtained by integrating the equations of motion and the bound
ary conditions described earlier. Three iterations were per
formed at each step. Approximately seven cycles (a cycle 
corresponds to the motion of the rotor through an angle equal 
to 2-w/N where /Vis the number of stator airfoils) were required 
to eliminate the initial transients and establish a solution that 
was periodic in time. The calculation was performed at a con
stant time step value of about 0.04 (this translates into 2000 
time steps per cycle). 

The dependent variables are nondimensionalized with re
spect to the inlet pressure (p„) and density (p„). This yields 

««, = M00 A / 7 

vx = 0 (inlet flow is axial) 

where M„ is the inlet Mach number. The inlet Mach number 
used for this calculation was 0.07. The Riemann invariants 
that are prescribed at the inlet are determined using the de
pendent variables defined above. The rotor velocity co is de
termined from the desired flow coefficient u„/o> (0.78 in this 
case) and the inlet axial velocity («„)• Since the quantities that 
are prescribed at the inlet boundary are the Riemann invariants 
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Fig. 6 Time-averaged pressure distribution on the stator 

and not the dependent variables themselves, the values of w, 
v, p, and p obtained at the inlet, when the solution becomes 
periodic in time, are different from those used to determine 
the Riemann invariants. Hence, the rotor velocity needs to be 
recomputed and the calculation needs to be continued for a 
few more cycles (which then establishes a slightly different 
time-periodic solution). This iterative process must be contin
ued until the calculated flow coefficient is equal to the required 
flow coefficient within certain limits of tolerance. The iterative 
process was not carried out for the calculations presented in 
this study because the right value of the rotor velocity (to obtain 
a flow coefficient of 0.78) was known a priori from the two-
dimensional calculation of Rai (1987a). 

The Reynolds number used for this calculation was 100,000/ 
in. This value of the Reynolds number is close to the experi
mental value but not exactly so (because of the rescaling of 
the rotor geometry). The Baldwin-Lomax model (Baldwin and 
Lomax, 1978) was used to determine the eddy viscosity. The 
kinematic viscosity was calculated using Sutherland's law. 

A One-Rotor/One-Stator Calculation. The first calculation 
was performed assuming that there were equal numbers of 
rotor and stator airfoils (22 of each). This permitted a cal
culation with only one rotor and one stator airfoil. The rotor 
airfoil was enlarged by the factor 28/22 to keep the blockage 
effects the same as in the experiment. The pitch-to-chord ratio 
was not changed during the enlargement process. 

Figures 6-9 depict results obtained using a fixed exit, static-
pressure condition (totally reflective exit boundary condition). 
Figure 6 shows the time-averaged pressure coefficient (Cp) as 
a function of the axial distance along the stator. The pressure 
coefficient is defined as 

f-^ _ Ps.\g~ \Pt)inlet 

"~ 1 
2 Pinlet^2 

wherepmg is the static pressure averaged over one cycle, (p,) j„iet 
is the average total pressure at the inlet, and pinlet is the average 
density at the inlet. Clearly there is good agreement between 
theory and experiment. A small separation bubble was found 
on the pressure side of the stator in the numerical results. This 
is seen as a sharp dip and rise of Cp toward the trailing edge 
on the pressure side. The experimental data also indicate such 
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Fig. 8 Pressure amplitude distribution on the stator 

a separation. However, the magnitude of the pressure fluc
tuation obtained numerically may be suspect because the tur
bulence model was not tailored to yield accurate estimates of 
the eddy viscosity in such regions. 

Figure 7 shows the time-averaged Cp distribution for the 
rotor. The agreement is good except on the suction side of the 
rotor toward the trailing edge (4.0 < x < 7.0). This difference 
between the calculated and experimental results is because of 
the three dimensionality of the real flow. The disappearance 
of this difference between theory and experiment with a three-
dimensional calculation is documented by Rai (1987b). A small 
separation bubble was found on the trailing edge circle as in 
the case of the stator. The bubble is seen as a spatial fluctuation 
in pressure. 

The amplitude of the temporal pressure fluctuation is a 
measure of the unsteadiness of the flow. Figure 8 shows pres
sure amplitudes Cp on the surface of the stator plotted as a 
function of the axial distance. The quantity Cp is defined as 

J=, / 'max Pmin 

"~ 1 
_1 2 

where pmax and pmin are the maximum and minimum pressures 
that occur over a cycle at a given point. The numerical am
plitude distribution shows most of the qualitative features that 
are found in the experimental results. However, the numerical 
data seem to form a wider large amplitude region than that 
found experimentally. In addition, the predicted peak is to the 
left of the experimental peak, and the pressure amplitude min
imum on the suction side seen in the experimental results (x 
= -2.4) is absent in the calculated results. These distortions 
occur because of the following reasons. 

The current calculation uses an equal number of stator and 
rotor airfoils. An acoustic analysis (Tyler and Sofrin, 1962) 
shows that in such a situation every harmonic in time (if one 
were to perform a Fourier decomposition of the unsteady pres-, 
sures in the region between the stator and rotor) results in a 
propagating wave in the axial direction. In the experimental 
configuration there are 22 stator airfoils and 28 rotor airfoils. 
This results in only the higher harmonics in time giving rise 
to propagating waves; the lower harmonics give rise to decaying 
signals. Since the higher harmonics are much smaller in mag
nitude, the unsteady pressures that reach the exit boundary 
are much smaller in the case of the experiment. The reflective 
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Fig. 9 Pressure amplitude distribution on the rotor 

10 

exit boundary condition used in the calculation reflects the 
relatively large calculated pressure waves that reach the exit 
boundary back into the system, thus distorting the unsteady 
pressures everywhere in the system. 

Figure 9 shows the Cp distribution on the rotor. The agree
ment between theory and experiment is not as good as in the 
case of the stator. The suction side amplitude peak is shifted 
to the left of the experimental one. A sizable portion of the 
pressure side peak toward the trailing edge is due to strong 
pressure waves being reflected back from the exit boundary. 
The stator pressure amplitude distributions tend to be predicted 
better because the rotor airfoils partially shield the stator air
foils from the reflected pressure waves (reflected off the exit 
boundary). However, the numerical data shown in Fig. 9 do 
predict all the qualitative features shown by the experiment. 

The problem can be solved only to a limited extent by de
veloping a nonreflective boundary condition. This is because 
the pressure signals being generated by the one-rotor/one-
stator system are different from those that would be generated 
by a multirotor/multistator system. The right approach is to 
perform a multirotor/multistator calculation (the reflective 
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Fig. 11 Pressure amplitude distribution on the rotor (nonreflective 
boundary condition of Erdos et al., 1977) 

properties of the exit boundary condition will be relatively less 
important for more realistic rotor and stator airfoil counts). 

Figure 10 shows the pressure amplitude curve obtained with 
a nonreflective boundary condition of the type developed by 
Erdos (1977). This boundary condition permits plane waves 
(pressure waves that are one-dimensional, that is, pressure 
variations only in the x direction) to exit the system without 
distortion. According to the theory of Tyler and Sofrin (1962), 
most of the unsteadiness can be expected to be one-dimensional 
and aligned with the x axis in the one-rotor/one-stator case. 
Hence, this boundary condition should be sufficient for the 
one-rotor/one-stator case. However, it is clear from Fig. 10 
that the improvement in pressure amplitudes with the use of 
the nonreflective boundary condition is marginal. In fact the 
difference between theory and experiment is greater on the 
pressure side in Fig. 10 than it is in Fig. 8. Figure 11 shows 
the pressure amplitude variation for the rotor obtained with 
the nonreflective exit boundary condition. Whereas the use of 
the nonreflective exit boundary condition alters the rotor pres
sure amplitudes considerably, the numerical results of Fig. 11 
are not any closer to the experimental data than in Fig. 9. This 
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Fig. 12 Time-averaged pressure distribution on the stator (four-rotor/ 
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Fig. 13 Time-averaged pressure distribution on the rotor (four-rotor/ 
three-stator case) 

calculation indicates that nonreflective boundary conditions 
alone cannot yield the right pressure amplitudes. It is important 
that the mechanism that generates the unsteady pressures, that 
is, the rotor-stator geometry with the right airfoil count, needs 
to be used in order to obtain numerical results that are close 
to the experimental data. 

A Four-Rotor/Three-Stator Calculation. The next calcula
tion was performed with three stator airfoils and four rotor 
airfoils. The resulting ratio of rotor to stator airfoils (4/3) is 
much closer to the experimental ratio (28/22) than is the ratio 
obtained for the one-rotor/one-stator case. Consequently the 
amount of rescaling is also much smaller. In addition, it can 
be shown that only the higher harmonics result in propagating 
pressure signals. The lower harmonics result in decaying pres
sure signals. Since the higher harmonics are much smaller in 
magnitude than the lower harmonics, the pressure signals 
reaching the exit boundary can also be expected to be much 
smaller in magnitude. Hence the reflective properties of the 
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exit boundary condition play a smaller role in determining the 
unsteady pressures on the airfoils. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the time-averaged pressure distri
butions on the stator and rotor airfoils, respectively. The agree
ment between theory and experiment is good and of the same 
quality as that obtained in the one-rotor/one-stator case. Fig
ure 14 shows the pressure amplitude distribution obtained on 
the stator. Clearly there is a marked improvement over the 
numerical results depicted in Fig. 8. The wider large amplitude 
region in Fig. 8 now almost exactly matches the experimental 
data. The positions of the experimental and numerical peaks 
are in much better agreement. The numerical data show an 
amplitude minimum on the suction side, as do the experimental 
data. However, there is some difference between theory and 
experiment on the suction side of the stator and this may be, 
once again, because of the small difference between experi
mental and numerical rotor/stator pitch ratios or because of 
three-dimensional effects. 

Figure 15 shows pressure amplitudes on the rotor. As in the 
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Fig. 16 Phase of the low-pressure peak 

case of the stator, the numerical results for the four-rotor/ 
three-stator case are considerably closer to the experimental 
results than those obtained for the one-rotor/one-stator case 
(Fig. 9). The pressure side peak of Fig. 9 has decreased in 
magnitude, resulting in much better comparisons between the
ory and experiment. Similar improvements can also be seen 
on the suction side of the rotor. However, just as in the case 
of the stator, there are still some quantitative differences be
tween theory and experiment. 

The pressure amplitude variation along the surfaces of the 
airfoils is one measure of the unsteady component of the flow. 
A second, and more sensitive, measure is the phase of the 
pressure variation in time as a function of the position on the 
airfoil surfaces. Figure 16 shows the time at which a pressure 
minimum occurs on the stator suction surface. The initial po
sition (t = 0) for the rotor and stator is shown in Fig. 1 and 
corresponds to the instant when the stator trailing edge circle 
center is in line with the rotor leading edge circle. The figure 
indicates a low pressure peak traveling from about 40 percent 
chord toward the trailing edge (LI) and a second low pressure 
peak traveling upstream (L2). This phenomenon is described 
in greater detail by Dring et al. (1982). In general the multi-
rotor/multistator calculation is seen to be much closer to the 
experimental data. 

Figures 17-20 show pressure contours at various time in
stants for the four-rotor/three-stator configuration. These fig
ures clearly show the main features of the time-averaged 
pressure distributions of Figs. 12and 13, namely, the expansion 
and subsequent recompression of the flow on the suction side 
of the stator and rotor, and the almost constant pressure region 
followed by an expansion on the pressure side of the stator 
and rotor. Unlike the one-rotor/one-stator results of Rai 
(1987a) the pressures in the different rotor and stator channels 
are out of phase. These figures also show small-amplitude, 
high-frequency oscillations superimposed on the contours. 
These oscillations are caused by the tendency of the continuity, 
momentum, and energy equations to decouple at low Mach 
numbers and will disappear for calculations at higher Mach 
numbers. A comparison of the contours presented in Figs. 17-
20 and those of Rai (1987a) shows a considerable reduction in 
the amount of oscillations in the present study. This improve
ment in the quality of the pressure contours is believed to be 
due to the integration method used in this study (high-order-
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Fig. 17 Pressure contours (f = 0.00) Fig. 19 Pressure contours (f = 0.50) 

Fig. 18 Pressure contours (f = 0.25) Fig. 20 Pressure contours (t = 0.75) 

accurate upwind method instead of a hybrid central/upwind 
scheme). 

Summary 
An unsteady, thin-layer, Navier-Stokes code has been de

veloped to study two-dimensional rotor-stator interaction 
problems. The code uses patched and overlaid grids that move 
relative to each other to simulate the motion of the rotor airfoils 
with respect to the stator airfoils. The integration method is 
a spatially third-order accurate and temporally second-order 
accurate, upwind finite-difference scheme that is set in an 
iterative implicit framework. The code was used to simulate 
subsonic flow past a turbine stage for which considerable data 
exist. 

The code permits the use of an arbitrary number of rotor 
and stator airfoils. Numerical results were obtained for a one-
rotor/one-stator configuration and for a four-rotor/three-sta-
tor configuration. The four-rotor/three-stator case had a pitch 
ratio much closer to the experimental one. Results in the form 
of time-averaged surface pressures, surface pressure ampli
tudes (corresponding to the pressure fluctuations in time), pres
sure phase relationships, and instantaneous passage pressure 
contours are presented for the two configurations. The time-
averaged surface pressures for the two configurations are al
most identical and agree well with the experimental data. The 

surface pressure amplitudes and phase predicted by the four-
rotor/three-stator configuration are found to agree much bet
ter with the experimental data than do the calculated data 
obtained with the one-rotor/one-stator configuration. 
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The Extension and Application of 
Three-Dimensional Time-Marching 
Analyses to Incompressible 
Turbomachinery Flows 
Conventional time-marching flow solvers perform poorly when integrating com
pressible flow equations at low Mach number levels. This is shown to be due to un
favorable interaction between long-wavelength errors and the inflow and outflow 
boundaries. Chorin 's method of artificial compressibility is adopted to extend the 
range of Denton's inviscidflow solver and Dawes' three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
solver to zero Mach number flows. The paper makes a new contribution by showing 
how to choose the artificial acoustic speed systematically to optimize convergence 
rate with regard to the error wave-boundary interactions. Applications to a turbine 
rotor and generic water pump geometry are presented. 

Introduction 
An important class of analysis tools for the three-

dimensional flows in turbomachinery solves, by time march
ing, the compressible equations of motion expressed in general 
form as 

d 

' P 

pU 

.pE _ 

CELL 

+ J ] FLUX 

SUMS 

Continuity 

Momentum 

Energy 

= 0 (1) 

The major cost in producing a robust, reliable design tool is 
not in writing the code itself but in its validation. This cost is 
high in part because many different comparisons must be 
made between predictions and measurement for many dif
ferent configurations. Another reason the validation cost is 
high is that realistic, high-speed experiments are expensive to 
conduct. It would be attractive to use relatively inexpensive 
low-speed (i.e., low Mach number) experiments to help 
validate the time-marching codes. However, this can often 
lead to irritating problems with the codes themselves, which 
either "do not run" at low Mach numbers or suffer severe 
reduction in convergence rate. 

There is nothing wrong, physically, with the unsteady com
pressible equations of motion (1) at low Mach numbers. After 
all, mass, momentum, and energy are always conserved. The 
numerical problems associated with time-marching algorithms 
at low Mach numbers are threefold. First, extra precision must 
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be used as the density variations become smaller (maybe even 
128 bit words). Second, the Courant-Freidrichs-Lewy time 
step limit becomes increasingly restrictive as the acoustic 
waves dominate the convective waves so that an increasing 
number of time steps is required to reach a given physical time 
(i.e., to converge). Third, most significantly, the long-
wavelength errors present in the solution find increasing dif
ficulty interacting with the inflow and outflow boundaries as 
the Mach number levels become smaller. The decay of the 
long-wavelength errors becomes increasingly retarded and 
convergence is slowed or even prevented. 

The purpose of this paper is first to describe and quantify 
the poor interaction between long-wavelength errors and 
boundaries and the effect on convergence rate. Then Chorin's 
(1967) well-known method of artificial compressibility will be 
adopted as a means of extending the range of applicability of 
two time-marching codes (Dawes, 1986; Denton, 1986) to low 
Mach numbers. The key contributions of the paper will be to 
remove the previous ad hoc guess work of a suitable artificial 
acoustic speed by optimizing this speed with respect to long-
wavelength error-boundary interaction. A range of realistic 
applications will be presented. 

Low Mach Number Convergence Properties 

In all time-marching algorithms solving compressible equa
tions of motion, the time step size and artificial viscosity 
magnitudes affect only the local rate of decay of errors. Long-
term convergence rate is dominated by long-wavelength er
rors, which travel up and down the flow domain interacting 
with the inflow and outflow boundaries. We may study this 
essentially one-dimensional process with the one-dimensional 
Euler equations written in isentropic quasi-linear form: 
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Fig. 1 Numerical information flow 
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This system has eigenvalues X, and corresponding Riemann in
variants e 

\x=u + a, 

\2 = u — a, 

el=8p + pabu 

e2 = 5p~pa5u (3) 

simulation by 
,, and upstream 

Information propagates in the numerical 
downstream running waves ex, with speed X 
waves e2 at speed X2. The boundary conditions constrain par
ticular linear combinations of ex and e2. The outflow bound
ary condition of constant static pressure, Sp = 0, is equivalent 
to setting \e2\= - \e{ I at the outflow boundary. The inflow 
boundary condition of constant stagnation pressure 
8p + pu8u = 0, is easily shown to be equivalent to setting 
le, I = - [(1 - M ) / ( l + M)] le21, where M = u/a, at the inflow 

boundary. This information flow is illustrated in Fig. 1. More 
details are given by Walker (1988). 

The key deduction from the use of this particular combina
tion of inflow and outflow boundary conditions is that a given 
error wave, initially running downstream (say) has its 
magnitude modified by a factor of (1 - M ) / ( l +M) after one 
reflection from the outflow boundary and one reflection from 
the inflow boundary. Consequently, at low Mach numbers the 
long-wavelength errors tend not to decay (not at all in the limit 
M = 0) and so convergence is impeded (or prevented). It must 
be stressed again that time step size, artificial viscosity, and 
even the algorithm itself can damp errors in the solution only 
locally and that it is the long-wavelength errors, which are ac
curately convected by any solution method, which can 
dominate ultimate convergence rate. 

To illustrate the deterioration of convergence rate with 
Mach number level, Fig. 2 shows plots obtained from Den
ton's well-known method for a low reaction turbine rotor 
blade (impulse bucket). Below a Mach number level of around 
0.1 convergence is dramatically slowed. 

Application of Artificial Compressibility 

To solve for essentially incompressible flow via time-
marching strategies (rather than adopting complicated 
pressure correction methodologies) Chorin (1967) introduced 
the idea of artificial compressibility. The equation of mass 
continuity is used to drive pressure (rather than density) via an 
artificial acoustic speed VJ3 

8p = P-8p (4) 

The "compressible" equations become 

Fig. 2 Convergence rate with Mach number of Denton code for im
pulse bucket 
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(5) 

(Note that there is now no coupling between the energy equa
tion and the flow dynamics.) At convergence, the time 
derivative term is zero, and so the desired incompressible flux 
balances are recovered. Any time-marching code can be 
adapted to solve these equations. The approach is only prac
tical for steady flows, since to compute accurate unsteady 
flow, f3 must be very large to force div»w = 0 during the tran
sients. This was Chorin's original motivation and choice, but 
it simply reproduces one of the numerical problems we are try
ing to avoid (excessive "stiffness"). 

The choice of the acoustic speed, /3, is critical and until now 
has been chosen on ad hoc grounds. Rizzi et al. (1985) used 
values of fi/u2 in the range 1 to 5. Kwak et al. (1984) defined 
upper and lower values of /3/«2 dependent on the geometry 
and the Reynolds number in the range 0.1 to 10. Choi et al. 
(1984) and Michelossi et al. (1986) claimed that numerical ex
periments showed (3/w2 around unity was optimal in terms of 
convergence rate. The principal contribution of this paper is to 
show how to choose /3 rationally based on optimizing the in
teraction of long-wavelength errors with the inflow and 
outflow boundaries and thus maximizing convergence rate. 

In a similar manner to the previous section we consider the 
one-dimensional artificial compressibility equations of motion 
in quasi-linear form (with p = const) for zero Mach numbers 

9 p 

pu 

0 0 

1 2w 

9 

~dx~ 

P 

pu 
= 0 (6) 

This system has eigenvalues X and corresponding Riemann in
variants e 
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X, = « + V«2+(3, e, =8p + p^u2 + /3 du 

X2 = « - V « 2 + /3, e2 = 8p-p^u2 + (3 8U (7) 

Consider an initial error wave e[ running downstream. At a 
fixed static pressure outflow boundary a wave must be 
generated running upstream with magnitude le21 = - \e1 I so 
that 8p = 0. Similarly, this wave must reflect from the inflow 
boundary of fixed stagnation pressure, bp + puhu = 0 as a 
wave in ey with magnitude \el\= - \e2 l*[(Vw2 + / 3 -« ) / 
(Vw2+ /? + «)] . Thus the "loop gain," Z,, for a single cycle 
of such wave-boundary interactions is 

L=-
1 

ot+\ 
where a = A 1 + 0 (8) 

This represents the factor by which the magnitude of an ini
tially downstream running error wave is modified by one 
reflection from a fixed static pressure outflow boundary and 
one reflection from the fixed stagnation pressure inflow 
boundary. 

Now, if C is the CFL number used for the time marching, lx 

the length of the computational domain, and Ax the mesh 
spacing, then the stable time step is 

At = CAx/\i (9) 

(since IX! I> IX2 I). The number of time steps for a wave to 
travel from inflow to outflow is 

nx=lx/CAx (10) 

and from outflow back to inflow it is 

n2 = (-\l/\2)lx/CAx (11) 

(note that X2 <0). Therefore the total number of time steps for 
a complete loop N=nl+n2 is 

N=X(\2-\l)/\2v/hereX=lx/CAx (12) 

Substitution for X, and X2 gives 

N=2aX/(a-l) (13) 

Thus, the amplification of the error wave magnitude per time 
step, v, is 

(ct-\)/2aX 
v = Lx /_«-i_y 

V a+1 / 
(14) 

It can be shown (Walker, 1988) that the minimum of v occurs 
at a = 1.7719 (i.e., maximum damping of error wave) and that 
this value is independent of x (i.e., independent of CFL 
chosen). Hence, the optimum artificial acoustic speed is 

/3opt = 2.1395«2 (15) 

A rather more general analysis (Walker, 1988) without the 
assumption of zero Mach number replaces equation (6) by 

d 

dt 

p 

pu + 

" 0 0 " 

1 - M 2 2w 

d 

dx 

P 

pu 
= 0 (16) 

with M the Mach number and shows the optimum artificial 
acoustic speed to be 

/3o p t=2.1395«2 / ( l-M2) (17) 

(In this nonzero Mach number context, the application of ar
tificial compressibility is equivalent to assuming a modified 
equation of state for the gas: p = @p; this effectively permits a 
modified and optimal time integration path.) 

As discussed earlier, this is only valid for steady flows 
(where div»« = 0 by virtue of dp/dt = 0, rather than £—oo). 
This is also only valid for wholly subsonic flow since wave 

t ) 
b) Vaiua of p (or v m i n 

as a (unction of Mach No. 

P 
Fig. 3 Wave damping per t ime step 

o.oi -

soo Tunas lop 

Fig. A Convergence rate of the Denton code with artificial com
pressibility for the impulse bucket 

propagation is, of course, quite different in supersonic (or 
transonic) flow. 

Plots of v, the error wave damping per time step, as a func
tion of /3/w2 for varying Mach numbers are shown in Fig. 3. 
The significant result is the unexpectedly narrow range over 
which p/u2 can be allowed to vary and still produce optimal 
convergence rate. 
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Orlgonai Denton code. 

Denton code adapted to Include 

artificial compressibility. 

Laadlng ados Tiling »dfl" 

Axial distance 

Fig. 5 Comparison of impulse bucket surface pressures; standard 
code and modified code at M = 0.2 

Fig. 6 Reaction blade; 17 x 51 x 17 mesh; meridional view and midspan 
blade-blade view 

Numerical Results 
Denton (1986) Inviscid Code. The artificial compressibili

ty method outlined above was programmed into Denton's 
standard time-marching code and applied to the impulse 
bucket referred to earlier. The value of /3 was computed locally 
at each mesh point. The convergence history for a range of 
Mach numbers is shown in Fig. 4. The convergence rate is 
essentially identical for all Mach numbers down to zero; this 
should be compared to the progressive deterioration of con
vergence rate for the same blade with the standard code in Fig. 
2. Blade surface pressures are compared in Fig. 5 for the 
standard code and the modified code at a Mach number level 
of 0.2. The agreement is satisfactory. Hence at low Mach 
numbers the artificial compressibility approach permits far 
more economical solutions: first because the convergence rate 
is maintained, minimizing the required time steps; second 
because the absence of the energy equation reduces the cpu 

25. 39270. 

39116. 

38654. 

38500. 

0. 400. 800.1200.1600.2000. 

NUMBER OF TIME STEPS 

Fig. 7 Convergence history for reaction blade 

time per point per time step by 20 percent (in three 
dimensions). 

Dawes (1986) Navier-Stokes Code. The artificial com
pressibility method is equally applicable to the Navier-Stokes 
equations (since viscosity affects only local propagation of in
formation and so does not alter the optimum value of /3 
described earlier). Accordingly, an incompressible version was 
produced of the Dawes (1986) three-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes solver with the values of /3 computed locally 
from equation (15). The code no longer solves the unnecessary 
energy equation (so saving 20 percent on computer time) but 
otherwise remains standard as described by Dawes (1986), in
cluding the use of multigrid. There is no adverse interaction 
between the multigrid and long-wavelength error propagation; 
in fact quite the opposite. The role of multigrid is really to 
make long waves look like shorter ones (on an appropriate 
mesh) to increase the spectrum of waves damped efficiently by 
the algorithm itself. Thus the more efficient transport of the 
long-wavelength errors by the artificial compressibility scheme 
simply enhances this basic process. Sample applications are 
presented here for a 50 percent reaction axial turbine rotor 
blade and a generic water pump geometry. 

50 Percent Reaction Axial Turbine Rotor. Results are 
presented for the rotor installed as part of a stage in a large 
low-speed air turbine at the Whittle Laboratory (Hodson, 
1983). The stage data are: 

Stator Rotor 
RexlO5 

Loading (stage) = Aho/Um2 
rpm 
Inlet axial velocity, m/s 
Flow coefficient = Ux/Um 
Blade inlet angle, deg 
Blade exit angle, deg 
Chord, mm 
Pitch-chord ratio 
Aspect ratio 
Mean radius 
Stagger, deg 

4.2 

17.95 

0 
65 
152.4 

0.742 
1.5 
0.647 

44 .,5 

3.2 
1 

530 

0.495 
0 

- 6 5 
114.3 

0.698 
2.0 
0.647 
4.45 
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Fig. 9 Measured and predicted midspan pressure distribution 
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Fig. 11 Water pump convergence history 

and predicted midspan blade surface pressure distributions; 
the agreement is satisfactory. The rotor relative losses com
pare as follows: 

COMPUTATIONAL MESH 

Fig. 10 Generic water pump; 19 x 97 x 19 mesh 

The (relatively coarse) 17x51x17 computational mesh is 
shown in Fig. 6. For contractual reasons only midspan 
geometry (and hence results) can be presented; the simulation 
was, however, fully three dimensional. The convergence 
history is plotted in Fig. 7; convergence to machine zero (as 
evidenced by the flat and oscillatory rms residue asymptote) is 
essentially achieved after 1600 time steps (with one level of 
multigrid). Figure 8 shows the predicted midspan velocities 
and relative stagnation pressures. Figure 9 compares measured 

Predicted 
Measured in stage 
Measured in cascade 

(midspan section) 

Rotor relative loss 
coefficient 

A/?orel/l/2 pvjxit, rel, 
percent 

2.4 
2.6 
1.8 

The agreement is acceptable for such a coarse mesh. 

Generic Water Pump Geometry. The 19x93x19 mesh 
for a generic water pump geometry is shown in Fig. 10. The 
main geometric parameters are: 

Re 5 x 105 

Density, kg/m3 

Hub radius LE, mm 
Hub radius TE, mm 
Shroud radius LE, mm 
Shroud radius TE, mm 
rpm 
Static/total pressure 

xise=p2/p0l 

1000 
94.3 

201.2 
140.0 
201.2 
1000 

2.5 

The convergence history is shown in Fig. 11; the rms residue 
decreases by four orders of magnitude in 2000 steps (one level 
of multigrid). Figures 12 (velocity contours), 13 (velocity vec
tors), and 14 (relative stagnation pressure) show the expected 
flow features, in particular the strong secondary flows leading 
to the development of jet-wake structure. 
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near PS 

Fig. 12 Predicted velocity contours 

Fig. 13 Predicted velocity vectors 

390/Vol . 112, JULY 1990 

95% meridional chord 

Fig. 14 Predicted relative stagnation pressure 

Concluding Remarks 

The poor performance of conventional time-marching 
solvers of the compressible flow equations at low Mach 
numbers has been analyzed and shown to be caused by the in
teraction of long-wavelength error waves with the inflow and 
outflow boundaries. Chorin's artificial compressibility 
method has been adopted to extend the range of applicability 
of two conventional flow solvers down to zero Mach number. 
This paper makes a new contribution to the literature by show
ing how to choose the artificial acoustic speed systematically 
to optimize convergence rate. Applications to a turbine rotor 
and a generic water pump geometry produced encouraging 
results. 
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Three-Dimensional Solutions for 
Inviscid Incompressible Flow in 
Turbomactiines 
A primitive variable formulation is used for the solution of the incompressible Euler 
equation. In particular, the pressure Poisson equation approach using a nonstaggered 
grid is considered. In this approach, the velocity field is calculated from the unsteady 
momentum equation by marching in time. The continuity equation is replaced by 
a Poisson-type equation for the pressure with Neumann boundary conditions. A 
consistent finite-difference method, which insures the satisfaction of a compatibility 
condition necessary for convergence, is used in the solution of the pressure equation 
on a nonstaggered grid. Numerical solutions of the momentum equations are ob
tained using the second-order upwind differencing scheme, while the pressure Poisson 
equation is solved using the line successive overrelaxation method. Three turbo-
machinery rotors are tested to validate the numerical procedure. The three rotor 
blades have been designed to have similar loading distributions but different amounts 
of dihedral. Numerical solutions are obtained and compared with experimental data 
in terms of the velocity components and exit swirl angles. The computed results are 
in good agreement with the experimental data. 

Introduction 
The flow through a turbomachinery blade passage is very 

complex. The flow can be dominated by three-dimensional 
effects, such as secondary flows caused by the vorticity dis
tribution of the incoming boundary layer. Quasi-three-dimen
sional methods do not account for these effects adequately 
(Wu, 1951; Katsanis, 1973; Novak, 1977; Abdallah et al., 
1988). An improved approach to these flow problems is the 
solution of the three-dimensional Euler equation. Several for
mulations have been developed for the solution of the incom
pressible Euler equation. These methods can be classified into 
two groups: primitive variable and nonprimitive variable for
mulations. 

The nonprimitive variable formulations are based upon in
troducing new dependent variables other than velocity and 
pressure. Under this category, the vector potential function 
method, the two stream function method, and the vorticity-
velocity method can be classified. In the first two methods, 
the velocity is expressed as the curl of a vector potential func
tion and the cross product of the gradient of two stream func
tions, respectively. These expressions satisfy the continuity 
equation identically. The substitution of the velocity expres- • 
sions in the definition of vorticity gives three second-order 
elliptic differential equations. The major drawback of these 
formulations is the difficulty in determining boundary con
ditions for the new dependent variables. In two dimensions, 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8,1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters January 23, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-140. 

both formulations reduce to the well-known vorticity-stream 
function formulation. In the vorticity-velocity formulation, 
three second-order elliptic differential equations for the ve
locity components are obtained from the continuity and the 
definition of vorticity equations. It should be mentioned here 
that only derivatives of the continuity equation are satisfied 
in the resulting governing equations. In all nonprimitive vari
able formulations, the vorticity components are computed from 
the vorticity-transport equations. The vorticity-transport equa
tions are derived from the momentum equation by eliminating 
the pressure. After the velocity field is computed, the pressure 
can be recovered from a Poisson-type equation with Neumann 
boundary conditions (Roache, 1982). 

The nonprimitive variable formulations are inefficient be
cause they solve a large number of differential equations (about 
twice the number as that of the primitive variable formulation 
for three-dimensional flows) and this becomes excessively ex
pensive. On the other hand, the primitive-variable formula
tions solve the Euler equations directly. Also, the boundary 
conditions are simpler to implement in the primitive variable 
formulation. Two formulations that are well known for solving 
the incompressible Euler equations in primitive variables are 
the artificial compressibility method (Kwak and Chakravarthy, 
1986; Choi and Merkle, 1984) and the pressure Poisson equa
tion approach (Harlow and Welch, 1965). In the former, a 
time-dependent pressure term is added to the continuity equa
tion. The continuity equation is then coupled with the mo
mentum equations and the system is solved with an implicit 
procedure (Beam and Warming, 1978). 
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In the pressure Poisson equation approach, the momentum 
equations are solved for the velocity field by marching in time. 
The continuity equation is replaced by a Poisson-type equation 
for the pressure. Solutions for the pressure Poisson equation 
exist only if a compatibility condition is satisfied. This con
dition is automatically satisfied on staggered grids (Harlow 
and Welch, 1965); however, this is not the case on nonstaggered 
grids. A consistent finite-difference approach is developed by 
Abdallah (1987a), which satisfies the compatibility condition 
on nonstaggered grids. This method is extended here to three-
dimensional curvilinear coordinates. Details ofthe analysis and 
numerical solutions for three rotors are presented. The nu
merical results are compared to experimental data and the 
comparisons are in good agreement. 

Governing Equations 

The continuity and momentum equations for inviscid in
compressible flow are written in rotating cylindrical coordi
nates r, 6, and z as shown below. 

Continuity Equation: 

| : ( ^ ) + | ( w , ) + | ( n v z ) = 0 

Momentum Equation: 

3Q' dE' dF' 3G' 

dt dr 36 dz 
+ H' 

(1) 

(2) 

where 

Q' = (rwn rwe, rwz)
T 

E' = (rw?, rwrwe, rwrwz)
T 

F' = (rwrws, rwe, rwzwg)
T 

G' = (rwrwz, rwzwe, rwj)r 

H' = VI 
dP\ 

(wr wg + 2corwr + 
= ) - ( • 

dP\ 
ryz) 

(2a) 

The relative velocity components wn we, and wz are in the 
directions r, 6, and z, respectively, P is the static pressure 

divided by the density, and o> is the wheel speed. The superscript 
T indicates the transpose matrix. 

The absolute tangential velocity component Ve is given by 

Ve = we+o>xr (2b) 

Numerical solutions for equations (1) and (2) using standard 
compressible flow techniques (Beam and Warming, 1978) are 
not possible because of the absence of the density time deriv
ative terms from equation (1). In the present study, the con
tinuity equation (1) is replaced by a Poisson-type equation for 
the pressure. This aquations derived from the divergence of 
the momentum equation. 

Pressure Poisson Equation 

The divergence of the momentum equation is given by 

3 ( dP\ Id /dP\ d ( dP\ 
Jr\rTr) +~r¥e{^)+YzVTz)—f ( 3 ) 

where 

f ' 4 
dr 

•—(rw?) +~ —(rwrwe) + — (rwrwz) - V\ 
or r ov oz 

\d_ 

' r dd 

fi 1 rl r\ 

— (rwrwe)+--z (rwj) + — (rwzwe) + wrwe + 2wrwr or r do oz 

d 
+Yz 

~(rwrwz) +-ye(rwzwe) + ^ ( n v * ) 
3D' 

dt (3«) 

and 

D' =— (rwr) +- — (rwe) +— (rwz) (3b) 
or r oa oz 

The time derivative term in equation (3a) is approximated 
as follows: 

3D' D'(t + At)-D'(t) 
_ _ = _ ( 4 ) 

In order to satisfy the continuity equation (1), D' (t + At)is 
set equal to zero in equation (4) (Harlo and Welch, 1965); thus 

D,F --

E, F,G,H-

i, J, k = 

J --

n -
P --

Q = 

r,d,z = 

= source terms in 
pressure Poisson 
equation 

= terms in momen
tum equation 

= computational in
dices for the £, r/, 
and f directions, 
respectively 

= Jacobian for coor
dinate transforma
tion 

= unit normal vector 
= static pressure di

vided by density 
= primitive variable 

matrix in curvilin
ear coordinates 

= radial, tangential, 
and axial direc
tions, respectively 

t 
Ve, Vz 

VINF 

w 

wn w„, wz 

f. r,, f 

A£, Ar,, Af 

a. A y, a, /J-, e 

= time 
= tangential and ax

ial absolute veloci 
ties, respectively 

= free-stream veloc
ity 

= relative velocity 
vector 

= radial, tangential, 
and axial relative 
velocities, respec
tively 

= computational do
main coordinates 

= increments of the 
computational co
ordinates 

= metric terms in 
transformed Pres
sure Poisson 
Equation 

At 
CO 

Subscripts 
e, w 

r,6,z 

Superscripts 
T 

t,v, r 

' 

= time increment 
= angular velocity 

= east (i+1/2) and 
west ( / -1 /2) di
rections, respec
tively 

= radial, tangential, 
and axial direc
tions, respectively 

= transpose indicator 
= computational do

main coordinate 
directions 

= refers to terms in 
cylindrical coordi-

. nates 
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3D' 
dt 

D'(t) 
At 

(4a) 

where At is the time marching step. 

Boundary Conditions 

1 Velocity. For inviscid flow, the no-flux condition is 
satisfied at the solid boundaries 

w-n=0 (5) 

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary. 

2 Pressure. Neumann boundary conditions are obtained 
for the pressure by using the normal component of the mo
mentum equation at all boundaries. 

Compatibility Condition 
Solutions for the pressure Poisson equation (3) with Neu

mann boundary conditions exist only if a compatibility con
dition is satisfied. This condition results from Green's theorem 

II dP 
-f'rdrdedz=y — dS 

' an 
(6) 

where n is the outward unit vector normal to the boundary 
contour S enclosing the volume of the solution domain. 

The integral constraint (6) is automatically satisfied when 
using staggered grids (Harlow and Welch, 1965). In order to 
satisfy the compatibility condition on nonstaggered grids, the 
consistent finite-difference method (Abdallah, 1987a, 1987b) 
is used in the numerical solutions. 

The governing equations (2) and (3) are written in general 
curvilinear coordinates £(r, 8, z), ?/(/•, 6, z), and f(r, 8, z) using 
the chain rule. They are given by: 

Momentum Equation: 

dQ dE dF dG _ 
dt d£ dri 3f 

(7) 

The pressure Poisson equation in generalized coordinates is 
given by 

(oP4 + ppn.+ yP{) + A (0Pt + aPn +-/iPf) 3£ 

+ -(yPi + liPri + ePi)=-f 

where 

ot = - V£ .V£, P = jV£'Vri, 

y = - Yn-Vt, o--j Vrj'Vij, 

H = j Vii-Vf, e = - V f - V f 

1 

The vector function S is defined by 

S = 
d_ 

as 
d_ 

a? 

\TJ + Yv \T) + a} \TJ ~Tr 

(wfvvA d /vvveA 8 /wfwA 

~T) + &, \TJ + ar \J~) 

+ — (wrwe + 2oirwr), 

9? (w*wA d / w w A 9 /wfwA 

~T) + Yr, \T) + aT \TJ 

The dilatation term D is 

(10) 

/ = A ( S . V ? ) + A ( S . V r , ) + A ( s . v , ) - ^ D ( 0 (10a) 

(106) 

where 

D=e! ( y ) + ^ ( y ) + 9T ( y ) <10c> 

e = - (w„ w9, wz)
T 

E = - (wi\vr, w$we, w^wz)
T 

F = - (ww„ Wwfl, Ww,) 7 

G = - (W^VCr, W^Wg, W$WZ)T 

H=- e-- T 

+ Pgt + P.Ve + Pits), - P& + P.riz + P&. 

r), --(WrM 

(7a) 

(lb) 

(7c) 

(Id) 

(le) 

The contravariant velocity components w?, w, and wf de
fined in terms of the cylindrical velocity components are 

vvf = W' v £ , w = w» Vij, wf= w« v f (8) 

The Jacobian of transformation 7 is 

7 = 1 / 
9(r, g, z) 

(9) 

Boundary Conditions 

1 Velocity. Boundary conditions for the velocity are ob
tained from the no-flux condition at the solid boundary. The 
velocity components wr, we, and wz are computed from the 
contravariant velocity components w£, w , and wf using equa
tion (8). 

w, 

Wg 

Zr -rSo 

1 
Vr -1\B 

ir -rh 

i* 

Vz 

fz 

-1 1 — — 1 

w? 

W 

Wf 

In all equations above, the subscripts r, 8, z refer to partial 
derivatives when associated with pressure P and the curvilinear 
coordinates £, 8, and f. 

(11) 

The contravariant velocity components in the right-hand side 
of equation (11) are computed from the interior grid points 
by linear extrapolation (Barton et al., 1987). The appropriate 
contravariant component is set equal to zero in the right-hand 
side of equation (11). 

2 Pressure. The Neumann boundary conditions for the 
pressure are obtained using the normal component of the mo
mentum equation. For example at ij = const 

PP( + <TP„ + nPf= -S'Vri (12) 
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Numerical Solutions 
The governing equations (7) and (10) with the boundary 

conditions (11) and (12) are solved using finite-difference tech
niques. Although the governing equations are written in con
servative form, the numerical solutions are obtained for the 
nonconservative form because it is more suitable for the up
wind differencing scheme used here. 

Finite-Difference Approximation for Equation (7). The 
momentum equation (7) is solved using the second-order up
wind scheme (Roache, 1982). Depending upon the sign of the 
contravariant velocity components', the velocity derivatives are 
approximated using three grid points either upstream or down
stream of the grid point under consideration. For example 
dE/dt; is approximated by 

ForwHiJ, k) > 0 

j + l 

( S O -
w? fd<t> 

1 w*(i,j, k) [4>(i,j, k)-4>U~\J, k)]/ 

xA£J(i,j, k) + wi(i,j, k)[<t>U,j, k) 

-2<j>(i-l,j, k)+4>(i-2J, *)]/2A£ J(i,j, k) 

For wi{i,j, k) < 0 

03a) 

w? ®" = wt(i,j, k) [ « ( i + l , y , k)-4>(i,j, k)]/ 

xA£J(i, j , k) - wt(i, j , k)[<£(/, j , k) 

- 2 0 ( j + l , y , k)+4>(i+2,j, k)]/2AH J(i,j, k) (136) 

where </> represents wn wg, and wz. Similar expressions are 
derived for dF/dy and dG/df using the same method. 

The pressure derivatives in the right-hand side of equation 
(7) are approximated using central second-order accurate for
mulas 

~ = [P(i+l,J, k)-P(i-l,j, *)]/2Af (14a) 

— = [PUJ+1, k)-P(i,j-\, k)]/2Ar, (146) 
07) 

and 

~= [P{i,j, k+\)-P(i,j, k-l)]/2A{ (He) 

where i,j, and k are the grid points in £, TJ, and f, respectively. 
Also, the time derivative terms in equation (7) is approxi

mated using first-order accurate formula 

1_ 50 
J at' = [r+[uj,k) 

-<j>n(i,j,k)]/At-J(i,j,k) 

i - 1 

j - l 

Fig. 1 Finite-difference grid 

Fig. 2 Trailing edge upstream views: (a) Rotor 1; (b) Rotor 2; (c) Rotor 
3 

tai 

lb) Id 

(15) 
Fig. 3 Typical computational grid sections: (a) meridional view; (b) blade-
to-blade view; (c) hub-to-tip view 

where the superscripts n and n + 1 refer to the time levels t and 
t + At, respectively. 

Finite-Difference Approximation for Equation (10). The 
pressure Poisson equation (10) and the boundary condition 
equation (12) are approximated using the method developed 
by Abdallah (1987a). The method consists of two steps for 
inviscid flow. First, the pressure equation is written in con
servative form. Second, the Neumann boundary conditions 
(12) are applied at one-half grid away from the boundaries. 
The finite-difference expressions for the first term in equation 
(10) are written as (see Fig. 1) 

- («P t) =ae[P( (/+ 1, j , k)-P(i, j , k)]/A£2 

at 
• -«w[P(i,j,k)-P{i-l,j,k)]/AZ2 (16a) 

jr (0P,) =t3e[P(i+l,j+ 1, k) +P(i, j+ 1, k) 

-PU+lJ-l, k)-P(i,j-l, k)/ 

x4A£Ari-pw[P(iJ+l,k) 

+ P(i-l,j+l,k)-P(i,j-l,k) 

-P(i-l,j-l,k)]/4ASAr, • (166) 
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Fig. 4 Typical convergence history 
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Fig. 5 Inlet velocity profile 

(.yPy)=ye[P(i+UJ, k+l) + P(iJ, k+i) 

-HUB 
1.0 

-P(i+\J,k-\)-P(i,j,k-\) 

X4A£ At-yw[PVJ, k + l) 

+ P(i-\,j,k+\)-P(i,j,k-\) 
-P{i-\,j,k-\)]/A^M (16c) 

where the subscripts e and w refer to the grid points / + 1/2 
and / - 1/2, respectively. 

Similar expressions are obtained, using the same method, 
for the rest of the derivatives in equation (10). 

The source term/in the right-hand side of equation (10) is 
approximated using central finite-difference formulas. Con
sider for example the first term in the source / : 

O 

11 
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— ROTOR 1 
— ROTOR 2 
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(c) 
-0.30-0.20-0.10-0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 

STATIC PRESSURE 

Fig. 6 Static pressure profiles for Rotors 1, 2, and 3: (a) leading edge; 
(b) trailing edge; (c) downstream exit 

(S.VH) = [(S1Zr + S2iie/r + Si!:z)e 

-(S,k-r-S2fr//-+%)w]/A$ (17) 

where Sit S2, and S3 are the components of the vector S, 
equation (10b). With reference to Fig. 1, the terms in equation 
(17) are approximated as follows: 
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Fig. 7 Static pressure contours at the trailing edge station: (a) Rotor 
1;(b) Rotor 2; (c) Rotor 3 

Fig. 8 Static pressure contours at the downstream exit station: (a) Rotor 
1;(b) Rotor 2; (c) Rotor 3 

( S l * , ) e = ( f . 
/M^WA /w^wr\ 

V J J i+Uj, k \ J J i,j, 

/ w w A / w w A 

\ ^ Ji+l,j+l,k \ -̂  Ji,j+l,k 

/wwr\ /w">wA 

V ^ Ji+\,j-l,k \ J Ji,j-l, 

/w[w\ /vv^wA 

_ \ ^ / i '+ l ,y+ l , * + l \ ^ Ji,j,k+\ 

/wfvvA 

/A? 

/4 AJJ 

+ W y/+i.y. * \ J ) i,j, * - l . 
/ 4 A r 

a„ - , * [/>(/, 2, * ) - / > ( / , 1, *)] /Ai j = 

-ft, 2> W(<+1> 2, £ )+ /> ( /+ ! , 1, A:) 

- / » ( / - 1, 2, * ) - / » ( / - 1, 1, *-)]/4 A * - f t , - , Ar 

x [/>(/, 2, * + l ) + P ( j , 1, k+l)-P(i, 2, k-1) 

-P(i, 1, * - l ) ] / 4 A f - ( S . V i ? ) 3 

'• 5 ' * 

(18) 

PREDICTIONS 
o EXPERIMENT 

(a) 

0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 0. 
VZ/VINF 

(b) 

50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 
VZ/VINF 

Similar approximations for the rest of the terms in equation R o , o r 1 

(17) are obtained using the same method. 

Boundary Conditions for Equation (12). Equation (12) is 
applied at the boundaries 17 = const (Abdallah, 1987a). The 
boundary conditions are applied aty = 3/2 and j =y maximum 
- 1/2. 

For example at j = 3/2 

Fig. 9 Axial velocity profiles at the leading edge: (a) Rotor 3; (b) 

PREDICTIONS 
O EXPERIMENT 

(a) (b) 

0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 
VZ/VINF VZ/VINF 

Fig. 10 Axial velocity profiles at the trailing edge: (a) Rotor 3; (b) 
Rotor 1 
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Fig. 11 Velocity profiles at the downstream exit for Rotor 2 

Similar expressions aty = j maximum - 1/2, i = 3/2, i 
= / maximum - 1/2, k = 3/2, and k = k maximum -1 /2 
are obtained using the same method. 

Numerical Results. Numerical solutions for the governing 
equations (2) and (3) are obtained for three rotors (Pierzga, 
1980). These blades have been designed to have similar loading 
distributions and wheel speed (u = 64.6 rad/s), but different 
amounts of dihedral. The upstream views (i.e., looking up
stream) of these rotors are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen 
from these views, the stackup lines of rotors 1 and 3 depart 
significantly from the radial direction. This creates a fairly 
complex geometry to model. 

Two iterative cycles are used in the numerical solutions of 
the governing equations. In the outer cycle, the momentum 
equations are advanced in time from t to t + At using forward 
finite-difference approximation for the time derivatives. The 
spatial derivatives are approximated using the second-order 
upwind scheme at time level / (explicit solution). At each time 
level (t + Af) the pressure Poisson equation is solved for the 
pressure using the line successive overrelaxation method. The 
iterative process of solving the Poisson equation is the inner 
cycle. Since we are interested in the steady-state solution, only 
one iteration is performed in the inner cycle. The advancement 
of the momentum equation one time step and the solution of 
the pressure equation at this step complete one outer cycle. 
The process is continued in time until convergence is achieved. 
The convergence criterion is that the residues in velocity and 
pressure are less than a specified small number (10~4). The 
residues in velocity and pressure are the average difference 
between two successive outer cycles. 

The computed results are obtained using 15 x 11 x 25 grid 
points in the radial, tangential, and axial directions, respec
tively. Two-dimensional grids on surfaces of constant radius 
are stacked geometrically in the radial direction to form a three-
dimensional grid. Typical two-dimensional grid sections are 
shown in Fig. 3. 

It is important to mention here that twice the number of the 
grid points, used in the numerical solutions, are shown in Figs. 
2 and 3. These extra grid points are generated in order to 
compute the metric coefficients at /+ 1/2, / -1 /2 , j+ 1/2, j 
-1 /2 , k+ 1/2, and k- 1/2. 
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1.20 

A typical convergence behavior for the velocity components 
wn we, wz and the pressure P is shown in Fig. 4 for the first 
rotor. The iteration number in Fig. 4 refers to the time steps, 
while the vertical coordinate is the residue. The average com
putational time required to obtain a solution for each rotor 
on a VAX 11/782 computer is eight hours, for 2000 iterations. 

Numerical results are obtained for the three rotors using the 
measured inlet velocity profile shown in Fig. 5. The effect of 
different amounts of dihedral in the rotor blade is the impo
sition of different pressure gradients on the flow field. These 
effects can be seen in the computer pressure profiles shown in 
Fig. 6. The pressure at the hub increases as one compares 
rotors 1,2, and 3, sequentially. At the tip, this trend is reversed. 
As can be seen in Fig. 6(c), downstream of the blades, the 
pressure profiles from hub to tip are very similar for the three 
rotors. These trends are also apparent in the computed pressure 
contours shown in Figs. 7 and 8, for the trailing edge station 
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and downstream exit station, respectively. No pressure meas
urements are available for comparison with the computed pres
sure results. 

Comparisons of measured axial velocities with numerical 
results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, for the leading and trailing 
edge regions, respectively. Although the agreement is fair, the 
trends are correct. For Rotor 3, the static pressure is higher 
at the hub than at the tip, and the corresponding velocity 
profiles, shown in Figs. 9(a) and 10(a), indicate lower velocity 
at the hub than at the tip, as expected. From Fig. 6, it can be 
seen that Rotor 1 has a lower pressure at the hub than at the 
tip and the corresponding velocity profiles shown in Figs. 9(b) 
and 10(6) indicate a reverse trend from hub to tip. One source 
for the differences between the measurements and the nu
merical results shown in Figs. 9 and 10 may be due to the error 
associated with the measurements made very near the blades' 
leading and trailing edge regions. 

Measurements of the downstream axial and tangential ve
locity components were available for Rotor 2. The comparisons 
of the predictions with experimental data are in good agree
ment, as shown in Fig. 11. The computed downstream flow 
angles for the three rotors are almost identical, as shown in 
Fig. 12. Also shown in Fig. 12 are the relative flow angles for 
Rotor 2, which were determined from the measured velocity 
components. These data agree well with the predicted flow 
angles for Rotor 2. The calculated downstream axial and tan
gential velocity components for the three rotors are shown in 
Fig. 13. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the three rotors have 
approximately the same tangential velocity distribution. This 
is consistent with the design procedure of specifying the same 
amount of turning for the three blades, but different amounts 
of dihedral. 

Conclusions 
Three-dimensional solutions are obtained for the inviscid 

incompressible Euler equations using the primitive variable 
approach. The governing equations are solved in general cur
vilinear coordinates using nonstaggered grids. The method de
veloped by Abdallah (1987a, 1987b) is applied in three 
dimensions to satisfy the compatibility condition, necessary 
for convergence of the pressure Poisson equation. The nu
merical results are compared with experimental data of three 
turbomachinery rotors. 

The calculations made at a downstream station compare very 

well with the experimental data. Predictions made at the lead
ing and trailing edge stations are in fair agreement with the 
measurements made at these locations. These differences may 
be due to the error incurred in obtaining data at the leading 
and trailing edge locations. In general, predicted trends in the 
radial variation of velocity and pressure are consistent with 
the differences in the geometries of each rotor. 
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Axial Flow Compressor Design 
Optimization: Part I—Pitchline 
Analysis and Multivariate 
Objective Function Influence 
The design of an axial flow compressor stage has been formulated as a nonlinear 
mathematical programming problem with the objective of minimizing the 
aerodynamic losses and the weight of the stage, while maximizing the compressor 
stall margin. Aerodynamic as well as mechanical constraints are considered in the 
problem formulation. A method of evaluating the objective function and con
straints of the problem with a pitchline analysis is presented. The optimization 
problem is solved by using the penalty function method in which the Davidon-Flet-
cher-Powell variable metric minimization technique is employed. Designs involving 
the optimization of efficiency, weight of the stage, and stall margin are presented 
and the results discussed with particular reference to a multivariate objective 
function. 

Introduction 

In order to introduce a design system for axial flow com
pressor stages, some criteria for a good design should be 
stated. The first goal of a design system should be to generate 
a compressor geometry that will produce the design point total 
pressure ratio when the design point mass flow rate exists in 
each stage of the compressor. Design point pressure ratio, 
flow rate, and rotational speed must be obtained within the 
aerodynamic and aeromechanical design requirements of the 
machine with an acceptable level of compressor ther
modynamic efficiency, an adequate surge margin, and a 
reduced weight. 

The compressor designer must therefore develop a com
pressor geometry that demonstrates stable aerodynamic and 
aeromechanical operation, including sufficient surge margin, 
no excessive blade or disk vibrations, and acceptable ther
modynamic efficiency for all expected operating conditions. 

Subject to these constraints, the compressor configuration 
should be designed for the maximum possible mass flow rate 
per unit frontal area, the highest possible average pressure 
ratio per stage, the minimum values of axial stage length, and 
the minimum number of blades specified for each row. 

These characteristics lead to the minimization of com
pressor stage weight and cost. 

The design system must include a procedure for determining 
potentially satisfactory flow path geometries capable of stable 
and efficient operation at the design flow rate and at a tip 
peripheral velocity acceptable to the mechanical system 
designers; a procedure for predicting the flowfield through the 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME 
Headquarters February 1, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-201. 

compressor at the design point; a method for predicting com
pressor performance at off-design flows and rotational speed; 
a stress analysis (blade rows, disks, and shrouds); and an 
aeroelastic analysis. 

The abovementioned design method, even if simplified in 
some parts, can be coupled with techniques of numerical 
minimization. The goal of the present work is the presentation 
of this coupling, using objective functions that are composed 
not only of a single variable, but of a combination of 
variables. This is done in order to avoid the improvement of a 
single quantity (efficiency), to the detriment of other impor
tant compressor characteristics. The optimization is per
formed with the appropriate physical constraints; the design 
limit parameters provide a quantitative basis for predicting the 
conditions under which unacceptable blade row or overall per
formance will occur. They are needed in a preliminary design 
as arbitrary stop signs in setting up a geometric flowfield 
combination. 

Formulation of Optimum Design Problem 

Any optimization problem involves the identification of 
design variables, objective functions and constraints of the 
problem. 

Design Variables. These are preselected variables, which 
can assume independent values in the design process. The 
other data of the problem are either given at the beginning of 
the design process or can be expressed in terms of the design 
variables. 

For the design of an axial flow compressor stage, the 
following parameters are taken as the design variables: 
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x. 

x,= 
* 5 = 

x6 = 
X-,= 
Xs = 

Xin = 

x„ = 

stage enthalpy drop {tp) 
inlet flow coefficient (<p) 
outlet flow absolute angle from the stator (a3) 
mean diameter of the stage (Dm) 
axial velocity ratio in the rotor (AVRS) 
axial velocity ratio in the stator (AVR5) 
solidity of the stator (as) 
solidity of the rotor (oK) 
ratio of the chord of the rotor blade to the mean 
diameter (CR/Dm) 
ratio of the chord of the stator blade to the mean 
diameter (Cs/Dm) 
maximum thickness to chord ratio of the stator blade 
(t„,/Qs 

maximum thickness to chord ratio of the rotor blade 
(tm/QR 

Variables have been chosen in order to be easily identified in 
the initial design phase; they are mainly nondimensional (i/<, ip, 
AVR, a, t,„/C, C/Dm) or, if dimensional (Dm) they represent 
the size of the machine to which the stage refers. The angle o?3, 
even if it was introduced in the design variables, could be easi
ly referred to a fixed design parameter (i.e., a 3 =0 deg or 
0:3=0!! ) . 

It is necessary to point out that in similar work on turbines 
(Rao and Gupta, 1980), design angles are confused with flow 
angles. In the present work the incidence and deviation angles 
are taken into account for every row. This is done by using 
design variables and data that make it possible to obtain the 
flow angles, based on loss and turning correlations. Using the 
design variables and data in this manner permits the evalua
tion of the incidence angle for which the minimum losses are 
achieved and the corresponding deviation angle. This aspect 
will be discussed in the course of this paper. 

Objective Function 

A design problem usually has several solutions that may 
adequately satisfy the specified functional requirements. The 
objective function in a general optimization problem 
represents a basis for the choice between various equally ac
ceptable designs. 

In the case of an axial-flow compressor used in aerospace 
applications, the minimization of weight is one of the most im
portant criteria, while in the case of a gas compressor used in 
stationary power plants, the maximization of efficiency 
represents a more useful criterion. In both cases, therefore, 

the machine presents the highest operating capacity. Therefore 
the compressor could be designed with the widest stall margin. 

Thus, in some cases, a mixed (multivariable) objective func
tion representing a linear combination of weight, efficiency, 
and stall margin would be a more appropriate objective. In 
this work the multivariable objective function is used so that 
the optimum design of an aerospace or industrial compressor 
can be found using the same computer program and ascribing 
suitable importance to the efficiency, stall margin, and weight 
of the machine in the objective function. 

Objective Function Evaluation 

Since the complete objective function comprises three 
distinct quantities, efficiency (losses), stall margin, and weight 
of the stage (specific inlet area), each one will be considered 
separately. The inlet total pressure and temperature, the mass 
flow rate, and the total-to-total pressure ratio are pre-assigned 
parameters. The values of the design variables are assumed to 
be known at the beginning of the analysis and will be modified 
during the design analysis iterative process (Fig. 1). 

Efficiency (Losses) of the Stage. The necessary steps for 
evaluating the total-to-total stage efficiency are stated sequen
tially in this section. This involves assuming a trial value of ef
ficiency VTTI'

 an<3 iterating until the values of stage efficiency 
in two consecutive iterations are sufficiently close to each 
other. The free vortex assumption is employed for three-
dimensional design consideration (tip and root flow 
characteristics and relative limits). 

After determining the geometric characteristics of the inlet 
area and the value of the peripheral velocity, the flow angles 
are evaluated in the light of the axial velocities and the total 
temperature gradient, which has been estimated on the trial 
value of the efficiency. This allows prediction of the upstream 
row flow characteristics and, with the geometry information 
available from the design data, evaluation of the incidence and 
deviation angles. Thus it is easy to get the blade angles. The 
evaluation of the incidence and deviation angles is based on 
the NASA-SP 36 correlations, assuming that the incidence 
angle is the one for which there is minimum loss (/*) and so ob
taining the corresponding deviation angle (5*). The abovemen-
tioned procedure is, of course, iterative (the incidence starting 
value is set equal to zero). The loss calculation is based on the 
correlation curves presented by Davis and Miller (1976). 
Shock losses have been evaluated with the Miller-Lewis-Hart-
mann method (Miller et al., 1961). 

The knowledge of the loss coefficients allows evaluation of 
the conditions downstream of the stage (and thus also the effi-
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axial velocity ratio 
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absolute velocity 
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diffusion factor 
objective function 
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enthalpy 
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tion angle 
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= 
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= 
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pressure 
entropy 
maximum blade 
thickness 
temperature 
peripheral velocity 
relative velocity 
design variable 
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efficiency 
density 
solidity 
tip clearance 

<P, ^ 

CO 

Subscripts 
1,2,3 

a 
b 
h 

m 
r 

R, S 
t 

Superscripts 

= flow and head stage 
coefficients 

= total pressure loss 
coefficient 

= station number 
= absolute 
= blade 
= hub 
= mid 
= relative 
= rotor, stator 
= tip 

= nondimensional 
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Fig. 1 General optimization flow chart 

ciency). Suitable corrections considering the tip loss correla
tion of Lakshminarayana (1970) are made. 

Stall Margin. Great difficulty and expense may be in
volved in correcting compressor stall margin problems, 
because detailed refinement and development may not be suf
ficient to correct the problem if the basic design has not been 
chosen to permit the required stall margin to be achieved. In 
the present work a procedure that allows easy and rapid 
evaluation of the stage "stall margin" is essential. The cor
relation proposed by Koch (1981) has been chosen because of 
its simplicity and because it is particularly well suited for 
preliminary design studies. The term chosen as the primary 
dependent variable relating to stall pressure rise was the 
overall stage enthalpy equivalent static pressure rise coeffi
cient Ch. This is based upon stage overall static pressure rise 
converted to the equivalent isentropic enthalpy rise, minus any 
enthalpy change attributed to changes in pitchline across the 
rotor (Koch, 1981). 

Note that the stall margin correlations are based upon 
simplified stage-averaged pitchline quantities, as is the method 
presented for the stage efficiency calculation. 

In the calculation the rotor and stator stall margin values 
are combined into a weighted averaged stage value in which 
the blade row inlet dynamic head was used as the weighting 
factor. 

Stage Weight. In the present analysis the evaluation of the 
stage weight was not easy, considering it was evaluated in a 
preliminary procedure (pitchline analysis). It is, however, 
possible to single out a variable that, because of its correlation 
with the stage weight, can be evaluated more easily. Therefore 
the stage inlet specific area has been chosen; it is the ratio be
tween the mass flow rate and the inlet stage area 
(Asp = m/A,). Since both of the two other variables that com

prise the objective function are, in value, less than unity, we 
chose to work with a limited variable in this case too. This 
makes it possible to simplify the choice of the coefficients to 
be assigned to any single objective in the multivariable objec
tive function. To reduce the specific area value, it has been 
related to the value it should have in the inlet stage area if 
sonic conditions were to happen. 

Design Constraints 

The constraints of the optimized design procedure could be 
of two different kinds: rectangular constraints, which are 
directly applied on the design variables and so defined as 

X'j<X,<Xv 

They are evaluated on previous design data and on the field of 
the possible applicability of the correlations used in the objec
tive function computation. However, a direct constraining of 
any single design variable does not assure that, in a particular 
combination of them, some of the mechanical or fluid 
dynamic variables could exceed the usual limits. 

For this reason, nonrectangular constraints have been 
chosen: They are related to aerodynamic "loading," flow in
stability, limiting flow rate through a flow path element, 
aeroelastic aspect of compressor blade rows, and noise 
generation. 

It is important to observe that, since the objective of the 
present work was to evaluate the aerodynamic potential of the 
new design method, stress and vibration analysis for this 
design stage were limited. 

The limits that are used in this work are: 
• The rotational velocity of the rotor should be within some 
upper and lower bounds. 
• The aspect ratios of rotor and stator blades should be within 
some specified upper and lower limits. 
• The axial Mach number at stations 1, 2, and 3 should be 
within specified bounds. 
• The included angle of convergence of the compressor an-
nulus walls should not exceed the specified upper limit. 
• The tip rotor clearance should be lower than a limit value. 
• The ratio between the tip rotor clearance and the rotor 
height should be within specified bounds. 
• The stresses developed at the root of the rotor blade should 
be less than the permissible value. 
• The ratio between the blade height and the mean diameter 
of the stage should be within specified bounds. 
• The rotor and stator blade numbers should be within 
specified bounds. 
• The relative tip rotor Mach number should be less than a 
permissible value. 
• The stator and rotor stall margin should be greater than a 
specified value. 
• The specific inlet area should be greater than a specified 
value. 
• The total-to-total efficiency should be greater than a 
specified value. 

The constraints other than those involving stress and vibra
tion can be specified with the help of the relations utilized to 
evaluate the objective function. For the purpose of stress com
putations the rotating blade is idealized as a rectangular can
tilever beam having linear taper in depth, breadth, and twist 
from root to tip and subjected to rotational pressure and gas 
bending stress. 

In the present analysis a method similar to the one proposed 
by Rao and Gupta (1980) is utilized with some simplification 
such as using only the centrifugal stress calculation. 

Statement of Optimization Problem 

The optimization problem (see Fig. 1) can now be stated in 
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Table 1 Optimization results for three different limits imposed at 
X 3 = a 3 

DESIGN 

VARIABLES 

n> 
<p 

GLCJ 

D (m) 
m 

AVR 
, R 

AVR 
S 

°S 

<?R 

C/D 
R m 

S m 

t /C 
m R 

t /C 
m S 

STARTING 

VALUE 

0 . 4 

0 . 4 5 

0 . 9 ( 0 . 0 ) 

0 . 1 7 0 

1 .15 

1 .20 

1.9 

1.6 

0.3C0 

0 . 1 4 0 

0 . 0 5 0 

0 . 0 5 0 

0BJ = (1-71 ) 0 . 8 7 5 

OPTIMUM VALUE 

a3 s 20° c^sio0 a 3 ^ o° 

0 . 4 9 6 0 . 4 6 2 0 . 4 3 8 

0 . 4 6 5 0 . 4 7 1 0 . 4 6 4 

1 9 . 9 9 9 . 1 9 0 . 0 

0 . 1 6 3 0 . 1 5 9 0 . 1 5 8 

1 .04 1 .00 1.00 

1 .32 1 .40 1 .48 

1 . 50 1 . 50 1.74 

1 .26 1 .36 1 .27 

0 . 2 0 0 0 . 2 0 0 0 . 2 2 2 

0 . 1 2 8 0 . 1 3 0 . 1 2 2 

0 . 0 5 1 8 0 . 0 4 8 7 0 . 0 4 4 7 

0 . 0 4 9 8 0 . 0 5 0 2 0 . 0 7 4 5 

0 . 9 2 7 0 . 9 2 0 0 . 9 1 7 

ifi = 4 k g / s ; R = 1-65 ; P = 101300 Pa ; 
s PTT 01 

T = 300 K ; a = 0 ° . 
01 1 

Table 2 Design constraints 

0 . 0 3 < H /D < 0 . 3 
1 m 

5 0 < U < 450 ( m / s ) 

0 . 1 <M < 0 . 7 
a l 

0 . 1 (mn)<T<l (mm) 

15 < Z < 50 
R 

0 . 3 5 <C 
hR 

0 . 7 5 <7] 
'TT 

0 . 2 < (jP < 0 . 6 0 

0 . 1 5 < D < 0 . 3 m 
m m 

1. 0 < fj < 2 . 0 

0 .1<(C /D ) < 0 . 5 
S m 

0 . 0 3 <H /D < 0 . 3 
2 m 

0 . 5 < (H /C ) < 4 
1 R 

0 . 1 < M < 0 . 9 
a2 

0 .C01-=T/H-:0 .01 

20«=Z - = 1 0 0 
S . 

0 . 3 5 - = C 
hS 

1 . < H /H - = 2 . 5 
1 2 

0 . 1 5 -s 1p «= 0 . 5 

0 .8-=AVRR«=1.5 

0 . 6 - s a - = 2 - 0 VR 

0.035-=(t /C)«=0.2 
m R 

0.03«=H / D « = 0 . 3 
2 m 

0 . 5 « e ( H /C )-«=3 

0 , 1 < M - = 0 . 9 
a3 

^ s t r e s s " 1 °AM 

M - = 2 . 0 
r l t 

140 «=A 
sp 

1 . < H /H - = 1 . 5 
2 3 

0 ° . = a 3 - = 2 0 ° 

1.0«=AVRS«=1.5 

0 . 2 - = ( C /D ) - = 0 . 5 
R m 

0.035-=(t /C) -=0.2 
m S 

the format of a nonlinear programming problem as follows: 
Find [X] that minimizes 

f(X) = Gv(l-VTT) + GA(l-Asp) + Gc(l-Ch) (1) 

subject to the constraints 

X'iKXiKXv i=l,m 

gj'VO j=l,n 

The details of the method are presented in the part II of this 
work. 

Applications 

Before starting up the complete optimized design of the 
stages of an axial compressor, the method to calculate the effi
ciency was accurately verified. The method was tested using 
geometric and experimental data available in the literature. 

Table 3 Influence of a-f value on the optimization (OBJ = 1 - i ; r r ; 
« 3 = 20 deg; DCA blade; /ST7- = 1.75; i = initial; o = optimum) 

___ 

— 

^ T T 

**sp 

, C 
h 

W R 

W s 

M 
r i m 

M 
a 3 

a = o° 

i o 

0 . 8 7 0 0 . 9 1 4 

180 166 

0 . 5 4 1 0 . 5 1 6 

0 . 1 2 8 " 0 . 0 8 2 

0 . 0 6 1 0 . 0 4 7 

1 . 2 2 4 1 . 0 8 1 

0 . 6 6 9 0 . 6 4 6 

a = io° 

i o 

0 . 8 8 4 0 . 9 1 4 

178 178 

0 .5 .34 0 . 5 1 2 

0 . 1 0 3 0 . 0 7 6 

0 . 0 6 9 0 . 0 5 1 

1 . 1 3 4 1 . 0 8 9 

0 . 6 6 4 0 . 7 0 5 

a = 20° 

i o 

0 . 8 8 3 0 . 9 1 0 

176 1 7 7 

0 . 5 2 6 0 . 5 3 1 

0 . 0 8 8 0 . 0 7 5 

0 . 0 8 9 0 . 0 6 3 

1 . 0 5 2 1 . 0 4 9 

0 . 8 2 6 0 . 7 8 0 

Table 4 Influence of the kind of blade row on the optimization results 
(OBJ = 1 - rijT\ a 3 = 20 deg; i = initial; o = optimum) 

KIND OF 

BLADE 

ROW 

— 

f] T T 

A 
s p 

C 
h 

a3 

0)R 

cos 

<?3 

65-SERIES 

i o 

0 . 8 7 6 0 . 9 1 9 

1 7 1 . 8 162 

0 . 5 3 7 0 . 4 8 8 

9 . 0 0 1 5 . 0 8 

0 . 1 1 2 0 . 0 6 8 

0 . 0 5 9 0 . 0 4 9 

1 . 3 6 4 1 . 3 5 2 

C-SERIES 

i o 

0 . 8 7 5 0 . 9 2 1 

1 7 1 . 9 1 5 8 . 9 

0 . 5 3 5 0 . 4 8 1 

9 . 0 0 1 9 . 9 9 

0 . 1 1 4 0 . 0 6 7 

0 . 0 5 9 0 . 0 4 6 

1 . 3 6 3 1 . 3 9 8 

D . C . A . 

i o 

0 . 8 8 3 0 . 9 2 0 

1 7 1 . 3 1 7 0 . 2 

0 . 5 4 1 0 . 5 1 5 

9 . 0 0 1 9 . 8 7 

0 . 1 0 3 0 . 0 6 3 

0 . 0 5 9 0 . 0 5 1 

1 . 3 6 8 1 . 4 1 7 

The results were generally positive (within 1.0 percent of the 
measured value at design point) for low and medium stage 
aspect ratios while, for higher aspect ratios, notable dif
ferences from the experimental data were encountered. 

The complete optimization method was first used with a 
single objective function coincident with ?yrr and then with a 
multivariable function (rirr, Asp, Ch). 

Single Variable Objective Function. To use the suggested 
method, we have chosen to design a stage of a small axial com
pressor (w = 4 kg/s) with a high pressure ratio (fiTT= 1.65). 

The design variables, and the initial and optimized values, 
are shown in Table 1, while in Table 2 the numerical values of 
constraints are shown. The optimization has been performed 
with a single variable objective function, the total-to-total 
stage efficiency. 

The initial stage efficiency value of 0.875 grows up to 0.927 
(a3 <20 deg). This confirms the capacity for improvement in 
the stage performance using the proposed method. 

The optimized results shown in Table 1 have been obtained 
by imposing different limits to the stage (a3). As shown, the 
design variables, particularly <p, \j/, AVR, and a seem to be par
ticularly sensitive to the a3 limits. In all three examples, the 
optimized efficiency seems to be too high if referred to the 
total pressure ratio of the stage. The optimization procedure 
has, as seen before, carried out a reduction of the relative inlet 
Mach number (to which shock losses are related) so permitting 
a remarkable reduction in the rotor losses (o>R. =0.114 and 
w*0 =0.0675). 

Additional calculations have been performed by modifying 
the inlet flow angle (aj), simulating in this way the presence of 
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Table 5 Influence of the different coefficient values in the 
multivariable objective function (C-ser ies; rh = 4 kg/s; a 3 <20 deg; 
/3 rT = 1.65) 
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-
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1 
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1 
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0 . 5 

G 
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1 
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1 

0 

1 

1 

vTr 

0 . 8 7 5 

0.921-

0 .600 

0 .415 

0 .786 

0 . 8 8 8 

0 .854 

0 .730 

0 .891 

A 
sp 

171 .98 

158 .88 

225 .74 

145 .72 

2 0 8 . 9 5 

162 .04 

208 .60 

213 .90 

1 8 7 . 6 3 

C 
h 

0 . 5 3 5 

0 . 4 8 1 

0 .539 

0 . 5 9 8 

0 .572 

0 . 5 5 3 

0 . 4 7 8 

0 .572 

0 .577 

an IGV or of a stage upstream. As an example, Table 3 shows 
the results obtained for ĉ  =0; 10; 20 deg. 

Similarly, the influence of blade profile on the optimization 
process has been investigated. The correlations used 
throughout this method consider three different kinds of pro
files: DCA, C-series, and C-65. The results obtained are 
shown in Table 4. Looking at the tables quoted it generally 
transpires that, whereas riTT increases, the other significant 
design variables (Asp, Ch) are dramatically reduced. This 
remarkable feature points out the necessity to operate with 
mixed objective functions. 

Multivariable Objective Function. A design optimization 
has been performed using a multivariable objective function 
from equation (1). To achieve this purpose and considering 
the values of the single variables, which compose the objective 
function, several calculations have been performed, varying, 
along the limits of the range 0.0 to 1.0, the coefficients G,, 
GA, and Gc. 

Table 5 shows the initial values of -qTT, Asp, and Ch, and the 
final values after the optimization process. It is necessary to 
point out that in this application, the constraints on the 
minimum value of -qTT, Asp, and Ch have been eliminated, so 
that the design optimization tendency could be completely 
manifest. From Table 5 it is evident that if G, = 0, the values 
of T/J-T- are absolutely unsatisfactory, especially in the case 
where GA and Gc are unity. For this reason, the efficiency 
should always be present in the objective function. In the case 
where G, = 1 and Gc = 0, a high reduction in the stall margin 
results (especially if GA = 1). 

If Gv = GA = Gc = 1, the dominant effect of GA leads to a 
large increase in the specific area and also a corresponding 
decrease in the starting value of efficiency (from 0.87 to 0.78). 

It is no doubt necessary to investigate in detail the influence 
of the three coefficients G,, GA, and Gc so that they all have 
average values between 0 and 1; for instance, looking at the 
last line of Table 5 where G, = 1, GA = 0.5, and Gc = 1, an in
crease in all three functions in the objective function was 
achieved. 

The different values of the three coefficients influence, of 
course, not only the constituent functions of the objective, but 
also geometric and fluid compressor parameters. For example, 
Figs. 2 and 3 show the radial distribution of the relative Mach 
number along the rotor span at the inlet and the absolute 
Mach number in the three axial computational stations. In this 
case the large influence of GA and G, is also evident. The lines 
when G, =0 are plotted on the figures just to compare with 
each other, because they show excessively low values of the 
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stage efficiency. The analysis of the optimization with the 
multivariable objective function has been finally performed 
varying GA from 0 to 1, with Gc as a parameter and Ĝ  = 1. 
The behavior of the optimum efficiency is plotted in Fig. 4 
(data of Table 1 have the starting values). The optimum effi-
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ciency decreases greatly with GA. The same trend, albeit 
reduced in effects, is shown by the function of Gc. Figure 5 
shows the "stall margin coefficient" Ch; the influence of GA 

is negligent for high values of Gc while if Gc = 0 the increase 
in GA is positive for the stall margin. The specific area A s p , 
shown in Fig. 6, is slightly influenced by G c , while it increases 
greatly if GA increases too , over its entire variation range. 

From what has been said, it can be concluded that the op
t imum conditions should be defined according to the design 
requirements. In fact, if GA = 0, i j r 7- could be high with A s p in
sufficient, and vice versa. The influence of Gc on rirT and A s p 

seems to be slight but considerable on the stall margin. 

Conclusions 

The ability to apply optimized design techniques for the 
development of a compressor stage has been shown. 

The choice of the design variables and the constraints, and 
the calculation of the objective function have been analyzed 
and described. The possibility of obtaining remarkable results 
by applying the classic theory of the objective function coinci
dent with the stage efficiency, which is largely employed in 
turbine studies (Balje and Binsley, 1968; Macchi and Per-
dichizzi, 1981; Massardo et al., 1984), has been shown. 

Nevertheless, the fact has been pointed out that an increase 
in efficiency can reduce the values of other significant design 
variables (weight of the stage, stall margin, etc.). Hence, an 
optimized design, with a multivariable objective function, has 
been achieved. The variables selected are the efficiency of the 
stage, which leads to minimum losses, the stall margin, which 
allows a wide stable characteristics curve, and finally the inlet 
specific area, which is related to the weight of the stage. 

All variables have been evaluated by a pitchline analysis. 
The results show the possibility of obtaining optimum design 
with remarkable increases in all three variables of the objective 
function or at least in some of them. The process depends 
strongly on the assumed values of the three coefficients GA, 
G„,andGc . 

Experience shows that the objective function needs G, to be 
always equal to 1, while the effect of Gc, which greatly in
fluences the stall margin, is generally less remarkable than GA. 
The choice of G,, GA, and Gc is made by the designer, based 
on the particular requirements of the stage design, and by 
referring to the results shown in Fig. 4 and the subsequent 
figures. 

It should also be pointed out that, while the optimization 
scheme is extremely rapid, taking about 2 min of CPU on a 
B-6800 Burroughs Computer, it is limited to the mean 
diameter geometry. 

In Part II of this work (Massardo et al., 1990) an extension 
of the method to the whole radial geometry distribution, 
coupled to a throughflow analysis, will be presented. 
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Axial Flow Compressor Design 
Optimization: Part II—Throughflow 
Analysis 
A new technique is presented for the design optimization of an axial-flow compressor 
stage. The procedure allows for optimization of the complete radial distribution of 
the geometry, since the variables chosen to represent the three-dimensional geometry 
of the stage are coefficients of suitable polynomials. Evaluation of the objective 
function is obtained with a throughflow calculation, which has acceptable speed 
and stability qualities. Some examples are given of the possibility to use the procedure 
both for redesign and, together with what was presented in Part I, for the complete 
design of axial-flow compressor stages. 

Introduction 
Techniques of design optimization of turbomachines have 

for the most part been employed in the field of axial-flow 
turbines (Balje and Binsley, 1968; Rao and Gupta, 1980; 
Macchi and Perdichizzi, 1981). In all these cases, as in the 
procedure on axial-flow compressor stages presented in Part 
I (Massardo and Satta, 1990), the fluid dynamic analysis, which 
enables the objective function to be evaluated, referred to the 
mean diameter of the machine. The simplicity of such a cal
culation is justified by various considerations, among which 
are the need for a rapid calculation of the objective function, 
considering the strong iterative aspect of the optimization re
search; the need for an immediate definition of the global 
geometry of the machine; and the possibility to obtain useful 
general information particularly with regard to preliminary 
design choices. 

Nevertheless, the design result only gives the optimum ge
ometry of the rows at the mean diameter. Instead, the radial 
distribution of the geometric characteristics between the hub 
and the shroud remains incompletely defined with respect to 
the optimum value. In fact, one-dimensional optimization does 
not provide any information concerning the three-dimensional 
shape of rotor and stator blade rows. With a view to a complete 
optimization, it is therefore necessary to optimize the radial 
distribution of the airfoil geometric characteristics. 

To define the radial distribution adequately, substitution of 
a pitchline analysis with a procedure that provides information 
concerning the radial distribution of flow within the stage is 
required. Such analysis contains various aspects that can make 
the coupling of numerical minimization procedures quite com-, 
plex. Among these are problems with calculation time, which 
is undoubtedly larger than the time required for the mean 
diameter analysis (Massardo and Satta, 1986), and problems 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8,1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters February 1, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-202. 

of stability (related to the difficult choice of which constraints 
to apply to design variables). Calculation times are increased 
since the throughflow analysis requires solutions of an iterative 
type and this will be used frequently in the optimization cal
culations. Thus, it is clear that the success of such a coupling 
resides chiefly in the choice of a rapid throughflow calculation 
with stability and precision. 

Particular attention must be given to the choice of design 
variables; in previous applications (Massardo and Satta, 1987), 
the design variables were the geometric characteristics of the 
blade on three sections along the span. The calculation time 
was controlled, but the optimum results were not completely 
sufficient for the correct design of the stage. If more than three 
sections were analyzed, the optimization provided unaccept
able geometric results. This was due to the difficulty in choos
ing adequate constraints to the numerous design variables. The 
present work has allowed all of these problems to be eliminated, 
and also contains interesting results for transonic compressors. 

Formulation of Optimum Design Problem 
The organization of a design problem using optimization 

techniques requires the definition of three fundamental pa
rameters: design variables, objective function, and constraints. 
It is also necessary to predispose a scheme to which the op
timization must refer. 

Design Variables. While evaluating the objective function 
with a pitchline analysis, the choice of design variables, al
though not a simple operation, is a process that is easy to 
verify. In the case of optimization with a throughflow analysis, 
the selection becomes much more difficult. In fact, to change 
from the first to the second case, the first thing to do is to 
place beside the mean diameter section other sections along 
the entire blade span from which geometric optimization pro
ceeds. In a previous work (Massardo and Satta, 1987), we 
chose to work with three radial sections — root, mean, and 
tip —- for a total of ten design variables for each single row, 
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considering the fixed geometry of the meridional section 
(shroud and hub profiles). The results obtained demonstrated 
the need for a better definition of the design variables and, 
therefore, of the row geometry. The number of radial sections 
was then increased to five. However, the results obtained were 
unacceptable due to the difficulty of choosing congruent values 
for the design variable constraints. The solution to the problem 
lay in choosing as design variables the coefficients of suitable 
polynominal that represent, in a continuous constructive and 
mathematical sense, the representative functions of the ge
ometry to be optimized. Therefore, the geometric function can 
be expressed as 

/ = «[ + a2R + a3R
2 + a4R

3 + ... + a„R" (1) 

where R is the nondimensional radius. 
In turbomachinery problems it was held sufficient to con

sider only the first three polynomial terms. The design variables 
that result are defined as follows: 

0,6 = «, + a2R + a3R
2 (2) 

hb = «4 + a5R + affi2 (3) 

a = a7 + asR + a^R2 (4) 

tJC = fl10 + auR + anR
2 (5) 

C = al3 (6) 

The chord is fixed in only one radial position, at the root 
for instance, and its radial values result from the solidity dis
tribution. The choice of such variables, which result in 13 for 
each single machine row, moreover permits the throughflow 
calculation with the desired number of calculation lines along 
the blade span without encountering problems for the correct 
recognition of the geometry (in fact, no interpolations are 
necessary). Furthermore, the choice of constraints for the a,-
variables turns out to be extremely simple and effective as the 
following applications will demonstrate. 

The 13 design variables for each single row entail, in the 
case of one stage, the need to work with 26 variables, and 
thus, as shown by Massardo and Satta (1987), the need to 
apply the technique to one stage at a time. This is for two 
reasons: the calculation times that increase rapidly with the 
number of variables and the difficulty in searching for the 
minimum of one function at an elevated number of variables 
(>40). 

Finally, it is possible to observe that in this case, as opposed 
to the procedure presented in the preliminary design charac
teristics of Part I (Massardo and Satta, 1990), the design vari
ables are all geometric. This is due to the supposition that the 
optimization criteria will be applied to a machine of which the 
design is known, albeit only a preliminary one. 

Objective Function 
Although the necessity of operating with an objective func

tion with many variables was shown in the first part, here we 
preferred to conduct the optimization on only one objective 
function coincident with the stage efficiency (r/TT). It turns out, 
in fact, to be easy to evaluate the function with the throughflow 
calculation along the entire blade span. On the other hand, 
the calculation of the stall margin presents difficulties since 
the correlation used in Part I is typical of preliminary design 
computations (pitchline analysis) and more complex techniques 
could excessively burden the design procedure. Finally, as far 
as the specific inlet section (Asp = m/Ai) is concerned, it would 
require the alteration of those variables that, as will be further 
described, it is preferable to keep constant during optimization 
(fli, D„ D„, n). 

Design Constraints 
What was stated in Part I (Massardo and Satta, 1990) con

cerning optimization constraints holds true in this case also. 
It must, however, be observed that due also to the fact that 
some quantities are already fixed (blade span, rpm, shroud 
and hub radial distributions, tip clearances), the choice of 
nonrectangular limits turns out to be greatly simplified with 
respect to the pitchline calculation. 

The limits are chosen on the basis of experience since beyond 
certain values, a realistic blade shape will not result. In ad
dition, certain extreme combinations of variables may cause 
convergence problems and are therefore best avoided. The 
constraint functions specified are: 

• relative inlet tip rotor Mach number (< 1.8) 
• maximum stress at rotor root (< aam) 
9 maximum and minimum blade number for rotor and sta-

tor rows 
9 maximum and minimum aspect ratio for rotor and stator 

rows 
9 stator and rotor stall margins (calculated at the mean 

diameter) greater than a specified value. 

Throughflow Program 
The flow that develops in the axial compressor is evaluated 

with a throughflow matrix method, which solves the main 
equation of the stream function. This solution is obtained using 
a matrix technique; the choice of the above rather than others 
is due to the fact that with it the control of computational 
times is possible without a reduction in calculation precision 
(at least in this application). The matrix technique solves the 
stream function equation of a fixed network placed in the 
meridional plane of the machine. This does not change during 
the repetitive solution of the equation unless the longitudinal 

A = area 
Asp = specific area = m/A 

a = polynomial coefficient 
a, x = design vectors 

b = penalty function con
stant 

C = chord 
D = diameter 

Df = diffusion factor 
F = objective function 
g = constraint 

Gv, Gc, GA = objective function 
coefficients 

H = blade height 

i, 5 

m 
n 

Po 
R 
Si 

hn 

T 
1 0 a, P 

= incidence and deviation 
angle 

= mass flow rate 
= rotational speed 
= total pressure 
= nondimensional radius 
= current search direc

tion 
= maximum blade thick

ness 
= total temperature 
= absolute and relative 

flow angles 

PTT 

7J T T 

a 
CO 

Subscripts 
1,2 

ax 
b 

h, t 

= total-to-total pressure 
ratio 

= total-to-total stage effi
ciency 

= solidity 
= total pressure loss 

coefficient 

= inlet, outlet 
= axial 
= blade 
= hub, tip 
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DESIGN I SPECIFICATIONS 
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STARTING DESIGN VARIABLES 
X 
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[NEW DESIGN VARIABLES 

A 

MULTIVARIABLE OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION CALCULATION 
(PITCHLINE ANALYSIS) 

CONSTRAINTS CALCULATION AND 
PENALTY FUNCTION (1-D) 

OPT. POINT SEARCHING PROCESS 

SHAPE MODIFICATIONS x: OPTIMUM > 

INITIAL 3 - D STAGE GEOMETRY 
OBTAINED FROM 1-D OPTIMIZATION 

INITIAL DESIGN VARIABLES 

NEW DESIGN VARIABLES 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION CALCULATION 

(THROUGH- FLOW ANALYSIS) 

CONSTRAINTS CALCULATION AND 
PENALTY FUNCTION (3 -D) 

IE 
OPT. POINT SEARCHING PROCESS 

SHAPE MODIFICATIONS -K OPTIMUM > 

OPTIMUM STAGE SHAPE 

Fig. 1 Optimum complete stage design (pitchline and throughflow anal
ysis) 

geometry is altered. Therefore, the calculation of the coeffi
cient matrix and its factorization, whose calculation time is 
about one half of the entire program time, is performed only 
once even though the fluid dynamic analysis is developed dur
ing the iterative procedure of the minimum research. A de
scription of the matrix method is available from Breschi and 
Massardo (1982). 

Correlations available in the open literature (Davis and Mil
lar, 1976), which have shown reliable results at compressor 
design conditions, have been used to evaluate the compressor 
efficiency. For the analysis of the transonic flow, the code was 
modified and coupled to a solution of the gradient velocity 
equation, described by Massardo and Pratico (1984); the code 
furthermore permits, in an automatic way, the calculation of 
the annulus wall boundary layer with an integral type solution 
(Perkins and Horlock, 1971) and the calculation of the sec
ondary deviation angle (Massardo and Satta, 1985). 

The reasonable reliability of the throughflow code results 
was evident in many previous applications, in particular with 
regard to the efficiency prediction at design condition. The 
latter is chosen as the objective function. 

Optimization Scheme 
The general scheme illustrated in Fig. 1 of Part I (Massardo 

and Satta, 1990) is sound, except for the necessary modifi
cations in the throughflow calculation, and for the optimi
zation of the radial distribution of the blade geometry. 

If it is thought desirable to couple the two procedures pre
sented here, this is made possible by using the technique il
lustrated in Fig. 1, where the throughflow procedure presented 
is made to follow that of preliminary optimum design. 

Starting from initial data (p0, Tot /3TT, hi) and from the mean 

diameter design variables (Xj), and working with a multivar
iable objective function, the mean diameter optimum geometry 
is obtained. 

Beginning here, by hypothesizing a law of radial geometry 
distribution (for example the free vortex), the values of the 
initial data of the throughflow calculation (Dh, D„ ri) and the 
new design variables («,) are obtained. Using the same algo
rithm of constrained minimization as in the first part, the 
procedure continues to complete optimization until the pre
fixed objective is reached. The throughflow procedure can, of 
course, be applied to the initial geometry obtained by means 
of traditional techniques. 

Statement of Optimization Problem 
The optimization problem can now be stated in the format 

of a nonlinear programming problem as follows: Find the a 
that minimizes 

f(a) = G„ (1 
subject to the constraints 

7JTT) 

gj («) 

J = 1. n (7) 

(8) 

Solution of Optimization Problem 
The problem of the optimum design of an axial compressor 

stage has been formulated and a method of computing the 
objective function and constraints has been developed. The 
problem formulated is in the form of a nonlinear mathematical 
programming problem and can be stated in the standard form: 

Find the a = « i that minimizes F{a) (9) 

and satisfies the constraints gj (a)<0; j = 1, n. 
The function F{a) need not be known analytically, but it is 

specified by giving its value at any point a in the space of 
parameters. The space may be limited by physical restrictions 
on the permitted values of the parameters. 

When the problem involves "nonrectangular" constraints 
(i.e., constraints that cannot be expressed by imposing simple 
independent limits of the form A < a < B), the penalty function 
method is utilized as follows: Suppose we wish to minimize 
the function F(a) subject to the condition g(a) < 0; then define 
the objective function value F to be 

F = F(a) if g(a)<0 
F(a) + b fe2^)] if g(a)>0 

(10) 

(11) 
where b is a constant, large compared with F. 

Note that this method requires F(a) to be defined every
where, and to be continuous at g(a) = 0, which may sometimes 
be difficult to arrange. However, the method is usually found 
to work well and is perfectly general (i.e., independent of the 
method used for minimization). The penalty function methods 
are quite reliable and their sequential nature allows a gradual 
approach to the criticality of constraints. 

The previous equations require a feasible starting point. 
Since each of the designs generated during the optimization 
process lies inside the acceptable design space, the method is 
classified as an interior penalty function formulation. 

The sequence of minimization of F(a) is done according to 
the iteration 

5,+ , = a, + \*S, (12) 
where ai+1 is the design vector corresponding to the minimum 
value of F along the current search direction S,-, «, is the starting 
design vector, and X* is the minimizing step length in the 
direction S,-. From the several methods available for finding 
the search direction S„ the selected Davidon-Fletcher-Powell 
variable metric method is a powerful general method for find-
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Fig. 4 Starting and optimum radial distributions of the blade row 
solidity (/= initial; o = optimum) 

ing a local unconstrained minimum of a function of many 
variables (Fletcher and Powell, 1963). 

Applications 
The applications of the developed procedure fall into two 

categories. The first utilizes the process for the redesign of an 
existing isolated transonic rotor. The second applies the com
plete procedure shown in Fig. 1. The single transonic rotor 
described by Seyler and Gostelow (1967) is selected for the 
verification of the described optimization process. The prin
ciple geometric data of the rotor, which coincide with the 
polynomial functions to be optimized, are shown in Figs. 2, 
3, and 4, respectively. The root chord is equal to 0.0838 m 
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Fig. 5 Optimization history of the rotor total-to-total efficiency 
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Fig. 6 Initial and optimum radial distributions of the axial blade chord 
(/= initial; o = optimum) 

and is constant along the entire blade span. The calculation is 
carried out for the design conditions: m = 96.18 kg/s and 
n = 8870 rpm. The initial efficiency (original geometry) is equal 
to 0.897, while the value obtained at the end of the optimization 
process is 0.943, greater than a 4 percent increase. Figure 5 
illustrates the objective function history during optimization. 

In Figs. 2, 3, and 4, quoted above, in addition to the initial 
radial distribution values, optimized values are also given; it 
is possible to note how the angle /316 has undergone slight 
variations, particularly in the zone above the blades, while the 
maximum variation is present at the root, where the change 
takes the value of approximately 4 deg. 

The angle &2b shows shift with respect to the initial value, 
particularly in the central zone along the span, where the max
imum variation is approximately 6 deg. This involves an in
crease in blade curvature in the central zone with a slight 
reduction in the extreme zones of the root and the tip. The 
solidity is reduced along nearly the entire span with the only 
exception being the tip zone (it passes from 1.30 to 1.41). The 
maximum thickness/chord has, at the end of optimization, a 
more uniform radial distribution. Particularly noteworthy is 
the increase in the upper zone (from 0.035 to 0.051) and the 
reduction at the root (from 0.085 to 0.075). Such a reduction 
does not represent a problem from a mechanical resistance 
point of view since the root chord also increased, passing from 
0.0838 m to 0.0910 m. The fact that all of the design variables 
present continuous and smooth radial distributions is partic
ularly noteworthy. 

In addition to the quantities discussed above, it is interesting 
to study the distributions of other geometric quantities (axial 
chord) and fluid dynamics (losses, diffusion factor, incidence, 
and deviation angles). 

The axial chord (Fig. 6) indicates higher values in the op
timum case with respect to the initial values. The analysis of 
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the diffusion factor (Df) is of particular interest (Fig. 7). The 
optimization operates in the sense of a reduction of Df in the 
R<0A zone, while in the upper area, Df increases in a sig
nificant manner, above all at the tip. Following the Df distri
bution directly, except for shock losses, is the radial distribution 
of the josses (Fig. 8). 
_ For R <0.6, the loss reduction is significant; for instance at 
/? = 0.30 it passes from co = 0.080 to co = 0.027; in the tip zone, 
where a great deal of the loss is due to shock, although a 
reduction occurs (from 0.062 to 0.049), it appears to be more 
contained. The reduction of co obviously justifies the note
worthy increase in efficiency. 

Finally, Figs. 9 and 10 show the initial and optimum dis
tributions of the incidence and deviation angles. The variation 
in the radial distribution of_the incidence angle is notable, 
particularly in the region for R <0.5. The dotted line indicates 
for the initial and optimum configurations the value of the 
"star" incidence, obtained with the NASA-SP 36 correlation. 
As is evident, the difference between / and i* is reduced sig
nificantly with optimization. As far as the deviation is con
cerned, there is a slight increase where R > 0.30 (resulting from 
the increase in the profile curvature) and a slight reduction is 
seen at the root. 

The second application envisages the employment of both 
procedures (pitchline and throughflow). In fact, it is intended 
to design a stage working from the following information: 
mass flow rate m = 4 kg/s; pressure ratio 0TT = 1.60, P01 = 
101.3 kPa, r01 = 300 K. The initial optimization procedure is 
carried out with an objective function having the following 
weights: Gv= 1.0; Gc=0.0; G^^O.0, and with a higher con
straint for a3 of 10 deg. 
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Fig. 10 Initial and optimum radial distributions of deviation angle 
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Fig. 11 Meridional section of the axial flow compressor stage optimized 
with pitchline analysis (Part I) 

The meridional section optimized with such a procedure is 
illustrated in Fig. 11; where the rotational speed is 39,500 rpm. 
Optimized efficiency is equal to 0.91, the stall margin coef
ficient is Ch = 0.50, and the specific inlet area is Asp = 170. The 
radial distribution of the blade geometric characteristics, from 
which the new design variables a are obtained, was acquired 
by hypothesizing the free vortex law for the rotor and inlet 
section of the stator. For the stator outlet section, the angle 
a3A was chosen in a different way (see Fig. 12). Optimization 
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Fig. 12 Initial (/) and optimum (o) stator and rotor blade angles (through-
flow optimization) 

results are shown and compared to starting values in the above-
mentioned figures. 

As far as efficiency is concerned, it must be pointed out that 
the value calculated with pitchline analysis differs from the 
initial finding obtained with the throughflow calculation. This 
latter, however, changes with the second optimization process 
from 0.844 to 0.905, showing at the same time a sufficiently 
rapid increase. 

The entire calculation process requires approximately 2 min 
of CPU with one-dimensional analysis and approximately 34 
min for the subsequent throughflow optimization. All com
putations were performed with a Burroughs B-6800 computer 
at the University of Genoa. 

Conclusions 
The possibility of coupling techniques of simple fluid dy

namic analysis (pitchline analysis) with procedures of numer
ical optimization has been known for years, particularly in the 
design of turbines. Moreover, the authors of this paper have 
also shown the possibility of employing the process in the field 
of axial flow compressors (Part I, Massardo and Satta, 1990), 
where the need to operate with a multivariable objective func
tion (efficiency, stall margin, stage weight) was found. 

The obvious extension of the above optimization technique 
to more sophisticated methods of fluid dynamic analysis, the 
throughflow type for instance, has been presented in this paper. 
The success of the new optimized design procedure is essentially 
due to its swiftness — particularly in present applications — 
and to the stability of the matrix technique chosen (suitably 
modified so as to allow the evaluation of the zones of transonic 
flow). Furthermore, it should be noted that the choice of design 
variables used in previous works has been improved. The new 
variables are coefficients of suitable polynomials that are em
ployed to represent the three-dimensional geometry of the rows. 

It is also clear that this last choice has permitted the sim
plification of those values to be applied to design constraints, 
and resulted in continuous results, both in a mathematical and 
in a constructive sense (radial distributions of the blade angles, 
the solidity, etc.). 

The applications of the proposed procedure for redesign of 
an existing transonic isolated rotor and for the complete op
timum design of a transonic stage have been demonstrated. 
The technique has shown remarkable swiftness in calculation, 
ability to forecast accurately the initial characteristics, and a 
rapid improvement of those data. The same holds true, as is 
clear, particularly for the objective function (coinciding with 
machine efficiency). 

It must be observed that the findings obtained are obviously 
correlated to the ability to forecast local phenomena (three-

dimensional flow aspects) on the part of the fluid dynamic 
analysis calculation. Throughflow methods, which have at
tained widespread use, do not always represent the above phe
nomena perfectly; however, they can be improved so as to 
evaluate, for example, the annulus wall boundary layer flow, 
secondary flow, etc. Moreover, computation times, stemming 
from throughflow methods, remain quite contained. 

The necessity, however, of the throughflow calculation for 
the evaluation of losses and of the flow angle with semi-em
pirical correlations, limits in a certain sense its general use. To 
eliminate this point,'a feasible solution might be the coupling 
of the minimization with an automatic iterative meridional and 
blade-to-blade code, for instance, the example developed with 
the aid of the CAD technique (Massardo et al., 1987). The 
implementation of a similar method for the evaluation of the 
objective function does in fact allow the recognition of the 
downstream flow angle and, with suitable calculations of the 
profile boundary layer, the losses, without resorting to the 
correlations. 

It is further possible that the optimization of the blade profile 
shapes, beginning from the optimum radial distributions, can 
be accomplished in a manner analogous to that used by Sanger 
(1984). 

All of the above offers a generalized design procedure with 
which the blade row shapes can be attained. This fact, however, 
renders the calculation extremely time consuming, complex, 
and burdensome, at least at present. It is possible, on the other 
hand, that with more rapid computers and numerical tech
niques, the procedure may become feasible. 
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Unsteady Lifting Surface Theory 
for a Rotating Cascade of Swept 
Blades 
A lifting surface theory is developed to predict the unsteady three-dimensional 
aerodynamic characteristics for a rotating subsonic annular cascade of swept blades. 
A discrete element method is used to solve the integral equation for the unsteady 
blade loading. Numerical examples are presented to demonstrate effects of the 
sweep on the blade flutter and on the acoustic field generated by interaction of 
rotating blades with a convected sinusoidal gust. It is found that increasing the 
sweep results in decrease of the aerodynamic work on vibrating blades and also 
remarkable reduction of the modal acoustic power of lower radial orders for both 
forward and backward sweeps. 

Introduction 

Recently ducted ultrahigh-bypass engines have been con
sidered as an advanced propulsion system with attractive fuel 
efficiency. In contrast to unducted propfan engines, the 
ducted ultrahigh-bypass engines can be mounted under the 
wings of large transport aircraft. The contrarotating propfan 
engine with swept blades is one proposal for the ducted 
ultrahigh-bypass propulsion system, and is considered to com
bine the positive properties of a conventional turbofan with 
the advantages of an unducted propfan (Grieb and Eckardt, 
1986). 

It is expected that incorporation of blade sweep in the 
ducted fan would result in an improvement in noise reduction 
similar to the unducted propfani However, achieving the 
benefit should require careful design on blade sweep, taking 
into account the influence of a duct wall. The effect of the 
sweep on the blade flutter is also one of the important aspects 
that should be considered in the blade design. Hence an 
analysis method to predict the unsteady aerodynamic 
characteristics for swept blades in the duct is required. 

At present the computational fluid dynamics for the 
unsteady aerodynamic problems of high-speed ducted and un
ducted propfans are still under development. In view of the 
fact that high-speed propfans are composed of very thin 
blades, the analytical approach based on the linearized lifting 
surface theory will be justified as an efficient method to 
predict the essential features of the three-dimensional 
unsteady effects for propfans. 

However, mathematical formulations, even if linearized, 
become highly complicated due to the three-dimensional 
geometry and the time-dependent flow field. Therefore only a 
limited number of papers have treated the unsteady lifting sur
face method for rotating blades. Hanson derived the lifting 
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surface integral equations for the unducted propfan (1983) 
and showed some numerical results for the steady problem 
(1985). 

As for the unsteady problems related to the ducted propfan, 
there are some available papers dealing with the unsteady 
lifting surface theory for a rotating annular cascade of 
unswept blades. Namba and Ishikawa (1983) showed the 
three-dimensional effects on aerodynamic characteristics for 
oscillating supersonic and transonic annular cascades, and 
Namba and Abe (1984) dealt with the problem of interaction 
with distorted inlet flow for supersonic and transonic annular 
cascades. However, their analyses were restricted to unswept 
blades with constant axial chord along the span mainly in 
order to avoid difficulty in dealing with the integral equation 
for the unsteady blade loading functions. 

This paper gives an analytical method to predict the 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics for a rotating annular 
cascade of swept blades using the unsteady lifting surface 
theory developed by Namba et al. (1983, 1984). A discrete ele
ment method is adopted to solve the integral equation for the 
unsteady blade loading. Calculations have been carried out on 
simple blade models to demonstrate effects of the blade sweep 
on the unsteady lifting pressure of vibrating blades and on the 
acoustic field generated by interaction of rotating blades with 
inlet flow distortions. In the present analysis, only the case of 
entirely subsonic flow is dealt with. The analysis for transonic 
or supersonic cascades will be reported in future publications. 

Theoretical Model 

Consider a uniform axial subsonic flow in a cylindrical rigid 
walled duct of infinite axial extent disturbed by a single an
nular blade row with N blades rotating at a constant angular 
velocity co* (Fig. 1). The fluid is assumed to be an in viscid and 
non-heat-conducting perfect gas. The disturbances caused by 
the blades are assumed to be small. Each blade has no steady 
loading and no thickness. 
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Fig. 1 A rotating annular cascade 

A rotor-fixed cylindrical coordinate system (r, 6, z) and a 
time coordinate / are used. Lengths are normalized by the duct 
radius rf, and times are normalized by r\/Wa, where Wa is 
axial velocity of the undisturbed flow. Hence the dimen-
sionless rotor speed OJ is defined by u = u*rj-/Wa, 

This paper deals with a blade flutter problem, where the 
blades vibrate at a reduced frequency X( =\*r^/Wa) with an 
interblade phase angle a (= 2iro/N), and also deals with a 
problem of interaction with a convected sinusoidal gust, where 
the blades sense the incident gust with a reduced frequency 
X( =Nwu) and an interblade phase angle a ( = 27r(l —N„/N)). 
Here Nw denotes the circumferential wave number of the gust. 
In both cases, the unsteady blade loading is expressed as 
ApB(r, z)e

iXl+ikd (k = 0, 1, . . . , N-l). Then the rotor-
induced pressure field p(r, 8', z)eik' can be expressed in the 
form 

pi rbT(p) 
p(r,d',z)=\ dP\ AP*(P. f) 

xKp(r,6',z-t;\p)dt (1) 
Here p and f denote radial and chord wise coordinates, respec
tively, at a point on the blade surface, and 6' (=0 —coz) 

Fig. 2 Coordinate system 

denotes a helical coordinate. Further bL (p) and bT(p) denote 
the axial positions of leading and trailing edges of the blade, 
respectively, and Kp (r, 6', z — f \p) is the pressure kernel func
tion defined in equation (2) of Namba and Ishikawa (1983). 

A finite radial eigenfunction series approximation is applied 
to the expression of pressure field given by equation (1), as has 
been shown by Namba et al. (1983, 1984). In the present paper 
the radial eigenfunction specified by the circumferential wave 
number n is expressed in terms of i?/°°> (r) rather than R\0) (r) 
(see Namba and Abe, 1984, and Namba, 1987) 

R}«) (r) = £ BB^Rl^ (/•) (2) 

Nomenclature 

ajb) (r), a[" (r) = spanwise mode shapes of the y'th 
order bending and kth order tor
sional vibrations 

BB}^ = coefficients of the finite series ex
pansion of R,M (r) in terms of 
Ri^Hr), equation (2) 
defined by equation (21) or (22) 
z coordinate of the leading edge 
z coordinate of the trailing edge 
coefficients of the series for 
R$n) (r)/r2 expanded in terms of 
Ria) (r) 

Ca(r) = axial length of the blade chord, 
equation (13) 
z coordinate of the midchord, equa
tion (14) 
defined by equation (4) 
dimensionless total acoustic power 
in upstream and downstream 
propagation, respectively 

g = U- f )XM 2 / ^ 
h = hub-to-tip ratio 

bL{r) 
bT(r) 
CBJS?> 

Cu(r) 

DB\p 
E_,E+ 

P(r,0' 

Kp = pressure kernel function defined by 
equation (3) 

KT = upwash kernel function defined by 
equation (7) 

K* = Kr expressed by the locally nor
malized axial coordinate 

k\n) = radial eigenvalues 
L = number of retained terms in the 

finite radial eigenfunction series 
/ = radial order of an acoustic mode 

M = axial Mach number 
N = number of blades 

Af„, = circumferential wave number of a 
convected sinusoidal gust 

« = vN+a = circumferential wave 
number of an acoustic mode 

= disturbance pressure 
= W„~41 + oi2 r2 = undisturbed fluid 

z)e!X' 
Q 

qT(r, 6',z)eix' = 

<?<*> 

velocity relative to rotating blades 
disturbance velocity component 
normal to blade surfaces 
upwash component of the disturb
ance velocity due to the bending 
vibration 
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As shown in Figs. 3 and 4 of Namba and Abe (1984), #/°°> (r) 
is dominant at / •=1 /K/™ ) , and a finite sequence of 1/K^™', 
l/zcj00', . . . , 1/K11\ is equally spaced between 1 (tip radius 
and h (hub radius). Here K/°°' are limit eigenvalues deter
mined from equation (9) of Namba and Abe (1984) by apply
ing 1/21 — oo. Because of these properties, a finite radial eigen-
function series approximation by R^ (/•) gives a clearer view 
of the structure of the pressure disturbance, and also enables 
one to give reasonable control points in the numerical integra
tion described later. 

Consequently, the pressure kernel function Kp{r, 6', 
z — f \p) is rewritten as 

K„{r,B',z-t\p) = 

N 

1 ^ 5 

L-\ 

^pX^r^D^-'tP) 
i - i 

t e^t^af")k^BB^DB^ 
1 = 0 

where 

(3) 

(4) 

i ( M2 1 

-AB^ 'cosgnfe - f ) 

g = ( z - f ) X M V | 8 j , </> = 0' + (z-r)oo//32 , 

|32 = 1-M 2 , n = vN+o 

and 

{0/"> )2 = [(*/"> ] 2 -(nc» + X)2M2//32]/(32 

Q/">= IQ/">I for [ f i /" ' ) 2 >0 

(cut-off mode) 

n/")=/m/"»i for [Q/n>)2<o 

(cut-on mode) 

Furthermore M denotes the axial ^vlach number of the un
disturbed flow, and k\n)1 = n2KJn)2. CB\p are coefficients of a 

(5) 

series for R}n)(r)/r2 expanded in terms of / ^ " ' ( r ) . The 
details of the mathematical metod are given by Namba (1987). 

Integral Equation 

The velocity component normal to the blade surfaces qT {r, 
6', z)e'u can be obtained by integrating the linearized equa
tion of motion. The resultant expression is 

qT(r,6',z) =—— dp\ ApB(p, f) 

xK7(r,d',z-tlp)d{ (6) 

where pn denotes the undisturbed fluid density, Q=Wa 

Vl + w2r2 is the undisturbed local relative velocity, and the KT 

(r,6' ,z — f Ip) is the upwash kernel function given by 

Kr(r, 6',z-S\p) = -e-i>*V e»* 
J —Co 

r/ i a d\ 
XL\~T~W ~wr ~dz)Kp{r' e~wz' z~^p)^=»''+<« dz (7) 

The unsteady blade loading ApB (p, f) has to be determined 
so that the normal component of the relative velocity to the 
blade surface is zero. In the case of vibrating blades, the 
boundary condition on the reference blade is expressed as 

q7{r,0,z) = Wa(i\ + d/dz)r,(r,z) (8) 

where -q(r, z)eik' is the displacement of the reference blade 
normal to its surface. For the case of interaction with a 
sinusoidal gust 

qT(r, 0, z)+qT
w)(r, 0, z)e~!Nww = 0 (9) 

Here q^w) (r, 0, z)eixi denotes the upwash component of inci
dent disturbance velocity with no rotation and no radial skew 
given by 

qW(,-, o, z) = -tWaw{r)o>rN\+o>2r2 (10) 

Combining equation (6) with equation (8) or (9) yields an in
tegral equation for the lifting pressure ApB(p, f). 

Discrete Element Method 

Namba et al. (1983, 1984) have applied a double mode func-

Nomenclature (cont.) 

<?<"> 

R}n)(r) 
r* 

(r, 6, z) 

S_(P,1),S+(V,1) 

upwash component of the incident 
disturbance velocity 
radial eigenfunctions 
radius at the blade tip 
cylindrical coordinate system fixed 
to the rotor 
dimensionless acoustic power of 
mode (y, I) in upstream and 
downstream propagation, 
respectively 

t = time 
Wjb), Wl0 = dimensionless total aerodynamic 

work on a blade in the y'th order 
bending and &th order torsional 
vibrations, respectively 
axial velocity of the undisturbed 
fluid 
locally normalized axial coordinate, 
equation (20) 
1 -M 2 

blade sweep angle (backward sweep 
positive) 

ApB(r, z)eix' = pressure difference across the 
reference blade 

Wn = 

Pi 
y 

su = 
r = 
f = 

ApB = ApB expressed by the locally nor
malized axial coordinate 
Kronecker delta 
axial coordinate at a point on a 
blade surface 
locally normalized axial coordinate 
at a point on a blade surface, equa
tion (12) 

i)(r, z)e'x ' = displacement of the reference blade 
normal to its surface 

6' = 8 — u>z = helical coordinate 
£/">/« 
dimensionless angular frequency 
radial coordinate at a point on a 
blade surface 
undisturbed fluid density 
2ira/N= inter blade phase angle 

<j> = 6' + (z-nu/Pl 
Q}n) = axial wave factor defined by equa

tion (5) 
co = dimensionless angular velocity of 

the rotor 

X = 
P = 

Pa = 
a = 
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Fig. 3(a) Radial variation in the magnitude of the local unsteady lift Fi9- 4<a> " ^ l 3 ! V 3 r i«a , i o" ! " t h e magnitude of the local unsteady force 
coefficient for the first-mode bending vibration moment coefficient for the first-mode torsional vibration 
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Fig. 3(b) Radial variation in the argument of the local unsteady lift Fig. 4(6) Radial variation in the argument of the local unsteady force 
coefficient for the first-mode bending vibration moment coefficient for the first-mode torsional vibration 

tion method to solve the integral equation for the unsteady 
blade loading by expressing ApB (p, f) in terms of the double 
series of radial mode functions and chordwise mode func
tions. In the case of unswept blades with constant axial chord 
along the span, where bL(p) and bT(p) are constant, the 
radial integration in equation (6) can be carried out analytical
ly using the relation 

/•*/"> (#•)*<»> (r)rfr = 5„ (11) 

Here blm denotes Kronecker delta. In the case of swept blades, 
however, the analytical integration cannot be applied because 
the relative axial position of the blade varies with radius. 

Therefore there is no advantage in expanding ApB(p, f) in 
terms of the radial eigenfunction series. Hence, in the present 
analysis, the integral equation is solved numerically by apply
ing a discrete element method. 

The discrete element method consists in determining ApB (p, 
f) at a finite number of load points. 

(Pj, f,) i = l , 2, / ; y = l , 2 , J 

where f is the locally normalized axial coordinate defined by 

f={$-CM(p))/Ca(p) (12) 
Here 

Ca(p)=bT{p)-bL(p) . (13) 
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CM(p) = (bL(P) + bT(P))/2 (14) 
In the case of subsonic flows Apg(p, f) is infinite at the 
leading edge and Ap| (p, 1/2) = 0 at the trailing edge due to the 
Kutta condition. Therefore it will be better to set 

—1-5- Ap*B(p, ?)=P(P, hlJ~ -f2 (15) 

and determine numerical values of P(p, f). Consequently 
P(p, f) is allowed to take a finite value at the leading edge and 
P(p, l/2) = 0 at the trailing edge. Then using numerical in
tegrals like 

(• 1/2 ' 

inni)dt-Y,nti)tfi (16> 
J - 1 / 2 ; = , 

['/(p)*~E/(P,)Apy (17) 

one can write the integral equation for the lifting pressures as 

icipj^i-^L 

fi7* 
x*?(/>, 0, g(za, re)-gtf„ Pj) \pj)Ati 

= &*(/•„, 4 ) ( l + w V | ) (18) 

where 

g(z,r)=Ca(r)z + CM(r) (19) 

Z=(z-CM(r))/Ca(r) (20) 
and 

6*(^'4) = f / X + c^) -^ 
>iV*(.rg,g(za,rfi))Nl+u2^ (21) 

(for the case of vibrating blades) 
b*(r0, za)=ew(r0)wrl3 

x e - ' ^ < ^ . ^ > / ( 1 + a ) 2 , 2 ) ( 2 2 ) 

(for the case of interaction with a convected sinusoidal gust) 
It is reasonable to take J=L, and 

PJ = 1/K}?} y = l , 2 L ~1 
I (23) 

r0 = UK^\ 13=1,2 L) 

for the reason that each R\a) (r) is dominant at r= l/zc/"' as 
described before. As to selection of za and f,-, the so-called 
"1/4-3/4" rule has been chosen. 

Numerical Results and Discussion 

Practical swept fan blades are likely to have curved leading 
and trailing edges. The present study, however, is confined to 
swept blades with straight leading and trailing edges and with 
constant axial chord length along the span in order to focus at
tention on the effects of sweep on the unsteady aerodynamic 
characteristics. The other parameters are fixed as follows: 
number of blades 7V=30, dimensionless speed of the rotor 
co = 2.4744, hub/tip ratio h = Q.l, dimensionless axial chord 
length Ca(r)=bT(r)-bL(r) =0.0667, and the axial Mach 
number M = 0.3. The midchord line CM{r) defined by equa
tion (14) is expressed as 

CM(r) = {r-h) tan y (24) 
Here y denotes the sweep angle of a blade projected on the 
meridional plane. 

In all cases the numbers of radial collocation stations L = l 
and chordwise load points / = 11 are used. 

Vibrating Blades. In the present paper, parametric studies 
are carried out by changing the sweep angle. In actual cases 
the blade natural frequencies would decrease with sweep, 
because the blade span becomes longer with increasing sweep. 
The vibration modes also would become more complex with 
increase in the sweep angle. In order to avoid effects other 
than the blade sweep on the unsteady aerodynamic 
characteristics, we assume that the blade frequencies and the 
vibratipn modes are independent of the sweep angle. The 
dimensionless frequency and the interblade phase angle 
parameter are taken as X = 3 and a= 6, respectively. Here two 
types of vibration modes are considered: the case of pure 
bending where the circumferential dispacement of a reference 
blade is given by HCa (r) ajb) (/•) e'x', i.e., 

r,(r, z) =HCa(r)a}b> (r)/Vl +o>V2 (25) 

and the case of pure torsion about the midchord point cM(r) 
where the twist angle of a reference blade is given by 
9 4 " (r)e'x' 

v(r, z)=04'Hr) \[i+^(z~CM(r)) (26) 

Here H and 9 denote the displacement and angle amplitudes 
at the blade tip, respectively, and ajb) (r) and 4 ' 1 (r) denote 
the spanwise mode shapes of the y'th order bending and kth 
order torsional vibrations, respectively. The natural mode 
shapes of a uniform cantilever beam are assumed. 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the local unsteady lift coeffi
cient for the first mode bending vibration of unit amplitude 
H=\. The local unsteady lift coefficient is defined by 

ClbHr)=L{r)/(*p0Q{r)C*qW) (27) 
where 

qV>i=k\Ca(r)ajb) (r)Q(r)/(l+w2r2) (28) 
and L (r) is the local unsteady lift force per unit span. In addi
tion, C* = rj. C0(r)Vl+a)V2 denotes the local chord length. 
Generally the unsteady lift force decreases as the sweep angle 
increases for both forward and backward sweeps. Especially 
for the backward sweep, the reduction in the unsteady lift 
force becomes more remarkable toward the hub, and the 
radial variation of the local unsteady lift coefficient becomes 
smaller. In general, incrasing the sweep angle l-y I results in 
decrease of the phase of the unsteady lift coefficient, i.e., Arg 
[Ci»> (r)]. 

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the local unsteady moment 
coefficient for the first mode torsional vibration of unit 
amplitude 9 = 1 defined by 

Cff (/•) =M«> (r)/(irp0Q
2 (r)C*2a^ (#•)) (29) 

where M(" (r) denotes the local unsteady moment per unit 
span about midchord. A similar tendency as seen in C[b) (r) 
for the bending mode vibration is observed in Cjtf (r). Again 
the distinctive reduction of the local unsteady moment near 
the hub with increasing sweep is seen for the backward sweep. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of the blade sweep on the 
total aerodynamic work coefficients for the first-mode bend
ing vibration W\b) and the first-mode torsional vibration W\!) 

defined by equation (51) of Namba and Ishikawa (1983). For 
both forward and backward sweeps, the blade vibrations are 
stabilized drastically at large sweep angles. 

Interaction With a Sinusoidal Gust. Any arbitrary cir
cumferential wake profile can be decomposed into pure har
monic components. Because of the linearized nature of the 
analysis, one can carry out the calculation for each component 
and sum the solutions. In the present analysis, the calculation 
is conducted for only one component to study the effects of 
blade sweep. The sinusoidal component of the circumferential 
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0.05 

Fig. 7(a) Radial variation in the magnitude of the local lift unsteady 
Fig. 5 Effect of sweep angle on the total aerodynamic work coefficient coefficient for interaction with a convected sinusoidal gust 
for the first-mode bending vibration 

Y (DEG) 
Fig. 6 Effect of sweep angle on the total aerodynamic work coefficient 
for the first-mode torsional vibration 

wave number N„ = 20 is selected. Hence it is determined that 
X = 49.488 and a= 10. Furthermore the incident disturbance 
flow velocity is assumed to be of constant amplitude w(r) = 1. 

Figures 7(a) and 1(b) show the radial variation in the local 
unsteady lift coefficient defined by 

Ci"»(r) = -L(r)/(irp0Q(r)C*9<»'>) (30) 
It can be seen that the overall unsteady lift force becomes 
small at large sweep angles, i.e., 7 = +30 deg or - 30 deg. It is 
worth noticing, however, that the local unsteady lift force 
becomes large near the hub for larger forward sweep and near 
the tip for larger backward sweep. 

Figure 8 shows the axial components of the total and modal 

CD 
UJ 
Q 

O 

< 

540 

360 

180 

-180 

-360 
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

Fig. 7(b) Radial variation in the argument of the local unsteady lift 
coefficient for Interaction with a convected sinusoidal gust 

acoustic powers calculated in the same way as shown by Nam-
ba (1977). In the figure, the subscripts + and - denote 
downstream and upstream propagation, respectively, and E+ , 
E_,S+ (v, /) ,andS_ (v, I) are normalized by (ir/4)rj-p0Wl 
e2. A remarkable reduction in the acoustic power is attained 
by increasing I7I beyond 12.5 deg. There are two main 
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Fig. 8(a) Effect of sweep angle on the total and modal acoustic powers 
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Fig. 8(b) Effect of sweep angle on the total and modal acoustic powers 

reasons for this phenomenon. One is the reduction of ApB 
itself as the dipole sound source, and another is the reduction 
of modal acoustic powers of lower radial orders in the cut-on 
state. 

It is worth noting that distinctive increase of the (0, 1) mode 
power gives rise to sharp peaks of the total acoustic power 
near I7I = 12.5 deg. 

Conclusion 

The local unsteady blade force due to blade vibration 
decreases as the sweep angle increases for both forward and 
backward sweeps. The reduction in the unsteady blade force 
near the hub is distinctive for large backward sweep angles. 

Consequently the total aerodynamic work is reduced con
siderably at large sweep angles. This can be seen noticeably in 
the aerodynamic work for the torsional vibration. 

Remarkable reduction in the acoustic power generated by 
interaction with a convected sinusoidal gust is also attained at 
large sweep angles for both forward and backward sweeps. 

It can be said that the adequate blade sweep is a great ad

vantage for both blade flutter suppression and noise 
reduction. 
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Surface Injection Effect on Mass 
Transfer From a Cylinder in 
Crossflow: A Simulation of Film 
Cooling in the Leading Edge 
Region of a Turbine Blade 
A naphthalene sublimation technique is used to study the effect of surface injection 
on the mass (heat) transfer from a circular cylinder in crossflow. Using a heat/mass 
transfer analogy the results can be used to predict film cooling effects in the leading 
edge region of a turbine blade. Air injection through one row of circular holes is 
employed in the stagnation region of the cylinder. Streamwise and spanwise injec
tion inclinations are studied separately, and the effects of blowing rate and injection 
location relative to the cylinder front stagnation line are investigated. Streamwise in
jection produces significant mass transfer increases downstream of the injection 
holes, but a relatively small increase is observed between holes, normal to the injec
tion direction. The mass transfer distribution, measured with spanwise injection 
through holes located near the cylinder front stagnation line, is extremely sensitive 
to small changes in the injection hole location relative to stagnation. When the 
centers of the spanwise injection holes are located 5 deg or more from the stagnation 
line, the holes lie entirely on one side of the stagnation line and the injection affects 
the mass transfer only on that side of the cylinder, approaching the pattern observed 
with streamwise injection. 

Introduction 
Application of film cooling through a single row or multiple 

rows of circular holes is common in gas turbine systems. The 
need to improve performance by increasing turbine inlet 
temperature, without shortening the components' lifespan, 
has prompted a large number of studies aimed at a better 
understanding of the complex flow and heat transfer 
mechanisms involved in film cooling (see Metzger, 1983). Ad
vanced materials such as nickel superalloys and various 
ceramics, which are used in modern turbines (Kear, 1986), 
have, in general, relatively low thermal conductivity and dif-
fusivity. Thus, large local variations of the heat transfer coef
ficient can produce significant temperature gradients in the 
wall of a turbine blade. These gradients may cause high ther
mal stresses and ultimately could lead to blade failure. An ef
fective film cooling design must reduce the temperature gra
dients over the surface, as well as the mean wall temperature. 
Therefore, knowledge of the heat transfer distribution over 
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34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congres and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript recived at ASME Head
quarters February 14, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-276. 

the blade surface, with various coolant injection configura
tions, is necessary for a successful turbine design. 

Two methods have been developed to predict film cooling 
effects on heat transfer. The first method (Eckert, 1983; 
Goldstein, 1971) defines the heat transfer coefficient with an 
adiabatic wall temperature 

qw = hH(Tw-Taw) (1) 

For a constant property flow, the heat transfer coefficient hH 
is independent of the temperature difference Tw — Taw. A 
dimensionless adiabatic wall temperature, known as the film 
cooling effectiveness i} is given by 

T,-T, 
For low-speed constant property flows Tr = T„, and 

V = (2) 

In this method, the heat transfer coefficient and the effec
tiveness are determined separately. Then, for any given 
mainstream and coolant temperatures and a prescribed wall 
heat flux, the wall temperature distribution can be obtained 
using equation (1). 
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In the second method (Metzger et al., 1968; Choe et al., 
1974) the heat transfer coefficient is defined by the equation 

qw = h'(Tw-Ta) (3) 

This approach provides a direct means of determining heat 
transfer coefficients for film cooling on an isothermal surface. 
Here, the heat transfer coefficient h' is not independent of the 
temperature difference Tw — T„\ but as shown by Metzger et 
al. (1968), Metzger and Fletcher (1971), and Eckert et al. 
(1971), for a constant property flow, h' varies linearly with 
the dimensionless temperature 

6>* = 
T —T 

(4) 

Note that unlike hH, the coefficient h', defined by equation 
(3), can take on unusual (e.g., negative) values, especially 
close to an injection location. The coefficients h'0 and h[ ob
tained on an isothermal surface for 8* — 0 and 1, respectively, 
can be used to approximate heat transfer coefficients on a sur
face where gradual temperature variations take place (Eckert, 
1983). In that case 

K~hH (5) 

and the relation between h' and 8* is given by 

h' 
••I-7,8* (6) 

In various studies (Metzger and Fletcher, 1971; Miller and 
Crawford, 1984; Ligrani and Camci, 1985) values of hH and ij 
were approximated from h' and 8* data using a linear ex
trapolation based on equation (6). 

Values of the heat transfer coefficient hH for two-
dimensional slot injection across the span of a flat plate are 
presented by Hartnett et al. (1961a, 1961b). Their data show 
relatively large coefficients near the injection slot; as the 
downstream distance from the slot increases, hH quickly 
declines, approaching the coefficient obtained without injec
tion. Measurements of heat transfer coefficients averaged 
across the test surface are reported in some studies of three-

dimensional film cooling from a single row and multiple rows 
of circular holes (Metzger and Fletcher, 1971; Mayle and 
Camarata, 1975; Liess, 1975; Metzger et al., 1976; Lander et 
al., 1972; Ligrani and Breugelmans, 1981). Effects of 
parameters such as injection geometry, blowing rate, pressure 
gradient, and boundary layer transition on variation of 
spanwise-averaged coefficients in the mainflow direction were 
investigated in these studies. 

Local heat transfer coefficients (hH) over a film-cooled 
plate with one and two rows of injection holes were measured 
by Eriksen- and Goldstein (1974) and Jabbari and Goldstein 
(1978). Mick and Mayle (1988) measured local hH values using 
two rows of spanwise injection holes located 15 and 44 deg 
from the stagnation line of a blunt body with a circular leading 
edge, followed by a flat section. Local measurements near the 
leading edge of a turbine vane and on the front portion of a 
cylinder were conducted at Purdue University by Hanus and 
L'Ecuyer (1977), Luckey et al. (1977), Luckey and L'Ecuyer 
(1981), and Bonnice and L'Ecuyer (1983). In these studies h' 
values were obtained near the center of the wind tunnel 
(cylinder midspan). Spanwise injection through one to five 
rows of holes was employed. 

In an experimental setup where significant temperature dif
ferences exist (Ericksen et al., 1974; Jabbari et al., 1978; Mick 
et al., 1988; Hanus et al., 1977; Luckey et al., 1977, 1981; 
Bonnice et al., 1983) wall conduction makes it difficult to 
maintain the imposed boundary condition (Tw = const or 
qw = const) near the injection holes and close to the edges of 
the test surface. Consequently, in several studies the analysis 
between heat and mass transfer was utilized to obtain transfer 
coefficients on flat surfaces (Hay et al., 1985a, 1985b; Gold
stein and Taylor, 1982; Kumada et al., 1981). The last two 
studies demonstrated how mass transfer using naphthalene 
sublimation can provide contours of local transfer coefficients 
on a flat plate near the holes of single-row and multiple-row 
injection geometries. 

When naphthalene sublimation is used, a direct analogy to 
the adiabatic wall heat transfer coefficient (hH) defined by 

Nomenclature 

d - diameter of the test cylinder = 63.5 mm in present 
study 

D = injection tube inner diameter = 5.95 mm 
Dj = mass diffusion coefficient for naphthalene vapor in 

air; taking Sc = 2.5 (Sogin, 1958), Df=v/2.5. [Note 
more recent studies by Chen (1987) and Cho (1989) 
indicate a smaller value of Sc and Df. This would 
not affect the relative values of the mass transfer 
coefficient and Sherwood number with and 
without blowing.] 

h = local convective heat transfer coefficient 
h0 = reference mass transfer coefficient = hm without 

surface injection 
hH = adiabatic wall heat transfer coefficient for film 

cooling applications = g l v /(7 ' l l , -r a l t , ) 
hm = local mass transfer coefficient = m/pvw 

h' = isothermal wall heat transfer coefficient for film 
cooling applications = qw/(T„-Ta>) 

h'0 = isothermal wall heat transfer coefficient for a 
situation where 8* = 0 (i.e., T2 = Ta>) 

h[ = isothermal wall heat transfer coefficient for a 
situation where d* = 1 (i.e., T2 = TW) 

H = shape factor = 8*/52 

k = conductivity 
L = length of test cylinder (also, height of the wind 

tunnel) = 305 mm in the present study 

M = 
P» = 

P„ = 

qw 

t 
T 

* aw 

Tr 

Tw 

T2 

T 
T 

local naphthalene mass transfer rate per unit area 
of the cylinder surface 
blowing rate = p2U2/paUa> 

vapor pressure of naphthalene determined using 
the method by Ambrose et al. (1975) 
local vapor pressure of naphthalene at the cylinder 
surface averaged over the time of exposure in the 
wind tunnel 
wall heat flux 
gas constant for naphthalene (universal gas con
stant divided by molecular weight of 
naphthalene = 128.19) 
spanwise distance between centers of injection 
holes 
thickness of naphthalene layer 
temperature 
reference temperature 
adiabatic wall temperature 
free-stream recovery temperature 
wall temperature 
film coolant temperature at the point of injection 
mainstream temperature 
local temperature of naphthalene surface averaged 
over exposure time in the wind tunnel 
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equation (1) leads to the following definition of a mass 
transfer coefficient: 

h„ 
(Pv,Y>-Pv,i) 

Alternatively, a relation equivalent to equation (3) gives 

hm = 

(7) 

(8) 
\Pu,w Py,oo / 

In the naphthalene sublimation technique used in the 
present study a nearly uniform vapor density is maintained 
over the entire cylinder surface, and the naphthalene vapor 
concentration in the mainstream and in the injected gas is 
zero. This is equivalent to isothermal boundary conditions 
with T2 = TX (or 0*=O). Thus, equations (7) and (8) both 
reduce to 

hm = 
Pv.w 

(9a) 

In the present study local mass transfer coefficients are ob
tained around the entire circumference of a circular cylinder 
and along a span containing five injection holes (in a single 
row). Span wise and stream wise inclined injections are 
employed at blowing rates of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. The injection 
location is varied relative to the cylinder's front stagnation 
line. In each test run, measurements are taken at about 3800 
local points over the cylinder surface. Thus, exact details of 
the mass transfer distribution pattern are revealed. Injection 
geometry and blowing rate effects in the region away from the 
base of the cylinder, where endwall effects on the flow are 
relatively small, are reported here. The injection effects near 
the endwall will be reported later. 

Experimental Apparatus and Measurement Techniques 

The primary objective of the experimental apparatus is to 
provide a means of determining the local rate of naphthalene 
sublimation from the cylinder surface during exposure to an 

air flow. This local mass transfer rate is then expressed in 
terms of the coefficients hm and the Sherwood number. 
Detailed descriptions of the experimental apparatus and the 
measurement procedure are given by Kami (1985). The max
imum measurement error in obtaining hm is 6 percent. 

The test cylinder (d = 63.5 mm) is shown in Fig. 1; a portion 
extending over about 60 deg of the cylinder circumference and 
along its entire naphthalene-covered span is removed [see Fig. 
1 («)] and two sections with different injection inclinations are 
made to fit in that region [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. During tests 
the cast naphthalene layer covers the outer surface of the sec
tion used as if it were an integral part of the cylinder. Teflon 
(Polytetra-Fluoro-Ethylene) injection tubes are installed in 
these sections; in one section, the tubes are inclined such that 
the injected air enters the mainstream at a spanwise angle of 20 
deg to the cylinder surface [Fig. 1 (£>)]; in the other section, the 
tubes are angled 37 deg to the surface in the streamwise direc
tion [Fig. 1 (c)]. All injection tubes have an inside diameter of 
5.95 mm and a wall thickness of 0.35 mm. They extend 1.0 
mm out of the section surface and thus are flush with the 
naphthalene layer outer surface. The injection holes extend 
over an angular range of 18 and 10.5 deg of the cylinder cir
cumference for streamwise and spanwise injection, respective
ly. If the injection tube's wall thickness is included, these 
angles become 20 to 12 deg, respectively. The ratio of cylinder 
diameter to injection hole diameter (d/D= 10.67) is similar to 
that used in the leading edge of many turbine vanes. The hole 
diameter is of the same order of magnitude as the cylinder 
boundary layer (see Kami, 1985). 

During its exposure to the air stream, the test cylinder is 
positioned vertically in the middle of the tunnel's cross sec
tion, about 450 mm downstream of the test section inlet; the 
blockage ratio is 0.104. The naphthalene-covered portion of 
the cylinder extends from about 6.7 mm below the tunnel's 
bottom wall to 260 mm above it (about 45 mm below the top 
wall). The secondary (injected) air flow is supplied by a com
pressor. To insure a steady flow of dry air in the injection 
system, the secondary air is filtered and passes through two 

Nomenclature (cont.) 

Tu = turbulence intensity 
U2 = mean velocity in injection tube 
On = mean velocity of mainstream 
W = width of test section 
x = direction along the tunnel test section 

x' = downstream distance from downstream edge of in
jection holes 

y = direction along the cylinder center line; y = 0 on 
the tunnel bottom wall 

y' = upward distance along the span of the cylinder 
measured from center of injection holes 

z - direction across the tunnel test section; z = 0 on the 
cylinder centerline 

a,- = streamwise angle between the injection hole 
centerline and loal cylinder surface, either 37 or 90 
deg in this study 

/3, = spanwise angle between the injection hole 
centerline surface, either 20 or 90 deg in this study 

5* = displacement thickness of endwall boundary layer 
just upstream of the cylinder 

At = change in local naphthalene thickness due to ex
posure in the wind tunnel 

AT = time of cylinder exposure in wind tunnel 
rj = film cooling effectiveness for an adiabatic wall, 

ij = ( r f l W - r . ) / ( r 2 - 7 ' . ) 

A* = 
v = 
P = 

Ps = 

Pv,i = 

Pv.w ~ 

Pv,C 

angle around the cylinder measured from the front 
stagnation point, degrees 
angular location of injection hole center relative to 
cylinder front stagnation point, degrees 
dimensionless temperature = (T2-Ta>)/(TW-Ta>) 
dynamic viscosity of air 
kinematic viscosity of air = \x.lp 
density of air 
density of solid naphthalene = 1.145 g/cm3 (Kami, 
1985) 
density of naphthalene vapor at an inactive (non-
subliming) surface, zero in this study 
local naphthalene vapor density on the cylinder 
surface averaged over exposure time in the wind 
tunnel 
density of naphthalene vapor in the mainstream, 
zero in this study 

Dimensionless Parameters 
Nu = local Nusselt number = hd/k 
Re = Reynolds number based on cylinder 

diameter =U„d/v 
Sc = Schmidt number = v/Df 
Sh = local Sherwood number = hmd/Df 

Shsp = spanwise-averaged Sherwood number at a given 
angle 
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Fig. 1 (a) Test cylinder without removable section; (b) removable section with spanwise injection holes; (c) removable section 
with spanwise injection holes (all dimensions in mm) 

flow regulators. It then flows through a calibrated orifice and 
a temperature-control device. The difference between the 
mainstream and secondary air temperatures is within 0.25°C 
in all test runs. To prevent flow rate variations from one injec
tion hole to another, the secondary air enters the test cylinder 
(d = 63.5 mm) through a long narrow slit cut along the span of 
25.4 mm o.d. aluminum tube. This tube is attached to the 
secondary air line on one end and is sealed on the other. It is 
mounted inside the test cylinder, extending over most of its 
span. The uniformity of the injected air flow rate was verified 
experimentally (Kami, 1985). 

The time of exposure in the wind tunnel (AT) is between 35 
and 70 min (depending on operating conditions). During tests 
0.020-0.13 mm of naphthalene sublime from the cylinder sur
face. Since the mainstream and the injected air contain no 
naphthalene vapor, the local mass transfer coefficient is 

hm= _*__**!* m 

Table 1 Operating conditions 

where 
Pv,» 

Pv,w 

Pv.v, 

R. T 
(10) 

The results can be expressed in terms of the local Sherwood 
number 

Sh = 
hmd 

(11) 

Free stream 

Red = 76,000 
£/M = 19.16 m/s 
Tu = 0.45 percent 

Endwall boundary 
layer 

5* = 2.23 mm 
b2 = 1-56 mm 
/ / s l . 4 3 

Cylinder diameter, rf = 63.5 mm 
Injection hole diameter, £> = 5.95 mm 

Blockage ratio, d/W= 0.104 
Aspect ratio, L/d = A.% 

Streamwise injection 
a, = 37 deg 

M 

0.50 
0.50 
0.50 

1.01 
1.02 

1.01 
1.00 

1.99 
2.01 
1.99 

Pi = 90 s/D = 3 
deg 

0i„i(deg) 

10 
20 
30 

10 
101 

20 
30 

10 
20 
30 

Spanwise injection 
a,- = 90 deg 

M 

0.50 
0.51 
0.50 

0.99 
1.00 

1.01 
0.99 

2.00 
2.01 
1.99 

Pi = 20 s/D = 6 
deg 

0inj(deg) 

1 
3 
5 

2 
3 

31 

7 

0 
1 
5 

'Test runs where the lower edge of the first injection hole is located 
1.0 hole diameter above the endwall. In all the other tests, the lower 
side of the first injection hole is adjacent to the tunnel bottom wall. 

Operating Conditions 

The various operating conditions are specified in Table 1. In 
all the test runs, the free-stream velocity and the Reynolds 
number are within 2 percent of the values given in the table. 
The mainstream turbulence intensity is measured while the 
cylinder is out of the wind tunnel. 

In all the tests, measurements are conducted over a span 
containing five injection holes (including the region im
mediately above the endwall) and around the entire cylinder 
circumference. Spanwise injection is directed toward the 
endwall. 
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STREAMWISE INJECTION i r n " 1 B Q « s r » 

0.25 

Fig. 2 Sh distribution for streamwise injection: contours of Sh x 10 ~ 2 , 
«, = 37 deg; 0, = 90 deg; 0inj = 10 deg; s/D = 3 

Results 

I Streamwise Injection. The Sherwood number distribu
tions for a streamwise injection angle, ah of 37 deg, an injec
tion location 8mi of 10 deg, and blowing rate M of 0.50, 1.0, 
and 2.0, are shown in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c), respectively. 
These (and all other) computer-drawn contour plots are ob
tained from the actual measurements around the entire 
cylinder circumference and over part of its span. The dif
ference between adjacent contour lines corresponds to a Sh 
change of 200. The injection holes are shown by the shaded 
regions in the left-hand side of each figure. Since the measure
ment points located nearest each hole are not evenly 
distributed around its periphery, the contour lines very near 
the holes are somewhat distorted during the computer drawing 
process and do not follow the exact shape of the hole where 
Sh = 0. 

Figure 2 demonstrates that the injected air jets produce 
large Sh values and steep local gradients downstream of the in
jection holes while a relatively small increase in Sh is seen be
tween the holes. The contours clearly indicate the flow pattern 
near the injection holes. Somewhat similar mass transfer 
trends were reported in studies of streamwise injection over 
flat plates by Hay et al. (1985a), Kumada et al. (1981), and 
Goldstein et al. (1982). Goldstein et al. (1982) observed larger 
increases of Sh between injection holes on a flat plate. The 
present data show that the region downstream of each hole, 
where the injected flow has a relatively large effect, increases 
with increasing blowing rate, but is generally limited to the 
front portion of the cylinder. At y/d<0.5, the spanwise 
pressure gradients, created by the end wall boundary layer in 
the cylinder's front stagnation region, divert the jets of the 
lower injection hole toward the tunnel wall. 

Figure 3 shows angular variations of Sh at selected spanwise 
distances from the center of an injection hole located far from 
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Fig. 3 Angular variations of Sh at sleeted spanwise distances from the 
center of an injection hole M = 0.50; a,- = 37 deg; 0inj = 10 deg 

the endwall for a, = 37 deg, M=0.50, and 0inj = 10 deg. The 
circumferential Sh distribution measured over a cylinder with 
no injection holes is also shown in this figure. The spanwise 
distance from the hole's center is denoted by^ ' . The location 
of a given y' with respect to the injection hole is shown in the 
inset at the top right corner of Fig. 3. Immediately 
downstream of the hole's centerline (y'/D = 0), Sh is more 
than three times its value without injection. Asy' /D and/or 8 
increase, Sh decreases sharply. Figures 2 and 3 show that Sher
wood number values measured upstream of an injection hole's 
centerline and on the opposite side of the cylinder symmetry 
line are nearly unaffected by the injection jets; the mass 
transfer pattern in these regions is similar to that measured by 
Kami (1985) over a cylinder with no injection holes. 

Variations of spanwise average Sherwood number, Ship, 
around the cylinder for a, = 37 deg are presented in Fig. 4. The 
Sh distribution obtained far from the endwall on a cylinder 
with no injection holes is also shown in this figure. The 
spanwise-averaged coefficients confirm the trends seen in 
Figs. 2 and 3 (local Sh distributions). Maximum Sh values 
showing an increase of 2-3 times over the mass transfer 
without injection are observed immediately downstream of the 
injection holes. In the region most influenced by injection 
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Fig. 4 Spanwise-averaged Sherwood number (Shs„) distribution for 
streamwise injection: a, = 37 deg; /S, = 90 deg; s/D = 3 

(0inj < f?< 120 deg), Shjp values located immediately 
downstream of injection fall sharply as 6 increases, reaching a 
minimum near the laminar boundary layer separation angle 
(0 = 80-90 deg); a second peak is observed at 8 = 110-120 deg. 
At 80 deg<0<18O deg, Shs/, has a pattern similar to a Nu 
(Sh) distribution over an impermeable circular cylinder at 
critical and supercritical Red (Schmidt and Wenner, 1941; 
Giedt, 1949; Achenbach, 1975; Sogin and Subramanian, 
1961). At high Reynolds numbers (Red>2xl05) , the 
downstream portion of the cylinder boundary layer becomes 
turbulent, producing a sharp increase of heat (mass) transfer, 
and the separation angle is between 110 and 150 deg. It is 
possible that the additional momentum supplied by the jets 
causes a delay in the boundary layer separation, and over 
some portions of the cylinder span a transitional or turbulent 
boundary layer exists at 6 « 90-130 deg. 

Fig. 5 Sh distribution for spanwise injection; contours of Sh x 10~ 2 , 
M = 0.50; a, = 90; 0/ = 20 deg; s/D = 6 

Fig. 6 Sh distribution for spanwise injection; contours of Sh x 10 2 , 
M = 2.00; a, = 90; /3, = 20 deg; s/D = 6 

Figure 4 shows that on the side o_f the cylinder where no in
jection is employed (d<0 deg) Shsp is similar to the im
permeable wall coefficient over the front of the cylinder; but, 
for M= 1.0 and 2.0, Shsp is somewhat lower than this coeffi
cient in the wake region. At 8ini = 30 deg, relatively low Sh^ 
values are obtained in the wake for M=0.5 as well. This may 
be caused by the jets' interference with the characteristic wake 
pattern of alternating vortex shedding. Note that similar 
reductions of heat (and mass) transfer were measured in the 
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Fig. 7 Angular variatons of Sh at selected spanwise distance from the 
center of an injection hole; M = 0.99; /S, = 20 deg; 0 inj = 3 deg 

wake of a smooth impermeable cylinder exposed to a 
mainstream with high turbulent intensity (Kestin and Wood, 
1971; Lowery and Vachon, 1975), and when a splitter plate 
was installed at 0 = 180 deg (Hiwada et al., 1979). 

II Spanwise Injection. The investigation of spanwise in
jection focuses on the influence of small variations in 6mi near 
the cylinder front stagnation line at different blowing rates. As 
in Fig. 2 all computer-drawn contour plots (Figs. 5 and 6) are 
prepared via interpolations of the actual measurements. The 
injection holes (which, in these figures, are divided into two 
parts) are indicated by the shaded regions near the left and 
right boundaries of the figures. Note that the injected jets are 
directed toward the endwall. 

Sherwood number distributions for an injection angle (3, of 
20 deg, a blowing rate M of about 0.5, and injection locations 
dinj of 1, 3, and 5 deg are presented in Figs. 5(a), 5{b), and 
5(c), respectively. Note that based on their inner diameter, 
the maximum angular range of the holes is about 10 deg 
(6>inj ± 5 deg); thus, at 0inj = 5 deg, the injection holes are entire
ly on one side of the cylinder stagnation line. A nearly sym-
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Fig. 8 Spanwise average Sherwood number distribution for spanwise 
injection; a; = 90 deg; 0, = 20 deg; s/D = 6 

metric (around 0 = 0) Sh distribution is seen in Fig. 5(a) 
(0inj = 1); as 0inj increases to 3 deg [Fig. 5(b)] and to 5 deg [Fig 
5(c)], the injection effects become skewed. Although the jets 
are injected with a relatively large spanwise velocity compo
nent (/31 = 20 deg) and a zero streamwise component (a, = 90 
deg), they appear to be turned downstream by the main flow 
immediately upon their entry when 0inj = 3 or 5 deg [Figs. 5(b) 
and 5 (c)]. Consequently the mass transfer pattern approaches 
somewhat that observed with streamwise injection (Fig. 2). 
Mick and Mayle (1988) observed a similar pattern while 
employing two rows of injection holes at ft = 30 deg and 
6*inj = 15 and 44 deg. In Figs. 5(a, b, c) low transfer coeffi
cients are seen along the cylinder span at 0=< 80 deg, and local 
Sh peaks are detected at B~ 100 to 110 deg. 

Sherwood number distributions for (3, = 20 deg, M»2.0, 
and 0jnj=O and 5 deg are presented in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), 
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respectively. A symmettric Sh distribution is seen over both 
sides of the cylinder stagnation line for 0inj = 0 deg [Fig. 6(a)] , 
but the Sh distribution is quite skewed at 8ini = 5 deg [Fig. 
6(b)]. However, at M=2 .0 and 0inj = 5 deg [Fig. 6(b)] the jet 
trajectories retain a larger downward spanwise component 
after entering the main flow than do their counterparts at 
M=0.5 [Fig. 5(c)]. The skewed distribution obtained at all 
blowing rates when 0inj > 5 deg probably result from the entire 
hole cross section being located on one side of the cylinder 
front stagnation line. Thus, the other side of this line is unaf
fected by injection at M=0.5 and 1.0, and only modest in
creases over a small region are seen at M=2.0. For M=2 .0 
(Fig. 6), relatively low Sh values are detected at 5 = 90-100 
deg, and local highs are seen at 0=100-115 deg. Especially 
large Sh variations occur at 80 deg<0< 120 deg when 0inj = 5 
deg is employed [Fig. 6(b)]. 

Figure 7 shows angular variations of Sh at selected spanwise 
distances from the center of an injection hole located far from 
theendwall forM— 1.0, /3,=20 deg, and 0inj = 3 deg. The rela
tion between the distance from the hole's center (>>') and the 
injection hole is shown in the inset at the top of the figure. 
These data show that as the downward distance from the 
hole's center increases, the injection effect increases on both 
sides of the hole. Maximum Sh values of about 2.5 times that 
without injection are observed adjacent to the holes and just 
below them. 

Spanwise average Sherwood number (Ship) values are 
presented in Fig. 8. The circumferential Sh distribution ob
tained far from the end wall on a cylinder with no injection 
holes is also shown in these figures. The span wise-averaged 
coefficients show some of the trends seen in Figs. 5-7 (local Sh 
distributions). The Sh peaks near the injection holes increase 
with the blowing rate and are 2-3 times the Sh value without 
injection. For a given blowing rate, Sh^ on the side of the 
cylinder's stagnation line opposite to injection (in the angular 
range - 130 deg<0<O deg) drops sharply as 0inj increases (ap-
proaching the distribution on a cylinder without injection), 
whereas Shjp values on the injection side (at 0inj < 0 < 130 deg) 
are nearly unaffected by changes in the injection location. The 
last observation is surprising, considering the great influence 
of small 0inj variations on local Sh distribution (Figs. 5 and 6) 
and the fact that the bulk mass flow over the injection side in
creases as 0inj increases while the bulk flow over the other side 
decreases. For 0inj = 5-7 deg, the Shsp values on the side op
posite to injection closely follow the impermeable wall 
distribution in the angular range - 9 0 deg<0<O deg (Fig. 8). 
The average coefficients on the injection side (or both sides for 
0 deg < 0inj < 3 deg) peak immediately downstream of injection 
and fall sharply as 0 increases. A minimum Shijt, is reached be
tween 0 = 80 deg and 0= 100 deg, depending on blowing rate. 
A second peak_is observed at 0=100-120 deg, and farther 
downstream, ShJ;) decreases, approaching values comparable 
to those obtained without injection. Similar to average coeffi
cients for stream wise injection (Fig. 4), the Shsp distribution at 
90 deg<0< 180 deg for spanwise injection (Fig. 8) resembles a 
circumferential distribution over the rear portion of an im
permeable cylinder at critical and supercritical Rerf (Schmidt et 
al., 1941; Giedt, 1949; Achenbach, 1975; Sogin et al., 1961). 
For all injection locations, at M=2.0, Shi/; values in the 
downstream portion of the wake (0= 180 ±50 deg) are lower 
than the Sh measurements without injection [Fig. 8(c)]. This 
is also true at lower blowing ratios when 0 i n j>3 deg [Figs. 
8(a) and 8(6)]. Local Sh data in Fig. 7 show the same trend in 
the wake as that mentioned above; it may result from the fact 
that the injected jets interfere with the symmetric vortex shed
ding pattern, which is characteristic of a cylinder in crossflow. 

Ill Comparison of Results._ Figure 9 presents spanwise-
averaged Sherwood number (Shs/)) distributions for stream-
wise and spanwise injection at M~ 1.0 and 0inj = 10 and 7 deg, 
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Fig. 10 (a) Comparison of local mass transfer downstream of a span-
wise injection hole with extrapolated data from Bonnice et al. (1983); 
y' D = 0.0; 0jn; = 5-7 deg; (b) comparison of Shsp for spanwise injection 
with extrapolated data from Bonnice et al. (1983); inj = 5-7 deg 

respectively. The Shjp distributions obtained with the two in
jection geometries are similar despite the fact that at a given 
blowing rate, the total injected mass flow for streamwise injec
tion (s/D = 3; 13 holes) is nearly twice that of spanwise injec
tion (s/D = 6; 1 holes). 

Heat transfer measurements over a film-cooled circular 
cylinder were conducted by Bonnice and L'Ecuyer (1983). A 
comparison between their data and present results for span-
wise injection at similar geometry is given in Figs. 10(a) and 
10(b). Figure 10(a) shows local h/h0 values directly 
downstream of an injection hole (y'/D = 0). Figure 10(b) 
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Table 2 Spanwise injection geometry for data shown in Fig. 12 

Cylinder Injection 
diameter, tube 

diameter , 
m m m m s/D s/D /3,-, deg 6iai, deg $* 

Present 63.5 5.95 10.67 6 20 5, 7 0 
Bonnice and 150 4.76 31.5 5 25 5 1.03 

L 'Ecuyer 1.29 
(1983) 

shows spanwise-averaged h/h0 values. Table 2 details the 
geometry used in both studies to obtain the data shown in 
these figures. 

The linear extrapolation approach, commonly used to ap
proximate h'0 (=hH) values from h' measurements at 9* 
larger than zero (Choe et al., 1974; Metzger et al , 1971; Miller 
et al., 1984; Ligrani et al., 1985), is used to obtain h'0/h' from 
the data of Bonnice and L'Ecuyer (1983). Note that only the 
two (relatively close) 9* values of 1.03 and 1.29 were used by 
Bonnice and L'Ecuyer (1983). Thus, the extrapolated h'0/h' 
values may be inaccurate. (Any error in the measurements or 
the calculations is magnified by a factor of about 4.0 when h' 
values at 9* = 1.03 and 1.29 are extrapolated to give /i„.) 

As shown in Table 2, the main difference between the 
present injection geometry and that of Bonnice and L'Ecuyer 
(1983) is the ratio of cylinder to injection hole diameter, d/D. 
Thus, for a given x /D, their data points are, in fact, at a 
much smaller angular distance 6ini than present data. This may 
account for the somewhat different h/h0 patterns obtained in 
the two studies at _>>'/Z> = 0.0 [Fig. 10(a)], The fact that larger 
injection holes are used in the present study implies that, at a 
given blowing rate, the total injected mass flow in present tests 
is higher than that of Bonnice and L'Ecuyer (1983). Thus, 
their average values h/h0 at M=2.0 agree better with present 
data at M= 1.0 than atM=2.0 [Fig. 10(6)]. 

Conclusions 

Several surface injection parameters affecting mass transfer 
from a circular cylinder (or a turbine vane leading edge) have 
been investigated. The following conclusions may be drawn 
from the results obtained with spanwise and stream wise injec
tion holes at angular locations of 0 to 7 deg and 10 to 30 deg 
from stagnation, respectively, and at blowing rates of 0.5 to 
2.0. 

(a) The injected jets produce large Sh values and steep 
local gradients downstream of the streamwise injection holes 
while a relatively small increase in Sh is detected between the 
holes. A somewhat similar periodic pattern, corresponding to 
individual jet trajectories, is also observed for spanwise injec
tion when the holes are located entirely on one side of the 
cylinder stagnation line (i.e., 0i„jS:5 deg). For such 
geometries, the injection effects on the opposite side of the 
stagnation line are relatively very small. 

(b) For streamwise injection, the size of the region directly 
downstream of each hole, where high Sh values are found, in
creases with M and decreases as the injection is shifted 
downstream (i.e., as 0inj- increases). 

(c) The local mass transfer distribution for spanwise injec
tion near the stagnation line is extremely sensitive to small 
variations in 0inj. Nearly symmetric Sh distributions are ob
tained for 0inj =0-1 deg, but for 6ini of 3 deg or higher, the in
jection effects become very skewed. Despite that, the 
spanwise-averaged coefficients over the side of the stagnation 
line where injection is employed vary little with d[Tli. Shsp 
does, however, approach values measured over a cylinder 
without injection on the other side of the symmetry line as 9iai 
increases. 

(d) For both streamwise and spanwise injections, Sh values 

generally decrease with downstream distance from injection, 
reaching a minimum at 0=80-100 deg. Farther downstream, 
local peaks are observed at 9 = 100-120 deg. This trend could 
result from a boundary layer transition to turbulence, which 
may occur over portions of the cylinder span at 9 = 80-90 deg. 

(e) Mass transfer values lower than those obtained with a 
uniform cylinder are observed in the downstream portion of 
the wake (9 = 180 ± 50 deg) for 50 deg) for streamwise injection 
at M= 1.0 and 2.0. A similar pattern is seen with spanwise in
jection at M=2.0 and, if 9[ni is between 3 and 7 deg, at 
M= 1.0, also. This trend is probably due to the injected jets in
terfering with the characteristic wake pattern of alternate 
vortex shedding. 

(/) Downstream of injection, the spanwise-averaged Sher
wood number generally increases with blowing rate. 
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Effects of an Embedded Vortex on 
Injectant From a Single 
Film-Cooling Hole in a Turbulent 
Boundary Layer 
Effects of embedded longitudinal vortices on heat transfer in turbulent boundary 
layers with injection from a single film-cooling hole are described. These results 
were obtained at a free-stream velocity of 10 m/s, with a film-cooling hole inclined 
30 deg to the horizontal and a blowing ratio of about 0.50. The ratio of vortex core 
diameter to injection hole diameter was 1.58, and the ratio of circulation to injection 
velocity time hole diameter was about 3.16. Coolant distributions and spatially 
resolved heat transfer measurements indicate that injection hole centerlines must be 
at least 2.9-3.4 vortex core diameters away from the vortex center in the lateral 
direction to avoid significant alterations to wall heat transfer and distributions of 
film coolant. Under these circumstances, protection from film cooling is evident at 
least up to 55 hole diameters downstream of injection. When the injection hole is 
closer to the vortex center, secondary flows convect most injectant into the vortex 
upwash and thermal protection from film cooling is destroyed for streamwise loca
tions from the injection hole greater than 17.5 hole diameters. 

Introduction 

Film cooling is used as a means to protect surfaces from the 
thermal loading that results from exposure to hot gases. 
However, distributions of coolant and the resulting thermal 
protection are often disturbed by secondary flows. This is 
especially true for turbine passages. Here embedded vortices, 
in particular, cause perturbations that often lead to local hot 
spots at locations where film cooling would ordinarily be ex
pected to provide adequate protection, and where protection is 
most needed. Such vortices originate from the centrifugal in
stability resulting from concave curvature, as well as from 
local pressure gradients, which exist at locations such as the in
tersection between the blade and endwall. 

Studies of the interactions between embedded vortices and 
wall injection for gas turbine application are relatively scarce. 
One of the earliest is reported by Blair (1974), who measured 
heat transfer on an endwall film cooled using a slot inclined at 
a 30-deg angle. The large vortex located in the corner between 
the endwall and the suction surface of their cascade was be
lieved to cause significant variations of measured heat transfer 
and film cooling effectiveness. Experimental studies on the in
fluence of the endwall on film cooling from blades using one 
and two rows of injection holes were performed by Goldstein 
and Chen (1985, 1987). These investigators found a triangular 
region on the convex side of the blade where coolant is swept 
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away from the surface by the passage vortex. In contrast, the 
concave side was not significantly affected by secondary flows 
originating near the endwall. Additional heat transfer and film 
cooling effectiveness results from an endwall and airfoil 
within an annular low aspect ratio cascade are presented by 
Sato et al. (1987). 

Of work near concave surfaces with injection, Kobayashi 
(1972, 1975) examined the effects of blowing and suction and 
how they affected the onset of longitudinal vortices in laminar 
boundary layers. Results showed that suction increases the 
stability of laminar boundary layers to centrifugal in
stabilities, whereas blowing had little influence on the in
stability. El-Hady and Verma (1984) showed that the overall 
effect of suction or cooling was to stabilize boundary layers by 
reducing the amplitude ratio of the vortices. Honami and 
Fukagawa (1987) present velocity, temperature, and film ef
fectiveness measured downstream of rows of holes in tur
bulent flow near flat and concave surfaces. For a blowing 
ratio of 0.47, concave curvature causes little change in film ef
fectiveness when lateral injection is employed and a significant 
decrease with streamwise injection. Schwarz and Goldstein 
(1989) measured local film effectiveness from a row of film 
cooling jets in turbulent flows near concave surfaces. The 
authors found that lateral mixing between jets is enhanced as a 
result of Taylor-Gdrtler cells at a blowing ratio of 0.4. For m 
values of 0.8 and 1.6, this mixing and the lateral sway of jets 
becomes less. 

Ligrani et al. (1989) examined the influences of embedded 
longitudinal vortices on film cooling from a row of holes in 
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turbulent boundary layers. The investigators present surface 
heat transfer distributions, mean velocities, and mean 
temperatures, which show that film coolant is greatly dis
turbed and local Stanton numbers are altered significantly by 
the secondary flows within the vortices. Because the character 
of these secondary flows changes around the vortex, the span-
wise position of the vortex with respect to film-cooling holes is 
very important. In addition, secondary heat transfer peaks 
associated with regions of high streamwise velocity exist, 
which become higher in magnitude and more persistent with 
downstream distance as the blowing ratio increases from 0.47 
to 1.26. 

The present study is intended to provide additional 
understanding of the complex events that occur when 
longitudinal vortices disturb injectant from film cooling holes. 
The study is different from other ones where one or two rows 
of holes are used (Goldstein and Chen, 1985, 1987; Ligrani et 
al., 1988, 1989; Schwarz and Goldstein, 1989), since only one 
film-cooling hole is employed. Consequently, the interaction 
between the vortex and injection is clearer because interactions 
with injectant from neighboring injection holes are not 
present. Attention is focused on heat transfer and film-coolant 
distributions. In particular, the influence of spanwise vortex 
position with respect to the injection location is investigated 
for a constant blowing ratio of approximately 0.50. In order 
to isolate the influence of the vortex only, tests are conducted 
on a flat plate in a zero pressure gradient. Because prediction 
of these complex flow interactions is not yet possible, ex
perimental results such as the ones presented here offer 
designers the best insight into the complex interactions be
tween wall jets and vortices. Understanding such interactions 
is needed as improved cooling schemes for turbine passages 
are designed that allow for maximum inlet temperatures and 
higher efficiencies. 

Experimental Apparatus and Approach 

The experiments were conducted in an open-circuit, sub
sonic wind tunnel located in the laboratories of the Depart
ment of Mechanical Engineering at the Naval Postgraduate 
School. This facility is the same one employed and described 
by Ligrani et al. (1988, 1989). A centrifugal blower is located 
at the upstream end, followed by a diffuser, a header contain
ing a honeycomb and three screens, and then a 16-to-l con
traction ratio nozzle. The nozzle leads to the test section, 
which is a rectangular duct 3.05 m long and 0.61 m wide, with 
a top wall having adjustable height to permit changes in the 
streamwise pressure gradient. 

A schematic is presented in Fig. 1 showing the locations of 
the vortex generator, injection hole, and heat transfer surface 
along the test section. The coordinate system is also included. 

Here, z is measured from the tunnel center line. The leading 
edge of the vortex generator delta wing is 0.48 m downstream 
of the boundary layer trip. The injection hole is located on the 
centerline and inclined 30 deg with respect to the horizontal 
test surface. Its downstream edge is 0.60 m from the delta 
wing and 0.02 m upstream of the constant heat flux test sur
face. With the heat transfer surface at elevated temperature, 
an unheated starting length of 1.10 m exists. Free-stream air is 
maintained at ambient temperature, and thus, the direction of 
heat transfer is from the wall to the gas. Also labeled in Fig. 1 
are the locations of thermocouple rows along the heat transfer 
surface, 

The vortex generator consists of a half-delta wing attached 
to the wind tunnel floor at an angle of 18 deg with respect to 
the tunnel centerline. The height of the wing is 3.0 cm and the 
base is 7.5 cm. The design is described by Williams (1988) and 
Ligrani et al. (1989). This configuration produces a vortex at 
x/d=4l.9 with a circulation to free-stream velocity ratio of 
about -1 .10 cm. 

The diameter of the centerline injection hole is 0.952 cm, 
scaled such that bx/d is approximately 0.38. Nondimensional 
coolant temperature 6 was maintained at approximately 1.5 
for all tests. The injection system is described by Ligrani et al. 
(1989). Air originates in a 10-hp, two-stage, 150 psig Ingersoll-
Rand air compressor. From a plenum chamber beneath the 
test surface, the injectant enters film cooling tubes, which ex
tend to the floor of the test section. For the present study, an 
injection tube on the centerline was used in addition to two 
other tubes on each side. These two peripheral holes are re
quired to maintain steady flow in the injection system at 
measurable flow rates. The vortex affects injectant only from 

Thermocouple Rows 

Healed Test 

Fig. 1 Schematic of test surface including coordinate system 
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p = density 
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o = total condition 
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y = normal direction 
z = spanwise direction 

oo = free stream 
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the centerline tube; injectant from the two peripheral holes 
does not touch the heat transfer surface or affect the heat 
transfer measurements. The experimental uncertainty of the 
blowing ratio m, based on a 95 percent confidence level, is 
about 5.0 percent. 

The heat transfer surface was designed and developed to 
provide a constant heat flux over its area. The plate is con
structed so that its upward-facing part is adjacent to the wind 
tunnel air stream, with a thin stainless steel foil surface, 1.3 
mx 0.467 mx0.20 mm, painted flat black. Attached to the 
underside of the foil are 126 copper-constantan thermocouples 
in six rows. In each of the six rows, 21 thermocouples are 
located 1.27 cm apart to provide adequate spanwise resolution 
of temperature distributions. A thin foil heater is used to pro
vide power to the surface. The foil within this heater is custom 
designed with adjacent braces sufficiently close together to 
maintain a uniform heat flux boundary condition. For all 
tests, power levels are adjusted to maintain overall 
temperature differences less than 30 °C to minimize the in
fluences of variable properties. 

To determine the heat loss by conduction from the heat 
transfer test surface, an energy balance was performed. Radia
tion losses from the top of the test plate were estimated 
analytically. The thermal contact resistance between ther
mocouples and the foil top surface was estimated based on the 
outputs of the thermocouples and measurements from 
calibrated liquid crystals on the surface of the foil. Calibra
tions of the Chameleon encapsulated liquid crystals (manufac
tured by Appleton Papers Division of the National Cash 
Register Company) were made to allow foil surface 
temperatures to be measured within ±0.3°C by visual com
parison. This uncertainty is included in the determination of 
overall experimental uncertainties of the Stanton number and 
Stanton number ratio, which are typically about 4.4 and 5.5 
percent, respectively. 

Calibrated copper-constantan thermocouples were used to 
measure the free-stream temperature and injection plenum 
temperature. For plate temperatures, one calibration was used 
for all thermocouples of similar manufacture, since their out
puts were the same within one or two microvolts at any given 
temperature. Temperature surveys of (T0 — T„) were per
formed using two individually calibrated thermocouples, and 
a two-component automated traversing device. Here, T0 is the 
local boundary layer total temperature. As the traverse was 
made, one thermocouple was placed to measure the free-
stream temperature as the other was traversed through the 
boundary layer. Two electric motors manufactured by 
Superior Electric Co. drove the traverse. These were con
trolled by a microprocessor operated by a Hewlett-Packard 
9836S computer. Each survey consisted of 800 probe loca
tions, covering an area of 12 cm x 22 cm. Free-stream and wall 
temperature experimental uncertainties are typically 0.13 and 
0.41 °C, respectively. 

Measurements without a vortex and without film cooling 
were used to qualify the heat transfer plate and measurement 
procedures employed. Spanwise-averaged Stanton numbers 
show agreement with the empirical equation from Kays and 
Crawford (1980) within ±6 percent. Comparison is made for 
a turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate at constant free-
stream velocity, constant heat flux, and an unheated starting 
length of 1.10 m. Additional details regarding qualification 
tests and measuring details are given by Ortiz (1987) and 
Williams (1988). 

The three mean velocity components were measured using a 
five-hole pressure probe manufactured by United Sensors and 
Control Corporation. The probe was a conical-type with a 
diameter of 6.35 mm. Calibration results are given by 
Williams (1988). The probe was connected to five Celesco 
model LCVR differential pressure transducers, each with a 
range of 2.0 cm of water differential pressure. Transducer out-
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Fig. 2 Local Stanton number ratios with film cooling from a single in
jection hole and no vortex, m = 0.53 

put signals were converted to d-c signals by Celesco CD-10D 
carrier demodulators. Voltages from the carrier demodulators 
and thermocouples were read by an HP-3497A Data Acquisi
tion/Control Unit with an HP-3498A Extender. These units 
were controlled by a Hewlett-Packard Series 300, Model 
9836S computer. 

The injectant was visualized by contaminating it with 
atomized liquid droplets in the injecton plenum, produced by 
a Model 1500 Rosco Fog Machine. For these tests, plenum 
pressure was maintained entirely by the fog machine. Free-
stream wind tunnel conditions were then set to achieve desired 
blowing ratios. 

Boundary Layers With Film Cooling Only 

Local Stanton number ratios measured with film injectant 
from the centerline injection hole at m = 0.53 are presented in 
Fig. 2. These are presented as a function of spanwise coor
dinate z at different x/d. The influence of the coolant is evi
dent where Sty/St,, values are non-unity. This is particularly 
evident for x/d=lA where ratio values are as low as 0.75. 
With downstream distance, the Stanton ratios then increase, 
the protection provided by film cooling becomes less, and the 
injectant spreads in the lateral direction. These trends are con
sistent with Goldstein et al. (1968), who studied the behavior 
of film cooling from a single injection hole inclined at 35 deg. 
In that study, adiabatic wall temperatures and adiabatic film 
cooling effectiveness are used to describe local heat transfer 
behavior. 

The results in Fig. 2 thus further qualify the experimental 
procedures and apparatus used to produce injection from a 
single hole and to measure spatially resolved heat transfer 
distributions. 

Vortex Position With Respect to the Injection Hole 

In order to investigate the effect of spanwise position of the 
vortex, the spanwise location of the vortex generator was 
changed. The four different spanwise locations used are 
designated b,e, h, and k, and summarized in Table 1. Figure 3 
is also presented in order to illustrate the locations of 
centerline injection with respect to different portions of the 
vortex. 

The secondary flow vectors shown were actually measured 
just downstream of the injection hole with the vortex at posi
tion e. The horizontal axis is then shifted in the figure so that 
injection centerline location z = 0 is appropriately oriented 
with respect to the vortex center for each of the four vortex 
positions. The vortex center is located at the peak of the 
streamwise vorticity. 
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Table 1 Spanwise locations of the vortex generator, and the vortex at 
the Injection location 

VORTEX 
POSITION 
DESIGNA
TION 

b 

e 

h 

k 

VORTEX CENTER 
Z-LOCATION AT 
INJECTION 
LOCATION 
x/d = 0 

-6.3 cm 

-2.5.cm 

1.3 cm 

5.1 cm 

INJECTION 
LOCATION 
WITH RESPECT 
TO VORTEX 

BENEATH 
DOWNWASH 

BENEATH 
DOWNWASH 

BENEATH CORE 
AND UPWASH 

TO SIDE OF 
UPWASH 

VORTEX 
GENERATOR 
MOUNT 
Z-LOCATION 

-3.8 

0.0 

3.8 

7.6 

Streamwise Ve loc i ty Ranges ( m / s ) 

< 6 . 0 5 8.0-8.5 
6.0-6.5 6 8.5-9.0 
6.5-7.0 7 9.0-9.5 
7.0-7.5 8 9.5-9.9 
7.5-8.0 9 > 9.9 

Ma) 

12.0 

9.0 

6.0 

3.0 

0.0 

i f ' i t J ' ^ O R T E x ' 

-15.0 -10.0 
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0.0 

y.o 5.0 
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VORTEX _ 
POSITION 

Fig. 3 Film-cooing injection locations with respect to vortex center 
and secondary flow vectors for vortex positions b, e, h, and k. Each 
horizontal scale corresponds to a different vortex position where z = 0 
corresponds to centerlines of injection holes. 

Of importance here is the location of different positions of 
the vortex with respect to the injection hole exit. For vortex 
positions b and e, the vortex center is estimated to be at 
z = -6.3 cm and z = -2.5 cm, respectively, at the injection 
location, x/d=0. In both cases, injectant exits the hole 
beneath the vortex downwash, but each at a different part of 
the downwash. For vortex position h, the center of the vortex 
is located at z= 1.3 cm as it passes over the injection location. 
In this case, injectant issues just to the side of the vortex 
center, beneath the core and upwash. For position k, the 
coolant exits to the side of the vortex upwash when the vortex 
center is located at a z coordinate value of 5.1 cm. 

Boundary Layers With Film Cooling and Vortex 

The effects of an embedded vortex on the film-cooled 
boundary layer are now discussed. This presentation is made 
in three parts. First, vortex characteristics are discussed. 
Second, data are presented showing how the vortex alters and 
redistributes the injectant from the film cooling hole. Third, 
heat transfer measurements are presented and discussed. For 
all tests, the free-stream velocity is maintained at approx
imately 10 m/s and spanwise vortex locations b,e, h, and k are 

-|w 

4.0 

2.7 

1.3 

0.0 

VORTEX 
CORE 

-14.0 -10.0 6.0 -6.0 -2.0 
z (cm) 

Mb) 

Fig. 4 Embedded vortex characteristics at x/d = 41.9, m = 0.5, and 
vortex at position e: (a) streamwise velocity contours, (b) secondary flow 
velocity magnitudes at y location of vortex center 

employed. The blowing ratio is maintained at 0.50-0.53. Ac
cording to Goldstein et al. (1968), these values of m are op
timal in regard to the protection provided for injection into a 
turbulent boundary layer from a single hole inclined at 35 deg. 

Vortex Characteristics. Streamwise velocity contours 
measured at x/d = 41.9 with an embedded vortex at position e 
and injection from the centerline hole (z = 0 cm) are shown in 
Fig. 4(a). The vortex shows typical characteristics. For z 
equal to - 8 cm to - 5 cm a secondary flow upwash region is 
present, which results in the convection of low-momentum 
fluid away from the wall. Local boundary layer thickness is 
greater than its nominal two-dimensional value. The 
downwash region exists for a z range from - 2 cm to 2 cm. 
Here, high-velocity free-stream fluid is brought very close to 
the wall, as evidenced by a very thin boundary layer. These 
perturbations to local boundary layer behavior by the second
ary flow vectors are more responsible than any other effect for 
heat transfer differences from those measured in a turbulent 
boundary layer with a two-dimensional mean flow field. A 
velocity deficit is also present surrounding the vortex center, 
which is located atz= -3.56 cm and y = 2.98 cm. The circula
tion T of this vortex is 0.151 m2/s, a value calculated assuming 
that all vorticity magnitudes less than 10 percent of the peak 
vorticity are zero. The ratio T/U^ is then 1.51 cm. In order to 
characterize vortex strength relative to injection rate and jet 
size, the parameter T/dUc is used. For the vortex at 
x/d =41.9, the value of this parameter is 3.16. 
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Fig. 5 Flow visualization of injectant for m = 0.5; free·stream flow is
tram top to bottom: (c) no vortex, (b) vortex at position e, (a) vortex at
position h

The magnitudes of the secondary flow vectors (U; + ~) 1/2

are plotted in Fig. 4 (b). These are given for different z loca
tions at a constant y of 2.98 cm, the distance from the wall of
the vortex center. The z location of the center is also indicated
along with the region corresponding to the vortex core if the
vortex were an ideal Rankine vortex. In the present study, the
core is the region bounded by vorticity levels which are 40 per
cent of the maximum vorticity. This boundary level is chosen
because it shows a good match to locations corresponding to
secondary flow vector maxima. In Rankine vortices, the
region bounded by secondary flow vector maxima is where all
vorticity is located. 40 percent threshold levels instead of max
ima locations are used in the present study because they can be
determined with greater accuracy. For the vortex whose
characteristics are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the core is
approximately circular and axisymmetric with an average
spanwise extent of 1.50 cm, or an average radial extent from
the vortex center of 0.75 cm. This average core radius in the
lateral direction is designated c. 2cld, the ratio of spanwise
core diameter to hole diameter, is then used to quantify the
size of the vortex relative to the injection hole. For the vortex
at xld=41.9, 2cld equals 1.58.

When the vortex of Fig. 4(a) passes xld=O, the center is
located at a spanwise position of - 2.5 cm (see Table 1). The
injection location is then beneath the vortex downwash. At
xld=41.9 Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the center to be further
to the left as a result of spanwise motion of the vortex core in
the negative z direction. This is caused by the secondary flows
between the core and the wall, which are also directed in the
negative Z direction. Spanwise core motion is also evident
from surface Stanton number contours in other studies, par
ticularly those measured downstream of a row of injection
holes by Ligrani et al. (1989).

Effects of the Vortex on the Distributions of Film
Coolant. Information on the disruption imposed to the in
jectant is evident from flow visualization results presented in
Fig. 5. Horizontal lines in this figure correspond to ther
mocouple row locations. Vertical lines are 2.54 cm apart
starting at the centerline. The longitudinal and spanwise ex
tents of each photograph are approximately 34 and 20 injec
tion hole diameters, respectively. Figure 5 (c) shows the path
and behavior of injectant when no vortex is present. Coolant
is convected in the x direction with some spreading with
downstream distance. Structures having scales with sizes of
the order of the injectant width are present that clearly in
dicate the turbulent nature of the flow. Results in Fig. 5 (b)
are for vortex position e when the cooling hole is initially
beneath the downwash. Here, considerable deflection from

x
(a)

x
(b)

x
(e)

the nominal x direction is apparent. This results from the rear
rangement and distortion imposed by the vortex secondary
flow in addition to the spanwise motion of the vortex as it con
vects downstream. Considerably greater distortion and
spreading are apparent in Fig. 5 (a). Here, the vortex is
located at position h and the injection hole is initially just
beside the vortex core beneath the upwash. Some deflection
with downstream distance is apparent as coolant is swirled and
spread across the vortex by secondary flows. Because much of
this spreading is in the positive z direction, coolant seems to be
convected into the area away from the wall above the vortex
core where secondary'flow vectors are also in the positive z
direction. This is discussed in more detail shortly.

Figure 6 provides quantitative information regarding the
distortion and redistribution of injectant by the vortex. The
figure is presented in four parts, one for each spanwise vortex
position. Measured secondary flow vectors are superimposed
on each part to illustrate their significance and influence in
regard to redistribution of injectant. Mean temperature fields
for each vortex position at xld = 41. 9 are also included in Fig.
6. These data were obtained using an experimental approach
introduced by Ligrani et al. (1989), in which injectant is heated
to about 50°C without providing any heat to the test plate.
The temperature field is given as (To - ToJ in °C and thus
shows how fluid from the injection hole is convected and
distorted by the vortex, where higher temperature differences
generally indicate greater amounts of injectant. In cases where
higher temperature differences are not from accumulation of
injectant by convective processes, they are a result of diffusion
of heat from fluid that was initially injectant. However, this is
of secondary importance. Thus, the temperature variations in
Fig. 6 result from film injection and its interaction with the
surrounding flow, since the injectant is the only source of ther
mal energy (relative to the free stream) for these tests.

A qualitative comparison of Figs. 6 (a-d) for vortex posi
tions b, e, h, and k shows vastly different injectant distribu
tions with spanwise vortex location. Referring to Table 1 and
Fig. 6 (a) for vortex position b, the downwash part passes over
the film-cooling hole such that the vortex center is - 6.3 cm
away in the z direction. This distance is equivalent to 8.4 core
radii or 8.4c. Keeping in mind that the centerline of the injec
tion hole is located at z = 0, Fig. 6 (a) indicates that the bulk of
the coolant at xld =41.9 is at z locations from z=0 to
Z = - 4.0 cm. This evidences some skewing of coolant from the
nominal streamwise direction. Because of the secondary flow,
additional coolant is convected along the wall in the negative Z
direction. Some is then distributed away from the wall by the
vortex upwash to eventually be swirled around the vortex core.
The most significant conclusion from Fig. 6(a) is that the
coolant, although skewed from the nominal streamwise direc
tion and partially depleted from secondary flow convection,
remains in sufficient quantity to protect the surface locally
and minimize heat transfer.

When the vortex is in position e, the injection hole is again
beneath the downwash as the vortex passes, but the vortex
center is only - 2.5 cm or - 3.33 c away (Table 1). Figure
6(b), again for xld=41.9, shows that the coolant is totally
redistributed by vortex secondary flows with little local protec
tion remaining near the wall at any spanwise location. Most
coolant is located in the vortex upwash region near z = - 6 cm,
with some above the vortex core. Corresponding streamwise
velocity contours in Fig. 4(a) show injectant is present at the
location of a significant velocity deficit. Such a deficit is
typical of the upwash where low-momentum fluid is convected
away from the wall; however, here the deficit may be slightly
augmented due to accumulation of injectant. Thus, with posi
tion e, a significant portion of injectant seems to be initially
spread along the wall beneath the vortex center, and then con
vected in the direction of secondary flows, an observation also
consistent with the flow visualization results in Fig. 5(b).
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Fig. 6 Mean temperature field showing distributions of film coolant 
with secondary flow vectors at x/d = 41.9, m = 0,5: (a) vortex at position 
b, (b) vortex at position e, fa) vortex at position h, (d) vortex at position k 

Figure 6(c) presents coolant distributions and secondary 
flow vectors at x/d = 4l.9 for vortex position h. For this situa
tion, the vortex center was located +1.3 cm or about 1.73 c 
away from the centerline at x/d = 0 and the injection hole is 
beneath the vortex core and up wash (Table 1 and Fig. 3). As 
for position e, most of the coolant is redistributed into the up-
wash region and above the vortex core at this streamwise loca
tion. There is little evidence of any significant accumulation of 
coolant near the Wall indicating that most all protection is 
decimated. A comparison of 6(b) and 6(c) shows more 
significant spanwise spreading for the latter case, a result also 
seen in the flow visualization photographs in Figs. 5(b) and 
5(a). Such behavior is the likely explanation for the high 
Stanton number regions observed for some vortex positions by 
Ligrani et al. (1989) as well as the lateral mixing occasionally 
noted by Schwarz and Goldstein (1989). 

Results in Fig. 6(d) are given when the vortex center is 
located at z = +5.1 cm (or about + 6.8 c) as it passes the injec
tion hole. Coolant thus exits the hole to the side of the vortex 
upwash region. Although some distortion of the coolant 
distribution seems to result from the vortex upwash, most of it 
remains intact. Another interesting feature is the spreading of 
the injectant along the wall, which occurred upstream of the 

x/d=4l.9 location. This seems to have been significant in the 
negative z direction; however, secondary flow vectors beneath 
the vortex core seem to have prevented significant spreading in 
the positive z direction. 

Heat Transfer Results. Spanwise variations of local Stan
ton numbers for x/d = 33.6 are presented in Fig. 7. These are 
presented for comparison with the injectant distributions of 
Figs. 6 for all four spanwise vortex positions b,e,h, and k. In 
this figure and the discussion that follows, St0 refers to 
baseline Stanton numbers without a vortex and without film 
cooling, Sty are measured with film cooling only, and St are 
obtained with vortex and film cooling. 

The most important features of Fig. 7 are the differences 
between the St/St0 distributions and the Sty/St0 curve for no 
vortex. This illustrates the significance of the perturbation 
caused by the vortex to the film cooled boundary layer. Also 
of importance are the changes of the St/St0 distributions and 
magnitudes, which occur as the spanwise position of the 
vortex is changed. Such alterations evidence the complexity of 
the interactions between the injectant, the vortex, and the 
boundary layer. 

Without the vortex present, .StySt0 shows a deficit of ap-
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Fig. 7 Local Stanton number ratios at x/d = 33.6, x = 1.4 m, 
m = 0.51 -0.53; boundary layer with film cooling, with and without an 
embedded vortex at positions b, e, h, and k 

proximately 0.92 at z = 0 resulting from the injectant. Similar 
deficits, when vortices are present, evidence presence of injec
tant and the amount of protection that is provided. Ordinari
ly, without an external perturbation, an embedded vortex pro
duces spanwise Stanton numbers that are augmented near the 
downwash side and diminished near the upwash side. In the 
Fig. 7 view looking downstream, the downwash is on the right 
and the upwash is on the left for each vortex position. With in
jectant present, upwash and downwash St/St0 are further 
altered depending upon the location of the injectant with 
respect to these regions. 

With vortex position b, Fig. 6(a) shows the presence of in
jectant near the wall at the exact location that a local deficit 
exits on Fig. 7 for vortex position b: -4.0 cm<z<0.0 cm. 
Similar deficits are not present near z = 0 in Fig. 7 for vortex 
positions e and h. For both cases, coolant is swept away from 
the wall into the upwash and above the vortex core by sec
ondary motion. Consequently, little evidence of lowered 
St/St0 from the presence of injectant is seen for these vortex 
positions, except that the St/St0 peak for position e is slightly 
lower than for other vortex positions. For vortex position k, 
St/St0 values are lower than S^/Stg data with film cooling on
ly. Thus, the protection provided by the injectant seems to be 
locally augmented by the vortex for - 5 cm<z<3 cm. This 
protection also appears to be spread over a larger portion of 
the wall as a result of near-wall secondary motion in the 
negative z direction. 

The streamwise development of St/St0 and Sty/St0 distribu
tions for vortex positions b, e, h, and k are given in Figs. 8,9, 
10, and 11, respectively. Close inspection of these figures, as 
well as Figs. 6 and 7, reveals vortex positions to be slightly dif
ferent from the ones produced by the repositioning of the 
vortex generator alone. This is because of interactions with in
jection jets, which produce small alterations to the y and z 
locations of the vortex center as well as the vortex path as it 
convects downstream. 

Referring to Fig. 8 for vortex position b for x/d= 7.4, 
significant influence of the injectant is indicated by St/St0 
values, which are as low as ones without a vortex present. For 
smaller values of z, regions where St/St0 > Sty/St,, and 
St/St0 < Sty/Sto correspond to the downwash and upwash por
tions of the vortex, respectively. At x/d = 7.4, high St/St0 
from the vortex downwash are just to the left of St/St0 deficits 
from the film injectant. With downstream development, the 
influence of injectant on the St/St0 data is evident for x/d up 
to 54.6. As x/d increases over this range, Stanton number 
ratio deficits associated with film cooling near z/d= 0 become 
less apparent. Corresponding St/St0 are also higher than those 
obtained without the vortex. This occurs as increasing 
amounts of injectant are swept away from the wall into the up-
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Fig. 8 Local Stanton number ratios; boundary layer with film cooling, 
with and without embedded vortex 
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Fig. 9 Local Stanton number ratios; boundary layer with film cooling, 
with and without an embedded vortex 

wash and less coolant is available near the wall to reduce heat 
transfer. Such behavior is consistent with high St/St0 at
tributable to the downwash, which persist to the end of the test 
plate, as well as the secondary flow motion and injectant 
distributions presented in Fig. 6(a). Because of the coherence 
of the vortices, their perturbations to heat transfer persist at 
least 97 injection hole diameters downstream, a result also 
observed by Ligrani et al. (1989). 

With vortex position e in Fig. 9, a significant St/St0 valley 
attributable to film injection exists at x/d = lA. Here the 
vortex is probably just lifted off the surface by the injectant. 
With further downstream development (x/d> 17.5), the direct 
application of the vortex downwash begins to take its toll on 
the region containing the injectant. High St/St0 from the 
vortex downwash are at the same spanwise locations as St/Sto 
minima from film cooling. Consequently, little evidence of in
jectant is evident except that maximum and minimum St/St0 
at each streamwise location are both slightly less than if no 
film cooling is present. The protective influence of the film 
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Fig. 10 Local Stanton number ratios-, boundary layer with film cooling, 
with and without an embedded vortex 

cooling thus appears to be almost totally decimated, as 
evidenced by the St/St0 peak near z/d = 0 which persists to the 
end of the test plate. 

Similar conclusions may be drawn regarding the St/St0 data 
for vortex position h in Fig. 10. Only when x/d equals 7.4 and 
17.5 are local minima St/St0 slightly modified by the injec
tant. Here, St/St0 maxima corresponding to the vortex 
downwash are just to the right of St/St0 deficits from film in
jection. At other locations, the spanwise variations of St/St0 
primarily reflect the influence of the vortex only. 

With vortex position k, injectant emerges from the cooling 
hole to the side of the upwash. Consequently, St/St0 deficits 
from film injection are at smaller z than St/St0 peaks from 
vortex downwash regions. This is evident in Fig. 11, which 
also shows that evidence of injectant is seen for x/d at least up 
to 54.6. In addition, minima St/St0 are lower than St/Sto 
with cooling only. This results from the combined influence of 
the downwash and the injection, as well as interactions be
tween the two. Thus, over considerable downstream distances, 
the protection provided by film cooling is locally augmented 
and spread over a larger area than if no vortex is present. 
Similar observations were made by Ligrani et al. (1989) for 
vortex upwash near a row of holes. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The interaction and effect of a single embedded vortex on 
injectant from a single film cooling hole inclined at 30 deg was 
investigated. All measurements were made with a blowing 
ratio of approximately 0.50 and a free-stream velocity of 10 
m/s. At x/d =41.9, the circulation and core diameter of the 
vortices employed were about 0.151 m2/s and 1.50 cm, respec
tively. These give a ratio of core diameter to injection hole 
diameter 2c/d of 1.58, and ratio of circulation to injection 
velocity times hole diameter Y/Ucd of about 3.1. 

Four spanwise vortex positions with respect to the film cool
ing hole were used to examine the interactions of different 
parts of the vortex on the injectant. The most important 
general conclusion is that injectant continues to provide near-
wall protection if it is located at least 2.9-3.4 core diameters 
away from the vortex center in the spanwise direction as the 
vortex passes. However, regardless of the vortex position with 
respect to injection location, the vortices produce perturba
tions to local heat transfer distributions, including local max-

Z (CM) 

Fig. 11 Local Stanton number ratios; boundary layer with film cooling, 
with and without an embedded vortex 

ima, which persist as far as 97 hole diameters downstream of 
the injection location. When injectant issues directly beneath 
the vortex downwash, magnitudes of these maxima are 
somewhat reduced compared to other vortex positions. 

More specific conclusions follow. 
1 When the vortex center passes the injection hole within 

1.67 diameters (3.33c) on the downwash side and within 0.87 
core diameters (1.73c) on the upwash side (vortex positions e 
and h, respectively), most injectant is swept beneath the core 
and into the upwash away from the wall by secondary flows. 
In these cases, little protection from film cooling remains since 
local Stanton number deficits are present for x/d of 7.4 but 
not for x/d> 17.5. When the vortex downwash passes im
mediately above the injection location (vortex position e), 
Stanton number peaks are slightly lower than if no injectant 
were present. 

2 When the injectant emerges beneath the downwash 4.2 
core diameters (8.4c) from the center (vortex position b), Stan
ton numbers are influenced by the coolant for x/d up to 76. 
Even though injectant is skewed from the streamwise direction 
and is partially depleted by secondary flow convection, it re
mains in sufficient quantity to minimize heat transfer locally. 

3 When injectant leaves the cooling hole on the upwash 
side 3.4 core diameters (6.8c) from the vortex center (vortex 
position k), local Stanton number distributions show local 
deficits from film cooling for x/d at least up to 54.6. In this 
case, the local protection provided by film cooling seems to be 
augmented by the presence of the vortex. In addition, the area 
of protection is increased as the injectant is spread over the 
surface in the direction of near wall secondary flows. 
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Effects of Density Ratio on the 
Hydrodynamics of Film Cooling 
This paper presents the results of a detailed hydrodynamic study of a row of inclined 
jets issuing into a crossflow with a density ratio of injectant to free stream of 2. 
Laser-Doppler anemometry was used to measure the vertical and streamwise com
ponents of velocity for a jet-to-free stream mass flux ratio of 0.5. Mean velocity 
components and turbulent Reynolds normal and shear stress components were 
measured at locations in a vertical plane along the centerline of the jet from 1 
diameter upstream to 30 diameters downstream of the jet. The results, which have 
application to film cooling, give a quantitative picture of the entire flow field, from 
the approaching flow upstream of the jet, through the interaction region of the jet 
and free stream, to the relaxation region downstream where the flow field ap
proaches that of a standard turbulent boundary layer. 

Introduction 

This research is part of an ongoing effort to understand film 
cooling better in its application to help control surface 
temperature distributions of blades and vanes in the turbine 
section of propulsion gas turbines. In the blade (or vane) cool
ing process, compressor bleed air is introduced into the hollow 
core of a blade and is channeled through then dumped 
through the blade surface via rows of holes located in the 
vicinity of the leading edge of the blade, as well as locations on 
the blade's suction and pressure surfaces. The dumped coolant 
is intended to cool the surfaces convectively, especially in 
regions of high heat flux loading, and the external convective 
process is called film cooling. To be effective, film cooling 
must result in acceptable blade surface temperature and/or 
thermal stress distributions in the presence of potentially 
blade-melting high-enthalpy combustion gases to prolong the 
life of the blade. 

Film cooling research generally focuses on the variables that 
control heat transfer as the combustion gases form a boundary 
layer flow over the surface, and the boundary layer, or cross 
stream, interacts with the jets of coolant emerging at various 
locations along the surface. Parameters that govern the 
hydrodynamics of the jet-cross stream interaction and the 
associated heat transfer include cooling hole geometry and 
coolant-to-free stream ratios of density, velocity, mass flux, 
and momentum flux. The mass flux ratio of the coolant to 
freestream, M, often called the blowing ratio, and the momen
tum flux ratio, /, are defined as 

M--
PaUa 

1= 
P„Ul 

where the numerator represents the density-velocity mass or 
momentum flux of the coolant, and the denominator is the 
corresponding mass or momentum flux of the free stream 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME 
Headquarters January 27, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-175. 

above the boundary layer. Note that with density ratio and 
blowing ratio as independent variables, the momentum flux 
ratio for a given test is fixed. Additional parameters that 
govern film cooling can be identified, such as free-stream tur
bulence, curvature, and rotation. 

Studies of film cooling have varying degrees of compromise 
because of the difficulty in matching experimental conditions 
to values of the various parameters that are in the range found 
in gas turbine engines. This paper focuses on the effects of 
density ratio on the hydrodynamics of the film cooling pro
cess. The density ratio parameter can be matched in three 
ways: hot free-stream flow, cryogenically cooled injectant 
flow, and foreign gas injection. The flow diagnostics tools to 
document the flow field created by the jet-cross stream in
teraction must be valid in the near-hole vicinity where the flow 
is strongly three dimensional. This limits the diagnostics to 
either hot-wire anemometry with multiple-wire probes or 
laser-Doppler anemometry with multiple beams. Experiments 
using a hot free-stream flow and using foreign gas injection do 
not lend themselves to hot-wire investigations. 

To date, there have been no studies reported in the open 
literature that have been devoted to measurement of the film 
cooling hydrodynamic flow field for blowing ratios applicable 
to gas turbines, with the effects of density ratio included. 
There have been several journal articles that document the 
downstream region of film cooling flow fields, but the major 
emphasis of these articles has been film cooling effectiveness 
data. Pitot probe mapping of the streamwise development of 
mean velocity profiles were reported by Le Brocq et al. (1973). 
The test surface was comprised of multiple rows of staggered 
holes at 45 deg inclination, and the emphasis of the research 
was on hole geometry and density ratio effects. Freon was 
used to create a density ratio of 4.23. Launder and York 
(1974) reported data for continuation of the tests using carbon 
dioxide as the injectant to obtain a more realistic density ratio 
of 1.5. Pressure gradient and free-stream turbulence effects 
were the primary emphasis of the study. Foster and Lampard 
(1980) reported pitot probe, mapping of the streamwise 
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Recirculating Wind Tunnel, 
50hp axial fan, 

Test Section: 0.6m x 0.6m x2.4m 

Table 1 Streamwise development of the turbulent boundary layer 

Mainstream, 
300K, 20m/s 

Liquid Nitrogen, 77K 
160L container 

Fig. 1 Arrangement of experimental film cooling facility 

development of mean velocity profiles at locations 4, 11, 24, 
and 61 diameters downstream of a row of holes with M= 1.4. 
The holes were inclined 35, 55, and 90 deg from the surface 
and a mixture of freon and air was used as the injectant. 

In the present study, detailed measurements have been made 
of the mean and turbulence characteristics of jets in crossflow 
for injection from a single row of 35 deg holes, laterally 
spaced 3 diameters apart, on a flat test surface. The data were 
acquired with a density ratio of 2 and M= 0.5. Hydrodynamic 
conditions for the tests were typical of film-cooled turbine 
blades, and a short entrance of L/D = 3.5 was used for the in
jected fluid, with the flow approaching the entrance to the 
holes without a crossflow component. An LDV was used to 
measure the distributions of streamwise and normal com
ponents of the mean and fluctuating velocity along with the uv 
shear stress over a range extending from one diameter 
upstream of the hole to 30 diameters downstream. Particular 
emphasis was placed on acquiring data over the hole and in the 
region immediately downstream of the hole. The work 
reported here represents a companion study to a previous 
paper by Pietrzyk et al. (1989) that presented data for the case 
of unit density ratio. The effects of the density ratio are 
presented by contrasting the new data with unit density cases 
at M= 0.25 and 0.5. This allows comparison with tests whose 
momentum flux ratios bracket the momentum flux of the new 
data. 

Experimental Facility and Instrumentation 

The film cooling test facility consisted of a low-speed, recir
culating wind tunnel and a cryogenically cooled secondary 

x/D 599/D 

-2 0.52 
6.5 0.65 
15 0.81 
23 0.91 
30 0.99 

81/D 

0.089 
0.120 
0.143 
0.167 
0.178 

82/D 

0.059 
0.083 
0.098 
0.115 
0.124 

H 

1.50 
1.47 
1.46 
1.44 
1.43 

Re52 

946 
1296 
1567 
1842 
1984 

Cf x lb~3" 

4.20 
3.83 
3.64 
3.49 
3.46 

flow loop, which provided flow for the inclined jets into the 
test section. The flat, adiabatic wall test plate mounted on the 
bottom wall of the test section had a row of holes inclined 
downstream for the simulated film cooling jets. A schematic 
of this facility is shown in Fig. 1. Measurements of the 
flowfield were made with a laser-Doppler velocimeter (LDV). 

Documentation of the Free-Stream and Turbulent Bound
ary Layer Quality. The wind tunnel test section, with dimen
sions 61 x61 x244 cm long, was preceded by a 6.25:1 contrac
tion section with a bank of three graduated screens and 
honeycomb upstream of the contraction. Suction was used to 
remove the boundary layer preceding the sharp leading edge of 
the bottom wall test plate. By monitoring pressure 
measurements made with surface taps located before and after 
the leading edge, the suction was adjusted to ensure parallel 
flow at the leading edge. For all experiments, the free-stream 
velocity was set at 20 m/s and the free-stream turbulence in
tensity was less than 0.2 percent. The variation of the free-
stream velocity was ±0.5 percent in both the span wise and 
streamwise directions. A water-cooled heat exchanger, present 
in the wind tunnel, maintained the free-stream temperature at 
302 K to within ±0.5 K. 

Measurements of the streamwise development and the span-
wise uniformity of the turbulent boundary layer on the test 
plate with no blowing, i.e., M= 0, were made to document the 
two dimensionality of the flow. Quantities related to the 
streamwise development of the boundary layer were measured 
at five locations across the region of interest and are presented 
in Table 1. 

All three measures of the boundary layer thickness have 
been normalized by the hole diameter. The friction coeffi
cients, which were determined from Clauser plots using 
Spalding's law of the wall (Spalding, 1961), are within 5 per
cent of the Ludweig and Tillman correlation (White, 1974). 
Profiles of mean velocities at five streamwise locations are 
compared in Fig. 2. The profiles collapse together in the inner 
region of the boundary layer and are well represented by 
Spalding's law of the wall. Spanwise variation of the momen
tum thickness and displacement thickness were both ± 5 per
cent, variation of the shape factor was ± 1 percent, and varia
tion of the friction coefficient was ±2.5 percent. 

Secondary Flow Loop: Dense Jet Flow. Air was used as 
the working fluid for both the jets and the free stream. A 
typical jet-to-free stream density ratio of 2.0 was achieved by 
decreasing the temperature of the jets using the cryogenically 
cooled secondary flow loop (Fig. 1). A centrifugal fan cir
culated air through a bank of finned-tube heat exchangers 

Nomenclature 

D = hole diameter 
/ = momentum flux ratio, jet-to-

free stream 
L = hole length 

M = mass flux ratio, jet-to-free 
stream 

TL — turbulence level, two-
dimensional 

u = 
" rms 

UV = 

f/00 = 

V = 
^rms — 

X = 

mean velocity, x direction 
rms velocity, x direction 
Reynolds uv shear stress 
free-stream velocity 
mean velocity, y direction 
rms velocity, y direction 
streamwise distance 

y 
5 

«. 

57 

distance from wall 
boundary layer thickness, 99 
percent velocity point 
boundary layer displacement 
thickness 
boundary layer momentum 
thickness 
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Fig. 2 Mean velocity profiles for turbulent boundary layer on test plate, 
M = 0 

where it was cooled using liquid nitrogen supplied by a 
pressurized 160 liter dewar. The jet temperature (measured in 
the plenum from which the jets issue) was controlled and 
maintained at 153 K to within ±3 K by varying the flow rate 
of liquid nitrogen through the tube side of the heat ex
changers. The exhausted nitrogen gas was used to operate two 
dry particle generators necessary for the operation of the 
LDV. Different blowing ratios were obtained by varying the 
flow rate through the secondary flow loop. 

The total flow rate passing through the jets was measured 
with an orifice flow meter installed in the insulated duct 
leading to a common plenum from which the jets issue. Using 
laminar flow meters, the orifice flow meter was calibrated in
line and the flow coefficient was determined with a precision 
uncertainty of ±0.6 percent. The pressure transducer used to 
measure the pressure difference across the orifice flow meter 
was calibrated with a micromanometer and had a precision 
uncertainty less than ±0.7 percent. The temperatures 
throughout the secondary flow loop and plenum were 
measured with constantan-chromel thermocouples. The ac
curacy of these thermocouples, ±0.5 K, was verified at 77.4 K 
(liquid nitrogen), 273.2 K (ice), and 373.2 K (steam). Using the 
orifice flow meter, pressure transducer, and thermocouples, 
the mass flow rate of the jets was determined with a precision 
of ±0.7 percent. Due to the accumulation of frost in the 
secondary flow loop, the mass flow rate decreased by a max
imum of 5 percent during the experiment. 

The test section geometry and coordinate system used are 
shown in Fig. 3. Air was injected into the free stream through 
a row of eleven holes, 12.7 mm in diameter, in the flat test 
plate. The holes are inclined at 35 deg, laterally spaced three 
diameters apart, and are located 19 diameters downstream of 
the leading edge of the plate. The length of the hole was made 
short relative to the diameter (L/D = 3.5) to better simulate a 
typical film-cooled turbine blade geometry. The test plate and 
plenum chamber were constructed of glass-reinforced plastic 
(EXTREN) because of the low thermal conductivity (fc = 0.58 
W/m/K), low thermal contraction coefficient (a = 9xl0~ 6 / 
K), and high strength of this material at low temperatures. 
With no crossflow, the variation of the mean velocity among 
the jets, checked at three locations 0.1 diameters above each 
jet exit, was ±2.6 percent. With the crossflow present, similar 
spanwise uniformity checks were performed five diameters 
downstream of the jets at two vertical locations (0.1 diameters 
above the wall and at the location where the peak turbulence 
level occurred) for blowing ratios of M=1.0 and M=0.25. 
The variation of the mean velocity at analogous points in the 

MAINSTREAM Y A 

* • / « -
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JET 
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Fig. 3 Geometry of film cooling test plate and coordinate system 

flow field was ±0.024 Ux. The variation of the exit 
temperature among the dense jets was ±0.8 K. The jet exit 
temperature was less than 3 K greater than the temperature of 
the air within the plenum. 

The low temperature of the dense jets caused water and C02 
to solidify from the air within the wind tunnel and accumulate 
on the test plate and in the secondary flow loop. This frosting 
problem was aggravated by infiltration of room air into the 
wind tunnel and the addition of two streams of moist aerosol 
generated by atomizer type seeders used in initial operation of 
the LDV. Frost accumulation was reduced by sealing the wind 
tunnel (although an air-tight seal could not be obtained), dry
ing the air within the wind tunnel with 45 kg of molecular sieve 
dessicant prior to each experiment, and developing a dry parti
cle seed generator. Prior to implementing the above facility 
modifications and procedures for minimizing moisture, 
significant accumulation of frost would occur on the test plate 
within five minutes of operation at a density ratio of 2; follow
ing the implementation of these modifications and pro
cedures, no significant accumulation of frost occurred over 
the measured time of a complete velocity profile ( — 20 min). 
Between measurements of each velocity profile a retractable 
wiper was used to remove any frost present on the test plate. 

Laser-Doppler Veloclmeter System. Two-component 
velocity measurements were made with a modified version of 
the TSI Inc model 9100-10 LDV system described by Pietrzyk 
et al. (1989). The V component of velocity reported in this 
paper is composed primarily of the true vertical velocity, but 
also contains a small lateral velocity component because the 
entire LDV was tilted 8 deg downward to prevent the lower 
beam from intersecting the floor of the wind tunnel. The 
probe volume was 80 nm in diameter and 160 .̂m long. TSI 
counters were used for signal processing and a HP-1000 
microcomputer system was used for data acquisition and 
analysis. The microcomputer also controlled the movement of 
the LDV traverse table, which had a precision of ±0.01 mm. 
Complete computer control of the LDV was necessary in order 
to map out the flowfield in sufficient detail in the limited 
amount of time allowed by the liquid nitrogen supply. The 
operation of the LDV was not significantly hampered by 
variations in the index of refraction due to the row of cold 
jets. To obtain accurate measurements of the turbulence shear 
stress, essentially coincident measurement of the instan
taneous streamwise and vertical components of velocity is 
necessary. A coincidence time window of 10 /ts was used for 
these measurements, which allowed accurate measurements 
for flow fluctuations up to 50 kHz. 

The free stream and jets were independently seeded with 
l-/*m Ti02 particles. To avoid bias errors, flow rates were ad
justed to obtain equal seed concentrations in the free stream 
and the jets. A dry particle generator was designed and con-
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structed for this purpose, because the atomizers used in an 
earlier study (Pietrzyk et al., 1989) introduced large amounts 
of moisture into the tunnel air ( -1 /4 liter/h) causing unac
ceptable frost accumulation. The dry particle generator con
sisted of a large fluidized bed, composed of steel beads (-0.13 
mm diameter) mixed with l-/xm Ti02 particles, and an educ-
tor. Dry nitrogen gas was passed through the fluidized bed to 
generate a steady stream of aerosol containing partially deag-
glomerated particles. The particles in this aerosol were com
pletely deagglomerated by passing the aerosol through the 
throat of the eductor, where the aerosol interacts with a much 
higher speed flow of dry nitrogen gas. A sample of seed 
deposited on a microscope slide was examined using a 400 x 
microscope to verify that the particles contained in the exiting 
aerosol were completely deagglomerated and small enough to 
follow flow fluctuations up to 10 kHz. 

The time-averaged measurements presented in this paper 
were obtained using sample sizes of 1024 discrete coincident 
measurements. Measurement time for these samples varied 
from 10 s to 100 s. Precision uncertainties for these 
measurements were determined from repeatability tests car
ried out in the jet/crossflow interaction region near the wall 
and found to be ±1 percent for^[/and V, ±3 percent for «rms 
and vrms, and ± 8 percent for uu, where percentages are based 
on the free-stream velocity for U andJK, and in terms of the 
maximum level for wrms, i>rms, and uv. LDV's have several 
sources of bias errors. The steps taken to avoid bias errors 
associated with varying seed concentrations were discussed 
previously. The LDV was equipped with frequency shifting, 
which was necessary to distinguish reverse flow and to avoid 
fringe bias errors. Statistical velocity bias errors were cor
rected using residence time weighting of the velocity 
measurements as recommended by Edwards (1987) for low 
data density measurements. The LDV velocity measurements 
are directly proportional to the angles between the laser beams 
forming the probe volume. The bias errors due to the uncer
tainty of measurements of these angles were estimated to be 
less than 0.2 percent. 

Results and Discussion 
Experiments were conducted to obtain a two-dimensional 

cross section of the mean and turbulent hydrodynamics along 
the centerline for a high density jet with a density ratio of 
Pj/p0 =2 and a mass flux ratio of M=0.5. Results from these 
experiments are compared with previous unit density ex
periments (Pietrzyk et al., 1989) with mass flux ratios of 
M=0.5 and M=0.25. These two unit density cases provide a 
basis of comparison of the differences and similarities between 
high density and unit density jets with respect to two fun
damental scalings: equal mass flux ratio and equal velocity 
ratio. The momentum flux ratio for the two unit density cases, 
7=0.062 and 7=0.25, bracketed the momentum flux ratio, 
7=0.125, for the high-density injectant. 

The hydrodynamics of the injection process were evaluated 
in terms of mean velocity vector profiles and contours of tur
bulence intensity, Reynolds shear stress, and correlation coef
ficient. Measurements were made along the centerline of the 
injectant hole from x/D = - 1 to x/D = 30, where the origin of 
the coordinate system is located at the point where the leading 
edge of the jet intersects the test surface. The trailing edge is 
therefore located at x/D= 1.74 for the 35 deg angled injection 
as shown in Fig. 3. Hydrodynamic characteristics were ana
lyzed with particular attention paid to the quality of the flow 
exiting the hole, the interaction of the jet with the free stream 
at the hole exit, the wake region immediately behind the jet, 
and the relaxation farther downstream. 

Mean Velocity Characteristics. Measurements of M=0.5, 
dense jet mean velocity vector profiles in the near-hole vicinity 

pj/Po = 1.0 M = 0.5 

-Too Si'. 00 1 . 0 0 / 2.00 , 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 
/ / X/D . 

— - — - — — pj/po = 2.0 M = 0.5 —-

-1.00 / 0 . 00 1 . 0 0 / 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 
' / X/D 

Pj/p0= 1.0 M = 0.25 

-1.00 /0- 00 1 . 0 0 / 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 
' / X/D 

Fig. 4 Near-field mean velocity vectors 

are shown in Fig. 4. For comparison, mean velocity vector 
profiles are also shown for the M= 0.5 and M= 0.25 unit den
sity jet cases. The distribution of the mean velocity at the hole 
exit for the dense jet is seen to be similar in magnitude to the 
M=0.25 unit density jet. The jet-to-free stream velocity ratio 
for both of these cases equals 0.25. However, above the hole 
the velocity vectors of the high-density jet are inclined slightly 
more away from the wall than the M=0.25 unit density jet. 
Furthermore, downstream of the hole the velocity defect for 
the high-density case extends a greater distance above the wall. 
These results are consistent with a higher penetration expected 
for the high-density jet because of the higher momentum flux 
than the M=0.25 unit density ratio jet. 

The mean velocity vectors for the M= 0.5 unit density ratio 
jet were found to be uniformly larger than those of the M= 0.5 
high-density jet, consistent with the larger velocity ratio. The 
velocity vectors immediately above the hole are inclined slight
ly more away from the wall for the M=0.5 unit density jet 
than for the high-density jet, which suggests a greater penetra
tion, consistent with the higher momentum flux for the 
M=0.5 unit density jet. 

Of particular interest is the near-wall region immediately 
behind the jet where the minimum velocity occurs for all three 
cases. In this region the high-density jet was found to have a 
lower mean velocity than either unit density cases. This sug
gests less influx of high-velocity mainstream fluid in this 
region for the high-density case, which would account for the 
greater film-cooling effectiveness measured by Foster and 
Lampard (1975) and Pedersen et al. (1977). 

As the dense jet flow develops downstream, the mean 
velocity profiles transform from being more similar to the unit 
density case with equal velocity ratio to greater similarity with 
the unit density case with equal mass flux ratio. Figure 5 shows 
that beyond x/D = 15 the dense jet velocity profiles are essen
tially equivalent to the M=0.5 unit density profiles. These 
results suggest that the dense jet flow has increased in 
temperature and expanded to essentially the same volume flow 
rate as the A/=0.5 unit density jet flow. The similarity of the 
M=0.5 dense jet and the M= 0.5 unit density jet downstream 
of x/D= 15 is somewhat surprising since the initial develop
ment of these two flows is so different. 
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Fig. 6 Near-field turbulence level contours 
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Fig. 7 Near-field turbulent shear stress (uv/U„) contours 

Turbulence Characteristics. Because only two-component 
velocity measurements were made, turbulence levels were 
defined as (u2

lms + v$ms)
U2/U„. Although the total turbulence 

level would require measurement of the third velocity compo
nent, the following results based on two velocity components 
probably represent the essential effects of the film-cooling jets 
on turbulence levels. Figure 6 presents the near-hole tur
bulence level contours for the M=0.5, dense jet flow along 
with the M= 0.5 and M= 0.25 unit density cases. Although the 
mean velocity distribution at the hole exit was similar for the 

Fig. 9 Far-field turbulent shear stress (uv/(/£,) contours 

dense jet and the M=0.25 unit density jet, turbulence levels 
immediately above the hole (see Fig. 6) were found to be larger 
for the dense jet case. Pietrzyk et al. (1989) postulated that 
the high turbulence levels in the flow exiting the hole were due 
to a separation region at the hole entrance. The extent of this 
separation region would be similar to that of the unit density 
flow with equal velocity ratio, but the higher Reynolds 
number for the high-density flow apparently causes a slower 
decay of this turbulence. The turbulence levels at the exit of 
the dense jet are less than that for the M= 0.5 unit density jet. 

Corresponding near-hole turbulent shear stresses are shown 
in Fig. 7. The turbulent shear stresses at the hole exit were 
uniformly low ( - uv/Lf^K 0.001) for both the high density jet 
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Fig. 10 Near-field correlation coefficient (- ""/farms * "rms)) contours 

and the M=0.25 unit density jet. Turbulent shear stresses ex
iting the hole for the M=0.5 unit density jet were much dif
ferent with a strong variation ranging from uv/Lf^ = +0.001 
to uv/lfl; = -0 .005. These results indicate that, in contrast to 
the turbulence levels, which appeared to be generated in the 
upstream part of the hole, the turbulent shear stresses are due 
more to the local mean velocity gradients at the hole exit. The 
correspondence between the turbulent shear stress and the 
local mean velocity gradient is discussed in a later section. 

For all three cases, large turbulence levels and uv stresses 
were generated immediately downstream of the jets in the 
shear region on the lower part of the jets. The downstream 
relaxation of the turbulence levels and turbulent shear stresses 
are presented in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Although the 
magnitudes of the turbulence levels and uv stresses were found 
to be comparable in all cases, the figures show high levels per
sisted for greater distances downstream for the dense jet. 
These results show that the distributions of the mean velocity 
for the dense jet and the unit density jet with the same mass 
flux become similar at an earlier point than the turbulence 
quantities. 
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Shear Stress_ Correlation Coefficient. The correlation 
coefficient, -uv/(urms*vims), indicates the extent of correla
tion between fluctuations of the u and v velocity components 
and is a measure of the structural content of the turbulence. 
Figure 10 shows the near-hole correlation contours. In the 
region over the hole, the contours of the correlation coeffi
cient for the dense jet and the M=0.25 unit density jet are 
similar. The entire region over the hole was found to have a 
high correlation coefficient ( - 0.4 to - 0.5). Both the uv shear 
stress and the turbulence level are small in this region (much of 
the scatter in the correlation coefficient results was caused by 
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of the M = 0.5 dense jet 
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taking the ratio of these two small numbers). For the M=0.5 
unit density jet, the contours of the correlation coefficient cor
respond well with the contours of the uv shear stress, i.e., the 
magnitude of the correlation coefficient is low (< 0.1) over the 
upstream portion of the hole and high (>0.4) over the 
downstream part. 

For all three cases, the magnitude of the correlation coeffi
cient is large (>0.4) in the shear layer at the upper leading 
edge of the jet. For the dense jet and the M = 0.25 unit density 
jet, the high levels of correlation coefficient associated with 
this shear layer have merged into the region with high correla
tion coefficient existing directly over the hole exit. 

The development of the correlation coefficient downstream 
of the hole is shown in Fig. 11. The data follow the same 
general trends for all three cases. High values of the correla
tion coefficient ( - 0 . 4 to -0 .5) were found in the shear layer, 
at the lower part of the jet, downstream of the hole up to 
x/D = 10. Beyond x/D = 10 the magnitude of the correlation 
coefficient associated with the jet decreases until this region 
merges with the region of increasing correlation coefficient 
associated with the flow adjacent to the wall. Far downstream, 
x/D>20 for the M=0.25 unit density ratio case, the presence 
of the jet is no longer distinguishable in the correlation coeffi
cient contours. At x/D = 3Q the magnitude of the correlation 
coefficient is —0.45 over a large portion of the flow near the 
wall and monotonically decreases, moving away from the 
wall, indicating that the flow is relaxing back to a standard 
boundary layer. For the two higher mass flux ratio cases this 
relaxation process takes place further downstream. 

Correlation coefficients of the magnitudes ( - 0 . 1 to -0 .5) 
found in the flowfield studied here have been measured in tur
bulent flows containing separation due to an adverse pressure 
gradient (Simpson et al., 1981) and downstream of a 
backward facing step (Etheridge and Kemp, 1978). 

Correspondence Between Turbulence Parameters and Mean 
Velocity Gradients. An important consideration from the 
standpoint of modeling is the degree of correspondence be
tween turbulence parameters and mean velocity gradients. The 
near-hole and downstream distributions of uv, the turbulence 
level, and dU/dy (normalized by their maximum values) are 
compared in Figs. 12 and 13 for the high-density jet. Good 
agreement exists between the distributions of uv and dU/dy 
both near the hole and downstream. The same good agree
ment was also found for the unit density jet cases (Pietrzyk et 
al., 1989). The agreement found between the distribution of 
the vertical gradient of the mean streamwise velocity and the 
distribution of uv shear stress implies that the production of 
this Reynolds stress is primarily due to this velocity gradient. 

The shear layer at the top of the jet is evident from the large 
values in the velocity gradient profiles between x/D = 0.5 and 
4.0. Good correspondence with uv and the turbulence level 
was found in this shear layer. Beginning at x /D = 2.5 (see Fig. 
12), a second peak in the velocity gradient profile, located 
below the previous peak, is apparent. This second peak is due 
to the large shear layer that exists at the lower part of the jet 
downstream of the hole. Beyond x/D= 10 this shear layer is 
no longer distinguishable. The correspondence with uv and the 
turbulence level is good in this shear layer, although the 
magnitude of the velocity gradient decays faster than both uv 

and the turbulence level, indicating that the elevated levels of 
these turbulence quantities existing far downstream of the hole 
are due to the convection of turbulence produced upstream 
nearer the hole. 

Conclusions 

Data have been presented to document the film cooling 
flowfield for M=0 .5 and a density ratio of 2, and the data 
were compared to two unit density cases with momentum flux 
ratios that bracketed the high-density case. Although no 
unique flow patterns were generated by the higher density jets, 
significant differences between the dense jets and the unit den
sity jets were apparent. In the dense jet, the velocity field at 
the hole exit corresponds well with the unit density jet of the 
same velocity ratio. The penetration of the dense jet into the 
mainstream was bracketed by the two unit density jets. 
Downstream of the hole, the dense jet had lower velocities in 
the near wall region than either of the unit density jets. Farther 
downstream the velocity field of the dense jet compared well 
with the unit density case with the same mass flux ratio. 
Although the turbulence levels and uv shear stresses attained 
similar maximum values behind the hole for the high-density 
jet and the unit density jets, there was a significantly lower 
relaxation rate for these quantities for the high-density jet. 
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The Effect of Density Ratio on the 
Heat Transfer Coefficient From a 
Film-Cooled Flat Plate 
The effect of density ratio of cooling films on the heat transfer coefficient on aflat 
plate is investigated using a heat-mass transfer analogy. The experimental technique 
employed uses a swollen polymer surface and laser holographic interferometry. A 
density ratio of 1.0 was achieved using air as the injectant. Density ratios of 1.38 
and 1.52, representative of turbine operating conditions, were obtained by using 
foreign gases. The coolant fluids were injected at various blowing rates through a 
single normal hole or through a row of holes spaced at three-diameter intervals, 
and inclined at 35 or 95 deg to the mainstream direction. The experiments were 
conducted under isothermal conditions in a subsonic, zero mainstream pressure 
gradient turbulent boundary layer. The results indicated large differences in behavior 
between the two injection angles. For normal injection, the heat transfer coefficient 
at a fixed blowing parameter was insensitive to the variation of density ratio, whereas 
for 35 deg injection strong dependence was observed. Scaling parameters for the 
heat transfer data have been proposed so that use can be made of data obtained at 
density ratios not representative of gas turbine practice. In addition, a correlation 
for normal injection data has been formulated. 

Introduction 
In film cooling, air bled from the compressor passes through 

ducts, and is injected onto the component's surface through 
a single row of holes,or multiple staggered rows of holes. 
Cooling films so produced protect the surfaces of turbine noz
zle vanes and rotor blades from the hot combustion gases, 
which are at temperatures well in excess of material oxidation 
and creep temperature limits. 

To optimize cooling, accurate determination of the heat load 
to the blade surface is required at flow conditions typical of 
gas turbine practice. Despite recent advances, more heat trans
fer data produced by experimental investigations are still re
quired, the complex nature of the cooling process having so 
far precluded theoretical analyses of acceptable accuracy. 

Cost considerations have resulted in many fundamental in
vestigations being carried out at low temperatures, with cool
ant-to-mainstream density ratios near unity. For example, 
Eriksen and Goldstein (1974) and Liess (1975) conducted heat 
transfer measurements for injection of slightly heated jets 
through a row of holes, while Hay et al. (1985a) used a mass 
transfer analogue with air-into-air injection. Their results show 
the order of increase in heat transfer coefficient produced by 
injection, and give some insight into the flow mechanisms, but 
do not yield data directly applicable in the design process. 

Turbine inlet temperatures of up to 1700 K and coolant air 

Contributed by the Internationa] Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8,1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters January 27, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-176. 

temperatures in the range of 700 to 1000 K are common in 
modern jet engines. This results in coolant-to-mainstream den
sity ratios well in excess of unity. Previous three-dimensional 
film cooling studies on density ratio effects, for example Ped-
ersen et al. (1977), Foster and Lampard (1975), and Ito et al. 
(1978), have mainly been limited to adiabatic wall effectiveness 
data derived by injecting foreign gases and measuring their 
concentration at an impermeable wall. Such studies have in
dicated significant dependence of the film cooling process on 
density gradients. 

Effectiveness data are often presented in terms of the mass 
flux ratio for constant-property flows, while the momentum 
flux ratio or the velocity ratio have been used to correlate 
results in the presence of density gradients (Pedersen et al., 
1977; Goldstein et al., 1974) for single rows of holes. 

Similarly, cooling film heat transfer coefficients for injection 
through slots have been shown by Foster and Haji-Sheikh 
(1975) and by Metzger et al. (1968) to correlate reasonably well 
with the mass flux ratio at constant density. Again, these data 
cannot be used at turbine operating density ratios unless the 
proper scaling can be established and applied. 

Recently, Forth and Jones (1985, 1986) have reported con
siderable progress in determining scaling parameters for two-
and three-dimensional film cooling data over a wide range of 
density and mass flux ratios. They have identified two broad 
and distinct flow regimes: the weak injection regime, in which 
the injection flow remains essentially attached to the surface, 
as for an angled slot or a double row of holes at 30 deg, and 
the strong injection regime, in which the injected flow lifts off 
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the surface and penetrates some distance into the mainstream, 
as for a 30 deg inclined single row of holes. For the weak 
injection regime, the heat transfer data with variable density 
and velocity ratios collapsed well with the momentum flux 
ratio, whereas for the strong injection regime, satisfactory 
scaling was achieved with the velocity ratio. These are the 
correlating parameters for effectiveness from single row in
jection reported by Pedersen et al. (1977). Further correlating 
parameters incorporating the distance downstream are devel
oped by Forth and Jones (1986). 

Despite this, there remains a pressing need for further heat 
transfer coefficient data for density ratios around those of gas 
turbines, and for further development of correlations to allow 
the application to design of data from unity density ratio tests. 

The work presented in this paper springs from these con
siderations. Using foreign gas injection with a mass transfer 
analogue technique, as validated in a companion paper (Am
man et al., 1989), high resolution heat transfer coefficient data 
have been collected. Density ratio of 1.0 and 1.38 have been 
used with normal injection through a single hole and 1.0 and 
1.52 with injection through single rows of holes of 35 and 90 
deg inclination. 

Experimental Approach 
The heat transfer to a film-cooled wall can be written (Gold

stein, 1971) 

where hj is the heat transfer coefficient in the presence of film 
cooling, Tw is the wall temperature, and Taw is the adiabatic 
wall temperature, 
effectiveness 

usually given in nondimensional form as 

T —T 
•* OO •* (71 

T -T 

T„ and Tc are the mainstream and coolant temperatures, re
spectively. Defining a dimensionless coolant-to-mainstream 
temperature difference as 

T -T 
•*• o o •*• r 

T -T 
•*• oo -1 w 

the heat flux equation can be rewritten 

If =hf(Ta,-T„)(l- riawe) 

In the absence of cooling, the heat transfer is 

<7o =h(Ta,-T„) 
In the present work, h0 is determined in the absence of both 
blowing and injection holes, so that no roughness effects occur. 

Thus, if the wall and mainstream temperature are the same 
in the two cases 

2L = hn-
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= T M 1 - W ) 

y 

Fig. 1 Injection geometry 

For the particular case of 6 = 0, the heat flux ratio is equal 
to the heat transfer coefficient ratio. An identical result is 
obtained using the "superposition" concept for calculation of 
heat transfer on film-cooled surfaces (Choe et al., 1974). Here, 
all influence of injection is absorbed in a heat transfer coef
ficient, h, such that 

q"=h(T„-T„) 

Measurements of h performed on an isothermal wall varying 
8, such as those of Ville and Richards (1978) should also yield 
hj by extrapolation to 0 = 0. This is the condition modeled in 
the experiments reported here. The measured heat transfer 
coefficient corresponds, therefore, to hj. 

In the present work, h is measured by an analogous mass 
transfer technique. A constant and uniform wall concentration 
simulates a fixed temperature, and isothermal wall, and ab
sence of the mass-transferring agent from both the mainstream 
and the coolant flows gives an equivalent condition to 0 = 0. 
This is the approach used by Hay et al. (1985a) in measurements 
of heat transfer coefficient under uniform density conditions. 
It is used here at coolant-to-mainstream density ratios close to 
those occurring in practice. 

Mass transfer techniques are well suited to studies employing 
large coolant-to-mainstream density ratios, which may be sim
ply obtained by use of foreign gas injection. The problem of 
wall conduction inherent in thermal techniques using large 
temperature differences is thus avoided. Concentrations are 
analogous to temperature, and mass flux to heat flux. 

In the mass transfer method used, the thickness changes of 
a swollen polymer surface (Macleod and Todd, 1973) are meas
ured with laser holographic interferometry (Hildebrand and 
Haines, 1966). The relative merits of this method over the 
commonly used naphthalene sublimation technique are dis
cussed by Saluja et al. (1984). 

The mass-transferring system incorporates a test surface 
coated by a silicone rubber polymer swollen to equilibrium in 
an organic agent. Exposure of the swollen coating to the film 
cooling flows causes a transfer of the organic agent, so that 

Nomenclature 

D = injection hole diameter T = 
h = heat transfer coefficient u = 
h = lateral average heat transfer x = 

coefficient 
/ = momentum flux ratio z = 

M = blowing rate (mass flux ratio) 
P = pressure a = 

q" = heat flux 
Re = Reynolds number 5* = 

s = distance between injection hole 
centers ri = 

temperature 
velocity 
downstream distance from in
jection hole origin 
lateral distance from injection 
hole origin 
injection inclination to the 
streamwise direction 
boundary layer displacement 
thickness 
effectiveness 

6 = temperature difference 
parameter 

p = density 

Subscripts 

aw = adiabatic wall 
c = coolant 

D = injection hole diameter 
/ = injection 
w = wall 
0 = zero injection 

oo = mainstream 
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Fig. 2(a) 90 deg Injection fig. 2(b) 35 deg injection

Fig.2 Interference fringes depicting contours of constant heat (mass) transfer (u.. = 25 mIs, M= 1, Pc Ip.. = 1.0)

the rate of change of the coating thickness is proportional to
the local mass (heat) transfer coefficient (Macleod and Todd,
1973). Use of laser interferometry produces a hologram with
a fringe pattern from which the coating recession, and therefore
h, can be deduced at all points on the surface. For a more
comprehensive description of the technique and its applica
bility to the study of heat transfer on film-cooled surfaces see
Hay et al. (1982).

Apparatus
The subsonic, low-turbulence, open-circuit wind tunnel de

scribed in the companion paper (Ammari et al., 1989) was also
used in the present study. Some changes were needed to the
test section and the injection system to suit the present work.
Two additional polymer-coated test plates were used. Each
new plate contained a single row of seven stainless steel hy
podermic injection tubes of 2.3-mm Ld., spaced at three hole
diameters in the lateral direction. On one plate the row was
normal to the streamwise direction while on the other it was
inclined at 35 deg, as shown in Fig. 1.

Three injection fluids were used; air drawn from the same
supply as the mainstream, argon, used in the single-tube normal
injection experiments only, and carbon dioxide. The foreign
gas injectants were fed from pressurized bottles. The injection
gases were regulated, controlled, and metered, then passed
through a plenum chamber containing a straightener and gauze
screens before entering to the injection tubes. Long injection
tubes were used to ensure fully developed flow at their exists.

Operating Conditions and Procedures
Steady-state, isothermal conditions prevailed during all tests,

with a fully developed, two-dimensional turbulent boundary
layer existing over the entire test surface. The maximum tube
to-tube variation of injected flow was less than one percent.
The data collection area extended from 5 tube diameters up
stream of the injection location to 60 diameters downstream.

The experimental operating conditions were:

Mainstream velocity, U"" = 25 mls
Boundary layer displacement thickness at injection location,

0' =0.40 D
Mainstream Reynolds number, ReD=3.8x 103

Mainstream pressure gradient, dPIdx = 0

The ranges of the main parameters varied were

446/ Vol. 112, JULY 1990

Coolant to mainstream density ratio, PelP"" = 1.0, 1.38, and
1.52

Blowing parameter (mass flux ratio), Peuelp""U"" = 0.5-2.0
Injection angle, ex = 90 and 35 deg

The boundary layer displacement thickness ratio, 0'1D, is
rather larger than that typical of blades and vanes. However,
Hay et al. (1985b) show that this should have little effect upon
the heat transfer coefficient.

The number of holes used in a row was 7. This was found
to give a central region representative of an infinitely long row
of holes over the full streamwise extent of the test surface.
Edge effects of the mainstream on the cooling film heat transfer
coefficient were confined to the holes situated at either end of
the row. A similar observation was reported by Pedersen et
al. (1977) for effectiveness measurements.

Qualification of the present technique for the measurement
of heat transfer coefficient by measuring the Stanton number
distribution without injection has been described by Ammari
et al. (1989). Good agreement was obtained with an established
correlation. The measurement of cooling film heat transfer
coefficients at non-unity density ratios using a mass transfer
technique with foreign gas injection was also shown to be valid.

Typical holograms of 90 and 35 deg injection at similar test
conditions are shown in Figs. 2(0) and 2(b), respectively. Each
fringe depicts a contour of equi-recession of the swollen coating
or of constant mass (heat) transfer coefficient. Notice the dif
ferent structure of the contours downstream of injection lo
cation, especially immediately after the holes. The differences
are attributable to the difference in nature of the jet-main
stream interaction.

Repeatability was excellent. In similar tests the number of
contours in the holograms increased or decreased depending
on the operating temperature and test duration. However, the
values of the local heat transfer coefficient ratio did not differ
by more than ± 3 percent, which corresponds to the uncertainty
of the measurement, estimated according to the method of
Kline and McClintock (1953).

Results and Discussion
As in the companion paper (Ammari et al., 1989) results are

presented as ratios of heat transfer coefficients with and with
out injection, h/ho, where ho is determined in the absence of
injection holes. Some are presented as contour plots derived
from large numbers of data points read from the holograms.
Individual fringes could not be properly resQlved in the first
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Fig. 4 /I//T0 contours following normal injection through a row of holes 

one or two diameters downstream of the holes so contours are 
not shown there. The plots terminate at 20 diameters since, 
beyond this point, h/h0 changes very slowly, and is close to 
unity anyway, for all but the highest blowing rate. 

Single Normal Hole. Contours of the heat transfer ratio 
h/h0 for two density ratios 1.0 and 1.38 at a blowing rate of 
unity are plotted in Fig. 3. Increases in the heat transfer coef
ficient exceeding 10 percent are confined to the first 10 di
ameters downstream of the holes, and are greatest on the 
centerlines immediately after the hole. 

Although the momentum flux is reduced by approximately 
28 percent for the denser injectant, the contours for the two 
densities hardly differ from one another. The fast mixing and 
high turbulence levels associated with normal injection dimin
ish the influence of jet density as well as momentum variation 
on the heat transfer coefficient. 

One further result to be extracted from the figure is that the 
blowing rate M seems to be a promising correlating parameter 
in this case. 

Single Row of 90 deg Holes. It seems logical that the result 
obtained here, regarding the effect of density ratio on h/h0, 
should be similar to that obtained for a single normal hole 
since the jet-mainstream mixing is essentially identical in na
ture. This is confirmed by Fig. 4 where the influence of varying 
the density ratio from 1.0 to 1.52 on the normalized heat 
transfer coefficient at four blowing rates is shown. Only small 
differences occur between the contour shapes and levels for 
the two densities at any position. For most blowing rates, 
differences do not exceed 3 percent, although they rise to 5 
percent at large downstream distances at the highest blowing 
rate. The density ratio thus has no distinct effect on the nor
malized heat transfer coefficient at a constant blowing rate. 

Figure 4 also shows the effect of jet-mainstream mixing on 
the heat transfer coefficient. Generally, the contour plots for 
both density ratios indicate that injection causes large increases 
in the heat transfer coefficient. For M=2.0, this increase ex
ceeds 100 percent just downstream of a hole. 

There is also a significant lateral variation in the heat transfer 

Fig. 5 Effect of density ratio on ti/h0 for normal injection through a row 
of holes 

coefficient. At a blowing rate of 0.5, the maximum heat trans
fer coefficient occurs near the edge of the jets where they 
interact with the mainstream. Due to the low jet trajectory, 
the jets behave like multiple single jets until far downstream. 
However, for M of 1 to greater, the maximum is initially on 
the jet centerline, while beyond about x/D = 7, the maximum 
h/h0 occurs at midpitch positions. This behavior may be due 
to the fact that, at elevated blowing rates, the jets mix quickly 
with the mainstream, spread rapidly, and coalesce close to the 
injection location. As a consequence, the lateral distribution 
of h/h0 at x/D greater than 7 becomes progressively flatter, 
and is almost two dimensional at the highest blowing rate. 

Comparison of data from Figs. 3 and 4 for the particular 
case of M of unity shows that the heat transfer coefficient 
following injection through a row of holes is little higher than 
that for injection through a single hole at centerline positions, 
whereas it is appreciably higher at locations between the holes. 
Mixing between neighboring jets therefore enhances the heat 
transfer coefficient. 

The insensitivity to density ratio of the detailed normalized 
heat transfer coefficient distribution at a fixed blowing rate 
naturally implies that the spanwise-average distributions will 
also correlate with M. This is verified in Fig. 5, where the 
laterally averaged normalized heat transfer coefficient h/h0 is 
presented for density ratios of 1.0 and 1.52 as a function of 
x/D. The averages were obtained by numerically integrating 
the local mass (heat) transfer coefficient distribution. 

Upstream of the injection holes, the injection-affected re
gions is at most 3 hole diameters in extent at high M. At these 
high blowing rates, the jets are seen as solid bars by the main
stream and the interaction gives rise to an increase in h/h0 just 
upstream of up to 16 percent at M=2. As the blowing rate 
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Fig. 7 Effect of density ratio on h/h0 tor 35 deg injection through a row 
of holes 

reduces, so also does the strength of the interaction, until at 
M=0.5 there is a slight decrease in the heat transfer, probably 
caused by the slowing down of the mainstream by the jets. 

Downstream of the injection location, h/h0 increases with 
M, and decreases monotonically with x/D. Maximum values 
vary from 1.45 at M=0.5 to 1.75 at M=2.0. 

Single Row of 35 deg Holes. Blowing rate does not cor
relate data from 35 deg tests, as seen from Fig. 6, a contour 
plot of h/h0 for M= 1.5 at density ratios of 1.0 and 1.52. 
Differences of the order of 10 percent occur in h/hQ when the 
density ratio changes, lower density leading to increased heat 
transfer. Similar behavior to that in Fig. 6 was seen at the 
other blowing rates used in this study. 

At any given blowing rate, the lower density injectant has 
the higher momentum. Because the inclined jets do not mix 
rapidly with the mainstream, this increased momentum is re
flected in the cooling film, and hence the Reynolds analogy 
leads to the expectation of an increased heat transfer coeffi
cient. 

Regions of high h/hQ close to the holes were observed for 
all blowing rates examined. The heat transfer coefficient in 
these regions increased in magnitude with increased M, as did 
their streamwise extent. This is understandable since, at suf
ficiently high injection momentum ratios, jet lift-off imme
diately downstream of the holes permits the mainstream to 
flow beneath the jets creating intense eddies, and increasing 
the heat transfer. Farther downstream, reattachment of the 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of h/h0 results with those of others for 35 deg in
jection 

streamwise vortices has apparently enhanced the heat transfer 
coefficient at midpitch positions. 

To clarify the influence of density ratio variation on the 
heat transfer coefficient, the normalized heat transfer coef
ficient data averaged in the spanwise direction are plotted in 
Fig. 7 with the density ratio as parameter. Downstream of the 
holes, an increase in density ratio is seen to result in a con
siderable decrease in h/h0 at all M. As M increases, the dif
ference in momentum between the heavier and lighter gas 
injectants increases, and this is reflected in a corresponding 
increase in the difference in h/h0 between the two sets of 
results. Differences in h/h0 as high as 8 percent at M= 0.5 and 
18 percent at M= 2.0 are observed. These results are consistent 
with those obtained using a heat transfer method by Eriksen 
and Goldstein (1974). 

A comparison of part of the present results for a 35 deg 
injection with those of other experimenters for a density ratio 
of unity using a similar injection geometry is shown in Figs. 
8(a) and 8(b). The operating conditions^ for each data set are 
shown on the figures. In Fig. 8(a) the h/h0 data for x/D less 
than 10 and for all M covered are compared with those of 
Goldstein and Taylor (1982) obtained using the naphthalene 
sublimation technique. The agreement is generally goodj, al
though their results show a much steeper initial fall in h/h0. 
This may be due to the differing boundary layer displacement 
thicknesses and Reynolds numbers. 

The results of Eriksen and Goldstein (1974), Liess (1975), 
Eriksen (1971), and Goldstein and Yoshida (1982) were ob
tained by thermal methods at different test conditions, and 
are compared with the present results in Fig. 8(b). Very close 
agreement is seen between the present results and those of 
Eriksen (1971) and Goldstein and Yoshida (1982). Generally, 
the difference between the present results and the results of 
the other experimenters is less than the difference between their 
results. 

The 90 and 35 deg results differ markedly in their response 
to changes in blowing rate and in density ratio. For 90 deg 
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Fig. 9 Effect of injection parameters on h/h0 for normal injection 

injection the variation with blowing rate was quite weak at 
both density ratios. Further, there was little difference between 
1.0 and 1.52 density ratio results. By contrast, for 35 deg 
injection the heat transfer coefficient rose when the blowing 
rate increased or the density ratio decreased, indicating a de
pendence on jet-to-mainstream velocity or momentum ratio. 

The retention of the jet structure within the cooling film for 
the shallow angled injection was noted earlier. This is much 
less pronounced for the normal injection case. The normal jets 
penetrate deeper into the mainstream, and strong mixing occurs 
as they are turned parallel to the wall. This mixing results in 
a film from which the jet structure is almost completely absent, 
approaching two dimensionality within the first 15 diameters. 
A velocity distribution similar to a turbulent boundary layer 
would therefore be expected, with the heat transfer coefficient 
ratio quickly tending to unity as observed. The enhanced heat 
transfer immediately downstream of the jets arises from their 
strong interaction with the mainstream, which gives high tur
bulence intensities. The inclined jets disturb the mainstream 
less, and initially show a smaller increase in heat transfer, but 
the decay is slower because of the reduced mixing. 

Correlating Parameters 
The parameter correlating film cooling heat transfer coef

ficient ratio for normal hole injection appeared to be the mass 
flux ratio M. Confirmation of this is seen in Fig. 9 in which 
h/h0 is plotted against M, /, and uc/u„ for x/D = 5 and 20, 
with the density ratio as the varying parameter. For x/D = 20, 
data collapse at the two density ratios is achieved in all three 
plots, but for x/D= 5, only M gives a satisfactory correlation. 
_ Data correlation is taken a stage further in Fig. 10 where 

h/h0 is plotted against (x/D)M~05. Significant deviation from 
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Fig. 12 Correlation of h/h0 for 35 deg injection 

a mean curve occurs only for the highest blowing rate. The 
decay in h/h0 looks exponential, and this is confirmed by the 
log-linear plotting of Fig. 11, from which M=2 data are 
omitted. A best-fit line yields a correlation for single row 90 
deg injection as 

h/h0= 1.0 + 0.555 exp ( -0.14(x/D)(M)-°-5) 

This correlation is applicable to variable coolant-to-main
stream density ratios, a blowing rate range from 0.5 to 1.5, 
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and for the important dimensionless downstream distances in 
film cooling of x/D<25. The uncertainty associated with h/ 
h0 using this correlation is of the order ±5 percent. 

As has been previously noted, M is not a good correlating 
parameter for 35 deg data. When data at fixed x/D were plotted 
against the injection parameters, uc/um was found to give a 
better data collapse than either M or 7. 

Forth and Jones (1986) have correlated some single row, 
inclined-hole heat transfer data using x/D(uc/u„)~An for the 
"strong injection" regime. This they associate with jet lift-off, 
which they state will occur above about 7=0 .1 . Below this 
limit, data were found to correlate on 7. 

For the tests reported here, a minimum blowing parameter 
of 0.5 was used, so that 7> 0.15, and strong injection conditions 
prevailed throughout. A correlation similar to that of Forth 
and Jones (1986) would therefore be expected to apply, and 
this is verified in Fig. 12. This figure also includes results from 
Eriksen and Goldstein (1974) and Goldstein and Yoshida (1982), 
which corroborate the use of the velocity ratio as a correlating 
parameter. The correlation is seen to work best for low values 
of the parameter, with significant deviation only for the highest 
blowing rate, low-density condition. 

The success of blowing rate, rather than velocity ratio, as a 
correlating parameter for 90 deg injection data seems to in
dicate that a subdivision of the strong injection regime may 
be needed. 

Conclusions 
1 The heat transfer coefficient is increased by injection, 

and increases with injection rate, for both 35 and 90 deg in
jection. The 90 deg injection gives higher heat transfer coef
ficients in regions just downstream of the holes than 35 deg 
injection, but far downstream, the persistence of the structure 
of the 35 deg jets yields higher heat transfer coefficients. Up
stream of the holes, there is little influence. 

2 The blowing rate M satisfactorily correlates heat transfer 
coefficient data under varying density ratio for normal injec
tion through a single hole or a row of holes. As a consequence, 
previous normal injection heat transfer studies at density ratios 
not representative of gas turbine conditions can be applied 
without correction provided only that blowing parameters are 
matched. The normalized spanwise averaged heat transfer 
coefficient, h/h0, is well correlated by 

h/h0 =1.0 + 0.555 exp { - 0. U(x/D)M-°-5 j 

in the range 

0 . 5 < = M < = 1 . 5 , and 1.5< =x/D< =25 

3 For 35 deg injection, the heat transfer coefficient at a 
fixed blowing parameter is strongly dependent on the density 
ratio, decreasing as the density ratio increases. Accordingly, 
previous studies using inclined injection at density ratio of 
unity need scaling for application in gas turbine design. 

For the range studied here, coolant-to-mainstream velocity 
ratio is the key parameter in correlating data at differing density 
ratios. Plotting the normalized spanwise average heat transfer 
coefficient against (A:/7J))(WC/M00)"4/3 collapses data for a range 
of velocity and density ratios. 
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Local Heat Transfer in Internally 
Cooled Turbine Airfoil Leading 
Edge Regions: 
Part I—Impingement Cooling 
Without Film Coolant Extraction 
An experimental study has been designed and performed to measure very localized 
internal heat transfer characteristics in large-scale models of turbine blade 
impingement-cooled leading edge regions. Cooling is provided by a single line of 
equally spaced multiple jets, aimed at the leading edge apex and exiting the leading 
edge region in the opposite or chordwise direction. Detailed two-dimensional local 
surface Nusselt number distributions have been obtained through the use of 
aerodynamically steady but thermally transient tests employing temperature-
indicating coatings. The thin coatings are sprayed directly on the test surface and are 
observed during the transient with automated computer vision and data acquisition 
systems. A wide range of parameter combinations of interest in cooled airfoil prac
tice are covered in the test matrix, including combinations of variations in jet 
Reynolds number, airfoil leading edge sharpness, jet pitch-to-diameter ratio, and jet 
nozzle-to-apex travel distance. Measured local Nusselt numbers at each chordwise 
location back from the stagnation line have been used to calculate both the spanwise 
average Nusselt number and spanwise Nusselt number gradient as functions of 
chordwise position. Results indicate general increases in heat transfer with approx
imately the 0.6 power of jet Reynolds number, increases in heat transfer with 
decreasing leading edge sharpness as well as with decreasing nozzle-to-apex distance, 
and increases in spanwise average heat transfer with decreasing jet pitch-to-diameter 
ratio. The latter increases are accompanied by increases in the spanwise gradient of 
the heat transfer coefficient. Comparison with available prior results of much 
coarser spatial resolution shows good agreement and establishes confidence in the 
use of the results for design purposes and as baseline results for comparison with 
subsequent experiments involving film cooling bleed. 

Introduction 

High turbine inlet temperatures are desired to achieve better 
turbine performance. Current inlet temperatures far exceed 
the ability of metal alloys or ceramics to perform over desired 
service lives. The turbine components are maintained hun
dreds of degrees below the hot gas temperatures by the use of 
cooling fluid. The vast majority of turbine cooling is ac
complished with air drawn from the engine's compressor sec
tion. While this air is readily available, its use inflicts addi
tional penalties on turbine performance due to the power re
quired for compression and also usually causes aerodynamic 
losses when the coolant re-enters the hot gas stream. 

The use of various cooling schemes in gas turbme airfoils 
has been investigated to ascertain more effective ways of pro
viding cooling while minimizing the amount of coolant re-
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quired. A typical airfoil may utilize both jet impingement 
cooling and film cooling in the leading edge region, while the 
midchord and trailing edge regions may be convection cooled 
with augmentation via roughness elements and/or pin fins. 
The prediction of airfoil surface temperatures and 
temperature gradients through three-dimensional conduction 
heat transfer solutions requires knowledge of convective heat 
transfer coefficients both between the airfoil and the external 
hot gas and between the airfoil and the cooling air. At present, 
experimental methods are the only means to attain detailed 
and reliable convective heat transfer information for the tur
bulent, highly three-dimensional flows in the complex cooling 
flows. 

Heat transfer in the leading edge region of a turbine airfoil 
is necessarily dependent upon the interacting effects of jet im
pingement, film coolant extraction, and the convection over 
those portions of the surface not directly impacted by the jets. 
The parameters that may affect the flow and heat transfer in-
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elude impinging jet Reynolds number, jet size and distribu
tion, sharpness of the leading edge concave surface, spacing of 
the leading edge from the jet nozzles, film cooling hole 
distribution (number, location, angle), and distribution of the 
total cooling flow among the available flow paths. The possi
ble effects of these parameters are compounded by their in
teraction. The beneficial effect of a particular jet size and 
distribution, for example, may be offset by the leading edge 
sharpness or the film cooling hole locations. Certain 
parameters may also be limited in range due to other design 
considerations, e.g., the leading edge sharpness may be dic
tated by the external aerodynamic design of the airfoil. 

In the past several years, there has been a great amount of 
effort by many researchers to examine the heat transfer per
formance of such complex flows as are found in turbine airfoil 
cooling applications. Virtually all of this work has focused on 
a particular aspect of convective heat transfer, i.e., jet im
pingement, film cooling, or passages with roughening 
elements. Much of the earlier work in these areas involved ex
perimental methods, which typically determined regional 
average values of heat transfer coefficients, e.g., segmented 
surface heaters. More recently, experimental methods have 
been developed that provide much finer resolution of local 
heat transfer coefficients. These include mass transfer 
methods, the use of melting point surface coatings, and liquid 
crystal techniques. 

Jet impingement deals with multiple jets in a three-
dimensional flow field in the airfoil leading edge. While 
numerical methods are available for the computation of tur
bulent flows (Launder and Spalding, 1974), and such methods 
have been applied to an impinging jet (Polat et al., 1985), 
these are generally restricted to axisymmetric and two-
dimensional configurations. The fully three-dimensional cases 
of jet impingement have only been handled experimentally. 
Most jet impingement research has dealt with the impingement 
of a single jet or an array of jets onto a flat plate. An early in
vestigation (Gardon and Cobonpue, 1962) used a heat flux 
gage to determine local heat transfer coefficients between an 
isothermal hot surface and jets of cooling air. Further work 
(Gardon and Akfirat, 1965) dealt with the particular role of 
turbulence in the heat transfer of impinging jets. Effects due 
to jet Reynolds number, jet size, and target spacing were ex
amined. Later work (Chupp et al., 1968; Kercher and 
Tabakoff, 1970; Metzger and Korstad, 1972; Tabakoff and 
Clevenger, 1972) extended correlations for impingement heat 
transfer into concave surfaces and impingement in the 
presence of cross-flow. Recent work (Hollworth and Gero, 
1985) has focused on the entrainment effects on impingement 
heat transfer. Of particular applicability to the airfoil leading 
edge region have been studies (Metzger et al., 1969, 1972) that 
have dealt with the impingement cooling of concave surfaces 
by lines of circular air jets. These experiments, although 
measuring only surface average coefficients, looked at the ef
fects of jet Reynolds number, jet size and pitch, target spac
ing, and also leading edge sharpness. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of test apparatus 

The present study has as its main objective the determina
tion of local heat transfer coefficients in the leading edge 
region of an airfoil that utilizes impingement cooling and film 
coolant extraction. The experiments and results reported in 
this part are restricted to cases involving impingement without 
film coolant extraction, and provide a basis upon which the ef
fects of film coolant extraction may be examined (Part II). 

This research is distinguished from past studies in that the 
present experiments were conducted with the use of large-scale 
test surfaces that, together with a thermal transient test tech
nique and optical sensing of local surface temperatures, per
mitted localized heat transfer measurements. A wide range of 
parameter combinations of interest was investigated, in
cluding combinations of variations in jet Reynolds number, 
airfoil leading edge sharpness, jet pitch-to-diameter ratio, and 
jet nozzle-to-apex travel distance. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 

A schematic of the test apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The 
test surface consists of the half of the airfoil viewed by the 
camera, as measured from the leading edge apex. The entire 
test section, composed of airfoil, plenum, and containing 
plates, is fabricated from acrylic plastic. The experiments 
utilized combinations of four airfoils and three plenums. 
Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional view of a plenum and airfoil 
with pertinent dimensions. Also shown is the semicylindrical 
portion of the plenum with a typical airfoil model, which 
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Fig. 2 Test section geometries 

together represent a typical segment, at greatly enlarged scale, 
of a turbine airfoil leading edge. 

Each plenum chamber has a diameter R of 7.62 cm, a wall 
thickness of 0.95 cm, and a height of 40.64 cm. The plenum 
contains a region of 3M Scotch-Brite material sandwiched be
tween two plates containing regularly spaced holes for the pur
pose of distributing the incoming air supply evenly throughout 
the plenum. The impinging jets issue through nozzles of 
diameter D, which are placed symmetrically along the plenum 
apex at a uniform spacing (pitch) C between jet centerlines. 
The present experiments utilized plenums with pitch-to-jet 
diameter ratios of C/Z> = 4.67, 3.33, and 0. The latter plenum 
has a continuous, uniform-width slot as the jet orifice rather 
than individual holes. All plenums have the same total jet flow 
area. The equivalent two-dimensional slot jet width B is thus 
the same for each plenum, 0.49 cm. 

The four airfoils used, shown approximately in Fig. 2 as one 
in solid lines and three in dashed lines, each have a different 
radius of curvature r at the leading edge. The radius ratios 
r* = r/R used in the present experiments are 0, 0.2, 0.4, and 
1.0. Ratio r* = 0 represents the "sharp" leading edge limit, 
and r* = 1.0 represents the other limit of a totally rounded or 
semicircular leading edge. The apparatus also allows con
tinuous variation of the target spacing z, jet nozzle-to-airfoil 
apex distance, within limits imposed by geometry and fluid 
dynamic effects. 

Laboratory compressed air, filtered and dried, is metered 
through an ASME standard orifice and supplied to a heating 
section followed by a diverter ball valve. Local surface heat 
transfer is determined from melting patterns of coatings 
sprayed onto the test surfaces prior to each test run. Each test 
run is a thermal transient, initiated by the sudden introduction 
of heated air to the test section, resulting in the sequential 
melting of the surface coating. The experimental method and 
the procedures used have been previously given in detail 

(Metzger and Larson, 1986), so only a brief description will be 
repeated here. 

A test run begins with heated air first diverted away from 
the test section so that the test channel walls remain uniformly 
at the laboratory ambient temperature. The valve remains in 
the diverted position until steady flow and a steady-state 
temperature (above the melting point of the coating applied to 
the test surfaces) have been achieved in the diversion channel. 
At that time the valve is used suddenly to route the heated air 
flow through the test section. The data acquisition program in 
the IBM PC is initiated simultaneously with the change of 
valve position. 

A thin layer of the coating (approximately 5 x 10~3 cm) is 
sprayed evenly on the surface to be investigated. The coating 
material is a commercially available product (Tempil In
dustries, S. Plainfield, NJ) with a nominal melting point of 
43 °C. Melting is determined visually from the property of the 
coating to change from opaque white to transparent upon 
melting. A black background is used, which becomes visible as 
melting occurs at any point on the channel wall, facilitating 
accurate acquisition of melting times by processing of the im
ages captured by the CCD camera. 

For the acrylic plastic test surface material used, the depth 
of heating into the wall over the time duration needed to com
plete the test is less than the wall thickness, 0.64 cm for the 
present airfoils. In addition, lateral conduction on the wall has 
a negligible effect on the local surface temperature response 
(Metzger and Larson, 1986). At any surface point, the wall 
temperature is thus represented by the classical one-
dimensional response of a semi-infinite medium to the sudden 
step application of a convecting fluid at temperature tp: 

(1) (/ - t,)/(tp -1,) = 1 - exp(/!2a0/A:2)erfc (h4a6/k) 

If each surface point of interest were subjected to a true step 
increase in tp, then measurement of the required times to reach 
the known phase change temperature allows solution of equa
tion (1) for the heat transfer coefficients. This is the essence of 
the method, with the thin coating of phase-change material 
providing a means of acquiring an array of temperature-time 
pairs over the surface. 

However, in actual internal flow experiments, the wall sur
faces will not experience a pure step change in the driving air 
temperature because of the transient heating of the upstream 
plenum chamber and duct walls. Nevertheless, equation (1) is 
a fundamental solution that can be used to represent the 
response to a superposed set of elemental steps in tp arranged 
to represent the actual air temperature rise 

-',= £i/(e-r/)A'„ 
where 

t / (e-T,)=i-
W o ( 6 - T i ) | -pf^]--[^r^] 

(2) 

(3) 

In the present experiments, the air temperature tp is deter
mined by thermocouple measurement in the plenum just prior 
to the jet nozzles. The tp variation with time is recorded and 
approximated by steps, and the resulting superposed solution, 
equations (2) and (3), is solved for the local surface heat 
transfer coefficients, using observed local melting times. The 
experimental uncertainty for the present study is estimated to 
be ± 10 percent using methods for single-sample experiments 
(Kline and McKlintock, 1953). 

The CCD camera was positioned for each different r* air
foil so that it viewed the airfoil surface starting at the apex. 
The relative positioning of airfoil and camera was such that 
data acquired both on the curved surface and on the straight 
portion of the surface were free from significant distortion 
due to angle and thickness of the acrylic plastic. 
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Results and Discussion 

As previously mentioned, the present experimental system is 
capable of obtaining the local heat transfer results at any point 
(or grid) on the surface of interest. By use of computer-
graphic processing on the measured data, a two-dimensional, 
color-coded contour map of surface heat transfer can be pro
duced to show the variation in local heat transfer coefficient 
on the surface if desired. Each combination of leading edge 
sharpness r*, jet pitch-to-diameter ratio C/D, and nondimen-
sional target spacing z/B used in the present study was found 
to have its own signature of local heat transfer coefficients, or 
Nusselt number. Figure 3 shows a typical set of three of these 
local color maps, here represented in black and white by con
tour lines giving values of Nu2B, the Nusselt number based 
upon twice the width of an equivalent two-dimensional slot 
jet. These contour maps depict the results for C/D = 0, 3.33, 
and 4.67 using the common parameters of r* = 0.4, 
Re2B=8450, and z/B =18. The left side of these maps 
represents the airfoil apex, while the abscissa is shown as arc 
length s normalized by B. The arc length 5 is the airfoil surface 
coordinate measured from the apex and orthogonal to the 
span of the airfoil. The spanwise segments shown in Fig. 3 cor

respond to the middle pitch of the C/D = 4.67 plenum shown 
in Fig. 2. 

The variation of C/D used in the present experiments 
changes the jet diameter and number of jets, while at the same 
time keeping the jets equally spaced and maintaining the same 
total flow area. Some of the local effects of C/D upon heat 
transfer are shown quite clearly in Fig. 3. For C/D = 3.33 the 
number of jets is doubled while the area of each is halved, as 
compared with C/Z> = 4.67. The result for the conditions 
shown is a locally higher heat transfer very near the airfoil 
apex with a more rapidly declining heat transfer away from 
the leading edge. However, the overall heat transfer for the en
tire surface is approximately the same for both C/D values. 
Additionally, it is clear that a significant decline in both local 
and overall heat transfer results from the use of a slot jet, 
C/D = 0. These results are typical of all the present ex
periments at r* = 0.4 with respect to the effects of jet pitch-to-
diameter ratio. 

For other values of r*, however, the effect of C/D is 
somewhat different. Experiments using C/D = 3.3 and 
C7£> = 4.67 with the r* =0 airfoil show locally higher heat 
transfer in the immediate impingement area of the airfoil sur
face for C/D = 3.33. The overall heat transfer for the entire 
surface is also increased. C/D =3.33 results in a more pro
nounced off-apex peaking for r* = 0, over that of C/D = 4.67, 
due to the smaller jet area at impingement. This off-axis peak
ing, as will be seen in subsequent figures, results in a double-
peaked internal cooling distribution for the entire airfoil 
leading edge region, including both suction and pressure sides. 
This off-axis peaking diminishes as r* is increased, and is 
essentially eliminated at r* = 1.0. At r* = 1.0, the overall heat 
transfer for the surface is about the same for both C/D = 3.33 
and C/D = 4.67. For intermediate r* values, there is a trade
off of effects such as shown in Fig. 3. The higher heat transfer 
near the airfoil apex attained with C/D = 3.33 indicates that 
this jet configuration may be better for leading edge heat 
transfer in airfoils of moderate r* geometry. 

The effects of both jet Reynolds number, Re2B, and target 
spacing, z/B, are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows 
variations in the spanwise-averaged Nu2B with z/B for each of 
the Re2B used in the present experiments, for the configuration 
of C/D = 4.61 and r* = 0.4. Similar results are shown in Fig. 5 
for C/D = 3.33 and r* =0.2. The spanwise-averaged Nu2B is 
shown as a function of normalized arc length s/B. Each of the 
curves shown in Figs. 4 and 5 is a spanwise-averaged version 
of the surface local results as shown in the contour plots of 
Fig. 3. 

The primary effect of increasing Re2B is to increase both 
local and overall heat transfer monotonically. Such behavior 
is indicative of a constancy of flow pattern as flow rate is in
creased. This is typical of all configurations, not just the two 
shown. Thus, no flow regime changes, which could result in 
relative redistribution of Nusselt numbers as flow rate is 
changed, were observed during the testing. For all points on 
the surfaces the effect of Nu2B generally follows a propor
tionality of Re2'B with n = 0.6 to 0.7. 

There are two main effects, which are the results of varia
tions in the jet travel distance. All of the experimental results 
consistently show that as z/B is decreased the local heat 
transfer performance in the impingement region increases. 
This is associated with changes in the jet characteristics as the 
travel distance is varied. As z/B increases, the jet upon 
reaching the target will have spread through entrainment and 
interaction with the surrounding air. Heat transfer will also be 
spread over a larger region with lower local magnitudes. The 
jet will also cool with increasing z/B due to heat exchange with 
the surrounding air in the leading edge region, much of which 
will be traveling in opposite directions to that of the jet (e.g., 
recirculation regions, spanwise mixing, rearward exhaust). 
The dependence of Nu2B upon z/B in the impingement area 
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where m is also in the appears to be proportional to (z/B~)~ 
range 0.6 to 0.7. 

Another clear effect of jet travel distance is the movement 
of the impingement area toward the airfoil apex as z/B is 
decreased. All experiments with r* < 1.0 exhibit this effect to a 
smaller or larger degree. AT r* = \.Q, the heat transfer 
distribution indicates that impingement occurs at the apex 
regardless of target spacing, at least for the range of z/B used 
in the present study. 

Variation of the leading edge sharpness quite markedly af
fects the shape of the average Nu2B distribution as well as the 
apparent location of impingement on the airfoil. Figures 6 and 
7 show typically the effect of r* for C/D= 3.33 and 
C/D = 4.67, respectively, at Re2B = 6750. As previously noted, 
the apparent impingement location moves to the leading edge 
apex as r* is increased to 1.0. The shape of the average Nu2B 
distribution with s/B is very similar to a normal distribution 
for r* = 0, regardless of C/D, Re2B, or z/B. As r* is increased, 
the skewness of this distribution increases until it is lost 
altogether at r* =1.0. Here the distribution becomes 
monotonically decreasing with distance from the leading edge. 
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Fig. 5 Effects of Re2B and z/B for C/D = 3.33 and r* = 0.2 

It is evident that heat transfer at the airfoil apex is improved as 
r* is increased. 

Prior experimental results (Metzger et al., 1969) dealt with 
the impingement cooling of concave surfaces with r* = \.Q. 
The methodology employed the transient response of a single-
lumped capacitance leading edge model to determine average 
heat transfer coefficients (averaging done physically in the 
high-conductivity test surfaces, not averaging of local data as 
in the present experiments). While the Re2B of the present 
study are at the upper edge of and outside of the Re2B range 
for the prior correlated results (Metzger et al., 1969), the cor
relation should provide some indication of comparison be
tween the two studies. Furthermore, the correlation is for a 
target spacing of approximately one jet diameter, z/Z>=l. 
Present data utilized a minimum of z/B = 12, or z/B = 2.9, for 
the jet configuration of C/D =3.33. A target spacing effect 
factor of 0.9 (Metzger et al., 1969) is used here to compare 
present data for C/D = 3.33, r* = 1.0, and z/B= 12 to the cor
relation „ „ 

Numax =0.109 Re°-73(s/£)-°'52 (4) 
Figure 8 shows this comparison to be quite good for all Re2B 
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values, especially if the derivation range of equation (4) is con
sidered. The point at which the curves cross roughly cor
responds to the lower s/B limit for the Numax correlation of 
equation (4). 

Subsequent work (Metzger et al., 1972) used the same 
technique to explore the effects of leading edge sharpness r*. 
Again, the Re2B range of the present study is above that of the 
prior work (Metzger et al., 1972) and, in addition, that work 
covered only cases with C/D= 1.67 and C/D = 6.67. Figure 9 
compares the present results for Re2B = 6750 with the results of 
the highest Re used in the prior work, which is nominally the 
same. The three sets of present data (solid circles) shown are 
those that correspond most closely in C/D and z/B to the 
prior experiments, for r*=0, 0.2, and 0.4. Considering the 
differences in test section size and experimental method, and 
the normalized nature of the prior results, the comparisons are 
quite good for r* = 0.2 and 0.4. It is only at the sharpest condi
tion, r* = 0, and then only at small s/B close to the leading 
edge apex, that agreement breaks down. At these conditions, 
the sharp rise in relative heat transfer very near the apex 
(Metzger et al., 1972) is not observed in the present study. 
Considering that r* = 0 is included in the experiments as a 
limiting case that is much sharper than airfoils used in prac
tice, the overall agreement between present results (averaged 
from local data) and those of both prior studies is good and 
lends credence to the present data acquisition and reduction 
methods. 

Another feature that may be observed in contour maps like 
those of Fig. 3 is the spanwise Nusselt number gradient. 
Figures 10 and 11 show such gradients as a function of s/B for 
C/D = 4.67 and C/D= 3.33, respectively, with Re2B=6750. 
Variations with z/B are shown for each value of r*. Each plot 
presents points that are the difference between Numax and 
Numin occuring along the airfoil span at a given s/B location, 
divided by the distance between their occurrence, C/2. The 
results have a superficial similarity to the spanwise-averaged 
Nu2B results, since the largest Nu2B gradients occur at 
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nominally the same s/B locations where the largest spanwise-
averaged Nu2B values occur. Thus, the off-axis peaking and 
z/B effects seen in the spanwise averaged Nu2B are also pres
ent in the spanwise gradients. So, while the largest spanwise-
averaged Nu2B occur at the apex for r* = 1.0 and the smallest 
z/B, the largest spanwise gradients also occur under these 
conditions. 

Of particular interest is the fact that despite the much closer 
spanwise spacing of the jets at C/D= 3.33, as compared with 
C/D = 4.67, and the more slot jet-like appearance of the two-
dimensional Nu2B patterns for C/D = 3.33 (such as Fig. 3), the 
spanwise Nu2B gradients for C7Z> = 3.33 are in general much 
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larger than those for the same flow rates through the 
C/D = 4.67 configuration. Depending on the thickness and 
thermal conductivity of the airfoil shell, this could have 
durability implications for the leading edge region of impinge
ment cooled airfoils. In many cases, the present results in
dicate that span wise-averaged Nu2B levels for C/D = 4.67 are 
nearly the same as those for C/D = 3.33, but the local Nu2B 
gradients are significantly smaller. This could indicate that, 
considering both performance and durability, the larger C/D 
may be a better, or more optimal, choice in design. 

All the present results shown to this point have dealt with 
symmetric flow division, that is an equal chordwise flow on 
the pressure and suction sides of the airfoil. Some additional 
tests were performed with asymmetric flow divisions. To 
achieve asymmetry, a manifold chamber was constructed to 
allow each of the two rear exhaust flows to pass through non
standard orifices. The manifold slowly contracted the air flow 
from each exhaust area of 1.75 cm2 to tubes of area 11.4 cm2. 
Nonstandard orifices fitted into these tubes allowed variation 
of the chordwise flows. Figure 12 shows the spanwise averaged 
Nu2B results for chordwise flows of 30, 40, 60, and 70 percent 
of the total flow rate, for the configuration of C/Z> = 3.33, 
Re2B = 6750, and z/B = 21A. The asymmetry in flow division 

is seen to have essentially no discernible effect upon the heat 
transfer in the leading edge of the airfoil. Indeed, the heat 
transfer appears to be primarily driven by the jet Reynolds 
number, not the chordwise flow. 

Summary 

In the present study, local two-dimensional surface Nusselt 
number distributions have been obtained over the airfoil in
terior surface in the leading edge region of various gas turbine 
airfoil models. This investigation provides a database for jet 
impingement heat transfer without film coolant extraction, 
from which further experimentation may determine the heat 
transfer effects due to the presence of leading edge film 
coolant extraction. 

The geometries tested incorporate features and encompass 
parameter ranges found in impingement-cooled airfoils in 
both current and expected future gas turbine engines. The 
principal conclusions of the present study can be summarized 
as follows: 

1 Overall leading edge heat transfer is increased as the jet 
nozzle pitch-to-diameter ratio, C/D, is decreased from 4.67 to 
3.33. 
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2 Heat transfer performance in the leading edge region is 
severely degraded for the slot jet, C/D = 0. 

3 The effect of jet Reynolds number upon both local and 
overall heat transfer proceeds as RefB, where n = 0.6 to 0.7. 

4 Close nozzle-to-apex spacings are desirable for im
proved leading edge heat transfer. 

5 Heat transfer at the airfoil apex is increased as r* is in
creased from 0 to 1. 

6 Impingement region heat transfer for C/D = 3.33 is 
higher than that for C/D = 4.61, but the spanwise Nusselt 
number gradients for C/£> = 3.33 are much larger than those 
for C/£> = 4.67. 

7 Leading edge internal impingement heat transfer ap
pears to be primarily driven by the jet Reynolds number, as 
opposed to a chordwise Reynolds number developed from 
flow division asymmetries. 
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Fig. 12 Effect of asymmetric flow division upon NU 2 B for CID--
Re2B = 6750, and r* = 0.4 

3.33, 

As an extension of the optimal configuration idea, it should 
be recognized that the availability of the detailed two-
dimensional local Nu data acquired in the present study makes 
it possible to consider optimal leading edge shape, leading 
edge shell thickness and conductivity, and imposed hot gas 
thermal loading. The performance, or cost function, could in
clude a number of measures such as local airfoil temperatures 
and temperature gradients, weighed suitably to bias the op
timal configuration toward performance, durability, or a 
combination of both. 
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Local Heat Transfer in Internally 
Cooled Turbine Airfoil Leading 
Edge Regions: Part 11— 
Impingement Cooling With Film 
Coolant Extraction 
An experimental study has been designed and performed to measure very localized 
internal heat transfer characteristics in large-scale models of turbine blade impinge
ment-cooled leading edge regions that allow extraction, or bleed-off of a portion 
of the internal cooling flow to provide leading edge film cooling along the blade 
external surface. The internal impingement air is provided by a single line of equally 
spaced multiple jets, aimed at the leading edge apex and generally exiting, minus 
the bleed-off flow, in the opposite or chordwise direction. The film coolant flow 
extraction takes place through two lines of holes, one each on the blade suction side 
and the blade pressure side, both fairly close to the airfoil leading edge. Detailed 
two-dimensional local surface Nusselt number distributions have been obtained 
through the use of aerodynamically steady but thermally transient tests employing 
temperature-indicating coatings. The thin coatings are sprayed directly on the test 
surfaces, and are observed during a test transient with automated computer vision 
and data acquisition systems, A wide range of parameter combinations of interest 
in cooled airfoil practice is covered in the test matrix, including combinations of 
variations in jet Reynolds number, airfoil leading edge sharpness, jet pitch-to-di
ameter ratio, and jet nozzle-to-apex travel distance. Measured local Nusselt numbers 
at each chordwise location back from the stagnation line have been used to calculate 
both the spanwise-average Nusselt numbers and spanwise Nusselt number gradients 
as functions of chordwise position. The results without film coolant extraction, 
presented in the Part I companion paper, are used as a basis of comparison to 
determine the additional effects of the film cooling bleed. Results indicate that heat 
transfer is primarily dependent on jet Reynolds number with smaller influences from 
the flow extraction rate. The results also suggest that changes in the spanwise 
alignment of the impingement nozzles relative to the position of the film cooling 
holes can cause significant variations in leading edge metal temperatures. 

Introduction 
Various cooling schemes in gas turbine airfoils have been 

investigated in recent years to develop more effective ways of 
providing cooling while minimizing the amount of coolant 
required. A typical airfoil may utilize both jet impingement 
cooling and film cooling in the leading edge region, while the 
midchord and trailing edge regions may be convection cooled 
with augmentation via roughness elements and/or pin fins. At 
present, experimental methods are the only means to attain 
detailed and reliable convective heat transfer information for 
the turbulent, highly three-dimensional flow fields involved in 
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gas turbine airfoil cooling. This paper reports on an extensive 
experimental study designed to investigate the effects of film 
coolant extraction on internal impingement heat transfer in 
airfoil leading edge regions. 

Heat transfer in the leading edge region of a turbine airfoil 
is necessarily dependent upon the interacting effects of jet 
impingement, film coolant extraction, and the convection over 
those portions of the surface not directly impacted by the jets. 
The parameters that may affect the flow and heat transfer 
include impinging jet Reynolds number, jet size and distri
bution, leading edge sharpness, travel distance from the jet 
nozzles to the leading edge surface, film cooling hole distri
bution (number, location, angle), and distribution of the total 
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cooling flow among the available flow paths. The possible 
effects of these and other parameters are compounded by their 
interaction. The beneficial effect of a certain jet size and dis
tribution, for example, may be offset or enhanced to some 
degree by the film cooling hole distribution. 

The addition of film cooling to an airfoil reduces the heat 
transfer from the hot gas to the external airfoil surface by 
providing a protective film of cooler air between the two. This 
is in contrast to jet impingement and convection, which both 
remove heat from the inner surface of the airfoil. The very 
addition of film cooling is expected to impact the heat transfer 
in the internal region of the leading edge. The film cooling 
holes will necessarily modify the flow field in the leading edge, 
over that without film coolant extraction, by providing new 
flow paths for the cooling fluid. It is conceivable that such 
modified flow could lead to improved or retarded heat transfer 
performance. Extraction of coolant means less available cool
ing potential for the airfoil inner surface, but also involves a 
compensating addition of heat transfer within the airfoil wall. 
Setting aside for now the question of the effect of heat transfer 
within the film cooling holes, there remains to be determined 
the independent effect of film cooling extraction upon internal 
heat transfer characteristics. 

In the past several years, there has been a great amount of 
effort by many researchers to examine the heat transfer per
formance of such complex flows as are found in turbine airfoil 
cooling applications. Virtually all of this work has focused on 
a particular aspect of convective heat transfer, i.e., jet im
pingement, film cooling, or passages with roughening ele
ments. Much of the earlier work in these areas involved 
experimental methods that typically determined regional av
erage values of heat transfer coefficients, e.g., segmented sur
face heaters. More recently, experimental methods have been 
developed that provide much finer resolution of local heat 
transfer coefficients. These include mass transfer methods, the 
use of melting point surface coatings, and liquid crystal tech
niques. 

Jet impingement deals with multiple jets in a three-dimen
sional flow field in the airfoil leading edge. Part I of the present 
study (Bunker and Metzger, 1990) describes the investigation 
of jet impingement alone in the leading edge region. A wide 
range of parameter combinations of interest in cooled airfoil 
practice was examined, including variations in jet Reynolds 
number, airfoil leading edge sharpness, jet pitch-to-diameter 
ratio, and jet nozzle-to-apex travel distance. The results com
pared favorably with prior studies (Metzger et al.., 1972, 1969) 
dealing with the impingement cooling of concave surfaces by 
lines of circular air jets, which measured only surface average 
coefficients. The results reported in Part I, derived from local 
Nusselt number measurements, are used here as a basis of 
comparison to determine the independent effect of film cooling 
extraction. 

Airfoil film cooling has been quite extensively investigated, 
but primarily with application to flow and heat transfer on 
the airfoil external surfaces (Hartnett et al., 1961). Apparently 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of test apparatus 

no work has been published that indicates the effects the pres
ence of the film coolant extraction have on the internal cooling 
of the airfoil. This part of the present study has as its main 
objective the determination of local heat transfer coefficients 
in the leading edge region of an airfoil, which utilizes both 
impingement cooling and film coolant extraction. Experiments 
were conducted with the use of large-scale test surfaces that, 
together with a thermal transient test technique and optical 
acquisition of local surface temperatures, permitted localized 
heat transfer measurements. A single leading edge sharpness, 
which closely resembles a geometry used frequently in current 
gas turbine practice, was used to determine the effects of film 
coolant extraction under the variation of parameters including 
jet Reynolds number, jet nozzle-to-airfoil apex travel distance, 
jet pitch-to-diameter ratio, total amount of film flow bled from 
the leading edge, and pressure side-to-suction side flow divi
sions. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 
A schematic of the test apparatus, without film coolant 

extraction provision, is shown in Fig. 1. The test surface con
sists of the half of the airfoil that is viewed by the camera, as 
measured from the leading edge apex. The entire test section, 
composed of airfoil, plenum, and containing plates, is fabri
cated from acrylic plastic. The present experiments involving 
bleed-off of air used three plenums and a single airfoil with 
acrylic plastic tubes set in the leading edge for air extraction. 
Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional view of a plenum and the 

Nomenclature 

A = 
B = 

C = 
D = 
h = 

k = 

*, = 

heat transfer surface area 
width of equivalent two-di
mensional slot jet 
jet nozzle pitch 
jet nozzle diameter 
convection heat transfer 
coefficient = q/A(tp — t) 
test surface thermal conduc
tivity 
fluid thermal conductivity 

Nu9R = 

R = 

Re ;2B = 
S = 

t = 

local Nusselt number = 
h2B/kf 
airfoil leading edge radius of 
curvature 
radius of semicylindrical air
foil 
radius ratio = r/R 
Reynolds number = p VlB/p 
airfoil arc length measured 
from apex 
local test surface temperature 

t, = 

h = 
z = 

initial test surface tempera
ture 
plenum temperature 
jet nozzle-to-airfoil apex dis
tance 
test surface thermal diffusiv-
ity 
time 
fluid dynamic viscosity 
fluid density 
time step 
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airfoil with pertinent dimensions. Also shown is the semi-
cylindrical portion of the plenum with the airfoil model, which 
together represent a typical segment, at greatly enlarged scale, 
of a turbine airfoil leading edge. 

The basic apparatus and procedures have been described by 
Bunker and Metzger (1990) and will be only briefly reviewed 
here. The impinging jets issue through nozzles of diameter D 
placed symmetrically along the plenum apex at a uniform spac
ing (pitch) C between jet centerlines. The present experiments 
utilized plenums with pitch-to-jet diameter ratios of C/D = 
4.67, 3.33, andO. The latter plenum has a continuous, uniform-
width slot as the jet orifice rather than individual holes. All 
plenums have the same total jet flow area. The equivalent two-
dimensional slot jet width B is thus the same for each plenum, 
0.49 cm. 

The airfoil used in this part of the present study has a radius 
ratio r* = r/R of 0.4. The airfoil has two rows of bleed tubes 
set at an angle of 45 deg to the line of symmetry (apex). The 
pitch of the bleed tubes in each row corresponds to the jet 
nozzle pitch of C/D = 4.67. The bleed tubes issue perpen
dicularly from the airfoil surface. Each tube has a nominal 
inside diameter of 1.27 cm, and outside diameter of 1.91 cm. 
Acrylic plastic manifold chambers were used to route various 
portions of the air to rotameters for flow measurement, one 
each for pressure side and suction side, front and rear air flows, 
as shown in Fig. 2. The rear manifold chambers were sealed 
to the rear exhaust areas of the airfoil, with extension walls 
provided to adjust the nozzle-to-apex distance z. The air pass
ing through these manifolds is slowly contracted from each 
exhaust area of 175 cm2 to tubes of area 11.4 cm2. The rear 
rotameters (Brooks Instrument Division, Model 1307, Size 12) 
are connected with flexible hoses. Each row of bleed tubes is 
connected to a front manifold chamber by Tygon tubing, and 
each manifold is connected to a separate front rotameter 
(Brooks, 1307, Size 9). Control of the air flow passing through 
each rotameter was accomplished by use of a viselike clamp 
on the flexible hoses prior to the rotameter inlet. 

Laboratory compressed air, filtered and dried, is metered 
through an ASME standard orifice and supplied to a heating 
section followed by a diverter ball valve. Local surface heat 
transfer is determined from melting patterns of coatings sprayed 
onto the test surfaces prior to each test run. Each test run is 
a thermal transient, initiated by the sudden introduction of 
heated air to the test section, resulting in the sequential melting 
of the surface coating. 

A test run begins with heated air first diverted away from 
the test section so that the test channel walls remain uniformly 
at the laboratory ambient temperature. The valve remains in 
the diverted position until steady flow and a steady-state tem
perature (above the melting point of the coating applied to the 
test surfaces) have been achieved in the diversion channel. At 
that time the valve is used suddenly to route the heated air 
flow through the test section. The data acquisition program 
in the IBM PC is initiated simultaneously with the change of 
valve position. 

A thin layer of the coating (approximately 5 x 10 ~3 cm) is 
sprayed evenly on the surface to be investigated. The coating 
material is a commercially available product (Tempil Indus
tries, S. Plainfield, NJ) with a nominal melting point of 43°C. 
Melting is determined visually from the property of the coating 
to change from opaque white to transparent upon melting. A 
black background is used, which becomes visible as melting 
occurs at any point on the channel wall, facilitating accurate 
acquisition of melting times by processing of the images cap
tured by the CCD camera. 

For the acrylic plastic test surface material used, the depth 
of heating into the wall over the time duration needed to 
complete the test is less than the wall thickness, or 0.64 cm. 
In addition, lateral conduction in the wall has a negligible effect 
on the local surface temperature response (Metzger and Lar-
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Fig. 2 Test section geometry 

son, 1986). At any surface point, the wall temperature is thus 
represented by the classical one-dimensional response of a semi-
infinite medium to the sudden step application of a convecting 
fluid at temperature tp: 

(t-ti)/(tp-ti) = \-zxv(h2ci6/k1)tTiz{h^a.Q/k) (1) 
If each surface point of interest were subjected to a true step 
increase in tp, then measurement of the required times to reach 
the known phase-change temperature allows solution of equa
tion (1) for the heat transfer coefficients. This is the essence 
of the method, with the thin coating of phase-change material 
providing a means of acquiring an array of temperature-time 
pairs over the surface. 

However, in actual internal flow experiments, the wall sur
faces will not experience a pure step change in the driving air 
temperature because of the transient heating of the upstream 
plenum chamber and duct walls. Nevertheless, equation (1) is 
a fundamental solution that can be used to represent the re
sponse to a superposed set of elemental steps in tp arranged 
to represent the actual air temperature rise 

t- •*i= E U(Q-Ti)Atp 

where 

C/(9-T/) = l -exp 
h2a(Q-ri) 

erfc 
h\]a(Q- •ri) 

(2) 

(3) 

In the present experiments, air temperature tp is determined 
from thermocouple measurement in the plenum just before 
the jet nozzles. The tp variation with time is recorded and 
approximated by steps, and the resulting superposed solution, 
equations (2) and (3), is solved for the local surface heat trans
fer coefficients, using observed local melting times. 

A CCD camera was positioned so that it viewed the airfoil 
surface starting at the apex. The relative positioning of airfoil 
and camera was such that data acquired both on the curved 
surface and on the straight portion of the surface were free 
from significant distortion due to angle and thickness of the 
acrylic plastic. The existence of bleed tubes at the leading edge 
does however cause a small area associated with each tube to 
be photographically opaque. Since no data were collected in 
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this area, the corresponding spanwise results do not include 
this area. The obscured area roughly corresponds to the bleed-
off air flow area where no airfoil inner surface exists. 

Results and Discussion 
The results presented in Part I, without film coolant ex

traction (Bunker and Metzger, 1990), showed that the apparent 
impingement location on the airfoil surface, despite the test 
section symmetry, is not necessarily at the apex. Rather, the 
location depends upon the airfoil geometry, jet configuration, 
and target spacing. For those cases in which impingement is 
located off-axis, a recirculating flow region is indicated in the 
leading edge. Without film extraction the only path available 
to the air is to flow out the rear, around the impingement jets. 
The addition of film extraction in the leading edge should be 
expected to modify this recirculating flow zone by providing 
new flow paths for the air. This effect may also depend upon 
suchfactors as geometry, jet configuration, etc. Figure 3 shows 
the relative positions of the bleed tube, the jet centerline, and 
the apparent impingement location without film extraction 
(labeled as a front/rear flow division of 0/100) for both C/D 
= 4.61 and C/D = 3.33 at z/B = 18. 

The effect of film extraction is most apparent for C/D = 
4.67 where the jet nozzle and bleed tube are coplanar. Figure 
4 shows two typical local color-mapped results, here repre
sented in black and white by contour lines, giving values of 
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NU2B, the Nusselt number based upon twice the width of an 
equivalent two-dimensional slot jet. The contour maps are a 
comparison of the local heat transfer results for a case of no 
film bleed to those of a case with film bleed. The film bleed 
is 20 percent of the total flow issuing from the jet nozzles, and 
both maps are for C/D = 4.67, Re2B = 8450, and z/B = 18. 
The darkened region in the plots represents the film bleed tube 
as seen by the camera. The contours show that film extraction 
produces higher spanwise average Nu over most of the leading 
edge. In addition, the apparent impingement location moves 
forward from that without film extraction. Both of these ef
fects are plausibly attributed to a modification of the recir
culation region in the leading edge. Figure 5 shows spanwise 
average NU2B comparisons at each of three Re2B, with four 
different bleed percentages. The effect of film extraction is 
seen to be an increase in spanwise average Nu2B over most of 
the leading edge for all bleed percentages, with some modi
fications due to the amount of bleed. Figure 6, however, shows 
that the increase in average Nu is accompanied by a corre
sponding rise in the spanwise Nu gradient in the impingement 
portion of the leading edge. The flow divisions in these figures 
are indicated as front/rear percentages of the total flow rate, 
e.g., 10/90 refers to the sum of all film coolant extraction flow 
as being 10 percent of the total flow. These experiments all 
utilize symmetric flow division between the airfoil pressure 
side and suction side. In addition to the flow out each row of 
bleed tubes being equal, the flow out each individual bleed 
tube is essentially the same. Asymmetries with respect to the 
flow division of bleed flow, rear flow, or both will be discussed 
later. 
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In contrast, for C/D = 3.33, Fig. 3 shows that the jets are 
not coplanar with the bleed tubes. The contour maps of Fig. 
7 show again the typical local Nusselt number results for cases 
with and without bleed, for C/D = 3.33, Re2B = 8450, and 
z/B = 18. Contrary to the comparison of Fig. 4, these contour 
maps indicate that a small decrease in leading edge heat transfer 
results from the film coolant bleed. Figure 8 shows that the 
spanwise-averaged Nu is generally reduced by the addition of 
film extraction. Apparently, the relative positioning of the jets 
and bleed tubes is such that the recirculation region is little 
modified in the leading edge. The bleed tubes do add an ad
ditional flow path, but it is along the flow path that existed 
without showerhead bleed. The effect of bleeding off air in 
this instance is apparently to reduce the spanwise average Nu 
by removing some convecting fluid without causing a com
pensating reduction in recirculation. In addition, the apparent 
impingement locations move forward only slightly compared 
to those without bleed. Figure 9 shows a clear decrease in the 
spanwise Nu gradient, indicating that the addition of bleed 
helps to make the Nu variations a little more uniform for C/ 
D = 3.33. 

The effect of film extraction for the two-dimensional slot 
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jet, C/D = 0, is seen in Fig. 10 to be a large reduction of 
average Nu in the region behind the impingement location. In 
this case, the addition of film extraction apparently aids the 
reduction of leading edge recirculation, and the indicated im
pingement location moves forward. However, this also elim
inates the effective barrier, which gave higher average Nu values 
to the rear of the recirculation region. This C/D = 0 jet 
configuration is of relatively low current interest, and no fur
ther results for this configuration have been obtained at this 
time. 

The effect of varying the front-to-rear flow division is again 
most apparent for C/D = 4.67. Figure 5 shows that of the 
four bleed ratios tested, that of 10/90 generally yields the 
highest spanwise-averaged Nu. From this figure also, the span-
wise-averaged Nu declines as more air is routed through the 
bleed tubes. This might suggest that the surface heat transfer 
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is driven by the net chordwise Re. However, this supposition 
was tested in the present study and was found to be false. 
Experimental configurations having nearly the same net chord-
wise flow, as shown in Fig. 11, indicate the higher spanwise 
average Nu to be associated with the higher jet Re2B. This 
implies that the chordwise Nu number levels with leading edge 
bleed are established primarily by the total amount of jet flow, 
with only a small adjustment due to the amount of bleed flow. 
In addition, Fig. 6 shows some variation in Nu gradient with 
the amount of bleed, again typically peaking for the case of 
10/90. 

In the configurations using C/D = 3.33, theeffect of varying 
the flow division is less apparent. In most of the results shown 
in Fig. 8, the spanwise-averaged Nu for all four bleed ratios 
are within experimental uncertainty of each other: generally 
± 10 percent as determined by methods for single-sample ex
periments (Kline and McKlintock, 1953). There is no clear 
pattern to be discerned. These results lend even stronger evi
dence to the conclusion that the total jet flow is the primary 
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driver. Figure 9 shows that the same conclusions may be reached 
with respect to spanwise Nu gradients. 

The effect of varying the jet Reynolds number, Re2B, may 
be seen clearly in both Figs. 5 and 8. The Re2B effect upon 
Nu2B is essentially the same with or without bleed for both C/ 
D = 4.67 and C/D = 3.33. Similarly, the effect of varying 
the jet travel distance, z/B, is also essentially the same with 
or without bleed. Variations with these parameters are detailed 
in Part I. 

While experiments with symmetric flow division help to es
tablish the apparent effects of the film coolant extraction on 
leading edge heat transfer, the conditions of pressure, tem
perature, and temperature gradients involved in practice will 
normally differ from the pressure side of the airfoil to the 
suction side. It is expected therefore that asymmetric flow 
divisions will be necessary to cool the airfoil leading edge region 
properly. It is important then to determine the effects that 
such asymmetries have upon local heat transfer, and a variety 
of these cases were investigated in the present study. 

The asymmetric experimental cases covered include (a) 
asymmetric division of bleed flow with symmetric rear flow, 
and (b) asymmetric division of rear flow with symmetric bleed 
flow. The bleed-to-rear flow division is again referred to as a 
front-to-rear (F/R) division given as percentages of the total 
flow. Each pressure-to-suction side flow division is given a 
different designation depending upon its application to bleed 
flow or rear flow. The asymmetric division of bleed flow is 
denoted a pressure-to-suction (P/S) division. The side desig
nated as pressure P is always the side presented in the figures. 
The asymmetric division of rear flow is called simply rear (R) 
division (e.g., R = 20/50), where the first number always refers 
to the side presented. Testing of any particular flow division 
requires two tests, one for each side of the airfoil, with the 
rotameter control settings reversed between tests. 

In all of the results presented, fully symmetric tests used for 
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comparisons have been designated in a manner similar to the 
asymmetric tests for consistency and clarity (e.g., P/S = 10/ 
10 for R = 35/35 are symmetric tests). All division numbers 
refer to percentages of the total flow. 

Figures 12 shows the results of asymmetric bleed flow with 
symmetric rear flow for C/D = 3.33, Re2B = 6750, and z/B 
= 18. For each asymmetric case, three curves are shown. One 
curve depicts the asymmetric result, another shows the cor
responding fully symmetric result with bleed flow rate equal 
to that of the asymmetric test for the side presented, and the 
third shows the corresponding fully symmetric result with rear 
flow rate equal to that of the asymmetric test. 

In general the spanwise average Nu for all asymmetric cases 
is equal to or slightly greater than each fully symmetric case 
(to within experimental uncertainty). The only exception is that 
of comparison to the zero bleed flow case (0/100). For this 
case there were no bleed tubes present at all, which might cause 
the average Nu to be higher in the leading edge due to the 
increased surface area available for data acquisition. Results 
presented for fully symmetric cases showed that for C/D = 
3.33, leading edge heat transfer with bleed flow is generally 
slightly lower than that without bleed flow. This effect is con
firmed in the present data. 

The increase in spanwise average Nu observed with the asym
metric bleed flow division, if present, is in all cases less than 
5 percent over the bounds of experimental uncertainty. It may 
be concluded from this that no significant increase or decrease 
in spanwise-averaged Nu is associated with asymmetric bleed 
flow. 

The results of asymmetric rear flow with symmetric bleed 
flow are shown in Fig. 13, compared with fully symmetric data 
for spanwise average Nu, for C/D == 3.33, Re2B = 8450, and 
z/B = 18. In all cases the asymmetric flows give nearly the 
same spanwise average Nu, regardless of whether the side tested 
had 20, 30, 40, or even 50 percent of the total flow going 
through the rear rotameter. The major effect evident is that 
of increased jet Re. For a given Re, all asymmetric results are 
equal within experimental uncertainty. Also, as with the asym
metric bleed flow, some data would tend to indicate that the 
asymmetric rear flow division leads to a small increase in span-
wise average Nu over that with fully symmetric flow division. 
But again, such an increase is always less than 5 percent over 
the bounds of experimental uncertainty. 

The asymmetric bleed and asymmetric rear flow data all lead 
to the conclusion that, at least for C/D = 3.33, asymmetry 
in flow division has very little effect on the spanwise average 
Nu and spanwise Nu gradient. To confirm this for a general 
configuration with asymmetry present in both the bleed and 
rear flows, one test was performed with a front-to-rear division 

of 30/70, a bleed flow division of 20/10, and a rear flow 
division of 40/30. Figure 14 shows the spanwise average Nu 
compared to other asymmetric test data for C/D = 3.33, Re2B 

= 8450, and z/B = 18. As expected, the results are the same 
to within experimental uncertainty. 

Finally, the spanwise Nu gradients that correspond to the 
spanwise average Nu data of Figs. 12-14 exhibit the same 
characteristics as described and discussed above for the average 
Nu results. 

Summary 

Local two-dimensional surface Nusselt number distributions 
have been obtained over the entire airfoil interior surface 
through use of transient experiments employing melting point 
coatings applied directly on the test surface together with au
tomated computer vision and data acquisition systems. The 
present study has investigated heat transfer in the airfoil leading 
edge region involving impingement cooling with film coolant 
extraction. Fully symmetric flow divisions, where equal par
titioning of flow between pressure and suction sides is imposed 
both in the chordwise exhaust flow and in the film extraction 
bleed flow, have been examined and compared to results ob
tained without film coolant extraction (Part I). Asymmetric 
bleed and/or chordwise exhaust flow cases have also been 
examined and compared to fully symmetric flow results. The 
principal conclusions of the present study can be summarized 
as follows: 

1 In general, the level of heat transfer appears to be driven 
primarily by the impinging jets, secondarily modified by the 
amount of the jet flow bled off in the leading edge region. 

2 With jet holes and bleed holes in line, bleed flow leads 
to generally increased heat transfer. This effect can be signif
icant, with some local measured heat transfer coefficient in
creases approaching 50 percent. 

3 With jet holes and bleed holes 180 deg out of phase in 
their alignment, bleed flow generally leads to decreased heat 
transfer. 

4 In the leading edge region of an impingement cooled 
airfoil with asymmetric film extraction bleed and/or asym
metric chordwise exhaust, heat transfer can be predicted ac
curately from fully symmetric data. While this conclusion 
strictly applies only to the jet configuration used in the present 
asymmetric experiments, that of C/D = 3.33, it is anticipated 
that this will not be significantly altered for C/D = 4.67. 

Based upon the configurations used in the present experi
ments, these observations suggest that changes in the spanwise 
alignment of the impingement nozzles relative to the position 
of the film cooling holes can act to cause significant variations 
in leading edge metal temperatures. 
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Impingement/Effusion Cooling: 
The Influence of the Number of 
Impingement Holes and Pressure 
Loss on the Heat Transfer 
Coefficient 
Measurements of the overall heat transfer coefficient within an impingement/effu
sion cooled wall are presented. The FLUENT CFD computer code has been applied 
to the internal aerodynamics to demonstrate the importance of internal recirculation 
in the impingement gap. This generates a convective heat transfer to the impinge
ment jet. Measurements of this heat transfer plate coefficient are presented that 
show it to be approximately half of the impingement/effusion heat transfer coeffi
cient. The influence of the relative pressure loss or X/D between the impingement 
and effusion walls was investigated, for an effusion X/D of 4.67 and aZof8 mm, 
and shown to be only significant at high G where a reduction in h of 20 percent oc
curred. Increasing the number of holes N in the impingement/effusion array at a 
constant Z of 8 mm reduced h by 20 percent, mainly due to the higher Z/D for the 
smaller holes at high N. Reduced numbers of impingement holes relative to the effu
sion holes, in a ratio of 1 to 4, were shown to have a small influence on h with a max
imum reduction in h of 20 percent at high G and a negligible effect at low G. 

Introduction 

Impingement/effusion cooling of gas turbine combustor 
and turbine blade walls offers very efficient cooling with 
minimal coolant mass flow. The double-skin wall design is 
easily manufactured using conventional techniques, and ther
mal stresses are reduced by the double-skin design. This allows 
the outer impingement jet wall to operate at a lower 
temperature than the inner effusion jet wall. The presence of 
the effusion holes gives additional heat transfer at the effusion 
hole inlet and within the short hole (Andrews et al., 1986, 
1987). The overall heat transfer coefficient is thus usually 
higher for impingement/effusion than it is for impingement 
alone. Hollworth et al. (1980, 1981) for an X/D of 10 and ef
fusion/impingement jet area ratio of 3.07 found an increase of 
30 percent due to the addition of effusion holes offset from 
the impingement holes. Andrews et al. (1988) found similar in
creases with values of 30 percent for an X/D of 10 with an ef
fusion/impingement jet area ratio of 5.6 and 45 percent for an 
area ratio of 2.4. 

The objective of the present work was to extend the range of 
impingement/effusion geometries for which overall heat 
transfer data are available. The influence of the number of 
holes N, the relative number of impingement/effusion holes, 
and the area ratio between the impingement and effusion holes 
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were investigated to determine their relative importance. An
drews et al. (1985a) showed that impingement and impinge
ment/effusion heat transfer gave rise to convective heat 
transfer from the target or effusion wall to the impingement 
jet wall. This indicated that there was recirculation within the 
impingement gap and this was investigated using an isother
mal model and the FLUENT CFD computer code (Creare, 
1985). Heat transfer data are also presented for one geometry 
for the recirculated convective heat transfer to the impinge
ment jet plate. 

Andrews et al. (1988) showed that the dominant heat 
transfer mode in impingement/effusion internal wall heat 
transfer was that due to the impingement jets. Far more heat 
transfer data exist for impingement heat transfer than for the 
combined impingement/effusion heat transfer. There have 
been many investigations of impingement heat transfer for 
multijet arrays, with much of the work aimed at gas turbine 
cooling applications (Tabakoff and Clevenger, 1972; Kercher 
and Tabakoff, 1970; Florschuetz et al., 1981; Hollworth and 
Berry, 1978; Andrews andHussain, 1984a, 1984b, 1986, 1987; 
Andrews et al., 1987b). In the present work the pressure loss 
of the impingement wall was important and this is determined 
by the X/D (Andrews and Hussain, 1984a, 1984b). Few 
general heat transfer correlations for impingement heat 
transfer include the influence of the main variables, X, D, Z, 
N, and G, over a practical range of values. For a range of X/D 
from 1.9 to 21.5, Z/D from 0.5 to 35, TV from 1000 to 10,000 
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Table 1 Experimental impingement/effusion configurations 

Configuration 
No. 

Ae/At 
Z/D, 

Impingement wall 
N, m~2 

X, mm 
Dj, m m 
X/D 
152 mm square 

hole array 
Effusion wall 
N, m~2 

X, mm 
De, mm 
X/De 

1 

1 
0.5-5 

4306 
15.2 
3.24 
4.7 

10x10 

4306 
15.2 
3.27 
4.7 

2 

1 
1.0 

4306 
15.2 
8.2 
1.8 

25x25 

4306 
15.2 
8.2 
1.8 

3 

5.6 
5.8 

4306 
15.2 

1.38 
11.0 

10x10 

4306 
15.2 
3.27 
4.7 

4 

1 
6.1 

26,910 
6.1 
1.32 
4.7 

25x25 

26,910 
6.1 
1.32 
4.7 

5 

5.3 
2.8 

1076 
30.4 
2.86 

10.6 
5 x 5 

4306 
15.2 
3.27 
4.7 

m~2,G from 0.1 to 2 kg/sm2, and Re from 300 to 50,000, An
drews and Hussain (1984a, 1984b) and Andrews et al. (1985d, 
1987b) have established the correlation in equation (1), which 
has been shown to be in reasonable agreement with the data of 
other workers 

Nu 
p r0.33 = 1.05 Re 0 X 

~~D~ 

Z 

~~D~ D° (1) 

which in terms of h and G for air for a typical Z/D of 4.5 
reduces to 

h = 61(GX/D)on (2) 

Andrews et al. (1985a) showed that for a practical range of Z 
from 2 to 12 mm there was little influence of Z on the impinge
ment heat transfer for X/D from 1.9 to 21.5. For this range of 
Z the correlation in equations (3) and (4) applied 

X - ' •°8 „„„ 
(3) Nu = 0.29 

D 
Re0 

X 0.64 
h = 15 G0-72 

D 
(4) 

In the present work a constant Z of 8 mm was used, well inside 
the above range of Z for which equations (3) and (4) applied. 

In association with the present work there has been a 
parallel program on the determination of the overall film cool
ing effectiveness. This was measured by placing the impinge
ment/effusion test geometry in the wall of a duct with a high-
temperature crossflow. Andrews et al. (1988) showed typical 
results for impingement/effusion geometries and demon
strated a significant improvement in the cooling effective
ness of effusion film cooling due to the addition of impinge

ment cooling. The present heat transfer coefficient 
measurements will be used in a heat balance model of the cool
ing effectiveness data so as to yield film heat transfer 
coefficients. 

Impingement/Effusion Design 

The combustor design requirements are that the bulk of the 
pressure loss occurs at the impingement plate and the pressure 
loss across the effusion wall is small, as this ensures good film 
cooling characteristics (Andrews et al., 1985b). For turbine 
blades the relative pressure loss between the impingement and 
effusion surfaces is more complex than for combustor applica
tions due to large static pressure variations around the blade 
surfaces. In regions such as the stator vane leading edge, the 
static pressure at the film cooling hole outlet is very high and a 
low-pressure loss would be necessary at the impingement holes 
and at the effusion holes. The present work investigates this 
situation, where the effusion and impingement hole pressure 
loss are low. Further data are also presented for the situation 
of a high impingement wall pressure loss with low effusion 
wall pressure loss. The influence of the number of holes per 
unit surface area was investigated and the range of geometries 
is given in Table 1. 

In the present work, square arrays of impingement/effusion 
holes were used with equal numbers of holes offset half a pitch 
relative to each plate so that an impingement jet was located 
on the center of each four effusion holes. All the impingement 
air was discharged through the effusion holes and hence there 
was no net crossflow in the impingement gap. This test con
figuration is shown in Fig. 1. For geometries with the main 
pressure loss at the impingement wall the hole sizes are small 
and the manufacturing costs relatively high and a minimum 
number of holes should be used. Effusion film cooling re
quires a large number of holes, TV, for optimum film cooling 
effectiveness. Andrews et al. (1987b) showed that for impinge
ment heat transfer N could be varied over a wide range 
without any major reduction in the heat transfer. Thus, there 
may be no requirement to have equal numbers of impingement 
and effusion holes and the variation of their ratio forms part 
of the present investigations using the geometries detailed in 
Table 1. Hollworth et al. (1980, 1981) used one impingement 
hole for every four effusion holes and their data were very 
similar to those of Andrews et al. (1988) for equal numbers of 
holes. 

Experimental Techniques 

The experimental equipment is shown in Fig. 2. A 152-mm-
square Nimonic 75 test wall was used with a PTFE (Teflon) 

Nomenclature 

A = total hole approach surface 
area per hole =A2 - ir/4 D2, 
m2 

Ah = hole internal surface area per 
\io\e = irDL, m2 

Ae = total effusion hole flow area 
per hole 

A i = total impingement hole flow 
area per hole 

Cp = specific heat of the wall 
material 

D = hole internal diameter, m 
G = coolant mass flow per unit 

wall area, kg/sm2 

h = surface-averaged convective 
heat transfer coefficient based 

k = 

L = 

m = 

N = 

Nu = 

Pr 
Re 

on the surface area per hole 
A, W/m2K 
thermal conductivity of the 
coolant, W/mK 
hole length, m 
mass of the test plate heat 
transfer section, kg 
number of holes per unit sur
face area, m~2 

Nusselt number based on h 
and the impingement hole 
diameter D = hD/k 
Prandtl number 
hole Reynolds number based 
on the impingement hole 

T = 
Tg = 
T, = 

T = 

T 
T • 

X 
Z 

diameter D and the coolant 
velocity in the hole 
coolant temperature, K 
hot gas temperature, K 
impingement jet wall 
temperature, K 
mean wall temperature in cen
tral 76 mm of the 152-mm 
test wall 
local wall temperature, K 
initial local wall temperature, 
K 
hole pitch, m 
impingement gap, m 
time constant, equation (6) 
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separation flange forming the impingement gap, which also 
minimized thermal conduction between the impingement and 
effusion test geometries. A range of impingement gap flanges 
was used to achieve different impingement gap (Z) to hole 
diameter (D) ratios, Z/D. The impingement/effusion 
geometry and PTFE separation gaps were all bolted to an in
ternally insulated air supply plenum chamber. Each test plate, 
both impingement and effusion, was instrumented with at 
least five Type K mineral insulated grounded junction ther
mocouples, vacuum brazed to the exit side of the test plates on 
the centerline of the plate midway between the holes. In addi
tion, the effusion test plate had thermocouples brazed to the 
feed side of the plate to investigate temperature gradients. 
There was no significant difference in the temperature across 
the effusion plate metal thickness. Previous work using 
steady-state heat transfer techniques showed that temperature 
gradients, both axially between the jets and through the wall 
thickness, were less than 2 percent of the mean wall 
temperature (Andrews and Hussain, 1984b). This was in 
agreement with the findings of the more complex film cooling 
situation where even at high temperatures the test plate was at 
a uniform temperature with maximum temperature dif
ferences of less than 3 percent of the mean temperature (An
drews et al., 1985c). The test plate centerline thermocouples 
were used for the heat transfer measurements, rather than the 
mean plate temperature, as this avoided any slight edge ef
fects. By comparing h determined from different ther
mocouples, the experimental uncertainty was evaluated. 

The heat transfer coefficient was determined by using a 
transient cooling technique. This was the same as that used for 
single wall effusion cooling short hole heat transfer (Andrews 
et al., 1986a, 1987a). The impingement/effusion test wall was 
heated in the absence of any coolant air flow by placing the 
wall and plenum chamber assembly on an insulated uniform 
heat flux electrical mat heater. Prior to heating the wall, the 
air flow controls were set to give the desired air flow by open
ing a single valve. The test wall was heated to approximately 
80 °C and then rapidly hoisted free of the heater and the 
coolant flow established. The test plate was then cooled by the 

Compressed 
air inlet 

Static 
Pressure 
tappings 

Effusion Wall 
Free discharge of effusion air 
during the cooling period. 

Fig. 2 Experimental equipment 

air flow and the temperatures of all the thermocouples were 
recorded as a function of time using a 32-channel data acquisi
tion system interfaced to a microcomputer. 

The transient cooling of the impingement/effusion 
assembly is governed by the classical first-order differential 
equation with a solution for a step change in heat input that 
gives an exponential fall in temperature with time. These equa
tions are valid provided the wall was at a uniform 
temperature. For convective heat transfer to a slab, a uniform 
wall temperature is achieved if the Biot number is low. For the 
present work, the Biot number was always less than 0.2 and 
temperature differences of less than 10 percent of the mean 
would be expected from classical heat conduction analysis. 
For most of the test conditions, the Biot number was less than 
0.1 and temperature gradients less than 5 percent of the mean 
would be expected. The experimental measurements of the 
maximum temperature gradients, discussed above, were all 
less than 5 percent. Successive temperature data points were 
used to determine the time constant r from equations (5) and 
(6). 

T - T - T ¥ J L (5) 
At 

mcp 

hA 
(6) 

Each pair of successive temperatures was used to calculate 
ATW/At and this was associated with the mean of the two 
temperatures. This mean temperature Tw was then plotted 
against ATW/At and a least-square fit was made to the data to 
yield the gradient, which was T. Equation (6) shows that h may 
be calculated directly from r as the other parameters are all 
known constants for a particular plate material and geometry. 
This technique was used in the present work to determine the 
heat transfer coefficient for both the effusion wall and the 
recirculated heat transfer to the impingement jet wall. 
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response for configuration 1 

The choice of the dominant heat transfer surface area A to 
use in equation (6) is crucial to the establishment of a viable 
heat transfer correlation. In an impingement/effusion situa
tion, the choice of area is uncertain as the impingement heat 
transfer acts over the effusion plate surface area, whereas con
ventionally the effusion plate heat transfer is ascribed to the 
internal hole surface areaAh. However, Andrews et al. (1986, 
1987a) have shown that the effusion plate cooling was 
dominated by the hole approach surface heat transfer and that 
the effusion plate surface area A was the most appropriate 
area to use in the correlation. As this is the same area as used 
for the impingement heat transfer coefficient, the comparison 
between impingement, effusion, and impingement/effusion 
systems is easily made. 

The heat transfer coefficient was evaluated for each ther
mocouple on the test walls, so that the variations in h over the 
test surface could be determined. Typical transient test results 
for a single thermocouple are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for a 
range of G. Other heat losses from the test section, such as 
convection from the bottom side of the wall, were small and 
do not influence the transient response as the heat transfer 
coefficients were much smaller than those being measured. 

The transient response analysis was confined to the rapid cool
ing part of the results, where any temperature change due to 
other lower convective heat transfer events would be negligi
ble. Edge conduction losses were also small during the tran
sient and heat losses were much less of a problem than during 
steady-state heat balance tests. The least-squares fit to the data 
in Fig. 4 gave a maximum uncertainty in an individual 
measurement of T and hence in h of ±5 percent. The uni
formity of h with axial distance on the centerline of the test 
wall is shown in Fig. 5 for a range of G. Taking the 95 percent 
confidence limits as twice the standard deviation, then Fig. 5 
shows h to be constant on the test wall centerline to ± 1 per
cent of h at low G and ± 3 percent of h at high G. This small 
deterioration in the confidence limits at high G was due to the 
small increase in Biot number. 

Aerodynamics in the Impingement/Effusion Gap 

The aerodynamics in the gap between the impingement and 
effusion walls is complex with recirculation between the 
impingement jets. This was investigated initially in a 
simplified two-dimensional form using both water flow 
visualization and the FLUENT CFD code (Creare, 1985). 
Typical predicted flow patterns are shown in Fig. 6 for a range 
of geometries of relevance to the present work. These were 
very close to the flow visualization flow patterns. They show 
that on the centerline between the impingement jets there was 
a strong reverse flow jet between two counterrotating vortices. 
In the two-dimensional simulation, the reverse flow jet was 
directly in line with the effusion jet, which would reduce the 
reverse flow velocity compared with the three-dimensional 
situation of offset impingement and effusion hole center lines. 

Figure 6 shows that high velocities were induced in opposite 
directions on the jet and effusion target walls. These wall 
velocities are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 as a ratio of the inlet jet 
velocity, for a range of jet velocities for one impingement/ef
fusion configuration. Figure 7 shows that the peak velocities 
on the jet plate surface were as high as 25 percent of those of 
the jet velocity. This was the main cause of the convective heat 
transfer to the jet plate from the effusion plate that is detailed 
later. 

Figure 7 shows the velocity variation along the effusion 
plate surface as a ratio of the impingement jet velocity. This 
shows that at the edge of the effusion hole the velocity was 30 
percent higher than the jet velocity. This was the source of the 
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Fig. 6 Impingement/effusion gap aerodynamics predicted using the 
FLUENT CFD code in two dimensions (Creare, 1985) 

enhanced heat transfer due to the presence of the effusion 
holes. Andrews et al. (1988) showed that the impingement/efr 
fusion heat transfer was mainly due to the addition of the 
impingement and effusion heat transfer. However, there was a 
15-20 percent overprediction of the measured impinge
ment/effusion heat transfer coefficient using the summation 
of the separately measured impingement and effusion heat 
transfer coefficients. This overprediction was considered to be 
partially due to aerodynamic interaction effects in the com
bined geometry, as shown in Fig. 6. 
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side, velocities expressed as a ratio to the impingement jet velocity, 
two-dimensional predictions using the FLUENT CFD code (Creare) 

Impingement Jet Wall Heat Transfer 

The heating of the impingement jet wall due to the recircula
tion of heat by the aerodynamics shown in Fig. 6 was first 
measured experimentally by Andrews et al. (1985a). The 
heating of the impingement jet plate was expressed by the 
dimensionless temperature Tz, defined by 

T,-Tc 
T,= (7) 

A comparison of the steady-state Tz results for impinge
ment/effusion cooling with those for impingement only is 
made in Fig. 9. At low coolant flow rates G, the impingement 
jet plate was heated quite appreciably. This would transfer 
heat to the impingement air raising its temperature above the 
supply coolant temperature Tc. The impingement results were 
obtained on the present equipment during steady-state opera
tion. Reliable steady-state results could not be established with 
impingement/effusion cooling due to the flow of coolant 
through the heater. The results in Fig. 9 were obtained from 
high-temperature tests with the impingement/effusion wall 
mounted flush in the wall of a 76 x 152 mm duct with high-
velocity propane combustion products at 750 K as the heat 
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source. The effusion jets provided film cooling and the results 
were presented by Andrews et al. (1988). Considering the ma
jor differences between the two test facilities, the agreement in 
the values of Tz in Fig. 9 is quite good. The higher values for 
impingement/effusion may be due to the acceleration of the 
reverse flow jet, shown in Fig. 6, by the heating received dur
ing the impingement heat transfer. 

Values of Tz as a function of the impingement gap Z for a 
coolant flow rate G of 0.45 kg/sm2 are shown in Fig. 10 for a 
range of impingement jet diameters. At low Z values the inter-
wall heating was very significant. In this region the Z/D was 
less than unity and the flow aerodynamics did not exhibit 
recirculation but high-velocity flow from wall to wall across 
the impingement gap. The transition to this type of flow can 
be seen for a Z/D of 1 in Fig. 6. At low Z this effect is greater 
the higher the impingement hole diameter and the smaller the 
X/D. For larger Z, where the counterrotating vortices shown 
in Fig. 6 exist, Tz increases with reduced hole size or increased 
X/D. This was because the reverse flow jet velocity was 
greater due to the higher impingement jet velocity with conse
quently greater reverse flow heat transfer. 

The transient cooling technique was used simultaneously to 
determine the impingement jet wall and target effusion wall 
heat transfer coefficients. The impingement/effusion con
figuration 1 in Table 1 was used. This had equal impingement 
and effusion hole sizes and was designed for a low overall 
pressure difference application. Figure 10 showed that the im
pingement gap was an important parameter in determining the 
magnitude of T,. Consequently, the impingement gap was 
varied for configuration 1 giving a range of Z/D from 0.5 to 5. 

10,000 
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Z/D=2.7 
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Fig. 11 Influence of Re on heat transfer for configuration 1 at various 
Z/D and configuration 3 at Z = 8 mm, with a comparison with previous 
data for similar geometries for impingement and impingement/effusion 
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The results as Nu/Pr0 3 3 as a function of the impingement jet 
Re are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for the effusion and impinge
ment jet walls, respectively. 

Figure 11 shows that there was a negligible influence of Z/D 
on the heat transfer to the effusion wall. Z/D cannot influence 
the heat transfer due to the effusion hole and hence any in
fluence of Z/D must be due to the impingement heat transfer. 
Andrews et al. (1985d) showed, for the 3.2-mm-dia impinge
ment jet plate of configuration 1 in Table 1, that there was 
only a small influence of Z/D on the impingement heat 
transfer over the range of Z/D from 0.5 to 5 for a constant G. 
The prediction of the aerodynamics in the.impingement/effu-
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sion gap using the FLUENT CFD program showed that the 
flow along the effusion wall had no strong dependence on 
Z/D, as shown in Fig. 6. However, the interjet recirculation 
zone aerodynamics were significantly influenced by Z/D. 

Figure 12 shows that Z/D had a strong influence on the heat 
transfer due to the internal flow recirculation from the effu
sion wall to the impingement jet wall, as was found for Tz in 
Fig. 10. Heat transfer increased as Z/D was reduced due to the 
more compact recirculation and the full gap width flow at 
Z/D<\. Comparison of the heat transfer data in Figs. 11 and 
12 shows that at low Z/D the impingement jet plate heat 
transfer was approximately half that of the combined im-> 
pingement/effusion heat transfer. However, if the impinge
ment jet plate heat transfer data are compared with the im
pingement target plate data of Andrews et al. (1984) for the 
3.2 mm impingement jet array, then these two heat transfer 
results are quite similar as shown in Fig. 12. This indicates that 
this reverse flow heat transfer was of a very significant 
magnitude and was an important feature of both impingement 
and impingement/effusion cooling systems. 

Comparison With Previous Impingement Heat Transfer 
Results 

The present results are compared with a range of previous 
heat transfer data in Fig. 11. For impingement/effusion heat 
transfer, the results for configuration 3 in Table 1 (Andrews et 
al., 1988) are compared with those of Hollworth and Dagan 
(1980) for an X/D of 10. They used a steady-state heat balance 
technique with a very low N and large D. In spite of these dif
ferences there was reasonable agreement with the present 
results. 

For impingement heat transfer only, the steady-state im
pingement heat transfer results for configuration 1 with an 
X/D of 4.7 and a Z/D of 4 (Andrews and Hussain, 1984b) are 
shown in Fig. 11. These results are in excellent agreement with 
those of Chance (1974) for an X/D of 5.3 and a Z/D of 4. 
They are also in reasonable agreement with the results of 
Florschuetz et al. (1981) for an X/D of 5 and Z/D of 3, and 
with the results of Kercher and Tabakoff (1970) for an X/D of 
4.3 and a Z/D of 2.7. 

The present transient techniques for determining h have also 
been applied to impingement heat transfer alone. The results 
are compared in Fig. 13 with the steady-state results of An
drews et al. (1985a) for N=4306 m"2 and an X/D of 6.83 
(D = 2.33 mm). The agreement between the two quite different 
techniques for determining h was good, with a maximum dif
ference of 20 percent between the results for the same G. The 
transient results were slightly higher than for the steady-state 
results and this may have been due to the lower influence of 
heat losses in the transient tests. These results indicate that 
valid comparisons may be made between the present impinge
ment/effusion transient results in Fig. 14, and the previously 
published steady-state results. 

Low-Pressure Loss Impingement/Effusion Heat 
Transfer 

For some turbine blade cooling applications a low overall 
wall pressure loss is required across the impingement/effusion 
wall. The pressure loss is directly controlled, at a fixed flow 
rate G, by the hole pitch-to-diameter ratio as shown by equa
tion (8) (Andrews et al., 1985d). 

X (AP/P)0-25 

= const T-; 
D G 0 5 

Equation (8) shows that a low-pressure loss requires a small 
value of X/D. In the present work values of X/D of 4.7 and 
1.8 were used, which are typical of the X/D used in some tur
bine blade cooling designs. Previous work for combustion 
chamber applications (Andrews et al., 1988) used a high-
pressure loss impingement jet wall (X/D =11) with low-
pressure loss effusion walls (X/D = 4.7) and these results will 
be used for comparison. The same hole size and X/D were 
used for the impingement and effusion walls to achieve the 
desired low overall pressure loss. The design details of all these 
three configurations are given in Table 1. 

The influence of Z/D for configuration 1 was shown above 
to be small for a wide range of Z/D. A small Z/D of unity was 
used for configuration 2, which gave a practical impingement 
gap size for the relatively large hole diameter. The 8-mm gap 
used for configuration 3 in Table 1 resulted in a Z/D of 5.8 
compared with 1.0 for configuration 2 for the same gap width. 
Figure 11 shows that the effusion wall heat transfer was insen
sitive to Z/D over this range and hence a valid comparison 
between the present and previous work at different Z/D can 
be made. 

The results for impingement/effusion configurations 1, 2, 
and 3 are shown as the heat transfer coefficient as a function 
of coolant flow rate G in Fig. 14. The heat transfer coefficient 
data for the impingement jet wall are also included for com-

(8) 
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parison in Fig. 14, taken from the work of Andrews et al. 
(1985d), which used a steady-state heat balance technique to 
determine h. 

Figure 13 shows that for impingement/effusion heat 
transfer with the same effusion wall X/D of 4.7, the effect of 
decreasing the impingement X/D from 11 to 4.7 was to 
decrease h by approximately 20 percent at high G. However, 
at low G the influence of impingement X/D was negligible. 
This effect was much less than the equivalent difference in the 
two impingement heat transfer coefficients, which Fig. 13 
shows to have decreased by approximately 40 percent at all G. 
This shows that the influence of the effusion wall jets on the 
increase in the impingement heat transfer was greater for low 
X/D impingement geometries than for the high-pressure loss 
and high X/D geometries. The increase in the heat transfer 
coefficient due to the addition of the effusion holes was a fac
tor of 1.8 for an impingement X/D of 4.7 compared with 1.3 
for an X/D of 11 (Andrews et al., 1988). Hollworth and 
Dagan (1980) also found an increase in heat transfer of 1.3 for 
an X/D of 11. 

For configuration 2 with an X/D of 1.8 at both the impinge
ment and effusion walls, there was a decrease in h compared 
with configuration 1 of approximately 30 percent compared 
with a difference of 50 percent in the two impingement heat 
transfer coefficients. However, the combined impinge
ment/effusion heat transfer coefficient for an X/D of 1.8 was 
approximately 25 percent higher than the impingement h for 
an X/D of 4.7. The relatively large reduction in h, for im
pingement/effusion heat transfer with an X/D of 1.8 com
pared with that for an X/D of 4.7, was contributed to by a 
reduction in the effusion wall h as well as the impingement 
wall h. Hence, where possible the X/D should be at least 4.7 
for both the impingement and effusion walls if the heat 
transfer coefficient is to be maximized for a given G for a low 
overall pressure loss. 

The increase in the heat transfer coefficient due to the addi
tion of the effusion holes was a factor of 2.3 for an X/D- 1.8 
compared with 1.8 for an X/D of 4.7 and 1.3 for configura
tion 3 with an impingement X/D of 11. The reason for the 
greater relative influence of the effusion wall at low X/D was 
the additive effect of the impingement and the effusion hole 
entry heat transfer. Reducing the impingement X/D at con
stant effusion X/D simply reduces the proportion of the 
overall heat transfer due to impingement, as the effusion hole 
entry heat transfer remained unchanged. 

For an X/D of 4.7, configuration 1, the value of h at a G of 
1 kg/sm2 was 200 W/m2K for the impingement jets (Andrews 
et al., 1985d) and also 200 W/m2K for the effusion wall (An
drews et al., 1987a). With no interaction between the two heat 
transfer modes, the combined heat transfer should be 400 
compared with the measured 360 W/m2K. This was only a 10 
percent reduction in heat transfer due to interaction effects 
compared with 19 percent for an impingement X/D of 11 (An
drews et al., 1988). For the X/D of 1.8 configuration, the 
combined impingement and effusion heat transfer coefficient 
was the same as the present measured impingement/effusion 
heat transfer and there was thus no significant interaction. 
The reason for this was the more rapid decay of the impinge
ment jet velocities on the surface of the effusion wall for low 
X/D. For an X/D of 11 but the same X as the lower X/D 
results, this surface velocity was high and would dominate the 
effusion hole entry velocities. Thus the enhancement of the 
velocities at the effusion hole lip, as shown for an X/D of 5 in 
Fig. 8, was considerably reduced for an X/D of 11. 

Influence of the Number of Holes 

Andrews et al. (1987b) showed that for the impingement 
heat transfer there was little major influence of the number of 
holes per unit surface area TV over a wide range of TV. Reduced 
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Fig. 15 Impingement/effusion and impingement heal transfer coeffi
cients asa function of G for different numbers of holes, N = 4306 and 
26,910 m 2 , for an X/D of 4.7 for the impingement and effusion walls 

heat transfer was found at very low values and very high 
values of TV. This was due to lack of adequate surface coverage 
of the enhanced heat transfer regions at low TV and crossflow 
effects at high TV. The aim of the present work was to in
vestigate whether there was any advantage in using a high TV 
for impingement/effusion cooling. 

Configurations 1-3 in Table 1 were for an TV of 4306 m~2 

and for an X/D of 4.7; these results were compared at a Z of 8 
mm with those for an TV of 26,910/m2, configuration 4. This 
comparison is shown in Fig. 15 as h versus G, which shows 
that there was a small reduction in the heat transfer coefficient 
with increased TV in the impingement/effusion array and hence 
that there was no advantage in using the much higher number 
of holes of configuration 4. 

The decrease in heat transfer with the increase in TV shown in 
Fig. 15 was approximately 20 percent at all G. Part of the 
reason for this decreased heat transfer was the use of an 8-mm 
impingement gap for both tests. This involved different Z/D, 
as shown in Table 1, with a Z/D of 2.5 for an TV of 4306 m"2 

and 6.1 for an TV of 26,910 m"2. The Z/D exponent of 0.14 in 
equation (1) is sufficient to account for the 20 percent lower 
heat transfer at the larger Z/D. An impingement gap of ap
proximately 3 mm would be required for the same Z/D as at 
an TV of 4306 m~2. This is feasible for turbine blade applica
tions but too small for large surface area combustor 
applications. 

The results for impingement heat transfer (Andrews et al., 
1987b) also showed that there was a deterioration in heat 
transfer at Z of 10 mm and TV of 26,910/m2 compared with an 
TV of 4306/m2. The reason for this difference was the influence 
of crossflow in the impingement gap with impingement cool
ing alone. Crossflow in the impingement gap decreases the 
heat transfer and this effect increased with the number of rows 
of upstream holes and with a decrease in Z/D (Andrews and 
Hussain, 1986, 1987). 

The impingement results in Fig. 13 were obtained for a flow 
discharge on all edges of the impingement gap and this 
minimized' the impingement crossflow influence, compared 
with the more usual single-sided flow exit. However, in im
pingement/effusion cooling with equal numbers of impinge
ment and effusion jets there can be no crossflow and hence 
there should be no deterioration in the impingement heat 
transfer at any value of TV. Under these circumstances, a 
minimum value of TV can be used to minimize manufacturing 
costs and the only limit is that of adequate surface coverage of 
the high impingement heat transfer. For this minimum TV, a 
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small Z/D should be used to achieve practical impingement 
gaps. 

Reduced Number of Impingement Jets Relative to the 
Effusion Jets 

Hollworth and Dagan (1980) have emphasized that design 
features that maximize the heat transfer of the coolant as it 
passes through the impingement effusion wall will be different 
from those that maximize the film cooling effectiveness of the 
effusion jets. Andrews et al. (1985b, 1985c) have investigated 
the film cooling performance of some of the present effusion 
designs. They showed that the film cooling effectiveness and 
the overall cooling effectiveness increased as the X/D was 
reduced for a fixed number of holes. This was achieved by in
creasing the hole diameter, which reduced the effusion wall 
pressure loss. In subsequent unpublished work, the authors 
have also shown that there was a very strong influence of the 
number of effusion holes on the film and overall cooling effec
tiveness. Thus the requirements for optimum effusion cooling 
in impingement/effusion cooling are different from those for 
optimum impingement cooling. A major difference is in the 
influence of the number of holes N. 

For optimum effusion film cooling a large N was required, 
but this was not necessary for the impingement cooling. Also 
the impingement hole size becomes very small and manufac
turing costs increase if a large N is used, together with a high 
impingement wall pressure loss. Consequently, there are ad
vantages in using different numbers of impingement and effu
sion holes. Hollworth and Dagan (1980) used one impinge
ment hole for every four effusion holes with both sets of holes 
of similar diameter. This gave an area ratio of 3.07 between 
the effusion and impingement jets. Andrews et al. (1988) in
vestigated area ratios of 2.4 and 5.6 using equal numbers of 
holes but larger effusion hole diameters. Their results were 
shown to be in good agreement with those of Hollworth and 
Dagan (1980) for the same impingement jet X/D. 

In the present work the number of impingement jets was 
reduced and the same effusion wall was used as for the equal 
number of jets situation. However, the diameters of the im
pingement jets were increased so that the same area ratio of 
5.6 was used for both configurations. One impingement hole 
was used for four effusion holes and the design, configuration 
5, is detailed in Table 1. The heat transfer results are com
pared with the results for an equal number of holes in Fig. 16, 
and this also includes the impingement heat transfer results for 

Andrews et al. (1987b) for the reduced number of impinge
ment jets without any effusion jets. The reduced number of 
impingement jets has a small influence on the impinge
ment/effusion heat transfer. Figure 16 shows that at a high G 
of 1-2 kg/sm2 the reduction in heat transfer was approximate
ly 20 percent, but at a low G of below 0.3 kg/sm2 there was a 
negligible difference between the results. 

It is considered that the decrease in the impingement/effu
sion heat transfer coefficient at high G, with a reduced 
number of impingement holes, was due to an increase in the 
interaction between the two heat transfer modes. The impinge
ment jets will set up at very similar double vortex 
aerodynamics to those shown in Fig. 6, but the effusion jets 
will no longer be in the plane of the reverse flow jet. They will 
be exposed to a potentially high velocity crossflow across the 
hole entrance. There will thus be a much reduced enhanced 
heat transfer due to the flow acceleration into the hole. The 
combined heat transfer will thus be dominated by the impinge
ment jets with little additive heat transfer. 

Comparison of the impingement/effusion results with those 
for impingement alone in Fig. 16 shows a deterioration in heat 
transfer with the addition of effusion jets, of approximately 
30 percent at high G (0.3 kg/sm2), but negligible at low G (0.3 
kg/sm2). This was possible due to the reduction in impinge
ment heat transfer due to the removal of impingement mass 
flow in the high velocity near the impingement jet region with 
a consequent reduction in surface velocities and gap recircula
tion rates. However, the addition of the impingement heat 
transfer to the effusion wall resulted in a 65 percent increase in 
the heat transfer coefficient, as shown in Fig. 16. Thus, even 
though the interaction between the impingement and effusion 
aerodynamics resulted in a deterioration in both modes of heat 
transfer, the combined effect was still a substantial increase on 
that for the effusion wall alone. 

Conclusions 

1 The internal aerodynamics in the gap between the im
pingement and effusion walls are complex and are dominated 
by the counterrotating vortices between the impingement jets, 
with a reverse flowing jet in-line with the effusion hole. This 
causes significant heat transfer to the impingement jet plate. 

2 For equal numbers of impingement and effusion holes the 
interaction between the two heat transfer components is small 
and the effusion wall gives an additive heat transfer to the im
pingement jets and the overall heat transfer for impinge
ment/effusion is much higher than for impingement alone. 
However, if the number of impingement jets is lower than the 
number of effusion jets then the interaction between the two 
heat transfer components is larger and little additional heat 
transfer due to the effusion holes then occurs. 

3 The area ratio between the effusion and impingement 
holes influences the heat transfer coefficient with larger values 
for large area ratios. However, the effect is not large and 
systems with equal hole size and equal numbers of holes have a 
high heat transfer coefficient with less impingement and effu
sion heat transfer interaction. 

4 Increasing the number of impingement and effusion holes 
at constant Z caused a small decrease in the impingement/ef
fusion wall heat transfer coefficient, due to the increased Z/D 
at constant N and X/D. 
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An Experimental Study of Turbine 
Vane Heat Transfer With Leading 
Edge and Downstream Film 
Cooling 
This paper presents the effects of downstream film cooling, with and without 
leading edge showerhead film cooling, on turbine vane external heat transfer. 
Steady-state experimental measurements were made in a three-vane, linear, two-
dimensional cascade. The principal independent parameters—Mach number, 
Reynolds number, turbulence, wall-to-gas temperature ratio, coolant-to-gas 
temperature ratio, and coolant-to-gas pressure ratio—were maintained over ranges 
consistent with actual engine conditions. The test matrix was structured to provide 
an assessment of the independent influence of parameters of interest, namely, exit 
Mach number, exit Reynolds number, coolant-to-gas temperature ratio, and 
coolant-to-gas pressure ratio. The vane external heat transfer data obtained in this 
program indicate that considerable cooling benefits can be achieved by utilizing 
downstream film cooling. The downstream film cooling process was shown to be a 
complex interaction of two competing mechanisms. The thermal dilution effect, 
associated with the injection of relatively cold fluid, results in a decrease in the heat 
transfer to the airfoil. Conversely, the turbulence augmentation, produced by the in
jection process, results in increased heat transfer to the airfoil. The data presented in 
this paper illustrate the interaction of these variables and should provide the airfoil 
designer and computational analyst with the information required to improve heat 
transfer design capabilities for film-cooled turbine airfoils. 

Introduction 

One of the classical ways to improve the thermal efficiency 
of a gas turbine engine is to increase the turbine inlet 
temperature. Today's advanced gas turbine engines operate at 
temperatures much greater than allowable metal temperatures 
of turbine airfoils, which in turn necessitates the cooling of 
airfoils. In addition, uniform airfoil cooling is also required to 
avoid thermal stresses. Some of the common methods of pro
viding thermal protection to the airfoil are internal convective 
cooling and impingement cooling, external film cooling, and 
trailing edge ejection. A typical cooled airfoil incorporating all 
the above-mentioned cooling techniques is shown in Fig. 1. 
The degree of internal cooling must be limited because of the 
thermal stresses resulting from large thermal gradients in the 
metal wall. However, film cooling has the advantage that it 
provides thermal protection to the metal wall by the injection 
of cooler air over the external surface. To achieve uniform 
film cooling, it is necessary to inject coolant air at the leading 
edge and at multiple locations on the suction and pressure sur
faces. Leading edge film cooling is generally accomplished by 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME 
Headquarters January 13, 1989. Paper No 89-GT-69. 

using a "showerhead" type of geometry of film cooling holes. 
Downstream pressure and suction surface film cooling are 
usually achieved by single or multiple rows of injection holes 
at locations comparable to the airfoil shown in Fig. 1. 

The thermal design of a typical film-cooled blade, similar to 
the one shown in Fig. 1, represents one of the more difficult 
engineering tasks. Aerodynamic and thermal procedures cur
rently available to turbine designers have deficiencies that do 
not permit a priori designs that achieve design goals without 
expensive development iterations. Improvements in predictive 
capability of the cooling requirements have significant payoffs 
in terms of enhanced turbine life, development cost, and tur
bine engine performance. One of the first steps in the develop
ment of a prediction tool is the availability of a relevant data 
base. The experimental measurements reported in this paper 
present external heat transfer data with downstream film cool
ing with and without leading edge showerhead film cooling. 
The data were obtained at conditions that fully simulate 
engine conditions of a first-stage vane of an advanced turbine. 

A review article on turbine blade cooling by Moffat (1986) 
indicates that the majority of data on film cooling in the 
literature have been obtained on flat plates and cylinders, 
which were intended to simulate engine geometry. Recently, 
several film cooling studies on turbine airfoils have been con-
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film-cooled experiments reported by Nealy et al. (1984). The 
leading edge showerhead five-row film cooling hole geometry 
in the present study is identical to the hole geometry of the 
earlier study (Turner et al., 1985). The airfoil in the current 
study had film cooling arrays added on the suction and 
pressure sides, each consisting of two rows of holes. The three 
film cooling arrays were fed by separate plenums. The ex
periments were conducted in a moderate-temperature, three-
vane, linear, two-dimensional cascade. Heat transfer data 
were acquired downstream, of the pressure and suction surface 
film cooling arrays under steady-state conditions. The prin
cipal independent parameters—Mach number, Reynolds 
number, turbulence intensity, coolant-to-gas temperature 
ratio, and coolant-to-gas pressure ratio—were maintained 
over ranges consistent with actual engine conditions, and the 
test matrix was structured to provide an assessment of the in
dependent influence of parameters of interest, namely, exit 
Mach number, true chord exit Reynolds number, coolant-to
gas absolute temperature ratio, and coolant-to-gas pressure 
ratio. 

In the following sections, descriptions of the hardware, in
strumentation, and data reduction technique are given and the 
experimental results for surface pressure and heat transfer 
distributions are presented and discussed. Because of the large 
amount of data obtained in this investigation, only a summary 
of the data can be presented in this paper. More complete 
details are available in the report by Hylton et al. (1988). 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 

Facility Description. This experimental investigation was 
performed in the Allison Gas Turbine (AGT) Aerother-
modynamic Cascade Facility (ACF). The purpose of this 
facility is to conduct experimental research in high-
temperature turbine component models that embody ad
vanced cooling techniques, aerodynamics, or materials. The 
experimental approach employs a two-dimensional cascade 
technique, with full dynamic similarity in free-stream Mach 
number and boundary layer Reynolds number effects, and 
provides an experimental method to separate the effects on 
local heat transfer. 

The facility consists of a burner, a convergent section, a 
free-stream section with instrumentation and optical access, a 
test section with instrumentation, a quench zone with back 
pressure regulation, and an exhaust system. The facility is 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. 

The Mach number and Reynolds number modeling con
siderations necessitate a burner with a large temperature, 
flow, and pressure range. This burner capability, coupled with 
back pressure regulating valve, allows experimental separation 
of free-stream Mach number and boundary layer Reynolds 
number effects to simulate a wide range of engine designs and 
operating conditions accurately. 

A constant cross section is provided downstream of the 
burner to establish uniform inlet velocity, temperature, and 
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ducted. Camci and Arts (1985a, 1985b) studied the effects of 
leading edge and suction side film cooling in a six airfoil 
cascade using the short-duration measurement technique. 
Camci (1988) measured the heat flux near the film cooling hole 
on the suction side of a turbine blade previously investigated 
by Camci and Arts (1985b). Horton et al. (1985), also using 
the short duration measurement technique, measured heat 
transfer to turbine blades with suction and pressure side film 
cooling. Goldstein and Chen (1985) considered the effects of 
film cooling of a turbine blade near the end wall in a low-speed 
wind tunnel using the mass/heat transfer analogy. Turner et 
al. (1985) conducted heat transfer measurements on a leading 
edge film-cooled airfoil geometry using a three-vane cascade 
at simulated engine conditions. A five-row simulated common 
plenum showerhead geometry was tested to determine the dif
ferences between film-cooled and non-film-cooled heat 
transfer coefficient distributions. This investigation is one of 
very few in the open literature that have been conducted at ful
ly simulated engine conditions represented by the aerother-
modynamic parameters such as Mach number, Reynolds 
number, wall-to-gas temperature ratio (Tw/Tg), coolant-to
gas temperature ratio (Tc/Tg), and turbulence intensity. 

The objective of the investigation presented in this paper 
was to generate an engine representative database of 
downstream film cooling with and without leading edge film 
cooling, thus extending the two earlier leading edge film cool
ing (Turner et al., 1985) and non-film-cooled (Nealy et al., 
1984) vane heat transfer studies conducted at Allison Gas Tur
bine Division. The aerodynamic configuration of the vane 
profile used in this study is the same as the one used in the 
leading film cooled experiments reported by Turner et al. 
(1985) and the same as one of the two airfoils used in the non-
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Fig. 3 Film-cooled C3X vane showing internal geometry and finite ele
ment grid 

turbulence profiles. This section is provided with temperature-
controlled cooled walls and isolates the test section from ra
diant heat transfer from the primary combustion zone. The 
walls of the test section are cooled with steam to keep them at, 
or close to, the vane surface temperature to eliminate radia
tion errors in the data. 

The flow path upstream of the cascade in the ACF takes the 
burner discharge from a 0.315 m diameter through a 0.508 m 
long transition section to a 0.076 m x 0.279 m rectangular sec
tion. The rectangular section upstream of the cascade is 0.368 
m long and contains inlet instrumentation. Details of the inlet 
and exit instrumentation have been reported by Hylton et al. 
(1988). 

Facility operations and data acquisition are handled by a 
dedicated, state-of-the-art computer-controlled data acquisi
tion system. A multitask, facility-oriented software system 
that contains general subprograms to do all routine control 
measurement tasks exists. The system is flexible and provides 
for real-time facility monitoring and diagnosis of instrumenta
tion or control problems. Software routines developed to meet 
specific data acquisition requirements of individual ex
periments are incorporated into the main system as inter
changeable program segments. 

Cascade Description. The three-vane cascade employed in 
this test was the C3X cascade previously used in the earlier ex
perimental studies reported by Turner et al. (1985) and Nealy 
et al. (1984). The center test vane was replaced with a new C3X 
vane, which had suction side, leading edge, and pressure side 
film cooling arrays. The test vane, which has a nominal chord 
of 14.5 cm and span of 7.6 cm, was initially fabricated as a 
single piece. After all the film cooling holes and plenums and 
the ten radial cooling holes were machined, the vane was cut 

Table 1 Film cooling hole geometry 

Leading edge geometric parameters Values 

Rows of holes 5 
Hole diameter, mm 0.99 
Hole length, mm 3.35 
Hole pitch-to-diameter ratio 4.0 
Hole spacing-to-diameter 7.5 
Hole slant angle, deg 45 
Hole skew angle, deg 90 

Downstream geometric parameters Values 

Rows of holes (each surface) 2 
Hole diameter, mm 0.99 
Hole length, mm 3.35 
Hole pitch-to-diameter ratio 4.0 
Hole spacing-to-diameter 3.0 
Hole slant angle, deg 90 
Hole skew angle, deg 

Pressure surface 20 
Suction surface 35 

into a nose and a tail piece to form a thermal barrier between 
the film-cooled nose piece and the rest of the vane. 

The test vane was internally cooled by an array of 10 radial 
cooling holes, the locations of which are shown in Fig. 3. Each 
hole in the center test vane was supplied from a separate, 
metered line. 

The film cooling geometry for the test vane consists of film 
cooling arrays on the leading edge, the suction surface, and 
the pressure surface. The leading edge film cooling geometry 
employed a showerhead array of five equally spaced rows of 
holes with the center row located at the predicted aerodynamic 
stagnation point. The hole array is staggered with the holes in 
the second row located midway (radially) between the holes in 
the first and the third rows. The holes are angled at 45 deg to 
the surface in the radial (spanwise) direction (slant angle). 
They are normal to the surface in the chordwise direction 
(skew angle). Coordinates of the film cooling hole rows are 
also listed in Fig. 3. Geometry information for all film cooling 
arrays is detailed in Table 1. 

Previous leading edge film cooling data of Turner et al. 
(1985) indicated that the downstream film cooling arrays 
should be located at 25.2 percent of the surface distance (as 
measured from the geometric stagnation point, which is de
fined as the tangency point on the airfoils of the inlet plane to 
the cascade) on the suction side and 22.5 percent of the surface 
distance on the pressure side. This is just upstream of the suc
tion and pressure surface pressure recovery region in the non-
film-cooled case and thus appear to provide maximum film 
cooling effectiveness. Two cooling hole rows were centered on 
each surface at these points. The downstream film cooling 
hole arrays are also staggered with the holes in the second row 
located midway (radially) between the holes of the first row. 
The length-to-diameter ratio of the holes were kept the same 
as the showerhead hole length-to-diameter ratio. The suction 
surface holes were inclined at 35 deg to the surface in the 
chordwise direction while the pressure surface holes were at 20 
deg in the chordwise direction. Holes in both downstream ar
rays were normal to the surface in the spanwise direction. 

Three independent supply plenums were designed to feed 
the three film cooling arrays as shown in Fig. 3. This system 
was designed to provide the capability of individually con
trolling the blowing parameters of each array. The relatively 
large plenum results in a nearly uniform coolant flow distribu
tion in the spanwise direction. The film coolant supply was 
piped through an electric heating system that provided the 
capability to vary the coolant supply temperature. 
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(a) Thermocouple locations 

(b) Pressure tap locations 

Fig. 4 Instrumentation location for the C3X airfoil 

The heat transfer measuring technique used for this test 
does not make heat transfer measurements in the actual film-
cooled nose piece. Consequently, the film-cooled area was 
thermally isolated from the rest of the airfoil. As mentioned 
before, the thermal barrier was achieved by cutting the test 
vane into two segments, with the airfoil profile maintained in 
its original contour by two retaining bars pinned to the airfoil 
ends. Prior to testing, a thin, 0.254-mm shim was welded 
across the thermal barrier gap on both the pressure and suc
tion surfaces. This provided a smooth continuous surface on 
the airfoil. Also, the gap was sealed at the two ends of the air
foil, thereby creating a sealed air gap between the film-cooled 
region and the rest of the airfoil. The sealed air gap provided 
the thermal barrier. 

Instrumentation. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the 
thermocouples and pressure taps for the C3X airfoil. The air
foil surface was instrumented with 123 0.51 mm diameter 
sheated Chromel-Alumel (CA) thermocouples, while the ther
mal barrier region was instrumented with 18 1.02 mm CA 
thermocouples. The thermocouple junctions were located in 
the fully two-dimensional region of the airfoil in a plane 2.54 
mm off midspan, directly downstream of film cooling holes. 
Since this was an engine-like environment and not an adiabatic 
test, surface conduction effects resulted in uniform spanwise 
temperature gradients similar to what occurs in an engine. 
Thermocouples were brought off the vane in 0.58-mm-deep 
radial grooves covered with cement, and blended by hand to 
provide a smooth surface. The vane was fabricated of ASTM 
type 310 stainless steel, which has a relatively low thermal con
ductivity, thereby minimizing the error introduced by the 
grooves. 

The test vane surface was also instrumented with surface 
static pressure taps in addition to the heat transfer instrumen
tation. Forty-six taps were located around the airfoil outer 
surface in a plane 5.08 mm from midspan away from the ther
mocouple instrumentation. The pressure taps were located so 
that the taps would be downstream of a film cooling hole. The 
spacing was varied to provide a higher density of instrumenta
tion in high pressure gradient regions. Figure 4(b) illustrates 
the relative locations of the surface pressure taps on the C3X 
airfoil. Stainless steel tubing, 0.51 mm in diameter, was laid in 
a radial surface groove, and the end of the tubing was bent 90 
deg to achieve surface orientation. 

In addition to the thermocouples on the instrumentation 

Fig. 5 Heat transfer data reduction technique 

plane, twelve extra thermocouples were placed on the suction 
and pressure surfaces, 19.05 mm on either side of the in
strumentation plane at three axial locations. These and the in
strumentation plane temperatures at the same axial locations 
provided a check on the validity of the two dimensionality of 
the heat transfer solution. 

Each of the tubes supplying the radial cooling holes of the 
test vane was instrumented with two static pressure taps and 
two thermocouples at both the vane inlet and exit. The static 
pressure taps were located upstream of the thermocouples in 
all cases. The flow to each cooling tube was measured using a 
calibrated orifice meter. 

Each film cooling plenum was instrumented with ther
mocouples and pressure taps at various locations to provide 
the coolant supply temperature and pressure. The flow rate to 
each plenum was measured using a calibrated orifice meter. 

Data Reduction Procedure. The method used to obtain 
heat transfer measurements is based on the work of Turner 
(1971), who employed a two-dimensional plane of a test piece 
as a fluxmeter. The technique is implemented by measuring 
the internal and external boundary conditions of the test piece 
at thermal equilibrium and solving the steady-state heat con
duction equation for the internal temperature field of the test 
piece. The heat transfer coefficient distribution can be directly 
obtained from the normal temperature gradient at the surface. 

For the present study, the heat transfer measurement tech
nique used a finite element solution of two-dimensional Lapla-
cian heat conduction equation as illustrated in Fig. 5. The 
finite element grid structure actually used for the solution was 
shown in Fig. 3. The external boundary conditions were 
measured using the thermocouples installed in grooves on the 
exterior surface of the test vane and in the thermal barrier on 
the tail piece of test vane. Average heat transfer coefficients 
and coolant temperatures for each of the 10 radial cooling 
holes provided the internal boundary conditions for the finite 
element solution. The heat transfer coefficient for each cool
ing hole was calculated, using standard correlations, from the 
hole diameter, measured coolant flow rate, and coolant 
temperature with a correction applied for thermal entry region 
effects. 

The accuracy of the external heat transfer coefficient 
measurement is primarily dependent on the accuracy of the ex
ternal ' vane surface and free-stream gas temperature 
measurements, the geometry description for the finite element 
program, the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients for 
the radial cooling holes, and the knowledge of the thermal 
conductivity of the vane material. Using the uncertainties of 
the individual measurements, a calculation of the overall 
uncertainty in the external heat transfer coefficient was made 
using the methods of Kline and McClintock (1953). Due to 
variations in the airfoil thickness along the chord, it was 
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necessary to calculate the uncertainty at several points. The 
maximum uncertainty, based on minimum wall thickness 
(distance from cooling hole to exterior surface), was 
calculated at various regions on the airfoil. The values ranged 
from ±7.1 to ±22.5 percent. The uncertainties increase 
significantly beyond midchord due to a decrease in airfoil 
thickness. The uncertainties presented are intended to provide 
the analyst with an indication of the uncertainty in absolute 
levels in using the data for verification purposes. In comparing 
data runs for a given cascade (i.e., looking for Reynolds 
number trends, etc.), the uncertainty in the comparisons is 
considerably less than the values just described. This dif
ference is due to the fact that several of the variables con
tributing to the uncertainty do not change from run to run. 
Reproducibility of heat transfer coefficients for a given 
cascade condition is on the order of ±2 percent. 

Results 

Range of Experimental Conditions. The experimental 
results presented in this study were obtained at different test 
conditions with the variable parameters being exit Reynolds 
number, exit Mach number, coolant-to-gas absolute 
temperature ratio, and coolant-to-gas total pressure ratio. The 
nominal run conditions where heat transfer data were obtain
ed are shown in graphic form in Fig. 6. Each nominal test con
dition is represented by a five-digit alphanumeric code. Each 
alphanumeric digit of the code number corresponds to one of 
the control variables of the experiment as also described in 
Fig. 6. Exit Reynolds numbers referred to in the figure are 
based on airfoil true chord (not axial chord), and exit Mach 
numbers are based on measured inlet total pressure and 
midpassage-to-midpassage average measured exit plane 
pressure. All tests were conducted at a nominal gas stream 
temperature of 700 K, and a burner-generated turbulence in
tensity level of 6.5 percent, based on LDA mesurements taken 
previously at the cascade inlet plane as reported by Nealy et al. 
(1984). 

Airfoil Static Pressure Distributions. Prior to obtaining 
film-cooled data, baseline data (i.e., without film cooling) 
were obtained at the seven baseline conditions, as shown in 
Fig. 6. Starting first with the exit Mach number effects, typical 
baseline measured surface static pressure distributions cor
responding to the four cascade expansion ratios tested are 
shown in Fig. 7. The percent surface distance in Fig. 7 and all 
figures that follow is measured from the geometric stagnation 
point. In this figure and in other similar figures, the vertical 
dashed lines mark the locations of the film cooling hole rows 
and the vertical solid lines mark the locations of the thermal 
barrier on the pressure and suction surfaces. As observed by 
Turner et al. (1985) and Nealy et al. (1984), at transonic exit 
Mach numbers of 0.9 and 1.05, the primary effect of exit 
Mach number variation is to alter the suction surface pressure 
distribution downstream of the throat. However, at the lower 
Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.75, larger differences in surface 
static pressure due to Mach number variations are seen on 
both surfaces; at surface distances of 60 percent and greater 
on the pressure surface and at 15 percent and greater on the 
suction surface. 

The effect of downstream blowing on the vane surface static 
pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 8, where the base flow 
conditions are at an exit Mach number of 0.9 and an exit 
Reynolds number of 2.0 x 106. Figure 8 indicates that increas
ing the downstream blowing strength from a coolant-to-free 
stream pressure ratio of 1.00 (no blowing) to 1.63 has no 
measurable effect on the vane surface static pressure 
distribution. 

Heat Transfer Results. The measured baseline heat 
transfer for different Mach numbers is shown in Fig. 9. On the 
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Fig. 7 The effects of exit Mach number variation on baseline static 
pressure distribution 

suction surface, the level of heat transfer coefficient decreases 
with exit Mach number due to different static pressure 
distribution. On the pressure surface, much less variation in 
heat transfer due to variation in Mach number is noticed, 
again caused by lesser variation in the static pressure distribu
tion. The effect of exit Reynolds number variation on the 
baseline heat transfer coefficient distribution is shown in Fig. 
10. As expected, the overall heat transfer levels systematically 
increase as the exit Reynolds number increases. 

The present baseline heat transfer data match reasonably 
well with the previously obtained data of Turner et al. (1985) 
and Nealy et al. (1984) at surface percentage distances greater 
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Fig. 11 Surface-to-gas absolute temperature distribution at baseline 
flow condition of M 2 = 0.9 and Re2 = 2.0 x 106 

than 50 percent on both suction and pressure surfaces. 
However, at surface distance less than 50 percent, the dif
ferences in film cooling geometry between the vane of the 
present study and the previous studies causes differences in ab
solute heat transfer data. In the present study, during baseline 
runs, there is a developing thermal boundary layer, which 
begins at the thermal barrier. This occurs on both surfaces at 
about 20-25 percent surface distance and results in differences 
in absolute heat transfer levels at surface distances less than 50 
percent. In the case of a vane that is uniformly cooled 
throughout, the hydrodynamic and the thermal boundary 
layer would originate simultaneously at the leading edge. 
However, in the present study, under non-film-cooled condi
tions, the nose piece of the vane is not cooled (radially or 
otherwise). This results in a step change in vane surface 
temperature across the thermal barrier on both surfaces as 
shown in Fig. 11, which gives the vane surface-to-gas absolute 
temperature ratio (Tw/Tg) distribution at the baseline condi
tion corresponding to an exit Mach number (M2) of 0.9 and 
exit Reynolds number (Re2) of 2.0x 106. This indicates that 
the origin of the thermal boundary layer is at the thermal bar
rier, while the hydrodynamic boundary layer still originates at 
the leading edge. In Figs. 9 and 10, the decreasing slope of the 
heat transfer coefficient downstream of the thermal barrier on 
both surfaces is a result of the developing thermal boundary 
layer. 

Also in Fig. 11, a spatial variation in vane surface 
temperatures is seen near the trailing edge on both surfaces. 
These variations are due to coolant air flowing through the in
ternal cooling holes. These variations in surface temperature 
result in the heat transfer coefficient fluctutations seen earlier 
in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 12 repeats the measured heat transfer 
distribution for the baseline condition of M2 = 0.9 and 
Re2 = 2.0xl06, which again shows the fluctuations in heat 
transfer coefficient over the rear 50 percent of the airfoil. Also 
in Fig. 12, results predicted (Hylton et al., 1987) for the same 
conditions using the Allison STANCOOL code developed by 
Turner et al. (1985) are given. Here, the solid curve is the 
predicted results with a constant temperature boundary condi
tion. The dashed curve is the prediction made using the actual 
measured surface temperature boundary condition given in 
Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows significantly better agreement be
tween the experimental data and the prediction using the 
measured surface temperature for the boundary condition. 
Considering the uncertainty in absolute value of the ex
perimentally determined heat transfer coefficient, the agree
ment is quite good. This comparison illustrates the 
significance of the actual wall temperature boundary condi
tion on the heat transfer predictions. 

The goal of presenting the film-cooled heat transfer results 
is to isolate the differences between non-film-cooled and film-
cooled (in this case, downstream film cooling with and 
without leading edge injection) heat transfer downstream of 
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the suction and pressure side film cooling arrays. This goal is 
achieved, as done previously by Turner et al. (1985), by 
calculating the ratio of the experimentally determined local 
Stanton number for cases where coolant is being ejected to the 
local Stanton number determined for the case where no 
coolant is added. 

Rather than simply form the film-cooled Stanton number to 
non-film-cooled Stanton number ratio (StFC/StNFC), which 
would take on values about a "no difference" value of unity, 
an alternate parameter referred to as Stanton number reduc
tion (SNR) is used. SNR is defined as 

SNR=l-(StFC/StNFC) 

When SNR is greater or less than zero, it implies reduced or in
creased heat transfer levels, respectively. When SNR is equal 
to zero, it implies no difference in the heat transfer level. For
ming SNR values along the entire test surface gives the actual 
SNR distribution of the airfoil. In addition, if the film-cooled 
Stanton number to non-film-cooled Stanton number ratio 
were determined using data obtained at equivalent exit Mach 
number and exit Reynolds number conditions, SNR would be 
approximately equal to the actual heat transfer coefficient 
reduction 

SNR=l-( /* F C /Vc) 

because (pcpu)e^vc/(pcpu)eVC would be near unity. SNR 
results shown here were formed by using the above equation. 
Basic heat transfer coefficient and wall temperature data are 
available in the final report of Hylton et al. (1988). 

Figure 13 shows the effects of varying the blowing strength 
at two constant thermal dilution (Tc/Tg) levels with only the 
downstream film cooling arrays active. The base flow condi
tions are at an exit Mach number of 0.9 and an exit Reynolds 
number of 2.0x 106. Figure 13(a) shows the effect of varying 
blowing strength (Pc/P,) at the lowest coolant-to-gas 
temperature ratio (Tc/Tg = 0.65, MIN). [Film cooling flow 
rate, absolute pressure, etc., are available in the final report 
(Hylton et al., 1988). Coolant hole exit temperatures, if 
desired, can be calculated from heat pickup estimations using 
the information available in the final report.] A positive SNR 
is seen on both surfaces at all three blowing strengths, in
dicating a comparatively large decrease in heat transfer due to 
downstream film cooling. A pronounced variation in SNR due 
to different blowing strengths is seen on the pressure surface. 
Also, on the pressure surface, as the blowing strength is in
creased, the effect of film cooling is felt further downstream. 
However, the higher level of turbulence near the film cooling 
holes, resulting from increased blowing, tends to increase heat 
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Fig. 13 Effects of downstream blowing on Stanton number reduction 

transfer (i.e., reduce SNR) in the near hole region. On the 
other hand, on the suction surface, there is no significant ef
fect due to varying blowing strengths. This is due to the lower 
free-stream pressure on the suction surface, causing the film 
coolant flow on the suction surface to be choked over this 
range of pressure ratios. The choked conditions keep the 
blowing ratio almost invariant on the suction surface. Figure 
13(6) shows similar behavior at a higher Tc/Tg ratio of 0.85 
(MAX), though, as expected, with lower values of SNR due to 
the lower level of thermal dilution (warmer air being injected). 
Also, on the pressure surface at the lower thermal dilution 
level (high Tc/Tg), the effect of turbulence due to the higher 
blowing strengths increases heat transfer (i.e., decreases SNR 
values) just downstream of the film cooling holes to a larger 
extent than at higher thermal dilution level (i.e., low Tc/Tg). It 
should also be noted that for the higher blowing strengths, 
SNR increases over the last 60 percent of the airfoil, whereas, 
for the lower blowing strengths, the SNR decreases. This is the 
result of the interaction of the thermal dilution and turbulence 
augmentation effects. On the SNR data presented above, just 
downstream of the suction side film cooling holes, SNR attain 
high values. These high SNR values are caused by the non-
film-cooled and the film-cooled tests having different surface 
temperatures in the leading edge region. In a film-cooled case, 
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Fig. 14 Effects of high downstream blowing on Stanton number 
reduction 

(b)Po,ps/P, = 1-°5 

Fig, 15 Effects on Stanton number reduction of variable suction side 
blowing at reduced pressure ratio 

the surface temperature in the leading edge region, in contrast 
to the surface temperature shown in Fig. 11, would be much 
lower and nearly at the same levels as the rest of vane surface. 
Therefore when comparing film-cooled data to non-film-
cooled data there are apparent high SNR values just 
downstream of the thermal barrier. 

The same trends noticed above are further brought out by 
Fig. 14, which shows data with downstream film cooling holes 
active for blowing strengths at levels up to 1.7 at MIN and 
MAX levels of thermal dilution. On the pressure surface, at 
both coolant-to-gas temperature ratios, the turbulence due to 
high blowing strengths decreases the SNR near the film cool
ing holes. At the lower coolant-to-gas temperature ratio, as 
shown in Fig. 14(a), a positive value of SNR is seen, even at 
the highest blowing strength. However, in Fig. 14(6), at the 
higher coolant-to-gas temperature ratio, almost all the data on 
the pressure surface at high blowing strengths (Pc/P r> 1.3) 
show negative SNR values. (Note that in Fig. 14(&), the SNR 
scales are offset.) On the other hand, there is hardly any effect 
of coolant pressure on the suction surface due to the fact that 
the film coolant flow is choked and no significant variation in 
blowing ratio occurred. Nevertheless, at the higher coolant-to
gas temperature ratio, on the suction surface, there is a slight 
decrease in SNR near the film cooling holes at the high blow

ing strengths. Although the flow is choked, increasing coolant 
supply pressure increases the coolant mass supply, causing an 
increase in turbulence level near the coolant holes, which in 
turn reduces SNR at very high blowing strengths. This also 
may be due to the damping of turbulence at increased velocity 
levels. 

Figure 15 shows the effects of varying only the suction side 
blowing strength (Pc>ss/J°,) from 0.6 to 0.9, with the pressure 
side blowing strength (PCJB/Pt) kept constant at two levels of 
1.00 (no blowing) and 1.05, respectively. These data are at 
flow conditions of M2 = 0.9 and Re2 = 2.0xl06 and the 
coolant-to-gas temperature ratio at MIN level. Figure 15 
shows that the SNR on the suction side increases with increas
ing blowing strength until the coolant flow chokes. Also, these 
data indicate, as expected, that the performance of the two 
downstream film cooling arrays are independent of each 
other. 

To illustrate the effects of thermal dilution, data shown 
earlier in Fig. 13 were replotted with additional data as a func
tion of Tc/Tg at two blowing strengths of 1.02 and 1.10 and 
are shown in Fig. 16. On the suction surface, in both cases, 
there is a significant effect due to different coolant-to-gas 
temperature ratios. Conversely, on pressure side, at the lower 
blowing strength, as shown in Fig. 16(a),.only a small effect is 
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Fig. 17 Effects of exit Mach number on Stanton number reduction 

noticed. However, as seen in Fig. 16(6), there is a larger effect 
on the pressure surface due to varying thermal dilution at the 
higher blowing strength of Pc/P, = 1.10. Also in Fig. 16(6), at 
higher coolant-to-gas temperature ratio, SNR is negative on 
the pressure surface at surface distances less than 50 percent. 
As mentioned before, this increase in heat transfer is due to 
the high blowing strength causing a higher level of turbulence 
augmentation, which offsets the thermal dilution effects in the 
vicinity of the film cooling holes. 

Figure 17 illustrates the effects of varying the exit Mach 
number from 0.6 to 1.05 while keeping other flow and film 
cooling conditions constant. In these instances, the 
downstream film coolmg hole arrays are at blowing strengths, 
PCdS/P,, of 1.10 and the coolant-to-gas temperature ratios, 
Tc'/Tg, are at MIN (Fig. 17(a)) and MAX (Fig. 17(6)) levels. In 
these cases, each film cooling data point is compared with the 
baseline at that flow condition. In other words, these SNR 
data show the increase or decrease of the heat transfer over the • 
particular baseline case. Figure 17 shows that there is no 
significant effect of SNR due to variations in Mach number on 
either the suction surface or pressure surfaces at the lower 
coolant-to-gas temperature ratio. However, on the pressure 
surface at the higher coolant-to-gas temperature ratio, Fig. 
17(6) shows that there is a Mach number effect. As pointed 
out earlier, at the higher coolant-to-gas temperature ratio, on 
the pressure surface, the favorable thermal dilution effects are 

offset by the adverse turbulence augmentation effects, thereby 
increasing heat transfer near the vicinity of the film cooling 
holes. For regions where this phenomenon occurs, the change 
in heat transfer due to film cooling seems to depend on the 
Mach number, suggesting that the turbulent augmentation ef
fect may be Mach number dependent. 

The effects of three different exit Reynolds numbers of 
1.5 x 106, 2.0 x 106, and 2.5 x 106 on downstream film cooling 
are shown in Fig. 18. As in Fig. 17, the SNR data show the 
change in heat transfer due to film cooling above the par
ticular baseline. Figure 18(a) presents data at the MIN level of 
coolant-to-gas temperature ratio and coolant pressure ratio of 
1.10. On both surfaces, SNR increases with increasing 
Reynolds number, indicating that a more favorable effect of 
film cooling is attainable at a higher Reynolds number, though 
the trends are more pronounced on the pressure surface than 
on the suction surface. In Fig. 18(6), where the coolant-to-gas 
temperature is a MAX level, the effect of Reynolds number 
variation is not as marked as in the case of the lower coolant-
to-gas temperature ratio. 

Figure 19 shows the effects of both the downstream and the 
leading edge film cooling arrays being active with the varying 
blowing strengths at the MIN and MAX levels of thermal dilu
tion, respectively. The flow conditions are at an exit Mach 
number of 0.9 and exit Reynolds number of 2.0 x 106. In com
parison to Fig. 13, the trends and levels of SNR are very 
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Fig. 18 Effects of exit Reynolds number on Stanton number reduction 
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Fig. 19 Effects of leading edge and downstream blowing on Stanton 
number reduction 

similar to the case where only the downstream film cooling 
holes are active. However, comparing Figs. 13 and 19, on the 
pressure surface just downstream of the film cooling holes, 
slightly higher values of SNR are seen due to the leading edge 
film cooling holes being active. 

The SNR data for the case where downstream film cooling 
hole arrays are at a constant blowing strength of 1.10 while the 
leading edge film cooling blowing strength is varied from 1.00 
(no leading edge blowing) to 1.10 are shown in Fig. 20. These 
data are at the flow conditions corresponding to an exit Mach 
number of 0,6 and an exit Reynolds number of 2.0 x 106. On 
the pressure surface, SNR is increased by low leading edge 
blowing values (Pcje/Pt = 1.02). However, at higher leading 
edge blowing values, SNR values drop off, to the extent that 
SNR is lower than without any leading edge blowing. This in
dicates that high leading edge blowing rates can actually in
crease heat transfer over the entire pressure surface of the air
foil due to increased turbulence levels. On the other hand, very 
little effect of leading edge blowing is seen on the suction 
surface. 

Conclusions 

The results from this experiment have provided a database 
for characterizing the effects of downstream film cooling with 
and without leading edge (showerhead) film cooling on exter
nal heat transfer of the C3X airfoil. 
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Fig. 20 Effects of variable leading edge blowing with constant 
downstream blowing on Stanton number reduction 

Static pressure data indicate that vane surface static 
pressure is independent of downstream and leading edge blow
ing over the range investigated. 

The external heat transfer data indicate that considerable 
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cooling can be attained by downstream film cooling. The 
downstream film cooling process is shWn to be a complex 
function of mainly two competing mechanisms: (/) the thermal 
dilution, due to the injection of relatively cold fluid, which 
decreases heat transfer to the airfoil, and (ii) turbulence 
augmentation, due to the injection process, which increases 
heat transfer to the airfoil. It is also observed that favorable 
cooling effects actually reverse as the coolant-to-gas 
temperature ratio is varied. 

The pressure surface of the airfoil is shown to exhibit a con
siderably higher degree of sensitivity to the combined effect of 
turbulence augmentation and thermal dilution. At moderate 
blowing strengths (Pc/P, >1.0), the pressure surface shows 
considerable dependence on blowing strength, while the suc
tion surface is insensitive to variations in blowing strength, 
due to the coolant flow being choked and causing no signifi
cant change in blowing ratio. However, at low blowing 
strengths (Pc/P,< 1.00), the suction surface also shows a 
dependence on blowing strength. Also, the heat transfer levels 
are significantly dependent on thermal dilution, to the extent 
that at high levels of thermal dilution, the adverse turbulence 
augmentation effect is negligible. The data also indicate that, 
at high thermal dilution levels (i.e., low coolant-to-gas 
temperature ratio), the film cooling effects are relatively insen
sitive to exit Mach numbers; and higher favorable film cooling 
effects are seen at higher exit Reynolds numbers. Conversely, 
at low thermal dilution levels (i.e., high coolant-to-gas 
temperature ratio), film cooling effects are dependent on exit 
Mach number; and lesser effects due to exit Reynolds number 
are seen. 
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An Experimental Study of Heat 
Transfer and Film Cooling on Low 
Aspect Ratio Turbine Nozzles 
The effects of the three-dimensional flow field on the heat transfer and the film 
cooling on the endwall, suction, and pressure surface of an airfoil were studied using 
a low speed, fully annular, low aspect h/c = 0.5 vane cascade. The predominant ef
fects on the horseshoe vortex, secondary flow, and nozzle wake of increases in the 
heat transfer and decreases in the film cooling on the suction vane surface and the 
endwall were clearly demonstrated. In addition, it was demonstrated that secondary 
flow has little effect on the pressure surface. Pertinent flow visualization of the flow 
passage was also carried out for better understanding of these complex phenomena. 
Heat transfer and film cooling on the fully annular vane passage surface are 
discussed. 

Introduction 
Large, LNG burning gas-steam combined cycle power 

plants with about 10 percent higher efficiency than the latest 
turbine thermal plants have been commercially operating in 
Japan with much success (Sudo et al., 1986). A high-
temperature heavy-duty gas turbine with a 1150°C level tur
bine inlet temperature has been adopted to such combined cy
cle power plants. To achieve higher efficiency, high-
temperature heavy-duty gas turbines have been actively 
developed (Scalzo et al., 1989; Brandt, 1988) and the turbine 
inlet gas temperature of the latest one will reach a level of 
1300°C. 

By increasing the turbine inlet temperature, the turbine vane 
and blade will be exposed to a high gas stream and subjected 
to a more and more severe environment (Sato et al., 1986). As 
there is a temperature gradient in the combustion exhaust gas, 
the first stationary vanes are put in the most severe thermal 
condition. Therefore, the first stationary vane for such high-
temperature gas turbines should adopt a cooling system using 
an effective convection cooling and film cooling method for 
not only the vane surface but also the endwall. As the first sta
tionary vane needs such an elaborate cooling system, the tur
bine airfoil design reaches a low aspect ratio and low solidity 
because of the optimization of performance and manufactur
ing cost by reducing the number of vanes. In such a low aspect 
ratio guide vane, three-dimensional flow field strongly affects 
the vane and endwall surface heat transfer and film cooling. 
Therefore, the usual cooling design data based on the two-
dimensional cascade test are insufficient to develop a highly 
reliable and high-performance first vane. 

The complicated aerodynamic nature of turbine secondary 
flows has been studied by a number of investigators. A com-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME 
Headquarters January 27, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-187. 

prehensive review of such investigations through 1984 is given 
by Sieverding (1985). However, only minimal investigations of 
the passage secondary flow effect on the heat transfer and film 
cooling are available. Blair (1974) investigated the film cooling 
effectiveness and convective heat transfer coefficient distribu
tions on the endwall of a large-scale turbine passage. Graziani 
et al. (1980) studied the endwall and blade surface heat 
transfer in a large scale linear cascade of blades and observed 
that the inlet boundary layer flows greatly influenced the heat 
transfer. York et al. (1984) measured the endwall heat transfer 
coefficient using a double layer grid of thermocouples by hot 
cascade. Gaugler and Russell (1984) compared the heat 
transfer distribution and the visualized secondary flows on an 
enlarged replica of York's turbine endwall, and compared 
secondary flow directly with heat transfer distributions. 
Georgiou et al. (1979) and Dunn et al. (1979) measured the 
film cooling effectiveness on a turbine endwall and the heat 
transfer coefficient on a turbine airfoil and endwall, respec
tively, by the short duration method. Goldstein et al. (1984, 
1987a) investigated the film cooling effectiveness on the tur
bine blade near the endwall and in the literature (1987b) 
measured the detailed distribution of mass transfer Stanton 
number on the turbine endwall by using the mass transfer 
analogy. 

Those were the experimental approaches to the investigation 
of turbine secondary flow effects on heat transfer. Recently, 
some numerical predictions of three-dimensional heat transfer 
field have been developed (Sharma et al., 1987). 

The heat transfer and film cooling influenced by the passage 
secondary flow are extremely complex; thus further 
understanding and measurement is necessary. 

The present experimental work has been done to study the 
influence of the passage secondary flow on heat transfer and 
film cooling of the airfoil and the endwall for further 
understanding and utilization of the cooling design. The tests 
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were carried out using a fully annular, three-dimensional 
cascade for identifying the radial pressure gradient effects 
with low aspect ratio model vanes (h/c = 0.5). 

Flow Field 

It is very significant to review briefly the flow field in the 
turbine passage to understand the effect of the passage sec
ondary flow on the heat transfer and film cooling of the airfoil 
and the endwall before the discussion of our test results. The 
fluid mechanism in the passage has been studied by a number 
of investigators with flow visualization and direct 
measurements. Here the essential results will be reviewed. 

Figure 1 shows the conception of the three-dimensional flow 
field inside a first-stage turbine vane passage (Breugelmans). 

A fluid particle in the inlet boundary layer is forced 
downward by pressure variation at the leading edge-endwall 
intersection. It then rolls up to generate the so-called 
horseshoe vortex. The pressure-side leg of the horseshoe 
vortex combines with the low-momentum flow near the end-
wall to form what is known collectively as the passage vortex. 
The other leg is convected around the leading edge to the suc
tion surface and remains close to the suction surface until it 
comes to the separation line of the endwall boundary layer. At 
the separation line, the suction-side leg of the horseshoe vortex 
lifts off the endwall and grows rapidly downstream along the 
suction surface adjacent to the passage vortex, the so-called 
countervortex. The relative positions of the countervortex and 
passage vortex depend on the cascade geometry and overall 
flow conditions. The passages of both legs of the horseshoe 
vortex and the low-momentum flow (crossflow B) adjacent to 
the endwall were strongly influenced by the strong pressure 
gradient across the passage determined by the cascade 
geometry and the aerodynamic loading. 

The separation line, which was formed as the endwall 
boundary layer approached the turbine vane, and the attach
ment line, which divides the incoming boundary layer flow 
entering a vane passage from the flow entering the adjacent 
passage, are shown in Fig. 1. The intersection of these two 
lines is a so-called saddle point. 

The final region to be noticed is the wake region just 
downstream of the turbine vane trailing edge. The intensity of 
the nozzle wake of the air-cooled turbine vane is stronger com
pared with that of the noncooled vane because of the thick 
trailing edge. 

Experimental Apparatus 

The experiment was conducted with a low-speed open-
circuit, fully annular cascade wind tunnel facility of 400 mm 
i.d. and 550 o.d. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the 
test apparatus. The inlet velocity was measured by the Pitot 
tube mounted 35 mm in front of the leading edge of the vane. 
The inlet velocity was 15 m/s and the exit velocity was 64 m/s 
under typical test conditions. The boundary layer thickness 

Fig. 1 Endwall secondary flow model 
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Fig. 2 Cross section of low speed annular cascade test equipment 

measured at a point 35 mm in front of the leading edge of the 
vane was 5«99 = 1.9 mm on the inner and outer endwall and the 
ratio to the vane height was 2.5 percent. The turbulence inten
sity of the mainsteam was 7 = 2.1 percent at the leading edge in 
the middle channel of the model vane. 

The annular cascade was constructed with 13 vanes with an 
aspect ratio of h/c = 0.5. The vane chord length and height are 
150.25 mm and 75.0 mm, respectively. The Reynolds number 
based on chord length is 6.1 X 105. This valve is about one 
tenth of the actual engine condition. The Reynolds and Mach 
numbers are low compared with the actual engine condition, 

Nomenclature 

C = vane chord 
D = film cooling hole diameter 
h = vane height 

M = blowing rate = 
P o o t / o o 

P = film cooling hole pitch 
P = circumference pitch of the 

vane 
Re = Reynolds number 

r = radius 

5 
T 
U 
x 

i . 9 9 

•Vf 

p 

equivalent film cooling slot 
width =D2/4p 
vane throat width 
temperature 
velocity 
distance downstream of 
film cooling holes or 
leading edge 
heat transfer coefficient 
boundary layer thickness 
film cooling effectiveness 
specific density 

T = 

Subscripts 
aw = 
ex = 
in = 

L.E. = 
T.E. = 

w = 
2 = 

00 = 

meanstream turbulence in 
tensity 

adiabatic wall 
exit 
inlet 
leading edge 
trailing edge 
wall 
injected air 
mainstream 
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Fig. 3 Film cooling hole geometry on model vane
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maining two positions. The diameter of the injection holes is
1.5 mm; they are inclined at a 30 deg angle to the endwall sur
face and spaced three diameters apart.
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Fig. 4 Film cooling geometry on outer endwall

but sufficient to understand the three-dimensional flow effect
on heat transfer and film cooling. These data are important
for verification of the three-dimensional viscous flow code.
The vane profile shown in Fig. 3 is the typical first-stage vane
for a heavy-duty gas turbine and is the same as the previous
two-dimensional film cooling test (Nakahara et aI., 1981). The
model vane simulates the air-cooled turbine vane blowing
through the trailing edge, so the trailing edge is thicker than
that of the noncooled vane. The pitch-chord ratio (Pic) and
the trailing edge radius-slot width ratio (rls) vary from 0.644
to 0.885 and 0.0784 to 0.0456 from inner side to outer side,
respectively.

Six of the thirteen vanes were made of the low thermal con
ductivity material, Bakelite, to measure the heat transfer and
film cooling. The remaining seven vanes were made of metal
to measure the aerodynamic conditions. The two flow
passages were made of acrylate for visibility into the passage.

The double rows of film cooling holes, whose configuration
and dimensions are shown in Fig. 3, were positioned at the
suction surface and pressure surface on the airfoil, and in
clined at a 30 deg angle to the surface. The configuration and
dimensions of the film cooling were also the same as those of
the previous two-dimensional cascade test (Nakahara et aI.,
1981).

On the inner and outer endwalls, the film cooling holes were
placed at three locations between the leading edge and the noz
zle throat as shown in Fig. 4 and each location was labeled
from I to III. A single row of holes was located near the
leading edge and double rows of holes were located at the re-

Measuring Method

The local heat transfer coefficient on the airfoil and on the
endwall was measured using the airfoil and the endwall
without film cooling holes with electrically heated, in
strumented, isothermal models. 5-p.m-thick nickel foil was
pressed on a 0.3-mm-thick epoxy sheet, and rectangular
shaped heaters were made by photoetching the nickel foil. The
width of the foil heater used near the leading edge on the air
foil is 2.5 mm and that used on the suction and pressure sur
face is 5.0 mm. The narrow gap between each of the heaters
was 50 p.m. To measure the wall temperature, the airfoil test
region was instrumented with 134 O.I-mm-dia chromel-alumel
thermocouples at the location shown in Fig. 5.

The embedded surface was polished and the foil heater sheet
was attached with a thin epoxy adhesive. The photograph of
the vane heat transfer model is shown in Fig. 6. The model
vane can be moved radially through slots in the endwalls, so
the necessary wall temperature can be measured. In this study
the wall temperatures of seven sections at heights of 16.7,
33.3,50.0,58.3,66.7,83.7, and 91.7 mm were measured.

The endwall heat transfer foil heater was constructed with
47 5.0-mm-wide stripes. The 235 O.I-mm-dia chromel-alumel
thermocouples were instrumented in the inner and outer
endwalls.

The accuracy of the heat transfer measurements by using
this foil heater attached to the Bakelite was confirmed by the
flat plate model under a mainstream velocity of 15 m/s. The
results were compared with the well-known flat plate heat
transfer equation and they fall within ± 10 percent.

The film cooling test was conducted using a different airfoil
and endwall with film cooling holes from the heat transfer test
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Fig. 7 Surface velocity distribution on vane surface calculated by the 
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under the conditions in which the mainstream was kept at an 
ambient temperature and heated air was blown through the 
film cooling holes. 

To get an ideal adiabatic wall, rigid urethane foam was 
embedded in the Bakelite airfoil and endwall and the adiabatic 
wall temperature was measured by the embedded 0.1-mm-dia 
chromel-alumel thermocouples in the airfoil and the endwall 
to derive the following film cooling effectiveness: 

v- (1) 

The total number of embedded thermocouples on the airfoil is 
192, and 102 on each endwall. 

The infrared pyrometer was also used to measure the wall 
temperature of the region where the temperature gradient is 
steep. The surface of the vane and the endwall was painted 
with thin carbon black paint to obtain a surface with an 
emissivity approximately equal to one, and the measured 
temperature by the infrared pyrometer was calibrated by the 
embedded thermocouples. 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

Velocity Distribution on the Airfoil. The velocity distribu
tion around the airfoil was calculated by the static pressure 
distribution measured by using static taps on the airfoil with 
an inlet velocity of 13.3 m/s as shown in Fig. 7. It is apparent 
that the aerodynamic loading is increasing toward the outer 
side because of the high P/C ratio. The authors checked the 
velocity distribution at the mean section of the annular 
cascade with the previous two-dimensional cascade test results 
(Nakahara et al., 1981) and it was confirmed that the two 
dimensionality was maintained. 

Flow Visualization. Flow visualization on the airfoil and 
the inner and outer endwalls was performed. The surface-
streamline flow-visualization technique, which is suitable for 
use in low-speed wind tunnels, was developed by Langston 
and Boyle (1982) and applied as per Gangler and Russell 
(1984). In this test, a matrix of ink dots was not applied, but 
polyester drafting film was painted uniformly with a felt-
tipped pen (Pentel OPM4W) containing water-insoluble blue 
ink and sprayed with wintergreen. 

The flow visualization results of the vane and endwall sur
faces ink trace by the abovementioned method are shown in 

Figs. 8-10. The intent of these results is to point out the 
predominant aerodynamic characteristics of the flow field on 
the airfoil and on the endwall, which can help to interpret the 
heat transfer and film cooling. It is clearly evident in Fig. 8 
that the limiting streamlines converge toward the midspan of 
the airfoil suction surface. The separation line intrusion is 
longer on the outer side than the inner side because of high 
aerodynamic loading on the outer side. 

The reason that stagnation of paint occurred at 
x/,xMAX— 0-5 is a laminar bubble, which seemed to be 
generated at the de-acceleration region on the suction airfoil 
surface. On the contrary, airfoil pressure surface limiting 
streamlines exhibit the same apparent two-dimensional 
pressure surface flow field. 

The horseshoe vortex, endwall crossflow A, separation line 
B, and nozzle wake on the inner and outer endwall are clearly 
indicated in Figs. 9 and 10. When these figures were combined 
with Fig. 8 and the streamline was carefully investigated, we 
could understand the three-dimensional flow field of the low 
aspect ratio turbine vane passage. The characteristic separa
tion lines on the endwalls reached the highest velocity point on 
the suction surface of the vane. The convergent separation line 
on the suction surface started just from this point and from 
here, the passage vortex lifted up the endwall and continued 
downward along the suction surface of the vane. It is clear by 
comparing Figs. 9 and 10 that crossflow B is stronger on the 
outer endwall and the nozzle wake is stronger on the inner 
endwall, which is attributed to the aerodynamic loading and 
the r/s effect. 

Airfoil Heat Transfer and Film Cooling. The heat transfer 
distributions measured on the suction and pressure surfaces 
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. The lines in Figs. 11 
and 12 were plotted using computer graphics according to the 
measured data; therefore, measured locations did not fit ex
actly along the lines. By looking at the heat transfer coefficient 
on the suction surface shown in Fig. 11, it can be seen that the 
heat transfer coefficient of the leading edge and the region be
tween the leading edge until x/xMAX = 0.3, are constant in the 
height direction. However, after x/xm3X — 0.3, the heat 
transfer coefficient on the airfoil near the outer endwall in
creases rapidly compared with that of the mean section. The 
rapid increase of the heat transfer coefficient in this region is 
attributed to the passage secondary flow developed along the 
suction surface near the endwall; this is clear with the flow 
visualization test result of the suction surface shown in Fig. 8. 

The heat transfer coefficient of the suction surface near the 
inner endwall increased rapidly at x/xMAX — 0.6, but the rate 
of increase is not as strong as that near the outer endwall. 

It is considered that near the inner endwall the passage 
vortex is not as strong as that near the outer endwall, and the 
intersection point of measuring section with separation line on 
the suction surface1 of the inner endwall is situated 
downstream of the trailing edge compared with that of the 
outer endwall. 

Contrary to the suction surface, the heat transfer coefficient 
distribution on the pressure surface is constant in the height 
direction from the leading edge to the trailing edge except near 
the leading edge. A separation bubble might occur near the 
leading edge and influence the heat transfer coefficient. From 
the endwall secondary flow model, it is expected that the 
three-dimensional flow field has little effect on pressure sur
face. These heat transfer test results support the evidence. 

In this test, the effect of the horseshoe vortex did not appear 
clearly on the leading edge heat transfer near the endwall. 

Next, we will discuss the film cooling test results on the air
foil. The typical film cooling effectiveness distributions 
associated with coolant injection through the film cooling 
holes on the suction surface with blowing parameter of 
M= 0.426, the typical actual vane condition, are shown in Fig. 
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13. It is clear from this figure that the film cooling effec
tiveness decreases rapidly toward the endwall. Especially, a
triangular region, where the coolant is swept from the convex
surface by the passage vortex system and the film cooling ef
fectiveness decreases to 0, exists near each endwall.

To evaluate these test results quantitatively, the film cooling
effectiveness of a typical suction and pressure surface was
plotted against x/MS, where S is an equivalent film cooling
slot width defined by 1fD2/4p and shown in Figs. 14 and 15.
The film cooling test was carried out by varying the blowing
parameter M over a wide range. However, only two test results
of M were shown in Figs. 14 and 15 because the film cooling
effectiveness changed linearly between these two M values. On
the suction surface, the film cooling effectiveness decreased
more rapidly at 83 percent height compared with 23 percent
and midheight, as shown in Fig. 14. Another characteristic
shown in Fig. 14 is that the film cooling effectiveness de-

492/ Vol. 112, JULY 1990

Fig. 10 Streakline pattern on outer endwall

creased more rapidly with the higher blowing parameter M
near the outer endwall. It was considered that in the triangular
region, there is a screwed flow and the film cooling air was
swept easily when the coolant penetrated the main flow with
the high blowing parameter M.

The same plots were made for the pressure surface and
shown in Fig. 15. Contrary to the results of the suction sur
face, the rate of the decrease of the film cooling effectiveness
on the pressure surface was not so rapid as that on the suction
surface, and that near the endwall was the same as that at
midheight. The secondary flow effects on the film cooling ef
fectiveness on the pressure surface are weak, as expected from
the flow visualization test results shown in Fig. 8. These film
cooling effectiveness test values were compared with the
results of the previous two-dimensional film cooling study to
obtain the film cooling effectiveness value without the in
fluence of the three-dimensional flow field. The authors de-
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rived the following experimental equations from the two-
dimensional film cooling test (Sato and Takeishi, 1987a, 
1987b): 

Suction surface: 

»>/=,. n.„jL.,.,ov (2) 

where 

Pressure surface: 

2.8 + Q.021(.x/MS) 

C=l.5/M03 M<\ 

C=1.5/A/0-8 M>\ 

1 
(3) 

1.67 + 0.00456 (x/MS)1-6 

The film cooling effectiveness values recorded midheight on 
the suction and pressure surface of the full annular cascade fit 
well with equation (2) and (3). 

These airfoil heat transfer and film cooling test results 
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Fig. 13 Film cooling effectiveness on vane suction surface 
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Fig. 14 Variation of film cooling effectiveness on vane suction surface 
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Fig. 15 Variation of film cooling effectiveness on vane pressure 
surface 

showed that the two-dimensional test data were applicable for 
cooling design except for the triangular zone near the endwall 
even in such a low aspect ratio turbine vane. 

Endwall Heat Transfer and Film Cooling. Typical heat 
transfer contours of the inner and outer endwall without film 
cooling holes are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. These contour 
plots show complex and remarkable shapes. On the inner end-
wall, the heat transfer coefficient increases concentrically 
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Fig. 16 Iso-heat transfer distribution on inner endwall without film 
cooling holes 

Fig. 17 Iso-heat transfer distribution on outer endwall without film 
cooling holes 

Main Stream 
0 T. 

Fig. 18 Film cooling effectiveness distribution on outer endwall 

around the leading edge. This increase results from the 
horseshoe vortex formed at the endwall near the vane leading 
edge. The iso-heat transfer coefficient line of a = 130 W/m2K 
travels around the leading edge to the suction surface of the 
opposite vane. This high heat transfer region was caused by 
the passage vortex traveled along the separation line; a foot
print of the passage vortex was shown in the flow visualization 
test results in Fig. 9. It is noticed that the passage vortex af
fects a much larger area. In the throat region near the suction 
surface, the heat transfer increases strongly as a result of the 
suction side corner vortices. Another significant heat transfer 
increase can be found at the trailing edge region, a result of a 
strong wake that is clear from Fig. 9. 

On the other hand, there is a high heat transfer region near 
the leading edge on the outer endwall caused by the same 
reason as the inner endwall. However, a high heat transfer 
zone appears on the suction surface near the leading edge. 
This is the result of a highly turbulent flow caused by the 
transverse pressure gradient turning the upstream boundary 
layer flow and forcing it to flow toward the suction surface. 
When Fig. 17 was contrasted with Fig. 10, we recognized that 
crossflow B occupies a much larger area and the heat transfer 
coefficient of the wake region in the trailing edge region is 
weaker than that on the inner endwall. 
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Fig. 19 Film cooling effectiveness variation along potential 
streamlines on the inner endwall blowing through film cooling hole I 
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Fig. 20 Film cooling effectiveness variation along potential 
streamlines on the outer endwall blowing through film cooling hole I 

Endwall film cooling effectiveness distributions were 
measured at the coolant flow rates of M=0.5 to 2.5. Typical 
iso-film cooling effectiveness contour blowing through the 
film cooling holes I (holes II and HI exist without blowing) of 
the outer endwall is shown in Fig. 18. The film cooling effec
tiveness value is very low near the leading edge of the suction 
surface. The reason for this is that the horseshoe vortex 
strongly rolls up the inlet boundary layer flow and the coolant 
could not remain near the endwall. In the region of crossflow 
A, shown in Fig. 1, the film cooling effectiveness decreases 
when the downstream distance from the film cooling hole edge 
increases. The contour line of ^ = 0.1 near the pressure sur
face is expected to exist close to the separation line of the 
passage vortex when Fig. 18 was contrasted with the flow 
visualization test results of Fig. 10. The serpentine contour 
line ŷ = 0.1 is also the effect of the passage vortex. The 
coolant was sent from the pressure surface across the passage 
to the adjacent suction surface in the crossflow B region. The 
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Fig. 21 Film cooling effectiveness variation along potential 
streamlines on the outer endwall blowing through film cooling hole II 
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Fig. 22 Film cooling effectiveness variation along potential 
streamlines on the outer endwall blowing through film cooling hole III 

low film cooling effectiveness in the trailing region was caused 
by the nozzle wake flow. 

To evaluate the film cooling effectiveness on the endwall 
qualitatively, film cooling effectiveness blowing through each 
of the holes I and III was plotted against the normalized 
distance from the hole edge along the potential flow lines and 
shown in Figs. 19-22. The test was conducted with the wide 
blowing parameter M, but only typical test results of M were 
shown in Figs. 19 and 20 to know the effect of location. 

Interesting characteristics appear from the film cooling ef
fectiveness when Fig. 19 is contrasted with Fig. 20. On the 
outer endwall the film cooling effectiveness along the potential 
flow line near the suction surface is 0.035 near the leading 
edge. It increases to a maximum value of 0.1 when the distance 
increases because of the supply of coolant by the crossflow B. 
The film cooling effectiveness along the potential flow linear 
near the pressure surface decreases rapidly when the distance 
increases. The reason for this is that the coolant is swept by the 
crossflow B and little coolant remains along the potential flow 
line. The film cooling effectiveness between these two lines 

decreases gradually, but slightly wavily, when the distance 
increases. 

In comparison with the film cooling on the outer endwall, 
the same characteristics did not appear in the film cooling ef
fectiveness on the inner endwall as shown in Fig. 19. The 
secondary flow effect on film cooling effectiveness is weaker 
on the inner endwall than on the outer endwall because of the 
difference of the aerodynamic loading. The characteristic 
evidence in Fig. 19 is a rapid decrease of the film cooling effec
tiveness downstream of the nozzle wake region. However, on 
the outer endwall, such rapid decrease did not appear in the 
nozzle wake region. This is caused by the generation of strong 
nozzle wake as trailing edge radius versus throat width; r/s is 
larger on the inner side. A thick trailing edge must take into 
account such film cooling results. 

The measured film cooling effectiveness blowing through 
the film cooling holes II and III was plotted along the 
centerline of the passage potential flow and shown in Figs. 21 
and 22, respectively. The coolant blowing through the film 
cooling holes II and III was governed by the crossflow B. The 
film cooling effectiveness decreased at the same rate as when 
increasing the distance until the nozzle wake region. The rapid 
decrease of the film cooling effectiveness on the inner endwall 
in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 was the effect of the strong nozzle wake 
in the trailing edge region. 

Figures 21 and 22 also show that the film cooling effec
tiveness could be arranged by using the nondimensional 
parameter x/MS. This evidence is very useful for film cooling 
design of the endwall. 

Conclusions 

Measurements of local heat transfer coefficient and film 
cooling effectiveness were made on the endwall and airfoil sur
faces of a fully annular guide vane cascade with an aspect ratio 
of h/C=0.5. A surface streamline flow-visualization tech
nique was also adopted to understand the secondary effect on 
heat transfer phenomena in three-dimensional flow passages. 
The following conclusions were obtained through these 
results: 

1 Passage secondary flows strongly affect heat transfer 
and film cooling on the suction surface of the vane and the 
end walls. 

2 The secondary flow has little influence on the heat 
transfer and film cooling on the pressure surface of the vane. 

3 The horseshoe vortex increases the heat transfer and 
decreases the film cooling effectiveness near the leading edge 
on the endwall. 

4 The heat transfer and film cooling distribution on the 
endwall shows a very complex pattern dependent on the 
passage vortex, crossflows A and B, and nozzle wake. 

5 The demonstrated influence of the passage secondary 
flow on heat transfer and film cooling is stronger near the 
outer endwall than near the inner endwall because the 
aerodynamic loading on the outer side was greater than that 
on the inner side. 

6 Two-dimensional heat transfer and film cooling cascade 
data were applicable for cooling design of the low aspect ratio 
vane except for the triangular zone near the endwall. 
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An Experimental Convective Heat 
Transfer Investigation Around a 
Film-Cooled Gas Turbine Blade 
The present paper deals with an experimental convective heat transfer investigation 
around a film-cooled, high-pressure gas turbine rotor blade mounted in a stationary, 
linear cascade arrangement. The measurements were performed in the von Karman 
Institute Isentropic Light Piston Compression Tube facility. The test blade was 
made of Macor glass ceramic and was instrumented with thin film gages. The 
coolant flow was ejected simultaneously through the leading edge (three rows of 
holes), the suction side (two rows of holes), and the pressure side (one row of 
holes). The effects of overall mass weight ratio, coolant to free-stream temperature 
ratio, and free-stream turbulence were successively investigated. 

1 Introduction 

A classical way to improve the thermal efficiency of a 
Joule/Brayton cycle is to increase the turbine entry 
temperature and pressure ratio. As a result, the specific fuel 
consumption, size, and weight of aero-engines have been 
significantly reduced during the two last decades. A 25/1 
pressure ratio and an 1800 K turbine entry temperature are 
typical values observed in high-performance jet engines 
(Olsson, 1982). For such temperatures, efficient blade cooling 
is most often required to ensure acceptable lifetimes. Over the 
last few years, a popular method to solve this problem has 
been discrete hole film cooling. 

In the severe engine environment of a film-cooled turbine 
blade, the large temperature differences existing between the 
mainstream and the blade surface induce a wall temperature 
pattern quite different from an adiabatic distribution. Con
sidering, moreover, the important spatial temperature varia
tions due to internal cooling passages and the strongly varying 
heat flux distribution downstream of a film-cooling hole or 
slot, the most representative heat transfer parameter seems to 
be the convective heat transfer coefficient h, defined from the 
local wall heat flux, the mainstream total or recovery 
temperature, and the local wall temperature, for given values 
of the blowing rate m and the coolant temperature. As a mat
ter of fact, either an experimental or a numerical determina
tion of h is essential to perform any detailed heat conduction 
or thermal stress analysis. 

Some of the representative available measurements on film-
cooled turbine cascade models were presented by Lander et al. 
(1972), Nicolas and Le Meur (1974), Ito et al. (1978), Daniels. 
(1979), Dring et al. (1980), Horton et al. (1985), and Camci 
and Arts (1985a, 1985b). A large number of these heat transfer 
data, presented either in terms of adiabatic effectiveness or in 
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Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute for publication in the 
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terms of heat transfer coefficient, are however difficult to use 
as such for modern cooled gas turbine designs because of the 
limited range of Reynolds and Mach numbers, as well as gas-
to-wall and gas-to-coolant temperature ratios considered in 
some of these investigations. 

The aim of the present experimental heat transfer investiga
tion was to look at the multilocation, discrete hole film cool
ing of a high-pressure rotor blade mounted in a six-profile, 
stationary, linear cascade arrangement and subjected to cor
rectly simulated flow conditions, i.e., Mach and Reynolds 
numbers, as well as free-stream/wall/coolant temperature 
ratios. The mainstream flow was generated in the von Karman 
Institute Isentropic Light Piston Compression Tube facility 
and the coolant flow was ejected simultaneously through the 
leading edge, the suction side, and the pressure side. The heat 
transfer distributions were measured over a wide range of 
coolant to free-stream mass weight and temperature ratios; the 
influence of free-stream turbulence was also considered. 

2 Experimental Apparatus 

2.1 Test Facility. A short-duration measurement tech
nique was applied and use was made of the VKI Isentropic 
Compression Tube facility. The operating principles of this 
type of wind tunnel were developed about 15 years ago by 
Jones et al. (1973) and Schultz et al. (1977). A detailed descrip
tion of the VKI CT-2 facility and of its capabilities was provid
ed by Richards (1980), and Consigny and Richards (1982). 

2.2 Model Description. All measurements reported in 
this paper were carried out along the same rotor blade section 
as tested by Consigny and Richards (1982). The blade and 
cascade geometry are described in detail in this reference. The 
main characteristics are listed as follows: 

Chord length: 80 mm 
Blade height: 100 mm 
Stagger angle: 38.5 deg 
Pitch-to-chord ratio: 0.670 , 
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Fig. 1 Cascade geometry and cooling configuration

Arcsin (throat/pitch): 21 deg
Design inlet flow angle: 30 deg (referred to axial direction)
Leading edge diameter: 6.25 mm
Trailing edge diameter: 3.0 mm
The cascade consisted of one ceramic and five aluminum

airfoils.
The cooling configuration is summarized in Fig. 1. Three

rows of cylindrical cooling holes (d=0.8 mm; s/c= -0.031,
0,0.031) were located around the leading edge (rows LP, LM,
LS). The row and hole spacing were both 2.5 mm. These holes
were spanwise angled at 30 deg from the tangential direction
and drilled in a plane perpendicular to the blade surface. Two
staggered rows of conical holes (d=0.8 mm; s/c=0.206,
0.237) were located on the suction side (row S). The row and
hole spacings were respectively 2.5 and 2.6 mm. These holes

____ Nomenclature

Fig. 2 Heat transfer apparatus

were inclined at 37 and 43 deg with respect to the local blade
surface and drilled in a plane perpendicular to the blade
height. One row of conical holes (d=0.8 mm; s/c= -0.315)
was located along the pressure side (row P). The hole spacing
was 2.6 mm. These holes were inclined at 35 deg with respect
to the local blade surface and drilled in a plane perpendicular
to the blade height.

The blade instrumented for heat flux measurements was
milled from "Macor" glass ceramic and 45 platinum thin
films were applied on its surface (Fig. 2). Three independent
cavities were drilled along the blade height to act as plenum
chambers. The coolant flow was supplied by a regenerative
cryogenic heat exchanger. Pressure tappings and ther-

c blade chord Re Reynolds number u instantaneous
CD mean value of the S suction side film velocity

discharge coefficient cooling rows of holes u' fluctuating compo-
d film cooling hole (two rows) nent of velocity

diameter s curvilinear coordinate p density
h convective heat measured from row

transfer coefficient LM along the blade Subscripts

LP, LM, LS leading edge film surface (+ along the c related to the cooling
cooling rows of holes suction surface, flow
(three rows) - along the pressure is isentropic

M Mach number surface) 00 related to the free-
m blowing rate T temperature stream flow
m mass flow rate Tref reference temperature 0 related to a stagna-
P pressure side film (290 K) tion condition

cooling row of holes Tu free-stream tur- related to the free-
(one row) bulence intensi- stream upstream

p = pressure ty = ((l/'2) 112 / ii) conditions
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mocouples continuously provided the coolant characteristics 
at the entrance and exit of each plenum. 

2.3 Measurement Technique. The local wall convective 
heat flux was deduced from the corresponding time-dependent 
surface temperature evolution, provided by the platinum thin-
film gages. The wall temperature/wall heat flux conversion 
was obtained from an electrical, analogy, simulating a one-
dimensional semi-infinite body configuration. A detailed 
description of this transient technique was given by Schultz 
and Jones (1973). The convective heat transfer coefficient is 
defined as the ratio of the measured wall heat flux and the dif
ference between the free-stream recovery and wall 
temperatures. A recovery factor equal to 0.896 was used, as if 
the boundary layer on the blade surface was turbulent 
everywhere. The uncertainty on the different measured quan
tities has been estimated as follows, based on a 20:1 con
fidence interval: 

h = 1000 W/m2K ± 50 W/m2K 
iO=105 N / m 2 ± 7 5 0 N / m 2 

r=ioo°CTrc 
mc = 0.020 kg/s± 0.0005 kg/s 
Em„/m o o =2±0.1 percent 

It should also be realized that the uncertainty associated 
with the heat transfer measurements obtained from the two 
gages located between rows LS, LM, and LP was quite high 
( - 1 0 . . . 15 percent) as these thin films were affected by 
undesirable conduction phenomena was well as strong devia
tions from the assumed one-dimensional heat transfer. 

All pressure, temperature, and heat flux measurements were 
directly acquired by means of a PDP 11/34 computer through 
one of the VKI data acquisition systems. For the present in
vestigation, the sampling rate was selected to be 1 kHz; the 
flow duration was about 500 ms. The free-stream total 
temperature was chosen to be 415 K. 

2.4 Free-Stream Turbulence Generation. The free-
stream turbulence was generated by a grid of parallel, 
span wise-oriented bars. The turbulence intensity was varied by 
displacing the grid upstream of the cascade; a maximum of 5.2 
percent was obtained. The natural turbulence of the facility 
was about 0.8 percent. The turbulence level, defined in the 
present paper as (u'1)ul/u, was measured by means of a VKI 
constant temperature hot-wire anemometer. The definition of 
turbulence spectrum could not be carried out for practical 
reasons. These measurements are currently underway and will 
be reported in a later paper. 

3 Free-Stream Flow Characteristics 

The isentropic Mach number distribution measured along 
the blade profile at zero incidence and without film cooling is 
shown in Fig. 3. The isentropic outlet Mach number selected 
for this investigation was chosen equal to 0.925. The flow ac
celerated quite regularly along the suction side up to transonic 
conditions close to the trailing edge. Along the pressure side, a 
velocity peak was predicted at s/c= -0 .08 . Farther 
downstream, the favorable pressure gradient accelerated the 
flow up to the trailing edge. Because of the small leading edge 
radius, detailed static pressure measurements could unfor
tunately not be carried out around the stagnation point 
position. 

A two-dimensional inviscid time-marching program (Arts, 
1982) provided a valuable prediction of this velocity distribu
tion (Fig. 3). Because of the weakness of this type of approach 
in accurately determining the stagnation point position, a 
singularity method (Van den Braembussche, 1973) was also 
used around the leading edge. Both calculation methods were 
inviscid and no attempt was made to simulate the effect of 
film cooling. At zero incidence, the stagnation point position 
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Fig. 4 Heat transfer distribution without film cooling: effect of 
Reynolds number 

was calculated to be at s/c= -0.019 (on the pressure side), 
between rows LM and LP. This result suggested that the suc
tion side boundary layer would be affected by rows LM and 
LS whereas the pressure side boundary layer would only be af
fected by row LP. This behavior was confirmed from the 
detailed heat transfer measurements conducted by Camci and 
Arts (1985a) around the leading edge. 

4 Heat Transfer Without Film Cooling 

The convective heat transfer coefficient distributions 
measured at zero incidence, and without any coolant emission, 
are shown in Fig. 4 for three free-stream Reynolds number 
(based on chord length and upstream conditions) values. 
Possible undesirable free-stream air recirculation was avoided 
by filling the three plenum chambers with flexible inserts. In 
the absence of the inserts, as was demonstrated from oil flow 
visualizations (Camci, 1985), free-stream air entered into the 
leading edge plenum through row LMand was ejected through 
rows LS and LP, influencing the local heat transfer rates. The 
same phenomenon was observed across the two suction side 
rows (S). 

The highest wall heating rates were measured in the leading 
edge region; a detailed investigation of this area, without and 
with film cooling, was presented by Camci and Arts (1985a). 
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Figure 5 demonstrates a definite influence of the existence of 
rows LM and LS on the suction side boundary layer behavior 
between s/c = 0.0 and 0.22. The results from the present model 
(open symbols) were obtained without any coolant flow emis
sion, the plenum cavities being filled with the inserts previous
ly mentioned; the free-stream turbulence intensity was equal 
to 5.2 percent. The comparison between the present data and 
those obtained by Consigny and Richards (1982) (solid sym
bols) for the same turbulence intensity around an identical but 
smooth, undrilled blade, reveals indeed an earlier transition. 
Along the pressure side, an eventual tripping effect of row LP 
is not as obvious; similar heat transfer distributions were 
measured along the present blade and that of Consigny and 
Richards. As a matter of fact, the early pressure side boundary 
layer transition is principally due to the existence of the veloci
ty peak and the curvature inversion. 

The boundary layers developing along the suction and 
pressure surfaces are much thinner than the diameter of the 
emission holes. The boundary layer thickness, computed at 
the location of row S by means of a two-dimensional bound
ary layer program (Crawford et al., 1980) is about five times 
smaller than the hole diameter; this corresponds to a local 
value of the hole diameter to momentum thickness ratio equal 
to 43, representative of a real configuration. One direct conse
quence of this situation is that such a boundary layer most 
probably undergoes a local separation and reattachment over 
the rows of emission. This behavior is exemplified by the data 
scatter observed in Fig. 4 over rows S and P. 

5 Coolant Flow Characteristics 

5.1 Total Coolant Mass Flow Rate. The coolant flow 
across rows S, L(S, M, P), and P originated from a single 
reservoir through a heat exchanger providing the required 
coolant to free-stream temperature ratios. This implied that 
the total coolant mass flow rate Lmcj, measured across a single 
choked orifice, was shared among the suction side, leading 
edge, and pressure side plenum chambers. The amount of 
coolant passing through each of these cavities had therefore to 
be calculated in order to evaluate local values of coolant to 
free-stream mass weight ratio and blowing rate. The first step 
was to establish a unique dependency between Emd and the 
local coolant to free-stream static pressure ratio (Fig. 6). A 
normalized overall mass weight ratio (Lmci/ma) (T0C/TK!)

i/2 

1.0 1.5 2.0 p o c / P 

Fig. 6 Normalized total coolant mass flow rate 

2.5 

was therefore defined from T,mch pressure and temperature 
measurements in each plenum, and free-stream static pressure 
at each row of emission; m«, is the free-stream mass flow 
through one blade passage. All the measurements were taken 
for three different values of the coolant to free-stream 
temperature ratio (Joc/T0aa =0.7, 0.6, 0.5). 

5.2 Discharge Coefficient. The second step was to deter
mine local values of the discharge coefficient. Averaged values 
of this parameter were obtained (Fig. 7) at the location of rows 
S, L (S, M, P), and P from independent film cooling investiga
tions performed by Camci and Arts (1985a, 1985b). Signifi
cant losses were observed across the leading edge holes com
pared to the two other emission sites. These values showed, 
nevertheless, qualitative agreement with data presented by 
Tillman et al. (1984), obtained in an incompressible flow 
(water tunnel) situation. The relatively low CD values 
measured in the leading edge region were expected to occur 
because of the highly complicated nature of the coolant flow, 
with compound angle emission. Across the pressure and suc
tion side rows, CD values varied between 0.4 and 0.5. 

5.3 Coolant Flow Distribution Among the Emission 
Rows. The third and final step was the quantitative deter
mination of the coolant mass flow rate through each ejection 
site. It was obtained by combining data from Figs. 6 and 7. 
The coolant to free-stream static pressure ratio for each 
plenum was obtained from Fig. 6, knowing the measured total 
mass flow rate Emd. The isentropic mass flow rate across the 
corresponding film cooling rows was then calculated. The ap
plication of the corresponding discharge coefficient values 
(Fig. 7) finally provided the three real mass flow rates, 
characterized by the parameter mci/Y,mci (Fig. 8). For very low 
pressure ratios, the flow conditions were not well defined in 
the leading edge plenum and very low CD values were respon
sible for quite low local mass flow rates. The cooling rows S 
and P then performed the largest percentage of the emission. 
However, for a typical value of the overall mass weight ratio 
(£/«„•//«„ = 3 percent), the coolant split was found to be 40 
percent/35 percent/25 percent, respectively, through the 
leading edge, suction, and pressure side emission rows. 

5.4 Local Blowing Rate Evolution. The local blowing 
rate variations (Fig. 9) were determined from the three emis
sion mass flow rate distributions (Fig. 8), the corresponding 
emission surfaces (Fig. 1), and the local free-stream conditions 
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(Fig. 3). The data of Fig. 9 are representative for three dif
ferent coolant to free-stream total temperature ratios 
{Toc/Tc =0.7, 0.6, and 0.5). The scatter is mainly due to the 
measurement difficulties associated with the lowest 
temperature ratio (Joc/T0x =0.5; ro cs200 K). 

6 Heat Transfer With Film Cooling 

The heat transfer measurement with film cooling were per
formed for constant values of the downstream Reynolds 
(2.32 x 106; based on chord length and downstream isentropic 
conditions) and isentropic Mach (0.92) numbers. The overall 

1.0 1.5 2.0 

Fig. 9 Local blowing rate evolution 
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Fig. 10 Heat transfer distribution with film cooling: effect of overall 
mass weight ratio 

mass weight ratio (Lmci/ma) was varied between 0.5 and 3.3 
percent and coolant to free-stream temperature ratios 
{.Toc/T0 ) ranging between 0.51 and 0.70 were considered. 

6.1 Effect of Overall Mass Weight Ratio. The results 
presented in this section were obtained for a coolant to free-
stream temperature ratio equal to 0.70. The effect of overall 
mass weight ratio variations is demonstrated in Fig. 10. 
Downstream of row LS, the heat transfer coefficient distribu
tion was observed to be quite smooth for low values of 
Hmcj/m^ (0.50, . . . , 0.93 percent). As expected, increasing 
values of the mass weight ratio resulted in lower wall convec-
tive heat fluxes. For higher values (2.07, . . . , 3.09 percent) 
however, a continuously increasing heat transfer coefficient 
was measured around s/c = 0.08. This behavior was explained 
by the higher blowing rate values (up to 2.05) observed along 
this highly curved surface; the effect of the coolant film was 
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more to augment the local free-stream turbulence, and hence 
heat transfer in this not yet fully turbulent region, than to pro
tect the surface efficiently. 

Downstream of row LP, similar behavior was observed for 
the different values of the overall mass weight ratio. An addi
tional effect might be due to the existence of the pressure side 
curvature inversion; the latter induced the reattachment 
{s/c = - 0.16) of the coolant layers, separated from the wall at 
the high blowing rate values. 

Downstream of row S, different phenomena were iden
tified. For low values of Y,mci/mx (0.5, . . . , 0.93 percent), 
significant difference was observed in heat flux levels, 
although the row S blowing rate variation was rather limited 
(0.59, . . . , 0.62). This behavior was explained by a 
cumulative effect, due to the additional contribution of the 
leading edge films (rows LM+LS), more effective for the 
highest value of the overall mass weight ratio (0.93 percent). 
For even higher values (2.07, . . . , 3.09 percent), a more and 
more significant heat transfer coefficient increase was 
measured downstream of row S. This phenomenon, due to the 
strong jet/mainstream interaction, was spread over a length 
equal to almost 30 film-cooling hole diameters. No significant 
differences were observed farther downstream. 

Downstream of row P, two regions had to be considered. 
Just downstream of the cooling holes, the heat transfer coeffi
cient first decreased with increasing overall mass weight ratio 
(0.5, . . . , 0.93 percent). For higher values (2.07, . . . , 3.09 
percent) the classical heat transfer augmentation took place. 
Farther downstream, on the contrary, the lowest heat transfer 
coefficient values were observed for the highest values of 
Hmd/mm. This was most probably due to the concave nature 
of the wall; the free-stream pressed the separated jets back to 
the wall. 

6.2 Effect of Coolant to Free-Stream Temperature 
Ratio. Values of the coolant to free-stream temperature 
ratio as low as 0.5 are most usually observed in advanced aero
engines. In order to identify the effect of this important 
parameter, measurements were taken for three different 
values (0.7, 0.56, and 0.51), while Lmci/m„ was maintained at 
a constant value of about 3.1 percent. The results presented in 
Fig. 11 were obtained. 

As obviously expected, significant heat transfer coefficient 
reductions were obtained when lowering the coolant 
temperature. The only exception was observed along the suc
tion side front part, just downstream of row LS. This 
phenomenon was explained by the very high local blowing rate 
value, causing a separation of the coolant film. Just 
downstream of rows P, LP, and S, although local blowing 
rates were maintained at constant values, the importance of 
the wall heat flux augmentation identified in the preceding 
paragraph decreased with Toc. As a matter of fact, a decrease 
of the temperature ratio (Toc/T0 ) results in an increase of the 
density ratio (pc/pm) and hence, Tor a constant blowing rate, a 
decrease of the velocity ratio {uc/u^) and moreover of the 
momentum ratio (p^/p^u1^). The penetration of a "colder" 
film in the boundary layer was thus less severe; in other words, 
the turbulence augmentation just downstream of these film 
cooling rows was less important. 

6.3 Effect of Free-Stream Turbulence Intensity. The ef
fect of free-stream turbulence was also investigated in the 
presence of film cooling (Fig. 12). The turbulence level was 
varied from 0.8 to 5.2 percent while maintaining almost con
stant values of Lmci/ma> (~2.5 percent) and Toc/TOa>{~0.5). 
The values of h and h0 plotted in Fig. 12 were obtained for 
equal values of the turbulence intensity. No significant 
changes in the wall heat flux were observed when varying Tu. 
As a matter of fact, this behavior was expected because of the 
dominant effect of the coolant flow (almost a new boundary 
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Fig. 11 Heat transfer distribution with film cooling: effect of 
temperature ratio 
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layer) just downstream of the emission rows and of the tur
bulent nature of the boundary layers developing along the suc
tion and pressure surfaces. 

7 Conclusions 

Detailed convective heat transfer measurements were ob
tained for a high-pressure, film-cooled rotor blade mounted in 
a stationary cascade arrangement and submitted to correctly 
simulated aero-engine conditions (Mach and Reynolds 
numbers as well as temperature ratios). The effects of overall 
mass weight ratio, coolant to free-stream temperature ratio, 
and free-stream turbulence intensity were successively 
investigated. 
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The main conclusions of this investigation are: 
» In the absence of coolant emission, the suction side 

boundary layer was dominated by the existence of the 
leading edge film cooling holes, while the pressure side 
boundary layer behavior was dominated by the free-
stream pressure gradient. Moreover, the influence of free-
stream turbulence on the heat transfer coefficient 
distribution was extremely limited; 

• film cooling around the leading edge proved to be quite 
effective for low overall mass weight ratio values. The 
same conclustion was drawn downstream of rows S and 
P. For higher values of Ewd/w00, increases in local heat 
transfer were measured just downstream of the various 
film cooling rows; 

• the convective heat transfer coefficient distribution 
proved to be strongly dependent on the coolant to free-
stream temperature ratio; no significant effect of free-
stream turbulence was identified. 
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Prediction of Heat Transfer 
Characteristics for Discrete Hole 
Film Cooling for Turbine Blade 
Applications 
A two-dimensional injection model is used with a two-dimensional low Reynolds 
number k-e model boundary layer code. The three-dimensional effects of the discrete 
hole injection process are introduced in the two-dimensional prediction scheme 
through an "entrainment fraction" (T). An established correlation between T and 
the injection parameters obtained in a previous paper is used to predict the film 
cooling effectiveness (?j) and heat transfer coefficients for multirow injection, 
injection into a laminar boundary layer, and finally injection on convex curved 
surfaces. Predictions of ?j are in good agreement with experimental data for most 
of the cases tested. Predictions of Stanton numbers defined by St(0) and St(l) are 
good for low injection ratios (M) but as M increases the values are underpredicted. 
In spite of some shortcomings, in the authors' opinion the present two-dimensional 
prediction scheme is one of the most comprehensive developed so far. It is seen that 
the entrainment fraction T is quite universal in its application to two-dimensional 
predictions of the discrete hole film cooling process. 

Introduction 
Discrete hole film cooling is used extensively on turbine 

blades to protect the blade surface from high combustor gas 
temperatures. Jets of cooler compressor air are injected into 
the external boundary layer to form a blanket between the hot 
mainstream gases and the blade surface. The injected fluid 
mixes with the boundary layer fluid and lowers the temperature 
near the blade surface. A typical three-dimensional injection 
geometry is shown in Fig. 1. 

To measure the overall effectiveness of the film cooling 
process, two approaches are used, both of which are based on 
the linearity of the energy equation. In one (Goldstein, 1971), 
the wall heat flux is defined and the film cooling process is 
characterized by 

17 = 

h,= : 

T-—T 
1 j 1 e 

T —T 

0) 

(2) 

where 17 is the spanwise-averaged effectiveness and hj is the 
heat transfer coefficient. By definition hf and rj are functions 
of the flow field and independent of 7}. In the other method 
(Choe et al., 1976), Tw is defined along with a nondimensional 
jet temperature 6 = (Tj- Te)/(T„-Te). Using the linearity of 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, To
ronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters January 23, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-139. 

the energy equation the Stanton number (St) for an arbitrary 
0 can be written as 

St(0) = St(0 = O) + 0 [St(0=l) 

-St(0 = O)} 

and the effectiveness can be obtained as follows: 

v=-
St(0)-St(l) 

St(0) 

(3) 

(4) 

The process of film cooling, besides being affected by the 
injection geometry (a0, /3, p, s, d) and the injection ratio (M), 
is also affected by (a) the state of the approach boundary layer, 
i.e., whether the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent; (b) 
the hydrodynamic state of the injected fluid; (c) free-stream 
pressure gradients and turbulent intensity; (d) surface curva
ture; and (e) rotational effects. Typically, in flow over a turbine 
blade all these effects are present and the three-dimensional 
flow field is quite complex. 

The effects of injection geometry and injection ratio have 
been experimentally investigated by a number of workers. 
Ramsey and Goldstein (1971), and Eriksen and Goldstein (1971, 
1974), investigated the effect of M and a0 on jet trajectory 
and spread. Kruse and Metzinger (1984) did a systematic study 
on the effect of M, a0, and p/d on the spanwise-averaged 
effectiveness (TJ). In general an increase in Mand aQ increased 
the jet penetration into the boundary layer and lowered rj. 
Goldstein et al. (1974) studied the effect of hole geometry, 
density ratio (p/pe), and boundary layer thickness on r;. Again, 
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Fig. 1 Three-dimensional discrete hole injection geometry 

all three factors directly influenced the jet penetration and r]. 
Goldstein and Yoshida (1981) investigated the effect of laminar 
and turbulent injection into a laminar and turbulent approach 
boundary layer on rj and hf. They found that laminar jets 

detached from the surface earlier than turbulent jets and a 
maximum in 77 occurred at a lower M. 

Jubran and Brown (1985) measured r] for two rows of in
jection with and without free-stream turbulence. The increased 
turbulence did not have any effect on 17 near the injection 
location but considerably decreased r] downstream of injec
tion. Kadotani (1975) and Jabbari (1973) investigated the effect 
of free-stream pressure gradient (K = (v/U2

e) dUe/ 
dx = 0, 0.4X1CT6, l .OxlO"6) on r] and hf for one and two 
rows of injection, respectively. The pressure gradient affected 
the lateral distribution of effectiveness but it did not affect the 
spanwise-averaged effectiveness (rj) to a large extent. 

Ito (1976) investigated the effect of convex and concave 
surface curvature on 77. Furuhama et al. (1983) did an exper
imental study of injection into a turbulent boundary layer on 
a convex curved surface for 2, 4, 6, and 13 rows of injection. 
They measured the Stanton numbers St(0) and St(l). Liess 
(1974) investigated the effect of Mach number, displacement 
thickness (d*), and pressure gradient on r). The Mach number 
(M = 0.3-0.9) did not affect 77, although a favorable pressure 
gradient considerably reduced 77. For d%/d>0.2 there was a 
considerable decrease in r]. 

In the computational field most of the three-dimensional 
prediction schemes have used the k-e model of turbulence. 
Bergeles et al. (1978) used a partially parabolic three-dimen
sional Navier-Stokes solver to predict the velocity and tem
perature field for a single jet in crossflow. They obtained good 
predictions for relative low M and ce0. Demuren et al. (1985) 
employed a three-dimensional locally elliptic solver for a wide 
range of injection geometries. The predictions of r) were not 
very good in the near field (x/d<5~10) and for large p/d 
ratios (p/d =0.5). Although three-dimensional prediction 
schemes have been relatively successful in capturing the overall 
features of the flow field, the mapping of the computational 
domain requires 20,000 to 40,000 grid nodes and takes 30 to 
90 min of computer time (Demuren et al., 1985). If we consider 
the number of independent parameters in film cooling studies 
a considerable amount of time and effort have to be spent in 
doing an optimization study. 

On the other hand a two-dimensional boundary layer code 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

C„ 

d = 
K = 

hf = 

k = 

L = 

M = 
m = 
P = 

R = 

Q = 
s = 

St = 

aerodynamic drag coeffi
cient on jet 
diameter of injection hole 
heat transfer coefficient 
without injection = qw/ 
(Tw-Te) 
film cooling heat transfer 
coefficient -qw/ 
\ -* w * aw) 

total enthalpy 
turbulent kinetic 
energy = (u2+ v2 + w2)/2 
momentum ratio = PjUJ/ 
PeU

2
e 

injection ratio = pjU/peUe 

rate of mass flow 
pitch = distance between 
injection holes in z direc
tion 
radius of curvature of 
wall 
heat flux 
distance between injection 
rows in x direction 
Stanton number = h/ 
(peUeCp) 

T = temperature 
U, V, W = mean velocities in x, y, 

and z directions 
u, v, w = fluctuating velocities in x, 

y, and z directions 
uv = Reynolds shear stress 
Uj = mean velocity of discrete 

jet 
x, y, z = streamwise, cross-stream, 

and lateral coordinates; 
origin of x is at down
stream edge of injection 
row 

a = inclination of jet axis 
with horizontal 

an = angle made by injection 
hole axis with horizontal 

/? = angle made by horizontal 
projection of the injection 
hole axis with x direction 

d = boundary layer thickness 
(defined at t /=0.99 Ue) 

d* = boundary layer displace
ment thickness 

e = rate of dissipation of tur
bulent kinetic energy 

77 = spanwise-averaged film 
cooling effectiveness 
= (Taw-Te)/(Tj-Te) 

6 = nondimensional jet tem
perature = (Tj- Te)/ 
(Tw-Te) 

£ = jet coordinate orthogonal 
to jet trajectory 

p = 
T = 

Subscripts 
aw = 
c.l. = 

e = 

J = 
jet = 

0 = 
w. = 

density 
entrainment fraction 

adiabatic wall 
two-dimensional equiva
lent jet centerline 
pertaining to local free-
stream condition 
pertaining to injected jet 
pertaining to two-dimen
sional equivalent jet 
at injection location 
at wall 
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can give a relatively quick and accurate estimate of perform
ance parameters like 17 and heat transfer coefficients. A two-
dimensional prediction scheme is particularly advantageous 
when dealing with shaped holes and multirow injection where 
the implementation of a three-dimensional prediction scheme 
would be quite tedious. Until recently the only two-dimensional 
prediction scheme available was that developed by Crawford 
et al. (1976). This method has evolved over a period of time 
and it is based on the use of an "augmented mixing length" 
to simulate the injection process. Although this method has 
been fairly successful in predicting St numbers for full coverage 
film cooling and r/ (Miller and Crawford, 1984) for one and 
two-row injection, two constants have to be tuned for each 
prediction run. Recently Schonung and Rodi (1987) developed 
a prediction scheme using the low Reynolds number version 
of the k-e model of turbulence. The effects of injection are 
introduced through an "injection model," and additional 
"dispersion terms" in the governing equations account for the 
effects of three-dimensional entrainment. The method uses 15 
empirical constants derived from three-dimensional predic
tions (Demuren et al., 1985) and is quite successful in predicting 
ij for one row of injection. 

The present authors (Tafti and Yavuzkurt, 1988) developed 
an injection model and used it with a low Reynolds number 
k-e model boundary layer code. The effect of three-dimen
sional entrainment is introduced in the two-dimensional pre
diction scheme by using an "entrainment fraction" and an 
"entrainment enthalpy." The entrainment fraction is corre
lated to the injection parameters (M, p/d, s/d, etc.) by com
paring predictions of rj to experimental data for one row of 
injection into a turbulent boundary layer (Tafti and Yavuzkurt, 
1987). It was found that this relatively simple model (compared 
to other prediction schemes) worked very well for a wide range 
of injection geometries and injection ratios. 

The objective of the present paper is to extend the prediction 
scheme developed by Tafti and Yavuzkurt (1988) to (1) multi-
row injection geometries; (2) injection into a laminar boundary 
layer; (3) injection on convex curved surfaces; and (4) injection 
on a turbine blade. Predictions of rj, St(0), and St(l) are com
pared with experimental data. In the following section a brief 
outline of the prediction scheme developed by Tafti and 
Yavuzkurt (1988) is given. The results and discussion section 
discuss the results obtained for each case outlined in the ob
jectives. This is followed by concluding remarks about the 
overall effectiveness of the prediction scheme. In most of the 
test that follows mathematical symbols are used to conserve 
space. 

Theory 

Conversation Equations. The governing boundary layer 
equations are outlined by Wang et al. (1984) along with the 
initial and boundary conditions. The Reynolds stress terms in 
the x-momentum equation and the turbulent heat transfer term 
in the energy equation are modeled using the Jones and Laun
der (1973), low Reynolds number k-e model. In the absence 
of a given initial experimental velocity profile, a l/7th power 
law is used for a turbulent boundary layer and the Blasius 
profile for a laminar boundary layer. At the surface (v = 0) the 
boundary conditions are U=k = e = 0. For rj calculations the 
wall heat flux (qw) is set equal to zero. For calculating St(0) 
and St(l) the wall temperature {Tv) is specified. For most of 
the calculations made, 100-120 grid nodes are used across the 
calculation domain with a grid expansion ratio of 1.03 to 1.02. 
The injected jet mass is resolved within 2 percent of its total 
mass. For multirow injection the boundary layer thickness 
increases substantially at each injection location, and the num
ber of nodes in the region where the jet is injected decrease. 
To overcome this problem the boundary layer code is provided 
with the capability to increase the number of grid nodes in the 
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Fig. 2 Relative variation of jet centerline with injection ratio for injec
tion into a uniform external flow, a turbulent boundary layer and a laminar 
boundary layer (a0 = 45 deg, p/d= 3, C„ = 10) 

region the jet is injected, if the number of nodes in this region 
falls below 21. 

Injection Model. The injection model approximates the 
three-dimensional process in a two-dimensional framework 
(Tafti and Yavuzkurt, 1988). Each time an injection row is 
encountered the two-dimensional equivalent jet is placed at 
the downstream edge of the injection row. The jet velocity 
profile is of the form 

^Hl-(T^) I (5) /iiy 
where £4,. = 1.43 Uj and £* = 0Jird/(4p/d). The two-dimen
sional jet temperature profile is assumed to be uniform and 
equal to the jet temperature (Tiet= 7}). The equation describing 
the jet trajectory is of the form 

1/2 
;+cot za„) - c o t a „ ! (6) ^ - E ( ( * S W - ' 

where k„ is a function of the injection geometry and is given 
by 

K„ —" 
4C%Pj 

(7) 

In equation (6), x is measured from the center of the injection 
row. 

A value for the aerodynamic drag coefficient C„ = 10 is ob
tained by computer optimization of rj predictions for one row 
of injection. Meff is defined as an effective injection ratio and 
is given by 

Meff = M - ^ ^ (8) 

where (pU)ej is the mass-averaged velocity as seen by the jet. 
Meff accounts for the shape of the boundary layer velocity 
profile (momentum defect) near the wall where the jet is in
jected. The experimental evidence of Goldstein and Yoshida 
(1981) suggests that the greater the momentum defect near the 
wall compared to a uniform flow, the further the jet penetrates 
into the'boundary layer. Figure 2 based on equation (6) shows 
the relative penetration of the jet into a uniform flow, a tur
bulent and a laminar boundary layer. The jet penetrates much 
more into the laminar boundary layer due to the larger mo
mentum defect near the wall. Also the presence of the density 
ratio (pj/pe) in equations (7) and (8) accounts for its effect on 
jet penetration. After determining the velocity and temperature 
profile of the two-dimensional equivalent jet, the jet centerline 
is placed at a distance ycL, from the wall at the downstream 
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Fig. 3 Predictions of i; for two-row injection into a turbulent boundary 
layer for the experiments of Jubran and Brown (1985): pllp,= 1.10, a„= 30 
deg, p/d= 5.4, C„= 10; (a) s/d= 10.0 (b) s/d = 5.0 

edge of the injection row. The effect of injection on the bound
ary layer is introduced by conserving mass, momentum, and 
energy of the jet and the boundary layer in each streamtube, 
after each row of injection. In order to account for the effect 
of three-dimensional entrainment on the temperature profile, 
the energy conservation equation takes the form 

mnewt*newj '"old/'old; + w jet / jet ; + l "Z j e t ; (/ent •'jet/) (9) 

where T is defined as the "entrainment fraction" and I*M is 
the entrainment enthalpy." T is correlated to injection param
eters (Tafti and Yavuzkurt, 1987). The resultant functional 
dependence is obtained from data for one row of injection 
into a turbulent boundary layer. For low injection ratios the 
injected jet is attached to the surface and T is nearly a constant 
(entrainment is mostly due to turbulent diffusion in the lateral 
direction). For high injection ratios the jet detaches from the 
surface and a low-pressure zone is formed in the wake of the 
jet. This causes boundary layer fluid to rush into this region 
and some of it is entrained by the jet. The p/d ratio determines 
the degree of three dimensionality of the injection geometry. 
For p/d= 1.5 (small distance between jets) the jets merge into 
each other immediately after injection, and the three-dimen
sional entrainment is more dependent on the two dimensional
ity of the flow field than the injection ratio. 7*nt is calculated 
by averaging the enthalpy of the approach boundary layer from 
the wall to the outer edge of the jet (Tafti and Yavuzkurt, 
1988). This method of calculating the entrainment enthalpy 
takes into account the effects of injection from previous rows. 

Results and Discussion 

Two Rows of Injection Into a Turbulent Boundary 
Layer. The data sets of Jubran and Brown (1985), and Jab-
bari (1973) are chosen and compared with the predictions of 
•q. The fundamental difference between these two data sets is 
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Fig. 4 Predictions of ij for two-row injection into a turbulent boundary-
layer for the experiments of Jubran and Brown (1985); (a) streamwise 
injection, n>;/p„ = 1.10, oio = 30 deg, p/d=3.0, s/tf=10.0, C„=10; (b) com
pound angle injection, p/po = 1.10, p/d =3.0, s/d=10.0 

the proximity of the two rows (s/d ratio). Jubran and Brown 
use s/d>5; in Jabbari's experimental setup, s/d=2.6. The 
experimental conditions of Jubran and Brown (1985) are: 
d= 0.0194 m, ao = 30 deg, p/d =3.0 and 5.4, s/d=5 and 10, 
Ue=W.O m/s, d*A/=0.077, and p/p e= 1.10. Predictions of 
ij for different geometries are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for 
M=0.2, 0.5, and 1.0. For M= 0.2 and 0.5 the predictions are 
in very good agreement with the experimental values. For 
M= 1.0 the predicted values of ij are overpredicted, particu
larly for p/d =5.4 in Fig. 3. This could be because the values 
of T used for these predictions were derived from three-di
mensional predictions of Demuren et al. (1985). Due to in
accuracies present in the three-dimensional prediction scheme 
for high p/d ratios (Demuren et al., 1985) the values of T may 
not be very accurate representations of the actual entrainment 
process. 

Figure 4(b) shows the effect of compound angle injection 
where the second row is injected at an angle to the free-stream 
direction (/3 = 45 deg). When the jet is injected in such a manner, 
more of the jet areas is exposed to the oncoming stream, 
resulting in a higher aerodynamic force. This results in lower 
jet penetration and faster lateral dispersion when compared to 
streamwise injection, particularly at high injection ratios. The 
effect of compound injection on r\ is not so pronounced at 
low injection ratios but has a very positive effect on rj as 
injection ratio increases. Unfortunately, not many data sets 
are available in the literature for a systematic study of this 
process. In the prediction scheme C„ = 20 is used to simulate 
the lower jet penetration and fT = 0.40 gives good agreement 
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Fig. 5 Predictions of i; for two row injection into a turbulent boundary 
layer for the experiments of Jabbari (1973): py/pe = 0.84, a„=35 deg, pi 
d=3.0, s/d =2.6, C„ = 10 

with the experimental results. By comparing Figs. 4(a) and 
4(b), it is interesting to note that ?j for M= 1.0 nearly doubles 
with compound angle injection, while the increase in r\ for 
M=Q.2 and 0.5 is not so noticeable. This is due to the fact 
that at M= 1.0, the jet detaches from the surface for streamwise 
injection, whereas for compound injection it does not. 

Jabbari's experimental conditions are d=0.0109 m, a0 = 35 
deg, p/tf= 3.0,s/e?= 2.6, Ue= 16.5 m/s, d*/d= 0.231, and p/ 
pe = 0.84. The initial experimental velocity profile is given by 
the l/6th power law, and the temperature profile is uniform. 
For this injection geometry, because of the close proximity of 
the two rows, the value of T for p/d =3.0 will not represent 
the entrainment process accurately. In this case the three-di
mensional entrainment of each row will be mutually affected 
by the presence of the other row. If we consider the limiting 
case of s/d^0 then the two rows merge into one with an 
effective p/d-* 1.5. Based on this viewpoint we would expect 
the values of T to have values between those fox p/d = 1.5 and 
p/d-3.0. For low injection ratios the interference between the 
rows is not so strong due to the weak effects of injection, but 
as the injection ratio increases the effect on T is quite pro
nounced. The predictions of rj and the values of T used are 
shown in Fig. 5 for M=0.35, 0.628, and 0.970. For M=0.35 
the values of T are close to that for p/d =3.0, but as M in
creases, T takes on a constant value of 0.45. This behavior of 
T is very similar to that for p/d= 1.5. 

We can relate the results obtained for the two data sets to 
the superposition approach of Sellers (1963). The superposition 
is based on the premise that if the ?j distribution of each 
individual row acting alone is known, then the TJ distribution 
of all the rows acting together can be found by superposing 
the distribution of ?j of each individual row. The superposition 
is done by replacing Te for the second row by Taw of the first 
row and so on. In the present prediction scheme the method 
of calculating 7*nt is very similar in principle. Another implicit 
assumption in the superposition approach is that there is no 
mutual interference between injection rows. This condition is 
violated in the experiments of Jabbari (s/d =2.6) and the simple 
additive nature of the entrainment fraction T is no longer valid. 
The limiting value of s/d above which the additive nature of 
film cooling is valid depends on the injection ratio. 

Injection Into a Laminar Boundary Layer. Injection into 
a laminar boundary layer differs from injection into a turbulent 
boundary layer in two respects: one, the turbulence charac
teristic of the boundary layer is different, which could affect 
the entrainment; and the other is the larger velocity defect near 
the wall, which results in greater jet penetration. The experi
ments of Goldstein and Yoshida (1981) are used for comparison 
with the predictions. The experimental conditions are: 

i i i i | m i i r n i i i I i i i i I r 
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Fig. 6 Predictions of IJ for one row injection into a laminar boundary 
layer for the experiments of Goldstein and Yoshida (1981): p;/p, = 0.85, 
a0 = 35 deg, p/d =3.0 

rf = 0.0118 m, a0 = 35 deg, p/d=3.0, Ue = 4.5 m/s, 
d*/d=0.160, Pj/Pe = 0.85, and the turbulent intensity Tue= 1.0 
percent. At the injection row Rea* = 500 and Re3= 1360. The 
initial conditions of velocity are approximated by the Blasius 
profile. The predictions of 17 are shown in Fig. 6 for M=0.50, 
0.99, and 2.0. For M=0.50 there are some discrepancies in 
the slope in the near field. The experiments indicate a steeper 
slope than the predictions. This can be explained in the fol
lowing way: The "point of instability" as defined by Schlicht-
ing (1979) for transition to a turbulent boundary layer is 
Re! = 520. On the basis of this value we would expect the 
boundary layer to become turbulent immediately after the 
strong disturbance caused by the injection. However, in the 
prediction scheme transition to turbulence does not take place 
until after M> 1.0. This is due to the inability of the prediction 
scheme to simulate the full extent of turbulence augmentation 
caused by the three-dimensional interaction of the jet and the 
boundary layer. In spite of this deficiency, the predicted values 
of -q are in good agreement with experimental values. These 
results strengthen the assumption made by Tafti and Yavuzkurt 
(1987) that T is a very weak function of the external flow 
conditions, namely the turbulent structure of the boundary 
layer. For M=2.0, C„ = 3 is used. It is found that a value of 
C„ = 3 is more appropriate in defining the jet trajectory for 
high injection ratios (M~2). 

Multirow Injection Into a Turbulent Boundary Layer on a 
Convex Surface. Convex streamwise curvature in boundary 
layers tends to reduce the turbulent length scales in the outer 
half of the boundary layer due to negative production of the 
primary shear stress uv (Gillis et al., 1980). The modified forms 
of the boundary layer equations for curved boundary layers 
used in the present work are those developed by Jen and Wang 
(1986). Jen and Wang have extensively tested the prediction 
capability of a non-film-cooled version of the present code 
with the hydrodynamic and heat transfer data of Gillis et al. 
(1980) and Simon et al. (1980). In the present case the exper
imental data of Furuhama et al. (1983) are used to compare 
predictions of St(0), St(l), and 17. The experimental conditions 
are: c?=0.01m, ao = 30deg,,p/tf=5.0, s/d= 5.0, Ue= 14.5 m/ 
s, do/d=*4.0, and p /p e « 1.0. The curved region (R = 0A5 m) 
extends 7.6 cm upstream from the center of the first row of 
injection to 62.4 cm downstream. The d/R ratio at the begin
ning of the curved section is = 0.1. The initial conditions are 
obtained from experimental data at the beginning of the curved 
section. 77 predictions are made using the adiabatic wall method 
outlined in the introduction. The predictions of St(0), St(l), 
and 7j are made for two, four, and six rows of injection with 
M=0.20, 0.40, and 0.60. Calculated rj for two, four, and six 
rows are shown in Fig. 7 for M=0.4 and 0.6. The predictions 
are in good agreement with the experimental data. Calculated 
values of St(0) and St(l) are shown in Fig. 8 for M=0.20 and 
M= 0.60 for six rows of injection. The two cases represent the 
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Fig. 7 Predictions of n with injection into a turbulent boundary layer 
on a convex surface for the experiments of Furuhma et al. (1983): p/i 
P^I.O, ao = 30 deg, p/d = 5.0, s/d = 5.0, C„ = 10; (a) two rows, (b) four 
rows, (c) six rows 

typical trends in the prediction of St(0) and St(l) very well. In 
Fig. 8(a), for M=0.20 the predicted results are good. For this 
case the jet is attached to the surface. In Fig. 8(b) for M= 0.60, 
predictions of St(0) are good; however, predictions of St(l) 
are much lower than the experimental values. In this case the 
jet is detached from the surface and there is three-dimensional 
entrainment of boundary layer fluid between the jet and the 
wall. Unlike hp which is only a function of the flow field, both 
St(0) and St(l) are functions of the jet temperature and the 
effects of three-dimensional entrainment on the temperature 
profile after injection. Although r) is also dependent on the 
effect of three-dimensional entrainment on the temperature' 
profile, the value of 77 is determined by the wall temperature 
(Taw). Taw is less sensitive to the temperature profile than dT/ 
dy\y=0, which determines the St numbers. The entrainment 
fraction T accounts for three-dimensional entrainment in an 
averaged way but cannot accurately represent the temperature 
gradients at the wall. For M= 0.2 the predictions of both St(0) 
and St(l) are relatively good even for six rows of injection. 
Low predictions of St(l) for M=0.6 (Fig. 8(b)) suggest that 
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Fig. 8 Predictions of St(0) and St(1) for six rows of injection into a 
turbulent boundary layer on a convex surface for the experiments of 
Furuhama et al. (1983): pjlpB = 1.0, «„ = 30 deg, p/d = 5.0, s/d= 5.0, C„= 10; 
(a) M = 0.20, T = 0.45; (6) M = 0.60, T = 0.55 

fluid at or near Te is entrained between the jet and the wall as 
the jet lifts off the surface. 

Injection Into a Boundary Layer on the Suction Side of a 
Turbine Blade. Ito (1976) measured 17 for one row of injec
tion on the suction side (convex surface) and the pressure side 
of a turbine blade in a cascade. He determined analytically 
that for a convex surface if L cos2a0 < 1 (L is the momentum 
ration = pjU)/peU\) then ?j is higher than for injection on a 
flat plate, and the opposite is true if L cos2a0> 1. The exper
imental conditions are: d-0.00238 m, a0 = 35 deg,pA/=3.0, 
[/e = 25.7 m/s, d*A/=0.09, and p/pe = 0.95. In the prediction 
scheme the initial conditions are specified at 15 percent of the 
suction arc. Although Ue accelerates from the stagnation point, 
a laminar Blasius profile is used with 9 = 0.00053 m for the 
initial conditions in order to obtain 9*/c?~0.09 at injection. 
For this case the ratio 90/d« 0.2, so the shape of the boundary 
layer velocity profile near the wall does not have much effect 
on the jet centerline. Predictions of r\ are shown in Fig. 9. In 
Fig. 9(a), for M= 0.198 the predicted rj is in good agreement 
with the experiments, though there is a slight discrepancy in 
the slope in the near field. For M= 0.50 the error in the slope 
increases. This can again be attributed to the inability of the 
prediction scheme to generate enough turbulence to facilitate 
a faster decay of 17 in the streamwise direction. In spite of this 
the entrainment fraction still does a reasonable job in pre
dicting 17. However, for M= 0.74 in Fig. 9(a) and for M= 0.984 
in Fig. 9(b) the slope of the r/ curves are well represented, but 
the values of rj are underpredicted. As the injection ratio in
creases further to M=1.49 and M=1.99 the predictions of 
rj start getting better again. These results can be explained by 
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Fig. 9 Predictions of ij for injection on the convex surface of a turbine 
blade for the experiments of Ito (1976): pjlpe = 0.95, <*„ = 35 deg, p/d= 3.0, 
C„=10 

considering the effects of curvature on the jet trajectory, and 
the inability of equation (6) to simulate these effects. 

On a convex wall the radial static pressure force tends to 
push the jet toward the wall, while due to the curvature, the 
wall moves away from the jet. Both of these effects have an 
opposite influence on the effectiveness. For M= 0.198 and 0.50 
the jet has still not completely detached from the surface, and 
the effect of curvature, which tends to push the jet toward the 
surface, does not have a large effect on T and r\. For M= 0.74 
and M= 0.984, L cos2ao<1.0 and based on equation (6) the 
jets are detached from the surface. The effect of curvature 
tends to push the jet toward the wall. This decreases jet pen
etration and decreases the effective value of T. For M= 1.5 
and 1.99, L cos2ao>1.0. In this case the jet is injected far 
from the wall and the effects of curvature tend to push it 
farther away. Because the jets are already far from the wall, 
curvature does not have a dramatic effect on T as in the pre
vious case. 

A very fundamental difference between this flow and all the 
other experimental data is the d0/d ratio. In all the prediction 
runs made so far d0 /d>l and the jet is injected within the 
domain of the boundary layer. In this case, which is typical 
of almost all turbine blade applications, the jet falls outside 
the boundary layer. The two resulting flow fields are quite 
different and it is encouraging to note that the established 
values of T do a relatively good job in predicting rj. 

Conclusions 
The two-dimensional scheme developed by Tafti and 

Yavuzkurt (1988) is applied to different flow conditions ap
plicable to film cooling over turbine blades. The previously 

developed correlation between the entrainment fraction T and 
the injection parameters is applied to multirow injection, in
jection into laminar boundary layers, injection on curved sur
faces, and injection on a turbine blade. The predictions of 
spanwise-averaged effectiveness compare well with experi
mental data for most of the cases tested. Predictions of Stanton 
numbers St(0) and St(l) are not as well predicted due to the 
inability of the entrainment fraction T to reproduce the shape 
of the temperature profile accurately near the wall after in
jection. 

The present prediction'scheme is simple and comprehensive 
and can accurately predict the spanwise averaged effectiveness 
for a wide range of injection geometries and external flow 
fields. The accuracy obtained is better than or the same when 
compared to other two-dimensional prediction schemes. The 
present scheme is based on strong physical reasoning and can 
easily be extended to other injection geometries not covered 
in this paper. The entrainment fraction is quite universal in its 
application and plays a very important role in determining the 
heat transfer characteristics of an injected boundary layer. 
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Behavior of a Coolant Film With 
Two Rows of Holes Along the 
Pressure Side of a High-Pressure 
Nozzle Guide Vane 
The purpose of this paper is to quantify the influence on external convective heat 
transfer of a coolant film whose position varies along the pressure side of a high-
pressure turbine nozzle guide vane. The measurements were performed in the short-
duration Isentropic Light Piston Compression Tube facility of the von Karman 
Institute. The effects of external and internal flow are considered in terms ofMach 
number, Reynolds number, free-stream turbulence intensity, blowing rate, and cool
ant to free-stream temperature ratio. The way to evaluate these results in terms of 
film cooling efficiency and heat transfer coefficient is finally discussed. 

Introduction 
A continuous improvement in the performance of modern 

aero-engines requires more and more detailed optimization of 
each of their components. Especially in the field of high-pres
sure turbine cooling, methods allowing a very accurate pre
diction of the airfoil temperature are essential to guarantee the 
lifetime of that component. A large number of research proj
ects have therefore been addressed over the two last decades 
to various film cooling techniques. The numerous parameters 
to be investigated in this field concern both the main (or free-
stream) and the secondary (or coolant) flow; they can be listed 
in a nonexhaustive way as follows: 
• airfoil geometry: curvature distribution, coolant emission 

location; 
• coolant emission geometry: hole shape, diameter, and spac

ing, inclination and/or sweep angle of the hole, number of 
rows of holes; 

8 blade loading: transition location, boundary layer status, 
shock/boundary layer interaction; 

8 free-stream Reynolds number; 
8 free-stream turbulence intensity; 
8 blowing ratio or coolant to free-stream mass weight ratio; 
8 coolant to free-stream temperature ratio; 
8 etc. 

In the area of film cooling, a large number of basic exper
imental investigations have been presented, typically on flat 
plates, with the objective of identifying and understanding the 
thermal and aerodynamic behavior of the coolant film; typical 
examples of this type of research can be found from Goldstein 
(1971), Forth and Jones (1986), and Pietrzyk et al. (1989). The 
effect of streamwise, and especially concave, curvature on film 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, To
ronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters January 27, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-186. 

cooling however has received much less attention from the 
engineering community. Basic experiments on concave film 
cooled walls were recently reported by Ko et al. (1986) and by 
Schwarz and Goldstein (1989). Both experiments were per
formed at low speed and all results were only presented in 
terms of adiabatic wall temperature and adiabatic effective
ness. As a matter of fact, in the severe engine environment of 
a film-cooled turbine blade, the large temperature differences 
existing between the mainstream and the blade surface induce 
a wall temperature pattern quite different from an adiabatic 
distribution. Considering, moreover, the important spatial 
temperature variations due to internal cooling passages and 
the strongly varying heat flux distributions downstream of a 
film cooling hole or slot, the most representative heat transfer 
parameter seems to be the convective heat transfer coefficient 
h. Either an experimental or a numerical determination of h 
is essential to perform any detailed heat conduction or thermal 
stress analysis. 

Most of the available measurements on film-cooled turbine 
cascade models were presented by Landon et al. (1972), Nicolas 
and LeMeur (1974), Ito et al. (1978), Daniels (1979), Dring et 
al. (1980), Horton et al. (1985), Camci and Arts (1985), and 
Camci et al. (1985). A large number of these heat transfer 
data, presented either in terms of adiabatic effectiveness or in 
terms of heat transfer coefficient, are however difficult to use 
as such for modern cooled gas turbine design, because of the 
limited range of Reynolds and Mach numbers, as well as gas 
to wall and gas to coolant temperature ratios considered in 
some of these investigations. 

Over the last five years, SNECMA and the von Karman 
Institute have been conducting a systematic research program 
on leading edge, suction side, and pressure side film-cooled 
turbine vanes and blades. The global objective of this inves
tigation is twofold: on one hand to develop andverify accurate 
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and reliable boundary layer calculation methods with the pres
ence of film cooling at different locations around the vane or
the blade, and on the other hand possibly to identify relatively
simple correlations, accounting for the different main and
coolant flow parameters, to be used during the different design
steps of cooled turbines. The selection of the different airfoil
geometries and cooling configurations did not especially de
pend upon the fact that these profiles eventually were or were
not used in an existing engine, rather, the tested models were
considered as general demonstrator test cases, representative
of modern aerodynamic designs.

The more specific objective of the present contribution is to
address one of the investigated topics, namely to quantify the
influence on convective heat transfer of a coolant film whose
position varies along the pressure surface of a high-pressure
turbine nozzle guide vane. The effects of both external and
internal flows are considered in terms of Mach and Reynolds
number, free-stream turbulence intensity, blowing ratio, and
coolant to free-stream temperature ratio.

Experimental Apparatus

Wind Tunnel. The facility used for this experimental in
vestigation is the VKI Isentropic Light Piston Compression
Tube facility. The operating principles of this type of wind
tunnel were developed about 15 years ago by Jones et aI. (1973).
This short-duration facility is based on an isentropic compres
sion of the test gas by means of a lightweight piston until the
desired free-stream total pressure and total temperature are
obtained. The flow is then initiated in the test section by a fast
opening valve and constant free-stream conditions are main
tained for about 0.5 s. Further details about this particular

wind tunnel were presented by Richards (1980), Consigny and
Richards (1982), and Camci (1985). Its definite advantage is
to provide at moderate cost an exact similitude in terms of
Mach and Reynolds numbers as well as gas to wall and gas to
coolant temperature ratio with respect to the values actually
observed in an engine.

Model Description. The measurements presented in this
paper were carried out along the film-cooled pressure side of
a nozzle guide vane mounted in a linear cascade configuration.
This cascade, which consisted of one ceramic and four alu
minum airfoils (four passages) is shown in Fig. 1. The pressure
surface curvature distribution of the blade is plotted in Fig.
2, as a function of a nondimensional wetted length (s/so). Four
different cooling locations were considered on four different
models. Each of these emission sites consisted of two staggered
rows of 30 cylindrical holes (d = 0.5 mm). As in many other
investigations, the row and hole spacing were both equal to 3
hole diameters and the upstream row was angled at 50 deg
with respect to the blade surface; the downstream row was
drilled parallel to the first one. The four different sites were
respectively located at 6.6 percent (11), 15 percent (12), 22
percent (13), and 28.6 percent (14) of the pressure side length.
These locations were selected to obtain a maximum of infor
mation on a well-known (and very popular in the literature)
coolant film. They do not duplicate the exact cooling config
urations observed on a real nozzle guide vane. The four dif
ferent models, made of Macor glass ceramic and instrumented
by means of 20 platinum thin-film gages, are shown in Fig. 3.
Results will be reported in this paper for configurations 12 and
13. The coolant flow was provided through a cavity (d=4.5
mm), drilled inside the blade along its height, by means of a
regenerative type cryogenic heat exchanger allowing the sim
ulation of different coolant to free-stream temperature ratios.

Nomenclature

Nuo Nusselt number without film
c chord cooling

CD discharge coefficient p pressure
d diameter q heat flux
h convective heat transfer coeffi- qo heat flux without film cooling

cient Re Reynolds number (based on
ho convective heat transfer coeffi- chord length)

cient without film cooling s coordinate along the pressure
k thermal conductivity side length
m blowing rate So pressure side length
m coolant mass flow rate T temperature
M Mach number Tu .free-stream turbulence inten-

Nu Nusselt number = hs/k sity

x = coordinate along the blade
chord

Subscripts

o stagnation condition
1 upstream condition
2 downstream condition
c coolant condition
is isentropic
w condition at the wall

00 free-stream condition
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Velocity Distribution
Blade isentropic Mach number distributions were obtained

for different loadings from local static pressure measurements,
referred to·the upstream total pressure. The measured values
along the pressure side are presented in Fig. 4 and compared
to the results obtained from an inviscid time marching program
(Arts, 1982). A velocity peak, followed by a small deceleration,
is clearly observed between 15 and 20 percent of the wetted
length. The flow then regularly reaccelerates up to the trailing
edge. The influence on the pressure surface velocity distri
bution of a downstream Mach number variation is, as expected,
very small.

Re2 M2 Tuoo ' percent

2.25 x 106 1.10 1,4,6
2.25 X 106 0.85, 1.25 4
1.50 x 106 1.10 4
3.00x 106 1.10 4

Measurement Technique. The local wall heat flux was de
duced from the corresponding time-dependent surface tem
perature evolution, provided by the thin-film gages. The wall
temperature/wall heat flux conversion was obtained from an
electrical analogy, simulating a one-dimensional semi-infinite
body configuration. A detailed description of this transient
measurement technique was presented by Schultz and Jones
(1973). The convective heat transfer coefficient h used in this
paper is defined· as the ratio of the measured wall heat flux
and the difference between the total free stream and the local
wall temperatures. It is worthwhile to mention that the heat
transfer measurements discussed in the present contribution
describe a spanwise-averaged behavior as the different thin
films were about 20 mm long.

The coolant mass flow was measured by means of a choked
orifice and miniature total pressure and total temperature
probes continuously provided the coolant characteristics at the
inlet and the exit of the plenum cavity. Valydine and National
Semi-Conductor transducers were used for pressure measure
ments whereas type K (chromel/alumel) thermocouples (c/> = 0.2
mm) were selected for temperature measurements. The free
stream turbulence was generated by a grid of spanwise oriented
cylindrical bars, displaced upstream of the model. The tur
bulence intensity was measured using a VKI manufactured
constant temperature hot-wire probe. The data acquisition was
made by a 48-channel, 12-bit resolution, on-line acquisition
system designed and built at the VKI and connected to a VAX
111780 computer. The sampling rate was set at 1 kHz for heat
transfer, pressure, and temperature measurements and at 25
kHz for turbulence intensity measurements.

The uncertainty on the different measured quantities has
been estimated as follows, based on a 20: 1 confidence interval:

h = 1000 W/m2K ± 50 W/m2K
p= 105 N/m2 ±750 N/m2

T= 100 K±1 K
mc=0.020 kg/s±0.0005 kg/s

Repeatability was found to be very good, as well for repeated
measurements on a given model as for similar measurements
repeated on different models.

Test Conditions. The test program was built up by varying
the free-stream conditions according to the following matrix:

Fig. 3 Tested vanes

For each of these test conditions, three values of the coolant
to free-stream temperature ratio were considered (0.8, 0.7,0.6)
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Heat Transfer Without Film Cooling 
In order to identify the effects of Mach and Reynolds num

bers as well as of free-stream turbulence intensity on the con-
vective heat transfer distribution along the pressure side, a first 
series of heat transfer measurements was performed on an 
uncooled, smooth profile without any film cooling holes pres
ent. 

As expected from the velocity distribution measurements, 
no significant effects were noticed on the heat transfer distri
bution from a variation of the downstream Mach number 
(M2 = 0.85-1.25). Varying the free-stream turbulence (1-6 per
cent), however, led to the Nusselt number distributions pre
sented in Fig. 5. The previously identified deceleration of the 
flow induces a small laminar separation downstream of the 
stagnation point, resulting in a very low heat transfer level 
followed by the expected high heating rate due to a reattaching 
turbulent boundary layer. The influence of free-stream tur
bulence on the magnitude of this heat transfer jump is illus
trated by the near disappearance of the recirculation bubble 
at the highest turbulence intensities. The effect of a Reynolds 
number (based on downstream conditions) variation is illus
trated in Fig. 6. For a low value of Re2 (1.5 x 106) the flow 
appears to remain transitional all along the pressure surface. 
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At higher values (2.25-3.0x10°), the heat fluxes increase as 
expected and the boundary layer is definitely in a turbulent 
state. It is also clear from the different tests that the importance 
of the separation bubble is not at all a function of the Reynolds 
number level, but only, for a given velocity distribution, of 
the free-stream turbulence intensity. 
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transfer reduction. The effect of coolant temperature in the 
near hole region is observed in the magnitude (both in nu
merical value and spatial extension) of the heat transfer aug
mentation. Just downstream of the cooling holes, and for a 
coolant to gas temperature ratio of 0.8, the heat transfer levels 
were more than doubled for the highest blowing rates; this is 
a result of an even more severe momentum flux effect (in
creasing with the coolant temperature and the square of the 
coolant velocity) of the coolant at a constant blowing rate 
value. Far downstream, the behavior is similar to that previ
ously described. 

The results obtained downstream of configuration 12 for the 
same free-stream conditions were similar in nature. It should 
however be mentioned that the heat transfer reductions were 
less important: 15-17 percent were the maximum reductions 
observed. This was most probably due to a much closer prox
imity of the small recirculation bubble. The influence of the 
latter will be confirmed in the next section. 

Some remarkable effects were observed for the low free-
stream Reynolds number (1.5 xlO6) tests. These results are 
presented in Fig. 8(6) for configuration 13. In the near hole 
region, the flow and heat transfer levels behave as previously 
explained for the nominal flow conditions. On the contrary, 
along the rear part of the blade, heat transfer augmentations 
up to 25-30 percent were measured, with a rather small effect 
of blowing rate as well as of coolant to gas temperature ratio. 
The explanation of this phenomenon is believed to be found 
in the state of the boundary layer. As seen in the preceding 
section, the latter is still in a transitional state at this Reynolds 
number and it is most probable that the perturbation created 
by the jets has a dominant destabilizing effect along that part 
of the blade, accelerating the passage of the boundary layer 
to a turbulent state. The same behavior was observed for cool
ing configuration 12. 

Heat Transfer With Film Cooling 
More than 200 heat transfer distributions were obtained for 

cooling configurations 12 and 13 by varying both free-stream 
and coolant conditions in the range previously mentioned. The 
information extracted from most of these will be combined 
and discussed synthetically in the next section. Some typical 
examples of isolated effects will be presented in the present 
section in terms of Nu/Nu0 distributions. 

As a representative example, the discharge coefficient evo
lution corresponding to configuration 13 is presented in Fig. 
7 as a function of coolant to free-stream pressure ratio. The 
tests were performed for different coolant to gas temperature 
ratios and different free-stream Reynolds numbers. 

Figure 8(a) presents the heat transfer distribution for the 
nominal test conditions (M2=1.10, Re2 = 2.25x 106, Tu = 4 
percent, and Tc/T0„<=*0.6) and demonstrates the effect of 
blowing rate, again for configuration 13. For a low value of 
the blowing rate (m = 0.271), the best protection is obtained 
just downstream of the cooling holes; the effect of the coolant 
then regularly decreases and disappears at about 0.5 s0. When 
the value of m is increased, higher heating rates are observed 
just downstream (about three diameters) of the holes. These 
heat transfer augmentations, previously observed by other au
thors, can go up to about 1.5 times that heat transfer coefficient 
value corresponding to the noncooled case for the highest value 
of the blowing rate (2.5-3.). Farther downstream, the heat 
transfer rate very rapidly decreases to about 65 percent of the 
value corresponding to the noncooled situation in a region 
located between 15 and 50 hole diameters. The heat transfer 
reduction along the rear part of the blade is proportional to 
the blowing rate value (at least within the considered range of 
m values). It is obvious from these results that a compromise 
must be found in terms of near hole and far downstream heat 

Comparison of Configurations 

Superposition Principle. The application of the superpo
sition principle (Metzger et al., 1968) provides a relationship 
linking the measured heat transfer coefficients to the film cool
ing effectiveness. The uncooled wall convective heat flux can 
be expressed as follows: 

<70(x) =/!„(*) (T0oa-Tw) (1) 
When the effect of a coolant film is considered, equation (1) 
becomes 

q(x)=h(x)(T0<x-T„) (2) 

If Ta„(x) is the wall adiabatic temperature with film cooling, 
an associated heat transfer coefficient can be introduced as 
follows: 

q(x)=hf(x)(Taw-Tw) (3) 

The film cooling effectiveness is defined as 
r,(x) = (T0a> - Taw (x)) / (T0at - T0c) (4) 

where T0c is the coolant temperature at the exit of the cooling 
holes. Combining relations (l)-(4) provides the following equa
tion: 

h(x)/hQ(x) = (hf(x)/h0(x)) (1 -n(x)0) (5) 

6 = (.T0„-TOc)/(TOx-Tw) (6) 

Relation (5) is verified for a constant state of the boundary 
layer. The two parameters r/ and hf can be considered to be 
independent of 6 because of the relatively small coolant to gas 
temperature ratio variation (0.6 < T0c/T0oa < 0.8). The linearity 
of relation (5) has been verified experimentally and is illustrated 
for both configurations 12 and 13 in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). 
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Film Cooling Effectiveness 

Influence of Blowing Rate. The influence of blowing 
rate (m = 0.4-2.6) on film cooling effectiveness is respectively 
presented in Figs. 10 and 11 for configurations 12 and 13. 
These results are given in three different locations, called A, 
B, and C on the present and following figures. Point A is 
located just downstream of the emission holes, point B is just 
a little farther (next measurement point), and point Cis situated 
downstream of the jet coalescence point and of the film reat
tachment point. 

Just downstream of the emission sites (point A), the film 
cooling effectiveness reaches a maximum for values of the 
blowing rate respectively equal to 1.8 (configuration 12) and 
1.5 (configuration 13). This evolution is explained by the fact 
that the relative position of point A changes with respect to 
the limits of the small recirculation and three-dimensional flow 
region when the blowing rate varies. This effect appears to be 
more important for configuration 13 where, above a certain 
blowing rate value, the film cooling effectiveness at point A 
becomes lower than the values calculated at points B and even 
C. Considering point B configuration 12, the film cooling ef
fectiveness increases for blowing rate values lower than 2 and 
remains nearly constant for higher values. The same phenom
enon is observed for configuration 13, but an almost constant 
film cooling effectiveness is now obtained for a slightly higher 
blowing rate value of about 2.6. Finally, at point C, the film 
cooling effectiveness increases more or less regularly with the 
blowing rate for both configurations. 

Influence of Free-Stream Turbulence. The influence of 
free-stream turbulence intensity (Tu„, = 1,4,6 percent) on film 
cooling effectiveness is respectively presented in Figs. 12 and 
13 for configurations 12 and 13. 
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Let us first consider configuration 12. At points A and B, 
the film cooling effectiveness does not seem to be affected by 
turbulence intensity, up to a value of 4 percent, whereas it 
decreases for a higher value (6 percent). At point C, the film 
cooling effectiveness decreases for increasing values of the free-
stream turbulence intensity. If configuration 13 is now con
sidered, it appears that the film cooling effectiveness reaches 
a maximum value for the intermediate turbulence intensity (4 
percent) at points A and B. At point C, it has a trend analogous 
to that observed for configuration 12. 

An explanation of this behavior is found in the presence of 
the small recirculation region, extending more or less between 
15 and 20 percent of the pressure side wetted length. As seen 
before, it is only free-stream turbulence that affects the im
portance of this bubble. The configuration 13, situated just 
downstream of the separated region, will therefore be more 
affected, depending on the size of the bubble. 

Influence of Reynolds Number. The influence of free-
stream Reynolds number (Re2= 1.50-3.0 x 106) on the film 
cooling effectiveness is respectively presented in Figs. 14 and 
15 for configurations 12 and 13. 

Looking at the results obtained at points A, B, and C for 
configuration 12, there seems to be a maximum in film cooling 
effectiveness for a value of Re2 slightly lower than 2.25 X 106; 
a decrease is then observed for higher free-stream Reynolds 
number values. This effect is rather important for point C: 
For the highest Reynolds number flow, no significant effec
tiveness is still present in this location. The effect of a maximum 
film cooling effectiveness is explained by the modification of 
the boundary layer status, going from highly transitional for 
the lowest value of Re2 to fully turbulent for the intermediate 
and highest values of the same parameter. As seen in Fig. 15, 
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the effect of free-stream Reynolds number is rather limited for 
configuration 13. 

Performance of Both Configurations. For all free-stream 
and coolant parametric variations, configuration 13 appears 
to be more effective than configuration 12. The values of the 
film cooling effectiveness are nearly doubled and the stream-
wise decays of both films are rather similar. Moreover, con
figuration 13 appears less sensitive to all free-stream conditions, 
and especially Reynolds number, modifications. 

Heat Transfer Coefficient 

Influence of Blowing Rate. The influence of blowing 
rate on the external convective heat transfer coefficient dis
tribution is presented in Figs. 16 (configuration 12) and 17 
(configuration 13). 
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For all measurement points considered along the pressure 
side and for both configurations, the value of the ratio h/hQ 
increases with the blowing rate. This behavior is, as expected, 
particularly important in the near vicinity of the cooling holes 
where, for a blowing rate value equal to 2.6, values of this 
ratio equal to 2 are observed for configuration 12 and values 
in excess of 3 for configuration 13. Farther downstream, this 
ratio tends to a value of 1, i.e., recovering the value of the 
heat transfer coefficient without film cooling. 

Influence of Free-Stream Turbulence. The influence of 
free-stream turbulence intensity on the external convective heat 
transfer coefficient distribution is presented in Figs. 18 (con
figuration 12) and 19 (configuration 13). , 
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The influence of this parameter is negligible for all meas
urement points considered on both configurations. The small 
variations observed in the figures remain well within the meas
urement uncertainty limits. 

Influence of Reynolds Number. The influence of the 
free-stream Reynolds number on the external convective heat 
transfer coefficient distribution is presented in Figs. 20 (con
figuration 12) and 21 (configuration 13). 

Looking at configuration 12, the ratio h/h0 looks rather 
insensitive below a Re2 value equal to about 2.0 XlO6. For 
higher values the ratio h/ha decreases. This behavior can be 
linked to the drop in film cooling efficiency observed for the 
same conditions. The variation is more sensitive for config
uration 13. At point A, the reduction in the ratio hf/h0 amounts 
to about 22 percent between the results obtained for the lowest 
and highest values of the Reynolds number. Smaller variations 
are observed when moving farther downstream of the cooling 
holes. 

Performance of Both Configurations. The effects on 
heat transfer coefficient are again more important for config
uration 13. For a given geometry, the most sensible parameter 
is the blowing rate. Free-stream turbulence intensity and Rey
nolds number variations induce only small variations in the 
ratio hf/h0. 

Conclusions 
Results have been obtained from a systematic experimental 

program on external convective heat transfer measurements 
with film cooling along the pressure side of a high-pressure 
turbine nozzle guide vane. The major effects of the different 

main and coolant flow parameters on film cooling effectiveness 
and heat transfer coefficient have been identified. 

The external convective heat transfer coefficient distribu
tions measured under the presence of film cooling provide an 
evaluation of the overall performance of the cooling config
uration: 
9 better thermal protection is obtained for both configurations 

when the blowing rate value is increased, except in the near 
hole region and especially for higher coolant to gas tem
perature ratios; 

9 for the lowest free-stream Reynolds number, a heat transfer 
augmentation is observed for both configurations along the 
rear part of the blade. It demonstrates the dominant de
stabilizing effect of the coolant film on a not yet fully es
tablished turbulent boundary layer. 
The data reduction in terms of film cooling effectiveness 

and isothermal heat transfer coefficient allows separate eval
uation of the aerodynamic and thermal behavior of the coolant 
film: 
9 considered in function of the blowing rate, the film cooling 

effectiveness exhibits a maximum; the coordinates of the 
latter depend on the location of the cooling holes; 

9 free-stream turbulence has a definite effect on film cooling 
effectiveness. A fundamental explanation of this phenom
enon requires however more detailed measurements of the 
boundary layer structure; 

9 the observations drawn from the convective heat transfer 
distributions enforce those drawn from the film cooling ef
fectiveness distributions. 
The consideration of the heat transfer coefficient distribu

tions has a major effect on the thermal design of turbine blades. 
The present investigation not only demonstrates the film cool
ing effectiveness variations due to geometric and aerothermal 
modifications, but also points out the boundary layer pertur
bation due to the film, seen from a convection point of view. 
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• D I S C U S S I O N -

P. M. Ligrani1 

The authors are to be congratulated for a useful and im
portant piece of work. The purpose of this comment is to point 
out some additional interesting features of the data presented 
and of other data obtained under similar conditions in com
pressible, variable property flow (Ligrani and Camci, 1985). 
Further discussion of the effects of variable properties is also 
presented. 

1 As the authors have indicated, the linear extrapolation 
procedure given by equation (5) is valid provided that hf and 
adiabatic effectiveness -n are independent of nondimensional 
temperature 6 for the range of 8 considered. This is true for 
the range of experimental data covered by the authors' study 
because, as they have pointed out, their coolant to gas tem
perature ratio variation is small (0.6 < Toc/T0a><0.8). How
ever, generally, this is not true if property variations are 
significant over the range of experimental conditions covered 
by the data. The properties whose variations are most impor
tant in boundary layer flows are density, molecular thermal 
conductivity, and molecular viscosity. In turbulent film cooling 
applications, one of the more important variable property pa
rameters is the ratio of coolant density to free-stream density 

pjp™-
Density ratio pc/p„ varies with 8 according to the equation 

e=[l/{pc/Pa,)-l]/[Tw/Tm-l] (a) 

Here, Tc/Tm = Toc/T0„ is assumed, where the subscript 0 de
notes stagnation conditions. (It is actually more appropriate 
to use recovery temperatures instead of stagnation tempera
tures.) Because the density ratio varies with 6, the effectiveness 
•n will also vary (Pedersen et al., 1977). The amount of h/h0 

data nonlinearity then depends on the extent of the variation 
of the density ratio over the range of 8 (as well as the de
pendence of i) on pc/px) from axis to axis for the particular 
experimental condition. 

Such nonlinearity of h/h0 plots is illustrated by the curve 
for Point B in Fig, 9(b) of the Arts and Bourguignon paper. 
If other data are extended beyond the range presented in this 

paper, h/h0 plots will also likely be nonlinear because of vari
ations of pc/p„ along the curve. This is further illustrated by 
data presented by Ligrani and Camci (1985) obtained using 
the same experimental facility as used by Arts and Bourguig
non. The nonlinearity of h/h0 versus 8 data is also' tied to the 
fact that, in variable property flow, the energy equation is 
nonlinear and coupled to the momentum equation. 

The main point here is then that the extrapolation procedure 
represented by equation (5) does not give the same r/ and hf/ 
h0 as given by plots of h/h0 versus 8 experimental data if these 
data are obtained at the"intercepts. 

2 This is further illustrated by the results presented in Fig. 
22. Here, an empirical fit to experimental data from Ligrani 
and Camci (1985) is shown to illustrate the nonlinearity of 
such data. This equation was developed for data obtained 
downstream of two rows of holes on a flat plate. This empirical 
equation is given by 

h/h0 (Trc/Tr„)"(Tra/Twy = h//h0(l-rl' 8) (b) 

here, h/h0 represents variable property h/h0, and n and p are 
empirical constants. The intercepts at the two axes are hf/h0 

and 1/V. These are different from the 1/r/ and hf/h0 values 
given by a linear interpolation to data for 8 from 0.75 to 1.2, 
which is about the same data range employed by Arts and 
Bourguignon. 

3 If the density ratio then varies significantly over the range 
of 8 of the experimental data, it is also important to specify 
which film cooling parameter—blowing ratio, velocity ratio, 
or momentum flux ratio—is constant along a collection of h/ 
h0 versus 8 data, as keeping one of these constant will result 
in variation of the others (Ligrani and Camci, 1985). In the 
Arts and Bourguignon paper, the blowing ratio is maintained 
constant along the h/h0 versus data. In Fig. 1, blowing ratio 
is maintained constant; however, in the Ligrani and Camci 
1985) paper, effectiveness is determined using all three injection 
parameters. 
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Fig. 22 h/h0 versus 0 plot illustrating axis intercepts from equation (5) 
and from equation (b) 
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Here, Tc/Tm = Toc/T0„ is assumed, where the subscript 0 de
notes stagnation conditions. (It is actually more appropriate 
to use recovery temperatures instead of stagnation tempera
tures.) Because the density ratio varies with 6, the effectiveness 
•n will also vary (Pedersen et al., 1977). The amount of h/h0 

data nonlinearity then depends on the extent of the variation 
of the density ratio over the range of 8 (as well as the de
pendence of i) on pc/px) from axis to axis for the particular 
experimental condition. 

Such nonlinearity of h/h0 plots is illustrated by the curve 
for Point B in Fig, 9(b) of the Arts and Bourguignon paper. 
If other data are extended beyond the range presented in this 

paper, h/h0 plots will also likely be nonlinear because of vari
ations of pc/p„ along the curve. This is further illustrated by 
data presented by Ligrani and Camci (1985) obtained using 
the same experimental facility as used by Arts and Bourguig
non. The nonlinearity of h/h0 versus 8 data is also' tied to the 
fact that, in variable property flow, the energy equation is 
nonlinear and coupled to the momentum equation. 

The main point here is then that the extrapolation procedure 
represented by equation (5) does not give the same r/ and hf/ 
h0 as given by plots of h/h0 versus 8 experimental data if these 
data are obtained at the"intercepts. 

2 This is further illustrated by the results presented in Fig. 
22. Here, an empirical fit to experimental data from Ligrani 
and Camci (1985) is shown to illustrate the nonlinearity of 
such data. This equation was developed for data obtained 
downstream of two rows of holes on a flat plate. This empirical 
equation is given by 

h/h0 (Trc/Tr„)"(Tra/Twy = h//h0(l-rl' 8) (b) 

here, h/h0 represents variable property h/h0, and n and p are 
empirical constants. The intercepts at the two axes are hf/h0 

and 1/V. These are different from the 1/r/ and hf/h0 values 
given by a linear interpolation to data for 8 from 0.75 to 1.2, 
which is about the same data range employed by Arts and 
Bourguignon. 

3 If the density ratio then varies significantly over the range 
of 8 of the experimental data, it is also important to specify 
which film cooling parameter—blowing ratio, velocity ratio, 
or momentum flux ratio—is constant along a collection of h/ 
h0 versus 8 data, as keeping one of these constant will result 
in variation of the others (Ligrani and Camci, 1985). In the 
Arts and Bourguignon paper, the blowing ratio is maintained 
constant along the h/h0 versus data. In Fig. 1, blowing ratio 
is maintained constant; however, in the Ligrani and Camci 
1985) paper, effectiveness is determined using all three injection 
parameters. 
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Fig. 22 h/h0 versus 0 plot illustrating axis intercepts from equation (5) 
and from equation (b) 
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4 Values of t] and h//h0 from equation (5) in the Arts and 
Bourguignon paper are then the ones that give h/h0 data for 
a particular downstream location and particular experimental 
conditions for 6 values ranging from about 0.7 to approxi
mately 1.2. From a gas turbine thermal design point of view, 
resulting t] and h/h0 are entirely valid provided the procedures 
used to obtain them are kept in mind, and provided corre
sponding 6 and pc/pa, are presented, as the authors have done. 

5 In order to obtain h/h0 versus 6 data, which approach 
linearity over the entire range of 6 from axis to axis, one of 
two situations is needed: (a) near-constant property flow 
wherein the variation of 6 does not result in significant variation 
of the density ratio (Metzger et al., 1968; Choe et al., 1975), 
or (b) a situation where 6 is varied without changing the coolant 
temperature so that pc/pa remains constant. This latter situ
ation is accomplished in experiments such as the one described 
by Loftus and Jones (1983), wherein 6 is varied by altering the 
wall temperature as the coolant temperature and free-stream 
temperature are maintained constant. 

6 Variable property, film-cooled turbulent boundary layers 
are complex thermal fluid systems. The importance of variable 
properties cannot be minimized, and it is hoped that this com
ment will provoke more attention and discussion to this im
portant area. 
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Authors' Closure 

The authors thank Dr. Ligrani for his interesting comments. 
It is definitely true that phenomena associated with large vari
ations of the" coolant and free-stream parameters deserve con
siderable attention, not only from a thermal point of view, 
but also from an aerodynamic point of view. These topics have 
been addressed by many researchers in recent years. As pointed 
out by Dr. Ligrani, the particular procedure used in the present 
paper to calculate effectiveness is valid because of the small 
range of coolant to gas temperature ratio considered in this 
investigation 

The authors would also like to make an additional comment. 
The two global objectives of this investigation were to provide 
accurate data to develop and verify detailed boundary layer 
calculation methods and to identify simple correlations to be 
used in the current design procedure of cooled turbines. The 
first objective was met by considering individual heat transfer 
coefficient data for different values of the cooling parameters. 
The second objective introducing the use of effectiveness, was 
dictated by the fact that the current design procedures still 
imply the definition of an intermediate temperature, in this 
case the blade skin temperature, in order to solve the complete 
problem (external convection, conduction, and internal con
vection) in successive steps by means of some kind of iterative 
procedure. A more direct, if not more elegant, way would be 
to solve this complex design problem in one step, considering 
the boundary conditions in terms of heat fluxes rather than in 
terms of temperature or adiabatic effectiveness. However, this 
approach does not seem to be applicable yet and more attention 
should be given to it in the future. 
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Effects of Wake Passing on 
Stagnation Region Heat Transfer 
An experimental study is described in which both time-averaged and time-resolved 
effects of wake passing were measured in a cylinder stagnation region. The ex
periments were carried out in an annular-flow wind tunnel, which was fitted with a 
spoked-wheel wake generator. The cylindrical spokes produce wakes that simulate 
those shed from a turbine inlet guide vane. Time-averaged heat transfer results in
dicate an asymmetric distribution of heat transfer coefficient about the stagnation 
line, with higher heat transfer coefficients on the windward side (with respect to the 
bar-passing direction), which corresponds to the suction side of a turbine blade. 
This asymmetry is also reflected in the time-resolved heat transfer results, which 
were obtained using a test cylinder instrumented with platinum thin-film gages. 
Unsteady heat flux records reveal very large positive excursions (as much as a factor 
of three) in instantaneous heat flux during wake passing on the windward side of the 
cylinder and much smaller effects on the leeward side. Hot-film records in the 
cylinder stagnation region were also obtained by operating the thin-film gages in the 
constant-temperature mode. Spectra of these hot-film records indicate that vortex 
shedding is a major contributor to the unsteady buffeting of the test-cylinder bound
ary layer at circumferential stations located at both + 60 deg and - 60 degfrom the 
stagnation line, but makes a very small contribution on the stagnation line itself. 

Introduction 

There has been a great deal of interest in recent years in the 
unsteady effects of wake passing in turbomachinery. The high 
levels of unsteadiness present in the wakes give rise to in
creased stagnation-region heat transfer and early boundary 
layer transition on downstream blades. The stagnation region 
is of particular interest for several reasons. First, turbine heat 
transfer rates are higher by far on the stagnation line than at 
any position along the blade surface other than the tip region. 
Consequently, accurate prediction of stagnation line heat 
transfer coefficients is highly desirable. Second, from an in
tellectual viewpoint, the nature of a stagnation-region bound
ary layer in the presence of high disturbance levels is not fully 
understood. It may be rfeferred to as a buffeted laminar bound
ary layer. The effect of high free-stream turbulent and the 
impact of turbulent length scales on the stagnation-region 
boundary layer have been important research topics in heat 
transfer for many years (e.g., see O'Brien and Van Fossen, 
1985). Wake passing is characterized both by very high levels 
of unsteadiness and by the presence of coherent vortical struc
tures. In addition, changes in flow incidence angle that occur 
during wake passing may give rise to instantaneous flow 
separation on an airfoil pressure surface. All of these effects 
have been identified in the present study. 

For the present study, simulated inlet guide vane (IGV) 
wakes were produced by means of a rotating spoked wheel 
wake generator. This type of wake generator, which was 
developed by Doorly and Oldfield (1985a), has been shown to 
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reproduce very closely the correct relative velocity vector 
diagram and mean wake velocity profiles associated with the 
IGV/rotor combination found in an actual turbine stage 
(Doorly, 1984). Detailed turbulence characteristics of the flow 
downstream of the wake-generating spokes have recently been 
documented by O'Brien and Capp (1988). 

Several researchers have studied various aspects of unsteady 
turbine airfoil heat transfer. Experiments on the effects of 
wake (Doorly et al., 1985) and shock-wave (Doorly and 
Oldfield, 1985b) passing on unsteady turbine blade heat 
transfer revealed the importance of these disturbances in forc
ing transient premature transition on the suction surface. 
Separate effects due to natural transition and wake passing 
have been resolved by LaGraff et al. (1989) in the same linear 
cascade facility. Unsteady and time-averaged heat transfer ef
fects have been documented by Dunn et al. (e.g., 1989) in a 
shock-tunnel facility that accommodates a full-scale rotating 
turbine stage. Full-scale rotating-stage experiments aimed at 
documenting both time-resolved and time-averaged heat 
transfer have also been performed by Guenette et al. (1989) in 
a short-duration blowdown facility. Heat transfer results of 
the Guenette et al. experiments compared favorably to results 
obtained by Ashworth et al. (1985) on the same blade profiles 
in a linear cascade behind a rotating spoked wheel wake 
generator. 

This paper presents a detailed account of the unsteady heat 
transfer processes that occur in a cylinder stagnation region as 
a result of wake passing. Heat transfer results will be 
presented in three forms: time-averaged (steady-state), time-
resolved (instantaneous), and phase-averaged. From the 
standpoint of modeling, the phase-averaged results may be 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of rotor-wake heat transfer facility test section 

more useful since these results reveal the mean behavior of the 
boundary layer during one complete wake-passing cycle for 
which phase-averaged flowfield (and turbulence) data are also 
available. 

Facility and Instrumentation 

Test Facility. The experiments were carried out in an 
annular-flow open-circuit wind tunnel, which has been 
described in detail previously (Simoneau et al., 1984). Air flow 
drawn from the test cell passes through a flow-conditioning 
section and an 8.3 to 1 contraction before entering the test sec
tion, which is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The test-section 
annulus (40.64 cm o.d., 27.05 cm i.d.) was fitted with a tur
bulence grid, which produced a background free-stream tur
bulence intensity of about 1.2 percent at the measurement 
station. 

A special feature of this tunnel was the incorporation of a 
wake-generating rotor for the production of simulated turbine 
inlet-guide-vane wakes. Previous work in this facility was 
aimed at determining the effects of these wakes on steady-state 
heat transfer in the stagnation region of a downstream circular 
cylinder (Morehouse and Simoneau, 1986). Preliminary 
unsteady heat transfer results and comparisons to steady-state 
results were also obtained (O'Brien et al., 1986). For the pres
ent study, there was a total of eight stationary cylinders (two 
of which were instrumented), located 45 deg apart, mounted 
downstream of the spoked-wheel rotor. Four of these stators 
can be seen in Fig. 1. 

The wake simulation was accomplished by means of the 

U 

V V V V V 

wake-generating bar 

leeward windward 

4> 

test cylinder 

splitter plate 

Fig. 2 Wake flow schematic 

rotating spoked wheel shown in Fig. 1. The rotor was fitted 
with 24 equally spaced cylindrical spokes (or bars) 0.3175 cm 
in diameter. The leading edges of the heat transfer test 
cylinders were located eight bar diameters downstream of the 
rotor. Bar-passing frequencies fb could be set from 200 to 
2800 Hz, and were nondimensionalized in terms of the bar-
passing Strouhal number Sb, defined as 

_ 2rfbdb 
Sb—o~ 

where db is the bar diameter and U is the overall-average 
velocity. 

A schematic of the unsteady flow situation in the rig test 
section is shown in Fig. 2. This schematic represents an instan-

Nomenclature 

cp = specific heat, J/kg K q" = 
db = wake-generating bar Re = 

diameter, m * = 
D = test cylinder diameter, m 
e = fluctuating hot-film voltage, S = 

V t = 
e(f) = power spectral density of T = 

hot-film voltage, V2 /Hz Tu = 
E = hot-film voltage, V Tu' = 

Ec = Eckert number u = 
f = frequency, Hz 

Fr = Frossling number U = 
h = heat transfer coefficient, v = 

W/m2K 
M = Mach number V = 
N = total number of samples a = 
Pr = Prandtl number B = 

heat flux, W/m2 

Reynolds number 
general quantity to be phase 
averaged 
Strouhal number 
time, s 
temperature, °C 
turbulence intensity 
flow unsteadiness parameter 
fluctuating axial velocity, 
m/s 
axial velocity, m/s 
fluctuating tangential 
velocity, m/s 
tangential velocity, m/s 
rotor phase angle, deg 
flow incidence angle, deg 

d = angle from stagnation on 
test cylinder, deg 

Subscripts 
b = bar or bar-passing 
r = recovery 

ref = reference 
s = static 

so = approach static 
t = total 

w = wall 

Superscripts 
= overall (time) averaged 

quantity 
= phase-averaged quantity 
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Fig. 3 Heat transfer test cylinders

Instrumentation and Models. Steady-state heat transfer
data were acquired using the 12.7-mm-dia test cylinder shown
in Fig. 3. It was fabricated by wrapping a rectangular section
of inconel foil (0.025-mm thickness) around two copper rings,
which served as electrical buses to which power lead wires were
attached. The inconel foil had nine thermocouples (0.075-mm
wire diameter) spot-welded to its inside surface at 20 deg cir
cumferential intervals along the midspan of the cylinder. The
entire core of the cylinder was filled with urethane foam in
order to minimize extraneous conduction losses. Direct elec
trical current was passed through the inconel foil, providing a
uniform heat flux thermal boundary condition. Inconel is a
particularly good choice for this application due to its relative
ly high electrical resistivity and low temperature coefficient of
resistance.

Unsteady heat flux information was obtained using the thin
film gage test cylinder, also shown in Fig. 3. It was fabricated
from 12.7-mm-dia machinable ceramic rod (MACOR). Seven
platinum thin-film gages (approximately 0.1 /Lm thick, 0.25
mm wide, and 2.8 mm long) were deposited on the surface of
the ceramic rod, also at 20 deg circumferential intervals. The
thin films were operated in the constant-current (- 8 rnA)
mode, serving as high-frequency-response surface temperature

Experimental Procedure

Steady-State Heat Transfer. Prior to any data acquisition,
steady-state rig operating conditions were established and a
predetermined electrical power input was supplied to the in
conel foil for several minutes to insure steady conditions. Due
to a small voltage-tap error resulting from the intimate contact
of the thermocouples with the foil, temperature data were ac
quired twice, with opposite power-supply polarities. Averag
ing of the two sets of temperature data was then performed. In
addition, in order to minimize the effects of any slight
misalignment or asymmetry of the cylinder, heat transfer data
were acquired with both forward and reverse rotation of the
wake-generating rotor. The results for corresponding cir
cumferential locations were averaged.

sensors. Due to their very thin application, the thermal mass
of each of the films is negligible. This type of thin-film heat
flux gage, originally developed by Vidal (1956), has been
employed extensively in short-duration facilities. Details of
thin-film gage measurement and analysis techniques are
available from Schultz and Jones (1973) and from Schultz et
al. (1978). Unsteady thin-film voltage signals, which corre
spond to unsteady surface temperature fluctuations, were pro
cessed by means of analog circuitry designed by Oldfield et al.
(1984). This circuitry performs the conversion from unsteady
temperature to a signal proportional to unsteady heat flux
based on an electrical analogue (RC transmission line) of one
dimensional semi-infinite heat conduction. The circuit has
broadband frequency response characteristics, 0.01 Hz to 100
kHz.

Steady-state rig operating conditions (temperatures,
pressures, flow rates, etc.) were sampled and displayed on a
control-room CRT by means of a 256-channel multiplexing
digitizer and remote minicomputer, which provided data up
dates in engineering units approximately every two seconds.
High-speed multichannel data acquisition was achieved using
an eight-channel system that provided simultaneous 12-bit
digitization with sampling rates up to 1 MHz and 128K of
digital memory per channel. The high-speed data acquisition
system was controlled by a dedicated desktop computer
system, which was also used for data analysis and graphics.
Frequency domain data were acquired using a separate
hardware-based FFT analyzer, which was also interfaced to
the cell desktop computer.

Unsteady Heat Flux Measurements. In short-duration
facilities, thin-film instrumented heat transfer models are
essentially at room temperature prior to a test run. Heat
transfer occurs upon firing of the tunnel when the model is
subjected to a high-enthalpy flow for a short time period. In
order to utilize this thin-film technique in a low-speed, steady
flow tunnel, the test cylinder of the present study was
uniformly preheated to about 95 0 C in an oven located on the
inside annulus of the tunnel test section and then suddenly in
jected into the flow by means of a pneumatic actuator. Tran
sient heat transfer then occurs as a result of the temperature
difference between the preheated cylinder and the ambient
temperature flow stream. A similar strategy of injecting a test
model (in this case an ambient-temperature model) into a
steady-flow tunnel has been utilized by Miller (1981) for ex
periments in a high-enthalpy long-duration hypersonic tunnel.
Triggering of the high-speed data acquisition system was ac
complished by means of d-c signal wired into the switch used
to initiate the actuation of the test cylinder into the flow.

The thin-film gages were also operated in the constant
temperature mode using hot-film anemometer circuitry. In
this case the signals are continuous and no injection or
preheating of the model is necessary. The hot-film signals may
be related to unsteady skin friction. Quantitative calibration

\ .....
1

fhin-film g~ugc cylindcr

taneous snapshot of the wake as would be produced, for ex
ample, by a spark Schlieren photograph. Upstream of the
wake-generating bar, the incident flow velocity is represented
by U while the motion of the bar is indicated at velocity V. The
motion of the wake-generating bar with respect to the air flow
produces a velocity vector U{3 in the wake, which has a
nonzero flow incidence angle {3 as shown. Some of the ter
minology to be used in the paper is also indicated in the figure.
The "leeward" side of the test cylinder is the side opposite the
direction of rotation of the wake-generating bar for which the
angle from stagnation 0 is positive. The "windward" side of
the test cylinder is as shown.

In order to enable the calculation of phase-averaged data, a
fiber-optic sensor was mounted on the outside annulus of the
tunnel. This sensor detected the passage of one of the wake
generating bars whose tip had been coated with a silver reflect
ing paint. The resulting once/rev signal was input to an elec
tronic shaft-angle encoder, which generated a corresponding
once/wake signal updated each rotor revolution.

Downstream of the stator row, the air encounters a set of
flow straighteners designed to minimize large-scale swirl. Flow
velocities in the test section could be set from 10 to 120 mis,
yielding Reynolds numbers based on mass-averaged axial flow
velocity and heat transfer cylinder diameter up to 96,000. An
ASME standard sharp-edged orifice located downstream of
the test section exit was used to establish and monitor tunnel
flow rates.
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of the films for unsteady skin friction is very difficult, 
however, due to substrate conduction effects (eg., Cook, 
1986). Also, since the hot-film anemometry circuits are feed
back devices, the frequency response is not as high as in the 
case of the heat transfer signals. Nevertheless, the continuous 
hot-film signals are convenient for qualitative monitoring of 
the state of the boundary layer and for spectral analysis. 

Data Reduction 
Heat transfer coefficients were determined from measured 

heat flux values and wall temperatures as follows: 

h = q"/{TK,~T,) 

where q " is the local heat flux corrected for radiation and con
duction losses (when applicable) and Tr is the local recovery 
temperature. Use of the local recovery temperature was par
ticularly important in this case since the cylinder models were 
of relatively small diameter, and consequently, achievement of 
high Reynolds numbers resulted in fairly high Mach numbers 
(eg., M = 0.46 for Re = 96,000). Correspondingly large dif
ferences therefore existed between the total and static 
temperatures (T,-Ts = 12°C for M = 0.46). Local recovery 
temperatures were calculated from 

Tr = T50 + r(Tl-TS0) 

where Tso is the approach static temperature and r is the local 
recovery factor for flow around a cylinder, obtained from 
Eckert and Drake (1959). The local recovery factor, as defined 
above, varies from 1.0 on the stagnation line to 0.6 at 80 deg 
from stagnation. If instead the recovery factor is based on the 
local static temperature just outside the boundary layer, the 
value is found to be uniform over the range from 0 to 80 deg 
from stagnation and equal to 0.84 (VPr), which is the standard 
value for air in a laminar boundary layer. 

The relevant parameter governing the relative importance of 
viscous dissipation in the heat transfer process is the Eckert 
number, Ec = lP-/cpi\T. This parameter indicates that even 
for low-speed flows viscous dissipation may be important if 
the driving temperature difference is small. Conversely, 
viscous dissipation may be neglected for high-speed flows if 
the driving temperature difference is large. For the present 
study, with Re = 96,000 and an average wall-to-fluid 
temperature difference of 25 °C (typical for the inconel 
cylinder data), Ec = 0.68. 

These considerations are only important if results are to be 
compared to low-speed results or low-speed analyses. One is 
free to define experimentally determined heat transfer coeffi
cients as, for example, h = q"/{T„ — T,) if no such com
parison is to be made. This definition of h, however, predicts a 
nonzero heat flux when Tw = Tr. In addition, its value is 
dependent on flow velocity. Nevertheless, this definition is 
widely used for flow in complex geometries, such as occurs in 
gas turbines (e.g., Dunn and Hause, 1982), since it avoids the 
necessity to know the distribution of local recovery 
temperature. 

Properties were evaluated at the Eckert reference 
temperature 

Tre/ = TS + 0.5(T„, - Ts) + 0.22(7,. - Ts) 

where Ts is the local static temperature just outside the bound
ary layer. Reynolds numbers were based on the diameter of 
the test cylinder and the mass-averaged flow velocity through 
the test section just upstream of the test cylinder. 

Phase-averaged quantities were formed by dividing each 
bar-passing cycle into an arbitrary number of bins (typically 
50) and entering data from the appropriate portion of the cy
cle into each bin. The phase-averaged quantity for each bin is 
then simply the sum of all the entries for that bin divided by 
the number of entries as follows: 
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Fig. 4 Steady-state baseline heat transfer results 

1 
EM°O 

where s represents any phase-averaged quantity and (a) in
dicates at constant phase. For the present study, digital sam
pling rates were selected in a range from 50 to 200 kHz, 
depending on bar-passing frequency, such that approximately 
900 bar-passing cycles and 140 samples per cycle were included 
in each digital record. 

Measurements of steady-state rig operating conditions and 
heat transfer results were subjected to a detailed error 
analysis, which was performed as an integral part of the data 
reduction process for each run. The analysis was based on the 
method outlined by Moffat (1982). Twenty samples were ob
tained for each steady-state measurement and averaged in 
order to minimize random errors. Estimates of the random-
error standard deviations were also obtained from the twenty 
samples for each quantity. The results of the error analysis in
dicated an average uncertainty (95 percent confidence) of ± 
2.5 percent for Reynods number, ±4.3 percent for Nusselt 
number, and ±4.5 percent for Frossling number. An error 
analysis was also performed for the "steady-state" heat 
transfer results obtained using the thin-film gage cylinder. 
This analysis indicated higher average uncertainties of ± 8.5 
percent for Nusselt number and ± 9.0 percent for Frossling 
number. These values should also apply to the phase-averaged 
heat transfer results. 

Results 

Baseline steady-state heat transfer results are shown in Fig. 
4. These data were obtained with the wake-generating rotor 
removed from the test rig. The ordinate in the figure is the 
Frossling number, Nu/VRe. Also shown in the figure is the 
semi-analytical solution obtained by Frossling (1958) for 
stagnation region heat transfer with zero free-stream tur
bulence. The level of heat transfer enhancement of the present 
data above the Frossling solution is consistent with the test 
section background free-stream turbulence intensity of ap
proximately 1.2 percent (nearly independent of Reynolds 
number). For example, using the correlation of Lowery and 
Vachon (1975), with 7WRe = 2.72 (the value corresponding 
to the present data for Re = 56,000 and Tu = 0.0115) yields 
an expected stagnation-line Frossling number of 1.079. The 
measured value for Re = 56,000 is 1.07, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Steady-state heat transfer behavior with wake passing is 
detailed in Fig. 5. In this figure, Frossling number is plotted as 
a function of angle from the geometric stagnation line, in
cluding data from both sides of the cylinder. The negative 
angles represent locations on the "windward" side of the 
cylinder with respect to wake passing. These locations corre-
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Fig. 6 Stagnation-line wake-induced heat transfer enhancement 

spond to the suction side of a turbine blade. Heat transfer data 
are shown for four Reynolds numbers (Figs. 5«-5d) and 
several Strouhal numbers for each Reynolds number, in
cluding the rotor-removed (Sb = 0) baseline case. 

The Frossling number distributions of Fig. 5 reveal the 
time-averaged heat transfer enhancement associated with 
wake passing. For low values of bar-passing Strouhal number, 
this enhancement is nearly uniform circumferentially at about 
8 percent above the baseline level. For higher Strouhal 
numbers, the distributions are asymmetric about the stagna
tion line, with higher values on the "windward" side. The cir
cumferential asymmetry is most pronounced for the highest 
Strouhal numbers. For example, in Fig. 5(a), a marked asym
metry is evident for Sb = 0.610. Achievement of very high 
Strouhal numbers was limited to the lowest Reynolds number 
cases due to the maximum rotor rpm constraint. 

Stagnation-line time-averaged heat transfer enhancement 
due to wake passing is shown in Fig. 6 as a direct function of 
bar-passing Stouhal number. In this figure, the ordinate is the 
stagnation-line Nusselt number normalized by the baseline 
stagnation-line Nusselt number of the same Reynolds number. 
This plot indicates a wake-induced stagnation-line heat 
transfer enhancement of about 8 percent, nearly independent 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of time-averaged thin-film gage and steady-state 
results 

of both Reynolds and Strouhal number, up to S6 — 0.25. At 
higher Strouhal numbers, enhancement levels increase 
dramatically to about 25 percent for the highest Strouhal 
number shown. This higher level is consistent with the 
enhancement level that would be produced by uniform free-
stream turbulence with a magnitude equal to the overall-
average apparent turbulence intensity behind the wake-
generating bars of about 9 percent. The conclusion is that, at 
high Stouhal numbers, wake interactions cause the 
unsteadiness produced by the wake-generating bars to resem
ble uniform free-stream turbulence as might be produced by a 
grid, for example. At lower Strouhal numbers, the wake-
generated unsteadiness is periodic and the flow recovers fully 
to its background free-stream turbulence level between wakes 
(see O'Brien and Capp, 1988, for flow unsteadiness details). 

One of the main objectives of this research was to document 
the unsteady effects of wake passing on stagnation region heat 
transfer. To this end, the previously described thin-film gage 
(TFG) cylinder was fabricated. In order to establish con
fidence in the results obtained from the TFG cylinder, a series 
of qualification experiments was carried out. For these ex
periments, the wake-generating rotor was again removed and 
the TFG cylinder was injected into the undisturbed free 
stream. Results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 7 along 
with baseline results obtained using the inconel-foil uniform 
heat flux cylinder. Also included in Fig. 7 are results obtained 
in the same rig by Morehouse and Simoneau (1986) for heat 
transfer from a segmented copper-strip cylinder in which each 
strip was individually heated and controlled to produce a 
uniform wall temperature thermal boundary condition. Two 
points need to be made in reference to this figure. First, the 
level of agreement between the thin-film gage results and the 
steady-state results is excellent. Second, there is a thermal 
boundary condition effect that causes the uniform-heat-flux 
results to be higher at circumferential stations away from 
stagnation. This effect is most pronounced at 80 deg from 
stagnation. 

Representative instantaneous heat flux traces obtained us
ing the TFG cylinder are presented in Fig. 8. These 
simultaneously acquired traces represent a small excerpt from 
a much larger digital record. At the top of the figure, the tim
ing pulse used to perform phase-averaging operations is 
depicted. The high degree of flow unsteadiness present in the 
wakes is reflected in the instantaneous heat flux traces. Wake-
induced heat transfer enhancement is most pronounced on the 
windward (0<O deg) side of the cylinder, with positive heat 
flux excursions as high as a factor of three above the interwake 
heat flux level for 6= -60 deg. On the leeward side of the 
cylinder, the magnitude of the wake-induced heat transfer ef-
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Fig. 8 Instantaneous heat flux records: Re = 76,000; Sb = 0.107 

Fig. 9 Phase-averaged Nusselt number profiles: Re = 76,000; 
Sb = 0.107 

fects is much smaller, and instantaneous excursions that fall 
below the interwake level may be observed. A high degree of 
correlation is evident from gage to gage, indicating the possi
ble influence of large-scale flow structures. 

Phase-averaged heat transfer results corresponding to the 
instantaneous traces of Fig. 8 are presented in Fig. 9 in the 
form of Nusselt number versus rotor phase angle. From the 
viewpoint of the modeler, these phase-averaged profiles may 
be more useful than the instantaneous results since they could 
be predicted using a periodic mean description of the flow. 
The overall-average Nusselt numbers obtained from integra
tion of the phase-averaged results over one complete bar-
passing cycle are in good agreement with the steady-state 
inconel-cylinder results presented in Fig. 5. In addition, inter
wake Nusselt numbers agree well with the baseline rotor-
removed data of Fig. 5 in the range of -40 deg < 6 < +20 
deg. Outside this range, interwake Nusselt numbers fall below 
the baseline data, particularly at 6 = +40 deg and d = + 60 deg. 
Referring to the 0 = 0 deg profile, stagnation-line peak heat 
transfer enhancement is about 35 percent above the interwake 
level on a phase-averaged basis. At 6= -60 deg, peak phase-
averaged enhancement is 50 percent, whereas at d= +40 deg, 
it is only about 20 percent. The fraction of time spent in the 
undisturbed flow is highest on the windward side of the 
cylinder as indicated by the relative sharpness of the profiles 
for 0<O deg. On the leeward side of the cylinder the boundary 
layer is disturbed by the distorted wake for a larger fraction of 
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Fig. 10 Phase-averaged Nusselt number profiles: Reynolds number 
dependence 
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Fig. 11 Phase-averaged Nusselt number profiles: effect of Strouhai 
number 

the bar-passing cycle and consequently the Nusselt number 
profiles are broader, with very little indication of the un
disturbed flow in some cases. 

The shapes of the phase-averaged Nusselt number profiles 
are determined primarily by the value of the Strouhai number, 
as shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). In each of these figures, 
normalized profiles are presented for two different Reynolds 
numbers, but with nearly equal bar-passing Strouhai number. 
The normalized profiles are nearly coincident, indicating only 
minor Reynolds number dependence. 

Trends with respect to Strouhai number at a fixed Reynolds 
number are shown in Fig. 11. The high-Strouhal-number pro
files are broader, with incomplete interwake recovery, yielding 
higher overall-average Nusselt, numbers. The most dramatic 
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Fig. 12 Phase-averaged flow incidence angle: Re = 36,000; S b = 0.314 
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Fig. 13 Prediction of stagnation-line heat transfer using measured 
unsteadiness profile and the correlation of Lowery and Vachon 
(Re = 56,000; S b = 0.303) 

effect of increasing Strouhal number is observed in the pro
files for 6= + 40 deg and 6= + 60 deg. At these circumferen
tial locations, instantaneous flow separation occurs during 
wake passing as a result of the change in flow incidence angle 
and the resultant shift in the stagnation line toward the wind
ward (d<0 deg) side of the cylinder. Separation is reflected in 
the Nusselt number profiles by the appearance of a pro
nounced midwake dip at intermediate and high Strouhal 
numbers. 

A profile of phase-averaged flow incidence angle obtained 
in the freestream away from the heat transfer test cylinder but 
at the axial location of the cylinder leading edge (O'Brien and 
Capp, 1988) is shown in Fig. 12. The flow conditions for this 
profile are the same as for the intermediate Strouhal number 
case of Fig. 11. The maximum phase-averaged flow incidence 
angle deviation for this case is - 7.5 deg. Of course, on an in
stantaneous basis, the fluctuations in flow incidence angle are 
much larger. 

As a simple first attempt to predict the wake-induced heat 
transfer enhancement on the cylinder stagnation line, the cor
relation of Lowery and Vachon (1975) was used in conjunc
tion with phase-averaged flow unsteadiness data acquired in a 
related study (O'Brien and Capp, 1988). For the purposes of 
this calculation, unsteadiness was evaluated as 

Tu' = (yfu2+Vd2)/2U 
where Tu' is the unsteadiness parameter. This parameter will 
be substituted into the correlation in place of turbulence inten
sity. It differs from turbulence intensity since it includes 
flucatuations associated with organized structures such as 
those due to vortex shedding along with random turbulent 
fluctuations. Representative results of these calculations are 
presented in Fig. 13 alongside the unsteadiness profile used in 
the calculations. Heat transfer coefficients are nondimen-
sionalized in terms of the Frossling number Fr. Comparison 
of the predicted values with the measured values reveals sur
prisingly good agreement considering the simplicity of the ap-

60' 

20° 

-20° 

t (ms) 

Fig. 14 Instantaneous hot-film records: Re = 56,000; S b = 0.15 

proach used. Heat transfer coefficients are generally over-
predicted, especially to either side of the wake centerline. 
Overall cycle-average Fr values are also shown in the figure. 
The values shown are, respectively: the experimentally 
measured value obtained from integration of the phase-
averaged profile, the predicted result obtained from integra
tion of the Lowery and Vachon correlation-based profile, and 
a value obtained by substituting the overall cycle-average 
unsteadiness into the Lowery and Vachon correlation. The 
value obtained from integration of the predicted profile of 
Fig. 13(a) is 4.6 percent above the experimental value while 
substitution of the overall-average unsteadiness into the 
Lowery and Vachon correlation yields a value that is 9.8 per
cent high. 

Hot-Film Measurements. The thin-film gages of the heat 
transfer test cylinder were also operated in the constant-
temperature mode using hot-film anemometer circuitry. All 
seven of the gages were operated simultaneously using seven 
anemometer circuits. A portion of a representative instan
taneous hot-film bridge-voltage record is shown in Fig. 14. A 
major advantage of this mode of operation is that the signals 
are continuous. This feature was particularly convenient for 
spectral analysis since averaging could be done in the frequen
cy domain using a digital FFT analyzer. 

The hot-film signals clearly indicate each wake-passing 
event and provide useful qualitative information on the state 
of the boundary layer during wake passing. On the stagnation 
line, the hot-film signal resembles the typical stagnation-line 
unsteady heat flux signal in that the wake-induced voltage ex
cursions are all positive. In contrast to the heat flux signals, 
however, the hot-film signals off the stagnation line include 
both positive and negative voltage excursions during wake 
passing: This behavior is consistent with the idea that the hot 
films are responding to fluctuations in skin friction. On the 
stagnation line, skin friction can only increase during wake 
passing since it is nominally zero during the undisturbed flow. 
Away from the stagnation line, however, local skin friction is 
influenced by several factors including the instantaneous flow 
incidence angle, increased transport of momentum across the 
boundary layer, and possible flow separation. These factors 
combine to produce a complex skin friction response. 
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Fig. 15 Phase-averaged hot-film profiles (Re = 56,000; S„ = 0.15) 
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Fig. 16 Phase-averaged hot-film rms profiles (Re = 56,000; S b = 0.15) 

Phase-averaged hot-film profiles corresponding to the in
stantaneous traces of Fig. 14 are presented in Fig. 15. These 
profiles are similar in some respects to the phase-averaged 
Nusselt-number profiles of Fig. 10(a) (Re = 56,000), which 
were obtained under identical flow conditions. Stagnation-line 
profiles and profiles for 6 = — 60 deg and 6= -40 deg are 
qualitatively similar. An indication of probable flow separa
tion during wake passing is present in the profiles for 0 = 40 
deg and 6 = 60 deg at a = 6 deg in both the Nusselt number and 
the hot-film results. However, the hot-film profile for 6= -20 
deg also includes a large dip at a = 4 deg. No corresponding 
dip is present in the Nusselt number profile. The heat transfer 
behavior may be dominated by the increased mixing 
associated with wake-induced turbulence while the hot-film 
response could be dominated by the flow incidence shift. 

A high level of unsteadiness is present in the boundary layer 
during wake passing as indicated by the phase-averaged rms 
hot-film profiles shown in Fig. 16. It is also interesting to note 
that the peaks in the rms profiles for 6— —20 deg, 6= +40 
deg, and 6 = + 60 deg correspond to the large dips observed in 
the mean profiles of Fig. 15. 

Boundary Layer Spectra. The hot-film signals were also 
analyzed for spectral information using a digital FFT 
analyzer. Spectral results are shown in Fig. 17. In the figure, 
the ordinate variable is a dimensionless power spectral density 
and the abscissa is a dimensionless frequency. The parameter 
shown in the upper right of each plot is the bar-passing 
Strouhal number. The series of spectra shown was acquired 
using the signal from the thin-film gage located at 0 — — 60 
deg. The topmost spectrum was obtained with the wake-
generating rotor held fixed and one of the bars positioned 
directly in front of the test cylinder stagnation line. In this 
case, the large peak a.tfd/U-0.11 is due to vortex shedding 
from the stationary bar. The peak occurs at a value lower than 
the standard cylinder vortex-shedding Strouhal number of 0.2 
since the vortices are imbedded in the stagnating cylinder-
approach flow. Spectra obtained from the stagnation gage 
show only a very weak indication of the vortex-induced peak. 
The remaining spectra presented in Fig. 17 were obtained with 
the wake-generating rotor in motion. The large peaks at the 

Fig. 17 Hot-film boundary layer spectra (Re = 56,000; I - 60 deg) 

left of each spectrum represent the primary blade-passing fre
quency and harmonics. As the blade-passing frequency is in
creased, the peak associated with vortex shedding remains 
large, but becomes more broadband and is shifted to lower 
frequencies. This result is consistent with spectra obtained 
downsteam of the wake-generating rotor away from the test 
cylinder using a hot wire (O'Brien and Capp, 1988). The spec
tra indicate that, away from the stagnation line (at both 
8= —60 deg and 6= +60 deg), the behavior of the boundary 
layer is strongly influenced by shed vortices. Surprisingly, on 
the stagnation line itself, shed vortices do not appear to have 
much influence. 

Shed vortices may also play an important role in actual tur-
bomachines. For example, spark Schlieren flow visualization 
results obtained by Doorly (1984) and Doorly et al. (1985) 
clearly show vortex streets shed from the trailing edges of both 
guide-vane and rotor blades in cascade. Laser velocimetry 
measurements obtained in a full rotating stage axial com
pressor by Hathaway et al. (1986) produced double-peaked 
velocity histograms, which were attributed to the presence of 
shed vortices. 

Concluding Remarks 

The experiments described in this paper detail both time-
averaged and time-resolved effects of wake passing on 
cylinder stagnation region heat transfer. Baseline heat transfer 
results obtained with the wake-generating rotor removed were 
found to be consistent with the test-section background free-
stream turbulence level of 1.2 percent. With wake passing, 
steady-state heat transfer levels were found to increase 
uniformly by about 8 percent above the baseline level for low 
bar-passing Strouhal numbers. For higher Strouhal numbers, 
heat transfer coefficients were asymmetric about the stagna
tion line and the enhancement levels increased to as high as 25 
percent above the baseline value on the stagnation line. 
Unsteady heat transfer measurements were obtained using a 
test cylinder that was instrumented with platinum thin-film 
gages. Time-averaged heat transfer results obtained from this 
cylinder were found to be in excellent agreement with results 
obtained from conventional steady-state measurements. On 
an instantaneous basis, wake-induced heat transfer enhance
ment was most pronounced on the windward side of the 
cylinder, with positive heat flux excursions as high as a factor 
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of three above the interwake heat flux level. Phase-averaged 
heat transfer profiles derived from the instantaneous 
measurements indicate peak stagnation-line wake-induced 
heat transfer enhancement of about 35 percent. Instantaneous 
records and phase-averaged profiles obtained from gages 
located 40 and 60 deg from stagnation on the leeward side of 
the cylinder were characterized by a drop in heat transfer dur
ing wake passing, indicating probable flow separation. The 
shapes of the phase-averaged Nusselt-number profiles were 
determined primarily by the value of the Strouhal number, in
dependent of Reynolds number. Stagnation-line phase-
averaged profiles were predicted using the correlation of 
Lowery and Vachon in conjuction with measured wake-
induced unsteadiness profiles. Predicted profiles were in sur
prisingly good agreement with measured profiles, considering 
the simplicity of the approach used. The thin-film gages were 
also operated in the constant-temperature hot-film mode. 
Hot-film signals from gages off the stagnation line included 
both positive and negative wake-induced voltage excursions. 
This behavior is consistent with the idea that the hot films are 
responding to skin friction fluctuations. Phase-averaged hot-
film profiles also indicate probable flow separation at 40 and 
60 deg from stagnation on the leeward side. Hot-film spectra 
obtained at +60 deg and -60 deg exhibited large peaks 
associated with vortex shedding from the wake-generating 
bars. On the stagnation line, shed vortices did not appear to 
have much influence. 
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Phase and Time-Resolwed 
Measurements of Unsteady Heat 
Transfer and Pressure in a Full-
Stage Rotating Turbine 
This paper presents detailed phase-resolved heat-flux data obtained on rotor blades 
and a comparison of simultaneously obtained time-resolved heat-flux and static 
pressure data obtained on the stationary shroud of a Garrett TFE 731-2 HP full-
stage rotating turbine. A shock tube is used to generate a short-duration source of 
heated and pressurized air and platinum thin-film gages are used to obtain heat-
flux measurements. Blade results are presented at several selected blade locations. 
Shroud surface pressure and heat-flux time histories are presented for comparable 
locations relative to the blade position. For these measurements, the turbine was 
operating at the design flow function, the design stage pressure ratio, and at 100 
percent corrected speed. 

Introduction 
It is well known that turbomachinery flow fields are inher

ently unsteady because of the disturbances generated when 
rotating blades transit nozzle vane wakes and exit passages. 
Years of experience have illustrated that satisfactory flow field 
and heat transfer predictions can be performed by assuming 
that the flow is quasi-steady. However, the state of the art has 
progressed to the point where relevant unsteady-flow calcu
lations can now be performed and supporting measurements 
of the unsteady flow field become a valuable input to the 
development of computational codes. Significant current re
search is directed at determining the influence of flowfield 
unsteadiness on the blade heat-flux and the surface-pressure 
distributions, on the inner blade-row gas dynamic parameters, 
on the state of the blade and vane surface boundary layers, 
and on the stage efficiency. The results reported in this paper 
will emphasize phase-resolved1 heat-flux data on the rotating 
blade. However, typical time-resolved heat-flux and static pres
sure data simultaneously obtained on the stationary shroud 
will also be presented. 

Papers relevant to unsteady flow fields in turbomachinery 

'The term "phase" is used here to denote the pitchwise angular displacement 
of a given rotor blade with respect to the stator vanes. It varies across each 
stator passage, in a sawtooth fashion, between the limits 0 and 360 deg/B, where 
B is the number of stators. The term "phase-resolved" denotes time-resolved 
data, which are presented as a function of phase, rather than as a function of 
time. The term "phase-averaged" denotes an ensemble average in which phase-
resolved data at a given phase, over a succession of stator passages, are taken 
to be different realizations of the same event. This averaging is referred to by 
Adamczyk (1985) as passage-to-passage averaging. 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, To
ronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters January 23, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-135. 

have been present in the literature for at least the past 35 years. 
Early work by Kemp and Sears (1953, 1955) provided the 
ground work for much of the research that was to follow. 
Subsequently, Giesing (1968), Parker (1969), and Kerrebrock 
and Mikolajczak (1970) made contributions to the understand
ing of these problems. More recently, Dring et al. (1980, 1981, 
1982) have used a large-scale rotating axial turbine stage to 
obtain experimental data on the nature of the unsteady flow 
field. Also, Hodson (1984, 1985a, 1985b) has used several 
different facilities to study wake-generated unsteadiness in vane 
exit passages and to perform measurements of boundary-layer 
transition and flow separation. Detailed measurements of the 
unsteadiness in the rotor incoming flow are presented by Hod-
son (1985b) that illustrate the change in incidence angle and 
the change in turbulence associated with the vane wakes. 

Another extensive research program concerned with un
steady flow fields was reported by Lakshminarayana et al. 
(1982). They reported the results of several programs designed 
to measure the boundary-layer and turbulence characteristics 
inside turbomachinery rotor passages using a large-scale, slowly 
rotating rig as the test device. Binder et al.(1985,1987) reported 
the results of laser velocimeter measurements in the unsteady 
rotor flow field. These authors demonstrate very high tur
bulence levels associated with the vane wakes. Sharma et al. 
(1985) presented the results of an extensive study conducted 
to obtain low-speed rig data on the unsteady flow environment 
associated with axial flow turbines. Doorly and Oldfield (1985) 
used a piston-driven tunnel and a system of rotating bars to 
simulate the effects of shock waves and waves shed from a 
nozzle on the blade. The Schlieren photographs presented by 
Doorly and Oldfield (1985) are helpful in interpreting the re
sults presented herein because they illustrate the rather exten-
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sive nature of the vane wake, and the manner in which these
wakes interact with the blade. More recently, Wittig et al.
(1988) have reported the results of a study designed to inves
tigate the influence of upstream generated turbulence, super
imposed on the wake flow, on the blade heat-flux distribution.
They used the Doorly and Oldfield rotating bar technique to
generate the wake behavior, a grid to produce the turbulence,
and LDV and heat transfer measurements to characterize the
turbulence.

Dunn et al. (1989) presented detailed phase-resolved heat
flux data obtained on the blade of the Teledyne 702 HP full
stage rotating turbine. Results were p'resented along the mid
span at many locations on the blade suction and pressure
surfaces from the stagnation point to near the trailing edge.
Guenette et al. (1989) presented time-resolved heat-flux data
for the rotor of a Rolls-Royce turbine.

The purpose of this paper is to present a detailed set of
phase-resolved heat-flux data obtained on the blade of the
Garrett TFE 731-2 HP full-stage rotating turbine. An earlier
report by Dunn (1984) presented the time resolved heat-flux
histories for several locations on the vane, the vane endwall,
and the blade of this turbine. These data, however, were not
phase resolved. Two more recent papers (Dunn et al., 1986;
George et al., 1987) provide a description of the analysis tech
niques that were previously developed at the Calspan-UB Re
search Center to obtain instantaneous heat-flux values from
the thin-film gages at a sampling frequency consistent with the
requirements of this experiment. Several changes have been
made to the electronics of the data recording system since the
experimental data reported by Dunn et al. (1986) were taken.
These changes were incorporated into the data collection sys
tem used for this work and they were previously described by
Dunn et al. (1989). Previous papers (Dunn and Hause, 1982;
Dunn, 1986a; Dunn et al., 1984a, 1986) have described time
resolved rotor shroud pressure and time-resolved blade heat
flux measurements for this turbine, but these blade data were
not phase locked as was noted above and the shroud data time
resolution was not as good as that presented herein. Epstein
et al. (1985) have also reported time-resolved and time-aver
aged heat-transfer and pressure measurements taken in the
stationary shroud over a rotating turbine. The machine used
by Epstein was a Rolls-Royce design for which the stage pres
sure ratio was approximately twice the value of the Garrett
TFE 731-2 turbine making quantitative comparison of the two
data sets for the stationary shroud heaHransfer distributions
difficult. However, the results of the two measurements are
qualitatively consistent in that the trend of both is for the heat
flux to be maximum near the blade leading edge and then to
decrease with axial distance through the stage. This trend in
shroud heat flux is anticipated because of the decreasing local
enthalpy level as a result of work extraction by the turbine.

Experimental Apparatus
The experimental apparatus used in this work has been de

scribed in depth in pr~vious publications noted above and will
not be repeated here. Only those portions of the apparatus
important to the clarity of this paper will be included.

The thin-film heat-flux gages used in this work were con
structed to have a room temperature resistance of 80 to 100
ohms. Each gage is supplied a constant current of 1 mA for
the duration of the experiment. Prior to the experiment, the
gages are calibrated in a temperature-controlled oil bath over
the entire range of anticipated temperatures. The voltage versus
time (or phase) histories of the individual gages are transferred
to the data recording system using a slip-ring technique. The
particular slip ring used here was a Poly Scientific 100-channel
gold-on-gold unit that is continuously cooled and lubricated
under pressure with a Freon/oil mixture. The slip ring contact
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Fig. 1 Photograph of contoured leading·edge inserts for rotor blade

HEAT-FLUX GAGE
PAINTED ON
PYREX SUBSTRATE

50%
SPAN

Fig.2 Photograph of blade suction surface bullon·type heat·f1ux gages

noise is generally very low, having a maximum value of 25 JI.,V
compared to a thin-film gage output, which is in the tens of
millivolts range. Anyone of the 100 rings with a noise level
in excess of 25 JI.,V was eliminated from the system.

The gage output signals were recorded on a data laboratories
2000 series recorder using a technique described by Dunn et
al. (1986). The 2000 series recorder is a lOobit unit with eight
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Table 1 Test conditions and parameters 

Re flee ted-shock 
pressure 

Re flee ted-shock 
temperature 

NGV inlet total 
temperature 

Static pressure at 
NGV inlet 

Static pressure 
downstream of 
rotor 

Area on which 
Stanton number 
is based 

Weight flow 
without coolant 

Weight flow 
with coolant 

Corrected rotor 
speed 

Turbulence 
intensity 
upstream of NGV 

Re flee ted-shock 
enthalpy 

Wall enthalpy at 
530°R 

VTo 

7.43 x 103kPa 

559.4°K 

559.4°K 

6.79 x 102kPa 

3.56 x 102kPa 

3.17 x 10~2m2 

9.31 kg/sec 

9.45 kg/sec 

100% 

5.5% 

5.6xl05 J/kg 

2.96 x 105 J/kg 

0.53 

(1078 psia) 

(1007°R) 

(1007°R) 

(98.5 psia) 

(51.7 psia) 

(0.34 ft2) 

(20.5 lb/sec) 

(20.8 lb/sec) 

-

-

(240.98 BTU/lb) 

(127.30 BTU/lb) 

VANE ROW 
41 VANES 

BLADE ROW 
ROTATION 
78 BLADES 

recording channels, a storage capability of 4K words/channel, 
and each channel can be sampled at a frequency in the range 
of 200 kHz to 2 MHz. A shaft encoder that will be described 
later is used to trigger the recorder. Dunn et al. (1986), note 
that some of the features of the data reported in that work 
could not be readily explained by the analysis and that elec
tronic noise combined with frequency splitting due to sampling 
the data on the slightly accelerating turbine at constant time 
intervals made it difficult to easily recognize the character of 
the passage heat flux. Therefore, prior to obtaining the results 
reported here, the electronic system and the amplifiers used in 
the thin-film gage temperature recording circuits were rede
signed and rebuilt. The amplifiers were constructed to provide 
capability of wide band (200 kHz), low noise (less than 3 bits 
out of 1024 bits), single gain data recording and were powered 
by d-c voltage (batteries). Great care was taken in providing 
electrical shielding and adequate grounding for all of the equip
ment. Where possible, batteries were used as the power supply 
for the electronic equipment. The noise level on each individual 
heat-flux gage channel was measured through the entire re
cording system (including the slip ring) with the turbine ro
tating. For all channels, the prerun system noise measured at 
the recording device just prior to recording the data (with the 
turbine at full speed) was less than 5 bits out of 1024 bits. 
Throughout the measurement program, an attempt was made 
to use as large a portion of the 1024 bits as possible for data 
recording. 

The thin-film gage instrumentation used to perform the heat-
flux measurements consisted of two contoured leading-edge 

EXTENSION OF 
MEAN CAMBER 
LINE 

Fig. 3 Sketch of stage and phase angle reference 

1) ROTOR SPEED a 20,000 RPM 
2) NO INJECTION 
3) GEOMETRIC STAG. PT. SIST = 0 

PHASE, degreeB 

Fig. 4 Phase-resolved heat-flux data at geometric stagnation point on 
blade for three different vane passages 

inserts and flush-mounted button-type gages. The shroud pres
sure gages were piezoelectric-type gages. Figure 1 is a photo
graph of the two leading-edge inserts. Both inserts have four 
gages with the distribution such that each has a stagnation 
point gage and three additional gages spaced on the order of 
1 mm (0.040 in.) apart on either the suction or the pressure 
surface. Figure 2 is a photograph of the suction surface button-
type gages. The pressure surface was instrumented in a similar 
manner and a photograph is shown by Dunn (1986b). Phase-
resolved heat-flux data obtained on both the pressure and 
suction surface will be presented here. The heat-flux gage sig
nals could be time resolved or phase resolved, but we have 
elected to phase resolve because of an interest in looking at 
the passage variation of heat flux and because of spatial lo
cation difficulties arising because of the slightly accelerating 
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0 4.39 8.78 
PHASE , degrees 

Fig. S Phase-resolved heat-flux data on blade at 9.17 percent wetted 
distance on suction surface for three different vane passages 

turbine noted in the previous paragraph. The technique for 
phase resolving will be described in the next paragraph. 

The turbine used here had 41 vanes and 78 blades. At 100 
percent corrected speed, a blade traverses a vane exit passage 
in about 75 /xs. The sampling on the heat-flux gages was con
trolled by a shaft encoder installed on the rotor assembly, which 
provided 720 pulses per revolution along with an index of one 
pulse per revolution. At the time of model assembly, the leading 
edge of the insert was carefully aligned with the trailing edge 
of a known vane. The shaft encoder was then adjusted so that 
the one-pulse-per-revolution index pulse always occurred at 
this alignment point. The vane passages are 8.78 deg or 17.56 
pulses apart. The output signal from the shaft encoder was 
used as an input to the recording equipment in order to sample 
the blade data at the same angular location within the passage 
from one revolution to the next, thus phase resolving the data. 
This technique resulted in a sampling frequency on the order 
of 240 kHz, a value well above twice the highest frequency 
present in the data as required by the Nyquist criterion. The 
technique used to obtain these data and the data processing 
procedure are explained in detail by Dunn et al. (1986, 1989). 

Experimental Conditions 
Table 1 gives the experimental conditions at which the meas

urements reported here were performed. For this turbine, the 
turbulence intensity just upstream of the vane row was meas
ured (Dunn et al., 1984b; Rivir et al., 1985) to be about 5 
percent. The scale of the turbulence was not measured at that 
time, but an effort to measure the scale is ongoing. 

Discussion of Results 
A sketch of the physical arrangement of the vane, blade, 

and the orientation of the blade at 0 and 8.78 deg phase (360 
deg/41) is given in Fig. 3. An extension of the vane mean 
camber line illustrates the approximate location at which the 
vane wake would intersect the plane of the blade row leading 
edge, which is about 3.86 deg. The physical location of the 
vane wake with respect to the blade phase angle in the operating 
stage is difficult to predict for the unsteady flow environment. 

Data were obtained from many more heat-flux gages on the 
instrumented blades and the stationary shroud than can be 
discussed here. A few sample results will be presented to il
lustrate the general characteristic of the data. The heat transfer 
results are given in the form of heat-flux (Btu/ft2s) history as 
a function of phase angle instead of the previous format used 

NOTE 

1) ROTOR SPEED » 20,000 RPM 
2) NO INJECTION 
3) SUCTION SURFACE AT S/ST = 85.5% 

WETTED DISTANCE 

0 4.39 8.78 

PHASE, degrees 

Fig. 6 Phase-resolved heat-flux data on blade at 85.5 percent wetted 
distance on suction surface for three different vane passages 

to present the time-averaged results, which was a nondimen-
sional Stanton number. 

Figure 4 presents the passage phase-resolved heat-flux his
tory for the geometric stagnation point. These data were ob
tained for the rotor at design corrected speed and without 
cooling air injection from the vane. Data from three separate 
passages during one revolution have been reproduced in Fig. 
4. The individual dots are the heat-flux values calculated from 
the temperature data points taken from the digitally sampled 
data recorded at the particular phase angle sampled. Straight 
lines are drawn between successive data points. The heat-flux 
signal is sampled every 0.5 deg (or about every 4 jis) and thus 
turbulent fluctuations, as one might expect to see them, are 
not obvious but are buried in the data record. The location of 
the mean camber line is also shown in Fig. 4. Note that the 
scale of the heat-flux value shown on the ordinate has been 
expanded to illustrate the unsteady nature and does not begin 
at 0 but rather at 78. The heat-flux value is lowest in the early 
portion of the passage, which is felt to correspond to flow 
outside the vane wake. As the phase angle corresponding to 
the location of the mean camber line intersection is ap
proached, the heat flux increases rapidly, reaching a peak in 
the vicinity of 4.4 deg and then begins to fall off. The stag
nation-region flow is unsteady as the blade moves from passage 
to passage, but the general character of the heat-flux history 
is repeatable. The unsteady nature of the stagnation-region 
heat-flux data can be attributed to several factors. Among 
them are: (1) changes in the flow incidence angle as the blade 
moves through the vane passage exit flow and then through 
the vane wake flow, (2) differences in the relative turbulence 
intensity of the passage and wake flows, and (3) differences 
resulting from manufacturing tolerances associated with the 
turbine stage. A spectral analysis of the heat-flux data was 
obtained using Fast Fourier Transform techniques (see typical 
results given by Dunn et al., 1986a, for this turbine at the 
present operating condition) and it was demonstrated that the 
dominant frequency in the data correspond to the 41 vane 
passages (or wakes). It is difficult (but possible) to distinguish 
between passages and wakes with the Fourier analysis. 

Figures 5 and 6 are phase-resolved heat-flux histories for 
blade locations of 9.17 and 85.5 percent wetted distance on 
the blade suction surface, which can be directly compared with 
the stagnation-point data presented in Fig. 4. The general char
acteristics of these downstream data are similar to those of the 
stagnation-region data in that the heat-flux level starts out 
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0 4.39 8.78 
PHASE, degrees 

Fig. 7 Phase-resolved heat-flux data on blade at 11.4 percent wetted 
distance on pressure surface for three different vane passages 

NOTE 

1) ROTOR SPEED a 20,000 RPM 
2) NO INJECTION 
3) PRESSURE SURFACE AT S/ST » 85.7% 

WETTED DISTANCE 

23.9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 4.39 8.7S 

PHASE, degrees 

Fig. 8 Phase-resolved heat-flux data on blade at 85.7 percent wetted 
distance on pressure surface for three different vane passages 

relatively low at small phase angles and then increases rapidly 
to a peak at phase angles in the vicinity of the intersection of 
the extended mean camber line with the leading-edge plane of 
the rotor. In the case of the data presented by Dunn et al. 
(1989) for the Teledyne turbine, it was shown that the peak 
heat-flux values were in the vicinity of the predicted turbulent 
boundary-layer level and that the minimum heat-flux values 
were in the vicinity of the laminar boundary-layer levels. Such 
was not the case for the Garrett turbine results discussed herein. 
In general, the quasi-steady turbulent boundary-layer predic
tions were higher than the peak heat flux, the flat-plate laminar 
boundary-layer predictions were lower than the minimum heat-
flux level. The time-averaged data for this turbine presented 
by Dunn (1986b) and by Taulbee et al. (1989) are consistent 
with this observation. The phase-resolved results presented in 
Figs. 4-6 were not ensemble averaged but multiple passages 
can be superimposed to get a better picture of the heat-flux 
signal with a result comparable to that presented in Fig. 12(c) 
from Dunn et al. (1989). An effort was initiated to perform 
correlations among the signals recorded for several different 
heat-flux gages on the same surface. This effort is still in 

progress and results will be reported at a later time. 
It is of interest to discuss some of the physical factors that 

may contribute to the differences observed between the phase-
resolved heat-flux histories of the two turbines for which de
tailed data have been obtained. The Teledyne stage has sig
nificantly fewer (23) guide vanes than the Garrett stage (41), 
and a lower solidity, resulting in angular spacing between vane 
wakes of 15.65 deg versus 8.78 deg. Further, the Garrett blade 
rotates slower but transits a guide vane passage in a smaller 
time interval (73 jts) than the Teledyne blade (97 /xs). Both 
turbines used the same shaft encoder, which provided an ex
ternal trigger to the data sampling system so that the heat-flux 
gages were sampled every 1/2 deg of rotation. The vane/blade 
axial spacing of the two turbines was also comparable, being 
on the order of 19 percent of the vane axial chord. The vane 
trailing edge thickness of the Garrett turbine is about 73 percent 
of the vane trailing edge value of the Teledyne turbine. It should 
be anticipated that the heat-flux results for the two turbines 
will be similar, but there is no reason to expect that they will 
be identical. The rate at which the Garrett blade intercepts 
guide vane wakes induces a disturbance on the blade boundary 
layer of higher frequency than was present for the Teledyne 
turbine. It appears that the blade boundary-layer transition is 
influenced by the vane wakes, and thus it is argued that the 
high-frequency disturbance caused by the vane wakes results 
in the boundary layer being in an unsteady state. However, 
on the basis of these data the possibility cannot be ruled out 
that the rapid changes in heat-flux level on the blade observed 
in transiting the vane wake might be due to differences in 
turbulence level (and/or turbulence scale) associated with the 
passage and wake flow regions and that these turbulence pa
rameters would be different for the two turbines considered 
because of geometric considerations. Traci and Wilcox (1975) 
and Lowery and Vachon (1975) have both shown that tur
bulence intensity can have a significant influence on stagnation-
point heat transfer. Blair (1983a, 1983b) reported the results 
of a study designed to determine the influence of free-stream 
turbulence on the heat transfer to a flat plate in the presence 
of a fully turbulent boundary layer. Later, O'Brien and Van 
Fossen (1985) demonstrated the influence of turbulence inten
sity and turbulence length scale on heat transfer in the stag
nation region of a cylinder. Moffat and Maciejewski (1985) 
demonstrated that flat-plate heat transfer levels can be signif
icantly increased as a result of turbulence. More recently Mof
fat and Maciejewski (1988) have presented a much more detailed 
study of the influence of high free-stream turbulence on heat 
transfer in turbulent boundary layers. Subsequent work by 
O'Brien (1988) suggests that vortex shedding may be a major 
contributor to the magnitude of the excursions of heat flux 
experienced by the blade in passage through the vane wake. 
It should also be noted that the vane exit Mach number for 
the Garrett turbine was slightly less thai^unity, while the vane 
exit Mach number for the Teledyne turbine was equal to or 
slightly greater than unity. 

Figures 7 and 8 are heat-flux histories for locations of 11.4 
and 85.7 percent wetted distance on the blade pressure surface 
obtained for the same experimental conditions as those of Figs. 
4-6. The shape of the pressure surface heat-flux history at 11.4 
percent wetted distance is very different from the correspond
ing result on the suction surface. This is not unexpected since 
these locations have a very different exposure to the vane exit 
flow. The three passages shown in Fig. 7 illustrate that the 
peak heat flux occurs at small phase angles and then decreases, 
reaching a minimum just beyond the intersection of the mean 
camber line. This general characteristic is consistent with that 
found at a corresponding location on the Teledyne blade (see 
Fig. 10 of Dunn et al., 1989). Figure 8 illustrates the heat-flux 
history for three passages at a location of 85.7 percent wetted 
distance on the pressure surface. These data indicate a peak 
heat-flux value at a phase angle just beyond mid passage. This 
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Fig. 9 Phase-resolved heat-flux data at geometric stagnation point on 
blade with vane injection for three different Vane passages 

trend is somewhat different from, but not inconsistent with 
that observed with the Teledyne machine. The contour plots 
presented by Dunn et al. (1989) (see Fig. 11(b) of that paper) 
illustrate a sharp peak at small phase angle followed by a trend 
that is completely consistent with that observed here. For Figs. 
7 and 8, the predicted heat-flux levels obtained from the tur
bulent flat-plate prediction and the laminar flat-plate predic
tion compare to the data in about the same manner as described 
in the preceding paragraph for the suction surface. 

The Garrett TFE 731-2 HP turbine uses slot injection from 
the vane pressure surface to cool the trailing edge. This cooling 
system has been used to investigate the influence of cooling 
gas injection on both vane and blade time-averaged heat-flux 
levels (Dunn, 1985, 1986b). This previous work indicated that 
vane injection results in an increase in blade heat-flux level at 
the geometric stagnation point and at locations on the blade 
suction surface up to wetted distances of about 15 percent. 
Figure 9 is a plot of the phase-resolved heat-flux history at the 
blade geometric stagnation point in the presence of upstream 
vane injection. The overall heat-flux level is higher than the 
corresponding no-injection result shown in Fig. 4 as would 
have been anticipated. The time-averaged results reported by 
Dunn (1986b) illustrate that at the stagnation point, injection 
resulted in a 15 to 20 percent increase in heat flux. The slot 
injection appears to disturb the flow significantly in the stag
nation region and on the early portion of the suction surface 
of the blade. However, the general characteristics of the heat-
flux histories for theatwo cases are similar. There are several 
possible reasons for this observed increase in heat-flux level, 
among them being the potential for changes in the local tur
bulence intensity and scale as a result of the injection. As noted 
earlier in this paper, several authors have demonstrated the 
importance of turbulence intensity and/or turbulence scale on 
the heat transfer in the stagnation region of a cylinder and to 
the surface of a flat plate. 

In looking at the heat-flux data presented in Figs. 4-9, an 
estimate of the uncertainty in both heat-flux value and phase 
angle is important. A detailed calibration of voltage output 
versus temperature at constant current is obtained for each 
heat-flux gage using an NBS-traceable thermometer and an oil 
bath system. After the gage is placed in the turbine component 
and the turbine model installed in the tunnel, a calibration 
signal is passed from the gage terminals through the data re
cording system. Immediately prior to initiation of the test-gas 
flow, the room temperature signal from each of the gages is 
sampled and recorded with the rotor at design speed. These 

ROTATION 

Fig. 10 Sketch of shroud heat-flux and pressure instrumentation rel
ative to blade location 

prerun heat-flux data are a very small percentage of the time-
averaged heat-flux signal recorded during the test-gas flow. 
However, the prerun values provide an estimate of the system 
noise level. The data obtained from the experiment consist of 
a heat-flux phase (or time) history with the fluctuating com
ponent due to vane passage cutting superimposed on the time-
averaged signal (the heat flux averaged over several revolu
tions). The uncertainty associated with the time-averaged por
tion of the heat-flux data is estimated to be on the order of 
± 1 percent. As noted above, the heat-flux signals associated 
with blade transit of the vane passages represent fluctuations 
superimposed on a much larger signal. The magnitude of the 
heat-flux fluctuations can be relatively large as illustrated by 
Dunn et al. (1989) and in Figs. 4-9 of this paper. The magnitude 
of the gage temperature fluctuation is small compared to the 
temperature corresponding to the time-averaged heat flux, but 
the rate of change of temperature with respect to phase angle 
(or time) is very large. The combination of a small gage tem
perature change and the large temperature gradient increases 
the uncertainty in the measurement. It is estimated that the 
uncertainty in the instantaneous heat-flux value is on the order 
of ±3 percent. The uncertainty in the phase angle is mainly 
associated with turbine manufacturing tolerances and not with 
the shaft encoder. Once the encoder unit is secured to the shaft 
and aligned with a particular vane trailing edge, there is little 
uncertainty in where it will provide repeat signals to trigger 
the data recording system. 

The instrumentation package in the stationary shroud for 
this turbine includes heat-flux gages and pressure transducers. 
The time-resolved data taken in the shroud region were ob
tained as part of a larger program intended to determine the 
detailed behavior of leakage flow in the tip/shroud region. 
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Fig. 11 Time-resolved stationary shroud heat-flux and surface-pressure 
history 

The blade tip as well as the blade surfaces in the immediate 
vicinity of the tip (90 percent span) were all instrumented with 
heat-flux gages. The time-averaged heat-flux distributions on 
the respective surfaces are relatively easy to obtain and these 
form the basic data for the purposes of the leakage flow study 
mentioned above. However, the time-resolved heat-flux and 
surface-pressure data are helpful in understanding the behavior 
of the leakage flow. Figure 10 is a sketch of the shroud in
strumentation relative to the blade location drawn approxi
mately to scale. For the purposes of this discussion, attention 
will be confined to heat-flux gage position 115 and pressure 
gage position P3, which are both in about the same location 
relative to the blade pressure surface and of about the same 
axial chord. The time elapsed between successive blade passage 
at a fixed shroud location is on the order of 38.5 ^s and the 
sampling rate is on the order of 4.2 /xs/sample, which results 
in approximately nine data samples per blade passage. This 
sampling rate is sufficient to define the characteristic of the 
heat-flux and pressure time history, as will be illustrated in 
Fig. 11. Here, comparisons are made on the same time base 
of the heat-flux history at position 115 and the surface pressure 
history at location SP3. Approximately four blade passages 
are shown in Fig. 11. The heat-flux data give the appearance 
of a slightly upward trend with time. If a larger portion of the 
blade revolution were presented, it would be illustrated that 
the heat-flux level has a slight waviness but is relatively con
stant. The agreement between the peaks and valleys of the 
respective time histories is felt to be reasonably good, sug
gesting that the heat-flux and surface pressure are tracking 
each other in phase. The blade passage time is noted on the 
figure. Figure 12 is a plot comparable to Fig. 11 but for the 
case of vane slot injection. From previous work with this tur
bine it is known that the magnitude of the time-averaged heat 
flux is only slightly influenced by the presence of injection. 
The with-injection value was found to be on the order of 46 
Btu/ft2 sec and the corresponding value without injection being 
on the order of 44 Btu/ft2 sec. The standard deviations of the 
time-averaged data are such that the influence of vane injection 
on the shroud heat-flux values is not significant. 

Conclusions 
Phase-resolved heat-flux data have been presented for sev

eral locations on the Garrett TFE 731-2 HP turbine blade. The 
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Fig. 12 Time-resolved stationary shroud heat-tlux and surface-pressure 
history 

peak heat-flux value at the geometric stagnation point and on 
the blade suction surface appears to be associated with the 
flow coming from the vane trailing edge wake. Whether this 
increased heat flux is due to enhanced turbulence in the wake 
whether it is due to the influence of the wake flow on the blade 
boundary layer cannot be determined from these measure
ments. The presence of vane slot injection is shown to have 
an insignificant influence on the level of heat flux in the sta
tionary shroud for this particular turbine. However, at the 
geometric stagnation point of the blade near midspan, the 
influence of upstream vane injection has a significant influence 
on the heat-flux history. Time-resolved stationary shroud heat-
flux and surface pressure histories are shown to be in phase 
with each other for the geometric location investigated in this 
work. 
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Aerodynamics of Cooling Jets 
Introduced in the Secondary Flow 
of a Low-Speed Turbine Cascade 
The aerodynamic behavior of cold discrete jets in a cold secondary flow is inves
tigated. Configurations including single jets and rows of jets are studied. These jets 
are introduced through the side wall of a low-speed nozzle turbine cascade. The 
experimental setup and the jet behavior are fully described. The effects of location 
with respect to the blades, mass flow ratio, yaw, and incidence angles on the aero
dynamics of single jets are investigated. The influence of neighboring jets is detailed 
in the case of multiple jet configurations. The interaction with the secondary flow 
is presented. The local pressure and velocity fields, trajectories, and visualizations 
are discussed. The measuring apparatus includes a five-hole probe and a hot wire 
for intermittency measurements. 

Introduction 
Nowadays the tendency is to raise the upstream temperature 

of the turbine, in order to increase the thermal efficiency of 
the engine. Cooling of blades and side walls is therefore nec
essary, particularly in the first nozzle, in order to protect the 
material from the hot flow. Discrete jets have been found to 
be one of the most efficient ways of cooling. Some attention 
has to be paid to the aerodynamic interactions between the jet 
flows and the secondary flow in a turbine. The goal is to 
minimize the injected mass flow for a given cooling efficiency 
and to decrease the aerodynamic losses induced by the jet-
secondary flow interaction. 

Discrete jets have been introduced on the side wall of a 
turbine cascade. The results emphasize the mixing and dif
fusion processes of the jet flow in the secondary flow, as well 
as the mutual interactions of the jets. 

Both thermal and aerodynamic aspects of the subject have 
to be studied. Only the latter is developed in this paper. 

Before dealing with that point, we shall give a qualitative 
description of the phenomena observed in a jet introduced, at 
given incidence and yaw angles, into a three-dimensional ex
ternal flow. This description is partly based on previous ex
perimental studies (Moussa et al., 1977). 

Three important effects control the dynamic of the jet (Fig. 
1): drag, longitudinal vortices, and entrainment effects. In the 
zone close to the orifice, the jet behaves as a flexible solid 
body. A wake develops downstream of the jet. The resulting 
static pressure drag induces a bending of the jet trajectory. 
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One of the fundamental characteristics of the interaction 
between the external flow and the jet is the appearance of 
contrarotating vortices tts within the jet (Fig. 1). According to 
Moussa et al. (1977), the vortices are located under the jet 
stream and exhibit a regular structure. We propose the fol
lowing model for the vortex development. The process lying 
behind the vortex production is tied to the existence of trans
verse gradients of the longitudinal velocity component dVs/ 
dn, dVs/db and jet deflection at (da„, dab) under the external 
flow influence. The mechanism for the vortex production is 
probably very similar to that which controls the generation of 
the passage vortex in a blade cascade (Lakshminarayana and 
Horlock, 1973; Bario et al., 1981). By their respective kinetic 
moments, the vortices will tend to stiffen the jet, thus opposing 
the deflection that created them. 

/ 
SUCTION SIDE 

PRESSURE SIDE 

/ 
Fig. 1 Aerodynamics of a jet introduced from the side wall in a two-
dimensional flow (left) and in a cascade flow (right) 
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11. Table 1 
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Fig. 2 Jet orifice location, trajectories of single jets, and inviscid mid-
span streamlines (see also Table 1) 

The behavior of secondary flows in turbines has been widely 
studied in recent years. Sieverding (1988) gives a good picture 
of the present knowledge of these phenomena. The strong flow 
deviation and acceleration in the turbine passage give rise to 
the growth of secondary vortices inducing a high three-di
mensional structure into the flow. We shall investigate the 
development of cooling jets introduced from the side wall in 
the secondary flow region. 

Pressure and velocity measurements and thermal detection 
of the jets for different configurations are presented. The ex
perimental equipment and the results are described below. 

Experimental Setup 

Wind Tunnel and Blade Cascade. The wind tunnel consists 
of a ventilator, a plenum chamber with honeycombs, and a 
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convergent, which drives the flow on the blade cascade; its 
convergence ratio is 15. The test section is rectangular and its 
dimensions are 0.274 mx 1.275 m. The inclinations of the 
upper and lower walls were adjusted in order to obtain a proper 
two-dimensional flow along the cascade. The periodicity of 
the flow downstream is obtained by acting on the upper wall 
and on a small deflector placed on the lower and upper walls. 
The periodicity of the flow is checked with the help of a three-
hole directional probe, which is introduced downstream of the 
cascade, and displaced along the Z direction. 

The straight cascade consists of nine nontwisted blades of 
a gas turbine nozzle. The main dimensions of the blades are: 
span 7/=0.274 m, cord c = 0.163 m, and solidity c/g=1.16. 
The stagger angle defined with respect to the axial direction 
is 41 "30'. The blade profile is given in Fig. 2. The profiles are 
numbered from 1 to 9, starting from the lower wall. 

Jet Configurations. For the single-jet configurations, three 
different locations of the jet have been chosen in the channel 
(Fig. 2). The first one (0) is at the leading edge in the middle 
of the channel. The second and third ones are located at the 
throat level between measurement stations 8 and 9, one at 
0.025 m from the suction surface (A), and the other at 0.020 
m from the pressure surface (B) of the blade. The orifice 
diameter is 0.0022 m. The angle a„ between the direction of 
the jet outlet and the X-Z surface is a„ = 60 deg (Fig. 2). The 
orifice is drilled on a cylinder that can be turned around its 
axis Y in order to define various angles ab within the X-Z 
plane. The different parameters used for each jet are presented 
in Table 1. Two velocity ratios have been used: Vo/Vex = 0.65, 
and V0/Vex = 2.5%, where Vex is the local velocity of the flow 
external to the viscous layer and V0 is the mass-averaged outlet 
velocity at the orifice. 

Two rows of jet configurations have also been studied. They 
have, respectively, 28 and 27 holes (Fig. 2), the first one being 
located at x/Cx = 0A41, the second one at x/Cx = 0.2U. The 
two rows and the front of the cascade are parallel. The diameter 
of the jet orifices is D = 0.002 m; the distance between two 
holes in one row is /= 0.004 m (l/D-2); the distance between 
the two rows is a = 0.008 m (a/D = A). 

Nomenclature 

CD = drag coefficient 
Cx = axial chord 
D = orifice diameter 
g = gravitational acceleration 

H = blade span 
Hn = shape factor = displacement 

thickness/momentum thick
ness 

P = static pressure 
PT = stagnation pressure 

V = velocity 
X = axial direction (see Fig. 2) 

Y = direction normal to the side 
wall (see Fig. 2) 

Z = tangential direction (see Fig. 
2) 

a„ = orifice pitch angle (see Fig. 
2) 

ab = orifice yaw angle (see Fig. 
2) 

/3 = absolute flow angle (with 
respect to the axial direc
tion) 

T = intermittence coefficient 
p = density 

fi = 
= 

Subscripts 
ex = 

b, n = 

o = 
ref = 

s = 

x, y, z = 

vorticity 
mean quantity 

i 

midspan reference 
normal to the jet streamline 
(see Fig. 1) 
at the jet orifice 
reference upstream condi
tion 
longitudinal to the jet 
streamline (see Fig. 1) 
along X, Y, or Z directions 
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Fig. 3 Electronic detection system; measurement of the intermittence 
coefficient 

The angles that define the injection directions are a„ = 30 
deg for the two rows, ab= -10 deg for the first row, and 
ab= -20 deg for the second row. These last two values have 
been chosen in order to obtain, near the orifices, the alignment 
of the jet flow with the mean external streamline. All the jets 
of a row have the same parallel initial direction. Note that the 
value of the angle a„ (a„ = 30 deg) is lower than that used for 
the single jet cases. The velocity ratio is V0/Vex= 1.2, where 
Vex is the gap-averaged mean velocity. 

Measurement Methods 

Pressure and Velocity Measurements. Measurements of the 
aerodynamic field are carried out with a five-hole directional 
cobra type probe. Its head has a diameter of 1.5 mm and is 
located at 30 mm from an 8-mm-dia stem. This probe has been 
calibrated in the potential core of a square low-speed jet. The 
calibration has been realized for values of the pitch angle 7̂  
between + 30 and - 30 deg, and for five values of the yaw 
angle #,= - 4 , - 2 , 0, +2, and +4 deg. 

The probe has been introduced into the cascade in sections 
through slots realized in one side wall (Fig. 2). Special care 
has been taken in order to avoid any leakage flow through the 
slot while displacing the probe. The measurements have been 
obtained near the opposite wall, thus avoiding any disturbing 
effects of the slots. The probe is fixed on a carrier, which 
enables the displacement along the Y and Z directions. Ro
tation of the probe around its axis is also used in order to align 
its head with the local direction of the flow. Therefore, (3X is 
nearly zero thus minimizing the use of the calibration map. 

The accuracy of the displacements along Fand Z is 0.1 mm. 
The angle j3, after rotation of the probe, is estimated with an 
accuracy of 0.5 deg. The pressure is obtained with an error of 
0.35 mm of water. The relative velocity error is then of the 
order of 1 percent. 

Data Reduction. Most of the pressure values are given in 
mm H20 with respect to a reference stagnation pressure PK{ 
taken upstream in the plenum chamber. For these experiments, 
we have Pref = 60 mm H20. In the following, space-averaged 
quantities will also be given; they are obtained from about 30 
values, distributed along the Z direction. 

Thermal Detection of the Jet. We shall see that it is very 
difficult to detect the jet using a pressure sensor, in particular 
for very low velocity ratio, as the pressure and velocity of the 
jet have the same magnitude as that of the secondary flow. A 
thermal detection system has been developed. Its principle is 
simple. The jet is heated up to a temperature of 40-50°C above 
the temperature of the flow in the cascade. A hot wire with a 
low heating coefficient is used as a thermometer. The wire 
signal is processed electronically. As most of the measurements 
are done outside of the potential core of the jet, the detection 
(localization) of the jet is thus reduced to a measurement of 
a turbulent quantity such as an intermittence coefficient T, T 
being defined as the ratio between the sum of the time durations 
during which the wire is within the hot bursts and the total 
measurement time duration. 

A high value of the intermittence coefficient characterizes 
a region of hot flow. As the centers of the vortices are not 

easily fed by external flow, the intermittence coefficient will 
be higher there. The shape and level of iso-intermittence curve 
can be used to describe the jet evolution. 

The technique of thermal sampling has been described by 
Sunyach (1971). A simpler technique is used here. The output 
of the hot wire, amplified 50,000 to 100,000 times as shown 
in Fig. 3, is input to a "threshold control" system, which 
matches the "cold" signal level to a reference threshold, thus 
avoiding the problems of low-frequency temperature drift of 
the wind tunnel air. The second stage of the electronics is used 
to detect the-hot bubbles emitted by the jet. Comparisons are 
made with a controllable threshold. At the output, a logic 
signal is obtained (0 V for the cold fluid and 5 V for the hot 
fluid), which is used to control a 1 MHz generator. Counting 
the pulses gives a measure of the intermittence coefficient. A 
simple calculation of the drag force (FD~ pexCDSVlx where 
CD~ 1.8 (Ramette and Louis, 1984), andpand Fare the density 
and velocity of the external flow acting on the surface S of 
the jet, which can be taken as a solid body S~L2, L being a 
length scale of the jet) and buoyancy force FB balance 
(FB~ (Pex~p)^g) shows that the effect of buoyancy can be 
neglected. As a consequence, the necessity of using low jet 
heating for hot wire detection is not a problem for measurement 
analysis. 

A laser visualization technique has also been used. For that 
purpose, smoke is mixed with the air injected through the 
orifice. A laser beam hits a rotating mirror, which creates a 
laser light sheet parallel to the (Y, Z) plane. A cross section 
of the jet is then visualized. 

Results and Discussion 

General Conditions. The cascade has first been adjusted 
in order to obtain proper uniform conditions upstream and 
periodic conditions downstream. The periodicity was found to 
be adequate for the passages between the blades 2 to 7. Var
iation of the dynamic head less than 1 percent has been ob
served for homologous points in the blade passage, except for 
the lowest velocity on the wake, where variations of the order 
of 4 percent have been reached. In the following, measurements 
are presented between the blades numbered 5 and 6. 

The upstream conditions are two dimensional at station 1. 
The velocity modulus outside of the wall layer is 15.2 m/s. 
The Reynolds number based on the chord and the downstream 
midspan conditions is 330,000. The viscous layer thickness is 
of the order of 60 mm. Other integral quantities for station 1 
are: displacement thickness, S* = 4.33 mm, shape factor 
Hi2= 1.34. This last value is typical for a turbulent boundary 
layer on a flat plate without pressure gradient. The details of 
the flow are presented in Fig. 4. The axial velocity profile has 
been described by a logarithmic law for.y + = 150 to 1000, where 

Y+ = YVw/v and Vw=\Jrw/p. The friction coefficient 
Cf=2rJpV2

ex is Cy=0.0035, as determined by Clauser's 
method, according to the law of the wall V/Vw = 2.5lny+ +4.9. 
There exists a small gradient of the velocity angle /3, which 
goes from +1 deg at the wall to - 1 deg at midspan. We 
believe that this is linked to the particular adjustment of the 
upper and lower walls of the wind tunnel. In connection, a 
slight static pressure gradient exists in the direction Y normal 
to the side wall. 

Single Jet Configurations 

Injection at Point 0 With a Velocity Ratio V0/Vex = 2.58 and 
Yaw Angle ab = 0 deg. The iso-stagnation pressure curves 
show that the jet is properly detected by the pressure sensor 
(Fig. 5). An increase in the stagnation pressure is observed at 
the center of the jet. There is a modification in the shape of 
the curves close to the wall, indicating that the wake of the 
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Fig. 6 Secondary velocity vectors, station 7, single jet coming from 0 
with VJV,X = 2.58 

first part of the jet is clearly observed at station 6. The static 
pressure field is only locally disturbed. The minimum of the 
static pressure in the jet corresponds to the local maximum 
velocity Vs. The presence of the jet is clearly distinguished by 
the observation of the secondary velocity vectors (Fig. 6). This 
velocity is the projection of the measured velocity on a plane 

Y/CH/25 YC10-3m5 

20. 

0.1 

0. L 0 
20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 

ZC10-3rrO 
Fig. 7 Iso-intermittence curves, station 6, single jet coming from 0 with 

normal to the local in viscid computed streamline. Note the 
overall tendency for the jet to rotate in the same direction as 
the external secondary flow. The iso-intermittence curves (Fig. 
7) show that the jet development occurs with a diffusion prac
tically equivalent in the X and Z directions. There exist two 
areas with high intermittence coefficients, giving to the jet 
section a classical kidney shape. They correspond to the nuclei 
of the hot fluid emitted from the jet. Note that the area located 
close to the pressure side tends to stay very marked compared 
with the other. Similarly the rotation of the axis linking these 
two areas is quite pronounced during the evolution along the 
path. The rotation of the jet structure can be associated with 
the vorticity development along the jet path. We have already 
described how the pair of longitudinal vortices tts, Qs may 
be linked to the jet deflection. Similarly, the jet is 
influenced by a new curvature, which is associated with the 
blade-to-blade deflection (Fig. 1). The corresponding vortices, 
which are located on the front and back faces of the jet ilbl 
and Qb2, induce longitudinal vortex Qs> and fis.'. A structure 

-l 2 

fise] appears, which may be described by one vortex on the 
upper-suction side resulting from the association of the vortices 
ilS[ and flj/; and similarly there appears ilse2 on the lower 
pressure side. The two vortices Q^ and the passage vortex QSF 

having an opposite rotation, the shear stresses on the jet bound
aries are probably stronger than for 0M and QSF. The turbulent 
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be 
mixing is increased probably on the suction side vortex fl. 
The decay of the suction side vortex ilsei may 
due then to this higher mixing. Close to the wall there is a 
zone 0.005 m thick, which is not influenced by the jet; this 
can be explained by the quite large initial value of the incidence 
angle a„ and the velocity ratio. Finally, we observed that the 
development of the secondary flow is not appreciably influ
enced by the presence of the jet, which can be considered simply 
as a local perturbation superimposed on the main flow in the 
cascade in the absence of injection. 

Injection at Point 0 With a Velocity Ratio V0/Vex = 0.65 and 
Yaw Angle ab = 0 deg. The jet does not appreciably modify 
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Fig. 11 Mixing of the jets; decrease of the intermittence coefficient 
maximum value 
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Fig. 12 Iso-intermittence curves, jet No. 15 of first row, VJV,x = -\.2, 
Station 8; top: single-jet configuration; bottom: row of jet configuration 

the distribution of the stagnation pressure except very close to 
the wall. The static pressure field is not changed. It is no longer 
possible to detect the jet except by thermal detection. The iso-
intermittence curves still show a "kidney" type structure (Figs. 
8a-c). The jet is close to the wall. The jet diffusion is stronger 
in the blade-to-blade direction (Z direction) than in the span-
wise direction. The ratio of the jet characteristic transverse 
length is now about 2. 

Injection at Point 0 With a Velocity Ratio V0/ Vex = 0.65 and 
Yaw Angle ctb= -45 deg and ab = + 45 deg (Fig. 9). When 
a yaw angle exists with respect to the external flow through 
the cascade, the "kidney" structure exhibited by the iso-in
termittence curves disappears; it seems that only one center of 
high intermittence Y remains. The iso-intermittence curves have 
a shape similar to those found for a two-dimensional round 
jet, although the diffusion in the Z direction due to blade-to-
blade pressure gradient is still clearly dominant compared with 
the diffusion in the Y direction. 

Description of the Jet Trajectories. The locus of the max
ima of the intermittence coefficient is indicated in Figs. 2 and 
10. In the case of injection at point 0 at high velocity ratio 
(V0/Vex = 2.5S), the jet tends to move away from the platform 
approaching closer to the pressure side of the guide vane than 
for the similar case at a low velocity ratio (Vo/Vex = 0.65). This 
can be simply explained by the difference between the kinetic 
energies of the jet and the fluid flowing through the cascade. 
The different yaw angles used at point 0 have little influence 
on the jet trajectory, except very,near the orifice. A comparison 
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Secondly, the development of the jet transverse section in the
Y-Z plane points out the transverse diffusion of the jet (Fig.
8).
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Multiple Jet Configurations

Influence of Adjacent Jets, One Row of Jet Configuration
( Vol Vex) =: 1.2. The iso-intermittence coefficient of jet No.
15 (coming from orifice No. 15 of the first row) is compared
for the cases of a single injection and multiple injection from
the first row. (Fig. 12) for measurement station 8. The width
of the single jet section is twice as big as that of the same jet
in multiple jet configuration. This is because of the interaction
of neighboring jet vortices, which prevents the diffusion and
the mixing with the external flow.

The streamwise evolution of the flow injected from the first
row is presented in Fig. 13. The thickness of the jet flow zone
is more important on the suction side as compared to the
pressure side. This is an effect of the secondary flow, which
moves the jet flow from the pressure to the suction side (Fig.
13d). Some high intermittence coefficient zones exist. It is
important to notice that their number is less than the number
(28) of injection orifices. The laser visuali~ation technique has
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Fig. 14 Laser visualizations of multiple jet flow coming from row No.
1. Left: station 6, center: station 7, right: station 11 (viewed from the exit
of the cascade, camera Is above and on the left of the photographed
channel). For stations 6 and 7, only the upper part (near suction surface
5.5.) of the jet area Is visualized; the lower part (near pressure surface
P.S.) is masked by the lower blade).

of the position of the jet trajectory with that of the streamlines
obtained by means of a blade-to-blade inviscid flow calculation
is given in Fig. 2. We note an overdeflection of these trajec
tories, compared with the inviscid streamlines, under the in
fluences of the secondary flow.

Jet Dilution. Two parameters describe the jet dilution in
the cascade flow. Firstly, the maximum value of the inter
mittence coefficient characterizes the jet nucleus mixing with
the mean flow. The decay of this maximum is practically iden
tical for all the jets coming from the same orifice (Fig. 11).
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confirmed the presence of these structures. The cross section 
of the jets is visualized. Figures 14(a) and 14(6) show these 
sections for the stations 6 and 7. All the shapes and dimensions 
of the jet sections are still the same in section 6. However, big 
structures separated by crossflow regions are present in section 
7. This is in good agreement with the intermittence measure
ments. We may suppose that these structures are connected to 
the coalescence of the jets. At the exit of the cascade (Station 
11, Fig A Ac), the displacement of the j et area toward the suction 
side may be clearly observed. Also, a decrease of the jet thick
ness may be seen near the suction side corner. This means that 
another vortex effect may exist near the corner. In the wake 
of the blade the smoke moves away from the wall. 

Two Rows of Jets. The influence of the second row of jets 
on the evolution of the intermittence is not very sensible. The 
gapwise-averaged quantities such as the stagnation pressure 
and the deflection angle /3 are only slightly modified (Figs. 
15a and 156). An increase of the stagnation pressure and of 
the relative flow angle /3 is detected near the wall. These are 
direct consequences of the higher jet momentum compared to 
the local external flow. The jets add kinetic energy to the wall 
layer. Simultaneously under the blade-to-blade static pressure 
difference, the jet layer is less deflected than the outer sec
ondary flow. In particular cases, the use of film cooling can 
then counterbalance the secondary flow effects locally. As 
reported by Sieverding and Wilputte (1980), the influence of 
cooling jets on the selection of the blading must be considered. 
The secondary velocity vector is presented in Fig. 16(a) for the 
single-row case and Fig. 16(6) for the double-row case (station 
8). The effect of increasing the number of rows of jets may 
be observed by a corresponding growth of the normal velocity 
component V. On these figures, the secondary flow passage 
vortex is clearly visible. Near the suction surface corner, there 
is also a contrarotating vortex close to the wall. 

Conclusions 
Some experimental results on the aerodynamic behavior of 

discrete jets introduced into the secondary flow of a nozzle 
turbine cascade have been presented. These materials give some 

insights into the mechanics of single jets and rows of jets. The 
main conclusions are: 

1 For a single-jet configuration without yaw at high velocity 
ratio V0/Vex = 2.5%, the jet section has a "kidney" shape. One 
of the two centers generated by the normal to the wall deflection 
keeps high values of the intermittence coefficient and may be 
observed far downstream of the orifice; the other one disap
pears probably because of shear stress mixing effects. The axis 
of these two centers rotates under the blade-to-blade deflection 
influence. With this high velocity ratio, the jet is lifted away 
from the wall. The diffusion is similar in the transverse and 
normal directions. 

2 For a single jet without yaw at low velocity ratio V0/ 
Fex = 0.65, the jet is closer to the wall. The diffusion occurs 
in a more pronounced way in the blade-to-blade direction. The 
shape of the jet is elliptic (length ratio 2). 

3 When yaw with respect to the external flow exists at the 
orifice, the "kidney" shape disappears. The jet section is very 
similar to the two-dimensional jet. 

4 The trajectories of single jets are affected by the secondary 
flow, but the yaw influence is weak for these velocity ratios, 
except very near the orifice. 

5 The transverse section thickness of a single jet is twice as 
big as that of the same jet when operating in the same external 
aerodynamic conditions in a multiple jet configuration. This 
is a consequence of the neighboring jets, which prevent the 
external flow from reaching the wall and thus decrease the 
lateral diffusion. 

6 In multiple jet configurations some high intermittence 
cores of jet flow resulting from jet coalescence exist. 

7 The multiple jet layer thickness tends to be more pro
nounced on the suction side under secondary flow influence. 

8 The wall-suction surface corner is weakly influenced by 
the jet flow. The passage vortex does not seem able to transfer 
the jet flow in this region. 

9 For a velocity ratio of 1.2, the stagnation pressure and 
the normal to the wall velocity component are increased near 
the wall. Simultaneously, in the blade-to-blade plane, the ve
locity angle is decreased near the wall compared to the no-jet 
case. This suggests that the jet flow may counterbalance the 
classical secondary flow effect. 
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Experimental Determination of 
Stator Endwall Heat Transfer 
Local Stanton numbers were experimentally determined for the endwall surface of 
a turbine vane passage. A six-vane linear cascade having vanes with an axial chord 
of 13.81 cm was used. Results were obtained for Reynolds numbers based on inlet 
velocity and axial chord between 73,000 and 495,000. The test section was connected 
to a low-pressure exhaust system. Ambient air was drawn into the test section; inlet 
velocity was controlled up to a maximum of 59.4 m/s. The effect of the inlet boundary 
layer thickness on the endwall heat transfer was determined for a range of test section 
flow rates. The liquid crystal measurement technique was used to measure heat 
transfer. Endwall heat transfer was determined by applying electrical power to a 
foil heater attached to the cascade endwall. The temperature at which the liquid 
crystal exhibited a specific color was known from a calibration test. Lines showing 
this specific color were isotherms, and because of uniform heat generation they were 
also lines of nearly constant heat transfer. Endwall static pressures were measured, 
along with surveys of total pressure and flow angles at the inlet and exit of the 
cascade. 

Introduction 
Gas turbine cycle efficiency can be increased by raising the 

turbine inlet temperature or by decreasing the amount of cool
ant air.To take either of these approaches without adversely 
affecting the structural durability of the machine requires an 
accurate understanding of the heat transfer in the turbine. The 
endwall heat transfer is significant, especially for low-aspect-
ratio turbines, where the endwall area exposed to the hot gases 
approaches in size the blade surface area. The concern with 
knowing the endwall heat transfer characteristics extends over 
the entire range of machine sizes. Large turbines are very 
sensitive to improvements in efficiency. Smaller turbines have 
greater exposed area per unit of flow, and endwall coolant 
requirements result in larger decrements in efficiency. 

Several investigators have studied the heat transfer for stator 
endwalls employing a variety of different measuring tech
niques. Transient measurements were made using shock tubes 
by Dunn and Hause (1982), and by Dunn et al. (1986) to 
measure stator endwall heat transfer on two different stator 
designs. Isentropic light piston tunnels were used by Brooks 
et al. (1985) and Georgiou et al. (1979) to measure endwall 
heat transfer for two additional stators. The transient meas
urements were done at transonic flow conditions. Steady-state 
measurements were made by Hippensteele and Russell (1988) 
and by Blair (1974) using a moderately heated endwall, but 
again for different stator geometries. York et al. (1984) made 
steady-state measurements using heated air and cooled walls 
to simulate engine gas-to-wall temperature ratios for a stator 
geometry of their design. The data obtained by the different 
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Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8,1989. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters February 1, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-219. 

investigators were for a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The 
Reynolds number based on inlet flow velocity and axial chord 
varied from less than 100,000 to 500,000. When results from 
different investigators were compared, it was found that heat 
transfer distributions varied greatly. For example, the region 
of maximum heat transfer within the passage varied from near 
the suction surface to near the pressure surface. While the 
stators used by the various investigators had about the same 
amount of flow turning, the vane shapes differed noticeably. 
The differences among the experiments make it difficult to 
determine confidently the reasons for the different endwall 
heat transfer patterns. 

To understand better the factors governing endwall heat 
transfer, a program was undertaken to determine the endwall 
heat transfer distribution for a turbine stator. Results were 
obtained for a range of Reynolds numbers, and for three dif
ferent inlet boundary layers for a single vane geometry. The 
passage heat transfer distributions were mapped, and detailed 
measurements were made for the endwall region adjacent to 
the vane leading edge. The data were obtained in a linear 
cascade using a liquid crystal measurement technique to de
termine the endwall heat transfer. In addition to the heat trans
fer measurements, a number of pressure measurements were 
made. Endwall static as well as span wise surveys of total pres
sure and flow angle were made upstream and downstream of 
the cascade. The flow rate was controlled to give Reynolds 
numbers between 73,000 and 495,000, so as to be in the range 
of Reynolds numbers used by other investigators. 

Experimental Facility 
Figure 1 shows an overall view of the test facility. The facility 

consists of a bellmouth, a constant cross-sectional area inlet 
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Fig. 1 Test facility 

duct, the test section proper with the vanes and heated endwall, 
and an exhaust section. A series of tests were run for each of 
three different inlets. In the first series the heated test section 
was adjacent to the bellmouth inlet. The other two series of 
tests were done with constant cross-sectional inlet area ducts 
0.914 m (3.0 ft), and 1.524 m (5.0 ft) in length between the 
bellmouth and the heated section. The duct was 15.2 cm (6.0 
in.) high and 68.6 cm (27.0 in.) wide. The maximum test ve
locity in the duct was 59.4 m/s (195 fps). 

Figure 2 shows a closeup view of the heated test section. 
The vanes had an axial chord of 13.81 cm. The ratio of axial 
to true chord was 0.718. The pitch-to-axial chord ratio was 
0.759. The heated area was 30.5 cm (12 in.) long and 51.0 cm 
(20.1 in.) wide. The heated area began 0.736 axial chords 
upstream of the test vanes. Three tailboards are shown in Fig. 
2. The two tailboards behind the outer vanes were used to 
obtain periodicity at the exit of each of the passages. Two 

Fig. 2 Endwall heat transfer test configuration 

adjustable flow control vanes are shown in Fig. 2. These two 
vanes were used to control the flow to ensure upstream peri
odicity. There were six turbine vanes in the cascade, and the 
center passage was used as the test passage. Three different 
lids were used for the test section. One lid had pressure taps, 
and was used to map the endwall flow field. The second lid 
was made of clear acrylic, and was used during the heat transfer 
tests. The third lid had an open area downstream of the cas
cade, and was used for the exit surveys. During the exit survey 
tests an actuator table was secured to the top of the lid. 

The vane profile shapes were scaled from those used in the 
heat transfer tests of Blair (1974). The passage flow charac
teristics of the vanes used by Blair were measured by Bailey 
(1979). Both of these investigations were done in a single-
passage wind tunnel. The vanes used in the present investi
gation were scaled down from the coordinates given by Bailey. 
The vanes were made of wood, but the two vanes forming the 
test passage had brass bases. Cooling passages were formed 
into the brass bases. This was done to insure that the heat 
generated underneath the vanes could be removed, so that 
excessive temperatures underneath the vanes would not damage 
the liquid crystal sheet. Thermocouples were attached to the 
bases, and routed out through the top of the vane. No active 
cooling was necessary, because the fin effect of the base was 
sufficient to remove the heat generated underneath the vane. 
After the tests were completed some deterioration of the liquid 
sheet was noted underneath the all-wood guard vanes. 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A = 
CP = 

c = 

D = 

d = 

F = 
h 
I 

K 

k 
L 

I 
M* 

n 
P 
Q 

area 
specific heat 
chord 
critical velocity 
diameter of vane leading edge 
or of cylinder 
distance in front of vane or 
of cylinder 
ratio of heat transfer with 
vane to that without vane 
heat transfer coefficient 
electrical current 
acceleration parameter = 
v/V2dV/dn 
thermal conductivity 
pressure loss coefficient = 
("in ~ "outl'Qout 

length of inlet section 
dimensionless speed = V/c* 
normal distance 
pressure 
dynamic head = pV2/2 

Q = 
R = 

Re = 

r = 
St = 
T = 
t = 

V = 
x = 
Y = 

7 = 
5 = 

e = 

v = 
P = 
a = 

heat flux 
electrical resistance of foil 
Reynolds number 
gas constant 
recovery factor 
Stanton number 
temperature 
thickness 
velocity 
distance from start of heater 
pressure coefficient = 
(.Pin - P)/Qin 

ratio of specific heats 
deadband of yellow color 
normalized temperature = 
Crfc-7}) / (7-fc-r,') 
viscosity 
density 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant 

Subscripts 
a = ambient condition 

c 
f 
g 
i 

in 
Ic 

loss 

M 
m 

out 
r 

uc 
X 

0 
1 

2 

_ 

= 

_ 
= 

= 

= 

= 

= 
= 

= 

= 
= 

= 

conduction 
heater foil 
gas 
insulation 
cascade inlet 
liquid crystal 
sum of conduction and radia 
tion losses 
Mylar cover sheet 
measured 
cascade outlet 
recovery 
uncorrected 
axial 
denotes reference position 
based on inlet velocity and 
axial chord 
based on inlet velocity and 
leading edge diameter 

Superscripts 
' = total conditions 
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Fig. 3 Heater and liquid crystal sheet assembly 

Figure 3 shows the assembly of the liquid crystal/heater 
composite. A thin sheet of metallic foil, 0.025 mm (1 mil) 
thick, was electrically heated to provide the heat source. In-
conel was used because of its high electrical resistivity and low 
thermal coefficient of resistivity. The Inconel foil was bonded 
to copper bus bars. The heat flux was determined from the 
sheet's resistivity and the electrical current. The voltage drop 
at the bus bars was measured to assure that there was no 
significant heat generated at the bus bar-foil junctions. The 
foil heater was attached to the floor of the test section using 
double-sided tape. The floor was 1.91 cm thick, and made of 
Bakelite to minimize heat loss. The composite liquid crystal 
sheet was attached to the foil heater using double-sided tape. 
The liquid crystal composite consisted of an opaque seal coat, 
the sheet of liquid crystal material, and a transparent Mylar 
outer cover. The thickness of the composite sheet was 0.20 
mm, of which 0.11 mm was the Mylar cover sheet. The liquid 
crystal sheet was the cholesteric type, which changed color 
with temperature. The highest sensitivity to temperature was 
obtained at a yellow color. The temperature at which the liquid 
crystal sheet exhibited this color was 40.9°C (105.6°F). Changes 
in temperature of =t0.06°C caused the yellow color to dis
appear. A uniformly spaced grid was inked onto the Mylar 
surface using black ink. 

Instrumentation 

The electrical current was measured using the voltage drop 
across a calibrated shunt. Chromel-constantan (Type E) ther
mocouples were used to measure inlet gas total temperature, 
the temperature of the base of the two vanes forming the test 
passage, and the temperatures on the outer surface of the 
Bakelite floor. 

The top of the inlet section contained access holes into which 
total pressure probes were inserted. Spanwise traverses were 
made to insure uniformity of total pressure outside of the 
endwall boundary layers. The same access holes were subse
quently used with drilled plugs to measure static pressures. 
Having uniformity in the pitchwise direction in static and total 
pressures resulted in uniform inlet flow. 

Endwall static pressures were recorded using a Scanivalve' 
measuring system. Approximately 40 static taps were used to 
measure the endwall pressure distribution. Boundary layer 
measurements were made upstream and downstream of the 
cascade using three-hole total-angle probes. A three-hole probe 
with a thickness of 0.51 mm (0.020 in.) was used for the 
boundary layer probe. In order to make accurate pressure 
surveys over a wide range of flow velocities, parallel meas
urements were made using transducers with different ranges. 

The full-range transducers output varied between ± 0.6895 and 
±34.47 kPa(0.1 to 5.0 psid). 

The position of the yellow isotherm was recorded using 
photographic slides. To obtain full photographic coverage of 
the passage, as well as both leading edges, photographs were 
taken with up to three cameras simultaneously. Contour maps 
of the endwall heat transfer were obtained by plotting the 
digitized results from a number of different slides. The iso
therm was digitized by projecting the slide onto a digitizing 
tablet. The position on the endwall was determined by digi
tizing both the yellow line and grid coordinates. In some lo
cations, such as around the leading edge, there were very steep 
gradients in isotherms. Some photographs did not have good 
contrast between the grid lines and the background color. The 
digitizing of these data was more tedious than necessary. In 
retrospect, it would be better to have inked the grid in a color 
that contrasted with both the yellow line and with the black 
background. 

All pressure transducer signals, voltage measurements, and 
thermocouple readings were continuously recorded on a 3-s 
update cycle. When the photographs were made, a simulta
neous record of these signals was also recorded. The photo
graphs were time stamped as part of the recording process. 

Analysis of Data 

The Stanton number is given by 

St = Qnet 

(PV)inC„(TM-Tr) 

The heat flux was obtained from 

Qnet — 
I2R 

-Qh. 
V 

The first term, I2R/Af, is the heat flux generated by the 
electrical power applied to the foil heater. The qioss term rep
resents the corrections to the measured heat transfer due to 
losses. There were heat losses due to conduction through the 
Bakelite insulation material, and radiation from the endwall 
surface. In addition there was a correction to the heat transfer 
due to the temperature drop across the Mylar cover sheet. The 
appendix gives a more detailed discussion of the corrections 
made to the measured heat flux, as well as a discussion of the 
importance of the individual losses over the range of flow 
conditions. 

In the presentation of the results the recovery factor was 
taken as 1.0. Therefore, Tr = T'g. When the temperature dif
ference used in the Stanton number definition is the difference 
between the surface and gas total temperatures, the defined 
heat transfer coefficient depends on the inlet velocity, and not 
the local velocity. The effect of a variable recovery temperature 
on the Stanton number is proportional to the ratio of the 
temperature difference with the actual recovery temperature, 
AT"), to the temperature difference with a recovery factor of 
one, AT2. This ratio is given by 

AT2 

TM/T[, • •Tr/TL 

T„/T;-i.o 
The ratio Tr/T' is given by 

T T 

£ = ^(l-r)+r 
The ratio T/T' is given by 

T' 
= 1 ( 7 - 1 ) 

( 7 + D 
M' *2 

where M* = V/c*, and the local velocity can be found from 
the pressure coefficient Y using the relationship Y = p V2/ 
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Pi„VJ„. Since the inlet velocities are low, pin = p'. The local 
density is found from 

M*2 

P 
s 1 + 

7 + 1 

Since c*2 = 2yRgTg/(y + 1), the ratio of the two temperature 
differences becomes 

A7V 
i _ 1 + 

(I-/-) (y-DYVJ 
(TM/T;-1) 2 7 /?,?-,' 

1+ : 
2yRgTi 

The flow is turbulent so that the recovery factor r is 0.89. The 
second term inside the brackets represents the effect due to 
compressibility. The two terms were evaluated for the maxi
mum values of Y and Vjn. The ratio of the two temperature 
differences was within 15 percent. The actual heat transfer 
would be less than the presented one by at most this amount. 
Since the experimental data present a contour plot of the pres
sure coefficient, the heat transfer results given in this paper 
can be compared with results using a locally varying recovery 
temperature, if necessary. 

The uncertainty in the Stanton number contours comes from 
two sources. There is the uncertainty in the individual meas
urements used to determine the Stanton number, and there is 
the uncertainty in the position of the Stanton number contour. 
The uncertainty analysis for the Stanton number measurement 
is conveniently done for the uncorrected Stanton number. The 
uncorrected Stanton number is given by 

Slur — 
I2R 

Af(pV)inCpAT 

The temperature difference is AT = T,c - T'e. In terms of 
measured quantities this becomes 

Stur — 
I2R T/P V « 

APAT Af Cps[2 

The pressure difference, AP, is P' - P at the inlet, and is a 
single measurement. The absolute quantities T, P, and A can 
be measured precisely, and do not significantly contribute to 
the Stanton number uncertainty. For the remaining terms 

<iSt„c 

stuc 

2dl 

I 

dAP 

2AP 

dAT dR 

AT + R 

Since the uncertainty is obtained from the square root of the 
sum of the individual uncertainties squared, for a uniform 
relative uncertainty, the uncertainty in the electric current / 
dominates the uncertainty in the Stanton number. Prior to the 
first of a series of tests, the signal for the current was measured. 
The zero value was used to adjust each of the heat transfer 
measurements. In addition, the current signal was integrated 
over a 10-s interval to average out any high-frequency noise. 
Based on an analysis of the uncertainty of the individual meas
urements, the uncertainty in the Stanton number was estimated 
to be 10 percent or less. 

The uncertainty in the location of the Stanton number is 
largely determined by the gradient of the Stanton number. 
There is a small, ±0.06°C, temperature range over which the 
liquid crystal appears yellow. This temperature range corre
sponds to a range of Stanton numbers. The variation in the 
position of the yellow line is given by 

n-n0 = 
St - St0 

dSt/dn 

The subscript uc has been dropped for simplicity. Only Tk is 
a function of position. At the point n0 

dSt0 

dn 

dT0 

Fig. 4 Endwall pressure coefficients 

AT0 is the temperature difference between the liquid crystal 
sheet and the gas. The variation in position can be expressed 
in terms of temperatures as 

n~n°=\Kf-AryTidT0 

The uncertainty for the specified (yellow) color is 8T = AT 
- AT0 and was estimated to be 0.06°C. 

Since AT0dn/dT0 = Stodn/dSt0, the variation in position 
can be expressed as 

n-n0 - V 2 S r S t 0 dn 

AT cx rfStn 

PVinC„ATl dn 

The V 2 is included because the reference position, n0, is 
also subject to uncertainty. For the test conditions employed, 
a variation of 10 percent in the Stanton number over a normal 
distance equal to 10 percent of axial chord results in an un
certainty in position of less than 1 percent. 

Experimental Results 

Flow Measurements. Inlet boundary layer surveys were 
made when each of the two constant-area ducts were between 
the bellmouth and the heated section. At the beginning of the 
heated section the displacement thickness for the short inlet, 
l/cx = 6.4, was 2.65 mm, and for the longer inlet, l/cx = 1 1 , 
the displacement thickness was 3.30 mm when the inlet velocity 
was 15.2 m/s. These values were approximately consistent with 
calculated values of boundary layer thickness assuming the 
boundary layer started at the beginning of the constant area 
duct. Turbulence intensity measurements were made using hot
wire measurements when the shorter of the two inlets was in 
place. The midspan turbulence intensity was measured to be 
about 2 percent at a location just upstream of the heated 
section. 

Figure 4 shows a contour plot of the endwall static pressures. 
This figure shows the pressure coefficient Y contours. Y is 
defined so that upstream of the vane row Y is approximately 
1.0. The contour plot shows that the exit dynamic head is 10 
times that of the inlet dynamic head. The results shown are 
for an inlet velocity of 53 m/s. There was not definite change 
in the endwall static pressure distribution as the inlet velocity 
was decreased. Since the dynamic head increases as the velocity 
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squared, the precision of the measurements was best at the 
highest velocity. 

Heat Transfer Results. The primary heat transfer results 
consist of Stanton number contour plots over the entire endwall 
region at different Reynolds numbers for the three different 
inlet boundary layers. The liquid crystal measurement tech
nique allows for detailed measurement in regions of high heat 
transfer gradients. The heat transfer in the leading edge region 
of the vane is discussed in detail. The heat transfer upstream 
of the vanes is compared with expected results for flow over 
a flat plate with an unheated starting length. 

Overall Endwall Heat Transfer Results. Figures 5 ,6, and 
7 show lines of constant Stanton numbers for the endwall 
region for the three different inlet sections. Each figure has 
results for a range of Reynolds numbers. The Reynolds number 
is based on the inlet velocity and axial chord. The trends in 
the data are very similar for the different inlet boundary layers. 
The difference in the average endwall Stanton number for the 
different Reynolds numbers is close to what is expected for 

turbulent flow. For a flat plate the Stanton number varies as 
the Reynolds number to the - 0.2 power. A factor of 6 increase 
in Reynolds number would decrease the Stanton number for 
a flat plate by 43 percent. These figures show similar heat 
transfer near the leading edges for the two vanes that define 
the test passage. 

There is a marked change in the heat transfer pattern with 
changes in Reynolds number. At low Reynolds numbers the 
Stanton number contours tend to follow in viscid streamlines, 
and then deflect toward the suction surface. For low Reynolds 
numbers the secondary flow from the pressure surface toward 
the suction surface occurs to a greater degree. Also, the ac
celeration parameter K becomes more significant at low Rey
nolds numbers. When variations in density are neglected, the 
acceleration parameter is given as 

K ~ 
1 dY 

2Re, Yi/2d(n/cx) 

When the acceleration parameter exceeds 3 x 10~6, thebound-

Stx103 

(a) Re-, = 72 900. 

Stx103 

stxio-

(b) Re, = 137 000. (d) Re, = 395 000. 

Fig. 5 Endwall Stanton number contours with no inlet section 
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(a) Re, = 77 ooo. 

Cb) Re., = 117 000. 

(c) Re, 266 000. 

ary layer relaminarizes, thus lowering the Stanton number. 
The pressure coefficient Y and its gradient can be determined 
at different locations within the passage from the data in Fig. 
4. For pressure coefficients between 4.0 and 9.0 the term dY/ 
d(n/cx)/Y

in has a value of approximately 1.1. Using this value 
indicates that relaminarization will only occur for Reynolds 
numbers less than about 165,000. The relaminarization of the 
end wall flow may be the reason that, at low Reynolds numbers, 
the Stanton number does not respond to the increased velocity 
in the throat region to the same extent that it does at high 
Reynolds numbers. At High Reynolds numbers the acceleration 
parameter is less, and the Stanton number contours reflect the 
influence of the free-stream velocity. Consequently, the highest 
Stanton numbers are in regions of highest free-stream velocity. 
The Stanton number contours are similar in shape to the pres
sure contours shown in Fig. 4. The Stanton numbers given in 
Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are based on an inlet reference velocity. 
Consequently, changes in Stanton number correspond to 
changes in heat transfer coefficient. For turbulent flow h oc 

stx io 

3.9 

3.0 

-2.6 

(d) Re-, = 120 ooo. 

Stx10 J 

1.2 

3.6 

3.0 

3.6 

(e) Re., = 195 ooo. 

Fig. 6 Endwall Stanton number contours with short inlet 
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(a) Re, = 78 ooo. 

Stx10; 

l:: 
3.7 

,—1.9 

—5.7 

(pK)0,8. To a first-order approximation h <x Y0A. At high 
Reynolds numbers the experimental data show that the ratio 
of the Stanton number from just upstream of the vane to the 
local value within the passage correlates reasonably well with 
the value of Y0A from Fig. 4. 

Leading Edge Region Heat Transfer. Figure 8 shows the 
endwall heat transfer in the region of the vane leading edge. 
The augmentation factor .Pis given as a function of the distance 
in front of the vane. The augmentation factor is the ratio of 
the local Stanton number to the local value when there are no 
vanes. No tests were run without vanes. The denominator used 
to form the augmentation factor was determined from the 
experimental heat transfer at the leading edge, but at a pitch-
wise location midway between the vanes. The results shown 
in the three parts of Fig. 8 are for the average of the two vanes. 
To improve spatial resolution near the leading edge one cam
era's field of view was concentrated in this area. Each part of 
Fig. 8 is for a different inlet, and each part contains results 
for different Reynolds numbers. The Reynolds numbers given 
in the figure are based on the diameter of the vane leading 
edge circle. The flow conditions are actually the same as for 
the figures showing the passage Stanton number contours. The 
augmentation increases as the distance in front of the vane 
decreases. Figure 9 shows the heat transfer augmentation in 
front of a cylinder presented by a number of investigators. 
Hinckel and Nagamatsu (1986) measured heat transfer using 

h 3.1 

J--H-8 

(d) Re, = 390 000. 

. _ _ — 3 . 1 -
„ ^ l l . 1 -

Fig. 7 Endwall Stanton number contours with long Inlet 
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Fig. 8 Heal transfer augmentation in leading edge region 

a shock tube. Goldstein et al. (1985) used a mass sublimation 
technique. Both Ireland and Jones (1986) and Akino et al. 
(1986) used liquid crystal measurement techniques to measure 
the heat transfer on the endwall in front of a cylinder. The 
data show considerable variation among the different sources. 
From a design standpoint it is not clear which results should 
be used to predict endwall heat transfer near a cylinder. This 
question also applies to the leading edge region of a turbine 
vane or rotor blade. The data in Fig. 8 indicate that the con
dition of the endwall boundary layer may affect the degree of 
augmentation caused by a cylinder or blade. The data in Fig. 
8(a) show the highest augmentation for the lowest Reynolds 
number results. It will be shown that only for the lowest Rey
nolds number did the flow remain laminar up to the vane 
leading edge, even with no inlet section. The highest augmen
tations shown in Fig. 9 are for low Reynolds number cases. 
This may have been the result of the flow being laminar up 
to the region of the cylinder. The experimental results for the 
heat transfer in the leading edge region are in good agreement 
with the data of Goldstein and Spores (1988). The data of this 
reference are for heat transfer measurements on the endwall 
of a rotor configuration. Their data indicate a turbulent bound
ary layer upstream of the rotor blade. The data of Goldstein 
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Fig. 9 Endwall heat transfer augmentation due to presence of cylinder; 
previous investigations 

and Spores show peak endwall heat transfer augmentation in 
front of the leading edge to be somewhat in excess of 3.25. 
The data shown in Fig. 8 show that an extrapolation of the 
augmentation to a point at the leading edge gives nearly the 
same augmentation. 

Unheated Starting Length. It was expected that the heat 
transfer upstream of the leading edge would correlate well with 
the heat transfer for flow over a flat plate with an unheated 
starting length. Because of the vane blockage it was not known 
how far upstream of the leading edge the experimental data 
would diverge from the flat plate correlation. Figure 10 com
pares the experimental data with the correlation. Figure 10(a) 
is for the case with no inlet (where the bellmouth entrance is 
adjacent to the heated section). The correlation given in this 
figure is for laminar flow. Only at the lowest Reynolds number 
do the data agree with the laminar correlation. At higher flow 
rates the heat transfer data indicate transition even before the 
leading edge plane. The boundary layer is turbulent before the 
heated section is reached. 

Figure 10(6) shows the results for the two different inlet 
sections. The inlets are sufficiently long that the flow is tur
bulent before the heated section is reached. The correlation 
for the long inlet is only slightly lower than the correlation for 
the short inlet. Also shown in this figure is the heat transfer 
prediction using the STAN5 finite difference code of Crawford 
and Kays (1976). The experimental data were measured along 
a line midway between the vanes. The experimental data are 
somewhat higher than the predicted heat transfer. This may 
be due to conduction loss in the axial direction at the start of 
the heated section. A two-dimensional conduction analysis was 
done for the region close to the start of the heated test section. 
The analysis showed that at a distance of x/cx = 0.1, at a 
Reynolds number of 76,000, the Stanton number would be 
reduced 20 percent. This is the result of axial heat flow to the 
unheated section upstream of the heated section. When the 
distance from the start of the heated section was increased to 
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10 Endwall heat transfer upstream of the vanes 

x/cx =0.5, the Stanton number would be reduced by less than 
5 percent as the result of including the effects of axial con
duction. As the Reynolds number is increased the effect of 
axial conduction decreases. At a Reynolds number of 150,000 
and x/cx = 0.1 the decrease in Stanton number due to axial 
conduction was 10 percent. The solid symbols in Fig. 10(Z?) 
show the Stanton number when the effect of axial conduction 
is included. 

At x/cx = 0.3 the experimental data are significantly higher 
than the predictions at low Reynolds numbers. This is probably 
the result of underpredicting the heat loss through the Bakelite 
insulation in the normal direction. The thermocouples on the 
exterior of the insulation were placed opposite the test passage. 
The same exterior temperature was used to correct the Stanton 
numbers upstream of the vane. Effectively this assumed the 
same external natural convection heat transfer coefficient. Since 
the external geometry was different in this region due to the 
supporting structure, this was a bad assumption. Calculations 
were done to determine the correction in Stanton number when 
the exterior insulation and ambient temperatures were equal. 
The results showed changes in Stanton number more than 
enough to account for the differences between the prediction 
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Fig. 12 Spanwise survey results near suction surface 

and experimental data. Since both axial and normal conduction 
are important at low Reynolds numbers, a lower conductivity 
material would have to be used to reduce heat loss to a neg
ligible level. Just increasing insulation thickness would allow 
for more axial conduction. Alternatively, a complete map of 
the external and upstream boundary temperatures could be 
used to account properly for heat losses at low Reynolds num
bers. Near the leading edge the experimental and predicted 
Stanton numbers are in good agreement over a wide range of 
Reynolds numbers. This indicates that the corrections applied 
to the measured heat flux were appropriate when the external 
insulation temperatures were known. As discussed in the ap-
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Fig. 13 Spanwise survey results midway between vanes 

pendix, the corrections to the heat flux were substantial for 
some test conditions. At the combination of lowest heat flux 
and Reynolds number the corrected Stanton number was ap
proximately 20 percent less than the uncorrected value. This 
was the result of heat loss through the Bakelite insulation and 
radiation to the surroundings. At the combination of highest 
heat flux and Reynolds number the corrected Stanton number 
was approximately 30 percent greater than the uncorrected 
value. This was primarily caused by temperature drop across 
the cover sheet used to seal the liquid crystal. 

Exit Surveys. Figure 11 shows the results of a pitchwise 
total pressure survey. The survey was made 0.11 axial chord 
downstream of the vane trailing edge. This was fairly close to 
the trailing edge of the vane. This survey was made at midspan, 
so that endwall effects would be at a minimum. The high total 
pressure loss wake regions are clearly shown. Between the 
wakes the loss level is nearly zero. Shown along the abscissa 
of this figure are'three pitchwise locations at which spanwise 
boundary layer surveys were made. 

Figure 12 shows the results of spanwise surveys made down
stream of the vane near the suction surface. This is the leftmost 
location given in Fig. 11. Figure 12(a) shows the total pressure 
loss coefficient as a function of the distance from the endwall, 
and Fig. \2{b) shows the flow angle that was measured si
multaneously with the total pressure. Results are given for 
different Reynolds numbers. While the probe was near the 
suction surface, it was outside of the midspan wake region. 
The distributions of loss as well as flow angle were strongly 
influenced by Reynolds number. Data were taken over a range 
of Reynolds numbers, and for convenience they have been 
grouped into three ranges. The data in the lowest Reynolds 
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Fig. 14 Spanwise survey results near pressure surface 

number range differ markedly from the data in the other two 
ranges. The two higher Reynolds number ranges show very 
similar behavior in terms of both loss and flow angle turning. 
Only in the lowest Reynolds number range is relaminarization 
of the flow likely to have occurred. For this range of flows 
the boundary layer adjacent to the wall is thinner, and the 
flow is overturned toward the suction surface. While the end-
wall boundary layer is thinner, the loss at 2 cm from the endwall 
is greater for the lowest Reynolds number range. This loss is 
associated with the vortices formed within the passage. 

Figure 13 shows the same data as Fig. 12, but for a pitchwise 
location midway between the suction and pressure surfaces. 
The results show that Reynolds number effect is still present. 
The effect is much less pronounced, and is primarily evidenced 
by differences in the flow angle adjacent to the wall. Figure 
14 shows the same data as Fig. 12, but for a location near the 
pressure surface. At this pitchwise location there is no differ
ence among the results for the different Reynolds numbers. 

Conclusions 
The results of the experimental investigation showed that 

the heat transfer distribution on the endwall of a turbine stator 
vane cascade was strongly influenced by the flow through the 
cascade. At low Reynolds numbers the heat transfer contours 
are somewhat aligned with the inviscid flow streamlines. At 
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high Reynolds numbers the heat transfer distributions are sig
nificantly different. At high Reynolds numbers the local end-
wall heat transfer coefficient correlates well with the local free-
stream velocity. 

The pattern of the Stanton number contour lines was no
ticeably affected by changes in Reynolds number. The pattern 
of the Stanton number contour lines was not affected by 
changes in the thickness of the incoming boundary layer. There 
was a change in the level of the Stanton number with changes 
in the thickness of this boundary layer. This change was of 
the same magnitude as would be expected due to the thicker 
inlet boundary layers. This was expected upstream of the vane 
leading edge. The same change was seen within the vane passage 
as well. 

Spanwise total pressure loss and flow angle surveys were 
made at different pitch wise locations. These surveys were done 
at a distance of 0.11 axial chord behind the vane trailing edge. 
Near the vane suction surface the spanwise distribution of both 
loss and flow angle was strongly influenced by Reynolds num
ber. At the midpitch location the Reynolds number effect was 
still noticeable, but much less pronounced. There was no no
ticeable Reynolds number effect near the pressure surface. The 
results of the spanwise surveys indicated that relaminarization 
of the turbulent endwall boundary layers significantly affected 
the boundary layer development within the passage. The survey 
data support the inference that flow relaminarization signifi
cantly affects the pattern of the endwall Stanton number con
tours. 
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A P P E N D I X 

Corrections to Measured Heat Flux 
The measured heat flux is given by-

qm = I2R/Af 

The net heat flux is given by 

Qnei= Qm ~ Qc~ Qrad 

The actual heat transfer coefficient is given by 
h = q„et/(TM-Tr) 

The conduction through the Mylar cover of the insulation 
is given by 

QM=kM{ TM— Tk)/tM 

The heat flux through the Mylar cover sheet equals the net 
heat flux. Therefore 

^M(TM^ Tic)/tM=h{TM— Tr) 
The heat flux through the Bakelite insulation material is 

given by 

qc = ki(Tlc-Ti)/ti 

The value of 7] was obtained by interpolating the measured 
temperatures on the outside of the insulation. Since there was 
a thermal resistance between the insulation and ambient, this 
temperature was higher than the ambient temperature. The 
radiant heat flux is given by 

Qmd = o(TM-Tl) 

While the Mylar cover sheet is transparent to visible light, 
it is opaque and nonreflective in the infrared region of the test 
temperatures. The heat balance can be rearranged to give 

kM(TM- Tlc)/tM=I2R/Af-ki{Tlc~Ti)/ti-tj(TlI- Ta) 

The recovery factor was taken as one, so that Tr = Ta. The 
above equation is then solved to determine the outer temper
ature of the Mylar cover sheet, TM. Once TM is determined 
the net heat flux can be calculated. The heat transfer coefficient 
is determined from the net heat flux. The uncorrected heat 
transfer coefficient h..r is found from 

INLET REYNOLDS NUMBER. Re,x10J 

Fig. A1 Comparison of corrected and uncorrected Stanton numbers 
for test configuration 
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Once the corrected and uncorrected heat transfer coefficients 
have been determined, the corresponding corrected and un
corrected Stanton numbers can be calculated. Figure Al shows 
the corrected Stanton number versus the test Reynolds number 
for a range of uncorrected Stanton numbers. Data are shown 
for two values of the normalized outer insulation temperature 
0/. The temperature used to correct the experimental data came 
from thermocouples on the outside of the insulation. The nor
malized temperature was within the range of d values shown 
on the figure. This figure shows that at the midrange of both 
the Reynolds number and the uncorrected Stanton number the 

correction to the Stanton number is small. However, at the 
combination of low Reynolds number and low Stanton number 
the correction is substantial, being about 25 percent for the 
combination of lowest Reynolds and Stanton numbers. At 
these conditions heat loss through the Bakelite insulation as 
well as the radiant energy loss dominate the correction. Dou
bling the thickness of the Bakelite insulation would not halve 
the conduction loss. As the insulation becomes thicker there 
would be an increase in thermal conduction within the insu
lation. Also, at the combination of high Reynolds number and 
high Stanton number the correction is again substantial, again 
being about 25 percent. At these conditions the heat flux to 
the air is very high, and there is a substantial temperature 
difference across the Mylar cover sheet. 
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Characteristics of Partial Length 
Circular Pin Fins As Heat Transfer 
Augmentors for Airfoil Internal 
Cooling Passages 
Pin fins are commonly used as heat transfer augmentors for internal cooling of tur
bine airfoils. These pins may extend from one wall to the other or may be segmented 
to meet specific requirements of removing the airfoil's varying heat load. Three con
figurations of the partial pins were tested in a channel with aspect ratio 25:1 and the 
results are compared with those for the full pins. The array average heat transfer 
rate decreases linearly with increasing gap and is bounded by the value for full pins 
at one end and that for the smooth channel at the other. However, the local distribu
tion of the Nusselt number and the average for each of the two walls depends on the 
configuration of the partial pins. The friction factor was lower for partial pins than 
for the full pins and also decreased with increasing gap. For the configuration with 
all partial pins on one wall, the friction factor was found to be the lowest, with no 
change in the corresponding heat transfer rate from a wall with pins. 

Introduction 

Modern gas turbine airfoils make extensive use of internal 
cooling passages augmented with pin fins to remove the excess 
heat load and maintain the airfoils at desired metal 
temperatures. These pin fins may extend from one wall to the 
other, especially in the trailing edge of the airfoil, or they may 
be segmented (Fig. 1) to meet specific requirements of varying 
heat load. The complete pins provide structural strength, and 
may add additional heat transfer surface area, while aug
menting the heat transfer rates over those achieved with 
smooth channel flows. The internally cooled stator airfoils 
(Fig. 1) usually have an insert, which provides the coolant for 
impingement at the airfoil leading edge. The flow splits 
thereafter into two channels around the insert. These channels 
are augmented with pin fins. Since the pins are normally cast 
in place and the insert is fitted during assembly, the manufac
turing tolerances necessitate that there be some clearance be
tween the pins and the insert wall. This clearance is usually of 
the order of 15 percent of the total channel height. This, 
however, is likely to alter the structure of flow in the channel 
by forcing the flow into the gap, thereby affecting the 
associated heat transfer rates and the pressure gradient. 

Due to the varying external heat load, the cooling re
quirements of the pressure and suction surfaces could be 
significantly different. In such applications, the designer must 
resort to a cooling scheme with discriminating rates of heat 
pickup to achieve metal temperature uniformity. This is feasi-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 4-8, 1989. Manuscript received at ASME 
Headquarters January 17, 1989. Paper No. 89-GT-87. 

ble by employing partial length pin fins on the surface where 
high rates of heat transfer are desired. However, sufficient 
design information is necessary to optimize the cooling scheme 
properly. The available information on the pressure drop/heat 
transfer characteristics of such pin fin geometries is meager in 
comparison to that for the full pins. Peng (1984) has published 
some data for geometries with gaps of 20, 50, and 67 percent 
of the channel height at the center of the pins. Only the array 
average data for 8,11, and 16 rows of pins with H/D of 4 and 
6 were reported. The results showed that both the array 
average heat transfer and the pressure drop decreased with in
creasing gap size. Because of the averaged nature of the data 
and the large H/D ratio of the pins, these results have only 
limited use from the design point of view. 

Steuber and Metzger (1986) have also reported heat transfer 
data on partial length pins epoxied to one wall, the other wall 
being smooth. The gap between the pins and the opposite 
smooth wall was maintained equal to 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 of the 
channel height. In a typical gas turbine airfoil this gap is usual
ly of the order of 15 percent. The axial pitch of the pins was 
1.5D. However, the manufacturing constraints impose a 
minimum pitch of the order of 2D. Double-sided partial pins 
with a gap equal to 2/3 the height of the channel at the center 
of the pins were also tested. Although this geometry, with no 
full pins, is not practical, nevertheless the results do provide 
additional information to the designer. Results showed that 
from the heat transfer point of view alone, partial length pins 
were judged to be inferior to the full length pins. 

The present study was guided by the requirements for the 
design optimization of airfoil cooling. The axial (X/D) and 
lateral (S/D) pitches were maintained at 2.83 and 2.42, respec-
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a. Stator airfoil cross section 

b. Rotor airfoil cross section 

Fig. 1 Pin fin augmented cooling scheme for typical high-pressure tur
bine airfoils 
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tively. The H/D ratio was 1.07. The gap ratio (G/H) for the 
single sided pins (Fig. 2d) was 15 percent of the channel height. 
For comparison, the same gap was maintained for the other 
two configurations (Figs, lb and 2c). To evaluate the relative 
effect of the partial pin lengths, the corresponding full pin 
data were taken from the previous work reported by the 
authors (Arora and Abdel-Messeh, 1983). The overall per
formance of the array may also be influenced by the ratio of 
the pin to the total heat transfer surface area. Therefore it was 
decided to test three additional geometries of partial pins with 
G/H= 0.47, having total surface area equal to the case for the 
full pins. The heat transfer surface area equality with the full 
pins was achieved by varying the height of the partial length 
pins. Thus heat transfer and pressure drop data for six partial 
length pins and one full length pin are reported in this paper. 
These geometries are considered to be practical from the 
design point of view and the resulting data attempt to fill in 
the void in the existing literature. 

In the present study, the local row-by-row heat transfer data 
were obtained for ten rows of pins mounted in a channel with 
aspect ratio 25:1 (Fig. 3). Because of the staggered arrange
ment of pins, the even numbered rows had one less pin than 
the odd numbered rows. 

Experimental Details 

A schematic layout of the test rig used for this study is 
shown in Fig. 4. The details of the apparatus and the test pro
cedure have previously been described by Arora and Abdel-
Messeh (1985) and therefore only a brief review is given here 
for completeness. Compressed air is fed to the test section 

1 2 3 
Blank 
slabs 

-n u n 
c 

Fig. 2 Pin fin array nomenclature 

K H H .038 cm. TBflon insulation 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22l23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

10 rows of pin (ins *4-« Blank slabs 

Fig. 3 Test section geometric setup 

through a plenum chamber (10.16x30.48 cm) to settle the 
flow and an entrance duct of over 50 hydraulic diameters 
length to provide a fully developed velocity profile at inlet to 
the test section. After the test section air passes through a 
smooth channel of over 16 hydraulic diameters length to avoid 
any "exit effects," followed by a mixing chamber where its 
bulk average temperature is measured. 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A = 
Ac = 
Cp = 
D = 

Dh = 

fr = 

heat transfer surface area 
channel cross-sectional area 
specific heat of air 
pin diameter 
hydraulic diameter of the 
smooth channel 
friction factor = 

H 
h 
K 
m 

dP D 

dx p2J l a x 

gap (clearance) between the 
endwall and the partial length 
pins 
channel height 
heat transfer coefficient 
thermal conductivity of air 
mass flow rate 

Nu M , hD 
Nusselt number = - — or 
hDh 

K 

P = pressure 
Pr = Prandtl number of air 
q = heat flow rate ' 

pV 
Re = Reynolds number = — 

Re™=-
mDh 

Acyx 

S = pin spacing in the spanwise 
direction 

T = temperature 

'''max = average streamwise velocity at 
the minimum flow area 

X = pin spacing in the streamwise 
direction 

x = axial coordinate 
/* = fluid dynamic viscosity 
p = fluid density 

= indicates average quantity 

Subscripts 
b = bulk average; base case with 

full pins 
/ = film 

m = mixing chamber 
P = pin 
s .= surface 
t = total . 
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Fig. 4 Schematic layout of the test rig 

The top and bottom walls of the test section consisted of 30 
copper slabs (Fig. 3), of which only 29 were fully in
strumented. Each copper slab had two copper-constantan 
thermocouples to monitor its temperature during testing. A 
0.318-cm square cartridge heater located at the back of each 
slab was used as a heat source. 

The top and bottom walls were maintained at a constant 
channel height of 0.51 cm by two units of spacers (one for 
each side), which also formed the side walls of the test section. 
Thirty static pressure holes of 0.12 cm diameter were drilled 
through both spacer side wall units. In addition eight pressure 
taps were mounted in the entrance duct to measure the 
pressure distribution. The heater and thermocouple leads 
passed through the spacers and were then connected to 
multipin connectors for quick assembly and disassembly of 
the test section. 

Copper pins (D- 0.476 cm) were epoxied to the endwall 
slabs at desired locations using the technique first proposed by 
Arora and Abdel-Messeh (1983). The technique involves the 
use of a thin layer of silver-based highly conductive epoxy to 
bond the pins to the endwall. Ten units of copper slabs were 
mounted with pins to provide 10 rows of pin fins. A smooth 
(blank) slab was provided between two successive rows of pins 
to achieve the desired axial pitch. Also, no pins were mounted 
on the first three and the last seven slabs to avoid any end 
effects. 

The heat transfer tests were carried out at steady state by 
maintaining endwalls at a constant surface temperature 
(~ 71 ° C). This was achieved by varying the power input to the 
heaters. The isothermal condition of endwall segments 1 to 29 
was generally maintained to within ±0.3°C; however, the 
temperature of the two adjoining slabs was maintained to 
within ±0.14°C. The variation in the two thermocouples in 
each slab was also within this range (±0.14°C). 

The heat transfer coefficient h for top and bottom copper 
slabs with or without pins was obtained from the power sup
plied (q) to the respective heater corrected for conduction 
losses from the back ends of the segments and for interseg
ment conduction across the teflon insulation. The interseg
ment losses were calculated for each test run and were general
ly small. The back losses for each slab were measured ex
perimentally with no flow through the test section. These 
losses varied from about 2 to 10 percent of the power inpuf 
depending on the Reynolds number. Then using the 
temperature difference between the segment surface, Ts, and 
the air flowing over as the driving potential, the heat transfer 
coefficients were calculated as 

h = -
Q 

(1) A(T,-Tb) 
The heat transfer area A for all experiments was the actual 
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Fig. 5 Distribution of local Nusselt numbers with all pins on one wall 

copper surface area (pin + endwall) exposed to the flow. The 
local bulk average temperature Tb, as a function of stream-
wise endwall segment position, was determined in the present 
experiment from an energy balance. The air temperature 
measured in the mixing chamber (Tbm) was taken as the bulk 
average temperature at the end of slab No. 29. Working 
toward the upstream end of the test section, the bulk 
temperature for use with the ;th segment is calculated as 

29 

X! Qj/mCp for j< 29 

(2) Th: — Th. Qi 

2mCp 
= 0 

The q{ and qj include the total heat input to both the top and 
bottom slabs up to the (th and y'th location, respectively. The 
calculated air temperature at the inlet to the rig using this pro
cedure differed from the measured temperature by less than 
1.5 percent. 

The friction factor for the pin arrays was estimated as 

fr--
dp D 

(3) 
dx 2pVlEX 

where dp/dx is the pressure gradient through the pin fin array. 
The pressure drop across the array normalized by the number 
of pin rows has been used by other researchers to compute the 
friction factors. However, such a definition does not take into 
consideration the length of the test section over which the 
given number of pin rows are located (i.e., the axial pitch of 
the array). 

All relevant properties (k, p, /n, CP) were evaluated at the 
film temperature (Ty), defined as 

Ts + Tb 
*> = - (4) 

The experimental uncertainty was estimated, using the 
method of Kline and McClintock (1953), to be ±4.5 percent 
on friction factor and ±5 percent on the heat transfer 
coefficients. 

Results and Discussion 

The local row-by-row distributions of the heat transfer coef
ficients in terms of the Nusselt number (Nu) for the configura
tion with all pins epoxied to one wall and the other wall being 
smooth are shown in Fig. 5. The data are plotted for only one 
value of clearance gap (G/H= 0.15) and for a Reynolds 
number (Re) of 13,981. The data for different Reynolds 
numbers and for the other values of the gap showed a similar 
pattern and therefore are not reported here. The row-by-row 
distribution of the Nusselt number for both walls is generally 
similar to that for the case with full pins; however the 
magnitude for the smooth wall is lower. Except for the first 
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Fig. 6 Nu versus Re for the geometry with ail pins on one wall 

row, the Nusselt number for the wall with partial length pins is 
comparable to that for the full pins; however for the smooth 
wall, it is much lower. Although the local Nusselt number for 
the partial pins is slightly higher than for the full pins, about 4 
percent of this difference is due to the variations in the respec
tive Reynolds numbers. The rest could be attributed to the ex
perimental uncertainties in the two data sets. Thus, the local 
Nusselt numbers for the wall with the partial pins can be taken 
to be equal to that for the channel with full pins. 

Sparrow and Ramsey (1979) reported that the heat transfer 
coefficients from the surface of partial length pin increases 
with increasing pin height. No data on the heat transfer from 
the endwall with pins or the opposite smooth wall were 
reported. The results of the present study show that the heat 
transfer rate from the endwall with pins (pins + endwalls) re
mains independent of the pin height. This implies that the con
tribution of the endwall to the heat transfer must be decreas
ing with the increasing pin height. 

Steuber and Metzger (1986) also obtained the row-by-row 
local heat transfer data for a similar pin fin geometry with 
X/D=1.5 and S/D = 2.5 and for clearances of 33, 50, and 66 
percent of the channel height. The distribution of the local 
Nusselt number was presented for only two values of clearance 
(33 and 50 percent) and for Re= 10,000. Their heat transfer 
data for the wall with the partial pins (epoxied to the upper 
wall) did not show any increase over the first three to five 
rows. In contrast the Nusselt number on the opposite wall 
(with no pins) decreased like the entry flow in a smooth duct. 
After the third row, the heat transfer rate on the smooth wall 
starts to increase as the effect of the turbulence generated by 
the pins on the opposite wall propagates to the wall with no 
pins. The turbulence generated by the pin fins should, 
however, first affect the rate of heat transfer from the pins 
and the wall to which the pins are epoxied. Its effect should 
eventually propagate to the opposite wall. The results of 
Steuber and Metzger (1986) show a trend contrary to this 
hypothesis; however, the present study shows physically con
sistent behavior. 

This particular array geometry has a specific application in 
estimating the rate of heat transfer to the coolant from the hot 
gas through the wall with pins. A part of this heat is trans
ferred to the incoming coolant through the smooth wall of the 
insert. Because of such a design application, the array average 
data were obtained separately for both walls. These array-
averaged Nusselt numbers are shown in Fig. 6. Results show 
that the heat transfer rate from the wall with the pins is not af
fected by the height of the partial pins (for the range in
vestigated here) and can be taken to be equal to the case for 
the full pins. However, the heat transfer rate from the smooth 

• . . . . . 
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Fig. 7 Effect of the clearance on Nusselt numbers for all pins on one 
wall 

wall is dependent on the height of the partial pins on the op
posite wall and decreases with increasing gap size. 

The total heat transfer surface area (At) of the array with a 
clearance of 47 percent of the total channel height is the same 
as for the full pin array. However, the ratio of the pin surface 
area (Ap) to the total area (At) is different. The array with a 
clearance of only 15 percent has the same Ap to A, ratio as the 
full pin, but the total heat transfer area is about 7 percent 
greater than for the full pin geometry. These differences do 
not appear to be significant from the heat transfer point of 
view. The normalized clearance (G/H), on the other hand, 
seems to be a more dominant factor. 

To establish the effect of the clearance on the overall heat 
transfer for the channel (including both the walls and the pin 
surface), the averaged Nusselt numbers were computed. These 
are shown in Fig. 7 for one value of the Reynolds number 
(Re = 10,000). The data from the work of Steuber and Metzger 
(1986) are also shown in the figure. The value of G/H=Q in
dicates the case of full pins and that of G/H =1.0 is for the 
smooth channel. The smooth channel Nusselt number was 
estimated from the relationship 

Nu = 0.023Re^Pr0-4 
(5) 

This equation utilizes the Reynolds number based on the chan
nel cross section and the hydraulic diameter. Therefore, the 
Reynolds number of 10,000 for the pin array was corrected to 
13,283 (ReM) for the present study and to 11,251 for the work 
of Steuber and Metzger for the same mass flow rate as for the 
full pin fins. 

The data obtained in the present study are for a pin array 
configuration different from that reported by Steuber and 
Metzger. Therefore, to facilitate the comparison of the two 
data sets, the array-averaged Nusselt numbers were multiplied 
by a factor (S/X)'0-2. This is based on the correlation pro
posed by Zukauskas (1972) for arrays of large cylinders, i.e., 

Nu = 0.35(S/X)°-2Re°-6Pr° (6) 

The Nusselt numbers for the smooth channels were also 
multiplied by the respective (S/X) ~ °-2 values of the two con
figurations. It is assumed that the S/X dependence of large 
cylinders will also be applicable to the pin fins of length-to-
diameter ratio of unity. The function Nu (S/X)~0-2 decreases 
linearly with increasing clearance. The rate of decrease is 
much higher for the array configuration with S/Z>= 1.5 than 
for the array with S/D = 2.42. Since the two curves shown in 
Fig. 8 for two different array configurations have different 
slopes, the function (S/X)~02 proposed by Zukauskas (1972) 
may not be truly applicable to the configurations considered 
here. 

The data from the present study show a linearly decreasing 
effect with increasing clearance right up to the smooth chan-
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nel, whereas the data reported by Steuber and Metzger (1986) 
show that the average heat transfer rate from the partial pins 
of length equal to 33 percent of the channel height yield the 
same Nusselt number as the smooth channel. Since the pins 
with 33 percent of the channel height are definitely longer than 
the viscous sublayer thickness, the presence of these partial 
length pins would be expected to result in some augmentation 
in the heat transfer. The data of Steuber and Metzger tend, 
however, to contradict this reasoning. 

The distribution of the array-averaged Nusselt numbers of 
the configuration with rows of partial pins epoxied alter
natively to the bottom and top walls are shown in Fig. 8. The 
partial length pin fins of the first row are all epoxied to the 
bottom wall, whereas those of the second row are epoxied to 
the top wall. This is repeated for all subsequent rows of pin 
fins. The data in Fig. 8 are plotted separately for the top and 
bottom walls. The results show that the average Nusselt 
number for each wall decreased with decreasing pin fin height 
(i.e., with increasing G/H). However, the bottom wall, which 
has the first row of pin fins and one more pin per row than the 
top wall, experiences a higher rate of heat transfer than the op
posite wall. This difference was of the order of 10-15 percent.' 
Furthermore, the heat transfer coefficients for the bottom 
wall (with the first row of partial length pins) with G/H =0.15 
were comparable to the case with G/H=0. The row-by-row 
distribution of the Nusselt number at Re =15,745 and 
G/H=0.\5 is shown in Fig. 9. The data at the other values of 
G/H and Reynolds numbers were similar in nature. The ex
perimental data points are connected by lines for visual 
simplicity. The local Nusselt number oscillates as the flow 
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moves through the row of partial length pins epoxied alter
natively to the two walls. 

The distribution of the overall array average Nusselt 
numbers (for both the walls) as Nu(S/^Q^0-2 for this 
geometry is shown in Fig. 10 as a function of the clearance 
(G/H). Also shown are the data taken from the work reported 
by Steuber and Metzger (1986). Both the data sets show that 
the Nu (S/X)~0-2 decreases linearly with increasing clearance 
and is bounded by the value for full pins at one end and the 
smooth channel flow at the other. This suggests that the array-
averaged Nusselt number for any clearance can then be inter
polated from the value for the full pin fins and that for the 
smooth channel. The slopes of the two curves for different ar
ray geometry are, however, different, implying that the func
tion (S/X) ~0-2 may not fully account for the effect of the array 
configuration for these pin fins. The full pin array with higher 
density of pins (S/D= 1.5) having high Nusselt number shows 
higher rate of decrease with the increasing clearance (G/H) 
than the array with lower density of pins (S/D = 2.42). 

Figure 11 shows the array-averaged Nusselt number for the 
geometry where the pin fins in every second row were cut at 
the center. Unlike the other cases of partial pin fins, this 
geometry is symmetric. Therefore, the average data for the 
two walls were equal. Similarly, the row-by-row variations of 
the local data were also equal for both walls and are similar to 
that for the full pin fins. However, the magnitude of the 
Nusselt number decreases with increasing clearance. This 
decrease in the Nusselt number is about 5 percent for 
G/H= 0.15 and 10 percent for G/H= 0.47. The Nu (S/X)~0-2 

function for this geometry also showed a linear dependence on 
the G/H ratio. The bounding values were, as for the other 
geometries, the full pin array and the smooth channel. No 
data were available for comparison in the literature for this 
particular geometry of the partial length pins. 
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These data show that the average Nusselt number decreases 
linearly with increasing clearance and the rate of decrease is 
dependent on the full pin array geometry. This slope can be 
established by drawing a straight line between the Nu for the 
full pin array and the smooth channel value. The resulting Nu 
for any clearance can then be interpolated. This suggests that 
the reduction in Nu due to the clearance is not affected by the 
geometry of partial pins, at least for the three geometries 
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tested in this study. However, the gap not only reduces the 
average Nusselt number, but it also changes the distribution of 
heat transfer from the two walls except for the third geometry. 
Therefore, for design applications the relative heat transfer 
behavior of the two walls must be taken into consideration. 

The friction factor results for the channel with pin fins are 
shown in Fig. 12 for all three geometries corresponding to 
G/H=0, 0.15, and 0.47. These friction factors are based on 
the pressure gradient in the channel with pin fins. It is evident 
that for all three geometries, the friction factor decreases with 
increasing clearance. This is consistent with the observed 
distribution of the averaged Nusselt numbers. A similar con
clusion was also reported by Sparrow and Ramsey (1978). 

Figure 13 compares the friction factors of full and partial 
length pin fins for a constant gap ratio of G/H=0.47. As ex
pected, the full pins have the highest friction factor, followed 
by the geometry with every second row having gap at the 
center. Third is the geometry with the rows of pins bonded 
alternatively to the bottom and the top walls. The geometry 
with all pins bonded to one wall and the other wall smooth has 
the lowest friction factor. This ranking of the partial length 
pin fins on the basis of friction factor appears to be consistent 
with the structure of the flow that could possibly exist in the 
array. 

To evaluate the relative performance of different pin fin 
geometries, the respective Nusselt number and the friction fac
tor for each clearance normalized by the corresponding full 
pin fin data (the base case) at Re = 20,000 are plotted in Fig. 
14. For the case with the partial pins attached only to the bot
tom wall, data are shown only for the wall with the pins. The 
heat transfer from the wall with the pins remains almost unaf
fected with the changing gap; however, the friction factor 
decreases significantly. For the case with rows of partial pins 
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bonded alternatively to the bottom and top walls, the heat 
transfer for the bottom wall is higher than the top wall. The 
friction factor for the array with G/H=QA5 decreases by 
about 35 percent, whereas the Nusselt number decreased by 
about 4 percent. The array with the gap at the center of the 
pins is geometrically symmetric and the heat transfer also 
shows symmetric behavior for the two walls. The corre
sponding Nusselt number and the friction factor ratios show a 
linear relationship. 

Conclusions 
s The array-averaged heat transfer rate decreases with in

creasing clearance between the partial length pins and the end-
wall and varies linearly from the full pin value to that for the 
smooth channel. Therefore the array-averaged Nusselt 
number for the pin fin arrays with varying gaps can be inter
polated from the full pin and the smooth channel data. 

• Large differences in the Nusselt numbers for the two 
walls were observed for the asymmetric partial length pin fin 
array geometries. 

• The friction factor also decreases with increasing 

clearance. The geometry with all pins attached to one wall had 
the lowest friction factor with no significant change in the heat 
transfer for the wall with the partial length pin fins. 
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